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The dissertation investigates the circulation, reception, and traditional usage 
of the Apoc in the Ancient Church. It begins with the initial publication of 
the Seer's book on Patmos AD c. 95, and concludes with Athanasius of 
Alexandria in the canonical context of his 39th Festal Epistle delivered in 
AD 367. The fundamental methodology behind the research is the 
examination of the Apoc's transmission in connection with the criteria of 
canonicity. Linked to this method (by the present writer), is the canonical 
criticism approach which considers the function of a sacred book in its 
reception history and the basis for its commendation by the believing 
community. This approach, in the framework of Church and/ or Canon 
Consciousness, proved to share common ground with a theology of Canon 
from the viewpoint of the Eastern Orthodox Church in the context of Holy 
Tradition. The criteria alone, however, were not sufficient to guarantee the 
authoritative reception which would be accorded to an "apostolic" 
document. So began the second major investigation into what other factors 
could have combined to secure the Apoc's ultimate entry into the NT Canon. 
One of these factors is the mixed genre of the book with its strategic 
ambiguity which enabled it to rise above chiliast and post chiliast 
interpretations. More important is the high ecclesiology of the Seer's work 
with its emphasis on the community of faith, a theology which could not be 
ignored by the book's first flesh-and-blood readers. From the start, as the 
Apoc was transmitted by successive Christian generations, it was one of the 
most solid contenders for inclusion in the list of the authoritative writings of 
the NT. It is a principal aim of the thesis to make this early history of 
transmission clear and to demonstrate conclusively that the popularly held 
position that the book was initially poorly received (at least in the East), or 
that it made it into the NT Canon more so by a combination of accidents 
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Above all things I acknowledge and give thanks to the Lord Jesus Christ, my Lord and my 
God, Dominus meus et Deus meus. As for the Book of Revelation itself, I am still as 
fascinated and intrigued by its content, as I initially was some twenty-five years ago when the 
Seer's work was first brought to my attention at the conclusion of a now memorable "coffee-
hour". This compelling allure of the book, which at the same time both "fascinates and 
repels",1 has been described in literature none better than by the Greek poet, essayist, and 
Noble prize winner for literature (1963), George Seferis:  
 
Thvn paramonhv, livgo metav tav mesavnucta, ejgenovmhn ejn  th'/  nhvsw/  th'/  kaloumevnh/
Pavtmw/. Kaqwv" e[pairne  nav caravxei h[moun pavnw sthv Cwvra.  JH qavlassa, ajkivnhth
savn tov mevtallo,  [edene tav trigurinav nhsiav. Devn ajnavsaine ou[te  e{na fuvllo mevsa
stov  fw'"  pouv dunavmwne.  JH  galhvnh  h\tan  e{na  kevlufo" oJlwsdiovlou ajravgisto.
 [Emeina karfwmevno"  ajpov aujthv  thvn ejpibolhv...  [epeita  [[enoiwsa  pwv" yiquvriza:




About four years ago I sat down in my study to do exactly what I am about to do now, write 
the acknowledgments to a dissertation which at times I genuinely felt would never be 
completed. I considered it a special grace, given some very difficult circumstances, that I was 
not only able to complete the first thesis, but also to survive its completion relatively intact. I 
also considered it an extra-ordinary revelation that my parents and my wife were entirely 
selfless during the whole process and expressed their support for me not only in a spiritual 
sense, but also very much in practical way. At that time I would never have considered 
putting either them or myself through such an emotional ordeal a second time round. I would 
have thought it inconceivable. And yet here we are. Doing it all over again, ensemble! 
Without your support, love, and belief that there was at least a little good within me, I would 
long ago have disappeared somewhere deep inside the sickness unto death...3 
 
                                                
     1 Arthur W. Wainwright, Mysterious Apocalypse: Interpreting the Book of Revelation, (Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 1993), 11. 
    2 Giwvrgo" Sefevrh",   JH  jApokavluyh tou'  jIwavnnh metagrafhv ( jAqhvna:  [Ikaro", 1975), 9. 
     3 Søren Kierkegaard's The Sickness unto Death, is to "recall" writes W. Lowrie, "the title of Robert Burton's 
famous book, an Anatomy of Melancholy": Walter Lowrie, trans., Fear and Trembling and The Sickness unto 
Death, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1954), 138. 
 
xvi 
There are of course other names that I must add to my scroll of gratitude. Each one of these 
people an inestimable reminder of what our work is really all about, koinwniva. I use this 
beautiful word in one of its Pauline representations: that of "the partnership" through common 
participation of the Spirit (2Cor 13:13). Through, and on account of this partnership, we 
testify to the world, we strive to encourage and to sustain the body of believers, we partake in 
each other's sufferings, and we strive to have mercy. As Kallistos Ware has knowingly 
written, "[t]he Christian is saved not in isolation but as a member of the community; he is 
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The Proposal of the Dissertation 
This thesis sets out to examine the canonical history of the Apoc from the period immediately 
after its date of writing, the last decade of the first century (AD c. 95), to the time of 
Athanasius of Alexandria (AD c. 296-373) whose faithful witness not only earned him the 
cognomen of "the Great" but also the high title of "Father of Orthodoxy".1 In broad terms, 
borrowing an operative description from James Barr, the study is concerned with the 
"adventures"2 of the work of John, the Seer of Patmos. More specifically, with the circulation, 
reception and traditional usage, that is, the canonical development of the book. This also 
includes those theological aspects of the work and that historical background which played 
important roles in the story of the document's history. The justification for this dissertation is 
established primarily on three critical grounds: first, it has been over seventy years since an 
investigation of the subject at this level was last undertaken; second, by reason of the 
universally renewed interest in the Apoc, given the start of a new millennium; and third, the 
phenomenal crisis of authority evidenced in many quarters of the Church today which can be 
linked to positions and approaches to exegesis, Tradition and Scripture, and hence to 
questions on the validity of the Biblical Canon itself. Other major aims will be the 
introduction of Eastern Orthodox scholarship on the Book of Revelation, which is all but 
absent from such studies, and the bringing up to date of relevant bibliography. 
 
Some Key Definitions Relating to the Question 
§ By text3 or document is meant, pure and simple, the book per se as it moved within the 
geography and communities of the Ancient Church.  
                                                
     1 Bernard McGinn, The Doctors of the Church, (New York: The Crossroad Publishing Company, 1999), 26. 
     2 James Barr speaks of the "adventures of the canon": James Barr, Holy Scripture: Canon, Authority, 
Criticism, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), 49-104. More recently William Riley has titled his commentary on 
the Book of Revelation, The Spiritual Adventure of the Apocalypse, (Dublin: Dominican Publications, 1997). 
     3 For the text of the Book of Revelation in the strict technical sense (apart from those relevant works cited in 
the bibliography, which includes H. C. Hoskier's monumental effort), see: Aland, K. (ed.), Repertorium der 
griechischen christlichen Papyri, I: Biblische Papyri. Altes Testament, Neues Testament, Varia, Apokryphen 
(Patristische Texte und Studien, Band 18), Berlin - New York, de Gruyter, 1976; ________. Kurzgefabte Liste 
der griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments, 2nd ed., revised and enlarged (Arbeiten zur 
Neutestamentlichen Textforschung, 1), Berlin, de Gruyter, 1994; Biblia Patristica. Index des citations et 
allusions bibliques dans la littérature patristique (Publications du Centre d' Analyse et de Documentation 





§ By circulation is meant how quickly and how widely the book spread across the early 
church communities. Circulation must not be confused with reception. A book may have 
circulated widely but not have been received enthusiastically.  
§ Therefore, by reception is meant how well the book was received in terms of its influence. 
But in turn, reception must not be confused with canonicity.  
§ For canonicity is the final step whereby both circulation and reception are taken into 
account for a book to be accepted as an "authoritative rule of faith and practice".4 By 
Canon, therefore, are indicated those commended writings which were received as 
authoritative for both worship and doctrine by the community of the faithful of each 
succeeding Christian generation. 
§ All these elements occurred within a particular space, the physical geography, and a 
particular theological mind-set, the "canon consciousness". It is then, all these elements in 
toto, that go to make up the canonical "adventures" of the Apoc. 
 
The Adventure of the Apoc 
The adventure will trace the canonical development and intrigue of the Apoc. Critical 
questions that need to be addressed are: What determined circulation? What criteria 
influenced reception? Who or what determined canonicity? And how are all of these factors 
related? The distinction of 'criteria' and 'factors' must also be considered afresh: are they the 
same? Another question that needs to be asked is what technical factors may or may not have 
encouraged the physical circulation of the book. For example, the circulation of letters in the 
ancient world: traders from Smyrna and Ephesus may from the start have taken the "letter" 
West rather than East. The Apoc was addressed to the Seven Churches in Asia, in effect, the 
                                                                                                                                              
(Université de Paris IV Paris - Sorbonne: Série "Papyrologie", 1), Paris, Publications de la Sorbonne, 1976; 
Kenyon, F. G., The Text of the Greek Bible, 3rd ed. revised and augmented by A. W. Adams, London, 
Duckworth, 1975; Metzger. B. M., A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament. A Companion Volume 
to the United Bible Societies' Greek New Testament (4th ed.), 2nd ed., London - New York, United Bible 
Societies, 1994; Schmid, J., Studien zur Geschichte des griechischen Apokalypse-Textes, 3 vols., Munich, 
1955-1956; Tischendorf, Constantin von, Novum Testamentum Graece, 8th ed., Leipzig, 1869-72, repr., 2 vols., 
Graz, Akandemische Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 1965. I remain grateful to Dr Stuart Pickering, Research Fellow 
at the School of History, Philosophy and Politics, at Macquarie University, for having brought this major 
bibliography to my attention; for the early Greek witnesses of the NT, see Bart D. Ehrman & Michael W. 
Holmes (eds), The Text of the New Testament in Contemporary Research: Essays on the Status Quaestionis, 
(Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1995), 3-74; also see Aune's comprehensive treatment of the Apoc's 
text, David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), cxxxicv-ccxi. 





ecclesia universalis.5 The text would seem to have been imbued with a canon consciousness 
from its inception. But how can we be sure of this? 
 
It is sometimes expressed (to illustratively make the point) that the NT 'did not fall from 
heaven'. Obviously. But any view which does not assign strong theological constructs, which 
denies the Ancient Church a dominant and vigorous role in the formation of the Biblical 
Canon, is not an adequate model or approach for any discussion on Canon generally, or for an 
individual book specifically. Purely historical perspectives are insufficient, for the texts 
themselves speak clearly of a theological level of interpretation.6 As soon as precision is 
desired, as for example in the historical-critical method or even the new methods of literary 
analysis, the canonical content has to be detached from the whole and a cluster of evaluations 
or concepts is created, "the sum of which" as Vladimir Lossky says, "is far from expressing 
that living reality called the tradition of the church."7 For this reason this present thesis places 
equal weight on both approaches, as is seen by the chapters and the section divisions which 
mark the investigation. Theology and history have to be drawn together, without destroying 
their dialectical relationship. At the profound theological level one way to do this, as J. D. 
Zizioulas writes, "...is to find again the lost consciousness of the primitive Church concerning 
the decisive importance of the eucharist in ecclesiology."8 In plain terms this is none other 
than the unique merging of theology and history in the Incarnation of the Logos. God in the 
GodMan, Jesus Christ effecting this union through and in His person. For it is "the 
particularity of the Son", in the whole scheme of providence, to "become history."9 
 
Aims and Issues Addressed 
It has been over seventy years since Ned Bernard Stonehouse's estimable work, The 
Apocalypse in the Ancient Church: A Study in the History of the New Testament Canon, 
(Goes, Holland: Oosterbaan & Le Cointre, 1929), was first published. It has exerted a good 
influence on a large number of writers who have dealt with the Apoc, though this reliance is 
                                                
     5 As Aune also writes noting the evidence of the MF, "[i]n the ancient church, seven churches addressed by 
John were widely regarded as a symbol of the universal church": David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), (Texas: 
Word Books, 1997), 130. 
     6 That is, one of the "functions of biblical literature" is "theological": Tremper Longman III, Literary 
Approaches to Biblical Interpretation (Vol. 3), (Leicester: Apollos, 1987), 68f. 
     7 Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.), Eastern Orthodox Theology: A Contemporary Reader, (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Books, 1995), art. "Tradition and Traditions", Vladimir Lossky, 126. 
     8 John D. Zizioulas, Being as Communion: Studies in Personhood and the Church, (New York: SVS Press, 
1985), 20. 





not always quick to be acknowledged. While the original quality and approach of his study, 
with its rich historical insight and specialist analysis is to be admired and commended as 
mandatory reading, it is dated and in areas critically defective. There are places, for instance, 
where major conclusions, whether correct or not, are based on and drawn from a limited and 
narrow presentation of the primary sources. Stonehouse is also heavily reliant himself, on the 
theological and historical scholarship of the Germans, especially on the studies of Harnack 
and Zahn. The work (given the location and era of its production), has an empirical research 
bias and so in a number of areas its perspectives relegate the pressing theological intrigue that 
is, manifestly, behind the formation of the NT Canon.10 Of course, since 1929 when 
Stonehouse completed his work, studies and approaches to the Book of Revelation have gone 
on many diverse tangents. One of the more influential of these "tangents", which is directly 
relevant to this thesis, has been the rise and the bringing to the fore of the "problem" of the 
definition of apocalyptic genre.11 Equally important, and this time on the issue of method and 
form, has been the emergence onto the scene of biblical theology (at least from the early 
1970s and onwards), of canonical criticism.12 The unearthing of the Gnostic library of Nag 
Hammadi has also shown that the struggle to define the nature of the Gospel was an essential 
component of the process in which the decisions of the Ancient Church were made regarding 
canonicity, and that this development did not follow the fixing of the New Testament itself.13  
 
An important matter that will be explored, and not only in Stonehouse's case, but across the 
secondary literature as well, is the quick dismissal by interpreters to accept possible allusions 
to the Apoc in the writings of the Apostolic Fathers. "Allusion" as proof of reference to the 
Apoc in Early Church literature must not be judged as critically as one would, for example, 
                                                
     10 Though it would be both incorrect and unfair to suggest that N. B. Stonehouse misses entirely the 
component of theology or the concept of church consciousness (that is critical to this dissertation): Ned Bernard 
Stonehouse The Apocalypse in the Ancient Church: A Study in the History of the New Testament Canon, 
(Goes, Holland: Oosterbaan & Le Cointre, 1929), 5. 
     11 For a critical analysis and assessment of the contribution to the study of apocalyptic genre and 
apocalypticism of  the SBL Apocalypse Group and the contributions from the International Colloquium on 
Apocalypticism, see David  E. Aune, "The Apocalypse of John and the Problem of Genre", Sem 36, (1986), 65-
96. 
     12 Brevard S. Childs' position is sketched in his Biblical Theology in Crisis, (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 
1970). It was later more completely represented in his Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979), and in his The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM 
Press, 1984). 
     13 Also related to this question are the insights into the “canonical process” that can be derived from the 
"reconstructing of the literary history of the Dead Sea Scrolls (particularly to do with the "stabilization process" 
in the context of canon). For a perspective on this subject from the approach of canonical criticism, see James 






look for direct citation in later patristic literature when the authority of the Scripture and the 
development of the NT Canon were on a more secure path. Citation of NT literature in the 
early works of ecclesiastical writers, for reasons that will later be discussed, was loose and 
irregular.14 The author of the Apoc itself, though not precisely quoting the OT, references 
according to The United Bible Societies' Greek NT Text (2nd ed.) over five hundred OT 
passages. Commentators have also been quick to dismiss knowledge of the Apoc if it is not 
cited specifically, but the silence of writers does not prove their ignorance of the book. They 
may have in general no occasion to quote the work, or simply not wish to if its canonical 
status was deemed suspect.15 
 
Further Reasons for the Value of the Investigation 
The value of this present investigation also extends to its timing, and this, on two fronts. First, 
the universal interest in the Apoc as we approached the year 2000 with its "millennial 
conjunctures" and "apocalyptic prophecy"16 and the provocative topics of "Antichrist" and 
"666" (Rev 13) which have again been brought to our attention in different ways: by talk of a 
Universal Lifetime Identifier (ULI),17 the mass media, religious organisations, fundamentalist 
literature, and biblical scholarship. Some commentators of the Apoc are again focussing on 
the interpretation of the notorious 666 conundrum and on the Traditionsgeschichte of 
Antichrist. For some of these commentators it is a reply to the recent outpouring of 
sensationalist publications fuelled by this "millennial mania".18 And this leads us to the other 
front, that being the question and nature of the "millennium". Few passages in the whole of 
the NT, let alone the Book of Revelation itself, have caused so much intrigue, discussion, and 
dissension among Bible-believing Christians and not, than the interpretation of the millennial 
                                                
     14 The wording of the so-called quotations of the Apostolic Fathers, for they were not direct quotations in the 
literal sense, were often, as Gerhardsson has written "reproduced freely or adapted in some way to the context": 
Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript: Oral Tradition and Written Transmission in Rabbinic Judaism 
and Early Christianity, (Grand Rapids: Wm B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1998), 198. 
     15 For instance, Saint John Chrysostom 'appears' to have nowhere mentioned the Apoc, but it cannot be 
seriously suggested that a Patriarch of Constantinople (elected in AD 398) would not know of the book. No 
doubt his cautious attitude towards the document was swayed and affected by its previously poor show in Syria. 
     16 Brian J. L. Berry, "As 2000 Approaches: Millennial Conjunctures and Apocalyptic Prophecy", 
Technological Forecasting and Social Change 47, (1994). 
     17 See for instance the landmark study, The Person-Number Systems of  Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and 
Israel, (US Dept. of Health and Human Services, Series 2- No. 84, 1980); also Computerization and 
Controversy: Value Conflicts and Social Choices, Rob King (ed.), (San Diego: Academic Press, 1996); 
Nicholas Negroponte, Being Digital, (Rydalmere: Hodder & Stoughton, 1995); Peter Cochrane, Tips for Time 
Travellers, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1999). 
     18 For an academic response to this literature, see Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More: Prophecy Belief 
in Modern American Culture, (London: Harvard University Press, 1992). Boyer calls this a "genre of prophecy 





reign of Christ, the "thousand years" (Rev 20:4-6). This belief that Christ or a New Age 
"messiah" will return to earth and inaugurate a thousand-year era of blessedness, a utopia, is 
one that has often been preached, usually with disastrous consequences.19 We are as close to 
millennial fervour as any generation before us and this is being evidenced by the 
eschatological discourse which is presently being "conducted at the mass level."20 This 
renewed interest in the Book of Revelation itself has become for many, as J. Ramsey 
Michaels has well noted, "a port of entry to the study of the whole Bible."21 Presently, as I 
write these lines, some are not only scanning the Apoc for evidence of the Y2K millennium 
computer "bug", but for evidence of the Balkans War now in its fifth week (further 
heightening popular foreboding and interest in the prophecies of the Seer).22  
 
Though the above connections with the Apoc and our present times might appear to be 
obvious, there is another less notable but no less compelling reason why the Apoc has steadily 
accrued a wider and more disparate an audience -ranging from traditional Christianity, to anti-
nuclear demonstrationism, to abstractionism in the arts, etc.- this being the crisis of authority 
in our western culture and the ever-growing cynicism with corrupted religious and political 
structures. In the Church itself, liberation theology has become particularly attracted to the 
Apoc.23 The crisis has also found refuge in the scholarly world of biblical studies in the form 
of a purely textually based framework, where religious modes of interpretation have been 
displaced onto models of secular literature.24 Edward Schillebeeckx is correct when he writes, 
"whatever one may think of apocalypticism, it is fundamentally an existential, realistic, even 
modern experience in this nuclear age."25 For the apocalyptic genre basically wrestles with 
                                                
     19 For a sorry list of cults that have chosen to respond to the next millennium by committing mass suicides, 
see Dennis E. Hensley, Millennium Approaches, (New York: Avon Books, 1998), 47f. 
     20 Paul Boyer, loc. cit. 
     21 J. Ramsey Michaels, Interpreting the Book of Revelation, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1992), 14. 
     22 Even as I revised this chapter we witnessed the tragedy of the September 11th terrorist strikes in New York 
and in Washington D.C. The attack on the Twin Towers (World Trade Centre) sent people to the Book of 
Revelation looking for lexical matches on search engines to "tower". Of course, other frequently visited internet 
sites during this time were those connected to "Nostradamus". But this attitude to apocalyptic literature 
generally, also serves to "display[s] a posteriori functions": Bernard McGinn, Apocalyptic Spirituality: Treatises 
and Letters of Lactantius, Adso of Montier-En-Der, Joachim of Fiore, The Franciscan Spirituals, Savonarola, 
(New Jersey: Paulist Press, 1979), 10. 
     23 For a good example of liberation hermeneutics dealing with the Apoc, see Pablo Richard, Apocalypse: A 
People's Commentary on the Book of Revelation, (New York: Orbis Books, 1995). 
     24 For a review and critical discussion on this important issue, see Tremper Longman III, Literary Approaches 
to Biblical Interpretation (Vol. 3), (Leicester: Apollos, 1987). "In short, the literary approach appears to reduce 
the Bible to something less than it is": ibid, 8. 






the eternal contradiction of the problem of pain and of divine justice. And as such it has stood 
as a radical literature, challenging the church leadership and the faithful to redress their roles 
whenever the definition of Church and State became so blurred as to be difficult to distinguish 
the one from the other.26 Might well then, the Seer of Patmos in his book fuse the two 
"beasts" (Rev 13) so compactly (the political and the prophetic), that the history of their 
interpretation is strewn with disagreements and flights of fancy.27 
 
Unique Contribution 
One of the great imbalances of western biblical bibliography, which has yet to be felt in its 
entirety, is the lack of citation or reference to the work of Eastern Orthodox scholarship.28 In a 
few words, this cannot be considered anything less than a spectacular inconsistency. This 
thesis (as did my previous dissertation) will seek to introduce and report the work of leading 
Orthodox biblical scholars who are largely unknown in English bibliography. This of course 
is the complete opposite of the work, for example, of the Germans and the French (not least in 
the field of studies to do with the Apoc). Admittedly, not many recent Orthodox scholars have 
dealt with the Apoc, but those that have, P. Mpratsiwvth" and S. Agourivdh" for instance, 
have written major critical works.29 G. Mauromavth" popular but commendable approach is a 
valuable resource of patristic sources.30 There is also the fine introductory commentary 
written by Averky Taushev and Seraphim Rose,31 and more recently the work by Columba 
Graham Flegg.32 Others, such as P. Basileiavdh", G. Galivth", G. Gratseva", I. 
Karabidovpoulo", J. Ivliev, V. Mihoc, C. Oikonovmou, I. Pevtrou, L. Fivlh and S. Savkko", 
                                                
     26 See, for instance, Søren Kierkegaard's invective against "established religion" [Attack Upon 
"Christendom"]: A Kierkegaard Anthology, (ed.) Robert Bretall, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973), 
434-468. 
     27 For a useful survey of some of these bizarre interpretations, see Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More: 
Prophecy Belief In Modern American Culture, (London: Harvard University Press, 1992), 26ff. 
     28 For example, when during my previous research I had reason to study a great number of Apoc 
commentaries (not to mention journal articles), rarely do I recall coming across reference to Eastern Orthodox 
commentary on the Book of Revelation. This serves to keep 'secret' eastern work which can highlight many 
useful and sensible positions to the study of the Apoc. As for the problem of the marginalization of languages 
other than English, German, and French, in biblical studies, Linnemann has astutely said, "[h]istorical-critical 
theology's search for truth already stumbles at the point of so much linguistically inaccessible literature which it 
must neglect": Eta Linnemann, Historical Criticism of the Bible: Methodology or Ideology, trans. Robert W. 
Yarbrough, (Michigan: Baker Book House, 1995), 90. 
  29 Pan. I. Mpratsiwvth", H  Apokavluyi"  tou Iwavnnou, (Aqhvna: N. P. Mpratsiwvth", 1992);   Savbba"
Agourivdh", H Apokavluyh tou Iwavnnh Ermhneiva Kainhv" Diaqhvkh" 18, (Qessalonivkh: Pournarav, 1994). 
     30 Gewvrgio" Mauromavth", H Apokavluyi" To¸u Iwavnnou, (Aqhvna: Apostolikhv Diakoniva, 1997). 
     31 Averky Taushev and Seraphim Rose, The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity, (Platina: 
Saint Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1995). 





have written high-level papers.33 To this impressive list we should 
add Basivleio" Stoggiavno"' Apokavluyh  kai  Politikhv,  (Qessalonivkh:  APQ,  1985). 
How many western commentators have cited either Bukharev or Soloviev, whose 
"apocalypticism" as Paul Valliere writes, has "enriched modern Orthodox theology."34 Not to 
mention Sergius Bulgakov who has expressed some very profound thoughts on the 
kerygmatic dimensions of the Apoc from the perspective of amillennial eschatology.35 
Recently, there has also been renewed interest in the Apoc by Greek theologians at doctoral 
level.36 It is also a critical oversight that even those Orthodox writers who are more widely 
known to the West, historians and theologians of the awesome calibre and reputation of 
Evdokimov, Florovsky, Lossky, Meyendorff, and Schmemann for example (these five are 
mentioned here for obvious reason), are little used. Their collective insight into the inner 
workings of History and Church Tradition are invaluable for this present study. This 
indefensible lack of reference in modern theological literature leads the great bulk of western 
writers (excluding, for instance, those dealing in Patristics), to refer invariably to conclusions 
of the Catholic Church or Protestant confessions and rarely, if ever, to the position of the 
Eastern Orthodox.  
 
Apart from the unique contribution already set-down in the abstract and described in this 
chapter, I point the reader to the Appendix where a new method of investigation into primary 
sources has been tested and successfully established using the TLG database. A long 
catalogue of proofs for the traditional usage of the Book of Revelation is presented for the 
first time, involving many months of extensive electronic string searches complemented and 
conjoint to a rigorous manual assessment and further exploration. The List of Tables and 
Exhibits are very important sources of reference in themselves, but also for use in comparable 
studies.37 
                                                
     33 See the  published  papers  in the tome:  Eishghvsei"  ST§ Suvnaxh"  Orqodovxwn  Biblikwvn  Qeolovgwn,   
H Apokavluyh tou Iwavnnh, (Leukwsiva: Ierav Arciepiskophv Kuvprou, 1991). 
     34 Paul Valliere, Modern Russian Theology: Bukharev, Soloviev, Bulgakov: Orthodox Theology in a New 
Key, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 2000), 223. 
     35 A Bulgakov Anthology, James Pain and Nicolas Zernov (eds), (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 
1976), 157-160. 
     36 The doctoral dissertation of Euaggeliva Amoirivdou which investigated the history of the interpretation of 
the "number of the beast xc²§" in the Greek Church from the second right through to the nineteenth century. 
The dissertation was presented to the School of Theology of the University of Thessaloniki (1998). At the same 
time another doctoral dissertation was presented to the same school by John Skiadaresis, "The Hymns of the 
Apocalypse". 
    37 For example a research project which applies the rigorous investigative method described in the 





A final objective will be to bring up-to-date the bibliography related to the main questions of 
the thesis. As the research will touch on a number of specialist fields, including those of 
Theology, Biblical Canon, Patristics, and Early Church History, it is not possible (whether 
logistically or expertly) to do justice to each. The focus, therefore, will remain on those works 
dealing with the Apoc or with studies that have touched upon our subject, for example, New 
Testament Introductions38 and commentaries of which the Book of Revelation has not lacked, 
especially in recent years. However, quite a lot of 'satellite' reading is also referenced which 
helps to highlight and interpret different posers and issues of the subject matter under 
discussion. Directly connected  to  this  effort  will  be the correction, citation and presentation 
of sources (both primary and secondary) which have been, hitherto, simply inferred or 
mentioned in the secondary literature without appropriate reference (and in some instances 
incorrectly written or passed on). 
 
Methodology and Approach 
The Conceptual Framework 
A methodology, pure and simple, is a procedure or a technique to guarantee a certain degree 
of orderliness.39 There is no absolutely correct methodology, otherwise we would not be 
inundated by so many of these approaches. All research, whether it be poor or superior, 
occurs within a "conceptual framework" which will determine its overall direction. "This 
conceptual framework", as Eta Linnemann writes, "decides, for example, what gets 
investigated and what gets neglected by researchers."40 Despite the dissenting voices, there 
exists no conceptual framework, where determinative decisions (distinguished from 
subjective motives) do not, to a large extent, influence both the methodology or approach of a 
research project. Therefore, canonical criticism is as legitimate an approach to biblical studies 
as is the historical-critical approach or the more recent theory of literature approach. The 
biblical texts are so rich in their variety, both as literature and as history, that no scientific 
method is entirely adequate for their comprehension and interpretation.41 The Seer's 
                                                
     38 But as H. Y. Gamble rightly states, increasing disciplinary specialization has led to an unfortunate 
separation between NT studies and early church history... and so "symptomatically, many NT 'Introductions' 
contain no discussion of the formation or significance of the canon" (Harry Y. Gamble, The New Testament 
Canon: Its Making and Meaning, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985), 13. 
     39 See Colin Robson, Real World Research: A Resource for Social Scientists and Practitioner-Researchers, 
(Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1993), 18-35. 
     40 Linnemann, op. cit., 69. 
     41 More recently the widely recognized work of the literary critic R. Alter has made this fact of the literary 
richness of the biblical texts (the "peculiar literature"), increasingly clear, see especially Robert Alter, The 





Apocalypse is the telling example: its fusion of genres has seen the book discussed and taken 
apart on many levels.42 The danger, however, which would render this (or any other) 
investigation untrustworthy and its conclusions highly susceptible, would be for whatever 
approach is taken on board, to pre-empt its own findings, to be self-contradictory, and to be 
incognizant of the rules of rational discourse.   
 
For these reasons it should not surprise the student of the Apoc who finds himself or herself 
deluged by an array of ever-competing methodologies and approaches, each of these 
emphasizing that part of the text or narrative which it considers to be the more worthy of its 
attention.43 And so, for example, despite the many positive contributions of the historical-
critical method to biblical studies, it has itself been strongly subject to and limited by the 
approaches of source criticism and the history of religions. The positives and the negatives of 
a plethora of approaches are now being intelligently debated as an attempt is being made to 
redefine (better still rediscover), the common ground of biblical studies.44 All approaches 
must be cognizant of the fine line that can separate an ideology from a theory and not hold 
itself above such distinction. Each interpreter will organize and structure the materials of his/ 
her texts and research in one of many adopted theologies, perspectives, or mind-sets. To begin 
with, this is obvious from within the Bible itself (as Barr himself will plainly note): Saint 
Paul's justification by faith, or the 'works' theology of Saint James, or perhaps Deuteronomy 
as the centre for the theological understanding of the Old Testament.45 The history of modern 
theology is replete with such overwhelming biases. Take Rudolf Bultmann, for example, 
whose entire theological position, as James Barr has well argued, "can be plausibly read as 
                                                                                                                                              
thing modern readers should not do, even if they have secularist scruples... is condescend to it [biblical 
literature] as 'primitive'": ibid., 21. 
     42 For a comprehensive review of the varying approaches to the Apoc, see M. G. Michael, Thesis: Chapters V-
VII. 
     43 See S. E. Gillingham's study of the diverse approaches to biblical studies in contemporary scholarship in 
which the major techniques are very well defined and treated, the scholar rightly concludes that, "[o]ur approach 
to good reading of the Bible should begin with a recognition that there is something both 'fixed' (the text itself) 
and yet at the same time 'open' (the many voices which are found in the text)": Susan E. Gillingham, One Bible, 
Many Voices: Different Approaches to Biblical Studies, (London: SPCK, 1998): 247. But these approaches, as 
she makes sure to point out throughout her work, must be judiciously applied, "for the pluralistic nature of these 
texts also reveals that each of the approaches has its limitations": ibid., 25; see also Postmodern Theologies: The 
Challenge of Religious Diversity, Terrence W. Tilley (ed.), (New York: Orbis Books, 1996). 
     44 For some practical examples of this challenging call to mutual biblical understanding, see The Interpretation 
of the Bible in the Church, J. L. Houlden (ed.), (London: SCM Press, 1995), 13-97. 





deriving from a profound and extreme application of the Lutheran understanding of 
justification by faith."46  
 
The Canonical Criticism Approach 
The first systematic47 undertaking of a canonical critical48 application to the NT was that by 
Brevard S. Childs in his book The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction (1984), a work 
that attracted much attention. Though Childs would no doubt disagree,49 he has sometimes 
exaggerated the terrain between theological exegesis and historical criticism, which runs the 
risk of dehistoricizing the Canon in respect not only to the composition of the individual texts 
themselves- but also to the actual history of the Canon itself. The work is, however, a bold 
and timely approach (but not as pioneering as most would suggest).50 It was not surprising 
that it stirred much discussion nor that it continues to bring on responses dealing with 
canonical function and the hermeneutical importance of the Canon. Childs' work has 
demonstrated to the contemporary biblical exegete not only the possibilities but also the 
limitations, as H. Y. Gamble importantly points out, "of making theological exegesis 
dependent upon the shape of the canon while sharply restricting the significance of historical 
interpretation."51 At this point I should add, that James A. Sanders52 who has redressed some 
of the apparent weaknesses in the original formulations of Brevard S. Childs (and which 
James Barr openly acknowledges),53 is also an influence in my own approach in his 
                                                
     46 ibid., 108. 
     47 The sub-discipline of "canonical criticism" itself, was first proposed by James A. Sanders in Torah and 
Canon (1972). The "immediate question" of Sanders, as he very generously pointed out to me, was "which 
canon?" The concern of Brevard S. Childs is largely in "keeping a Protestant (Barthian) Doctrine of the Word 
alive": Sanders, J. A. <SandersJA@aol.com>. Re: from MGM. Wed, 24 Apr 2002. Michael, M. G. 
<mgjm@1earth.net>. 
     48 But note here both B. S. Childs and James A. Sanders strong reservations with "critical":  Sanders, Canon 
and Community, 18. 
     49 "It is erroneous to infer that the canonical approach which is being outlined is opposed to historical criticism 
in principle. The issue at stake turns on how it is used": Childs, As Canon, 50. 
     50 Ideas approaching the principal theology of the method, that is its emphasis on canon consciousness, can be 
found for example in Paul Evdokimov's extended analysis of the Eastern Orthodox a priori of the Scripture 
being read in Christ [H ANAGNWSH EN CRISTW], and especially where he speaks of the "instinct of 
Orthodoxy" [e[nstikto th'"  jOrqodoxiva"] which leads to the consensus patrum et apostolicum of the 
Church: Pau'lo" Eujdokivmof, JH  jOrqodoxiva, (Qessalonivkh:  jEkdos. Bas. Rhgovpoulo"), metavf. A. T. 
Mourtzovpoulo", (1972): 257, 245-261. 
     51 Harry Y. Gamble, The New Testament Canon: Its Making and Meaning, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1985), 92. 
     52 Sanders, op. cit., 1-20, 21-45. 
     53 "In a number of aspects", James Barr states, "Sanders's position is closer to that which I have taken": Barr, 
op. cit., 156. Barr is especially pleased that Sanders "rightly questions the idea that interpretation on the basis of 





recognition that "throughout the Church's life, interpretative traditions have parallelled the 
text in an effort to enable it to speak again."54 
  
The Canon has given the NT its particular form and this can provide the investigator with a 
unique insight of the processes and dynamics of the "canonical construal" of the Christian 
tradition which led to its development. And because this canonical construal took place within 
an identifiable context, it calls "for an analysis", as Childs himself writes: 
 
which combines both historical and theological description. It seeks to pursue not only 
the motives for giving the literature its peculiar shape, but also the function which the 
literature now performs in its special form within the smaller and larger units of that 
collection.55 
 
Though this study does not take on board all of the positions or conclusions of B. S. Childs' 
approach, certainly not the limits placed on the historical and political motivations (that only 
the Sitz im Leben des Kanons is what counts), it does, however, absolutely share in its 
fundamental and critical conviction of "canon consciousness": 
 
...the issue of canon turns on the authoritative role played by particular traditions for a 
community of faith and practice... it [canon consciousness] thus arose at the inception of 
the Christian church and lies deep within the NT literature itself.56 
 
 
The canonical criticism approach has effectively brought to attention the fact that from the 
very start, behind the historical process of the development of the Canon of sacred writings, 
there was an organic continuity in the historical process of the development and establishment 
of the NT. Nowhere does the approach suggest that this continuity was not generated out of 
an ongoing conflict.57 The process, through the unique adventures of each text, took hundreds 
of years to complete; it involved controversy, uncertainty, and a multiplicity of theological 
possibilities. For the Apoc to have survived its own canonical adventure and to have finally 
found a secure place in the NT Canon of the Ancient Church, there would have to had been 
some powerful and influential factors at work. These are the intrinsic inner dynamics of the 
                                                                                                                                              
which, in turn, I strongly feel is one of the weaknesses of Sanders's own position in that to make a valid point he 
unfortunately touches the extremes. 
     54 Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. Lemcio, The New Testament as Canon: A Reader in Canonical Criticism, 
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 33. 
     55 Childs, As Canon, 38. 
     56 ibid., 21. 





text, often referred to as the "criteria of canonicity".58 However, even though these criteria 
will play an essential part during the later stages of this present investigation, they will be 
primarily used as sign-posts and exploratory tools, not as faits accomplis on their own. In 
speaking of inner dynamics59 we are not limited to the strict adherence of the criteria (the 
criteria become part of the inner dynamics themselves, i.e. the "referential function")60 and so 
our approach becomes more wide-reaching. A new factor may be discovered, or an older one 
may be seen not to be as effective or as dominant as previously thought.  
 
One of the positions of canonical criticism (for it is still very much a dialogue in process)61 
with which I am in full accord is that the phenomenon of Canon is understood as providing a 
basic warrant for inferring that the material of the NT was "shaped toward engendering faith", 
as Childs persuasively argues, "and did not lie inert as a deposit of uninterpreted data from a 
past age."62 In this approach particular consideration can be given to how the material is 
construed into scripture, so that its witness remains alive and active to successive generations 
of Christians to whom the ministry of Jesus Christ and of His disciples was not an eye-witness 
experience. But where canonical criticism would ordinarily stress the structure of a document 
in this context, it is the genre that will be highlighted in this study. Before there was structure, 
it is my position, there was genre. The structure of a biblical book is an essential aspect of 
exegesis, but our first contact is with the genre and it is through this initial meeting that the 
aims of the structural composition can be more clearly defined and understood.63 For 
example, if the Apoc belongs to the prophetic genre, then its prophetic structures can be seen 
to be precisely that, "real prophecy". If, on the other hand, the work is a drama or a liturgy, 
                                                
     58 See Lee Martin McDonald, "The Integrity of the Biblical Canon in Light of Its Historical Development", 
BBR 6, (1996), 126-129. 
     59 In using this expression I simply wish to underline the idea of the text's potential in the context of a wider 
application of "referential function": Tremper Longman III, op. cit., 54f.  
     60 ibid. 
     61 Canonical criticism is a dialogue in process, and from within this approach different positions are 
highlighted or declined. The focus of the interpreters writing "under the rubric canon criticism" (G. T. 
Sheppard) is fundamentally on meaning. What does Canon mean? And how does it communicate that meaning? 
What does authority mean? What is canonization? More basically, "[i]f Childs emphasises the canon as a 
product of the community's faith, Sanders stresses its process": Wall and Lemcio, op. cit., 32. 
     62  Childs, As Canon, 51; see also Bernhard W. Anderson, "Tradition and Scripture in the Community of 
Faith", "JBL 100/1, (1981), 5-21. "Nevertheless, this transhistorical quality of the biblical materials did not 
eclipse the anchorage of the texts in real life with its concrete particularity and historical referents": ibid., 21. 
     63 "Consciously or unconsciously, genre identification triggers what I have earlier called expectations on the 
part of the reader. Indeed it triggers a whole reading strategy...": Tremper Longman III, Literary Approaches to 





then the prophetic structures might be construed as merely dramatic effect or stage directions 
or, if liturgy, as hymnodic motifs. 
 
Brevard S. Childs does come close to admitting an importance of the historical value of the 
criteria of canonicity, when in his criticism of H. Diem, who gives them a place, he refers to 
them as a "one-sided characterization" of the whole process.64 The overriding concern of 
Childs, however, is to deflect the assumption that the literature was shaped by historical, 
literary, sociological, and history-of-religion forces alone, and to stress that the theological 
struggle of its components with the literature's normative function was not insignificant.65 
There were not only extraneous forces involved in the development of the Canon, but the idea 
of the Canon itself was central to the transmission and shaping of the specific literature.66 The 
canonical process above all had to faithfully safeguard and transmit to the succeeding 
generations of believers the timeless testimony of Jesus Christ's incarnation and resurrection. 
As John Meyendorff writes (when considering the criterion of apostolicity), "the Christian 
kerygma as such."67 But part of this canonical process, which to my mind Childs has 
unnecessarily underestimated, was the canonical criteria that the Ancient Church itself 
developed to test the claims of those documents that would profess to canonicity.68 
 
And so, finally, to the all important matter of the definition of Canon itself. I cannot either add 
or subtract from that denotation which Brevard S. Childs, himself, has so clearly and precisely 
set down and which encompasses the three major points, (a) the "process" of the formation, 
(b) the "authoritative tradition" and the collection, and (c) the "function" as Sacred Scripture. 
An Eastern Orthodox interpreter would sit comfortably with what follows: 
 
For this reason I [B. S. Childs] am using the term canon in a broader sense that is 
traditionally the practice in order to encompass the entire process by which the 
formation of the church's sacred writings took place. I am including under the term not 
only the final stages of setting limits on the scope of the sacred writings- canonization 
                                                
     64 Childs, As Canon, 31. 
     65 ibid., 22. 
     66 ibid., 27-33. 
     67 See John Meyendorff, Living Tradition: Orthodox Witness in the Contemporary World, (New York: SVS 
Press, 1978), 14f. "Apostolicity thus remained the basic criterion in the history of the formation of the canon 
because it was also the only true characteristic of the Christian kerygma as such. The Church's intervention and 
judgement concerned only the limits of true Revelation; and in order to exercise this judgement it needed a 
criterion external to, but not independent from, Scripture. This criterion is the guidance of the Spirit, through 
whom the Incarnation was realized and who abides both upon Christ Himself, and upon His Body the Church": 
ibid. 





proper- but also that process by which authoritative tradition was collected, ordered, and 
transmitted in such a way as to enable it to function as sacred scripture for a community 
of faith and practice.69  
 
 
Philosophy of the Approach 
Here the words of Kallistos Ware are particularly significant, given that this thesis is being 
written by an author who admits to the Eastern Orthodox confession:  
 
Christianity, if true, has nothing to fear from honest enquiry. Orthodoxy, while regarding 
the Church as the authoritative interpreter of Scripture, does not forbid the critical and 
historical study of the Bible...70 
 
At all times the Eastern Orthodox theologian is aware of the essential distinction between the 
doctrinal deposit of the Church (which is unalterable) and the study of history (which is 
subject to various perspectives).71 Admittedly, the Christian Creed itself is intrinsically 
historic, but the dynamics and forces that necessitated its formulation can be approached and 
studied from diverse angles and viewpoints (religio-historical, religio-political, socio-
economic, socio-linguistic, etc). One of the predicaments of the Christian historian, however, 
(as one writer put it) is that he/ she is rarely content "with the fragmentary vision."72  
 
Some might find this 'confession' amateurish or perhaps even improper. And yet there are 
scholars who are now recognizing the importance of such disclosure at the level of critical 
consciousness as one is writing. J. E. Bradley and R. A. Muller point out that the approach to 
objectivity: 
 
                                                
     69 Childs, As Canon, 25. 
     70 Kallistos Ware, The Orthodox Church, (London: Penguin Books, 1993), 201. 
     71 See, for example, Meyendorff, Living Tradition (Historical Relativism and Authority in Christian Dogma, 
27-44). For instance, note Meyendorff's reasoned position on the application of Formgeschichte, "F. makes us 
see the biblical authors as living, historical individuals in their human settings, and familiarizes us with the 
categories of their minds. It thus helps immensely our understanding of Scripture. However, it totally defeats its 
purpose when it imposes on us as ultimate the categories of scientific research or of modern existential 
philosophy, or reduces itself to linguistic analysis, or considers as myth anything which is not physically or 
historically demonstrable. It then destroys the very content of the biblical message: liberation of man from 
cosmic determinism, which is witnessed by the empty tomb and the Resurrection": 42; but this is not alone the 
approach of the Orthodox, consider, for example, a similar phronema and sensitivity in an important monograph 
for our times by the Anglican bishop, Paul Barnett, Jesus and the Logic of History, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1997): 15-28. 
     72 This is an essential point arising from a concentrated study of history and one which I did not wish to omit 
simply on account of no longer being able to trace  to its original author. But see Ronald H. Nash, The Meaning 





...can be enhanced by a candid recognition of the fact that empathy and bias belong to 
our work, from beginning to end... it is methodologically important that one's empathy 
or one's bias be registered as an initial issue in method at the very beginning of research, 
so that the method begins to cancel out its effects...73 
 
James Barr, who, in arguing against Brevard S. Childs method, spends time in his book 
fighting the idea of a "more theological and more canon-centered approach" and who flags the 
"non-confessional and religiously neutral" positions, cannot but himself also point to a higher 
authority of appeal with its own inherent biases and presuppositions. In this instance it is the 
Society of Biblical Literature in the United States or the Society for Old Testament Study in 
Great Britain.74 Barr is a superior critical scholar and has arrived at effectual conclusions in 
many places, yet he has failed to see this vein of contradiction that runs through his own 
work. When he reckons the whole subject of Canon as bereft of any hermeneutical 
significance, he has not recognized its actual purpose. That is, "the kerygmatic character of 
the scriptures in bearing testimony to God's redemption of the world in Christ."75 
 
This tension over confession is occurring in an era when even our philosophers seem to have 
abandoned all hope of finding any truth whatsoever. This is particularly true of those in the 
pragmatic tradition, such as Stephen Stich, who argue that truth as such has no cognitive 
value, and that we should not care whether our beliefs are true or false, but whether they 
enable us to achieve more substantive goals such as happiness and well-being.76 The Sophists, 
professional instructors of higher education from the fifth century BC, were arguing much the 
same in the age of Plato.77 Nowadays schools of theology, some of these prominent, have 
become so embarrassed of their religious identity that they would consider such identification 
dispensable.78 At the same time there are professors of theology who now feel the need to 
'apologize' publicly for the vitality of their own faith.79   
                                                
     73 James E. Bradley & Richard A. Muller, Church History: An Introduction to Research, Reference Works, 
and Methods, (1995), 51. 
     74 Barr, op. cit., 150. 
     75 Childs, As Canon, 48. 
     76 The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, Ted Honderich (ed.), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 
881f. 
     77  ibid., 839-841. 
     78 See James Tunstead Burtchaell for seventeen illuminating case studies, The Dying of  the Light: The 
Disengagement of  Colleges and Universities from their Christian Churches, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 
Publ. Co., 1998). 






It is important for me to note at this point, that though this work is written by someone 
professing to the worship and doctrine of the Eastern Orthodox Church, I nowhere claim to 
represent the official teachings of that Confession.80 On a number of counts I am not equipped 
for such a specialist task, and besides this is not a thesis dealing directly with questions to do 
with apologetics nor with the expounding of a systematic theology. However, I have tried to 
remain faithful to her "evnstikto" [instinct] and make a good testimony. Therefore, all I can 
do is repeat here what I wrote in 1998 and address it to both my Orthodox and non-orthodox 
brethren: take what is useful and profitable from this work, as for anything else, I sincerely 
wait correction. 
 
Canon and Holy Tradition 
Linked to this idea of canon consciousness will be the concern for Holy Tradition, 
occasionally discussed, but not often given much consideration as it is invariably linked to the 
criterion of traditional usage. Holy Tradition is more than that: it is an ecclesiastical 
phronema, a theological consciousness, as Nivko" Matsouvka" says in a similar context, of 
the "infallibility of the Church" [tov ajlavqhto th'" ejkklhsiva"].81 One major reason for the 
importance of separating traditional usage from Tradition on a higher level is that 
ecclesiastical tradition was functioning as an oral witness prior to Scripture itself.82 There is, 
as Kallistos Ware writes, "the inner meaning of tradition."83 This will be explored and then 
considered as a factor in the canonical adventure of the Apoc.  
 
For the Fathers it is the apostolic testimony or apostolic tradition [traditio apostolica] which is 
the key to the interpretation of the Scriptures.84 This tradition the apostles had committed 
                                                
     80 I believe that any professed Eastern Orthodox writer, with some notable exceptions, who lives, works, and 
has (for the better part) been trained in the West, should think long and hard before presenting him/herself 
défenseur de la foi. And if that temptation should arise, then a careful reading of Crh'sto" Giannara'" most 
confronting but certainly brave critique, JH Qeologiva Sthvn  JEllavda Shvmera, ( jAqhvna:  jEkdovs. Dwdwvnh, 
1979), would not be out of place. 
     81 Certainly the literature here from the Eastern Orthodox is plentiful, but see a refreshing approach from the 
perspective of the "infallibility of the Church" [tov ajlavqhto th'"  jEkklhsiva"] from Nivko Matsou'ka, 
Dogmatikhv kaiv Sumbolikhv Qeologiva B!, (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1985), 428-448. 
     82 "The Bible", as Bauckham fluently points out, "is not simply the first part of tradition. Of course, 
historically it is the written deposit of a tradition which continued without a break. But it is also true that, even 
historically, the church's recognition of the canon of Scripture created a real break, which gave the origin of the 
tradition, in this written form, a uniquely normative status in relation to the rest of tradition": Scripture, 
Tradition, And Reason: A Study in the Criteria of Christian Doctrine, (eds) Richard Bauckham & Benjamin 
Drewery, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988), 127. 
     83 Ware, op. cit., 195. 
     84 For an introduction to the major principles of early patristic interpretation of the Bible, see Robert M. Grant 





orally to the Church, where it was handed down from generation to generation.85 There was 
then a living tradition that was independent of the written documents, which, for instance, the 
heresiarchs could distort. And so, Athanasius the Great for example, pointing to the Council 
of Nicaea could say after considering the Arian statements these "contrary doctrines", that he 
held "fast the sense of the true faith."86 Here in the Church, the Scriptures have been properly 
interpreted and preserved, for the Body of the Lord is the witness of the truth, testes 
veritatis.87 Irenaeus captures this powerfully when he speaks of "the truth itself as our rule".88 
It was to this "rule of truth" [kanw'n th'" ajlhqeiva"/ regula veritatis] that the patristic writers 
turned to when they wrote against the heresiarchs, who would themselves appeal to the 
Scripture.89 Holy Tradition, writes George Florovsky following Irenaeus of Lyons, safeguards 
that the preaching of the Church is "everywhere consistent [constans et aequaliter], and 
continues in an even course, and receives testimony from the prophets, the apostles, and all 
the disciples."90 It is within this theological setting that we can now define Church 
Consciousness as: the testimony that the Body and Head of the Church as a spiritual organism 
is Jesus Christ. "It [the Body] has a single spirit, a single common faith, a single and common 
catholic consciousness, guided by the Holy Spirit."91 Pau'lo" Eujdokivmof has traced this 
"consciousness" with profound insight to the symbol of the Lamb in the Apoc and 1Peter:  
 
JH  jApokavluyh (ig 8), kaqw;" kai; oJ Pevtro" (A Pevtr. a 19), kavnoun lovgo gia; -to;
Arnivon- to;  jesfagmevnon ajpo; katabolhv" kovsmou-, deivcnonta"  [etsi pw;" hJ pravxh
th'"  dhmiourgiva" tou'  kovsmou ejmperievcei h[dh  th;n   koinwniva tw'n  Jagivwn- (th;n
                                                                                                                                              
see also  jI. Panagovpoulo",   JH   JErmhneiva  Th'"    JAgiva"  Grafh'"  Sthvn   jEkklhsiva Tw'n  Patevrwn, 
( jAkrivta":  jAqhvna, 1991). 
     85 cf. 1Cor 15:3 with Saint Basil's De Spiritu Sancto 27. 
     86 Ad Episcopos Aegypti, 13. 
     87 "Only the scriptural revelation can be the norm of doctrine, but the teachers and confessions of the church 
are aids in interpretation insofar as they are witnesses of the truth that manifest its presence and preservation in 
the life of the church": "testes veritatis" in Richard A. Muller, Dictionary of Latin and Greek Theological 
Terms, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1985), 297. 
     88 Adv. haer. 2.28.1. 
     89 Those who appealed to any form of authority outside the Church, did not have "the key of entrance, but a 
false... a counterfeit key (ajntiklei'"), by which they do not enter as we enter in, through the tradition of the 
Lord...": Clement, Strom. 7.17. 
     90 See George Florovsky, "The Function of Tradition in the Ancient Church", in D. B. Clendenin, op. cit., 97-
114; also Vladimir  Lossky, "Tradition and Traditions": ibid., 125-146. cf. Iren., Adv. haer. 3.24.1.  
     91 Michael Pomazansky, Orthodox Dogmatic Theology, (California: Saint Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 
1997), 35; see also the inspiriting paper from John A. McGuckin, "Eschaton and Kerygma: The Future of the 
Past in the Present Kairos: The Concept of Living Tradition in Orthodox Theology", SVTQ 42/3-4, (1998), 225-
271. "It is, essentially, this spiritual Sobornost of the encounter of believers with the divine Spirit within the 
history of the Church, and witnessed in the active Kerygma from age to age, that is the guarantee of the 





Communio Sanctorum)  th'"   jEkklhsiva",  wJ" to;   [alfa kai; to; wjmevga  {olh" th'" 
dhmiourgou' oijkonomiva" tou' Qeou':92 
 
 
The proximity of the early Fathers not only to the time of the writing of the NT, but to the 
early interpretative traditions of the books as well, reserves their exegetical testimony for a 
unique place.93 J. N. D. Kelly has famously written, "the only way to understand the mind of 
the early Church is to soak oneself in the patristic writing."94 The insensate misreckoning 
inherited from sections of the classical tradition to dismiss patristic literature as secondary (or 
even the product of a decadent age) is still prevalent in parts of biblical studies today.95 The 
rigid structures of the historical critical method, enmeshed as they have become in theories of 
subjectivity "where present experience and occurrence become the criteria of probability in 
the past",96 do not allow nearly enough for the interpretative prowess and dynamics of 
tradition of the early church communities. J. C. Miller did well to remind us that traditions are 
not "only conscious historical statements" but that they "remain very stable over time."97 Each 
party of the tradition is a link in the chain of transmission. In my thinking a notable and 
serious weakness of recent work on the Apoc is the underestimating of the ability of the Early 
Church community to pass on these "statements" to the next generation relatively intact. 
There have been some scholars, however, who have called for a more synthetic approach 
where tradition, and more specifically "oral tradition as evidence",98 is afforded a more 
significant role in the quest for interpretation. 
 
                                                
     92 Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 166. 
     93 See Constantine N. Tsirpanlis' instructive discussion on the importance of patristics, in Introduction to 
Eastern Patristic Thought and Orthodox Theology, (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1991), 19-27; see also 
John Chryssavgis' monograph in which he meticulously explores "the significance of Patristic culture" in its 
various manifestations, The Way of the Fathers: Exploring the Patristic Mind, (Patriarchal Institute for Patristic 
Studies: Thessaloniki, 1998). See especially Chapter 4, "The Methodology of the Church Fathers". In one place 
Chryssavgis makes the important statement, "[f]rom the outset it must again be emphasized that, at least for the 
Orthodox Tradition, there is and can be no sharp distinction between Scripture and Church Fathers. The two are 
aspects of one and the same reality": ibid., 83. 
     94 Quoted from Tsirpanlis, op. cit., 19. 
     95 A number of reasons could be advanced for this unfortunate condition, but C. A. Hall comes very close to 
the point when he observes that "many postmodern interpreters doubt the possibility of genuinely entering 
another's world. I disagree, but realize the task is a formidable one, requiring certain dispositions on the part of 
the voyager": Christopher A. Hall, Reading Scripture with the Fathers, (Illinois: IVP, 1998), 35. 
     96 See Eta Linnemann's intelligent and reasoned observations on the historical critical method in Chapter 6 
[The Study of Historical-Critical Theology] of her cited work. 
     97 Cited by Jan Vansina, Oral Tradition as History, (Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press 1985), 28. 





The patristic hermeneutical tradition has been increasingly marginalised: first, by the 
historical critical method which came to full force in the nineteenth century; and second, by 
the rise of postmodernism in Biblical Criticism (particularly evident in the deconstructionism 
of the scriptural text). Contemporary biblical scholarship is still characterised by its 
"positivistic approach to exegetical problems", as it was 1972 when Georges Barrois had 
made this critical observation:  
 
Contemporary Biblical scholarship is characterised by its positivistic approach to 
exegetical problems. It aims at identifying the sources... [t]his procedure is basically 
sound but limited: its conclusions which are informative and descriptive by nature 
remain unavoidably provisional and largely hypothetical... [i]n contradistinction with 
critical exegesis, traditional hermeneusis sees in the Bible an instrument- the 
instrument kat! ejxoch;n- through which the Divine oijkonomiva of human destiny is 
revealed to us from the early beginnings of mankind (so-called Urgeschichte)... 
[h]ermeneutics is thus immediately geared to the edification of the faith and the pursuit 
of Christian living.99   
 
 
The Importance of Background 
Ralph P. Martin does not exaggerate when he writes, "[n]o New Testament book demands 
more introductory background on the part of its modern readers than this one [the Apoc]."100 
A significant part of this thesis is allotted to precisely this aspect, and to the general theatre of 
the times. Such examination is considered essential because it is directly related to the 
investigation of the factors of the development of the NT Canon. At the basic level the 
Biblical Canon is a theological phenomenon (i.e. confessional and doctrinal decisions); 
nevertheless its examination has to proceed equally on historical grounds because historical 
factors also played a key part in the canonical process (i.e. ecclesiastical and political 
intrigues). Some interpreters, however, have sought to diminish the part of theology in this 
overall process. This is a serious error for, as H. Y. Gamble has written:  
 
...a historical study of the canon's formation cannot truly be critical without paying due 
attention to the theological factors in the historical process and the theological 
implications of the church's decision to have a canon. It is necessary to deal with such 
issues as the context which the canon provides for interpretation and the question of how 
the canon can exercise normative authority for Christianity."101   
 
                                                
     99 Georges Barrois, "Critical Exegesis and Traditional Hermeneutics: A Methodological Inquiry on the Basis 
of the Book of Isaiah", SVTQ 16/3, (1972), 107-127. 
     100 Ralph P. Martin, New Testament Foundations (Vol 2), (Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1978), 
371. 





Qualitative and Quantitative Study  
Chapters 7-9 
In investigating the canonical adventure of the Apoc (more specifically in this instance 
traditional usage), a two-pronged approach was used in this dissertation, encompassing both a 
"qualitative" and "quantitative" study.102 The qualitative study (historical-comparative 
research) basically took the form of case studies103 of ecclesiastical writers and their works. 
These chapters, for reasons explained in the appropriate places, were divided into three 
sections: (i) the testimony of the Apostolic Fathers; (ii) from the Muratorian Fragment to 
Origen of Alexandria; and (iii) from Cyprian of Carthage to Athanasius of Alexandria. 
Addressed were subjects including: geographic location, issues of circulation, authoritative 
reception, local church pressures, relationships between the individual writers, the mentality 
and theology of the individual patristic writer. The quantitative study (content analysis) 
involved using a search program to query a database of writers and their respective works 
based on key words and phrases from the Apoc. The Thesaurus Linguae GraecaeTM CD 
database and accompanying electronic search programs allow for the investigator to conduct 
extensive searches across the literature (I discuss this more completely in the Appendix of the 
thesis). Both these approaches served to complement each other. The qualitative study 
followed the approach that was so very successfully employed by N. B. Stonehouse in his 
own investigation into the traditional usage of the Apoc, and more recently (on a far smaller 
scale) by J. Christian Wilson in his excellent study of Hermas.104 The quantitative study, 
which is not exhaustive and only contains ecclesiastical writings in Greek limited to the 
digitized texts available on the TLG, appears in the Appendix to offer further support to the 
evidence presented in the main body of the thesis. It should be stressed, however, that the 
quantitative study must not be considered complete. It is more of a pilot survey, granting 
future researchers of the Apoc a way forward with the use of other investigative tools: with 
the warning that the meta-analysis is very intensive and time-consuming (and not exempt 
from human error). The method explained in the Appendix can be used as a paradigm for 
other database searches of this kind, applicable to both OT and NT research. The results 
collected and tabulated in the Appendix include a combination of direct references from the 
Apoc and strong allusions. 
                                                
     102 See [Online] http://jude.aquinas.acu.edu.au/arts/manual.htm:  page 10 of 23. 
     103 Colin Robson, Real World Research: A Resource for Social Scientists and Practitioner-Researchers, 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1993), 146-166. [of course, the case study is suitably qualified to the discipline to which it 
is being applied] 
     104 J. Christian Wilson, Five Problems in the Interpretation of the Shepherd of Hermas: Authorship, Genre, 






Notes on the Major Texts Employed in the Thesis 
Unless otherwise referenced the NT Gk cited is from Novum Testamentum Graece, Nestle-
Aland (1983, 1998). Unless otherwise referenced the Septuagint cited is 
from H PALAIA DIAQHKH KATA TOUS OV, Alfred Rahlfs (ed.), (1981). Unless 
otherwise noted the English text of the NT is from the Common Bible, The Revised Standard 
Version, (1973). Unless otherwise noted the Greek and English text of the Apostolic Fathers 
is from The Apostolic Fathers: Greek Texts and English Translations, Edited and Revised by 
Michael W. Holmes, (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999). Unless otherwise referenced the 
English patristic text is cited from The Ante-Nicene Fathers, The Nicene and Post-Nicene 
Fathers (First Series), The Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers (Second Series), (Edinburgh: T & 
T Clark, reprint. 1993). Unless otherwise noted Greek patristic text is taken from Patrologiae 
Graeca (J.P.Migne), and ELLHNES   PATERES   THS   EKKLHSIAS [EPE] 
(Paterikaiv Ekdovsei" "Grhgovrio" o Palamav"": Qessalonivkh), and Thesaurus Linguae 
Graecae. Similarly with the classics, unless otherwise indicated all quotations are cited from 
the Loeb Classical Library, and the Penguin Classics. As for the translation of the Muratorian 
Fragment, unless I say differently, I follow Bruce Metzger (The Canon, 305-307). Finally, as 
with my previous thesis, a problem arose with the use of the monotonic and polytonic systems 
when citing Modern Greek writers. As this still remains a sensitive issue, I considered it best 
to quote the authors as they themselves had chosen to write, (except for some few occasions 
including the Modern Greek bibliography at the conclusion of the thesis where for the sake of 
consistency I have used the monotonic throughout). 
 
The Chapters of the Thesis 
Immediately after the Introduction follows Chapter 2 which includes the major literature 
review, it outlines the dominant approaches to the study of the Biblical Canon, and critically 
discusses the factors and criteria in the development of the NT Canon itself. Chapter 3105 
investigates the importance of the dating of the Apoc in the setting of its background and in 
the wider context of the criterion of apostolicity. Chapter 4106 examines the central 
significance of genre as "strategic ambiguity" and its role in the hermeneutical adventure and 
authoritative reception of the Apoc by the Early Church community. Chapter 5 considers the 
question and influence of Chiliasm on the first "flesh and blood" readers of the Apoc, its 
                                                
     105 This chapter and that immediately following are revised versions of those that originally appeared in my 
MA(Hons) thesis, "The Number of the Beast, 666 (Revelation 13:16-18): Background, Sources, and 
Interpretation", submitted to the School of History, Philosophy and Politics at Macquarie University, NSW, 
(1998). Their inclusion was critical on several fronts. Nevertheless, exclusion of both of these chapters "in 
whole or in part", would affect neither the integrity of the required length of this dissertation nor its results. 





"function" in the canonical process, and its impact on the book's consequent history of 
reception and interpretation. Chapter 6 analyzes and presents a core component of the 
overarching ecclesial framework of the Apoc in the context of the "community of believers", 
and the Seer's high cognizance of the importance of connecting his prophecy to a "church 
consciousness" theology. Chapter 7 commences the survey into the patristic uses and 
testimonies of the Book of Revelation starting with the Apostolic Fathers; in this chapter I 
also identify the main reasons the Apoc circulated very early on after its initial publication. 
Chapter 8 continues with the qualitative survey into the traditional usage of the Apoc 
beginning with the Muratorian Fragment and ending with Origen of Alexandria. Chapter 9 
begins with Cyprian of Carthage and concludes with our final witness, Athanasius of 
Alexandria. Chapter 10, the Conclusion of the dissertation; here I gather the results from the 
preceding chapters, summarise the key arguments, and present the conclusions in an ordered 
manner arguing for the Apoc's honoured record in the traditional usage and canonical 
formulations of the Early Church. Then follows the Appendix: it includes a detailed 
description and analysis of the positives and negatives of the use of the TLG CD-ROM, 
advances the methodology for the pilot survey together with the research paradigm, and it 
submits extensive tables and end results as supporting evidence for the findings of this thesis. 
Finally the Bibliography, here is catalogued a comprehensive list of relevant literature 
connected to most aspects of the investigation, with a special emphasis on monographs (both 







Factors in the Development of the NT Canon 
 
History of the NT Canon 
It is not my intention in this opening section to review in-depth the history of the investigation 
of the NT Canon. That task has already been performed admirably by a number of scholars 
and from varying approaches, some focussing directly on the books themselves, others on the 
question of hermeneutics and authority, and others on the diverse religio-historical dynamics 
of the overall formation.1 Among the more prominent of these works over the past two 
decades (and this is just a representative collection) are the critical studies and surveys 
conducted by Walter Brueggemann (1982), W. R. Farmer and D. M. Farkasfalvy (1983), 
James Barr (1983), David L. Bartlett (1983), Brevard S. Childs (1984), J. A. Sanders (1984), 
H. Y. Gamble (1985), R. Gnuse (1985), David G. Meade (1986), D. A. Carson and John D. 
Woodbridge (1986), Bruce M. Metzger (1987), John Barton (1988), F. F. Bruce, (1988), 
James D. G. Dunn (1990), Georg Strecker (1992), R. W. Wall and E. E. Lemcio (1992), G. 
M. Hahneman (1992), Rolf Rendtorff (1993), John W. Miller (1994), Lee M. McDonald 
(1995), John Barton (1997). More recently the investigation has been brought up to date with 
the fresh insights from a "soteriological rather than an epistemological" way of thinking in the 
work of William J. Abraham (1998), and in E. E. Ellis' concentrated study The Making of the 
New Testament Documents (1999), where the argument is made for the "corporate 
authorship" of the NT by "cooperating apostolic missions sharing common traditions but 
pursuing different tasks."2 What follows here, however, is an essential review of the principal 
                                                
     1 For an excellent overview on the phenomenon of religious canons and the history of religion, see 
Canonization & Decanonization [Papers presented to the International Conference of the Leiden Institute for the 
Study of Religions], A. van der Kooij & K. van der Toorn (eds.), (Leiden: Brill, 1998). See esp. "The New 
Testament Canon As The Embodiment Of Evolving Christian Attitudes Towards Jews", P. J. Tomson, ibid., 
107-131. Tomson's conclusion, however, that it was only with the rise of historical criticism that exegetes were 
enabled to rediscover the proper message of the majority of the NT books is too extreme; for the German 
bibliography, see I. Baldermann (et al.), "Zum Problem des biblischen Kanons", JBTh 3, (1988). 
     2 Walter Brueggemann, The Creative Word: Canon as a Model for Biblical Education, (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1982); William R. Farmer and Denis M. Farkasfalvy, The Formation of the New Testament 
Canon: An Ecumenical Approach, (New York: Paulist Press, 1983); James Barr, Holy Scripture: Canon, 
Authority, Criticism, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983); David L. Bartlett, The Shape of Scriptural Authority, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983); Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, 
(London: SCM Press, 1984); James A. Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984); Harry Y. Gamble, The New Testament Canon: Its Making and Meaning, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985); Robert Gnuse, The Authority of the Bible: Theories of Inspiration, 
Revelation and the Canon of Scripture, (New York: Paulist Press, 1985); David G. Meade, Pseudonymity and 
Canon, (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1987 [orig. Tübingen: 1986]); D. A. Carson and John 
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phases and the citing of landmark contributions in the area of Canon investigation, which both 
influenced and prepared the way for the contributions of the scholars not only cited above, but 
also of those immediately before them. This earlier group would include such names as Floyd 
V. Filson, Ernst Käsemann, Kurt Aland, and Willi Marxsen.3 
 
This chapter also aims to consider the concept of Canon in the literature of the Ancient 
Church, which after all was the initial recipient of a canonical theology. It is, however, the 
primary goal to introduce the factors in the development of the NT Canon with which the 
concluding evidence of this thesis will be considered against. At the same time it is an 
objective to re-introduce the criteria of canonicity not only as a legitimate methodological 
approach in the study of the process of canonization, but to show how they can best be 
applied.4 The significance of this also extends to the fact that Brevard S. Childs, himself, has 
questioned their original application as notae canonicitatis.5 
 
The Background to the Study of the NT Canon 
It is acknowledged by most scholars, some preferring to begin with J. D. Michaelis,6 that the 
study of the biblical canon as a "subject" can be traced to one of the pioneers of biblical 
                                                                                                                                              
D. Woodbridge (eds), Hermeneutics, Authority and Canon, (Leicester: IVP, 1986); Bruce M. Metzger, The 
Canon of the New Testament: Its Origin, Development, and Significance, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997 [orig. 
1987]); F. F. Bruce, The Canon of Scripture, (Illinois: IVP, 1988); James D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in 
the New Testament, (London: SCM Press, 1990 [orig. 1977]); Georg Strecker, Literaturgeschichte des Neuen 
Testaments, (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1992 [trans. 1997]); Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. 
Lemcio, The New Testament as Canon: A Reader in Canonical Criticism, (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992); 
Geoffrey Mark Hahneman, The Muratorian Fragment and the Development of the Canon, (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1992); Rolf Rendtorff, Canon and Theology: Overtures to an Old Testament Theology, (Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1993 [trans.]); John W. Miller, The Origins of the Bible: Rethinking Canon History, (New York: 
Paulist Press, 1994); Lee M. McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon, (Massachusetts: 
Hendrickson Publishers, 1995); John Barton, Holy Writings, Sacred Text: The Canon in Early Christianity, 
(Louisville: John Knox Press, 1997); William J. Abraham, Canon and Criterion in Christian Theology: From the 
Fathers to Feminism, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998); E. Earle Ellis, The Making of the New Testament 
Documents, (Leiden: Brill, 1999). 
     3 For their most notable contributions to the canonical discussion, see Lee M. McDonald's select 
bibliography: op. cit., 321-329.  
     4 McDonald has compactly addressed the questions that would arise today if the criteria were reapplied "with 
the help of the modern critical and historical disciplines": Lee Martin McDonald, "The Integrity of the Biblical 
Canon in Light of Its Historical Development", BBR 6, (1996), 128. 
     5 B. S. Childs writes for instance, "the later expositions of the criteria of canonicity were, in large part, after-
the-fact explanations": Childs, As Canon, 32.  But to be just to Childs, he does allow for a fairer application of 
these criteria than this statement might at first suggest: ibid. 
     6 W. G. Kümmel for instance, who says Michaelis', Einleitung in die göttlichen Schriften des Neuen Bundes, 
(1750), was "the first great work of introduction in which the problems of the origin of the various writings and 
the canon were handled in a consciously historical manner": Werner Georg Kümmel, Introduction to the New 





criticism, J. S. Semler (1725-1791), who between the years 1771-1775 published four 
volumes with the title, Abhandlung von der freien Untersuchung des Kanons.7 Semler's 
approach sought to "de-canonize" the biblical documents from their dogmatic and apologetic 
position. Semler was successful in that he influenced a large group of scholars immediately 
afterwards to move away from understanding the NT Canon as a historical continuity of NT 
tradition.8 In response to the radical position of Semler (which in effect questioned the 
authoritative form of the apostolic writings themselves), there emerged a group of scholars 
who sought to defend the historical continuity of the NT documents. Within this movement 
the names of conservative scholars such as J. L. Hug9 and H. E. F. Guericke10 played an 
influential part in the developing dialogue which has not always been properly acknowledged 
in the literature of the East. This position, closely aligned to the perspective of the Early 
Church, argued for the process of canonization to have begun as near as possible to the time 
of the apostles, establishing both the history of the canonization itself and the authenticity of 
the documents. 
 
So from the late eighteenth century onwards we find the interest in the NT Canon becoming a 
matter for study and of controversy in biblical circles, for in the final analysis it was a 
question of authoritas Scripturae and so it was a great divide. From this inheritance and from 
that time onwards, liberals with a rationalist bend to their approach to biblical theology such 
as J. G. Eichhorn,11  W. M. L. De Wette,12 and F. C. Baur,13 or more conservative scholars 
                                                
     7 Trans. Treatise on the Free Investigation of the Canon. As Metzger has noted, "the two basic theses that 
Semler formulates, opening the way for the 'free investigation' of the New Testament, rest on dogmatic and 
historical presuppositions": Metzger, The Canon, 16.  
     8 But this influence was not uniform and different paths were followed in accordance to which thesis of 
Semler's "broadside attack" was accepted or rejected. See F. C. Schmid (Leipzig, 1775), H. Corrodi (Halle, 
1792), C. F. Weber (1798) in Metzger, The Canon, 17. 
     9 J. L. Hug, Introduction to the New Testament, (London, 1827). 
     10 H. E. F. Guericke, Historisch-kritische Einleitung in das Neue Testament, (Leipzig, 1843). 
     11 W. G. Kümmel has said of Eichorn's five-volume Einleitung in das Neue Testament, (Leipzig, 1804-27), 
that it was the "first really free investigation of the origin of the canonical Scriptures and of the NT text": 
Kümmel, op. cit., 30. 
     12 It is telling that De Wette (1780-1849), briefly a colleague of Friedrich Schleiermacher at the theological 
faculty in Berlin, studied under J. J. Griesbach (1745-1812) who was one of the first to break with the Textus 
Receptus by developing his own critical text. 
     13 Ferdinand Christian Baur (1792-1860) is considered one of the founders of historical theology "through his 
development and application of principles of historical criticism to the history and theology of the canon": 
Soulen, op. cit., 28. As Kümmel writes, Baur and his Tübingen School steered the science of introduction into a 
new direction. Baur defined introduction "as criticism of the canon, or as scholarly research on the origin and 
the original character of the canonical Scriptures": Kümmel, op. cit., 30. His major work in which the evolved 
positions of his approach and methodology are set out in the context of proposed solutions to the "conceptual 
conflicts of the apostolic and post-apostolic periods" is Kirchengeschichte der 3 ersten Jahrhunderte, (1853): 
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who held more strongly on to the belief of revelation such as B. F. Westcott14 and T. Zahn,15 
have gone on to formulate their respective methodologies and critical standards. The position 
of Zahn, however, whose fundamental thesis was that the NT Canon came into being by the 
end of the first century,16 was criticized by Adolf von Harnack17 in Das Neue Testament um 
das Jahr 200 published in 1889. It was Harnack's conviction that one of the major factors in 
the formulation of the NT Canon was the post-apostolic liturgical use of the Christian texts to 
ascribe to them a canonical status and of the Early Church's ongoing clash with gnosticism. It 
is from within these two traditions, the conservative (arguing for growth) and the more liberal 
(arguing for selection),18 that we encounter variation and deviation. The famous professor of 
theology F. Schleiermacher,19 who had earlier argued that the authority of a NT document 
depended not on its authorship but on its content, wanted to distinguish between the collecting 
process which ultimately shaped the Canon and the original setting of each of the texts 
                                                                                                                                              
ibid. The work was translated and edited some 25 years later for English-speaking scholars by A. Menzies, 
Church History of the First Three Centuries, (London: Williams and Norgate, 1878-89). 
     14 Brooke Foss Westcott was Professor of Theology at Cambridge (1870-90) and Bishop of Durham (1890-
1901). He is especially noted for his collaboration with F. J. A. Hort on their critical edition of the Gk NT 
(1881). 
     15 For a list of Theodor Zahn's major studies on the NT, see Childs, As Canon, 5.  He is, of course, the author 
of the classic two volume commentary, Die Offenbarung des Johannes, (Leipzig: Deichert, 1924-26). 
     16 T. Zahn, Geschichte des neutestamentlichen Kanons (2 Vols), (Erlangen, 1888-90). 
     17 Adolf Karl Gustav von Harnack (1851-1930), who at one time was able to hold the positions of professor 
of church history at the University of Berlin, member of the Academy of Sciences in Berlin, and director of the 
Prussian State Library, was a theologian and church historian who exerted a strong influence in the development 
of modern theological and historical scholarship. He viewed dogma as a disintegrative force and the diverse 
systems of doctrine (Lehrbegriffe) emerging as a result of later speculation. As G. E. Ladd notes, Harnack's 
"What Is Christianity" (Eng. Tr. 1901), "is a classic statement of this liberal view": George Eldon Ladd, A 
Theology of the New Testament, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1993), 5. One of his major 
challenges came interestingly from the German Jewish Reform rabbi, Leo Baeck, who in 1901 argued against 
one of Harnack's central positions, that original Christianity was unrelated to the Jewish tradition. For a list and 
publication dates of Harnack's major works, see Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, (Illinois: IVP, 
1970), 999. 
     18 The succinct and telling distinction of the development of the Canon "as one of selection" or "the idea of 
growth", is from Metzger, The Canon, 24.  
     19 Friedrich Ernst Daniel Schleiermacher's (1768-1834) contribution to the development of NT criticism and 
hermeneutics is significant. As Child's informs us, it was in Schleiermacher's posthumously published (lecture 
notes), Einleitung ins Neue Testament, (1845), that the author "brilliantly develops some of the hermeneutical 
and exegetical issues involved in the critical understanding of the New Testament canon": Childs, As Canon, 7. 
This was, as I have noted above, his discrimination between the collecting process of each of the NT books 
which would eventually comprise the canon itself, and the original setting of each of these books separately 
outside this collection process. These ideas are also strongly intimated in his: Über den sogennanten ersten Brief 
des Paulus an den Timotheus, (1807), where he disputed Pauline authorship of First Timothy on the evidence of 





separately. H. J. Holtzmann,20 similarly famous for his two source hypothesis of the synoptic 
Gospels, argued, for example, for the developing Canon as tradition within the history of the 
Catholic Church. In England an important work was to appear in 1911, J. Moffatt's An 
Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament.21 The significance of this work, which 
Raymond E. Brown has called "a scholarly classic",22 was that it followed the critical position 
of the Germans and argued for a scientific investigation of the formulation of the NT Canon. 
About a decade earlier a similar position, which has been prominent ever since, was 
introduced to the United States by B. W. Bacon.23 The conclusion of Brevard S. Childs at the 
end of a section from his magisterial survey is my understanding also of the unfolding events: 
 
As a result of the historical critical study of the New Testament a broad consensus 
emerged by the end of the nineteenth century which continued into the twentieth century 
in which the New Testament canon was regarded solely as a post-apostolic development 




Of course, many other names could have been added to this introduction to the early period, 
including those of R. Simon, Friedrich Lücke, A. H. Charteris, A. Alexander, G. T. Purves, C. 
A. Credner, Louis Gaussen, Alfred Loisy, J. J. Given, J. Cramer, Franz Overbeck, F. Bleek, J. 
B. Lightfoot, Adolf Jülicher, and R. Knopf (to name but a few), each one providing new 
perspectives and in many cases inspiring fresh debate.25 However, as was mentioned at the 
outset, the aim of this chapter was to straightforwardly introduce the major approaches and 
methodologies published before or just after the twentieth century which set the stage for the 
research into the formation of the NT Canon over the past one hundred years. From that 
period onwards, as I have already noted, the bibliography and critical analysis of the 
deviations have been well covered. In the Eastern Orthodox arena two principal reasons did 
                                                
     20 Heinrich Julius Holtzmann (1832-1910) was professor in NT both in Heidelberg and Strassburg. His "two 
source hypothesis" of the synoptic Gospels: Mark and Q [Quelle/ source] behind Matthew and Luke, has been, 
as Soulen writes, "the basis of synoptic criticism ever since": Soulen, op. cit., 91. His contribution to the 
question of canon in his Lehrbuch der historisch-kritischen Einleitung in das Neue Testament, (Freiburg, 1885) 
is given, as Metzger says, "extensive consideration": Metzger, The Canon, 23. 
     21 J. Moffatt, An Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament, (Edinburgh: Clark, 1911).  
     22 Raymond E. Brown, An Introduction to the New Testament, (New York: Doubleday, 1997), 17. 
     23 B. W. Bacon, An Introduction to the New Testament, (Folcroft Library Editions, 1900). 
     24 Childs, As Canon, 11f. 
     25 For summaries and bibliographical details of these scholars and others works, see Metzger, The Canon, 
11-24 and Kümmel, op. cit., 28-34. 
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not permit any commensurate response.26 First, given the normative recognition of Scripture 
and Tradition as two equal rules of authority and revelation, the idea of questioning the Canon 
would have been considered extravagant; second, Greece was under the yoke of Ottoman rule 
and the Russians were beset by their own internal problems; and though there were periods of 
spiritual renewal these were not the ideal conditions for the flowering of critical scholarship.27 
 
Fundamental Problems of the Investigation 
The complexity and difficulty of the investigation of the history of the NT Canon has not been 
denied by scholars. The fundamental reasons for this difficulty is that the principal evidence 
for such studies has to be collected from early Christian literature, which creates the problem 
of the authenticity and age of many of these writings. This is particularly problematic for the 
first two generations after the time of the Apostles, the most important period. And even when 
a consensus on these matters is found, the question arises as to the best way of how the 
evidence should be interpreted. However, the recent strong interest in canonical studies, 
inspired especially by Brevard S. Childs and James A. Sanders,28 has seen good progress and 
some common ground. At the same time, as I have earlier written, canonical criticism itself is 
engaged in a lively and productive dialectic. As Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. Lemcio 
explain, for B. S. Childs the fundamental claim "is that the canonical text alone is the medium 
of divine revelation... what matters is a text's Sitz im Leben des Kanons."29 Sanders, however, 
as the same two authors continue, sees other paradigms emerging "across five cultures" 
during the written history of the biblical documents and speaks of the "'monotheizing 
pluralism'" of canon.30 Yet very importantly, the approach to the study of the sacred 
                                                
     26 For an Eastern Orthodox appraisal of the NT Canon in the Greek speaking Church, 
see P. N. Trempevla", Dogmatikh; Th'"  jOrqodovxou Kaqolikh'"  jEkklhsiva" (Tom. I), ( jAqh'nai:  JO Swthvr, 
1978), 21-26; see also Michael Pomazansky, Orthodox Dogmatic Theology, (California: Saint Herman of 
Alaska Brotherhood, 1997), 25-29;  John Meyendorff, Living Tradition: Orthodox Witness in the Contemporary 
World, (New York: SVS Press, 1978), 13-17; and Dumitru Staniloae, Orthodox Dogmatic Theology: The 
Experience of God, (Brookline: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1994), 37-51. 
     27 For a fair and telling description of the "Church under Islam" in which the author takes into account both 
religious and social issues, see Kallistos (Timothy) Ware, The Orthodox Church, (London: Penguin Books, 
1993), 87-101. For the conflicts within Russia, beginning with the "schism of the Old Believers": ibid., 102-125. 
     28 James Barr who has written against Childs' "constant allegation" that modern biblical theology has 
neglected the canon of scripture, has still said, that Childs' "literary insights... have deservedly raised 
considerable interest among biblical scholars": Barr, op. cit., 78, fn. 2; J. A. Sanders, however, has found some 
support in Barr who agrees on a number of points of  Sanders' position, particularly that he "rightly questions 
the idea that interpretation on the basis of what is claimed to be 'canonical context' really functioned in any 
community before the Reformation...": ibid., 156. 
     29 Wall and Lemcio, op. cit., 31f.  





documents of both Brevard S. Childs and James Sanders "raises common questions, although 
their answers vary sharply": 
 
To what extent, in what sense and how should the canon be considered as authoritative 
when Scripture is appealed to in theological and ethical reflection?31 
 
Biblical scholars across the confessional divide, whether from a canonical approach or not, 
have come closer to collective judgement on a number of issues relating both to the NT 
Canon and to the interpretation of relevant NT pericopes (i.e. 2Tim 3:15-16; 2Pet 3:15-16). 
Significantly, even where there still remains a great divide on the question of authoritas 
Scripturae or Tradition for instance, the dialogue that canonical criticism has inspirited within 
biblical theology has helped to narrow the differences, as is generally accepted nowadays, to 
the most important questions. At the forefront of this modern-day consensus is the recognition 
by most of the specialist investigators that the development and general dynamics of the 
formation of the Canon were much more involved and intricate than was earlier believed. The 
process to the establishment of the NT Canon as an infallible witness to an authoritative list of 
divinely inspired books was a gradual, and often contradictory process marked by stages and 
diverse, sometimes unpredictable, causes.32 
 
Canon: the Term, the Idea, and the History 
The English word "canon" is a transliteration of the Greek kanwvn, originally meaning "a rule" 
or "straight rod" by which a straight line could be drawn.33 In a metaphorical sense, it came to 
mean a "standard" or "norm" by which documents or other things ought to be measured.34 
Originally, the term appears to have been derived from the Semitic root qâneh, the word for 
"reed". And though the idea itself is implied, there was no exact equivalent in Jewish 
literature in respect of the OT. This is demonstrable in the common expression "the 
                                                
     31 ibid., 31; Wall and Lemcio, of course, are making their own very significant contribution to the entire 
discussion with particular emphasis on the canon "as intrabiblical dialogue", as James A. Sanders, himself, 
points out (in the Foreword to their cited work): ibid., 9. 
     32 See Brevard S. Childs for further discussion on the importance of this "remarkable consensus" for biblical 
studies and for the principal causes that brought some of these agreements about: Childs, As Canon, 18-33. 
However, he importantly adds (and with this including his own approach), that "it would be unrealistic and even 
arrogant for any person to claim that a new understanding of canon could resolve all these genuinely perplexing 
questions": ibid., 21. 
     33 For a detailed survey of the history of the word kanwvn and for its collection of uses, see especially H. 
Oppel, "KANWN. Zur Bedeutungsgeschichte des Wortes und seiner lateinischen Entsprechungen (regula-
norma)", (Philologus Supplement 30, 4; Leipzig, 1937). 
     34 See A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, F. W. Gingrich 
and F. W. Danker, (The University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1979), 403. 
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Scriptures" as used by Jews in the NT (Matt 21:42; Jn 5:39; Acts 18:24). In other instances 
also, where the word "Scripture" is used alone for a specific pericope, it contains the idea 
since the citation receives its authority from the very fact of it being included in a body of 
sacred writings (Lk 4:21; Jn 13:18; Acts 8:35). This important clue is not always noted by 
scholars and should not be underestimated in such a discussion. And when Josephus makes a 
declaration concerning the OT books and their number, the recognition of a Canon is likewise 
implied (Ap. i.8). The concept is also evidenced in the collective words in the Talmud for the 
Divine Scriptures: (i) 'the holy writings', (ii) the 'reading'. More importantly the canonical 
formulas in the OT itself (Deut 4:2, 12:32; Jer 26:2; Prov. 30:6; Eccles. 3:14), witness to the 
beginning of the idea of a Sacred Canon from an earlier period.35 The German scholar Rolf 
Rendtorff, who has written extensively on the OT Canon, has helped to balance Brevard S. 
Childs position who has, it must be admitted, disengaged a little too much the earlier stages of 
the history of the OT Canon from independent interpretation.36 Rendtorff writes: 
 
The better way- and, as I believe, the only appropriate way- would be the contrary one: 
to take the self-understanding of the Old Testament in its canonical form quite seriously, 
and at the same time to recognize, theologically as well, the historical fact that its 
influence has two separate strands, one Jewish and one Christian.37 
 
 
We cannot be absolute as to whether the first use of the word "canon" to indicate the 
collection of books in the Bible was making reference to that specific list or to the rule of faith 
that was expounded in the documents themselves. Attempts to argue for one view or the other 
have failed to convince which seems to indicate that both sides have emphasized one strand of 
the usage whilst overlooking the other. It would appear, as F. V. Filson suggests, "that neither 
idea could ever have been completely lacking- each was at least implied from the first- but 
conviction that these books were basic and authoritative appears primary."38 However, the 
first religious texts to acquire 'canonical' status are ancient writings belonging to an age in 
                                                
     35 For the importance of the Canon for a theology of the Old Testament and its significance for Christian 
theology, see Rolf Rendtorff, Canon and Theology: Overtures to an Old Testament Theology, (Minneapolis: 
Fortress Press, 1993), 46-56. 
     36 But Childs (as Rendtorff himself is fair to point out), in his paper "Psalm Titles and Midrashic Exegesis", 
JSS 16 (1971), 137-150, interprets the psalm titles which are connected to stages in the life of David "explicitly 
as 'exegesis' of the existing text": Rendtorff, op.cit., 51. 
     37 Rendtorff, op. cit., 56. 






which the vital proclamation of prophecy was no longer heard.39 These earlier documents, as 
I. M. Andreyev says, were "preparatory in the history of the divine structure [of revelation]."40 
Importantly, the reluctant disclosure did not rule out an addition to the number of inspired 
books at a future time of revelation: to disengage the prophetic office without some inspired 
qualification would be to publicly acknowledge that God had abandoned His chosen people.41 
 
Kanwvn in the New Testament 
The canonical intimation in the NT itself evidences that the concept of a sacred collection of 
documents for the new community of believers was not foreign: cf. Rom 15:4; Gal 1:11-12; 
2Tim 3:16; 2Pet 1:20-21, 3:15-1642 and was strongly presented in the Apoc itself: Rev 1:1-3; 
22:6-7,18-19. Consider especially Rev 22:18-19 to the "canonization-formula" of Deut. 4:1ff. 
Robert L. Thomas writes, "[t]his is a canonizing of the book of Revelation parallel to the way 
the Deuteronomy passage came to apply to the whole OT canon."43 The underlying element 
behind these citations is that the author and first cause, causa principalis, is God- whilst the 
second cause, causa instrumentalis, is man.44 As for kanwvn it only appears a total of four 
times in the NT, on each occasion in the epistles of Paul: 2Cor 10:13 [tou' kanovno"], v.15 
[to;n kanovna], v.16 [ajllotrivw/ kanovni]; Gal 6:16 [tw''/ kanovni]. These are references to a “rule 
of conduct” or a “standard for making judgements.”45   
 
Kanwvn as a Summary Formulation 
Outside this Pauline usage the word itself is met with just once in first-century Christian 
literature, namely in The Letter of the Romans to the Corinthians (more commonly know as 
1Clement). By most accounts the epistle was written in Rome close to the time that the Seer 
                                                
     39 This would have been especially significant of the Judaism of the inter-testamental period at which time 
the Torah, as Russell writes, "became for the Jews the supreme religious authority and Judaism established itself 
as a religion of the Book": D. S. Russell, Between the Testaments, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1968), 63.  
     40 I. M. Andreyev, Orthodox Apologetic Theology, (California: St. Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1995), 
116. 
     41 This providence is confirmed across the spectrum of the OT scriptures and is especially notable in Joel's 
locus classicus promise of the outpouring of the Spirit, (Joel 2:28-29). 
     42 Note especially 2Pet 1:20-21, which Green says is "perhaps the fullest and most explicit biblical reference 
to the inspiration of its authors": Michael Green, 2 Peter and Jude, (Leicester: IVP, 1977), 91. But see all of 
Green's well considered discussion on this verse where the distinction between "interpretation and 
authentication" is also brought out: ibid., 89-92; see the same again for commentary on 2Pet 3:15-16 for a 
balanced analysis on Peter's possible meaning of ta;" loipa;" grafa;" in connection to the writings of Saint 
Paul: ibid., 146-149. 
     43 Robert L. Thomas, Revelation 8-22, (Chicago: Moody Press, 1995), 517.  
     44 Pau'lo" Eujdokivmof,  JH  jOrqodoxiva, (Qessalonivkh: Rhgovpoulo", 1972), 260. 
     45 "Kanwvn" in EDNT (Vol. 2), art., A. Sand, 249. 
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of Patmos was writing the Book of Revelation.46 The author refers to "rules" managing moral 
behaviour and ecclesiastical practice: 1.3 [tw'/  kanovni  th'"  uJpotagh'"], 7.2 [th'" 
paradovsew" hJmw'n kanovna]. This situation, however, will change towards the close of the 
second century with the term becoming increasingly common. It will appear in summary 
formulations of the basic principles of Christian faith and practice and chiefly refer to the 
norm or standard to which this belief should conform or be measured up against. Model 
phrases: "the rule of truth" [kanwvn th'" ajlhqeiva"/ regula veritatis]; and "the rule of faith" 
[kanwvn th'" pivstew"/ regula fidei]; but also "the rule of the Church"; and "the ecclesiastical 
rule".47  
  
Kanwvn as a Sacred Collection for the First Time 
The word "canon" as most of us use it today to apply to a collection of writings that have been 
set apart,48 was not immediately applied to the Christian scriptures in that strict technical 
sense until the middle of the fourth century.49 The earliest known use of the term in this 
connection is furnished by Athanasius, in his Decrees of the Council of Nicea, written soon 
after AD 350.50 Later in his famous Festal Letter (Ep. 39) of AD 367 to the Egyptian 
Churches, he describes the list of authoritative early Christian writings which were "handed 
down" [paradoqevnta], as "canonical" [kanonizovmena].51 Close to that time the Council of 
Laodicea AD c. 363 in its 59th and 60th Canons refers to the "uncanonical" 
[ajkanovnista bibliva] and the "canonical" [ta; kanonikav] books of the New and Old 
Testament.52 Subsequently it became common to use the term "canon" for the collection of 
authoritative books. But there is room for some uncertainty about exactly what the word 
meant when it was used in this way. Some scholars following Theodor Zahn argue that in this 
connection "canon" had the simple sense of "list" or "catalogue" and did not signify that the 
writings so designated possessed normative authority. Others have argued the opposite on the 
                                                
     46 See Michael H. W. Holmes (ed), The Apostolic Fathers, (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999), 22-24.  
     47 See George Florovsky "in Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.)", Eastern Orthodoxy: A Contemporary Reader, 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1995): "The Function of Tradition in the Ancient Church", 97-114. 
     48 See Robert Alter's, Canon and Creativity: Modern Writing and the Authority of Scripture, (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2000), 1-20. 
     49 For discussion on the general application of the term "Canon" by the Eastern Orthodox in the history of the 
reception of the "divinely inspired" books, see Pomazansky, op. cit., 25-29. 
     50 Metzger, The Canon, 211. 
     51 Athanasius Theol., Epistula festalis xxxix, TLG (2035 014) 76.18- 77.14. 
     52 The Rudder of the Orthodox Catholic Church, (Massachusetts: The Orthodox Christian Educational 





basis of the earlier Christian use of the word, so that these writings are to be understood as 
containing the "canon of truth", the basic authoritative teachings of Christianity. 
 
A Closer Inquiry 
The Holy Scriptures 
Not long after the first church communities were established the Christian believers embraced 
the Jewish "holy scriptures" [grafai'" aJgivai"] (Rom 1:2) as their own.53 In the immediate 
generation, however, the Church would further extend the idea of Scripture to another group 
of documents which were to be acknowledged alongside those of the OT.54 Sometime around 
AD 150 Pseudo-Clement of Rome's second epistle,55 or more correctly his sermon on the call 
to repentance (1.1-8), speaks of "the Books and the Apostles [who] declare" [ta; bibliva 
kai; oiJ ajpovstoloi].56 This distinction was not made haphazardly, but was a conscious 
operation, for comparative distinctions were sought to acknowledge this second body of 
writings. Melito, bishop of Sardis (AD c. 170), tells of having "learned accurately the books 
of the Old Testament" [ta; th'" palaia'" diaqhvkh" bibliva].57 Is Melito, as  jIwavnnh" 
Karabidovpoulo" asks, possibly distinguishing [diakrivnontav" ta] these from the books of the 
NT?58 Evidence also exists around the end of the same century in the writings of Clement of 
Alexandria and Tertullian, that the names palaia; diaqhvkh/ vetus testamentum and 
neva diaqhvkh/ novum testamentum, the terms "that have become the most prevalent of all", 
had been transferred to the actual writings of the two covenants.59 Tertullian preferred the 
term Instrumentum which had legal associations of documentary record or proof (Adv. Marc. 
                                                
     53 This hardly needs to be argued for the proof is more than ample: Matt 1:22-23; Mk 1:2-3, 5:17; Lk 4:16-
21; Jn 19:24-25; Acts 8:26-35; Rom 1:2, 15:4; 1Cor 1:19; 2Cor 4:13; Gal 1:11-12; 2Tim 3:15-16; Jas 2:8; 1Pet 
2:6; 2Pet 1:20-21, Rev passim; see also  jIwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo", Eijsagwghv Sthvn Kainh; Diaqhvkh, 
(Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1998), 95-97, and Georges A. Barrois, Jesus Christ and The Temple, (New York: 
SVS Press, 1980). 
     54 For the theological dialectics of the connection between the Old and New covenants and the Old and New 
testaments, it has been especially helpful to read two illuminating works by Rolf Rendtorff, Canon and 
Theology: Overtures to an Old Testament Theology, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), & The Covenant 
Formula: An Exegetical and Theological Investigation, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1998). 
     55 For a summary of the arguments of the occasion and date of this important text, which Holmes says 
"appears to contain the earliest instance of a New Testament passage being quoted as "Scripture" [grafh;] (2.4), 
see Michael W. Holmes, op. cit., 103f.; see also K. P. Donfried, The Setting of Second Clement in Early 
Christianity, (Leiden: Brill, 1974). 
     56 2Clem 14.2; the Syriac translation dated 1169-1170 AD, adds "bib;liva tw'n profhtw'n". 
     57 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.26.14. 
     58  jIwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo",  Eijsagwghv  Sthvn Kainhv Diaqhvkh, (Qessalonivkh: Pournara'', 1998), 104. 
However, as he correctly adds the latter term (NT), was not standard until the third-century and beyond: ibid. 
     59 See "Canon" in A Dictionary of the Bible (Vol. I), 349. 
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4.1).60 The Latin apologist will often use this term, applying it sometimes to particular books, 
and sometimes separately to OT and NT, but also to Scripture as a whole.61 It should also be 
noted that from diaqhvkh the adj. ejndiaqhko;" was formed; it occurs repeatedly in the writings 
of Origen and Eusebius, in a sense closely corresponding to 'canonical'.62  
 
Writings Which Have Been Made Public 
With a notable exception of Harry Y. Gamble's Books and Readers in the Early Church, 
(1995),63 scholars have not paid sufficient attention to another description: dedhmosieumevnai 
grafaiv [writings which have been made public], used more notably by Origen,64 and 
Eusebius. These writings are contrasted with those that are considered "apocryphal". This 
description is not uncommon in the early patristic literature of the second and third centuries; 
however, it does not appear to be used in exactly the same way as we might assume or in the 
rigid fashion of later times.65 But the question becomes more problematic if we are to keep in 
mind, as Gamble warns, "[t]here is no justification in bibliographic terms, for example, for an 
a priori discrimination between scriptural and nonscriptural texts."66 Here the fundamental 
understanding of 'apocryphal' in the early Christian community is important to help in the 
unravelling of the more precise meaning of dedhmosieumevnai grafaiv. Originally 
                                                
     60 ibid. 
     61 "Tertullian, who uses both for the Scriptures [Instrumentum and Testamentum], seems to prefer 
Instrumentum": Metzger, The Canon, 159. The four Gospels, as Metzger notes, are the "Instrumentum 
evangelicum": Adv. Marc. 4.2. 
     62 See Lee M. McDonald, who translates ejndiavqhko" in H.E. 3.25.6 with "encovenanted" for discussion on 
this point, and for the specific references: McDonald, op. cit., 15f.  
     63 Harry Y. Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church: A History of Early Christian Texts, (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 93-132; for the standard introductory discussion very much relevant even 
today (which modern scholars will invariably turn to but will not frequently acknowledge) on this subject and 
the NT Canon in general with its clinical list of early patristic sources and considered insights, see arts., "Bible" 
& "Canon" in A Dictionary of the Bible, (Vol. I), A. Stewart & V. H. Stanton, 288-292, 348-350. Especially in 
the ADB, (Vol. III), art., "New Testament Canon", V. H. Stanton, 529-542.  
     64 A Dictionary of the Bible (Vol. I), 349; the author of this extensive resource in the ADB, V. H. Stanton, 
does not, however, mention the specific references to other writers on this term apart from Origen. In varying 
usages and contexts I have located the following: Eusebius Scr. Eccl. et Theol., Historia ecclesiastica, TLG 
(2018 002) 2.23.25.5, 3.3.6.7, 3.16.1.4, 3.31.6.5, 9.9.10.8; also in Epiphanius Scr. Eccl., Panarion, TLG (2021 
002) 3.520.21; Basilius Theol., Homilia in principium proverbiorum, TLG (2040 028) 31.388.38; Joannes 
Chrysostomus Scr. Eccl., In Joannem, TLG (2062 153) 59.446.41, Fragmenta in Jeremiam, TLG (2062 186) 
64.892.42; and Origenes Theol., Commentarium in evangelium Matthaei (lib. 10-11) TLG (2042 029) 10.18.55, 
"dedhmeumevnoi" biblivoi"". 
     65 ibid. 





'apocryphal' signified something that was "withheld from general knowledge."67 The reasons 
for these writings being treated differently are not difficult to find. Both the Jewish and 
Christian communities (particularly in the Church of Alexandria as Griggs describes),68 
valued the collective knowledge or wisdom of their tradition, but nonetheless considered 
some of this as unsuitable to be communicated to all the faithful. It was material thought to be 
fit only for the study for the advanced and wise.69 Or conversely, as Athanasius says in the 
39th Festal Epistle, "appointed by the Fathers to be read by those who newly join us, and who 
wish for instruction in the word of godliness."70 This position, not so much condescending as 
it was pastoral, did not take sufficient hold on either of the two communities to create a third 
class of writings regarded as authoritative, but yet not binding. For the Eastern Orthodox, it 
would raise the question of the Deutero-Canonical books.71 The enstiktwvdh" sensibility of 
the Ancient Church, which for Staniloae "moves inside revelation",72 would resist such 
classification. That all writings, however, regarded as inspired were included among the 
dedhmosieumevnai, is almost certain.73 The question that confronts investigators is what 
exactly was meant by and implied in this 'publication', and importantly: does classification 
among the dedhmosieumevnai clearly serve to distinguish these writings as authoritatively 
distinct from all others? The implication of this for the congregatio sanctorum was of 
inestimable consequence, for as Michael Pomazansky states, the early Christian Church was 
in the process of accumulating "the material treasures of the faith."74 
 
The principal meaning of "publication" would be to indicate the regular reading of a 
document in the assembly.75 Consider for instance St Paul's strict order in 1Thess 5:27 "that 
                                                
     67 As Guthrie writes, "[t]he books [the Apocrypha] found their way into the Greek Scriptures, but never 
received sanction among the Hebrew-speaking Jews. They cannot form a basis for NT interpretation for this 
reason": Donald Guthrie, New Testament Theology, (Leicester:  IVP, 1981), 64. [italics added] 
     68 C. Wilfred Griggs, Early Egyptian Christianity: From its Origins to 451 CE, (Leiden: Brill, 1988), 173-
175. 
     69 The position of Clement of Alexandria on this issue is quite fascinating even referring to Orpheus "as the 
theologian" and of Plato as being "under the inspiration of God": see Metzger, The Canon, 130-135. 
     70 Fest. Epist. 7. 
     71 For a review of the conflicting tradition on the authority of the Deutero-Canonical books in the reception 
history of the Eastern Orthodox Church, see Timothy (Kallistos) Ware, The Orthodox Church, (London: 
Penguin Books, 1993), 200. 
  72 Staniloae, op. cit., 58. 
 
     73 See the NT canonical lists for instance in Cyril of Jerusalem, Catechetical Lectures 4.33; Athanasius, 
Festal Letter 39; Epiphanius, Medicine Chest, 76.5; and Jerome, Epistle 53.9.  
     74 Michael Pomazansky, Selected Essays, (New York: Holy Trinity Monastery, 1996), 168f. 
     75 Gamble, Books and Readers, 96. 
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this letter be read [ajnagnwsqh'nai] to all the brethren"; the idea was certainly prominent in the 
Book of Revelation where not only he who "reads" [ajnaginwvskwn], but also those who "hear" 
[oiJ ajkouvonte"] the prophecy are "blessed" (Rev 1:3). In due time, this ritual and liturgical 
practice would come to impress upon the faithful, that there was an extra-ordinary authority 
(an authoritas canonica), attached to those writings that they would hear in such a solemn 
manner. This collective act energized and confirmed in an atmosphere of worship, served as a 
powerful symbol of legitimacy for the reception and acknowledgment of the books by the 
Early Church which had been in the first instance 'informally' convened, and which found 
expression in the traditions of local practice. There is a discernible and enormously significant 
movement here, from the particularis to the catholica. Harry Y. Gamble has most importantly 
considered this whole process in the context of worship, which is, incidentally, one of the 
most critical foundations of Eastern Orthodox biblical exegesis,76 "[p]ublication in this case 
[1Thess 5:27] occurred when Paul's letter was read aloud to the gathered community, 
presumably in the context of the service of worship."77  
 
Public Readings 
Even here, however, this principle cannot be applied universally or unequivocally as some 
conservative approaches might indicate. That particular books would be read publicly does 
not necessarily mean that everywhere and at all times they were understood to be Sacred 
Scripture in themselves. Public reading might not hold the same significance for all the 
communities and the regulations governing the "publication" could differ. The pluralistic 
stage on which these important decisions were formulated, given to the miscellany of topical 
customs or theological disposition or outside threats, would further complicate matters.78 The 
problem is that different criteria (notae canonicitatis) would lead to a different publication. In 
great part this was a cause for the non-uniformity of the NT Canon in the generations that 
would follow. The case in point which would prove these inherent contradictions is the 
Muratorian Canon (AD c. 200), which excludes books from being "received into the 
catholicam ecclesiam" that are of secondary or uncertain authority.79 No doubt the connection 
of the church in Rome played a vital part of the selection of the texts, but we also find here an 
                                                
  76 See John Breck, The Power of the Word in the Worshiping Church, (New York: SVS Press, 1986). "It is 
incumbent upon Orthodoxy to preserve exegesis as a function of the worshiping Church”: ibid., 44. 
 
     77 Gamble, loc. cit. 
 78 V. H. Stanton's across-the-board analysis of the subject remains a standard reference point for scholars 
dealing with these questions, unfortunately, his name, as I have elsewhere mentioned, has not always been 
cited in modern bibliography. See Stanton, op. cit., 348-350. 
 





anxiety against the recent spread of Gnosticism and Montanism and against the literature that 
these groups had begun to circulate.80 Let us consider for instance, the standard example 
which is customarily forwarded, that of Serapion, bishop of Antioch. At about the same time 
of the publication of the Muratorian Canon, he at first permits the public reading of the 
Gospel of Peter within the jurisdiction of his diocese for as he admits: "I had not read the 
Gospel which they put forward under the name of Peter." Afterwards, when he had become 
familiar with the work and found it to be "involved in some heresy", he does not hesitate to 
quickly contradict it.81 It is useful here to also note that Cyril of Jerusalem in his famous 
catechetical homilies which he delivered sometime around AD 340, says that the class of 
books "openly read in the church" is on the same level with those "acknowledged among all" 
and is the opposite of the "apocryphal".82 Cyril does not appear to know of a third division of 
books, or if he did, he certainly does not wish to publicly acknowledge it. And yet Athanasius, 
writing not long afterwards and representing the conventions of another jurisdiction, 
distinguishes between, "the books included in the Canon, and handed down, and accredited as 
divine" [ta; kanonizovmena kai; paradoqevnta, pisteuqevnta te qei'a ei\nai bibliva], "books 
that are read", and "apocryphal books".83 In this very same 39th Festal Epistle, Athanasius 
also speaks of the "divinely inspired Scripture", [qeopneuvsqw/ grafh/'], and of the books of the 
Old and New Testament [palaia'" diaqhvkh" bibliva... th'" kainh'"]. 
 
Canon, Canonical or Canonized? 
An important question that remains is which of the three key words, canon, canonical, 
canonized,84 was first used in connection to the listed books of the Scripture. The earliest 
instance which we can point to the use of kanwvn or a derivative in the strictest sense of that 
weighty concept, is in the 39th Festal Epistle of Athanasius written in AD 367.85 The 
participle kanonizovmena is there used of the books of the Holy Scriptures. Not long 
afterwards, the revered bishop of Iconium, Amphilochius (b. c. AD 340), concludes his list of 
the books in the Epistula iambica ad Seleucum with the words "[t]his is perhaps the most 
                                                
     80 ibid., 80-85. 
     81 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 6.12.4-6. 
     82 Catech. 4.  
     83 Fest. Epist. 39. 
 84 See Stanton, op. cit.; also refer the same author on “New Testament Canon” in ADB (Vol. III), 529-542. 
 
     85 As Lee M. McDonald has written, "[t]he most famous of the lists of NT canonical scriptures that 
eventually carried the day is found in Athanasius' 39th Festal Letter from Alexandria, which corresponds to the 
twenty-seven books of the NT that are acknowledged in the church today": McDonald, The Formation, 220. 
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reliable canon of the divinely inspired Scriptures."86 As we have previously noted, however, 
the word kanwvn (which originally meant a rod and a measure), had already been applied in 
the sense of a rule or norm, both in classical and in ecclesiastical usage. And of course, the 
phrase kanwvn th'" ajlhqeiva" [the rule of truth/ regula veritatis] for the Church's creed had 
been familiar for some time, it was "the favorite phrase of Irenaeus."87 However, it is quite 
significant to point out, as George Florovsky explains: 
 
Now this rule was, in fact, nothing else than the witness and preaching of the apostles, 
their khvrugma and praedicatio (or praeconium), which was deposited in the church and 
entrusted to her by the apostles, and then was faithfully kept and handed down, with 
complete unanimity in all places, by the succession of accredited pastors, "qui cum 
episcopatus successione charisma veritatis certum acceprunt" ("those who, together with 
the succession of the episcopacy, have received the firm charisma of truth").88 
 
 
The Rule of Truth is the Divine Scripture 
Was the word kanwvn, when first employed in the connection to the Scriptures, intended to 
express the idea that the sacred documents form the rule of faith and life for the Christian or to 
designate the list of the accepted documents of the Bible? From what we have seen and what 
the evidence indicates, it would appear that the latter is the correct position, especially so in 
the early centuries. Particularly, when it would be hard to otherwise explain the use of the 
verb kanonivzein, which is applied both to specific books and to the documents collectively. 
Later however, the former idea would also be readily suggested to the mind by the 
associations of the word kanwvn. Isidore of Pelusium, in the earlier half of the fifth century, 
expressing himself thus, "the Canon of the truth, I mean the Divine Scriptures."89 
 
The Fundamental Factors Shaping the NT Canon 
The factors leading to the development, shape and direction of the NT Canon, composed of 
exclusively Christian writings, are both intricate and involved. For over two centuries an 
interplay of diverse factors and dialectics served to shape and form the Canon as we possess it 
today. However, this does not mean that there can be no methodological approach to the 
question: it is a matter for historical analysis on the one hand, and theological exegesis on the 
                                                
     86 For the complete canon of Amphilochius of Iconium, written for his friend Seleucus, see Metzger, The 
Canon, 314. 
     87 George Florovsky "in Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.)", op. cit., 102. 
     88 ibid., [discussing Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 4.26.2.] 





other. The factors, which are not to be confused with the criteria proper, are fundamentally 
three: (I) external (II) internal, and (III) the criteria of canonicity.  
 
(I) The External Factors 
The most significant external factor drawing a response from the Early Church to delineate 
her own unique literature was the theological engagement between the "orthodox" and "non-
orthodox" worshipping communities, more particularly: Gnosticism, Marcionism, and 
Montanism. Each of these non-orthodox movements have been discussed elsewhere in the 
dissertation (Gnosticism in Chapter 5, Marcionism and Montanism at length in Chapter 8). 
They have also been expertly addressed elsewhere in studies dealing with the NT Canon.90 
Harry Y. Gamble's conclusion, however, is very much indicative of the widespread 
consensus, it is supported by a heavy show of evidence and it is the one, which I too, am in 
agreement after my own investigation:   
 
Even though a special and determinative impact on the formation of the NT canon 
cannot be assigned to any one of these second-century controversies, their collective 
importance ought not to be underestimated.91  
 
(a) Gnosticism  
The vast production of Gnostic writings in the second century AD (which included gospels, 
epistles and apocalypses), made the Church sensitive to competing traditions of religious 
literature.92 True gnosis, as the early heresiologists taught, could only be possessed by the 
Christians of the orthodox communities, so authentic Scripture is solely located in the literary 
                                                
     90 For example C. F. D. Moule, The Birth of the New Testament, (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1966), 
200-203; Merril C. Tenney, New Testament Survey, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1996), 
407-409; Raymond E. Brown, An Introduction to the New Testament, (New York: Doubleday, 1997), 14f.; 
McDonald, op. cit., 159-161; Karabidovpoulo", op. cit., 100-103; Bruce, op. cit., 141-144; Dunn, op. cit., 275-
283; see esp. Gamble, Making and Meaning, 59-65, and Metzger, The Canon, 75-106. 
     91 Gamble, Making and Meaning, 65. 
     92 The literature here is enormous with a consensus admitting to a real contention, consider the revealing 
warning of Irenaeus in the second century against the gnostic Valentinians whom he charged of having created 
"a clever imitation in glass" of the truth as to make it difficult to distinguish from falsehood: Adv. haer., 1. pref.  
See esp. Alastair H. B. Logan, Gnostic Truth and Christian Heresy: A Study in the History of Gnosticism, 
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1996); Pheme Perkins, Gnosticism and the New Testament, (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1993); G. Filoramo, A History of Gnosticism, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1990); Charles W. Hedrick & Robert 
Hodgson (eds), Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism and Early Christianity, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 1986); Klaus 
Koschorke, Die Polemik der Gnostiker gegen das kirchliche Christentum, (Leiden: Brill, 1978); Werner 
Foerster, Gnosis (Vol. 1), Patristic Evidence, trans. R.Wilson, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972); R. M. Grant, 
Gnosticism and Early Christianity, (New York: Harper and Row, 1966); H. J. W. Drijvers, "The Origins of 
Gnosticism as a Religious and Historical Problem", NedTTs 22, (1968), 321-51); H. M. Schenke, Der Gott 
'Mensch' in der Gnosis: Ein religionsgeschichtlicher Beitrag zur Diskussion über die paulinische Anschauung 
von der Kirche als Leib Christi, (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962). 
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activity of the Apostles.93 The threat of Gnosticism, which was not a homogenous movement 
as is sometimes supposed, was a serious matter and none other than Irenaeus himself takes up 
the main challenge to detect their "blasphemous" systems and to refute their "doctrines".94 
Clement of Alexandria turns the tables cleverly on the Gnostics themselves by defining the 
true Gnostic as a man "of understanding and perspicacity".95 Pheme Perkins has made a most 
interesting observation, "[s]ome gnostic writings such as Apocryphon of James and Gospel of 




Marcion's unqualified disengagement from the Hebrew Scriptures resulted in his two-fold so-
called NT Canon (Gospel and Apostle). This contained only revised texts of the Lucan Gospel 
and the Pauline corpus from which he excised Jewish reference and which he declared the 
"standard of the Christian faith".97 Though questions concerning Marcion's role in the 
formation of the Canon cannot all be answered, two weighty conclusions are often drawn out 
by most investigators. First, that the texts he included in his canon were in all probability 
already accepted as authoritative; and second, that given the universal furore that he caused, 
the texts that he rejected would in all probability have been the documents most highly prized 
by the early church communities. At the same time the Gospel-Apostolos structure can be 
traced to a period before Marcion,98 and certainly the undisputed high position of St Paul's 
writings was an actuality as early as the Apostolic Fathers.99 
 
(c) Montanism 
Montanus' ecstatic utterances were written down and cited by his followers as new revelation 
and authoritative for the Church universal.100 The great Tertullian himself was the 
                                                
     93 See for instance MF 65-85; Iren., Adv. haer. 1.8.1, 3.1-2; Clem., Strom. 7.16. 
     94 Adv. haer. 4. pref.; Book 1 describes in detail the assorted group of Gnostics and their individual systems. 
The "error" of these "certain men", Irenaeus writes, "is craftily decked out in an attractive dress": ibid., 1. pref.  
     95 Strom. 4.22. 
     96 Pheme Perkins, Gnosticism and the New Testament, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 194. 
     97 Our principal source for our knowledge of Marcion's heresy is Tertullian's Adversus Marcionem which 
consists of five books. Tertullian refers to Marcion as "the heretic of Pontus": Adv. Marc. 1.2. 
     98  jIjwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo", Eijsagwghv  Sthvn  Kainhv  Diaqhvkh, (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1998), 97- 
103. 
     99 Michael Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers, (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999), 132f. 





movement's prized convert and most famous spokesperson.101 By appealing to the criterion of 
apostolicity the defenders of orthodoxy claimed chronological parameters for the authoritative 
texts of the Church, and so not only responded to a prophetic movement active in the middle 
of the second century in Asia Minor,102 but also (whether deliberately or not) set the limits for 
the closure and the fixing of the Canon. These challenges played a part in the inner workings 
of the Church to begin a process of setting apart a definitive collection of orthodox writings, 
in part to respond to the threat of a competing textual and oral history. It was also intended, as 
Karabidovpoulo" says, to set certain criteria as standards of authority to which documents 
could be sized up against, "hJ sumfwniva tou" prov" thvn ajlhvqeia pou ei\ce h ejkklhsiva  
wJ" zwntanhv paravdosh."103  
 
(II) The Internal Factors  
Biblical scholars from across the academic spectrum generally agree that Christianity in its 
earliest expression was not a literary religion,104 even allowing for the fact, as S. E. 
Gillingham writes, that the authors of the NT "borrowed and adapted a wide range of literary 
and oral forms."105 Christianity was centered upon the teachings and person of Jesus Christ.106 
In the first instance the salvific kerygma of the crucified and risen Son of God was preserved 
in oral tradition,107 and only later when historical contingencies would demand (as we shall 
                                                
     101 For Tertullian's involvement in the movement, which Eusebius refers to as th;n legomevnhn kata;  
Fruvga" ai{resin, see esp. Rankin, who makes a good case that whilst the Carthaginian supported the Phrygian 
New Prophecy "he [Tertullian] probably never left the Catholic church at all": David Rankin, Tertullian and the 
Church, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 27-51; see also Eric Osborn, Tertullian: First 
Theologian of the West, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 176f. 
     102 Osborne, op. cit., 209. 
     103 Karabidovpoulo", op. cit., 98f.  
     104 Compare for example jIwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo", ibid., 137-143 with George Eldon Ladd, A Theology 
of the New Testament, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1993), 426-430; H. Y. Gamble 
succinctly states, "Christianity did not begin as a scriptural religion": Gamble, Making and Meaning, 57. 
     105 Gillingham’s recent pluralistic reading of the compilation of the Bible is representative of the scholarly 
consensus, "[i]t is likely that a good deal of oral tradition lies behind the New Testament material": S. E. 
Gillingham, One Bible, Many Voices: Different Approaches to Biblical Studies, (London: SPCK, 1998), 23. 
The "wide range of literary and oral forms" includes the OT, the Graeco-Roman world, and contemporary 
Jewish sects (i.e. the communities of Qumran and Massada): ibid. 
     106 Evdokimov calls the reading of the scriptures in the Person of Christ the orthodox a priori and aptly cites 
Augustine, "Aujto;n  zhtw'  mevs! sta; bibliva sou":  Pau'lo"  Eujdokivmof,  JH   jOrqodoxiva,   (Qessalonivkh: 
Rhgovpoulo", 1972), 254. 
     107 Though this fundamental aspect is discussed later in the chapter, here the point must be made that the 
deposit of faith in the oral tradition was built around a consensus, and that it was precisely this consensus that 
was to later collect the books of the NT Canon,"[s]acred scripture has come into existence on the basis of a 
consensus in the believing community recognizing in the texts the expression of revealed faith": J. L. Houlden, 
(ed.), The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church, (London: SCM Press, 1995), 63. [italics added] 
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presently note) was it written down. At the same time the earliest Christian communities were 
very much occupied with eschatological considerations, which was of course connected to the 
basileiva, "the Kingdom of God".108 Therefore, the need for a documented Christianity was 
for some decades not a pressing matter, especially when appeal could anywise be made to an 
existing literary (and authoritative) religious corpus, the OT.109 However, as the fledgling 
Christian community grew and the anticipated parousia was delayed, a number of internal 
factors (beginning with the OT itself),110 demanded that the unique religious expression and 
faith of the believers be recorded and defended in a distinct collection of authoritative 
writings. 
 
(a) The OT Reports Only Half of the Story 
The Jewish Scriptures, especially the Gk Septuagint,111 which, as H. M. Shires writes, "every 
part of the New Testament shows some knowledge and use of",112 though serving the needs 
of the early Christian community very well (particularly the appeal to fulfilled Messianic 
prophecy),113 reported only a part of the khvrugma. However, even on more practical grounds, 
                                                
     108 On the "Kingdom of God" (Mt 6:33; Mk 4:11; Lk 9:2; Jn 3:3) and its connection to the eschatology of the 
NT, see G. B. Caird, New Testament Theology, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), 129-135. Caird unravels 
much of the complexity in the first instance by explaining that basileiva [kingdom] "is an ambiguous term 
which comprehends the three possible senses: sovereignty, reign, and realm" from which the NT writers moved 
freely from one sense to another. It is this ambiguity, as Caird further explains, that continues "the prolonged 
debate on the time reference of the phrase 'Kingdom of God', 'thoroughgoing eschatology' maintaining that the 
Kingdom wholly belongs to the consummation, 'realized eschatology' that it is present in the ministry of Jesus, 
and 'inaugurated eschatology' that what happened in Jesus was the beginning of a process." Evidence in support 
for all three is not lacking and only proves to show "that the kingdom is subject to the same three-tense 
structure... signifying nothing more than that, in the Kingdom of God, God is King": ibid., 129f. 
     109 For a balanced discussion of the use of the OT in the NT in which the author warns of the two extremes, 
"the first to overplay the continuity... the second extreme is to overplay the discontinuity...": see Gillingham, op. 
cit., 38-42. See also Georges A. Barrois, Jesus Christ and the Temple, (New York: SVS Press, 1980), in which 
the writer discerns the OT in the New through his study of the pattern of Hebrew worship and the religion of the 
Temple.   
     110 Almost all previous writers dealing with the subject of the canon have considered the "external" and 
"internal" factors in the development of the NT Canon. The differential is the weight that is given to each factor 
as it arises, and the different perspectives brought on by the varying methodological responses to the question. 
For example, the factors of canonicity (as we have already noted) are only of passing interest to Brevard S. 
Childs, but are considered far more seriously by Harry Y. Gamble: Making and Meaning, 67-72. 
     111 This subject has been extensively treated, see for instance the review by F. F. Bruce, op. cit., 43-54. It is a 
telling factor, as Bruce himself says, "[that] with few fragmentary exceptions, the Septuagint manuscripts now 
in existence were produced by Christians": ibid., 45. See also L. M. McDonald, op. cit., 85-92. "One of the most 
amazing facts about the LXX", as McDonald writes, "was the rapidity of its adoption within the Christian 
community": ibid., 88.  
     112 Henry M. Shires, Finding the Old Testament in the New, (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1974), 82; cf. 
Origen and his extra-ordinary efforts to bring the Septuagint 'into line' with the Hebrew original: Epist. Afric. 5. 
     113 A classic example is the interpretation of Isa 7:14, "Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign. 





it became insufficient as an instrument for missionary activity, conversion, and catechism.114 
As the Church spread beyond Antioch where "the disciples were for the first time called 
[crhmativsai te prwvtw"] Christians" (Acts 11:26) and membership of the Gentiles was 
increased, the need for a unique collection of Christian writings was beginning to be 
particularly felt. "Newness", John Barton closely observes, "was no longer a sign of 
inferiority but a mark of authenticity."115 Christian interpretation of the OT was now also 
starting to cause concern in the Jewish community itself, and so another authoritative source 
of appeal was required. This high tension is of course noted early in the Book of Acts and 
begins especially with Peter's Pentecostal sermon (2:14-36) and is later exemplified in the 
arrest and martyrdom of Stephen (6:8-15, 7:1-60).116 And yet, here as well the Jewish 
collection of sacred writings was of profit, it served as a model of Holy Scripture and 
demonstrated the need for the existence of an exclusive list of Christian/ sacred books.117 
 
(b) The Delay of the Parousia Forces the Hand 
In the Apocalypse, itself, as Sergius Bulgakov underlines, "these words [e[rcomai tacuv] are 
the main burden of the Revelation, the force of its promise."118 The delay of the parousia, 
which was from the start considered to be imminent and which was to bring to a close the 
present age, would now also force the hand of the Christians to document their testimony.119 
                                                                                                                                              
for young woman is almah which lit. means "an unmarried female" (the Heb. for virgin is bethulah). The 
Septuagint prefers parqevno" [virgin] for almah; Matthew uses the LXX translation, which he takes as prophetic 
of Jesus' unique birth (Matt 1:22-23). For an in-depth discussion on the NT use of the OT and of the accuracy of  
the OT references and the form of the quotation, see G. K. Beale (ed.), Essays on the Use of the Old Testament 
in the New: The Right Doctrine from the Wrong Texts? (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1994), 13-51. 
     114 Consider, for instance, the early and engaging example of the conversion of the Ethiopian eunuch by the 
disciple Philip as recorded in the Book of Acts (8:26-40). The pericope from Isaiah is now to be interpreted by 
the Church community as a witnessing body spearheaded in its missionary activity by the Holy Spirit. It is by no 
mere coincidence that Philip asks the Ethiopian eunuch, "Do you understand what you are reading?" Nor can 
the Ethiopian's wise reply be without instructive consequence, "How can I, unless someone guides me?" F. F. 
Bruce notes the play on words in the formation of Philip's question (a\rav ge ginwvskei" a{ ajnaginwvskei"_) 
which he tells us is reproduced in the Latin Vulgate, intellegis quae legis?: F. F. Bruce, The Book of Acts, 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1986), 187. 
     115 John Barton, op. cit., 67 
     116 But it was Christ Himself who initiated this "new" hermeneutical approach during the course of His own 
ministry (Mt chaps 5-7, 26:57-68); for a most valuable discussion on this critical point, see Richard N. 
Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, (Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 1995). Note also the 
author's selected bibliography on this fundamental question, ibid: 221-230. 
     117 "This attitude", writes John Barton, "so unusual in the ancient world, presumably has something to do 
with the early Christian conviction that a new and unprecedented era had arrived with Jesus and the apostolic 
Church": Barton, loc. cit. 
     118 James Pain & Nicolas Zernov, A Bulgakov Anthology, (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1976), 157. 
     119 See esp. Mt 3:2, 4:17, 10:7; Mk 1:15, 12:34; Lk 10:9, 17:21, 21:31, with the emphasis on the Kingdom of 
God being "near" [h[ggiken]. 
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This was considered necessary for two compelling reasons: (i) to exhort and (ii) to explain. 
The faithful had to be exhorted (and is some instances admonished) to not lose hope but to 
remain focussed on their salvation, but there was also a need to explain the delay and to offer 
an apology to those both inside and outside the Church. Particularly revealing here is Paul's 
discourse to the Thessalonians on the events preceding the day of the Lord (2Thess 2:1-12) 
and Peter's concentrated apologia concerning the delay of the second coming of Christ (2Pet 
3:1-13).120  
 
(c) The Passing Away of the Apostles 
The passing away of the apostles (coupled to the delay of the parousia) was the most crucial 
factor for the need to preserve and to document the oral traditions.121 For whilst the disciples 
were alive the apostolic kerygma was directly accessible for the catechetical and worship 
needs of the Church and the memory of Christ was ever present. Which, as Alexander 
Schmemann says, was "made known every time she [the early Church] gathered on the eighth 
day- the day of the Kyrios."122 The oral tradition of the Christian community ideally begins 
with the first great commission of the disciples as recorded in the gospels;123 however, this 
initial transmission would have to be faithfully recorded and protected for when the members 
of this unique group would themselves be gone. Here the eminent Eastern Orthodox 
theologian Savbba" Agourivdh" has made the critically important connection (often 
overlooked by scholars of the western tradition) of apostolic succession and the fixing of the 
NT Canon.124 This would sit very well with Childs, but not at all well with Sanders.125 
                                                
     120 As Dunn writes, it should come as no surprise then, that given the imminent expectation of the parousia, 
"that the earliest NT documents, though not apocalypses as such, have characteristic apocalyptic features": 
James D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament, (Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1990), 
325. 
     121 Later this 'coincidence view', as Bauckham terms it, would "hold that the content of apostolic tradition 
coincides with the content of Scripture": Richard Bauckham, Scripture, Tradition and Reason: A Study in the 
Criteria of Christian Doctrine, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988), 118; Evdokimov speaks here of the e[nstikto 
[instinct] of orthodoxy, which would lead its steps in the consensus patrum et apostolicum of the 
Church: P. Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 257.  
     122 Alexander Schmemann, Church, World, Mission, (New York: SVS Press, 1979), 151. 
     123 Mt 28:16-20; Lk 24:44-49; Jn 20:21. cf. also Acts 1:8. 
     124 Savbba" Agourivdh", ARA GE GINWSKEIS A ANAGINWSKEIS, (Aqhvna: vArto" Zwhv", 1989), 290-
302. 





(d) The Needs of the Worshipping Community 
"A Christian church-community," declares Dietrich Bonhoeffer, "whether a publicly visible 
congregation or a house-church [Hausgemeinde], is held together by its assembling around 
the word... the concrete function of the empirical church, therefore, is worship that consists of 
preaching and celebrating the sacraments."126 This missiological paradigm is not only noticed 
early with Saint Paul's zeal to establish churches throughout his mission,127 a Christian 
liturgical setting became increasingly vital with Jewish worship and interpretation of the OT 
Scriptures no longer fully expressing the practices and faith of the new community now 
"directly related", as Richard N. Longenecker writes, "to the teaching and example of the 
historic Jesus."128 But there was also the growing antagonism and distrust between the two 
communities themselves which made worship in the synagogue for the Christians more 
difficult as their exegetical position to the OT became more defined.129 Both of these aspects 
are exposed at the most acute point when the Seer of Patmos, in his message to the church in 
Philadelphia, writes of "those of the synagogue of Satan [sunagwgh'" tou' satana'] who say 
that they are Jews and are not" (Rev 3:9).130 
 
(III) On the Criteria of Canonicity 
A difficult problem facing the interpreter who sets out to discuss or define the criteria of 
canonicity (should they be taken on board in the first place), is that this list of checks was not 
applied with strictness or consistency by early ecclesiastical writers. This makes the actual 
role of the criteria in the development of the NT Canon a difficult one to assess with any great 
precision.131 Matters are further complicated, as we have already seen, when there are 
                                                
     126 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Sanctorum Communio: A Theological Study of the Sociology of the Church (Vol. 
1), (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1998), trans. R. Krauss and N. Lukens, 279.  
     127 See Jerome Murphy-O'Connor's discussion on the "chronological framework for Paul's life" in Paul: A 
Critical Life, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 24-31.  
     128 Richard N. Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, (Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 1995), 
214. 
     129 ibid., 209-214. 
     130 "This phrase may reflect", as Aune says, "the beginnings of the separation of the church from the 
synagogue, for the phrase 'church of Satan' seems impossible to imagine": David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 
(52A), (Dallas: Word Books Publisher, 1997), 164. 
     131 Consider for example the book with which we are directly involved, the Book of Revelation. Early on it 
was authorship that was dominant (see Justin Martyr, Dial Try. lxxxi; Melito of Sardis, [Euseb.], Hist. Eccl. 
4.26.2; Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 4.20.11; Clement of Alexandria, Paed. 2.119; Tertullian, Adv. Marc. 3.14; Origen, 
In Johann. 5.3; and of course Hippolytus, Antichr. 36.50. At a later stage catholicity was especially prominent 
(consider for instance three later signposts [the earlier two antagonistic towards the book]), Dionysius of 
Alexandria who clearly could not accept the traditional ascription of Johannine authorship yet did not deny the 
book's universal reputation: Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 7.25; Eusebius himself who begrudgingly considered the Apoc's 
claim to the list of "recognized" books also placed it easily with the "spurious" leaving the question open to "be 
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scholars who would either deny any real importance to the criteria in the development of the 
Canon or who choose to find any real support for only one or two. Yet few would argue, that 
though the formation of the NT Canon came about through the interplay of diverse socio-
historical causes, it was not simply a process of haphazard chance. Inside the Church herself, 
over a number of centuries there was a dialectical and interiorized discourse taking place over 
the evaluation of her literature. John Meyendorff has very well said that the question revolved 
around the definition of "canon", and not the composition of new 'inspired writings', "because 
she [the Church] never believed in any 'continuous revelation', but only in the unique 
historical act of God, accomplished once and for all in Christ."132 And in this process 
particular documents were especially set apart as authoritative on the grounds of certain 
criteria. The most fundamental of these being: (a) apostolicity, (b) catholicity, (c) orthodoxy, 
(d) traditional usage, and (e) inspiration. I must stress, here, that I will not pre-empt the 
conclusions of Chapters 7-9 by connecting the Apoc to the criteria at this point; however, 
some critical points will be highlighted. Only after the patristic testimony is carefully 
evaluated and weighed up will we be in the position to ask: to what extent, whether high or 
low, did the criteria of canonicity affect the adventure of our book? 
 
(a) Apostolicity 
I John am he who heard and saw these things, Rev 22:8 
To begin with, "[w]e cannot ignore," as James D. G. Dunn states in his comprehensive study, 
"the overwhelming conclusions of NT scholarship that some at least of the NT writings were 
not composed by 'apostles' and are second (or even third) generation in their origin."133 
Generally when mention is made of the apostolicity of the NT writings, it has been often 
taken to mean that the document in question was actually written by the apostles themselves. 
This is a position that some conservative writers still hold on to and will go to great lengths to 
support,134 but it is demonstrably wrong and is a misleading conception of how this very 
                                                                                                                                              
decided by the testimony of the ancients": Hist. Eccl. 3.24.18; and Athanasius whose positive position of the 
Apoc's authority was crucial for the document's subsequent history was first of all persuaded by those books 
which were included in the Canon "and handed down, and accredited as Divine": 39th Festal Epistle. 
     132 John Meyendorff, Living Tradition, (New York: SVS Press, 1978), 14. 
     133 James D. G. Dunn, op. cit., 386. Though I cannot accept "or even third." 
     134 There are numerous examples but they are hardly necessary to prove the point. As a model instance, see 
Zane C. Hodges in The Bible Knowledge Commentary, J. F. Walvoord and R. B. Zuck (eds), (USA: Victor 
Books, 1983), 777f. Hodges, though conceding Pauline authorship of Hebrews cannot be "proved" any more 
than it can be "disproved", still argues for "apostolic origin" when he appeals for the possibility of Barnabas 





important criterion (which was linked to the kerygma) was applied in the early Church.135 
Even in cases where there was little doubt of genuine apostolic authorship, as Gamble has 
rightly noted, the Gospel of Matthew or a section of the corpus Paulinum for instance, other 
criteria were also considered. 136 There were other writings that were received as authoritative 
by the early Christian community though recognizing that their connection with the apostles 
was indirect, the Gospels of Mark and Luke, for instance.137 Still other writings that made 
clear claims to apostolicity either failed in their quest for canonization altogether (The 
Teaching of the 12 Apostles, Barnabas, the Gospel of Peter), or were acknowledged after long 
periods and with some reluctance (James, 2Peter, Jude).138 In the Apocalypse, itself, on no 
less than four occasions the Seer of Patmos will mention his name (Rev 1:1, 4, 9, 22:8). On 
two of these occasions it is preceded by the pronoun I, " jEgw;  jIwavnnh"" and 
"Kajgw ; jIwavnnh"" (1:9, 22:8).139 And on at least another eighty-five occasions he points to 
himself through the use of this pronoun.140 Alone of course, this cannot prove that it was John 
the Apostle who wrote the Book of Revelation, pseudepigraphy and apocalyptic were a 
notorious combination.141 The appeal to authority, however, of which as A. Wikenhauser 
says, there is "nothing similar in the apocryphal apocalyptic writings of Judaism", cannot be 
casually dismissed.142 Though apostolic authorship could prove decisive and would become a 
major criterion it: (i) was not the only factor determining the status of a document, and (ii) 
apostolicity was not limited exclusively to apostolic authorship but was understood as a much 
broader concept. 
                                                
     135 This was not the case of a simple literal application (though of course it could be), but it went beyond the 
rubric and into the heart of the witness of the early Church, "[a]postolicity" as J. Meyendorff says, "thus 
remained the basic criterion in the history of the formation of the canon because it was also the only true 
characterisation of the Christian kerygma as such": John Meyendorff, Living Tradition, 15. The strongest proof 
of this, that of the four Gospels in the NT only two were considered to have been written by apostles (Matthew 
and John), the other two (Mark and Luke), by association.  
     136 Gamble, Its Making and Meaning, 68. 
     137 Iren., Adv. haer. 3.10.1,5, 3.14.1-3. Mark, for example, enjoys authority because, according to Irenaeus, 
he is "the interpreter and follower of Peter". 
     138 Gamble, loc. cit. 
     139  On the name itself Theodor Zahn interestingly writes, "[t]he present writer knows no Jew of the Graeco-
Roman diaspora with the name of John..." (Introduction to the New Testament, [Eng.  trans.], (1909), p. 433). 
     140 Here I am using The Revised Standard Version (1973). 
     141 Generally on this topic and with connection to canon (with an emphasis on pseudonymity as an 
expression of tradition), see David G. Meade, Pseudonymity and Canon, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 
1986). Meade argues that pseudonymity and canon must not necessarily be considered mutually exclusive. 
     142 A. Wikenhauser, New Testament Introduction, (1958), 545. 
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 (b) Catholicity 
John to the seven churches that are in Asia, Rev 1:4 
Augustine provides the most precise definition of the criterion of catholicity in a famous 
deposition on the "sacred writings" in which he advises the reader "in regard to the canonical 
Scriptures": 
 
[to] follow the judgement of the greater number of catholic churches; and among these, 
of course, a high place must be given to such as have been thought worthy to be the seat 
of an apostle and to receive epistles. Accordingly, among the canonical Scriptures he 
will judge according to the following standard: to prefer those that are received by all the 
catholic churches to those which some do not receive. Among those, again, which are 
not received by all, he will prefer such as have the sanction of the greater number and 
those of greater authority; to such as are held by the smaller number and those of less 
authority. If, however, he shall find that some books are held by the greater number of 
churches, and others by the churches of greater authority (though this is not a very likely 
thing to happen), I think that in such a case the authority of the two sides is to be looked 
as equal.143 
 
A document, however, would first have be recognized as catholic (and hence authoritative), 
by virtue of it having been intended by its author to be relevant to the Church universal and 
not only be of local significance.144 Here too, we come up with an obvious contradiction, the 
Pauline corpus which comprises fourteen of the twenty-seven books of the NT. Though Paul's 
letters were "apostolic", in the sense of his direct association with the disciples (especially 
Peter and James) and that they were characterized by their Christian kerygma, they would not 
necessarily pass the test on the grounds of catholicity.145 The Apostle had not only written to 
specific communities but to certain individuals as well. There is in Paul's corpus, however, a 
unifying component that runs throughout most of the documents attributed to him, a practical 
theology.146  In most of his letters the Apostle to the Gentiles expounds a theology (both 
practical and doctrinal) that issues from his responses to questions, problems and protests that 
                                                
     143 De Doct. Christ. 2.8.12. 
     144 There is, however, an apparent inconsistency here which F. F. Bruce has accurately described, "[e]ach 
individual document that was ultimately acknowledged as canonical started off with local acceptance...": F. F. 
Bruce, The Canon of Scripture, (Illinois: IVP,1988), 262. Yet the same scholar offers the resolution when he 
continues a little further down to add, "[b]ut their attainment of canonical status was the result of their gaining 
more widespread recognition than they initially enjoyed": ibid. 
     145 Here we include the three so-called Pastoral Epistles 1 & 2 Timothy, Titus, and Philemon which consists 
of only 25 verses. For insightful discussion on why these epistles would eventually be considered in the wider 
"ecclesiological context" [jejkklhsiologikav plaivsia], see Karabidovpoulo", op. cit., 361-368, 381-393. 
     146 What Murphy-O'Connor says of Paul's brief to the Thessalonians can be applied generally to the Pauline 
corpus, "[w]hen dealing with the ethical directives which Paul gave the Thessalonians, attention was drawn to 
his recognition that the witness value of believers depends on freely chosen behaviour": Jerome Murphy-





were brought to his knowledge directly or indirectly from the church communities that he had 
helped to establish during the course of his missionary activity. And even the briefest of all 
his epistles, that of Philemon, is considered as  jIwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo" writes, in the wider 
context of the church community of the Colossians, which is ultimately "related to all of the 
fullness of the body of Christ" [sev scevsh dhladhv mev o{lo tov sw'ma tou' Cristou'].147 The 
principal purpose of the Church in putting to practice this criterion as notae canonicitatis was 
to reject writings which contradicted the commended documents that the ecclesia catholica 
had hitherto received. As for the Book of Revelation we found in Chapter 6 of this thesis, 
where the ecclesiology of the book was scrutinized, that the Seer of Patmos made the concept 
of catholicity (both on the local and universal dimensions) a focal intent of his prophecy. The 
apocalypticist, himself, with a stroke of singular genius connects apostolicity to catholicity in 
the one place:   jIwavnnh" tai'" eJpta; ejkklhsivai" tai'" ejn th'/  jAsiva/ (Rev 1:4). 
 
(c) Orthodoxy 
These words are trustworthy and true, Rev 22:6 
The criterion of orthodoxy148 was the judgement of whether the document's theology and 
teachings were in agreement with the "orthodox faith of the church."149 This was a crucial 
factor, but one that was not so easily applied as might first appear. A particular text could only 
be judged authoritative if considered against a standard or rule;150 this was of course the 
orthodoxy and tradition of the Church. Those who go against this, Irenaeus writes, 
"dismember the truth" [luvonte" ta; mevlh th'" ajlhqeiva"].151 Did this mean, however, that the 
faith of the Church was extrinsic to the writings which she was called upon to judge? The 
simple and plain answer is no. And I cannot see any good reason why we should complicate 
                                                
     147 Karabidovpoulo", op. cit., 363. The same scholar does very well in pointing to Paul's frequent use of 
"ejn Cristw'/", "ejn Kurivw/", and "eij" Cristovn", as good indicators of the epistle's catholic intentions: ibid.  
     148 There are several strong references to how 'orthodoxy' came to be understood in the first centuries of the 
life of the Church. In an epistle of the renowned and learned Antiochean theologian, Theodoretus (AD c. 393-
458) bishop of Cyrus, we possess one of the most succinct and accurate accounts. Theodoretus writes to a 
certain Rufus (possibly the bishop of Thessalonica), "[t]rue religion and the peace of the Church suffer, we 
think, in no small degree, from the absence of your holiness. Had you been on the spot you might have put a 
stop to the disturbances which have arisen, and the violence that has been ventured on, and might have fought 
on our side for the subjection of the heresies introduced into the orthodox Faith, and the doctrine of the apostles 
and evangelists which, handed down from time to time from father to son, has at length been transmitted to 
ourselves": Ep. CLXX. [italics added] 
     149 Socrat., Hist. Eccl. 1.22. 
     150 For Irenaeus' critical application of this "standard", see Florovsky "in Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.)", op. cit., 
99-104. 
     151 Cited by Florovsky: ibid. Also cited is Irenaeus' useful analogy to the random use of the 
Homerocentrones which were circulating at the time. 
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matters if only because that is what a methodological rationale, would apparently, bid us.152 
There was a reciprocal action at work (at least some decades later when there were more 
documents to consider), where each would be measured against the other.153 However, in the 
first decades of the organizational life of the Church, where there was no list of recognized 
and authoritative books, "it might be rightly said", as Floyd V. Filson writes echoing patristic 
tradition, "that ecclesiastical tradition was prior to scripture and served as the touchstone of 
scripture's authority."154  This is exactly what Eujdokivmof has in mind when he tells us that 
"[t]a; bibliva th'" Grafh'" kata; mevga mevro"  ajntiproswpeuvoun  'cronika;' th'" zwh'" th'"
 jEkklhsiva" pou; diathvrhse hJ Paravdosh."155 Documents ultimately recognized as orthodox 
played their own part in the initial canonical formulations of the early Christian community 
when later, these very writings that were witnessing to the authority of other texts, were 
admitted onto the authoritative list of commended books.156 This apparent vacillation in the 
setting apart of the "orthodox" from the "non-orthodox" books is surely a strength and not a 
sign of inconsistency in the deliberations of the patristic authors. On this important subject, 
the Sacred Scripture which Saint John Damascene says is the "divine paradise",157 Michael 
Pomazansky has accurately stated:  
                                                
     152 This point (which may at first seem out of context) is made here because the criterion of orthodoxy is the 
centre to which all the other factors gravitate towards: at its heart is faith which cannot be (strictly speaking) 
methodologically examined. This is not at all to deny an equal part to reason, for as Eta Linnemann has written, 
"[i]n the theology of faith, the necessary regulation of thought must occur through the Holy Scripture... it 
controls the thought process... thought must subordinate itself to the Word of God": Eta Linnemann, Historical 
Criticism of the Bible: Methodology or Ideology? trans. R. W. Yarbrough, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 
1990), 111; Andreyev, one of the finest philosophical minds of his generation (yet hardly if at all known or cited 
in the West), wrote that "the ideal of the study of all theological knowledge is the construction of a unified, 
complete system of organic theology, and Fundamental Apologetic Theology does present itself, 
methodologically, as a basis for such a system": Ivan M. Andreyev, Orthodox Apologetic Theology, (Platina: 
St. Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1995), 47. 
     153 Consider, for instance, the strong example from within the NT Canon itself where the author of 2Peter 
admonishes his readers to not "twist" [streblou'sin] "the other scriptures" [ta;" loipa;" grafa;"] (2Pt 3:16). 
The reference here is first of all to the Pauline corpus (3:15-16) to which our author is evidently presenting his 
own epistle (doctrine) to be judged against. And why does Peter say that "there are some things in them [Paul's 
letters] hard to understand" [dusnovhtav tina] (3:16)? Because in Paul's writings there were to be found 
admonitions and teachings that were often with odds to the Jewish tradition (cf. esp. Paul's doctrine of 
justification, Gal 3); see also Rev 22:18-19 where the Seer "warns" [marturw' ejgw;] his readers neither to "add" 
[ti" ejpiqh'/] nor "take[s] away" [ti" ajfevlh/] "from the words of the book of this prophecy." S. Agourivdh" asks 
whether this is about the author's special need (to protect his work) or part of the process of canonization, 
"Provkeitai  gia  kavti  pou o s.  aisqavnetai  thn  idiaivterh  anavgkh  tou,  h  gia  ton  sunhvqh tuvpo
kanonikopoivhsh"  biblivwn  sthn  Agiva  Grafhv_":  Savbbvva"  Agourivdh", H   Apokavluyh   Tou  Iwavnnh, 
(Qessalonivkh:  Pournarav, 1994), 512. 
     154 Floyd V. Filson, op. cit., 140-164. 
     155 Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 256. 
     156 For instance the 'canonical' reference to the writings of Saint Paul in 2Pet 3:15-16; Clement of Alexandria 
referred to this pericope in defending orthodox doctrine against the Gnostics (Strom. 7.16). 





The Fathers of the Church frequently entered certain books into their lists with 
reservations, with uncertainty or doubt, or else gave for this reason an incomplete list of 
Sacred Books. This was unavoidable and serves as a memorial to their exceptional 
caution in this holy matter. They did not trust themselves, but waited for the universal 
voice of the Church.158 
 
 
(d) Traditional Usage 
Blessed is he who reads aloud the words of the prophecy, Rev 1:3 
Traditional usage was the attention to whether a document had been traditionally used in the 
worship and teaching of the various churches.159 Apostolicity, catholicity, and orthodoxy refer 
to internal aspects of a particular book. Traditional usage differed from those criteria in an 
important respect: it made reference to an external aspect for it was used to testify to the 
customs and practices of the Church at large. As a criterion it became a determinant factor 
later in the formation of the NT Canon when the Church was in a position to look back on 
customs that had been established.160 When outlining their approach to the criteria of 
canonicity, some scholars, Gamble for instance,161 distinguish between catholicity and 
traditional usage (as I do in this present chapter). Others such as McDonald, do not, but prefer 
to look at catholicity as "another side of the criterion of usage."162  
 
Eusebius is very strong on this point and uses the criterion of traditional usage ["quotations 
from the ancients"/ th'" tw'n ajrcaivwn paraqevsew"] in the formulations of his canon. 
Widespread use could serve to separate the "disputed" [ajntilevgontai] books from those that 
were "accepted" [wJmolovvghtai]. This criterion, too, he suggests, will come into effect in the 
final decision "in regard to the Apocalypse" [th'" d j  jApokaluvyew"]:  
 
So much for our own account of these things. But in a more fitting place we shall 
attempt to show by quotations from the ancients, what others have said concerning them 
                                                
     158 ibid., 29. 
     159 Lee M. McDonald makes a critical point here when he speaks of the needs of the greater church, 
"[w]idespread use in the churches appears to be the best explanation of why some writings were recognized and 
preserved as authoritative in some churches but not in others, why some writings met the worship and 
instructional needs of the churches, but others did not. The writings that did not survive in the church did not 
meet the needs of the greater church": McDonald, op. cit., 246.  
     160 Metzger forwards the excellent example of Jerome in the context of the Epistle to the Hebrews when the 
emphasis is "on the verdict of eminent and ancient authors". Writing to Dardanes (a prefect of Gaul) in AD 414, 
Jerome "declares" concerning the Epistle to the Hebrews, "[i]t does not matter who is the author of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews, for in any case it is the work of a church-writer (ecclesiastici viri) and is constantly read in the 
Churches": Quoted from Metzger, The Canon, 253. 
     161 Gamble, Its Making and Meaning, 67-72. 
     162 McDonald, loc. cit. 
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[the Gospels]. But of the writings of John, not only his gospel, but also the former of his 
epistles, have been accepted without dispute both now and in ancient times. But the 
other two are disputed. In regard to the Apocalypse, the opinions of most men are still 
divided. But at the proper time this question likewise shall be decided from the testimony 
of the ancients [ejk th'" tw'n ajrcaivwn marturiva"].163  
 
I refer the reader back to the section of this chapter on public readings, observe the good 
example of this criterion at work in the defining position of Serapion of Antioch to do with 
the public reading of the so-called Gospel of Peter.164 But once more, this criterion alone was 
not a definitive factor. Early documents such as the widely esteemed Shepherd of Hermas, 
1Clement, and The Teaching of the Twelve, "and possibly also Barnabas"165 which could 
have fulfilled the requirement of this criterion were eventually not admitted into the Canon.166 
And other books that were received into the Canon, such as Philemon, 2Peter, Jude, 2 and 3 
John, notes Lee M. McDonald, appear not to have been "used as frequently in the life of the 
churches as were several extra-biblical sources."167  
 
(e) Inspiration 
The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him, Rev 1:1 
Inspiration was initially not a prominent factor as criterion of canonicity in the contentions of 
the early Church, it was certainly not the case (as is in some places today),168 that the 
authority of the NT documents depended on an explicit declaration or statement of 
supernatural inspiration.169 The authority of the Church (as the Body of Christ) was held to be 
                                                
     163 Hist. Eccl. 3.24.16-18. [italics added] 
     164 ibid., 6.12.4-6. 
     165 McDonald, op. cit., 247. 
     166 The Shepherd of Hermas, for example, is mentioned in the MF, and it is worthwhile to quote here in full 
the justification for the negative verdict, "[b]ut Hermas wrote the Shepherd very recently, in our times, in the 
city of Rome, while bishop Pius, his brother, was occupying the [episcopal] chair of the church of the city of 
Rome. And therefore it ought indeed to be read; but it cannot be read publicly to the people in church either 
among the prophets, whose number is complete, or among the apostles, for it is after [their] time": MF 73-80. 
     167 McDonald, loc. cit. 
     168 Perhaps the best example here is the frenzied entreaty to the Scripture by the proliferating tele-evangelist 
groups. The irony here is (which surely cannot be lost on them), that similarly to cult movements where the 
leader is ex cathedra the infallible interpreter of the Scriptures, these individuals set themselves up as the greater 
authority over the text. These groups are, as Bulman states, "[a] significant religious presence": Raymond F. 
Bulman, The Lure of the Millennium: The Year 2000 and Beyond, (New York: Orbis Books, 1999), 51. 
     169 This connection can be traced to the "watchword" of the Reformation, sola Scriptura. Scripture alone is 
the absolute norm of doctrine where it was identified as the principium cognoscendi, the principle of knowing. 
"The views of the Reformers," as Muller writes, "developed out of a debate in the late medieval theology over 
the relation of Scripture and tradition, one party viewing the two as coequal norms, the other party viewing 
Scripture as the absolute and therefore prior norm...": Richard A. Muller, Dictionary of Latin and Greek 





inspired by the Holy Spirit and so the ultimate authoritative decree rested with her.170 The 
concept of inspiration, similarly to that of apostolicity, was broader than the criterion itself. If 
inspiration was to be accorded to a particular text it was chiefly because it was judged to have 
fulfilled other more pragmatic criteria in the spiritual experience of the Church, a locus 
classicus text 2Tim 3:16-17.171 Nivko" Matsouvka" has made a profound connection here 
from the perspective of a proper understanding of Tradition (as an alive encounter with 
history), between inspiration [qeopneustiva] and the vision of God [qeoptiva], in the context 
of that alive encounter in the "experience of events" [ejmpeiriva gegonovtwn]: 
 
JH  qeopneustiva  sundevetai a[rrhkta mev thvn pneumatokivnith duvnamh pouv  carivzei
sev  oJrismevnou"  forei'"  thv  dunatovthta nav dou'n tovn Qeov mevsa sev miav ejmpeiriva
gegonovtwn.   Mev   a[lla   lovgia   ejdw'  provkeitai  giav  thvn  i[dia thv leitourgiva
th'"qeologiva" kaiv th'" qeoptiva".172 
 
 
This is not to say, however, that specific books were not considered to be special or that they 
were not distinguished from other documents on account of a claim to divine provenance. 
Specific books that had been set aside were cited from the start similarly to references made 
to the Jewish Scriptures; particularly to the prophets.173 The fledgling church community held 
strongly to the inspiration of the OT, so that it could be reasonably argued that by association 
at least, the early Christian literature was considered to be inspired.174 Also the fact that a 
number of the NT books made the claim to inspiration in themselves, might not have required 
                                                                                                                                              
defined methodology to do with the inerrancy of the biblical documents as can be seen in The Ligonier 
Statement signed in the early 1970s by a group of respected scholars including: J. I. Packer, R. C. Sproul, and 
John Warwick Montgomery. See John W. Montgomery, (ed.), God's Inerrant Word: An International 
Symposium on the Trustworthiness of Scripture, (Minnesota: Bethany Fellowship, 1973). 
     170 The deeper meaning and theological sense of these words has been stated in the well-known and often 
quoted reflection of Augustine, "Ego vero evangelio non crederem, nisi me catholicae ecclesiae commoveret 
auctoritas": Contra epistolam Manichaei quam vocant Fundamenti 6. 
     171 "All scripture is inspired [grafh; qeovpneusto"] by God and profitable for teaching 
[wjfevlimo" pro;" didaskalivan], for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness, that the man of 
God may be complete, equipped for every good work" (2Tim 3:16-17). See Gregory of Nyssa's spirited use of 
this text when he writes against Eunomius (Adv. Eunomium 7.1). 
     172 Nivko" Matsouvka", Dogmatikhv kaiv Sumbolikhv Qeologiva A!, (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1985), 188.  
     173 As a paradigm consider the oJ palaio;" hJmerw'n pericope from Dan 7:9-14 (cf. Rev 1:12-16), of which 
Hippolytus was one of the first to interpret and whose high authority of the Book of Revelation we will later 
note.  See Wilfred Sophrony Royer, "The Ancient of Days: Patristic and Modern Views of Daniel 7:9-14", 
SVTQ 45/2, (2001), 137-162. 
     174 See Roger Nicole, "The New Testament Use of the Old Testament", in Revelation and the Bible, (ed.) 
Carl F. H. Henry, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1958), 135-151; also V. S. Poythress, "Divine Meaning of 
Scripture", WTJ 48, (1986), 241-279. 
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initial qualification from the early Christian communities.175 The need to make a universal 
declaration to inspiration came in the decades following the death of the apostles, and in the 
years immediately after that period when appeals to fulfilled prophecy in the NT documents 
were customarily made. 
 
The Book of Revelation was one of the books in circulation when the NT Canon was forming 
that proclaimed its inspiration explicitly, Rev. 1:1-2,11,19, 10:11, 22:6,8,16,18f. Throughout 
his book our author confirms writing [gravyon] 1:11, seeing [ei\don] 5:1, and hearing [h[kousa] 
16:1, all that appears before him. The revelation, is in fact, "[t]he revelation of Jesus Christ" 
[ jApokavluyi"  jIhsou' Cristou'], (1:1). jIhsou' Cristou' is often interpreted by orthodox 
commentators as a subj. gen., which is, the revelation is from Jesus Christ, rather than about 
Jesus Christ which is an obj. gen. and the preference of David E. Aune.176 Notably, apart from 
subsequently canonized books which might too make the same claim,177 it was also expressly 
declared by two other apocalypses on the canonical margin: The Shepherd of Hermas and the 
Apocalypse of Peter.178  
 
Holy Tradition 
All that has preceded (the apparent pluralism in the approach to the bringing together of the 
Scriptures)179 is tightly and safely bound by Holy Tradition,180 which John Chryssavgis has 
well connected to the "spiritual authority of the Fathers."181 In the context of the Book of 
                                                
     175  For a thorough treatment of the biblical texts which point to divine inspiration and generally on the 
internal testimony of the divine provenance of the NT itself, see P. N. Trempevla", Dogmatikhv Th'" 
 jOrqodovxou Kaqolikh'"  jEkklhsiva" (Tom. 1), ( jAqh'nai:  JO Swthvr, 1978), 108-121. These pericopes include 
Mt 5:17-19; Jn 10:35; Rom 15:4; 2Thess 2:15; 2Tim 3:16-17; 2Pet 1:19-21, 3:15-16 (cf. Rev 1:1-3). This claim 
to inspiration [not mechanical but dynamic i.e. the Holy Spirit working freely through the personality of the 
author], writes Trempevla" was accepted by almost all the Fathers, "sunhgorou'sin  aiJ  eJrmhnei'ai  pavntwn  
scedo;n tw'n Patevrwn th'"  jEkklhsiva"": ibid., 108. 
     176 David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5, (Texas: Word Books, 1997), 6. 
     177 On this subject see, Jack Rogers (ed.), Biblical Authority, (Texas: Word Books, 1977), 77-105. Also see, 
God's Inerrant Word, John W. Montgomery, (Minnesota: Bethany Fellowship, 1974), 178-218. 
     178 Hermas Vis. 1.1.6, 1.3.3, passim; "Peter" in TABD (Vol. 5), 263. 
     179 "This pluralism", as the German Catholic theologian Rahner has so well expressed, "can ultimately be 
held together in unity only by the Church's single and living consciousness of the faith":  Karl Rahner, 
Foundations of Christian Faith: An Introduction to the Idea of Christianity, trans. W. V. Dych, (London: Darton, 
Longman & Todd, 1984), 378.  
     180 On "Holy Tradition" from the perspective of the Eastern Orthodox Church, see the fresh and perceptive 
treatments in John Chryssavgis, The Way of the Fathers: Exploring the Patristic Mind, Analecta Vlatadon 62, 
(Thessaloniki 1998), 1-22; also Dumitru Staniloae, The Experience of God, trans. Ioan Ionita and Robert 
Barringer, (Brookline: Massachusetts, 1994), 37-51. 
     181 John Chryssavgis, The Way of the Fathers: Exploring the Patristic Mind, Analecta Vlatadon 62, 





Revelation, it was this continuing fiat to the apocalyptic text by the Body of the Church that 
kept the Seer's work alive in her canonical consciousness when one or the other of the criteria 
of canonicity would question the document's authority. The formation of the NT Canon is a 
development whose validity cannot be established by Scripture alone, because it is itself a 
fundamental stage in the Tradition.182 The NT is the historical and dialectical result of the 
objectification183 of the early Christian community's consciousness of faith, and it is because 
of this universal affirmation that the Canon is transmitted to succeeding generations of the 
Church. In his important monograph for both Orthodox and non-orthodox students, Living 
Tradition (1978), Meyendorff links this critical transmission to the liturgical veneration of 
Scripture which "suggests to the faithful that it contains the very truth of Revelation, which 
the Church possesses precisely in a given written form."184 What do the Eastern Orthodox 
writers mean by this often misconstrued term, Tradition, which is usually appended by the 
adjectives Holy or Sacred? Dumitru Staniloae has plainly and succinctly defined the two 
meanings of Tradition as: 
 
(a) the totality of the various ways by which Christ passes over into the reality of human 
lives under the form of the Church and all his works of sanctification and preaching; (b) 
the transmission of these ways from generation to generation.185 
 
 
The word tradition comes from the Latin traditio, lit. a giving up, delivering up, handing 
over, surrender.186 The Greeks, however, used another word to convey this idea in their 
theological treatises, the term paravdosi".187 It ordinarily means: giving, offering, 
delivering.188 In ancient Greek it was often used in the context of the handing or passing down 
of a narrative or story or tale, of an inheritance, and of teachings [didaskaliw'n].189 In the 
theological literature it came to denote any teaching or practice that was transmitted 
                                                
     182 Rahner, op. cit., 377f. 
     183 Karl Rahner's term which makes the point of the historicity of the process extremely well, op. cit., 388. 
See also Lossky's use of the term nature to signify a similar process (in the context of the unity of the body of 
believers): Vladimir Lossky, The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church, (New York: SVS Press, 1976), 174. 
     184 Meyendorff, Living Tradition, 14. 
     185 Dumitru Staniloae, op. cit., 48. 
     186 Charlton T. Lewis, An Elementary Latin Dictionary, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), 865. 
     187 For the term in ancient literature and the NT references, see F. Wilbur Gingrich & Frederick W. Danker, 
op. cit., 615f. 
     188 William Crighton, Mevga  JEllhno-Aggliko;n Lexiko;n, ( jAqh''nai: G. K.  jEleuqeroudavkh", 1960), 1158. 
   189 P. C. Dormparavkh,  jEpivtomon Lexikovn Th'"  jArcaiva"  JEllhnikh'" Glwvvssh", (ESTIAS, 1985), 605.  
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throughout the life of the Church from each passing generation.190 It is necessary to be aware 
when considering the term in the ecclesiastical context of the important distinction between 
something "handed down" and something "handed over". For the Fathers of the Church it was 
the latter implication that was intended: Tradition is delivered to the faithful through the 
mouths of the prophets and apostles.191 Noting first of all the grace of the Holy Spirit in this 
process, Georges Florovsky explicates, "[u]ltimately, 'tradition' is the continuity of the divine 
assistance, the abiding presence of the Holy Spirit."192 In other words, this abiding presence, 
is the transmission of the Gospel in the Church through all ages.  
 
Holy Tradition is founded, established, and encountered in the revelation of the NT Canon, it 
is the "outward form[s]" of the Bible itself.193 For it is only in the Scriptures that the faithful 
can come to read the original words of Christ and to see His works.194 Therefore the emphasis 
here is on a "Living Tradition".195 The essence of this Holy Tradition (the teaching delivered 
by the Lord to the first community of believers and which is itself to be handed over), is 
described straightforwardly by Saint Paul in the greater context of catholicity and "in the 
light", as John D. Zizioulas writes, "of the Eucharistic community."196 "For I received 
[parevlabon] from the Lord what I also delivered [parevdwka] to you, that the Lord Jesus on 
the night when he was betrayed took bread, and when he had given thanks, he broke it, and 
said, 'This is my body which is for you. Do this in remembrance of me'" (1Cor 11:23-24). He 
also declares that this teaching must be accepted by all Christians, "[a]s we have said before, 
so now I say again, If any one is preaching [eujaggelivzetai] to you a gospel contrary to that 
which you received [parelavbete], let him be accursed" (Gal 1:9). Again speaking about the 
death, burial and resurrection of Jesus Christ, St Paul writes, "[f]or I delivered to you 
[parevdwka] as of first importance what I also received [parevlabon]" (1Cor 15:3). Finally he 
cautions, "[s]o then, brethren, stand firm and hold to the traditions [kratei'te ta;" 
paradovsei"] which you were taught by us, either by word of mouth to by letter" (2Thess 
2:15). Note that Paul is very much aware and makes the great distinction between the 
                                                
     190 See Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 266. 
     191 "OiJ Profh'tai wJ" ei\don, oiJ jApovstoloi wJ" ejdivdaxan, hJ jEkklhsiva wJ" parevlaben..." [Sunodiko;n Z' 
Oijkoumenikh'" Sunovdou]. 
     192 Cited by Staniloae, loc. cit., from "The Ethos of the Orthodox Church", in Orthodoxy, [A Faith and Order 
Dialogue], (Geneva, 1960), 40. 
     193 Ware, op. cit., 199f. 
     194 For penetrating thought on this challenging statement, see Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 254-261. 
     195 Meyendorff, Living Tradition, 13-26. 





"traditions" of the Church and the "traditions of my fathers" [tw'n patrikw'n mou 
paradwvsewn] (Gal 1:14).197 
 
Tradition is a gift of the Holy Spirit, it is a vital experience which is relived and renewed 
through time. It is not a theology endeavouring to restore the past or to keep the Church inert. 
This is a highly important distinction which Gewvrgio" Mantzarivdh" presents systematically 
when he distinguishes between "conservatism" and "Tradition", the critical difference being 
that of "creativity": "hJ   paradosiakovthta   devn   ei\nai   sunthrhtikohvta,   ajlla; 
dhmiourgikovthta."198 It is an organic effect of the incarnation of the LOGOS,199 of Jesus 
Christ's crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension, all of which took place in the created 
dimensions of space and time.200 It is an extension of the life of the Lord as the ultimate 
prophet, high priest, and "King of kings [basileu;" basilevwn]" (Rev 19:16). In all three of 
these royal functions (which are consequences of His hypostatic union),201 He exercises His 
authority over the life of the Church in the Holy Spirit, through the Apostles, their successors, 
and the whole body of the people of God as it extends through every age "that they may all be 
one; even as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be in us, so that the 
world may believe [i{na oJ kovsmo" pisteuvh/] that thou hast sent me" (Jn 17:21).202 
Accordingly Basil can write, "[o]f the dogmata and kerygmata which are kept in the church, 
we have some from the written teaching (ejk th'" ejggravfou didaskaliva"), and some we 
derive from the apostolic paradosis, which has been handed down ejn musthrivw/. And both 
have the same strength (th;n aujth;n ijscuvn) in the matters of piety."203 There are not many 
                                                
     197 See A. Cole on whether Paul is here referring to "traditional explanations" or "my own family traditions": 
Alan Cole, Galatians, (Leicester: IVP, 1965), 49f.  
   198 Gewvrgio" Mantzarivdh",  jOrqovdxh Pneumatikh; Zwh;, (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1994). 17. 
     199 cf. especially the use of lovgo" in Rev 19:13, "and the name by which he [the rider who sat upon the white 
horse] is called is The Word of God [oJ lovgo" tou' Qeou']" with the absolute use of the term itself of the 
historical appearance of Jesus Christ in the Johannine prologue to the Gospel of John, 
"...kai; oJ lovgo" h\n pro;" to;n Qeovn..." (Jn 1:1). 
     200 Which the Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed [AD 325-381] for instance, made sure to emphasize with its 
surprising reference to the name of Pontius Pilate in the context of the Lord's crucifixion 
[Staurwqevnta te uJpe;r hJmw'n ejpi; Pontivou Pilavtou], thus localizing a specific place and time in history for 
one of the central testimonies of Christ; and in the Gospels themselves, the genealogies put down by Matthew 
(Matt 1:1-17) and Luke (Lk 3:23-38) firmly seek to establish Jesus within the dimension of recorded history. 
     201 See  Crhvsto"   jAndrou'tso",  Dogmatikh;  th'"   jOrqodovxou   jAnatolikh'"   jEkklhsiva", ( jAqhvna: 
 jAsth'r, 1956), 178-217. 
     202 See Mantzarivdh" connection of this Johannine pericope in its wider sociological fulfilment and 
theological extension into the concept of "paternity", op. cit., 52-54. 
     203 Quoted by George Florovsky in "Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.)", 109. [Florovsky is citing Basil, De Spiritu 
Sancto 66] 
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traditions.204 There is one Tradition of the Church which links the Scripture and the teaching 
of the Fathers, for in essence, as Chryssavgis says, "[t]he Christian Church is a scriptural 
Church."205 This is, as Saint Irenaeus of Lyons pronounces in the Demonstration of the 
Apostolic Preaching:  
 
the preaching of the truth... which the prophets announced and Christ confirmed and the 
apostles handed over [paradivdwmi] and the Church, in the whole world, hands down 
[ejgceirivzw] to her children.206  
 
Athanasius the Great "with the kind of mind", as Torrance says, "which thinks 
connections",207 during the course of the fourth century in a letter to a certain Bishop Serapion 
(with whom he appeared to be on very good terms with), gives the most celebrated definition 
of Holy Tradition as an inseparable component of the teaching and faith of the ecclesia 
catholica, delivered by Christ, preached by the apostles, and guarded by the Fathers:   
 
[Idwmen de;  o{mw"  kai;  pro;" touvtoi"  kai;  aujth;n  th;n  ejx  ajrch'"  paravdosin kai;
didaskalivan  kai; pivstin  th'" kaqolikh'"  jEkklhsiva",  h{n  oJ  me;n  Kuvrio" e[dwken,
oiJ  de;   ajpovstoloi  ejkhvruxan,  kai;  oiJ  patevre"  ejfuvlaxan,   jEn  tauvth/  ga;r  hJ
 jEkklhsiva   teqemelivwtai,  kai;  oJ  tauvth"  jekpivptwn  ou[t!  a[n  ei[h, ou[t! a[n e[ti
levgoito Cristianov".208  
 
 
The question can be justifiably asked, as to what is the direct significance of all this talk about 
Holy Tradition in the larger context of our ongoing discussion about the Canon, and 
especially as to how it concerns the Apocalypse of John (particularly as to the matter of 
apostolic authorship and date). Michael Pomazansky has connected very well, and quite 
simply, all three of our major themes, Tradition, Scripture, and Apostolicity, in an ordered 
manner when he states that: 
 
                                                
     204 Orthodox theologians have always distinguished between Holy Tradition which is of a dogmatic nature 
(which the Canon also belongs to) and other ordinary traditions of the Church which are of a topical and non 
binding character. See the important distinction which is not always an easy one to make, explained very well 
by Ware, op. cit., 196-199; see also Chryssavgis, The Way of the Fathers, 63-69. "The Bible is not considered 
apart from Tradition but forms a part of it. It was always understood by the Fathers within the framework of the 
wider, living, and uninterrupted continuity of the apostolic tradition": ibid., 67. [Chryssavgis cites Basil, De 
Spiritu Sancto 27, 66] 
     205 Chryssavgis, op. cit., 63. 
     206 Demonst. 98. [from John Behr's translation, SVS Press (1997)]. 
  207 Thomas F. Torrance, Divine Meaning: Studies in Patristic Hermeneutics, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 
1995), 205. 
 





The witness of Sacred Tradition is indispensable for our certainty that all books of 
Sacred Scripture have been handed down to us from Apostolic times and are of 
Apostolic origin.209 
 
It is in the ecclesia universalis (specifically revealed in history through the ejnsavrkwsi" of the 
Son), and instituted as a historical reality on the day of Pentecost with the descent of the Holy 
Spirit upon the Apostles (Acts 2:1-4), that we can abide in the presence of the Holy Trinity 
and where the Gospel as received by the Apostles can be transmitted, preserved, and as Saint 
Athanasius says in reference to the Canon, "handed down" [paradoqevnta] and "accredited as 
Divine" [pisteuqevnta te qei'a].210 John the Evangelist points further of this awesome 
manifestation of the Holy Trinity when he writes, "the life was made manifest [ejfanerwvqh], 
and we saw it [eJwravkamen], and testify to it [marturou'men], and proclaim [ajpaggevllomen] to 
you the eternal life which was with the Father and was made manifest to us" (1Jn 1:2).211 
When Orthodox interpreters speak of the ecclesiological or eucharistic characteristic of 
Tradition, that is precisely what they mean: hJ  latreiva  ei\nai  hJ  phgh;  th'" zwh'"  th'" 
 jEkklhsiva".212 So it might not be a coincidence that one of our first great witnesses to the 
authority of the Book of Revelation, Justin Martyr (AD c. 100-165), is also considered, as 
Josef A. Jungmann tells us, "[one of] the most important of the liturgical sources made known 
at the earlier period."213  
 
The Church, therefore, in her faithful apprehension, apprehensio fiducialis, of divine 
revelation in history (for the community of believers is also a "historical community"), 
dictates and commends the content of the Canon. It is not the other way round. That is, it is 
not the NT Canon that "settles" on the Church. Nivko" Matsouvka" has written most cogently 
on this absorbing subject and reveals that Orthodox theology can also be very grounded, 
placing the required emphasis on the material dialectics of the question whenever necessary: 
 
 JO  kleistov"  kaiv ajpartismevno"  katavlogo" tw'n  kanonikw'n biblivwn  tovso th'" P. 
Diaqhvkh"  (49),  o{so  kaiv  th'" K. Diaqhvkh"  (27)  e[cei  givnei mevsa sthvn iJstorikhv 
koinovthta   u{stera   ajpov  suzhthvsei"   kaiv  ajpofavsei".     {Ole"   oiJ  ejnevrgeie" 
                                                
     209 Pomazansky, op. cit., 34. 
     210 Fest. Epist. 39. 
 
     211 Augustine in the first of his ten homilies on the Epistle of John makes much of John's use of 
marturou'men and uses the term to distinguish between witnesses and martyrs, writing that "the martyrs are 
God's witnesses": Epist. in Ioan., 1.2. 
 
     212 Mantzarivdh", op. cit., 97-107; John Breck, The Power of the Word In the Worshiping Church, (New 
York: SVS Press, 1986), 117-139. 
 
     213 Josef A. Jungmann, The Early Liturgy, (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1980), 5. [Jungmann refers 
to Justin's first Apol., ch. 65-67] 
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prou>pevqetan   kaiv  sthrivzontan   sthv   zwntanhv   paradosiakhv  ejmpeiriva.   jApov
qeologikhv  a[poyh  prevpei nav  pou'me  o{ti hJ  jEkklhsiva e[kane tovn Kanovna  kaiv o[ci 
oJ Kanovna" thvn  jEkklhsiva.214 
 
 
Finally, I must close the chapter with a famous passage from Saint Basil's enduring treatise 
On the Holy Spirit [Peri; tou' aJgivou pneuvmato"], also cited by John Meyendorff in the same 
context of the "interdependence and essential unity of Scripture and Tradition."215 And which 
to my opinion, also counters James D. G. Dunn's strong suspicion and charge of the 
limitations of broadening "apostolicity" to a "concept like the apostolic faith."216 The 
celebrated Cappadocian Father writes: 
  
Among the doctrines and teachings preserved by the Church, we hold some from written 
sources, and we have collected others transmitted in an unexplicit form from apostolic 
tradition. They have all the same value... For if we were to try to put aside the unwritten 
customs as having no great force, we should unknown to ourselves, be weakening the 





The literature review which introduced this chapter clearly indicated the importance of the 
study of the Biblical Canon in the wider field of biblical studies. It also highlighted the basic 
ideological tension which spans most of the works in the extensive bibliography dealing with 
the subject. That is, was the NT Canon, as we have received and possess it today, ultimately 
an exclusive result of socio-political and religio-historical motivations and forces or, to put it 
more simply, was it a singular act of God? Of course, these appear to be the two extremes. 
However, many biblical scholars do openly hold to the first approach (vis-à-vis the purely 
historical), whilst the second approach mentioned (vis-à-vis the purely supernatural) is not 
widely published and is usually found in marginalized fundamentalist writings. My position, 
which is not so uncommon in biblical scholarship, is to understand both the historical and 
supernatural force working together and meeting in a realised canonical dialectic218 within the 
                                                
  214 Nivko" Matsouvka", Dogmatikhv kaiv Sumbolikhv Qeologiva, (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1985), 182. 
 
     215 Meyendorff, Living Tradition, 16. 
 
     216 Dunn, op. cit., 386. 
 
    217 Meyendorff, loc. cit. 
 
  218 In the world of secular literature the concept of 'canon' is, of course, all-pervading. I will cite an 
indicative example (which makes use of 'theological' language) from Neil James' introduction to a selection of 
Australian writers' responses on the occasion of the New South Wales Premier's Literary Awards. "The 
Premier's Awards have also helped to define the canon of Australian literature over the last two decades… [t]he 





historically established but divinely inspired, lit. qeovpneusto", ecclesia catholica. The 
historical causes and motivations, the factors of the formation of the NT Canon and the 
criteria of canonicity219 (which unquestionably played their part in the canonical process), did 
so in congregation with Holy Tradition (vis-à-vis the Catholic Consciousness of the Church). 
This serves to explain, not only in connection with the Apocalypse of John but also with most 
of the other NT documents, why these selected twenty-seven texts considered to contain the 
authoritative Christian faith,220 were ultimately admitted into the NT Canon by the 
community of the faithful when they did not absolutely comply with one or more of the 
criteria.221 And also why other early texts which did seem to comply were eventually omitted 
from the list. In the adventure of the Book of Revelation (as we shall later have reason to 
examine), the importance of the shifting genre and its author's preoccupation with both local 
and universal ecclesiology were additional narrative dynamics which opened up the book to a 
good number of potential reading strategies. Finally, the criteria and/or marks of canonicity, 
notae canonicitatis, proved to be legitimate and extremely useful as an approach to our 
investigation not only by helping to establish a scientific methodology, but also by 
analytically setting out the fundamental questions relating to the formation of the NT Canon. 
                                                                                                                                              
Neil James (ed.), Writers on Writing, (NSW: Halstead Press, 1999), 16; see especially Robert Alter, Canon and 
Creativity: Modern Writing and the Authority of Scripture, (London: Yale University Press, 2000). 
 
     219 Here Bruce M. Metzger has described the dual combination of forces very well, providing a balanced 
agency to each, "[d]iscussion of the notae canonicitatis, therefore, should distinguish between the ground of 
canonicity and the grounds for the conviction of canonicity. The former has to do with the idea of the canon and 
falls within the province of theology; the latter has to do with the extent of the canon and falls within the domain 
of the historian": Metzger, The Canon, 284.   
     220 "This act of recognition", Brinkmann believes, "is a function of the Church's infallible authority": Quoted 
from Hoffman, art. cit., 464. 
     221 Simply stated, "[t]hose writings that were adaptable to the church's needs survived. The others did not": 






The Publication of the Apocalypse 
 
Introduction 
It is not possible to proceed with this thesis without a detailed investigation as to the most 
likely publication date of the Apocalypse of John (more often referred to as the Book of 
Revelation).1 Apart from the reasons that will shortly be highlighted below, the date of the 
book's writing is crucial: with its birth2 it begins and sets out on its adventure and contests for 
a position in the canonical consciousness of the Church.3 It may sometimes appear that 
Brevard S. Childs, who is an influence behind the methodological approach of this thesis, is 
none too interested in the question of date.4 However, this is a misunderstanding and an unfair 
reading of his position, for, on the contrary, he is most interested. Childs is concerned that the 
establishment of a "text's milieu" (which includes probable date, author, audience, and literary 
growth, among other things)5 does not take away or deflect from the ultimate purpose of the 
Canon, which is to "loosen the text from any one given historical setting, and to transcend the 
original addressee."6 The historicist reading of the biblical text is a dangerous approach 
"which assumes that the meaning of a text derives only from a specific historical referent."7 
Therefore, the date of the birth of a specific document of the NT is significant both for its 
"historical development and its ecclesiastical function."8 For B. S. Childs then (and certainly 
for myself) it is vital to recognize: 
 
                                                
1 "The title  jApokavluyi" or  jApokavluyi"  jIwavnnou may have found a place at the end of an early copy of 
the book, or on a label attached to the roll; in any case it seems to have been familiar before the end of the 
second century": Henry Barclay Swete, The Apocalypse of St. John, (London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1922), 
xxii. The author cites: Gardthausen, Griech. Palaeographie, 53; Thomson, Greek and Latin Palaeography, 
57f.; and Kenyon, Pal. of Greek papyri, 22. 
 2 I use the word "birth" deliberately which is reminiscent of C. F. D. Moule's well-known study, The Birth of 
the New Testament, (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1966). 
 3 We could say with C. J. Scalise that with its publication a document in quest of authority sets off on "a 
canonical journey into hermeneutics": Charles J. Scalise, From Scripture to Theology: A Canonical Journey into 
Hermeneutics, (Illinois: IVP, 1996). 
 4 See for instance Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM Press, 
1984), 35f. 
 5 ibid. 
 6 ibid., 23. 
 7 ibid. 
 8 ibid., 21. 
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that the issue of canon turns on the authoritative role played by particular traditions for a 
community of faith and practice... canon consciousness thus arose at the inception of the 
Christian church and lies deep within the New Testament literature itself...9 [italics added] 
 
 
The question concerning the date of the Apoc may not be as mysterious or as controversial as 
that of its authorship, but it too is intriguing. Nor may it have exercised as much scholarly 
interest in recent years as the questions of structure and genre, but it is as relevant. Not only 
because, as F. J. A. Hort has written, "date and authorship do hang together,"10 but knowledge 
of the date will also shed more light on the form and character of the book. What relevance, 
for example, as to the shaping of the Seer's work (both structurally and theologically) would a 
date have that excluded the destruction of the Temple? That is, whether the work was 
composed before AD 70 or conversely after AD 70.11 More importantly, a good indication of 
date allows for a better knowledge of the Sitz-im-Leben in which the work was written.12 This 
is particularly relevant for the Book of Revelation which is framed in letter form and, "[s]ince 
a letter is a historically conditioned form, knowing the date of a letter is important to the 
process of understanding it."13 Christopher Rowland, though unnecessarily underestimating 
the importance of the date of writing, nonetheless puts the question in fair perspective:  
 
In some respects the precise dating of Revelation does not radically affect the exegesis 
of the document, as the issues which appear to confront the writer can be understood in 
broadly similar terms whenever we date it. Nevertheless some idea of the general setting 
may help us in understanding why particular subjects should be of greater concern to the 
visionary than others.14 
 
On the same matter, as to the importance and significance of the date of the Apoc's 
composition, Donald Guthrie, although for the most part agreeing with Rowland, is more 
particular on the date: 
                                                
 9 ibid. 
 10 F. J. A. Hort, The Apocalypse of St. John, (London: The Macmillan Co., 1908), xl. 
 11 See for example Allan McNicol who concludes in part, "[a]s such it [Rev 11:1-14] fits into the broader 
structure of the Apocalypse as a development of the polemic in 2:9 and 3:9 against those who claim to be Jews 
but are not":  "Revelation 11:1-14 and the Structure of the Apocalypse", ResQ 22/4, (1979), 193-202. McNicol 
illustrates this point primarily through his interpretation of the Jewish exegetical traditions of Rev 11:1-14 and 
on the view that the references to the Temple of Jerusalem in the Apoc "carry the sting of a verdict of 
judgement": ibid., 199. 
 12 Similarly Colin J. Hemer, "The problem of date, however, is a crucial factor in the historical Sitz-im- 
Leben": C. J. Hemer, The Letters to the Seven Churches of Asia in their Local Setting, (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 
1986), 3. 
 13 M. Eugene Boring, Revelation, (Kentucky: John Knox Press, 1989), 9. 




An examination of the problem of the date of this writing [Rev] raises many problems 
which are by no means easy to solve, and several different hypotheses have been 
proposed in an effort to provide a satisfactory solution. Although the main purpose of 
the book may be considered apart from the question of date, this question is not 
unimportant in the quest to ascertain the precise historical background, nor is it entirely 
irrelevant for arriving at a satisfactory interpretation of the book.15 
 
Isbon T. Beckwith, decades earlier, was more specific, and this would prove to be a 
significant focus of his commentary. He writes:  
 
...it was the circumstances of their times which caused the apocalypses to be written and 
which determined important factors in their contents; they stand in close relation to their 
age. This is equally true of the Apocalypse of John.16 
 
 
We shall begin the investigation proper with an examination of the external evidence for the 
time of the Apoc's composition, that is, the earliest Patristic Tradition; afterwards will follow 
a review of modern scholarship beginning with the eighteenth century when the traditional 
Domitianic dating is questioned; next we shall turn our attention to the internal evidence, that 
is, for historical signposts from within the Book of Revelation itself. The sum of this evidence 
will then be presented as an argument either for or against the Domitianic position. If we 
cannot establish with a reasonable degree of certainty when the Apoc was written, then all 
other criteria of canonicity will rest on highly disputable grounds. 
 
External Evidence: The Early Church Testimony 
Strong testimony of early Christian witness17 favours a date during the reign (81-96 AD) of 
Titus Flavius Domitianus, chiefly remembered for his reign of terror against the Senate and 
for his insistence on being addressed as Our Lord and God, Dominus et Deus noster.18 Saint 
                                                
 15 Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, (Illinois: IVP Press, 1970), 949. 
 16 Isbon T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of St John, (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1919), 197; this is being 
discussed again, especially as many apocalypses show signs of continuing editorial work. See the introductions 
to the Apocalyptic Literature in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha: Apocalyptic Literature & Testaments (vol. 
I), James H. Charlesworth (ed.), (New York: Doubleday, 1983). For example, 2 Enoch (94f.) and The Fourth 
Book of Ezra (519f.). 
 17 It is important to emphasize here that the value of this witness and tradition is further validated on account 
of its geographical distribution. Scholars may ignore this on the grounds that it does not preclude a pattern of 
dependence, but that would involve a circular argument. The witness is confirmed in Sardis- Melito; Lyons- 
Irenaeus [who was also a native of Asia Minor]; Alexandria- Clement; Pannonia Superior- Victorinus; 
Caesarea- Eusebius; Rome- Jerome, and others. 
 18 Suetonius, in his famed De vita Caesarum (The Lives of the Caesars), informs us that 'Lord and God' 
"became his [Domitian's] regular title both in writing and conversation": Dom. 13. 
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Irenaeus, who was himself a native of Asia Minor19 (the book's original destination, Rev 1:4), 
and writing around AD 180, with reference to the Beast of the Apoc (13:18) says: 
 
...for if it were necessary that his name [the Beast] should be distinctly revealed in this 
present time, it would have been announced by him who beheld the apocalyptic vision. 
For that was seen no very long time since, but almost in our day, towards the end of 
Domitian's reign [pro;" tw'/ tevlei th'" Dometianou' ajrch'"].20  
 
The credit of this early evidence, which J. A. T. Robinson considers good,21 continues with 
and is confirmed by Clement of Alexandria,22 Origen,23 Victorinus,24 Eusebius,25 and 
Jerome.26 To this list we could probably add Melito of Sardis (fl. AD 138-180)27 whose 
witness would pre-date even that of Irenaeus. There is also a possible allusion in Hippolytus.28 
It is clear, as R. H. Charles writes, "[t]he earliest authorities are practically unanimous in 
assigning the Apocalypse to the last years of Domitian."29 However, a few other ancient 
                                                
 19 Eusebius, Hist Eccl. 5.20.5. 
 20 Adv. haer. 5.30.3. 
 21 J. A. T. Robinson, Redating The New Testament, (London: Xpress Reprints, 1993), 221; for a full list of  
the ancient authorities who assign the Apocalypse to the last years of  Domitian, see Henry Barclay Swete, The 
Apocalypse of St John, (London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1922), xcixf. 
 22 "...on the tyrant's death, he [John] returned to Ephesus from the isle of 
Patmos..." (tou' turavnnou teleuthvsanto"  japo; th'" Pavtmou th'"  nhvsou  methvlqen  jepiv th;n  [Efeson...):
Quis div. salv. 42. 
 23 "...oJ de;  JRwmaivwn basileu;", wJ" hJ paravdosi" didavskei, katedivkase to';n  jIwavnnhn marturou'nta dia; 
to;n th'" ajlhqeiva" lovgon eij" Pvavtmon th;n nh'son":  In Matt. 16.6. 
 24 "...when John said these things he was in the island of Patmos, condemned to the labour of the mines by 
Caesar Domitian. There, therefore, he saw the Apocalypse...": In Apoc. 10.11. In the same book, "[t]he time 
must be understood in which the written Apocalypse was published, since then reigned Caesar Domitian...": 
17.10. 
 25 "At that time the apostle and evangelist John, the one whom Jesus loved, was still living in Asia, and 
governing the churches of that region, having returned after the death of Domitian from his exile on the island" 
(...meta; th;n Dometianou' teleuthvn  jepanelqwvn fugh'"): Hist. Eccl. 3.23.1. Eusebius also quotes the 
testimony of Irenaeus: ibid., 3.18.3, 5.8.6. 
 26 "...Domitian having raised a second persecution he [John] was banished to the island of Patmos, and wrote 
the Apocalypse...": De viris illustr. 9. 
 27 "There is the possibility", writes Robert H. Mounce, "that Melito of Sardis in the second century 
understood the book to have come from that period (Eusebius,  Hist. Eccl. 4.26.9)": R. H. Mounce,  The Book 
of Revelation, (Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1977), 38. Similarly, R. H. Charles with 
reference to the same authority: The Revelation of Saint John (Vol. I), (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1920), xcii. 
This on the grounds "as he [Melito] wrote a commentary on Jap and addressed a protest to Marcus Aurelius 
declaring that Nero and Domitian had at the instigation of certain malicious persons slanderously assaulted the 
Church": ibid.  
 28 "According to Dionysius Barsalibi, Hippolytus followed Irenaeus in assigning the Apocalypse to the reign 
of Domitian":  Swete, op. cit., xcix, cites Gwynn in Hermathena, vii. 137. 




witnesses assign the Apoc to the reigns of Caligula (AD 37-41), Claudius (AD 41-54),30 Nero 
(AD 54-68),31 or Trajan (AD 98-117).32 On examination these departures from the common 
tradition, "curious deviations" according to F. J. A. Hort,33 cannot be pressed on grounds both 
external and internal to the book. It is not improbable that some later writers, as H. B. Swete 
suggests, misunderstood statements of earlier witnesses and so arrived at different dates.34  
 
Eighteenth-Century Scholarship: The Seeds of Doubt 
In the eighteenth century the Domitianic dating of the Apoc begins to be doubted by scholars 
including F. Abauzit, J. J. Wettstein, and G. Herder.35 They placed the book in the AD 60s, 
arguing for that date on the grounds that the Temple was still standing, based on their reading 
of Rev 11:1-2. This was also very much the tendency during the next century, with many 
scholars placing the date of the book not long after the death of Nero, during the brief 
seventh-month reign of Galba (AD 68-69). Included here is the work of scholars such as 
Neander, DeWette, Credner, Reuss, Baur, Zeller, Häse, Gueriche, Volkman,36 and the 
Cambridge trio of B. F. Westcott, J. B. Lightfoot, and F. J. A. Hort.37  Jakob Züllig,38 
however, argued for a much earlier date between AD 44-47 during the reign of Claudius, 
rekindling an interest in the date first proposed by Epiphanius.39 There were nonetheless 
dissenting voices during these years that still argued for the later date, among them Mill, 
                                                
 30 For a date sometime between the reigns of Caligula and Claudius, see Epiphanius: Haer. 51.12,33. 
 31 Theophylact, praef. in Ioann; also the earliest Syriac versions which place John's exile to the reign of Nero, 
(cited by Swete, op. cit., p. c). 
 32 As Charles writes, this is found only in very late authorities. Theophylact on Mt: 22, and in Synopsis de vita 
et morte prophetarum, which is attributed to Dorotheus: Charles (Vol. I), op. cit., xcii. 
 33 F. J. A. Hort, op. cit., xix. 
    34 For example a misunderstanding of such words as those in Irenaeus, 2.22.5, parevmeine gavr aujtoi'" 
[oJ  jIwavnnh"] mecriv tw'n Trai>anou' crovnwn. Henry Barclay Swete, op. cit., p. c. Also cited by Charles (Vol. I), 
op. cit., xcii. 
    35 Cited by Arthur W. Wainwright, Mysterious Apocalypse: Interpreting the Book of Revelation, (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1993), 118. 
    36 See J. Christian Wilson, "The Problem Of The Domitianic Date Of Revelation", NTS 39 (1993), 587. This 
is only a partial list of which the author derives from H. J. Holtzmann's (1892), Einleitung in das Neue 
Testament: ibid. 
 37 F. J. A. Hort is representative of the group when he writes, for example, "...to gather up the result of the 
whole, the evidence alleged by recent critics for the early date on the ground of sharp and absolutely decisive 
personal details seems too uncertain... [b]ut on the other hand the general historical bearings of the book are 
those of the early, and are not those of the late period": Hort, op. cit., xxxii. 
 38 Cited by Wainwright, op. cit., 118. 
 39 Epiphanius 51.12.32-33, who also suggested a date during the reign of Caligula (AD 37-41). 
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Basnage, Le Clerc, Lowman,40 and D. Brown.41 In the East the Orthodox writers continued to 
affirm (with a few notable exceptions)42 the traditional date, in the work for example of 
Patriarch Anthimos of Jerusalem (1856),43 and Apostolos Makrakis (1881).44 The great 
German scholar (co-founder of the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule) Wilhelm Bousset, in his 
work Die Offenbarung Johannis (1906),45 supported the Domitianic date, as would other 
scholars towards the close of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. A major 
reason for this preference was that for the first time, beginning in the early 1880s, source 
criticism (a methodology used to discover individual sources supposedly used in the 
construction of particular literary units) was applied more frequently to the study of the Apoc. 
The implication of Rev 11:1-13 (esp. vs. 1-2) that the earthly Temple of Jerusalem is still 
standing, was now questioned by scholars using this particular technique in the analysis of the 
Book of Revelation. This shift back to the Irenaean tradition in the English-speaking world 
was encouraged also by the publication of three time-honoured commentaries on the Apoc by 
H. B. Swete (1906), Isbon T. Beckwith (1919), and R. H. Charles (1920).46 This celebrated 
trio of commentators argue that the historical background of the Book of Revelation was one 
of persecution, with the shadow of Domitian looming large.47     
                                                
 40 These early scholars are cited in Clarke's Commentary (Vol. 3): Adam Clarke, (Nashville: Abingdon, n.d.), 
960. 
 41 David Brown, The Apocalypse: Its Structure and Primary Predictions, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 
1891), 9. 
 42 For example Nikovlao" Damala'" (1842-1892), cited by  jIwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo", Eijsagwgh; Sth;n 
Kainh; Diaqhvkh, (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1983), 350-351. 
 43 Patriavrcou   JIerosoluvmwn   jAnqivmou,   JErmhneiva   Eij"  Th;n   JIera;n   jApokavluyin,    (First  edition  
published in 1856). Present text edited by Eirhnaivo" Delhdhvmo", (Qessalonivkh: Ba". Rhgovpoulo", n.d.), 11. 
 44  jApostovlou Makravkh,  JErmhneiva Th'"  jApokaluvyew", (First edition published 1881). Present 
edition, ( jAqhvna:  jIwavnnh"  Jo Baptisth;", 1982), 56. 
 45 Wilhelm Bousset, Die Offenbarung Johannes, (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1906), 134-138. 
    46 "...the present writer is unable to see that the historical situation presupposed by the Apocalypse contradicts 
the testimony of Irenaeus which assigns the vision to the end of the reign of Domitian":  Swete, op. cit., cvi; 
"...such a well-organized expansion of the cult as was already present was not reached before the last years of 
the century, that is, before the time of Domitian. The Apocalypse then could not have been written before that 
date": Beckwith, op. cit., 201; "We have now to discuss the bearing of the internal evidence on this question. 
This evidence, which is clearly in favour of the Domitianic date, is as follows...": Charles (Vol. I), op. cit., xciv-
xcv. Charles is particularly convinced by the prominence of the imperial cult and the established myth of Nero-
redivivus: ibid. 
    47 J. Christian Wilson, art. cit., 587f., is extreme in his statement that Swete, Beckwith, and Charles, 
singularly relied on  J. B. Lightfoot's arguments for Domitianic persecution of  Christians as evidence for their 
late dating. Firstly, Lightfoot himself, as Wilson concedes, favoured a pre AD 70 dating of the Book of 
Revelation (ibid.), and more importantly, what swayed their favour towards the later date (particularly for Swete 
and Charles) was their examination of the early patristic witness. Swete, op. cit., xcvix-cvi; Charles (Vol. I), op. 
cit., xci- xciii; whilst Beckwith in his discussion on the early Roman persecutions (op. cit., 201-207), though 
acknowledging Lightfoot (201, n.4), does not depend solely on Lightfoot's earlier conclusions. Beckwith also 




A Survey of Recent Scholarship: The Major Positions Held 
The vacillation has continued through the decades up to the present, but with a strong leaning 
towards the traditional date. In recent times, however, there are scholars who are again 
arguing for an earlier date.48 The English-speaking commentators will generally cite external 
evidence in support of the internal when favouring the later date;49 the German scholars of the 
twentieth century will usually cite Irenaeus as their primary evidence.50 The Greek 
theologians have for the greater part agreed on the Domitianic date through recourse to both 
early and later Church testimony, also on account in the acceptance of apostolic authorship.51 
 
A review of recent scholarship reveals the differing positions held by a large group of 
scholars, for the most depending on whether they argue for a persecution under the reign of 
Domitian or not.52 This group includes:  jIwhvl Giannakovpoulo" (1950), G. B. Caird (1966), 
Allen C. Isbell (1966), L. Morris (1969), D. Guthrie (1970), George Eldon Ladd (1972), W. 
G. Kümmel (1973), G. R. Beasley-Murray (1974), Averky Taushev (1976), Robert H. 
Mounce (1977), John Sweet (1979), Adela Yarbro Collins (1981), Jürgen Roloff (1984), M. 
Eugene Boring (1989), Paul Barnett (1989), Leonard L. Thompson (1990), Robert W. Wall 
(1991), Panagiwvth"  jI. Mpratsiwvth" (1992), Robert L. Thomas (1992), Wilfrid J. 
Harrington (1993), Bruce M. Metzger (1993), Pablo Richard (1994), Charles T. Chapman, Jr. 
(1995), Robert M. Royalty, Jr. (1998), Columba Graham Flegg (1999), and G. K. Beale 
(1999) will argue (some less dogmatic than others) for the Domitianic date, approximately 
                                                
    48 See Robert L. Thomas for his survey and critique on this re-proposal of the earlier date, particularly on the 
positions of Kenneth L. Gentry and David Chilton. Thomas writes, "[s]ome late-twentieth-century support for 
an early date has originated in the movement known variously as 'dominion theology', 'Christian 
reconstructionism', or 'theonomy'. This world view foresees a progressive domination of world government and 
society by Christianity until God's kingdom on earth becomes a reality. It represents a recent revival in 
postmillennial eschatology": R. L. Thomas, Revelation (Vol.1), (Chicago: Moody Press, 1992), 20. 
   49 For example Leon Morris, The Book of Revelation, (Leicester: IVP Press, 1976), 34; Robert H. Mounce, 
The Book of Revelation, (Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1977), 36; R. L. Thomas (Vol. 1), 
20; and John Sweet whose conclusion represents these interpreters as well, "[t]o sum up, the earlier date may be 
right, but the internal evidence is not sufficient to outweigh the firm tradition stemming from Irenaeus": J.  
Sweet,  Revelation, (London: SCM Press, 1990), 27.  
 50 J. Christian Wilson, art. cit., 588. 
 51 See  QKHE (Tovmo" 2), 1085-1088. 
 52 Though, certainly, this is not always the case. John Sweet, for instance, accepting the possibility of the 
Domitianic date, nonetheless writes that "Revelation was written at a time of comparative peace for the 
Christians...": Sweet, op. cit., 27. Similarly with Adela Yarbro Collins, "Domitian apparently took no steps 
against Christians as Christians... the origin of the Apocalypse, therefore, cannot be explained in terms of a 
response to that particular [persecution] kind of social crisis": A. Y. Collins, Crisis and Catharsis: The Power of 
the Apocalypse, (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1984), 104. 
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AD 90-96.53 K. H. Hartenstein (1953), C. C. Torrey (1958), J. Massyngberde Ford (1975), J. 
A. T. Robinson (1976), Albert A. Bell, Jr. (1978), Christopher Rowland (1982), Paul 
Trudinger (1987), D. Chilton (1987), Kenneth L. Gentry (1989), Robert B. Moberley (1992), 
J. Christian Wilson (1993), John G. Strelan (1994), will argue for a date between the mid-later 
part of Nero's reign and the destruction of Jerusalem (AD 60 to early 70).54 Others will leave 
the question of date open, though for the most inclining towards the Domitianic: 
 jIwavvvvvnnh" D. Karabidovpoulo" (1983), Eugenio Corsini (1983), C. H. Giblin (1991), Robert 
W. Wall (1991), J. Ramsey Michaels (1992), Arthur W. Wainwright (1993), Charles H. 
Talbert (1994), John M. Court (1994).55 Others still are even less willing to commit 
themselves directly. Savbba" Agourivdh" (1994), after a consideration of some of the early 
testimony, leaves the question of date open. David E. Aune (1997), arguing critically from the 
standpoint of the Apoc as a composite work, finds evidence for publication under Nero, 
                                                
 53  JErmhneiva Th'"  jApokaluvyew",  jIwhvl Giannakovpoulo", [1950] (1991), 11; The Revelation Of Saint 
John, G. B. Caird, (1966), 6; "A Critique: The Dating of Revelation", Allen C. Isbell, Restoration Quarterly 
(1966), 117; Revelation, Leon Morris, (1969),  40; New Testament Introduction, D. Guthrie, (1970), 957; The 
Revelation of John, George E. Ladd, (1972), 8; Introduction to the New Testament, W. G. Kümmel, [1973] 
(trans. 1975), 469; The Book Of Revelation, G. R. Beasley-Murray, [1974] (1981), 38; The Book Of 
Revelation, Robert H. Mounce, (1977), 36; Revelation, John Sweet, [1979] (1990), 27; "Dating the Apocalypse 
of John", Adela Yarbro Collins, Biblical Research (1981), 41f.; Revelation, Jürgen Roloff, [1984] (trans.1993), 
10f.; The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity, Averky Taushev [1976] (trans. 1985), 48; 
Revelation, M. Eugene Boring, (1989), 10; Apocalypse Now and Then, Paul Barnett, (1989), 41; The Book of 
Revelation: Apocalypse and Empire, Leonard L. Thompson, (1990), 15; Revelation, Robert W. Wall, (1991), 5; 
JH  jApokavluyi" Tou'  jIwavnnou, Panagiwvth"  jI. Mpratsiwvth", [1950] (1992), 33; Revelation, Robert L. 
Thomas, (1992), 23; Revelation, Wilfrid J. Harrington, (1993), 9; Breaking The Code: Understanding the Book 
of Revelation, Bruce M. Metzger, (1993), 16f.; Apocalypse: A People's Commentary on the Book of 
Revelation, Pablo Richard, (1994),  9; The Message of the Book of Revelation, Charles T. Chapman, Jr., 
(1995), 8; The Streets of Heaven: The Ideology of Wealth in the Apocalypse of John, Robert M. Royalty, Jr., 
(1998), 16; An Introduction to Reading the Apocalypse, Columba Graham Flegg, (1999), 49; The Book of 
Revelation, G. K. Beale, (1999), 27. 
    54 Der wiederkommende Herr: eine Auslegung der Offenbarung des Johannes für die Gemeinde, K. W. 
Hartenstein, (1953), 31; The Apocalypse of John, C. C. Torrey, (1958), 58; Revelation, J. Massyngberde Ford, 
(1975), 50-56; Redating The New Testament, J. A. T. Robinson, (1976), 252f.; "The Date of John's Apocalypse: 
The Evidence of Some Roman Historians Reconsidered", Albert A. Bell, NTS 25, (1979), 102; The Open 
Heaven, Christopher Rowland, (1982), 413; "The 'Nero Redivivus' Rumour and the Date of the Apocalypse of 
John", Paul Trudinger, SMR 131, (1987), 43f.; The Days of Vengeance, David Chilton, (1987), 4; Before 
Jerusalem Fell: Dating the Book of Revelation, Kenneth L. Gentry, (1989); Robert B. Moberly cited by Court, 
101; "The Problem of the Domitianic Date of Revelation", J. Christian Wilson, NTS 39, (1993), 605; Where 
Earth Meets Heaven, John G. Strelan, (1994), 37. 
 55 Eijsagwghv Sthvn Kainhv Diaqhvkh,  jIwavnnh" D. Karabidovpoulo", (1983), 349-351; The Apocalypse: The 
Perennial Revelation of Jesus Christ, Eugenio Corsini, (trans. 1983), 16; The Book of Revelation, C. H. Giblin, 
(1991), 10; Interpreting the Book of Revelation, J. Ramsey Michaels, (1992), 46; Mysterious Apocalypse, 
Arthur W. Wainwright, (1993), 118f.; The Apocalypse, Charles H. Talbert (1994), 8f.;  Revelation, John M. 




Domitian, and Trajan. Leonard L. Thompson (1998) says that the best we can forward is "that 
Revelation was written sometime roughly between 68 and 120 CE."56 
 
Internal Evidence 
When we turn to the internal evidence to look for proofs of when the Apoc was written, we 
find six key areas that concern the scholars of the book,57 but not necessarily with equal 
regard. They are (i) The Seven Letters (2:1-3:22), (ii) The Temple in Jerusalem (11:1-2), (iii) 
The Name of Babylon (14:8), (iv) The Seven Kings (17:9-11), (v) The Extent of the 
Persecution, and (vi) The Rise of the Imperial Cult.58 Much discussion has been given over to 
these topics,59 including in the context of date. The arguments will not be rehearsed in full 
here, except to draw out key points. 
 
                                                
 56 H Apokavluyh Tou Iwavnnh, Savbba" Agourivdh", (1994), 34; Revelation 1-5, David E. Aune, (1997), lvi-
lxx; Revelation, Leonard L. Thompson, (1998), 23. 
 57 G. K. Beale in his magisterial commentary on the Apoc also follows this established approach to the 
problem of date: Gregory K. Beale, The Book of Revelation, (Carlisle: The Paternoster Press, 1999), 4-27. 
 58 The extent of the persecution and the rise of the imperial cult, were considered in-depth in my first 
dissertation where extensive bibliography (both primary and secondary) was presented: M. G. Michael, Thesis: 
176-200, 201-225. It was demonstrated in those places, that they too (as internal historical markers), do not 
contradict the testimony of the external evidence that situates the book towards the end of Domitian's reign, AD 
c. 95. See especially S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1984), and W. J. Shiels (ed.), Persecution and Toleration Papers Read at the 
Twenty-Second Summer Meeting and the Twenty-Third Winter Meeting of the Ecclesiastical History Society, 
(Padstow: Basil Blackwell, 1984). 
    59 (i) For the Temple of Jerusalem, see R. H. Charles, The Revelation of St. John (Vol. I), (1920), 274-279;  J. 
Massyngberde Ford, Revelation, (1975), 173-183; Jürgen Roloff, Revelation, (1993), 128-130; Adela Yarbro 
Collins,  Crisis and Catharsis: The Power of the Apocalypse, (1984), 64-69; Philip Edgcumbe Hughes, The 
Book of the Revelation, (1990), 120-122; Robert L. Thomas, Revelation (Vol. II), (1995), 78-86;  A. Feuillet, 
"Essai d'interprétation du chapître XI de l'Apocalypse", NTS 4, (1957-58), 183-200; Richard Bauckham, The 
Theology of the Book of Revelation, (1993), 132-136; and David E. Aune, Revelation 6-16 (52B), (1998), 588-
598.  
       (ii) For the Name of Babylon, see Henry Barclay Swete, The Apocalypse of  St. John, (1922), 183-185; R. 
C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of  St John's Revelation, (1943), 432-434;  Robert H. Mounce, The Book of 
Revelation, (1977), 273f.; John M. Court, Myth and History in the Book of Revelation, (1979), 140-153; A. Y. 
Collins, op. cit., 57f.; M. Eugene Boring, Revelation, (1989), 178-180; Robert L. Thomas, op. cit., 205-208; 
John G. Strelan, Where Earth Meets Heaven, (1994), 236f.; Joel Nobel Musvosvi, Vengeance in the 
Apocalypse, (1993), 238-253; and Barbara R. Rossing, The Choice Between Two Cities, (1999), 99-133.   
       (iii) For  the  Seven Kings, see Wilhelm Bousset, Die Offenbarung Johannis, (1906), 406-409;  Isbon T. 
Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, (1919), 704-708; R. H. Charles, (Vol. II), 68-72;  
JH  jApokavluyi" Tou'  jIwavnnou, P.  jI. Mpratsiwvth", (1950), 256-259; George Eldon Ladd, The Revelation 
of John, (1972), 227-231; Robert H. Mounce, op. cit.,  313-317; John M. Court, op. cit., 125-130; Gerhard A. 
Krodel, Revelation, (1989), 296-298; Leonard L. Thompson, The Book of Revelation: Apocalypse and Empire, 
(1990), 13-15; A. Y. Collins, op. cit., 58-64; M. Eugene Boring, op. cit., 181-183; Albert A. Bell, Jr., "The Date 
of John's Apocalypse: The Evidence of Some Roman Historians Reconsidered", NTS 25 (1978), 93-102;  Paul 
Trudinger, "The 'Nero Redivivus' Rumour and the Date of the Apocalypse of John", SMR (September, 1987), 
43f; and G. K. Beale, The Book of Revelation NIGTC (1999), 21-24. 
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The Temple in Jerusalem 
The Seer refers to the Temple [nao;n] on no less than sixteen occasions: Rev 3:12, 7:15, 
11:1,2,19 (twice), 14:15,17, 15:5,6,8 (twice), 16:1,17, 21:22 (twice). As Adela Yarbro Collins 
importantly points out, "[i]n the visions of the body of the book, apart from 11:1-2, the temple 
of God refers to the temple in heaven..."60 It should be noted however, that Collins argues "[i]t 
is unlikely that the author of Revelation in its present form could have composed 11:1-2."61 
Briefly, her argument revolves around her understanding that apart from 11:1-2, there is "no 
positive interest in the historical earthly temple elsewhere in the book."62 Some have 
suggested (following either Wellhausen or Charles),63 that John uses here (11:1-2) a Zealot 
oracle which was in circulation before the destruction of Jerusalem and which promised God's 
protection. But it appears unlikely that John would integrate such a source when he was 
writing much after the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple. It would make no sense to 
include an oracle that clearly contradicted subsequent events.64 The prophetic action of 
measuring is a sign-action which the Seer uses to dramatize his prophetic utterances, as did 
the prophets of Israel before him. This "sign-action", as Fiorenza notes,65 seems patterned 
after Ezekiel 40:3. John is also told not to measure the court outside the Temple, to "leave that 
out" [ [ekbale e[xwqen] (v.2):  because the court, like the Temple itself, has been destroyed 
and "abandoned to the heathen".66 In the NT ejkbavllw [to cast out] is used for both ejection by 
force (Mt 15:17; Acts 27:28) and for a rejection with contempt (Lk 6:22). It is also used in the 
sense of expelling and forcing away (Lk 4:29).67  The cause for the exclusion is that the court 
is "given over to the nations" [o{ti ejdovqh toi'" e[qnesin]. Robert L. Thomas properly points 
out that the causal o{ti "reveals that the outer court has fallen into Gentile hands."68   
                                                
 60 Yarbro Collins, Crisis, 67.  
 61 ibid. 
 62 ibid. 
 63 But R. H. Charles (as John Sweet points out), argued that John completely re-interpreted the oracle: Sweet, 
op. cit., 181. 
 64 A logical argument put forward by a number of scholars, including Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, 
Revelation: Vision of a Just World, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 76. 
 65 ibid. 
 66 Robert L. Thomas (Vol. 2), 83. Thomas also cites H. Alford and James Moffatt as supporters of this 
position: ibid. 
 67 For all the uses of the word, see The Analytical Greek Lexicon Revised, Harold K. Moulton (ed.), (1978), 
122. 




The Name of Babylon 
The Seer in a number of places refers to a city called Babylon and he vividly pictures its 
ultimate devastation (Rev 14:8, 16:19, 17:5, 18:2,10,21). Adela Yarbro Collins convinces in 
her argument that:  
 
[i]t is highly unlikely that John would have been so interested in the fall of the historical 
Babylon, whether the major one in the sixth century B.C.E. or one of the minor ones in 
the Hellenistic period. It is equally improbable that John hoped for the destruction of the 
fortified town called Babylon at the head of the Nile delta in Egypt.69  
 
This is also the position of most of the interpreters who have been reviewed, and it is from 
this point that they set out to interpret John's use of the symbol. Similarly E. Schüssler 
Fiorenza, though with the added caution says, "Babylon, however, must not be reduced to a 
simple code or steno-symbol for Rome since John uses the name 'Babylon' in order to evoke a 
whole range of scriptural meanings."70 That the name is to be understood symbolically is 
made evident by both the context and the text itself. John makes use of strong language to 
describe the city as "the great harlot" [povrnh["] th'" megavlh"] (17:1). She [the city] sits on 
the "scarlet beast" with the blasphemous names and she is arrayed in finery and dazzling 
jewellery. In her hand she holds "a golden cup" that is "full of abominations" and the 
"impurities" on account of "her fornication" (v.4). Significantly, John's use of the word 
"mystery" [musthvrion] (v.5), "implies that the name Babylon obscures as much as it 
reveals."71 The Seer will himself in any case, uncover part of this mystery when he tells us, 
"[a]nd the woman [hJ gunhv] that you saw is the great city [e[stin hJ povli" hJ megavlh] which 
has dominion over the kings of the earth" (v.18). And furthermore, Rome was also 
represented in Jewish and early Christian literature of that period as an anti-type to Babylon.72 
The two 'great cities' had both "shared in the dubious distinction of having destroyed 
Jerusalem and the temple",73 (4 Ezra 3:1-2,28-31; 2Bar. 10:1-3, 11:1, 67:7; Sib. Or. 
                                                
 69 A. Yarbro Collins, Crisis, 57. 
 70 Fiorenza, Vision, 89. 
 71 A. Yarbro Collins, loc. cit. 
 72 For a summary of the use of Babylon in the NT and why it cannot mean Jerusalem, see A Dictionary of the 
Bible (Vol. 1), (1910), "Babylon In NT", art. F. H. Chase, 213f. Chase informs us that the interpretation of 
Babylon in the Apoc as Rome is found in Iren., Adv. Haer., 5.26.1, Tert., Adv. Marc. 3.13, Adv. Judaeos, 9, also 
in Jerome, Augustine, and Andreas of Caesarea. The latter speaks of it as derived "from ancient teachers of the 
Church": ibid., 213; the earliest reference for Babylon as a symbolic name for Rome can be dated with 
confidence to the times of the Seer, SibOr 5.143,158. J. J. Collins dates the book sometime between AD 70 and 
132. Collins comes to this conclusion on two counts: first, the prominence of the Nero legend in (2), (3), (4), 
and (5), and second, the favourable reference to Hadrian in verses 46-50, "which must have been written before 
the Jewish revolt of AD 132": The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha: Apocalyptic Literature & Testaments (Vol. 
1), James H. Charlesworth (ed.), (New York: Doubleday, 1983), 390. 
 73 Fiorenza, Vision, loc. cit. 
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5:143,159). On another level and with compliance to the mystery motif, we can look beyond 
the imagery, as did Saint Andrew of Caesarea. He believed that "[t]he writing upon the 
forehead [of the harlot] indicates the shamelessness of unrighteousness, the fullness of sin and 
disturbance of heart; she is a mother for she leads those in the cities under her by her 
fornication of the soul, giving birth thereby to iniquities which are vile before God."74 
 
The material relating to the Temple and Babylon marks a period long after the destruction of 
the Temple in AD 70. By the time the Seer wrote his work, legend, eschatological zeal, and 
the dreadful events that had transpired, had time to fuse into a single and powerful divine 
cosmology. It anticipated nothing less than the absolute overthrow of the world as 
recompense for the devastation of the holy city in order that the "new Jerusalem" 
[ jIerousalh;m kainh;n], would come "down out of heaven" [ jek tou' oujranou'] (21:2).75  
 
The Seven Kings 
The question of the Seven Kings (Rev 17:9-11) is more complex.76 If we identify the "seven 
kings" [basilei'"  Jeptav] (v.9) with seven Roman Emperors (in agreement with most 
interpreters), "the problem of precise identification", writes John M. Court, "is only just 
beginning."77 Court has shown that no logical starting point for the counting of a sequence of 
seven emperors (on the basis of political history) "is entirely satisfactory."78 Notwithstanding 
all that is involved, this present writer offers a slightly new approach regarding this process of 
identification. The "five" [oiJ pevnte] who have "fallen" [e[pesan] (17:10) are: (i) Tiberius 
(AD 14 to 37); (ii) Caligula (AD 37 to 41); (iii) Claudius (AD 41 to 54); (iv) Vespasian (AD 
69 to 79); and (v) Titus (AD 79 to 81). The "one" who "is" [ Jo ei\" e[stin] (v.10), is the sixth 
Caesar who reigns as John writes, this is Domitian (AD 81 to 96). "The beast that was" 
[qhrivon o{ h\n] (v.11) is Nero, expected to return to life (Nero Redivivus myth)79 after his 
                                                
 74 Cited by Archbishop Averky Taushev, The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity, 
(California: St Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1985), 227. 
 75 This image of the "new Jerusalem" representing the triumphant Church of Christ adorned as the Lord's 
Bride, is the interpretation of the Fathers: Taushev, op. cit., 268. 
76 Also see David E. Aune’s detailed analysis on this “subject of speculation”: Revelation 17-22 (52c), 
945-949. Aune follows the “symbolic approach” and understands the number seven “as an apocalyptic 
symbol.” 
 
 77 John M. Court, Myth and History in the Book of Revelation, (London: SPCK, 1979), 126. 
 78 Court comes to this conclusion if assumed that the author is working within a historical frame of reference: 
ibid., 126-129. 
 79  For good discussion on the 'Nero Redivivus' legend, namely that Nero had not actually died, but would 
return from Parthia to conquer his enemies and to regain his throne, see Court, Myth, 127-130. Court describes 




"mortal wound" [plhgh; tou' qanavtou] was "healed" [ejqerapeuvqh] (13:3). He is "the other" 
[oJ a[llo"] who has "not yet come" [ou[pw h\lqen] (17:10). He is the seventh, but he is also the 
"eighth" [o[gdoov" ejstin] who also "belongs to the seven" [kai; ejk tw'n eJptav ejstin] (v.11).  
 
In arriving at this conclusion, the initial assumption was made that the seven kings are 
representative of the Roman Empire and not a literal tabulation of rulers. John used the 
symbolic seven to present the total picture of imperial rule. Nonetheless, the possibility of a 
historical reality behind his list was not dismissed. Tiberius is chosen as the first as it was 
under his reign that Jesus Christ was crucified. Nero (who is in reality the eighth and the 
eschatological antichrist) is bypassed. Also omitted are the so-called three 'pretenders' (Galba, 
Otho, and Vitellius).80 As a pericope of theology the Seven Kings says much, but as witnesses 
to date it is not so forthcoming. Nevertheless, the Nero Redivivus motif points to a story that 
would have needed some time to circulate and to become lore. Also the only other emperor, 
able to fit the 'historical profile' of the redivivus legend as a Nero revisited, is Domitian. These 
two considerations alone argue for a date well past AD 70.       
 
The Seven Letters (Rev 2:1-3:22) 
The Seven Letters81 or Messages have often been ignored by commentators (or at least not 
accorded proper attention) on the question of the dating of the Apocalypse. Even when they 
are specifically considered in the context of date, as for example by Albert A. Bell, Jr.,82 it is 
only the question of persecution that is generally drawn out at the expense of other indicators 
that can prove equally useful in the determination of the time of writing. Arguments of 
whether persecution is or is not evidenced in the messages, are not conclusive on their own. 
All possible clues of date have to be considered. The hesitation by some scholars such as J. 
                                                                                                                                              
of Beliar and the serpent": ibid.,129; the legend was well known in antiquity, it is also referred to by Suet., Nero 
57. 
 80 "Since they were viewed as rebels rather than emperors": G. R. Beasley-Murray, The Book of Revelation, 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1981), 257. They could however, "be given a place among the 
other Emperors by Suetonius, Josephus, and the Sibylline Oracles": Court, Myth, 127. 
 81 I hold to the unity of the letters to the rest of Revelation and that consequently they are the work of the 
same author. This position stems from similar observations as those put down, for example, by Wilfrid J. 
Harrington, "[t]he messages to the seven Churches have the same literary characteristics as the properly 
apocalyptic part of Revelation... the links between these messages and the subsequent chapters, notably with the 
final chapters, are such that an independent existence of the former is unlikely. They are an integral part of the 
work from the start": W. J. Harrington, Revelation, (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1993), 55. "Indeed", as R. 
H. Charles writes, "the whole Book from 1:4 to its close is in fact an Epistle": Charles (Vol. I),8. The Seven 
Churches were chosen on account of the sacredness of the number seven "not only in Jewish Apocalyptic and 
Judaism generally, but particularly in our Author": ibid., 8f. 
 82 Albert A. Bell, Jr., "The Date of John's Apocalypse: The Evidence of Some Roman Historians 
Reconsidered", NTS  25,  (1978), 93-102. 
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Massyngberde Ford to accept the Letters as reliable testimony for date is because Revelation 
chapters 1-3 are considered "a later Christian addition."83 
 
In a work that was long overdue after W. M. Ramsay's classic study, The Letters to the Seven 
Churches (1904), Colin J. Hemer in his own commanding investigation, The Letters to the 
Seven Churches of Asia in their Local Setting (1986), writes of the historical importance of 
this section of the Apoc:  
 
 ...the letters to the seven churches constitute the section [of the Apoc] in which the 
historical situation is most explicit and approachable. Here is the key to the easiest lock 
in an admittedly difficult text.84 
On the other hand, while allowing for some evidential value to the letters in the question of 
dating, Adela Yarbro Collins is hesitant, and in this she represents the general trend of 
scholarship in recent times: 
 
The seven messages contain little that points to a date with any precision.85 
As historical markers the significance of the letters rests somewhere between these two views. 
Taken on their own they cannot be pressed too far, nor indeed can the other points that have 
been raised above. But it is rather when the results of the individual studies are merged that 
the evidence becomes more settled. What can be drawn from the individual churches that may 
point to a date is admittedly not great; however, the information is of a significant nature and 
cannot on any grounds be ignored.86 All the letters addressed to the seven churches follow a 
standard pattern or formula,87 though they do not conform to any known "letter-pattern."88 
                                                
 83 J. Massyngberde Ford, Revelation, (New York: Doubleday & Company Inc., 1975), 12. 
 84 Colin J. Hemer, The Letters to the Seven Churches of Asia in their Local Setting, (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 
1986), 1. 
 85 A. Yarbro Collins, Crisis, 75. 
 86 W. M. Ramsay's famous work, The Letters to the Seven Churches and Their Place in the Plan of the 
Apocalypse, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1904), remains a standard reference in any study of this area. The 
work has been recently updated and edited by Mark W. Wilson (1994). See especially 151-317 of the later 
edition. For a full bibliography of relevant literature, see Hemer, op. cit., 284-297. 
 87 Wilfrid J. Harrington aptly observes that the common plan of the letters "...is redolent of Old Testament 
prophetic texts as this Christian prophet [the Seer] speaks, confidently, in the name of the Lord of the 
Churches": op. cit., 56. 
 88 For discussion on the format of the letters, see Charles Homer Giblin, The Book of Revelation: The Open 
Book of Prophecy, (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1991), 49-52. "They [the letters] are a mixed genre created 
by John and combine features of a royal proclamation or edict, the prophetic judgement salvation-oracle, and an 
element from wisdom literature, the 'hearing formula' (Weckformel)": ibid., 49f.; Stanley K. Stowers (in the 
broad context of letter writing in antiquity) groups six of the seven letters in Revelation 2 and 3 (those to 
Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, and Philadelphia) in Letters of Praise and Blame. He says, "[i]n 




This formula is: (i) The Seer, John, is commanded to write to the angel of the church; (ii) 
Christ is introduced with a descriptive title; (iii) The condition of the church is summarized, 
beginning with Jesus' saying "I know," with praise or rebuke; (iv) Exhortations are given; (v) 
The letter concludes with "He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says..." and a 
promise is given to him who "overcomes."89 
 
(i) Tw'/  ajggevlw/  th'" ejn  jEfevsw/  ejkklhsiva" gravyon∑  Tavde levgei oJ kratw'n tou;" eJpta;
ajstevra"  ejn  th'/  dexia'/  aujtou', oJ peripatw'n ejn mevsw/ tw'n eJpta; lucniw'n tw'n crusw'n∑ 
(Rev 2:1). Ephesus90 was the provincial Roman capital for Asia Minor and a strategic centre 
in the Roman world. Saint Paul established a church there AD c. 53-56 (Acts 19). Various 
cults flourished in the province including the official cults of Artemis and that of the Emperor. 
The reference to the Nicolaitans (Rev 2:6) does not help here. It is thought that this was an 
early gnostic sect that stressed Christian freedom to the extent that it tolerated gross 
immorality and idolatry. Some of the Church Fathers thought that the founder of this sect was 
an apostate named Nicholas, one of the original seven deacons (Acts 6:5).91 What is clear 
                                                                                                                                              
Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1989), 80f; Orthodox commentators 
view the letters in similar fashion stressing that though the praise and blame was initially directed to the seven 
church communities, it is nonetheless equally directed to the Church Universal, 
" {Osa levgontai sti;" eJpta; ejpistole;" kaluvptoun e{na iJkanopoihtiko; ajriqmo; katastavsewn kai; scevsewn 
pou; ti;" e[jzhse hJ  jEkklhsiva dia; mevsou tw'n aijwvnwn kai; qa; ti;" zhvsh kai; stou;" ejrcovmenou" aijw'ne" sth; 
gh' aujthv":  jArcim. Eujsebivou Bivtth,  JOmilive" Pneumatikh'" OiJkodomh'"  Sth;n  jApokavluyh Tou'   JAgivou  
Eujaggelistou'  jIwavnnou, Tovmo" A, (Qessalonivkh:  jOrqovdoxo" Kuyevlh, 1997), 371. See especially 368-383 
for an accurate review of the Orthodox teaching on the historical and theological implications of the seven 
letters. 
    89 The conqueror [oJ nikw'n], says Kiddle, "can only be the martyr". Beasley-Murray, op. cit., 77, explains that 
Kiddle comes to this conclusion from its relation to 20:4ff., and that it is based on the notion of Christ's victory 
which entailed His own death.  But Beasley-Murray counters that this is to disregard the implications of the 
doxology of 1:5f., the song of exultation in 5:9f., and the nuptial imagery relating to the Church in 19:8ff.  This, 
however, does not take into good account that in Rev 11:7, 13:7, and 17:14 at least, the idea is clearly one of 
victory in battle as the "presence of polem- in the immediate context shows": Exegetical Dictionary of the New 
Testament (Vol. 2), Horst Balz and Gerhard Schneider (eds), (1991), "nivkh", 467f.; Victorinus in his 
commentary tells us that those who overcome "are not afraid of persecution": In Apoc. 2.11; Orthodox 
commentators along similar lines to Kiddle understand tw'/ nikw'nti equally as a reference to martyrdom as to 
the 'conquering' of sin, " jEkei'no"  oJ  oJpoi'o"  qav  nikhvsh/  thvn  ajpatalhvn  aJmartivan ejn th'/ zwh'/ kaiv tovn   
fovbon tou' marturikou' qanavtou cavrin tou' Cristou'":  jArcim.  jIwhvl Giannakovpoulo",  JErmhneiva Th'" 
 jApokaluvyew", (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1991), 39. 
     90 For thorough discussion on the historical backgrounds of the seven letters and of the seven cities, see 
Hemer, op. cit., passim. For Ephesus, 35-56; Smyrna, 57-77; Pergamus, 78-105; Thyatira, 106-128;  Sardis, 
129-152; Philadelphia, 153-177; and for Laodicea, 178-209. 
  91 Irenaeus tells us that the Nicolaitans had doctrine similar to the gnostic heresy of Cerinthus: Adv. haer. 
3.11.1. For a good summary of patristic thought on the identification of the Nicolaitans, 
see P.  jI. Mpratsiwvth",  jH  jApokavkluyi" Tou'  jIwavnnou, ( jAqhvna: N. P. Mpratsiwvth", 1992), 88. See 
also "Nicolaitans", in The Anchor Bible Dictionary (Vol. 4), art. Duane F. Watson, 1106f. Watson supports the 
proposal that we could have here a wordplay of nika laon (he has conquered the people), a cryptic name for the 
sect. 
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from here, however, is that the letter had to be written some time well after AD 53-56 in order 
for the Church to have become sufficiently established to the extent that it is implied by the 
content. 
 
(ii) Kai;  tw'/  ajggevlw/  th'"  ejn  Smuvrnh/ ejkklhsiva" gravyon∑ Tavde levgei oJ prw'to" kai; oJ
e[scato", o}" ejgevneto nekro;" kai; e[zhsen∑ (Rev 2:8). Smyrna, similarly to Ephesus, was a 
prosperous and wealthy city with a strong traditional allegiance to Rome and to the Empire. 
As early as 195 BC the city had erected a temple to the goddess of Rome, Dea Roma. Later in 
23 BC Smyrna won the imperial permission over ten other Asian cities to build a temple in 
honour of the emperor Tiberius.92 Mounce writes, "[t]his strong allegiance to Rome plus a 
large Jewish population which was actively hostile to the Christians made it exceptionally 
difficult to live as a Christian in Smyrna."93 This large and influential Jewish community 
actively opposed the Christian church there, and it is perhaps for this reason that the church 
was poor, but spiritually rich (2:9). The reference to the "synagogue of Satan" 94 
[sunagwgh; tou' satana'] (2:9) is helpful but inconclusive. These comments, as Adela Yarbo 
Collins rightly points out, "imply great hostility between at least some Christians and Jews of 
Asia Minor."95  But in the same verse the Seer also claims the name "Jew". Such a claim, 
argues John A. T. Robinson, presupposes a time when "the final separation of Christians and 
Jews had not yet taken place."96 For Robinson asks if the statements in Rev 2:9 and 3:9 would 
be credible if they were "made in that form after [AD] 70."97  Raymond E. Brown however, in 
his widely received work, The Community of the Beloved Disciple (1979), suggests that the 
activities of Jamnia AD c. 80-90, and particularly the reformulation of the Twelfth 
Benediction AD c. 85, which seemingly included a curse on the Jewish Christians, are witness 
to the separation.98 However, all this appears conjectural, and on this matter it is best to follow 
A. Y. Collins, who concludes:  
                                                
    92 Tacitus, Ann. iv. 55-56. 
 93 Mounce, op. cit., 91. 
 94 For helpful discussion on "synagogue of Satan", see J. Massyngberde Ford, op. cit., 392f. As Ford notes, 
the phrase is used here and in 3:9 but nowhere else in biblical or non-biblical writings. However she adds, "there 
may be a parallel in the community or assembly of Belial mentioned in 1QH 2:2": ibid., 393; Victorinus writes, 
that in the synagogue of  Satan are those that "are gathered together by Antichrist": In Apoc. 2.9. 
 95 A. Yarbro Collins, Crisis, 75. 
 96 Cited by A. Yarbro Collins, ibid. 
 97 "For is it credible that the references in Rev 2:9 and 3:9 to those who 'claim to be Jews but are not' could 
have been made in that form after 70? For the implication is that Christians are the real Jews, the fullness of the 
twelve tribes (7:4-8; 21:12), and that if these Jews were genuinely the synagogue of Yahweh (as they claim) and 
not of satan they would not be slandering 'my beloved people'": J. A. T. Robinson, op. cit., 227f. 





The separation between Jews and Christians cannot be understood as a simple event that 
took place at a single moment in time and which held for every locality. The separation 
was gradual and very likely relative to individual perceptions and to the particular 
circumstances of each geographical area. The indirect claim in Rev 2:9 and 3:9 that 
Christians are the true Jews is not a reliable indication of date.99 
 
 
A more concrete piece of evidence, although external but directly linked to the church of 
Smyrna and that would favour a date after AD 70, comes from Saint Polycarp's Epistle to the 
Philippians.100 In that epistle, dated c. middle of the second century,101 the bishop of Smyrna 
and its most famous martyr writes: 
 
For he [Paul] boasts of you in all those Churches which alone then knew the Lord; but 
we [of Smyrna] had not yet known Him. (Chap. XI). 
 
Polycarp implies that the church of Smyrna was established later than the one in Philippi and 
after the death of Paul. The Church of Philippi, the first church in Europe, was founded by 
Paul on his so-called second missionary journey, some time around AD 52102 (Luke sets 
down the Macedonian ministry in Acts 16:12-40). On his third missionary journey the apostle 
made two further visits to Philippi about AD 57 (Acts 20:1-6). We can also say, with a good 
degree of certainty, that Paul died in Rome AD c. 67-68.103 This understanding of Polycarp's 
words is favoured by a number of scholars including R. H. Charles, W. G. Kümmel and Leon 
Morris.104 J. A. T. Robinson however, following J. B. Lightfoot, argues that Polycarp's words 
                                                
 99 A. Yarbro Collins, Crisis, 75f. 
 100 Polycarp wrote several letters to neighbouring Christian communities and to some of his fellow bishops, 
(Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.20.8). Only the letter to the Philippians is extant. 
 101 See Johannes Quasten, Patrology (Vol. I), 79f. 
102 " JH  jekklhsiva tw'n Filivppwn iJdruvqh  uJpo;  tou'  Pauvlou  kata;  th;n  deutevran aujtou' ajpostolikh;n
ojdoiporivan  peri; to; e[to" 52 m.C.,  uJph'rxe  de;  hJ  prwvth  ejn  Eujrwvph /  Jidruqei'sa  ejkklhsiva...": P. N.
Trempevla",  JUpovmnhma  Eij"  Ta;"   jEpistolav"  Th'"  Kainh'"  Diaqhvkh", Tom. B,  ( jAqhvna:  JO Swthvr, 
1979), 164. 
 103  Jerome Murphy-O'Connor, after an extensive presentation and analysis of the relevant sources, including 
a critical analysis of the Eusebian witness (Hist. Eccl., 2.25, 3.1) and the "hint of I Clement 6:1", concludes 
"[h]e [Paul] returned to Rome in order to strengthen the church there in the aftermath of Nero's persecution and 
was himself arrested and executed, probably in AD 67": J. Murphy-O'Connor, Paul: A Critical Life, (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1996), 31. See especially chapter 1: The Chronological Framework, 1-31, also 'Martyrdom', 
368-371. Arguments for an earlier date fail to take into good account Luke's report that Paul spent two years as 
a prisoner in Rome (Acts 28:30). "A figure", as Murphy-O'Connor says, "that there are no apparent grounds to 
question": ibid., 31. 
 104 Charles (Vol. I), op. cit., xciv; Kümmel, op. cit., 469; Morris, op. cit., 37. 
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have been misconstrued and that this conclusion "can be dismissed".105 Regardless, the plain 
meaning of the words would support the former explication. 
 
(iii) Kai;  tw'/  ajggevlw/  th'"  ejn  Pergavmw/  ejkklhsiva" gravyon∑ Tavde levgei oJ e[cwn th;n
romfaivan th;n divstomon th;n ojxei'an∑ (Rev 2:12) The capital city of the Roman province of 
Pergamum in Asia was a celebrated city, not only because of its natural landscape, built on 
top of a 1,000-foot hill, but also for it being a centre for pagan worship.106 The imperial cult 
was strong in that province and it required its citizens to burn a pinch of incense at the foot of 
the emperor's statue.107 Three points are of interest here: first, the mentioning of the 
Nicolaitans, which I have already discussed in reference to Ephesus; second, the martyrdom 
of Antipas; and third, the Seer's reference to "Satan's throne".  
 
We know only little about Antipas, "the faithful one" [oJ pistov" mou] (2:13). According to 
tradition he was bishop of Pergamum and a disciple of Saint John, and his martyrdom is said 
to have occurred in the year AD 92. The recorded year of his martyrdom can be traced back to 
at least the fifth century. He is said to have been burned to death inside a heated bronze bull 
after having confessed before the Roman governor that "Jesus is Lord".108 But on its own, this 
evidence cannot be pressed. The aorist tense in the verb denied [hjrnhvsw 2nd sg] v.13 often 
said to point to "one definite crisis rather than a continuing persecution"109 need not be 
interpreted in that sense. The aorist tense in Greek idiom can be used as an emphatic signifier 
to emphasize the importance of an event or situation that need not necessarily have ended.110 
Much more has been written and said about "Satan's throne" [oJ qrovno" tou' satana'] 
                                                
 105 "But, as Lightfoot observed long ago, all that Polycarp actually says is that 'the Philippians were converted 
to the Gospel before the Smyrneans'": J. A. T. Robinson, op. cit., 229f. 
 106 "It was [also] a great religious centre, partly because religion became a major instrument of policy": 
Hemer, op. cit., 81. For a detailed discussion of Pergamum as a religious centre and list of principal cults which 
included Zeus Soter and Athena Nicephorus: ibid., 81-87. 
 107 For the variety of libations offered to 'Augustus and Roma' at Pergamum, see S. R. F. Price, Rituals and 
Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor, (Cambridge: CUP Press, 1984), 208f. 
 108 For Church tradition on Antipas and sources of reference, see QKHE (Vol. 2), 921f. His memory is 
honoured on the 11th of April. Antipas would have been no minor figure in the Church of Asia Minor. The 
Seer's reference to him as 'witness' [mavrtu"] is a title that is usually reserved for Christ, Rev 1:5, 3:14; for the 
technical distinction between mavrtu" and oJmologhvth", see Charles (Vol. I), op. cit., 62. 
 109 Morris, op. cit., 67. 
 110 In the NT, for example, consider Saint Paul's use of the aorist "raised" [h[geiren] (1Cor 6:14; 1Thess 1:10, 
etc). And yet it is because of the continuing power of this act, the raising up of Christ, that Christians can both 




(2:13).111 This no doubt refers to Pergamum generally, as being the seat of pagan worship, but  
more  specifically  to  that  city  being  the  first  to build  a temple dedicated to the worship of 
a living emperor, that being Augustus in 29 BC.112 A second temple was built there during the 
reign of Trajan (AD 98-117) and the city acquired the title "twice neo'koros" [temple 
warden].113 This tells us that the state sponsored cult was well established in that city, and that 
the Church of Pergamum had suffered for refusing to accede to it. We can say, with a little 
caution, that all this points to a period somewhere between AD 68 (assuming the late date for 
Antipas' death under a Neronic inspired persecution outside of Rome) and AD c. 96. 
 
(iv) Kai; tw'/  ajggevlw/  th'"  ejn  Quateivroi" ejkklhsiva" gravyon∑  Tavde levgei oJ uiJo;" tou'
qeou',  oJ  e[cwn  tou;"  ojfqalmou;"  aujtou'  wJ"  flovga puro;" kai; oiJ povde" aujtou' o{moioi
calkolibavnw/∑ (Rev 2:18) Thyatira was a commercial city well known for its trade guilds 
(Acts 16:14). These guilds were pagan and could include rituals and cultic meals, to be 
celebrated and shared in patronal temples.114 In this letter we have another name that is 
mentioned, that of the woman Jezebel "who calls herself a prophetess" 
[gunai'ka  jIezavbel, hJ levgousa eJauth;n profh'tin] (Rev 2:20). Several identifications have 
been put forward for this woman with the "Nicolaitan orientation".115 The most prominent of 
these are well reviewed and critiqued by Robert L. Thomas.116 Some suggest she was the 
convert Lydia, the seller of purple from Thyatira who is mentioned in Acts (16:14-15). She 
was Paul's first Gentile convert to the Christian faith from Europe, the conversion taking place 
in Philippi. There is, however, absolutely no reason apart from her connection to the city to 
identify her with the Jezebel of the Apoc.117 E. Schürer is often cited for the argument that she 
                                                
 111 For the historical background to the reference, see Hemer, op. cit., 82-87. Hemer, as most of the 
interpreters, finds a reference here to "Pergamum's primacy in the imperial cult": ibid., 84; also in Orthodox 
commentary, "...a city [Pergamus] extremely corrupted by paganism, which is the meaning of the figurative 
expression 'thou dwellest even where satan's seat is'": Taushev, op. cit., 81. 
 112 Tacitus, Ann. iii. 37. 
 113 As C. J. Hemer notes, "[t]hree times Pergamum was the first to receive the honour or repetition of it [the 
neocorate]...": Hemer, op. cit.,  83. 
 114 "Religion was characteristic of all of them [the collegia], writes Everett Ferguson, "because even the 
economic stationed were groups of foreign merchants who maintained their national identity in part by 
preserving their adherence to the native deity of their city or country": E. Ferguson, Backgrounds of  Early 
Christianity, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1993), 132; see also Wilhelm Liebenam, Zur 
Geschichte und Organisation des Römischen Vereinswesens,  (Leipzig, 1890): cited ibid. 
 115 Mounce, op. cit., 103. 
 116 Thomas (Vol. I), op. cit., 213-215. 
 117  In the Orthodox Church, the Lydia of the Book of Acts is held in high esteem as having believed in the 
true God of Judaism and then having confessed in the Lord Jesus Christ. It is considered to her honour that her 
name is thus recorded in the Bible. "Ei\nai megavlh timh; di! aujthvn (Ludiva), to; o{ti to; o]noma th" ajnegravfh 
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may have been the Sibyl Sambathe, whose sanctuary was outside the walls of the city.118 It 
would appear, however, as Mounce says, that "[t]his view is unlikely in that it is doubtful that 
the religious syncretism of the day could have infected the church to the point that a Sibylline 
priestess could also function so effectively within the church itself."119 Charles similarly 
argues against Schürer's position.120 Mounce's own belief that she was probably "some 
prominent woman within the church"121 is far more convincing and is also considered by 
Charles122 and argued for by Robert L. Thomas.123 The other mentioned possibilities are 
conjectures and it is best that they remain as such. Unfortunately, as we cannot properly 
identify this woman, we cannot place her in a historical context. Nor is there any evidence of 
her legend being used at any other time. The most plausible interpretation is that in the eyes of 
John she was the successor to Jezebel of the OT (1Kings 16:31-33, 2Kings 9:22), the wife of 
king Ahab and devotee of Baal.124 She fought for her god to have equal standing with 
Yahweh, and she was opposed to the divine covenant established between the God of Israel, 
the king, and the people, preferring instead an absolute monarchy. The 'Thyatiran Jezebel' was 
a symbol of apostasy and rebellion for this supposedly Christian woman, who was, as Alan F. 
Johnson writes, "elevated to prominence in the church because of her unusual gifts."125 This 
interpretation receives exegetical support in that Balaam is similarly used in Rev 2:14 in the 
epistle to Pergamum: he taught infidelity against the Lord to the people of Israel in the OT 
(Num 31:16). Another proof is that Jezebel's teaching at Thyatira was the same as Balaam's at 
Pergamum, the practice of immorality and the eating of foods sacrificed to idols.126  
 
                                                                                                                                              
eij"  th;n  Bivblon  tou'  Qeou'...": P. N. Trempevla",  JUpovmnhma  Eij"  Ta;"  Pravxei"  Tw'n   jApostovlwn,
( jAqhvna:  JO Swthvr, 1977), 456. 
 118 E. Schürer, "Die Prophetin Isabel in Thyatira, Offenbarung Johannes 2.20", TA (1892), 39-58. 
 119 Mounce, op. cit., 102. 
 120 Charles (Vol. I), 70. 
 121 Mounce, loc. cit. 
 122 Charles, loc. cit. 
 123 Thomas (Vol. I), 214. 
 124 This interpretation is supported by most commentators including G. R. Beasley-Murray, op. cit., 90-92 
and Gerhard A. Krodel, Revelation, (Minnesota: Augsburg Publishing House, 1989), 124-127. Krodel writes, 
"[t]he Old Testament is used to shed light on the present (cf. 2:14). The Gentile queen Jezebel who introduced 
idolatry and sorcery, magic, into Israel (cf. 2Kings 9:22; 1Kings 16:31) found her successor in the prophetess of 
Thyatira...": Krodel, ibid., 125. 
 125 Alan F. Johnson, Revelation, (Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1996), 48. 




There is a possible clue here that could prove very useful. John Sweet believes that Jezebel "is 
one of the models of the harlot Babylon."127 The proposal commends itself favourably. 
Jezebel and the harlot are portrayed as alluring and beguiling women: they corrupt the people 
and they lead them to fornication (cf. Rev 2:20-23 with chap. 17).128 We have earlier noted 
that Babylon in the Apoc represents imperial Rome, a city marked by idolatry and 
godlessness, and that this name was applied specifically to Rome after the destruction of the 
Temple AD 70 (which similarly to Babylon destroyed the Temple and Jerusalem). If this 
argument that Jezebel is one of the inspirations for the 'human face' of Babylon can be 
pressed, then the former figure can be placed sometime between AD 70 and 95. 
 
(v) Kai; tw'/  ajggevlw/  th'" ejn  Savrdesin ejkklhsiva" gravyon∑ Tavde levgei oJ e[cwn ta; eJpta;
pneuvmata tou' qeou' kai; tou;" eJpta;  ajstevra"∑  oi\da sou  ta;  e[rga o{ti o[noma e[cei" o{ti
zh'/", kai; nekro;" ei\. (Rev 3:1) Sardis, once great and prosperous, was by the Seer's time in a 
state of decline. The great earthquake of AD 17 was, according to Tacitus, especially 
catastrophic here.129 Pliny spoke of this disaster as "the greatest earthquake in human 
memory... twelve Asiatic cities being overthrown in one night."130 Yet in AD 26 it was able to 
compete against ten other Asian cities for the honour of building an imperial temple, the 
favour eventually being granted to Smyrna.131 Rome, however, did make the city an 
administrative centre for Roman Asia. It was also known for its seemingly impregnable 
defences owing to being built on a very steep hill. The worship of the Asiatic mother-goddess 
Cybele along with the emperor cult was prominent there. Most commentators have missed the 
irony in the words of Christ, "you are alive, but you are dead" (3:1). Cybele was worshipped 
as the mistress of earth who "reawakened nature to new life every spring",132 and yet the 
Church of Sardis was spiritually dead. Of interest, Saint Melito bishop of Sardis (d. AD c. 
180), is the first attested commentator of Revelation.133 There is even less evidence here to 
help, no names to offer possible clues as to a time of writing. As George Eldon Ladd and 
                                                
 127 Sweet, op. cit., 94. 
 128 Fornication [porneiva] is often used in a figurative sense in the Apoc as the worship of idols (14:8, 17:2,4, 
18:3, 19:2). Throughout  Scripture "[t]he close relationship between Jehovah and Israel is spoken of under the 
figure of marriage, Israel being the unfaithful wife of the Lord, now rejected but yet to be restored": Merrill F. 
Unger, Unger's Bible Dictionary, (Chicago: Moody Press, 1980), 378. 
 129 Tacitus, Ann. ii. 47.1-3, "Sardis suffered worst and attracted most sympathy." See also Strabo 13.4.8, and 
Dio Cass. 57.17.8. 
 130 Pliny, Nat. Hist. 2.86; see also Strabo, Geography, 12.579, 13.628. 
 131 Tacitus, Ann. iv. 55-56. 
 132 The Chiron Dictionary of Greek & Roman Mythology, trans. Elizabeth Burr, (Illinois: Chiron 
Publications, 1993), 77. 
 133 cf. Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.26.2. 
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others point out, "[i]t is significant that nothing is said in the letter about Jewish hostility, 
about open persecution, or about heretical teaching."134 The Christian community here is best 
characterized by spiritual apathy: it is dead of spiritual works and its garments are "defiled" 
[ jemovlunan] (3:4). At most we can say that this lull or lethargy could point to a time of quiet, 
where Christian and Jewish relations were not so tested, where Rome was not actively 
engaged in the persecution of the Christians. The only letter that could possibly suggest a date 
before AD 70. 
 
(vi) Kai;  tw'/  ajggevlw/  th'" ejn  Filadelfeiva/ ejkklhsiva" gravyon∑ Tavde levgei oJ a{gio", oJ
ajlhqinov",  oJ  e[cwn  th;n  klei'n  Dauivd,  oJ  ajnoivgwn kai; oujdei;" kleivsei kai; kleivwn kai;
oujdei;" ajnoivgei∑ (Rev 3:7). Philadelphia,135 the youngest of the seven cities, was built on a 
major fault line. The great earthquake of AD 17, which was catastrophic for Sardis, had 
severe impact here as well. A shrine to Germanicus, nephew and adopted son of the emperor 
Tiberius, was erected in the city some time around that period.136 It was also a centre for the 
pagan cult of Dionysus.137 However, the Philadelphian church remained faithful: it faced 
persecution not so much by the state, but by the Jewish community. Three strong references 
are relevant here that can be used as markers of time. The first of these, "synagogue of Satan" 
(3:9), I have previously referred to when discussing the message to the Church of Smyrna, in 
which the phrase first appears (2:9). The second of these is the Seer's mention of "the temple 
of my God" [tw'/ naw'/ tou' qeou' mou] (3:12) and of the "New Jerusalem, which comes down 
out of heaven" [th'" kainh'" jIerousalh;m hJ katabaivnousa ejk tou' oujranou'] (v.12).   
 
The reference to "the temple of my God" can be interpreted in one of two ways without any 
violence being done to the text. The Seer may be saying that, though the Christians of 
Philadelphia have been excommunicated from the Jewish synagogue, they are not to be 
alarmed, for their temple is not of this world, but rather, theirs is the spiritual temple of God. 
This could explain  Rev 3:7, "...who [Christ] has the key of David, who opens and no one 
shall shut, who shuts and no one opens." This becomes even more probable when it is realized 
that the reference to the "key of David" [th;n klei'n Dauivd], alludes to Isaiah 22:19-25 and to 
                                                
 134 George Eldon Ladd, A Commentary on the Revelation of John, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1972), 55. 
 135  On the connection of Ignatius' Epistle to the Philadelphians and Revelation 3, see Hemer, op. cit., 168-
174. 
 136 For comment on this cult's influence and a possible allusion by John in the letter, see W. M. Ramsay, The 
Letters to the Seven Churches, [1994 edition], 301. 
 137 Hemer, op. cit., 158; a reason for the choice of Dionysus as the principal deity was probably on account of 




the occasion of transferring the high office of minister of state in Judah from the unfaithful 
Shebna to the faithful Eliakim.138 It is important to note here that v.8 literally reads "an 
opened door" [quvran hjnew/gmevnhn]: this is a perfect participle passive which suggests the 
present consequences of a past action.139 But equally, and in no way contradictory, it is true 
that "the temple of my God" is to be understood in the same context as "New Jerusalem." The 
temple is a spiritual one, and Jerusalem is "new" [kainh'"]. The city too is spiritual, for it 
comes "down out of heaven" [katabaivnousa ejk tou' oujranou]. And this because it is after 
AD 70 and the Temple of Jerusalem has been destroyed, and in that process old Jerusalem 
was also pillaged and destroyed. This interpretation accords well with Rev 11:1-2,19.  
 
(vii) Kai; tw'/  ajggevlw/  th'"  ejn  Laodikeiva/  ejkklhsiva"  gravyon∑  Tavde levgei oJ ajmhvn, oJ
mavrtu" oJ pisto;" kai; ajlhqinov", hJ ajrch; th'" ktivsew" tou' qeou'∑ (Rev 3:14) Laodicea, an 
important military outpost and trading centre, was situated in the fertile Lycus valley. Its 
immense wealth came from the glossy black wool of its famous sheep, its textiles, and from a 
salve ointment used to treat diseases of the eye. Laodicea was so wealthy that after the 
earthquake of AD 60140 (which devastated the city), the citizens refused imperial help and 
rebuilt the city entirely on their own.141 Laodicea also boasted a famous school of medicine 
and a great temple was dedicated to the god of healing, Men Karou. Here there would also 
appear to have existed an influential Jewish community.142 The Church of Laodicea had 
become complacent; they were neither "cold nor hot" (v.15), and material possessions had 
deadened their original zeal. What is of interest here is Christ's rebuke to the Laodiceans in 
reference to the lauding over their wealth, "I am rich, have become wealthy, and have need of 
nothing" [o{ti plouvsio" eijmi kai; peplouvthka kai; oujde;n creivan e[cw] v.17. This is very 
significant if interpreted, as in fact it is by many commentators,143 in the context of the city's 
re-emergence after a catastrophic earthquake.  
                                                
 138 The allusion by the Seer to Isaiah 22:ff. is accepted by most commentators as a strong one. See for 
instance: Sweet, op. cit., 101 and A. F. Johnson, op. cit., 56. Also see Charles who writes,"[a]s Eliakim carried 
the keys to the house of David in the court of Hezekiah, so does Christ in the kingdom of God: cf. Eph. 1:22": 
op. cit, 86. 
 139 Sweet, op. cit., 103. 
 140 Some have ascribed this to the great earthquake of AD 17 (A. F. Johnson, op. cit., 60). But this does not 
appear to be correct as C. J. Hemer writes "Laodicea is not mentioned as having suffered at that time [AD 17]": 
Hemer, op. cit., 193. 
 141 Tacitus, Ann. xiv. 27. 
 142 Hemer, op. cit., 208. 
 143 Morris, op. cit., 83; Paul Barnett, Apocalypse Now And Then, (Maryborough: Anglican Information 
Service, 1989), 64; and importantly, C. J. Hemer, who writes in one of his conclusions to his study on this 
particular church, "[i]t is also accepted that the words 'I am rich...' (v.17) allude to the aftermath of the great 
earthquake of AD 60. It is further suggested that this ostentatious self-sufficiency reached a climax when the 
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First, before anything definite can be made of this, the date of the earthquake has to be 
established. Some confusion has reigned here. Does the rebuilding of the city occur after the 
great earthquake of AD 17 or after the second one of AD 60? There is nothing to contradict C. 
J. Hemer's conclusion that it was after the latter one. He writes in a note that explains the 
reason behind this confusion and helps to clear it up: 
 
There was a different dating in later Christian tradition. In Eusebius, Chron. Olymp. 
210.4 = AD 64, it follows the fire of Rome, and Orosius, 7.7.12, makes it one of a series 
of judgements on the pagan world consequent upon the fire and the Neronian 
persecution. The testimony of Tacitus should be accepted here [AD 60]. The moralized 
chronology of Orosius is aptly seen in this confusion of the great earthquake of AD 17 
with that at the time of the Crucifixion (7.4.13, 18). Both the later writers link the names 
of the three NT cities of the Lycus valley as victims of the disaster under Nero, a detail 
absent from Tacitus.144 
 
If then, the later date is accepted as evidence suggests, this would presuppose some lengthy 
period of time for the city to fully rehabilitate not only its trade, but its material infrastructure 
as well, at least to the point where after such a devastation they could claim 'to be rich and 
have need of nothing.' The date that this letter would indicate is, therefore, somewhere 
between the late AD 60s at the very earliest, but more probably mid 70s onwards. 
 
The seven letters, as individual witnesses to a time of composition for the Apoc, are not 
absolutely conclusive. But taken as a group they could testify to an earliest time of 
composition some time late AD 60s, but more certainly sometime after AD 70. Also the 
conclusion of Albert A. Bell, Jr., that "[n]othing, therefore, in the letters points to a time of 
persecution"145 is not justified. For one, it overlooks the battle motif of tw/' nikw'nti which 
imbues the messages. When the evidence from the seven letters is combined to that of the 
Temple, Babylon and the Seven Kings, then as a whole it is more than probable that the Apoc 
was written well after AD 70. When this, in turn, is added to the compelling evidence of the 
activity of the imperial cult in Asia Minor146 and to the general theatre of persecution, the date 
                                                                                                                                              
reconstruction was completed by the erection of great buildings at the expense of individual citizens in the years 
immediately preceding the Domitianic date of the Revelation. The monumental triple gate thus donated may 
have been in mind in the writing of Rev 3:20": Hemer, op. cit., 208. 
 144 Hemer, op. cit., Chapter 9, fn. 64. 
 145 Albert A. Bell, Jr., art. cit., 102. 
 146 There is wide agreement among commentators that the imperial cult looms large in the pages of the Apoc 
and that chapter 13 is a thinly veiled attack on emperor-worship. It is not difficult to reach such conclusion, for 
the Seer of Patmos presents to both his readers and listeners vital indications throughout his work. Dominique 
Cuss, Imperial Cult and Honorary Terms in the New Testament, (Fribourg: Fribourg University Press, 1974), 
has further corroborated, particularly through in-depth expositions on the 'Blasphemous Titles' of the First Beast 




points even more conclusively to the time of the unbalanced Emperor Domitian, somewhere 
towards the latter part of his reign, AD c.  94-96. To this is joined the heavy weight of the 
early external evidence, that is, the tradition of the Ancient Church. 
 
Conclusion 
After our lengthy deliberation, which included a solid review of the scholarly debate and the 
critical analysis of the external and internal evidence, we have found that the firm tradition 
established by Irenaeus, that the Apoc was written pro;"  tw'/  tevlei th'"  Dometianou'  
ajrch'",147 is the most probable. The date of the publication and the historical theatre of the 
Book of Revelation are a determining factor for most commentators of the work.148 They 
influence the interpretation of the book and shed light not only on the identity and on the 
nature of the Seer's adversaries, but also on the opponents of the early church community. For 
the immediate purposes of this dissertation the date of the text's first "publication" takes on 
another significant function: it reveals to us the religious and socio-political landscape of the 
first receivers of the Apoc who were called upon to "hear [ajkousavtw] what the Spirit says to 
the churches" (Rev 2:7) and who were, in fact, the first actors and critics in the long chain of 
the canonical adventure.149 This "mode of transportation"150 directly linked to hermeneutics as 
it was, did not escape the sharp attention of the Seer of Patmos. He was expressly cognizant of 
his readers' importance for the authoritative, even the purely textual survival of his work. And 
so he would warn with a 'canonical formula' that no one should "add[s]/ ejpiqh/'" or "take[s] 
away/ ajfevlh/ from the words of the book of this prophecy" (22:18-19). Not much further 
                                                                                                                                              
Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), a decade 
later in an extended study established by sound reference of the primary sources and critical evaluation of 
secondary material, will confirm the earlier conclusions of Cuss.  
 147Adv. haer. 5.30.3. 
 148 Frederic W. Farrar has captured this reality with great insight, "[f]or the sole key to the Apocalypse, as to 
every book which has any truth or greatness in it, lies in the heart of the writer; and the heart of every writer 
must be intensely influenced by the spirit or the circumstances of the times in which he writes. His words are 
addressed in the first instance to his living contemporaries, and it is only through them that he can hope to reach 
posterity. Now if there was ever any book which bears upon every page the impress of reality- the proof that it 
is written in words which came fresh and burning into the hearts of others- that book is the Apocalypse": F. W. 
Farrar, The Early Days of Christianity (2 Vols), (London: Cassell, Petter, Galpin and Co., 1882), 186-187.  
 149 Gamble has properly described that the "literary consciousness of the author [the Seer], however, in some 
measure must also reflect the significance of texts in the Christian communities of his time and place. The 
textual orientation of the Apocalypse is manifest at the beginning. To the title that announces the work and 
stresses its importance (1:1-2), the author adds a reference to its audience: 'Blessed is the one who reads and 
those who hear the words of the prophecy and who keep the things that are written in it"' (1:3): Harry Y. 
Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church: A History of Early Christian Texts, (New Haven: Yale 
University), 104. In fairness to Gamble, however, I must add that he does not accept Rev 22:18-19 as a "formula 
of canonization": ibid., 105.  
 150 C. J. Scalise, op. cit., 24. 
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down the adventure, as we shall have reason to examine very closely, the question of date 
became supremely significant, for it was immediately connected to the most important of all 
the criteria of canonicity, that of apostolicity.151 Ultimately, a dependable approximation of 
date directly helps to identify whether a particular author could, or could not have, written a 
specific book in that proposed time-frame for which the claim is being made. 
 
                                                
 151 One of our earliest references to the Book of Revelation, that by the celebrated apologist Justin Martyr 
(AD c. 100-165), makes specific appeal to John the Apostle as the author of the Apoc, "[a]nd further, there was 
a certain man with us, whose name was John [w|+/  o[noma  jIwavnnh"] one of the apostles of Christ 
[ei|+" tw'n ajpostovlwn tou' Cristou'] who prophesied, by a revelation [ejn ajpokaluvyei] that was made to him...: 






The Genre of the Apocalypse 
 
Introduction 
An essential component to most discussions on the Apoc (whether on a hermeneutical or 
analytical level) is the position of genre: a term "[that] denotes a group of things or beings 
which have important or distinguishing characteristics in common."1 Investigations into the 
factors and/or criteria of canonicity in the context of the Book of Revelation have either 
completely ignored or down-played the crucial role of genre in the Apoc's canonical 
adventure and ultimate survival in the NT Canon.2 The Apoc is the chameleon of the NT; it 
possessed the intrinsic capability to change its colour to fit in with the changing surroundings 
of both the ideological environment (i.e. chiliasm) and the diverse tensions in the inconsistent 
application of the criteria of canonicity. From the functional perspective of communication 
theory it can be said that it was this "open possibility to meet a certain description"3 that 
allowed for the Apoc to remain either on the edges of the developing Canon or to be 
unreservedly embraced.4 And it was precisely this open possibility which permitted the 
Church to meditate on the Seer's great christological and ecclesiological theologies till that 
time when a universal tradition would emerge to place an official imprimatur on his text.  
 
In the following pages we shall look at apocalyptic as a distinct literature and search for a 
practical definition through a wide review of recent scholarly writings beginning with D. S. 
Russell's and Klaus Koch's warning that defining 'apocalyptic' is possessed with inherent 
difficulties. Next the genre question of the Book of Revelation itself will be discussed with 
reference to the SBL Apocalypse Group, we conclude with the argument that the Book of 
Revelation is not one genre, but a fusion of genres: Apocalypse, Prophecy, Epistle. 
                                                
 1 Richard N. Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism, (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 75. Soulen is 
defining the Ger. Gattung which fits perfectly with my understanding of genre as a designation "of larger 
literary entities": ibid.  
 2 Perhaps this has to do with the hesitation of a number of modern scholars to connect "réalité" and genre. 
For example, Barr who writes, "[l]iterary genres and the historical role of a writing can be discussed without 
immediate involvement in the ultimate questions of reality": James Barr, Holy Scripture: Canon, Authority, 
Criticism, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), 36. 
 3 See Martin Buss (ed.), Encounter with the Text, (Semeia Supplement; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1979). 
 4 A telling example is the well-known polemical position of Dionysius of Alexandria (Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 
7.25) as compared to the unreserved acceptance of the Book of Revelation by Athanasius the Great (Fest. 
Epist. 39). Note that both were Bishops of the Great See of Alexandria, and both were celebrated with the 
cognomen "the Great".  
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Throughout the chapter it will be kept in mind that genre and hermeneusis are directly related, 
as are hermeneusis and Canon itself, which Brevard S. Childs and Charles J. Scalise for 
instance (both working within the canonical approach) do very well to remind us.5 
 
Apocalyptic as a Distinct Literature 
In a broad sense, the word apocalyptic designates ancient visionary writings that purport to 
disclose the presence and activity of God which would ordinarily "remain hidden from the 
people."6 More specifically apocalyptic7 is a collective term in the Judaeo-Christian tradition 
applied to a selection of writings concerned with the mysteries of the end of the age, and of 
the glories of the age to come, which flourished in the Oriental world around 200 BC and AD 
100.8 However, as D. S. Russell (1964) noted more than three decades ago, "...it is often quite 
impossible to be certain concerning the origin of particular verses or passages or even whole 
books."9 Despite this uncertainty concerning dates, the general "matrix of concepts and 
theological motifs typical of this type of literature"10 is generally agreed.   
 
Among the Jewish people, apocalyptic as a distinct literature distinguished by the so-called 
vertical (an other-worldly journey) and horizontal or historical (eschatological crisis) 
apocalypses, flourished after the decline of prophecy. Although a sharp distinction is often 
made between the prophet and the apocalyptist (namely, that the former are primarily 
concerned with the moral demands of God and the latter specifically with the Golden Age), it 
does not hold well. Strong apocalyptic pieces, for example, are found in Isa 24, Ezek 39, Joel 
3, and Zech 8, 9. Equally strong moral admonitions are found in the work of the apocalyptists, 
for example 1En 15:1-7, 4Ezra 15:1-11, and the general tenor of the Testament of the Twelve 
Patriarchs. In the Apoc itself the two threads are inexorably interwoven, (cf. Rev 2:1-3:22 
                                                
 5 See especially Charles J. Scalise, From Scripture to Theology: A Canonical Journey into Hermeneutics, 
(Illinois: IVP, 1996), 42-66. 
 6 Paul S. Minear, New Testament Apocalyptic: Interpreting Biblical Texts, (Nashville: Abingdon, 1981), 
15. 
 7 "The subject becomes clearer if apocalypticism is divided into four related aspects: (1) 'apocalyptic 
eschatology', a system of religious beliefs; (2) 'apocalypticism' and  'millennialism', forms of collective 
behaviour based on those beliefs; (3) 'apocalypse', a type of literature giving written expression to those 
beliefs; and (4) 'apocalyptic imagery', the language and conceptions of apocalyptic eschatology found in bits 
and pieces in a variety of ancient literary setting": David E. Aune, The New Testament in its Literary 
Environment, (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1987), 227. 
 8 For an in-depth study into the historical and sociological roots of Jewish apocalyptic eschatology, see 
Paul D. Hanson, The Dawn of Apocalyptic, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979), and D. S. Russell, The 
Method and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic, (London: SCM Press, 1971). 
 9 Russell, Method, 37. 





with 20:1-22:1). This still remains a much discussed subject. It is best to understand the 
apocalyptic tradition as a "natural progression or conscious development of the prophetic 
form."11 A connected form which was adapted to suit a new situation in which the community 
of Israel and the 'new seers' now found themselves. 
 
Defining 'Apocalyptic' 
As Klaus Koch has shown, problems in defining the term apocalyptic more precisely occur 
when it no longer is filled out speculatively according to the particular bias of the  theologian 
or philosopher, but has also to be brought into consonance with the historical texts.12 The 
precise origin of apocalyptic, however, is not clear, and scholars continue to disagree as to its 
beginnings. This uncertainty has also served to bring to the fore the problem of the definition 
of apocalyptic genre. For example, which texts according to the principles of the history-of-
religions method13 belong with the Apoc and which do not.14 Those writings which are 
recognized as belonging together, on the basis of comparison, are called apocalyptic after the 
use of the word  japokavluyi" in the first verse of John's Apoc. In the yet to be agreed Jewish 
apocalyptic collection are included:15 Daniel,16 First Enoch or Ethiopic Enoch (c. 164 BC), 
                                                
 11 D. S. Russell's chapter the Decline of Prophecy and Rise of Apocalyptic: Method, 73-103, remains a 
standard reference on this disputed subject. Russell's conclusion, in which the role of pseudonymity is finely 
brought out, is the best way to proceed, "...the apocalyptist, like the prophet, 'foretold' the purpose of God in 
his exposition of predictive prophecy. But is there here anything to compare with the prophetic 'forth-telling' 
in which he declares God's message, not for some far-off distant time, but for that very day and hour? At first 
sight no such comparison is at all obvious; the apocalyptist's utterances are so often couched in terms of the 
forecasting of the end. Such a judgement, however, is only an illusion brought about by the curious device of 
pseudonymity which gives the reader the impression of 'prediction proper' rather than of 'history in the guise 
of prediction'. This device should not blind us to the fact that, from the point of view of the apocalyptic 
writers and indeed from the point of view of the original readers, the End was not in some far off time but 
was imminent. They were vitally interested in eschatology, but to them it was an 'about-to-be-realized' 
eschatology. The future they foresaw was an immediate future which was about to break into the present. 
Their message was timely and was directed towards the contemporary situation": ibid., 99. [italics added];  
see also Joseph Ponthot, "The Jewish Apocalyptic Tradition: Features and Purpose of the Literary Genre", 
LumV 40/2, (1985), 153-166, and Joseph  Blenkinsopp, A History of Prophecy in Israel: From the Settlement 
in the Land to the Hellenistic Period, (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1983), 225-273.  
 12 Klaus Koch, The Rediscovery of Apocalyptic, (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1972), 20. 
 13 A school of interpretation which applies the principles of comparative religion to the study of early 
Christianity. It holds that as a religion of the Roman Empire, Christianity was a syncretistic faith which 
borrowed from mystery religions and gnosticism. Also referred to as religio-historical criticism (Ger. 
Religionsgeschichtliche Schule). Usually associated with the names of Hermann Gunkel, Johannes Weiss, 
and Wilhelm Bousset. Its general principles are useful in cross parallel studies of apocalyptic texts. 
 14 From a paradigmatic view using The Shepherd of Hermas (the model) and the Apocalypse of John, see 
David Hellholm, "The Problem of Apocalyptic Genre and the Apocalypse of John", Sem 36, (1986). 
 15 This is a representative list taken from M. Eugene Boring, Revelation, (Kentucky: John Knox Press, 
1989), 38. The dates that he suggests are those proposed by D. S. Russell, Method, 36-69. For a good critical 
summary of these books refer the same; for the collection from the Qumran literature see Boring, loc. cit. 
These books date from the second century BC to the first part of the first century AD. 
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Jubilees (c. 150 BC), The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (c.109 BC), Assumption of 
Moses (AD c. 6-30), Second Enoch or the Book of the Secrets of Enoch (first century AD), 
Sibylline Oracles, Book IV (AD c. 80), Second Esdras [IV Ezra] 3-14 (AD c. 90), Second 
Baruch or Apocalypse of Baruch (after AD 90), and Sibylline Oracles, Book V (second 
century AD).17 In his critically received work, The Dawn of Apocalyptic (1975), Paul D. 
Hanson, focusing on the "strand of eschatology" which he sees as "running at the heart" of 
many of the so-called apocalyptic works, writes: 
 
...the rise of apocalyptic eschatology is neither sudden nor anomalous, but follows the 
pattern of an unbroken development from pre-exilic and exilic prophecy. Outside 
influences (e.g. Persian dualism and Hellenism) upon this apocalyptic eschatology 
appear to be late, coming only after its essential character was fully developed. They are 
thereby limited in their influence to peripheral embellishments.18  
 
 
Gerhard von Rad has argued that apocalyptic origins are to be sought in the Wisdom tradition 
and literature;19 H. H. Rowley writes "...[t]hat apocalyptic is the child of prophecy";20 H. D. 
Betz accepts apocalyptic as a Hellenistic phenomenon;21 David E. Aune understands 
apocalypticism [the "four related aspects" of] as an amalgam of Jewish, Hellenistic, and Near 
Eastern apocalyptic traditions;22 M. Eugene Boring also finds an amalgam within a broad 
stream of Jewish, Christian, and Hellenistic apocalyptic traditions but with only some 
elements closely related to the Hellenistic writings;23 H. Conzelmann has argued for an 
                                                                                                                                              
 16 The arguments concerning the date of the composition of Daniel are still continuing. For a good 
indication of the different positions between the conservative and liberal approaches, cf. Joyce G. Baldwin, 
Daniel, (Leicester: IVP Press, 1979), 35-46 [Date and unity of the book] contra John J. Collins, Daniel: A 
Commentary on the Book of Daniel, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 24-38 [Composition]. Much of the 
discussion centres on the authenticity of the predictions. 
 17 For the generally accepted collection of Jewish apocalyptic works and critical commentary, see The Old 
Testament Pseudepigrapha: Apocalyptic Literature and Testaments (Vol. 1), James H. Charlesworth (ed.), 
(New York: Doubleday, 1983). 
 18 Hanson, Dawn, 7f. 
 19 See Christopher Rowland, Revelation, (London: Epworth Press, 1993), 18. 
 20 H. H. Rowley, The Relevance of Apocalyptic: A Study of Jewish and Christian Apocalypses from 
Daniel to the Revelation, (Greenwood: Greenwood, 1980 [1944]), 15. 
 21 Hans Dieter Betz, "On the Problem of the Religio-Historical Understanding of Apocalypticism", JTC 6, 
(1969), 134-156. "...we must learn to understand apocalypticism as a peculiar manifestation within the entire 
course of Hellenistic-oriental syncretism." [originally "Zum Problem des religionsgeschichtlichen 
Verstädnisses der Apokalyptik": ZThk  63, (1966), 391-409]. 
 22 David E. Aune, Literary Environment, 226-249; see also D. E. Aune, "The Apocalypse of John and 
Graeco-Roman Revelatory Magic", NTS  33, (1987).  
 23 "Revelation is not a unique literary or theological work but belongs within a broad stream of Jewish and 
Christian apocalyptic writings, with some elements closely related to Hellenistic writings resembling 





Iranian connection;24 Martin Hengel suggests that apocalyptic should be understood in the 
context of a wider religious phenomenon in late antiquity;25 G. B. Caird traces the symbolism 
of the Apoc to the Jewish apocalyptists and to the Old Testament;26 D. S. Russell27 and 
Walter Schmithals, while acknowledging that apocalypticism draws from diverse sources and 
apocalyptic currents, nonetheless argue that the phenomenon, in its form, is essentially 
Jewish. The latter has written: 
 
...it is undoubtedly true that every religious current which may be called 'apocalyptic' 
acquires this designation by a comparison with Jewish apocalyptic, which, by virtue of 
the scope of its literary traditions, and of its influence extending down to the present, is 
the norm for the essence of what is apocalyptic.28 
 
 
This renewed interest in apocalypticism of the last three decades or so, the Apocalyptic 
Renaissance29 as it has been called by Klaus Koch in his critical work, The Rediscovery Of 
Apocalyptic (1970), owes much to the following. First, Ernst Käsemann's seminal essay, The 
Beginnings of Christian Theology (1960),30 in which "...apocalyptic was rescued from its 
obscure status as an odd, specialist field in the history of religion..."31 Second, the emergence 
of genre as a central tool of hermeneutical theory.32 Third, the contributions as previously 
                                                
 24 Cited by Robert H. Mounce, The Book of Revelation, (Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Co., 1977), 19. 
 25 Hengel calls this "higher wisdom by revelation": Martin Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism (Vol. I), 
(1974), 217. 
 26 "When we begin to ask what John's symbolism means, we shall rightly expect guidance from the Jewish 
apocalyptists and from the Old Testament...": G. B. Caird, The Revelation of Saint John, (Massachusetts: 
Hendrickson Publishers, 1966), 10. 
 27 "Its roots [apocalyptic] were widespread and drew nourishment from many sources, prophetic and 
mythological, native and foreign, esoteric and exotic; but there can be no doubt that the tap root, as it were, 
went deep down into Hebrew prophecy...": Russell, Method, 88. 
 28 Walter Schmithals, The Apocalyptic Movement: Introduction and Interpretation, (Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 1975 [orig. 1973]), 14. 
 29 Klaus Koch, The Rediscovery of Apocalyptic: A polemical work on a neglected area of biblical studies 
and its damaging effects on theology and philosophy, (London: SCM Press, 1972 [1970]), 13-17. 
 30 "Die Anfänge christlicher Theologie", ZTK 57, (1960), 162-85. 
 31 Koch, op. cit., 14. 
    32 Which is now widely accepted and well documented as early as 1983 by Grant Osborne, "Genre 
Criticism- Sensus Literalis", TrJ 4, (1983), 1-27. A very important question that Osborne asks is whether 
genre relates to the whole or to the parts as well (p. 3). The scholar's conclusions are balanced, and like 
Blomberg after him (art. cit.), is concerned with the multiplicity of approaches [that have] continued 
unabated to the present, (p. 2). Osborne concludes this important paper, which clearly points out the pitfalls 
of unchecked deconstructionism and the in toto abandoning of the sui generis. He writes at the end, "[g]enre 
is particularly useful the further the contemporary situation is removed from the ancient culture. It forces one 
to recognize the proper language game. As such the primary purpose of genre is literary/ aesthetic, i.e., it is 
an epistemological tool for discovering the intended meaning of a text. The apologetic result, i.e., the 
resolution of seeming discrepancies, is a secondary bi-product of this major goal. Nevertheless, genre is both 
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mentioned, of the SBL Genres Project (1979) and the International Colloquium on 
apocalypticism held in Uppsala (1979). Fourth, the work of David Hellholm, including his 
important essay, The Problem of Apocalyptic Genre and the Apocalypse of John (1982). And 
finally, the scholarly response to the fundamentalist interest in Revelation which has 
heightened during this last decade of our second Christian millennium.33 
 
The Genre Question of the Apocalypse 
The genre question of the Apocalypse is one that cannot be easily dismissed in most studies 
dealing with the book, particularly so when this question relates in some way to the 
hermeneusis of specific pericopes. Will the exegete interpret the Apoc as Jewish Apocalyptic, 
as Christian prophecy, as a Christian Apocalypse, as an Epistle, as a drama (Greek tragedy), 
as liturgy, as edict, or other? Authorship and genre are also related, as J. Ramsey Michaels 
points out, "[b]ecause the author is more likely to be identified in some genres than in others, 
questions of authorship and genre are intertwined. Nowhere is this more true than in the case 
of the Book of Revelation."34 As a recognized tool of NT study, analysis of literary genre 
begins to appear at the end of the twentieth century.35 David E. Aune makes the all-important 
but fine distinction between literary genre and literary form. It remains to be seen, however, 
whether this practical contrast will halt the unabated proposals of new genres:   
 
A literary genre may be defined as a group of texts that exhibit a coherent and recurring 
configuration of literary features involving form (including structure and style), content 
and function. Literary forms, on the other hand, while exhibiting similar recurring 
literary features, are primarily constituent elements of the genres that frame them.36 
                                                                                                                                              
valid and valuable in this latter enterprise. Genre, as an inherent part of all language, has a transcultural 
dimension; as an initial part of the hermeneutical task, it is foundational to exegetical theology and thereby to 
apologetics. We deny that genre criticism may legitimately have priority over Scripture or introduce 
categories which a priori negate the internal evidence in the historical record of Scripture. Genre cannot be 
studied in isolation from the other theological-exegetical disciplines. It is one among many tools in the 
historical-grammatical enterprise, and contributes to the unlocking of the rules of the proper language game 
in order to trace the text back to its original, intended meaning": ibid., 27. [italics added] 
    33 Wilfrid J. Harrington, Revelation, (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1993), xiii. 
    34 J. Ramsey Michaels, Interpreting the Book of Revelation, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1992), 21. 
    35 See Craig L. Blomberg's excellent review of genre criticism over the past ten years, "New Testament 
Genre Criticism for the 1990s", Them 15/2, (1990), 40-49. Blomberg's conclusion is worthy of note, "[g]enre 
criticism continues to flourish as the final decade of the twentieth century unfolds. Scholars have clearly 
abandoned the older positions which viewed the NT writings as largely sui generis, too distinctive from other 
ancient works to be helpfully classified with them. One must exercise care to avoid the other extreme; the 
canonical writings do exhibit unique features and combinations of features which fit no known generic 
moulds. But most readers will gain much insight if they understand the genres to which the biblical materials 
most closely approximate, and they will be more likely to interpret them in ways appropriate for their literary 
forms": ibid., 47. 





A Review of Recent Scholarship 
Scholars do not generally agree on the genre of the Apoc. Each brings their own conclusions 
of the book to conform to the specific generic form or definition they so choose to adopt.37 
This practice is no doubt inspired by the unnecessary supposition, as G. R. Beasley-Murray 
rightly highlights, that the "Book of Revelation... has no counterpart in literature by which it 
may be judged, or from which guide-lines can be supplied. This assumption has encouraged 
an undisciplined freedom in the elucidation of the book... the unique character of the work is 
indisputable, but it is a mistake to consider it to be without analogy."38 The complexity of this 
question is compounded when it is realized that the author of the Apoc, within the first five 
verses of his prologue, uses three different "categories of composition"39 in referring to his 
work. These categories are 'revelation', ( jApokavluyi"  jIhsou' Cristou') 1:1, 'prophecy' 
(tou;" lovgou" th'" profhteiva") 1:3, and  the  epistolary formula ( jIwavnnh"  tai'"  eJpta;  
ejkklhsivai" tai'" ejn th'/ jAsiva/∑ cavri" uJmi'n kai; eijrhvnh) 1:4. J. Ramsey Michaels finds this 
uncertainty of composition reflected even in the variety of names by which the Apoc is 
known: the Book of Revelation; the Revelation of John; the Revelation of Jesus Christ; the 
Apocalypse; the Apocalypse of John; the Apocalypse of Jesus Christ.40 
 
G. R. Beasley-Murray and R. Bauckham argue for the unique combination of three forms or 
categories of literature, apocalypse, prophecy and letter.41 C. H. Talbert writes of prophetic/ 
apocalyptic visions within an epistolary framework which "fit nicely into the apocalyptic 
genre."42 J. Ramsey Michaels is clear on his position that "the simplest solution to the 
problem of the Revelation's genre is to consider it a letter."43 M. Eugene Boring and Jürgen 
Roloff will emphasize the epistolary form and character of the book.44 J. T. van Burkalow 
                                                
    37 "No consensus exists as to a precise definition of genre, so discussions attempting to classify portions of 
the NT, including Revelation, are at best vague": Robert L. Thomas, Revelation (Vol. 1), (Chicago: Moody 
Press, 1992), 23. 
    38 G. R. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, (Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1981 [1974]), 12. 
[italics added] 
    39 ibid. 
    40 J. Ramsey Michaels, op. cit., 21.  
 41 "John's book takes its unusual character from its combination in a unique fashion of all three of these 
forms": Beasley-Murray, loc. cit.; also Richard Bauckham, "[t]hus we must try to do justice to the three 
categories of literature- apocalypse, prophecy and letter - into which Revelation seems to fall": Richard 
Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation, (Great Britain: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 2. 
    42  C. H. Talbert, The Apocalypse: A Reading of the Revelation of John, (Kentucky: John Knox Press, 
1994), 4. 
    43 J. Ramsey Michaels, op. cit., 30. 
    44 "As a letter, Revelation is not a collection of 'ideas' or 'general principles' but a particular message to a 
particular situation": Boring, op. cit., 7; also Jürgen Roloff, "[i]n summary, Revelation is a prophetic writing 
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understands the Apoc as a composite worship drama.45 James L. Blevins concludes that the 
writer of Revelation adapted the genre of Greek tragedy.46 Robert H. Mounce,47 whilst not 
denying that the Apoc shares characteristics common to the apocalyptic genre, nonetheless 
follows David Hill who argues that Revelation lacks many of the most characteristic features 
of that genre (apocalyptic), "[The Book of Revelation]... may justifiably, and probably 
correctly, be regarded as prophetic in intention and character, especially in its concern with 
and interpretation of history."48 Similarly F. D. Mazzaferri who sees John (portraying himself) 
as a prophet from the classical school of Hebrew prophecy.49 And finally, what about Brevard 
S. Childs? Though his clear emphasis of the canonical shape of the Apoc in the context of the 
author's message is structure,50 he sees the Seer writing within a "traditional apocalyptic 
pattern," but with one major addition (and here Childs acknowledges P. S. Minear): 
 
The crucial theological point turns on the alteration of this traditional apocalyptic pattern 
which the writer of the book of Revelation effected. On the basis of a new understanding 
of christology a profound alteration of the apocalyptic tradition took place. The 
eschatological drama which consummated God's plan for his creation now takes place 
on two different dimensions of both time and space.51 
 
 
The SBL Apocalypse Group: A Comprehensive Definition 
At the start I mentioned two important contributions to the question regarding the definition 
of apocalyptic genre. The work of the SBL Apocalypse Group chaired by J. J. Collins (1979) 
                                                                                                                                              
that contains numerous apocalyptic motifs and elements of style, but whose form is chiefly characterized by 
the purpose of epistolary communication": J. Roloff, Revelation, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993 [1984]), 
8. 
     45 "The Apocalypse is therefore a composite worship drama, and combining its various symbolisms we 
can summarize its four acts and their related festivals thus: 1. The parashoth... 2. The  haphtaroth... 3. The 
targumim... 4. The derashoth...":  James Turley van Burkalow, A Study of  St. John's Revelation,  
(Pittsburgh: Dorrance Publishing Co., 1990),  9. 
     46 "We conclude that the writer of Revelation adapted the genre of Greek tragedy because it was a vessel 
through which his community could interpret its experiences in a troubled time": James L. Blevins, "The 
Genre of Revelation", RevExp 77/3, (1980), 405; see also James L. Blevins, Revelation as Drama, (Nashville: 
Broadman, 1984); prior to Blevins it was John Wick Bowman who was "most closely attached to an attempt 
to link Revelation to Greek tragedy": Blevins, art. cit., 393; cf. also John W. Bowman, The First Christian 
Drama, (1955). 
     47 Mounce, op. cit., 24. 
     48 David Hill, "Prophecy and Prophets in the Revelation of St John", NTS 18, (1971-2), 406.  
  49 "At every turn and in every possible way John strives earnestly to portray himself as a prophet of the 
classical school, without forfeiting his Christian heritage": F. D. Mazzaferri, The Genre of the Book of 
Revelation from a Source-Critical Perspective, (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1989), 374.  
  50 Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM Press, 1984), 508. 





and the contributions of scholars from the International Colloquium on Apocalypticism 
(1979) was published under the editorship of D. Hellholm.52 Collins argued that there were 
specific elements that were constant in every work that the group had designated as an 
apocalypse.53 From this "common core of constant elements",54 based on the comparative 
analyzes of a great number of Jewish, Christian and Graeco-Roman apocalypses, including 
examples from Gnostic and Persian literature, the group formulated what it considered to be a 
comprehensive definition of the [Apocalypse] genre:55 
 
'Apocalypse' is a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative framework, in which a 
revelation is meditated by anotherworldly being to a human recipient, disclosing a 
transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it envisages eschatological 
salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another, supernatural world.56   
 
This definition though generally accepted as a good working paradigm of apocalyptic genre 
has had its critics.57 David Hellholm, for example, accepts Collins' definition as a 
"paradigmatically established definition" but finds a weakness in that there is no "statement of 
function." This is because, so Hellholm argues, that the definition operates on a fairly high 
abstraction level and it brings to one's mind the question: why were Apocalypses ever 
written?58 
 
I would be willing to accept the definition above [Collins'], provided the following 
addition on the same level of abstraction: "intended for a group in crisis with the 
purpose of exhortation and/ or consolation by means of divine authority." 59  
 
The position of this present thesis writer is that the Book of Revelation belongs to that "genre 
of revelatory literature" as defined by the SBL Apocalypse Group with Hellholm's added 
                                                
 52 For a critical analysis and assessment of the contribution to the study of apocalyptic genre and 
apocalypticism of the SBL Apocalypse Group and the contributions from the International Colloquium on 
Apocalypticism, see D. E. Aune, "The Apocalypse of John and the Problem of Genre", Sem 36, (1986), 65-
96. 
 53 John J. Collins, "Introduction: Towards the Morphology of a Genre", Sem 14, (1979), 9. 
 54 ibid. 
 55 ibid. 
 56 ibid. 
 57 D. E. Aune, Problem of Genre, cites David Hellholm, Lars Hartman, and E. P. Sanders. These scholars 
find inherent flaws in Collins' master paradigm. Aune himself, whilst defending Collins' proposals as "an 
important step forward in research on the genre of ancient apocalypses" adds however, "[that] despite the 
comprehensive character of Collins' definition, it remains inductive and descriptive. Thus it cannot deal with 
the virtualities or potentialities of the apocalyptic genre and shows little hermeneutical promise": ibid., 70. 
 58 David Hellholm, "The Problem of Apocalyptic Genre and the Apocalypse of John", Sem  36, (1986), 26. 
 59 Hellholm, art. cit., 27. [italics added] 
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qualification, "intended for a group in crisis". Other positions fail to take into good account 
the fluidity of the apocalyptic genre (for instance J. T. van Burkalow and James L. Blevins), 
an accommodating form which, as we have seen, is maximized by the Seer himself from the 
very beginning of his work (Rev. 1:1,3,4). Once the book is placed strictly onto the template 
of a particular genre it will invariably shift its borders. The strength of the supported 
definition is that, whilst it fits the book into a specific literary tradition (allowing for a more 
approximate interpretation), it is neither rigid nor exclusive. It permits of accentuation of other 
strands and, if needed, further qualification as new research comes to light. But, of course, 
such a warrant cannot be taken to excess,60 because the definition would then become 
functionless. The emphasis voiced here is that the "narrative framework" of the Apoc 
comprises of three forms of literature, apocalypse, prophecy and letter (e.g. G. R. Beasley-
Murray, Richard Bauckham). In several instances the categories (apocalypse and prophecy) 
will share common features, further evidencing the cross-purposes of the genres (for example, 
strong symbolism, moral admonition, Day of the Lord, the sovereignty of God). The three 
forms of literature of the Apoc that I will now briefly turn my attention to are specifically 
related to the Collins/ Hellholm definition. In what way? That they were, at least, in the initial 
stages of the "canonical journey into hermeneutics",61 intended by the author of the Apoc as 
literary communications for a group in crisis. 
 
The Three Forms of Literature of the Apocalypse 
The Book of Revelation as an Apocalypse 
(i) the Seer professes to be revealing God's purpose in history (a{ dei' genevsqai, Rev 1:1, 
22:6); (ii) there is an emphasis of God's sovereign design despite the opposition of evil powers 
(oJ qeo;;" oJ pantokravtwr, 11:16-18, 16:8, 21:22); (iii) the work is composed in prose 
episodes; (iv) there is a systematized doctrine of the coming of the Day of the Lord and the 
Kingdom of God ( jen th'/ kuriakh'/ hJmevra/, 1:10, 16:14, basileiva tou' qeou', 11:15, 12:10); 
(v) the Seer freely borrows materials from the Old Testament62 (particularly the prophetic 
                                                
 60 Much caution should be exercized here, particularly where literary or genre theories may seek to impose 
western concepts on ancient literature, "[t]he ancient text comes from a culture far removed in time and space 
from that of the modern interpreter. This distance must be taken into account on our interpretation or else the 
exegesis will be distorted by reading modern values and presuppositions into the ancient text": Tremper 
Longman III, Literary Approaches to Biblical Interpretation (Vol. 3), (Leicester: Apollos, 1987), 51.  
 61 Scalise, op. cit., 13-26. 
 62 It is widely recognized by commentators that the Book of Revelation "contains more Old Testament 
references than any other New Testament book": G. K. Beale (ed.), Essays on the Use of the Old Testament 
in the New: The Right Doctrine from the Wrong Texts? (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1994), 257. See 
Chapter 15, "The Use of the Old Testament in Revelation": ibid., 257-276. Precise textual identification, 





works), and makes use of apocalyptic traditions;63 (vi) the entire work is an account of a 
visionary experience (kai; o{te ei\don, 1:17, meta; tau'ta ei\don, 4:1); (vii) intense symbolic 
imagery and language is evident throughout the book; (viii) the writer of the Apocalypse has a 
striking interest in numbers.64 
 
The Book of Revelation as Prophecy 
(i) the Seer includes himself with the prophets of the Church (Rev 1:3, 10:7, 11:18, 19:10, 
22:6,9); (ii) large portions of the book are strongly reminiscent of the prophetic oracles of the 
OT (for example, the Letters to the Seven Churches); (iii) the work is permeated with 
allusions to Old Testament prophecy (for example, the unquestionable Isanianic and Danielic 
influences); (iv) moral exhortations and admonitions are notable in the tradition of the old 
covenant prophets (2:5,20-22, 18:4-5 cf. Isa 1:27, Jer 8:6, Ezek 14:6, 18:30); (v) the 
proclamation of  God's will is prominent  throughout  the book (gravyon ou\n a{ ei\de" kai;  a{  
eijsi;n kai; a} mevllei genevsqai meta; tau'ta, Rev 1:19, 22:6); (vi) our author writes in his 
own name (1:1, 4, 9, 22:8) as did the great prophets before him and "feels no need of 
pseudonymity."65  
 
The Book of Revelation as an Epistle 
(i) the Seer opens with an epistolary address and salutation resembling the openings to the 
Pauline letters (cf. Rom 1:7, 1Cor 1:2-3 with Rev 1:4, 2:1). He also concludes with the 
customary doxology (cf. 1Cor 16:21-24, 1Thess 5:27-28 with Rev 22:20-21; (ii) the first 
major section of the work (1:9-3:22) consists of the seven letters to the churches in Asia; (iii) 
the entire work is intended to be read aloud (1:3, 22:18 cf. with 1Thess 5:27); (iv) the "explicit 
contemporaneity"66 of John with his readers; (v) the striking difference between John's 
apocalypse and the other apocalypses, is that the Seer's work, as J. L. Bailey and Vander 
Broek point out, "is the only known apocalypse to be enclosed in a letter framework."67 
                                                
 63 For in-depth and illuminating analysis of the relationship between the Apocalypse of John and the 
extracanonical Jewish apocalypses, see Richard Bauckham, The Climax of Prophecy: Studies on the Book of 
Revelation, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1993), 38-91. Bauckham argues that the author of the Apoc made use 
of independently circulating traditions. 
 64 Jean-Pierre Prévost, How to Read the Apocalypse, (London: SCM Press, 1993), 29-41. 
 65 Bauckham, Theology, 11. 
 66 ibid., 12. 
 67 James L. Bailey and Lyle D. Vander Broek, Literary Forms in the New Testament, (Louisville: 
Kentucky, 1992), 205. 
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Genre in Canonical Context 
Robert W. Wall's and Eugene E. Lemcio's deliberations on this correlation have been of great 
benefit to my understanding of the chief significance of this question from the perspective of 
canonical criticism.68 If the New Testament Canon in its final form is, as the supporters of 
canonical criticism contend, "the product of an intentioned process",69 then "the distinctive 
role Revelation plays in forming the church's faith can be discerned."70 And that is precisely 
the crux of the matter. We shall find throughout the entire course of this thesis, particularly in 
the context of chiliast and post-chiliast readings of the book, that "the history of Revelation's 
canonization often illumines the history of its interpretation."71 Even the position of the Apoc 
within the Canon itself is not without relevance for hermeneutics, confirmed by B. S. 
Childs,72 but explained so well by Richard Bauckham, "[n]o other biblical book gathers up so 
comprehensively the whole biblical tradition in its direction towards the eschatological 
future... it gives the whole canon the character of the book which enables us to live towards 
that future."73 For the interpreter approaching and "reconstructing the history of Revelation's 
canonization" it is important that he/ she be reminded that:  
 
Revelation is not a literary composition in an isolated sense; it has been included in the 
list of 26 other writings as one part of the canon of Christian Scriptures, the New 
Testament. The distinctive role Revelation plays in forming the church's faith can be 
discerned when the interpreter seeks to interpret Revelation to all other writings which 
make up the whole biblical canon; only then can the whole truth be discerned.74 
 
Charles J. Scalise who has put forward a considered and sound defence for the canonical 
approach to hermeneusis as a "canonical hermeneutics" which is "postcritical" and who 
understands the patterns of Scripture as offering the "key to a deeper understanding of biblical 
authority"75 explains the fundamentals of this position: 
 
                                                
 68 See Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. Lemcio, The New Testament as Canon: A Reader in Canonical 
Criticism, (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 274-298.  
 69 ibid., 279; James A. Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1984), 33; Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM 
Press, 1984), 51.  
 70 Wall and Lemcio, loc. cit. 
 71 ibid., 278. 
 72 Childs, As Canon, 517. 
 73 Bauckham, The Theology, 146. The same scholar also speaks of the Apoc as "the Christian Canonical 
Prophecy": ibid., 144. 
 74 Wall and Lemcio, op. cit., 279.  





It [canon. hermen.] does not deny the insights of critical scholarship but seeks to 
incorporate them into a larger pattern. The emphasis on pattern in canonical 
hermeneutics also finds affinity with traditional interpretation of the Bible, 
especially with the use of typology to highlight similar situations between diverse 
biblical texts. Canonical hermeneutics incorporates both traditional and critical 
biblical interpretation into its more comprehensive perspective.76 
 
 
In the epilogue to his well-known work, Jesus Christ and The Temple (1980), Georges A. 
Barrois (himself a convert to Orthodoxy), speaks of The Passing of Figures in the context of 
his survey of the Hebrew sanctuaries and episodes related to the life of Jesus. This 
emphasis on pattern referred to above in my reference to Charles J. Scalise, is also the 
dominant force in Barrois' study where canonical hermeneutics is strongly aligned to Holy 
Tradition (for "no human being witnessed the resurrection").77 Both, therefore, canonical 
hermeneutics and Holy Tradition, can be together reasonably viewed as integral components 
of the parakataqhvkh of the Apostolic deposit of faith. This is manifestly connected to the: 
 
           …economy of Providence which… from the first day of creation to the Amen of 
the Apocalypse… consists in successive transpositions of the one theme… our 
salvation from sin and death, and the pageant of biblical history makes us assist to a 
continuous passing of figures such as each one of them is pregnant with a reality 





Though the Book of Revelation is rightly considered by the majority of commentators to 
possess a unique character, it has also been correctly said that "it is a mistake to consider it to 
be without analogy."79 The creation of unrealistic and artificial genres (encouraged by the 
introduction of literary criticism into the field of biblical studies),80 is not only unnecessary 
but can also pointlessly perplex the intended meaning of the author. During the past three 
decades or so, much time has been spent by scholars on the apocalyptic and genre issue and 
so the literature in this area (as has been documented) is both copious and accessible. The 
work of the SBL Apocalypse Group and that of David Hellholm, and more recently the astute 
                                                
 76 ibid., 87. 
    77 Georges A. Barrois, Jesus Christ and The Temple, (New York: SVS Press, 1980), 160. 
 
    78 ibid., 161. 
 
 79 G. R. Beasley-Murray, op. cit., 12. 
 80 For a critical appraisal (of both the pitfalls and the promises) of the different literary approaches that 
some biblical exegetes are now using, see Tremper Longman III: op. cit., 47-62. 
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observations of David E. Aune, have allowed for the intrinsic fluidity of the apocalyptic genre 
and indeed for the Book of Revelation itself. This has enabled scholars to work within an 
appreciable definition irrespective of a particular emphasis of category. The tripartite form of 
the work (apocalypse, prophecy, and epistle) is consistent with the history of the 
interpretation of the book.81 Each of these forms when viewed as an "act of verbal 
communication from sender to receiver"82 becomes supremely effective as a multifunctional 
element of genre in canonical discourse in the context of hermeneusis. The high example of 
this "transvaluation"83 of categories will be noted in the following chapter on Chiliasm, where 
mid-stream entire passages (i.e. Rev 13, 20:4-10) had to be reinterpreted with the rise of the 
first Christian emperor and the consequent revisiting of the millennial reign of Christ. Yet the 
canonical discourse between reader and text continued through, not only undiminished, but 
with equal intensity and without iconoclastic responses to the authority of the document. 
Genre had allowed for a closer approximation of both the limits and exaggerations of the 
Apoc's interpretation, permitting substantial flexibility of the criteria of canonicity when the 
community of believers was pressed to defend its list of divinely inspired books. 
                                                
 81 For the "range of possibilities still open to the interpreter of the Book of Revelation," see John M. Court, 
Myth and History in the Book of Revelation, (London: SPCK, 1979), 1-19.  As Court rightly states in the 
opening paragraph of his work, "[s]ome methods of interpretation have a remarkably long history of active 
use; others have moved in and out of fashion in a way that is not unrelated to the history and internal politics 
of the Christian Church; others are comparatively modern, being based on the scientific techniques of 
nineteenth and twentieth-century criticism": ibid., 1. 
 82 Tremper Longman III, op. cit., 68. 
 83 Robert Alter, Canon and Creativity: Modern Writing and the Authority of Scripture, (New Haven: Yale 






On The Millennial Reign of Christ 
 
Introduction 
The principal reason most studies treating the Book of Revelation cannot avoid some 
reference to chiliasm is that the theology of the second coming of Christ in the Apoc is 
directly connected with a millennium.1 Nonetheless, its association with the book has often 
been over-exaggerated2 and over-exploited.3 Millennialism today, like many other ancient or 
popular icons or symbols in the postmodernist landscape4 of the 1970s and beyond, has 
become a "free loading concept."5 It too has been distorted and reinvented. In the context of 
this present investigation, however, it is a major and ever-present factor for it played a 
determining role in the early history of the Apoc's canonical adventure. Its marked influence 
extends to both the history of the interpretation of the text as well as to the history of Christian 
doctrine.6 From the standpoint of reading as a dialectical process, it is highly significant to 
keep in mind throughout this chapter that the early readers of the text were "informed" and 
active contributors "to the production of textual meaning."7 As an implication chiliasm has 
                                                
     1 Richard Bauckham addresses this point very well, arguing that "the theological point of the millennium is 
solely to demonstrate the triumph of the martyrs": see R. Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 106-108. 
     2 Graeme Goldsworthy also points this out when he writes, "...the millennium is not the central theme of 
Revelation... [i]t is one of many pieces of imagery which contribute to the overall pattern of John's revelation":  
G. Goldsworthy, The Gospel in Revelation: Gospel and Apocalypse, (UK: The Paternoster Press, 1994), 18. 
     3 For a contemporary criticism of chiliastic interpretations and theologies from a biblical perspective, see Gary 
North, Millennialism and Social Theory, (Texas: Institute for Christian Economics, 1990). 
     4 Tina Pippin's words in the context of her studies on the Book of Revelation are in themselves revealing, "[i]n 
this postmodern interdisciplinary place in which I find myself, I am often overwhelmed by the possibilities": T. 
Pippin, Apocalyptic Bodies: The Biblical End of the World in Text and Image, (New York: Routledge, 1999), 
118. 
     5 It is what Salman Rushdie, for instance, wrote recently of the usurption of Gandhi. The Mahatma's image 
was commandeered in a campaign for Apple! That Gandhi was a passionate opponent of modernity or that he 
would almost certainly have found the word processor abhorrent did not matter. "What counts" Rushdie 
continues, "is that he [Gandhi] is considered to be 'on the message', in line with the corporate philosophy of 
Apple": TIME, April 13, (1998), 77. 
     6 G. W. H. Lampe rightly states that the millenarian reign on earth was a "strong belief in the early Church" 
but which came to be "discredited through its association with Montanism" and later on "because it came to be 
regarded as a naive piece of literalism": Hubert Cunliffe-Jones (ed.), A History of Christian Doctrine, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980), 62. 






meant different things to different people, but the following definition serves our purpose for 
its conciseness: 
 
CHILIASM. The materialistic and sensual aspect of millenarianism, the belief in an 
earthly paradise lasting about one thousand years.8 
 
 
Chiliasm is from the Greek civlioi n., a thousand. The word millennium comes from the Latin 
mille, "a thousand", and annus, "year". It is the latter term, millennium, that has come to be 
more often associated with both the period and doctrine. From the start it must be made clear 
that the chiliasm that will be discussed in these pages has little to do with the religious 
movements now associated with millennialism which can assimilate the ideas of almost any 
religion or even of a secular ideology.9 Nor has it much to do with certain segments of 
Protestant denominations such as the Adventists (even less still with such groups as the 
Jehovah's Witnesses). The holders of such theology, which can also be spoken of as a 
philosophy of history in a framework of ideological discourse,10 are known as chiliasts but 
they are generally referred to as millennialists or millenarians. In the context of this chapter 
(and of the thesis as a whole) we are concerned with the so-called chiliasm of the Apoc and of 
its interpretation by the early ecclesiastical writers. The approach of what directly follows is 
influenced from the above-mentioned position of "reading as a dialectical process" between 
reader [Early Church Fathers] and the text [the Book of Revelation], that is, "confrontation as 
discursive construction."11 
 
Ciliav" [thousand]  
Of the twenty-three occurrences of the word ciliav" in the New Testament [NT] nineteen of 
these figure in the Apoc. These references point to multiples of one thousand (e.g. Lk 14:31, 
Acts 4:4, Rev 14:3). In the Book of Revelation, however, the word is also loaded with another 
                                                
     8 "Chiliasm" in The Anchor Bible Dictionary (Vol. 1), art., J. Massyngberde Ford, (New York: Doubleday, 
1992), 908. 
     9 Damian Thompson notes that some modern sociologists have applied the word millenarian to groups 
ranging from Islamic Mahdist movements and Melanesian cargo cults right through to Marxism and Nazism: D. 
Thompson, The End of Time: Faith and Fear in the Shadow of the Millennium, (Great Britain: Sinclair-
Stevenson, 1996),  xii. 
     10 If we are to understand ideology in its normative use in contemporary philosophy "for a collection of beliefs 
and values held by an individual or group for other than purely epistemic reasons" (Peter Railton, art., 
"Ideology", in The Oxford Companion To Philosophy, Ted Honderich (ed.), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1995), 392. 
     11 Stephen D. O'Leary, Arguing the Apocalypse: A Theory of Millennial Rhetoric, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994), 42. 
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meaning, the eschatological completion to do with end-time events. For example, the host of 
angels around the divine throne numbers "myriads of myriads and thousands of thousands" 
(Rev 5:11); the number of the sealed and of the redeemed is "a hundred and forty-four 
thousand" (7:4, 14:1,3); the great earthquake in Jerusalem kills "seven thousand people" 
(11:13); the heavenly Jerusalem will measure "twelve thousand stadia" in length, breadth, and 
height (21:16).  
 
Revelation 20:2-7: The Matter of the Millennial Reign of Christ 
This greatly contested pericope from which the whole question of the millennium arises 
contains no fewer than six references to a period of a thousand years. It continues to 
encourage acute debate and has been approached from diverse perspectives of interpretation 
across the centuries:12 
 
2 kai;  ejkravthsen  to;n  dravkonta,  oJ o[fi" oJ ajrcai'o",  o{"  ejstin  Diavbolo" kai; oJ
Satana'",  kai;  e[dhsen aujto;n civliav  e[th 3 kai; e[balen aujto;n eij" th;n a[busson kai;
e[kleisen  kai;  ejsfravgisen  ejpavnw  aujtou',  i{na  mh;  planhvsh/  e[ti  ta; e[qnh a[cri
telesqh'/ ta; civliav  e[th. meta; tau'ta dei' luqh'nai aujto;n mikro;n crovnon. 4 Kai; ei\don
qrovnou"  kai;  ejkavqisan  ejp! aujtou;"  kai; krivma ejdovqh aujtoi'", kai; ta;" yuca;" tw'n
pepelekismevnwn  dia;  th;n  marturivan   jIhsou'  kai;  dia;  to;n lovgon tou' qeou' kai;
oi{tine"  ouj  prosekuvnhsan  to;  qhrivon oujde; th;n eijkovna aujtou' kai; oujk e[labon to;
cavragma  ejpi;  to; mevtwpon kai; ejpi; th;n cei'ra aujtw'n.kai; e[zhsan kai; ejbasivleusan
meta;  tou'  Cristou'  civliav  e[th. 5 oiJ loipoi; tw'n nekrw'n oujk e[zhsan a[cri telesqh'/
ta;  civliav   e[th. Au{th hJ ajnavstasi" hJ prwvth. 6 makavrio" kai; a{gio" oJ e[cwn mevro"
ejn  th'/  ajnastavsei th'/ prwvth/: ejpi; touvtwn oJ deuvtero" qavnato" oujk e[cei ejxousivan,
ajll! e[sontai iJerei'" tou' qeou' kai; tou' Cristou' kai; basileuvsousin met! aujtou' ªta;º
civliav   e[th. 7 Kai;  o{tan  telesqh'/  ta;  civliav   e[th,  luqhvsetai oJ satana'" ejk th'"
fulakh'" aujtou' 
 
That this was a widely held conviction in the Ancient Church and one favoured by early 
interpreters of the Book of Revelation cannot be disputed.13 The belief was principally founded 
                                                
     12 Rev 20:2-7, taken literally, is relatively straightforward. Christ will reign on earth for a thousand years, 
together with the faithful who will share in the material spoils of His victory. A large number of diverse 
interpretations have arisen, however, because most biblical interpreters (at least since the time of Saint 
Augustine), have rejected the idea that Christ will reign on earth for a thousand years after His second coming. 
For a carefully evaluated presentation of the background and of the chief millennial views of Rev 20:2-7, see 
Millard J. Erickson, Contemporary Options in Eschatology: A Study of the Millennium, (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Book House, 1987); the position of the Eastern Orthodox Church is that of amillennialism, of which Augustine 
(AD 354-430) is considered the first major interpreter. This position denies that there is any literal Millennium 
or physical reign of Christ on earth: de Civ. Dei, xx. 7-9. The one thousand years is symbolic of that period 
between the First and Second Coming of the Messiah and of the rule of Christ through the Church, in itself a 
manifestation of the Kingdom of God: see P. N. Trempevla, Dogmatikh;; (Tom. 3), 448-452. 
     13 In the Eastern Orthodox confession, where great credence is placed on the consensus of the Fathers, this 
reality is sometimes down-played. However, the correct position for the Orthodox is that described by Michael 
Pomazansky, "[i]f it was at one time possible to express chiliastic ideas as private opinions, this was only until 
the Ecumenical Church expressed its judgement about this. But when the Second Ecumenical Council (AD 





on the reading of Rev 20:4-5, which was believed to have taught a literal reign of Christ upon 
the earth in which He would set up a kingdom for a thousand years. Nowhere else in the NT 
can a case be made for this teaching, though sometimes it is suggested that perhaps Paul 
expected a millennium when he wrote that the reign of Christ would begin with the 
resurrection of "those who belong to Christ" and continue until "the end" (1Cor 15:20-28). 
However, there is no mention at all of any length of time of that reign, and certainly no talk of 
a 'thousand years'. Isbon T. Beckwith's detailed response against those who would assign to 
Paul a belief in the millennium similar to that found in Jewish apocalyptic and in the 
Revelation of John on the basis of 1Cor 15:20-28 remains superior. His conclusion is worthy 
of quotation in full: 
 
In reading this entire passage in Corinthians we must keep in mind that Paul sees the 
End as a whole; with a true prophetic vision which reaches across a timeless interval he 
seizes here the whole final issue summed in one. He forms neither for himself nor for us 
a program of processes and movements in a succession of ages. Though millenniums 
may be conceived to intervene between one step and another in the progress of the 
kingdom toward its completion, for him all is projected upon the one background of the 
End. What he sees, and probably all that he would have his readers see, is the certain, 
absolute triumph of the 'kingdom of Christ and of God' (Eph. 5:5), and the inheritance 
that there awaits the Christian.14 
 
 
In Other Jewish Writings 
But this is not to say that the idea or concept of a blessed time that precedes the last 
judgement is not found elsewhere in Jewish writings of the NT period: there are clear 
parallels.15 The millenarian Weltanschauung, the idea of a messianic kingdom which will 
precede the consummation and the coming reign of God, is found in Eth. Enoch 91:12-17, 
93:1-14; Sib. 3, 652-660; 2Esd. 7:28-33; Syr. Bar. 29:3, 30:1-5, 40:3. It develops an older 
view of the hope for the future deliverance and the restoration of the monarchy by a Davidic 
                                                                                                                                              
reign of Christ and introduced into the very Symbol of Faith the words concerning Christ: And His Kingdom 
will have no end- it became no longer permissible at all for an Orthodox Christian to hold these opinions": M. 
Pomazansky, Orthodox Dogmatic Theology, (California: Saint Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1994), 344. 
     14 Isbon T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1919), 100. 
     15 An explicit parallel which Bruce M. Metzger calls "striking", but more than a century earlier, comes from 
the apocryphal book of Tobit c. 170 BC. Tobit's 'prayer of rejoicing' (13:1ff.) contains a poetic passage which is 
strongly reminiscent of the Seer's description of the New Jerusalem (Rev 21:18-21). The pious author of the 
apocryphal work writes in part, "Jerusalem will be built with sapphires and emeralds, and her walls with 
precious stones, and her towers and battlements with pure gold. The streets of Jerusalem will be paved with 
beryl and ruby and stone of Ophir" (Tob 13:16-17). See B. Metzger, An Introduction to the Apocrypha, (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1977), 166. 
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king,16 but it has now been combined to that of a universal judgement, resurrection and the 
new aeon.17 Eth. Enoch speaks of the "week of righteousness", which can be understood as 
"the sabbath" or "the rest", but for Esdras the prophesied messianic kingdom would be a 
duration of "four hundred years." OT passages frequently cited for the reign of righteousness 
on earth are: Isa 2, 9:6-7, 63:1-6, 65-66; Jer 23:5-6, 30:8-11; Dan 2:44, 7:13-14; Hos 3:4-5; 
Amos 9:11-15; Mic 4:1-8; Zeph 3:14-20; Zech 8:1-8, 14:1-9. John J. Collins commenting on 
Dan 2:44 informs us that "the idea of a definitive lasting kingdom is now attested in a 
Babylonian source from the sixth century, the Uruk Prophecy."18 
 
The Thousand Years: To be taken literally or not? 
The Seer of Patmos, as is customary with his unique brand of literary borrowing,19 has 
absorbed from the Jewish apocalyptic tradition the theology of a temporary messianic reign 
on earth before the Last Judgement and the New Creation (cf. 2Bar. 40:3; 2Esd. 7:28-9; 
b.Sanh.99a). But as with his other unique adaptations (for example the Nero redivivus and 
endtyrant traditions),20 he has constructed a doctrinal framework to suit his own 
eschatological projections. As Richard Bauckham has written, John gives the whole picture of 
the millennium a well-defined and specific function, "to depict an essential aspect of his 
concept of the victory of the martyrs over the beast."21 But the whole problem that arose then 
(as indeed it still does now), is if this picture is supposed to be taken literally, that it is a 
prophecy of an actual period of a thousand years in the future history of the world.22    
                                                
     16 This is best amplified in the Isaianic prophecies of the birth of the Messianic king (Isa 9:1-7, 11:1-16). As 
Barry Webb writes, "[t]his oracle of salvation (9:2-7) is clearly the climax of the whole movement from 
darkness to light in 8:1- 9:7... this oracle points directly to the coming of the Messiah, the great  Son of David 
and the true light": B. Webb, The Message of Isaiah, (Leicester: IVP Press, 1996), 68f. 
     17 "Number" in DNTT (Vol. 2), art. Colin Brown, (USA: The Zondervan Corporation, 1986), 701. 
     18 "This is an ex eventu prophecy", Collins continues, "that extols a king 'who will establish judgements for the 
land' and restore the shrines of Uruk": John J. Collins, Daniel [Hermeneia], (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 
170f. 
     19 Charles Homer Giblin puts this into good perspective in the context of the Seer's use of the OT at least, 
"[a]lthough Revelation never really quotes the Bible, it refers to or alludes to biblical passages more often than 
does the rest of the New Testament as a whole. John supposed that his hearers were familiar with it [OT], 
especially with the prophetic books": C. H. Giblin, The Book of Revelation: The Open Book of Prophecy, 
(Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1991), 7f. [italics added] 
     20 For a critical survey of the history of the interpretation of Antichrist and the Seer's adaptation of that 
tradition, see M. G. Michael, Thesis: Chapter VIII. 
     21 Bauckham, Theology, 108. 
     22 ibid.; consider also Paul Tillich who connects the millennial symbol to the NT concept of kairos, "Tillich's 
insight on the meaning of the millennium was his understanding of Rev 20:1-10 as a rich, imaginative 
expression of the notion of kairos": Quoted from Raymond F. Bulman, The Lure of the Millennium, (New 





If, however, the image is taken literally, as Bauckham writes, who has expressed views on 
this matter as sober as those of any scholar in recent decades, the "millennium becomes 
incomprehensible",23 which would then make it an almost impossible task of limiting it to its 
function, namely that of communicating an other worldly reality rather than the description of 
its actual realization: 
 
But there is no more need to take it [the millennium] literally than to suppose that the 
sequences of judgements (the seals-openings, the trumpets, the bowls), are literal 
predictions. John no doubt expected there to be judgements, but his descriptions of them 
are imaginative schemes designed to depict the meaning of the judgments. John 
expected the martyrs to be vindicated, but the millennium depicts the meaning, rather 
than predicting the manner of their vindication.24 
 
 
Why Chiliasm Flourished as a Theology in the Ancient Church 
The chief reasons that encouraged chiliasm to flourish as a theology during the early history 
of the Church combined in a unique way to forge an eschatological mind-set that would 
influence the interpretation of the Apoc for well over two centuries. The early holders of this 
view lived in an age of persecution. It is not quite correct, however, to refer to them 
collectively as the "Chiliasts" for they were certainly more than that, and it is this appellation 
that has sometimes exaggerated the movement or wrongly presented it as homogenous.25 This 
was a period in the life of the Church for which they initially thought that the Apoc was 
written, a view certainly not discouraged by the reading of the book. The persecution 
language in the Book of Revelation when compared to other apocalyptic literature is far more 
pronounced.26 We find in the Apoc, what I have elsewhere referred to, as a language of 
martyrdom.27 For example, and this list is only representative: ai|ma (6:10,12, 8:8, 11:6, 
12:11, 14:20, 16:3,4, 18:24, 19:2);  japoktanqw'sin (13:15);  ajpektavnqh  (2:13); 
ajpoqnhvskonte" (14:13);  japoktevnei (11:7);  japoktevnnesqai (6:11);  ejsfagmevnwn (6:9, 
18:24); qlivyei (1:9); qlivyew" (7:14); qlivyin (2:9,10,22); marturivan (1:2,9, 6:9, 11:7, 12:17, 
19:10, 20:4); mavrtu" (1:5, 2:13, 3:14);  martuvrwn (17:6, 22:20);  pavscein (2:10); 
                                                                                                                                              
of Revelation 20 is far from utopian. To the contrary, it was meant as an actual warning against utopianism": 
ibid. 
     23 Bauckham, loc. cit. 
     24 ibid. 
     25 Consider for example the differing positions on something as fundamental as the place of the New 
Jerusalem in the order of events: Iren., Adv. haer. 5.35.2 contra Tert., Adv. Marc. 3.24.3. Or even as to the 
proximity of the millennium itself: Just., Dial. Try. 28 contra Lact., Div. inst. 7.25. 
     26 M. G. Michael, Thesis: 210-214. 
   27 ibid. 
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pepelekismevnwn (20:4); peirasqh'te (2:10); povlemon (9:7,9, 11:7, 12:17, 13:7, 16:14, 19:19, 
20:8); ptw'ma, (11:8,9);  fulakh;n (2:10).28 
 
It is paramount that this reality of oppression is not glossed over by the purported lack of 
documentary evidence29 nor by some of the more popular applications of rhetorical theories 
of apocalyptic discourse (including that of gender). To do this would be to open the book to a 
whole group of bizarre and fantastic interpretations which are simply not there.30 As David 
Aune has importantly pointed out (not denying that orality played a major part in the 
composition of the Apoc), many modern assumptions about the nature of ancient texts are 
misleading because "literature and rhetoric were closely connected in the ancient world."31 
The feature which linked these two genres of ancient reading was the fact that these particular 
texts would invariably be read aloud (a fact of which their authors were not incognizant). And 
it has already been documented how in such writings the terms "hear" and "read" are 
frequently used as synonyms, "a phenomenon which occurs in Revelation 1:3."32 A similar 
assumption, but from the approach of a different interpretation which equally serves to 
diminish the reality of the realized violence of the communities to which the Apoc is 
addressed, is to simply locate the book onto diverse templates of protest literature.33 Now, as 
Aune again points out (in the context of literary and social function), this may not be 
incorrectly understood, yet: 
 
it is precisely this aspect of apocalyptic literature [the protest] most often hidden from the 
view of modern scholars and in many cases irrecoverable.34 
                                                
   28 ibid. 
 
     29 When scholars begin their review of ancient literature for signs of the early persecution of the Church they 
will often underestimate or even overlook the evidence from within the NT itself. An example is found even in 
Adela Yarbro Collins' widely acknowledged study, Crisis and Catharsis: The Power of the Apocalypse, 
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1984), 69f.  Good evidence from First Peter (4:12-13,17) and Epistle to 
the Hebrews (10:32-34, 11:36-38, 13:23), is quickly dismissed. 
     30 A telling example would be Tina Pippin's previously cited Apocalyptic Bodies (1999), wherein she presents 
a survey of recent representations of "apocalypse" (which is defined as "anxiety over and preparation for the end 
of time") in modern texts, art, music, and popular culture. Some fantastic conclusions of readings of the Apoc 
are: a narrative written by someone on hallucinogenic drugs, (p. 97), the joy of apocalyptic sex and 
homoeroticism (p. 117ff.), the question is even asked whether the Apocalypse is pornographic (p. 92f.). 
     31 David E. Aune, "The Apocalypse of John and the Problem of Genre", Sem 36, (1986), 77. 
     32  ibid. 
     33 But as Pablo Richard has shown in "a fine example of Liberation Hermeneutics" (F. F. Segovia), the 
powerful element of social protest can be retained at the highest level of the hermeneusis of the Apoc without 
diminishing the reality of persecution experienced by the early communities to which the book was addressed: 
see P. Richard, Apocalypse: A People's Commentary on the Book of Revelation, (New York: Orbis Books, 
1995), 3-5. 





More recently (encouraged by the millennial fervour that our generation has just witnessed)35 
some impressive and some not so impressive literature has appeared attempting to interpret 
the millennium theology of the Book of Revelation and of apocalyptic in general. The more 
sober and more useful of these works36 have approached these millennial matters from 




The Seer himself was exiled on the isle of Patmos "on account [dia; to;n lovgon] of the word 
of God and testimony [marturivan] of Jesus" (Rev 1:9). He also "share[s]" [sugkoinwno;"] in 
the "tribulation" [th'/ qlivyei] and the "patient endurance" [uJpomonh'/] (1:9). He exhorts the 
faithful of the churches to resist any attempt to make them give up their faith. The description 
of the compulsory worship of the beast (Rev 13) is a direct reference to the imperial cult of 
Rome and to emperor worship.38 At a historically precise time in the life of the Church when 
                                                
     35 Note, for example, Raymond F. Bulman's refreshing admission in the preface to his book: op. cit., xi. 
     36 Such works would include: Gary North's, Millennialism and Social Theory, (Texas: Institute for Christian 
Economics, 1990), which offers a biblically based critique of humanistic social theories that have usurped the 
unique version of the Christian millennium. Stephen D. O'Leary's well presented study, Arguing the 
Apocalypse: A Theory of Millennial Rhetoric, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), is a critical historical 
approach from the perspective of rhetorical theory and criticism. Damian Thompson's, The End of Time: Faith 
and Fear in the Shadow of the Millennium, (Great Britain: Sinclair-Stevenson, 1996), is a strong survey of 
millenarian and apocalyptic traditions approached from an "End of Time" context which the author argues "is 
one of the great driving forces of history" (xv). Jacques M. Chevalier, in a highly original work, A Postmodern 
Revelation: Signs of Astrology and the Apocalypse, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997), argues that 
the heavenly imagery of the Book of Revelation is the key to the Apoc's interpretation and that it should be 
sought in the disciplines of ancient astromythicism and contemporary semiotics. Richard Kyle, Awaiting the 
Millennium: A History of End-Time Thinking, (Leicester: IVP, 1998), is an accessible presentation from the 
descriptive history approach but (as the author himself admits, has little critique of end-time views (11). Ulrich 
H. J. Körtner's, The End of the World: A Theological Interpretation, (Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 
1995), [orig. publ. as Weltangst und Weltende, 1988], is an acknowledged work which deals with the theology 
and philosophy of apocalypticism (starting from a phenomenological description) in order to develop a 
"theological theory of apocalyptic world anxiety" (21). Thomas Robbins' and Susan J. Palmer's edited 
contribution, Millennium, Messiahs, and Mayhem: Contemporary Apocalyptic Movements, (New York: 
Routledge, 1997), is a collection of engaging essays from a variety of millennial perspectives which range 
across the political and social spectrums. Raymond F. Bulman provides an insightful discussion in his book: op. 
cit., The Lure. He starts from the belief that the millennium is a symbolic moment witnessing to the power of 
grace in history and that it has been taken over by apocalyptic literalism. Mention should also be made of the 
Apostolic Letter of Pope John Paul II, Tertio Millennio Adveniente, (1994), inspired by Heb 13:8 and the 
theology of the Incarnation as the prerequisite for the sending of the Holy Spirit. 
     37 O'Leary, loc. cit. 
     38 There is general agreement among commentators that the imperial cult looms large in the pages of the Apoc 
and that Chapter 13 is a thinly veiled attack on emperor-worship. It is not difficult to reach such conclusion for 
the Seer of Patmos presents to both his readers and listeners vital indications throughout his work. Dominique 
Cuss, Imperial Cult and Honorary Terms in the New Testament, (Fribourg: Fribourg University Press, 1974), 
has further corroborated, particularly through in-depth expositions on the 'Blasphemous Titles' of the First Beast 
and the Legend of 'Nero Redivivus', that this scholarly consensus is the correct one. A decade later S. R. F. 
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Christians were tempted to compromise their faith in order to avoid suffering, the Apoc 
constantly calls for endurance and steadfastness;39 and importantly, it extended the promise of 
an everlasting ecstatic rapture (Rev 21, 22). The celebrated pericope cited also by Origen in 
the context of a discussion on the entrance of souls into divine things,40 is the great 
declaration "from the loud voice from the throne" (as the holy city prepared as a bride comes 
down out of heaven from God) of the promise of the "new heaven" and the "new earth" when 
the "former things [including mourning, crying, and pain], have passed away":  
 
1 Kai; ei\don oujrano;n kaino;n kai; gh'n kainhvn. oJ ga;r prw'to" oujrano;" kai; hJ prwvth 
gh'  ajph'lqan  kai;  hJ  qavlassa  oujk  e[stin  e[ti. 2  kai;  th;n  povlin  th;n  aJgivan 
 jIerousalh;m  kainh;n  ei\don  katabaivnousan   ejk  tou'   oujranou'  ajpo;  tou'  qeou'
hJtoimasmevnhn  wJ"  nuvmfhn  kekosmhmevnhn  tw'/ ajndri; aujth'". 3 kai; h[kousa fwnh'"
megavlh"  ejk  tou'  qrovnou  legouvsh": ijdou; hJ skhnh; tou' qeou' meta; tw'n ajnqrwvpwn,
kai;  skhnwvsei met! aujtw'n, kai;  aujtoi; laoi; aujtou' e[sontai, kai; aujto;" oJ qeo;" met!
aujtw'n e[stai ªaujtw'n qeov"º, 4 kai; ejxaleivyei pa'n davkruon ejk tw'n ojfqalmw'n aujtw'n,
kai; oJ qavnato" oujk e[stai e[ti ou[te pevnqo" ou[te kraugh; ou[te povno" oujk e[stai e[ti,
ªo{tiº ta; prw'ta ajph'lqan. (Rev 21:1-4) 
 
 
These were years of a realized physical and mental suffering for the believers, who lived in 
fear of imprisonment, torture, and even death. Though it appears more historically accurate to 
view these outbreaks of persecution as intermittent and short-lived,41 there is equally no doubt 
that they occurred over a long period of time, that they were severe and that they were ordered 
by Rome.42 Chiliasm offered an idealistic and interiorized way out of the sponsored fear that 
                                                                                                                                              
Price, in a landmark study (Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1984), established by sound reference of the primary sources and critical 
evaluation of secondary material, confirmed the earlier conclusions of Cuss. In one part he states, "[t]he 
interpretation of Revelation in general and of this passage (Ch. 13) in particular is notoriously controversial, but 
there is general agreement that the work refers at least in part to contemporary circumstances and has special 
reference to Asia... [t]he beast from the sea clearly represents the power of Rome, and the second beast 
symbolizes a local authority concerned with the worship of the beast from the sea. Disagreement over the 
interpretation arises when one tries to go beyond these agreed and obvious points": ibid., 196f. 
     39 John Gager's analysis of the operation of "catastrophe and redemption" in the Book of Revelation is a 
helpful one. It argues for a binary pattern of alternating symbols of good and evil, hope and despair: John Gager, 
Kingdom and Community: The Social World of Early Christianity, (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1975), 55.  
     40 Contra Cels.  6.23. 
     41 Some scholars will speak of the toleration of the Jewish religion under the Romans, but as Peter Garnsey 
says, "[t]he Roman beneficium to the Jews, however, was not secure; it had to be renewed with every change of 
government. Moreover, those Romans who were friendly to the Jews were guided primarily by political 
considerations, not moral principles. And the initiative always came from the Jewish side": W. J. Sheils (ed.), 
Persecution and Toleration, 10. 
     42 For the particulars, given the range of the conflicting evidence, we cannot be dogmatic. The sources are, 
nevertheless, definite on this: at one time between the reigns of Nero and Domitian, Rome directly assaulted the 
Christian church and many Christians were killed. For sources to do with the persecutions of the immediate 





the state could inspire, it was in a sense, a deadening of the pain of persecution. The early 
Christians released the angst of their oppression by focussing their anger and frustrations on 
the institutions and leaders that threatened and harassed them. This was also an internalised 
need, a psychological retreat, which was supremely met by the Apoc. John Gager would call 
this the Book of Revelation's "therapeutic function".43 The salient imagery supplied by the 
Seer, with its uncompromising portrayal of the overthrow of the satanic powers and the 
establishment of a new world order, was particularly compelling to the first "informed 
readers" of the book. Not unlike the Book of Exodus many centuries before it, the Apoc 
brought to the people of the New Covenant the promise of deliverance. The text, like the early 
community itself, "oscillates", as Stephen D. O'Leary has characteristically said, "...between 
terror and triumph."44 
 
                                                                                                                                              
209. This persecution was widespread in the sense that it could break out anywhere in the Empire. The mistake 
has been made however, to equate 'widespread' with the extent of the persecution. Though disputed it is possible 
that "a legal disposition against Christianity existed in the 1st century even though it did not determine specific 
rules on procedure": Joseph Plescia, "Why Were the Early Christians Persecuted", LatL (1971), 120. Here is 
another way of explaining the apparent contradiction between secular and Christian sources. There is strong 
evidence that accords with the uncoordinated course of Rome, the wavering of the Emperors, and the impulses 
of the local governing authorities and prefects, that there were periods of respite (Clem. Epsit. Cor. V, Plin. 
Letters 10:96-97). This would explain the two almost differing reports that have come down to us concerning 
the policy and behaviour of Domitian. Is it not possible that there were waves of persecution? Both Hegesippus 
and Tertullian speak of Domitian rescinding from his actions and of "peace being established" (Hist. Eccl. 3. 20, 
Apology V). Furthermore, Lactantius also writes that for a time Domitian "ruled in safety" (De mortibus 
persecutorum III). Each group emphasized that part of the history of the primitive Church that was relevant or 
significant for them. For the greater part this has been the practice of the universal chronicler. G. R. Elton 
writes, "[t]emperaments differ: some historians like to see 'profound significance' (usually of a morally based 
kind) at every turn; others take a delight in discovering only the commonplace or petty or accidental... [p]erhaps 
the historian's most difficult handicap- much worse than any mere prejudice- lies in his inevitable hindsight": G. 
R. Elton, The Practice of History, (1967), 127. It is this apparent 'indecisiveness' of our records that has led to 
much argument and unnecessary exaggeration of conclusions. Apologetic rhetoric on the one side, and 
academic resolve on the other, has clouded the alternate and most likely path that our sources point to: a 
widespread and violent persecution, encouraged and supported by Rome, at the caprice of local governing 
authorities, and of limited durations. An 'indecisiveness' which is also hinted at by the Seer himself through his 
use of the aor. subj., notably in 13:15,  ªi{naº  o{soi  eja;n  mh;  proskunhvswsin  th'/  eijkovni tou' qhrivou 
ajpoktanqw'sin. Christianity was especially signalled out on account, that unlike Judaism for example, it was a 
religio without a political basis, "hence a superstitio under political suspicion": Joseph Plescia, art. cit., 123. 
They (the tribulations), are both present and future, for the author of the Book of Revelation understands them 
in the context of the eschatological ordeal (and so the mixture of grammatical tenses of time). For the use by the 
author of the Apoc of the durative, aoristic, futural, and perfective categories, see G. Mussies' exhaustive work, 
The Morphology of Koine Greek: As used in the Apocalypse of  St. John, (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971), 330-349. 
A persecution 'that was', 'and is', and 'will be' (a time frame familiar to the Seer, cf. Rev 17:11). G. Mussies 
writes of the "shifts of time" in the Apoc. He attributes these 'shifts' to the apocalyptic genre: ibid., 349.  
     43 Gager, loc. cit. 
     44 Stephen D. O'Leary, Arguing the Apocalypse: A Theory of Millennial Rhetoric, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994), 69.  
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The Prediction of the Assuagement 
This idea, then, the prediction of the assuagement of the oppressed as experienced by the 
Early Church community, can be understood as a displacement or projection of an archetypal 
or collective nature. It can be viewed in terms of an acute internal conflict which is not 
resolved as an interior situation in its own realm, but experienced vicariously as if it were 
encouraged by an outside reality, an actual political or cosmic struggle. This is not a simple 
personal event about the idiosyncrasies of an eccentric writer or a private individual. It is 
rather, as J. N. H. Perkins describes a violent upheaval of a very deep archetypal origin, non-
personal and as interiorly objective as outer social-political or cosmic events are themselves.45 
This does not mean that there is no connection to outward things, as some interpreters of the 
Apoc have wanted to imply.46 That would be something akin to the "belief in the dream as a 
revelation" that we readily meet with in the literature of the ancient Near East, "and is present 
in our earliest Greek documents, the poems of Homer."47 
 
A few years before the First World War, Carl Jung (1875-1961), the famous Swiss 
psychiatrist and psychologist, dreamed of oceans of blood flooding Europe but not touching 
Switzerland. He feared insanity until the war broke out. But the dream was not so much a 
forecast of outer events, as an access to the inner psychic-spiritual situation that eventually 
gave rise to the outer catastrophe. The displacement is not from simply personal conscious 
things to a larger sphere, but an exterior version of an interior objective event. Another 
example could focus on the Russian messianism literature of the 1800’s and the sociological 
and political consequences of that movement, evident for instance in the work of 
Dostoyevsky.48 The question regarding such things, Perkins explains from the psychotherapist 
perspective, is not whether they are true, but where, or on what level they are properly valid.49 
                                                
     45 For the helpful commentary and academic references to Carl Jung that follow, I am especially indebted to 
the Jungian psychotherapist, John N. H. Perkins, B.D. From: "John N. H. Perkins" <baracks@pluto.njcc.com> 
Date: Wed 28 Apr 1999, Subject: C. G. Jung, To: "Michael George Michael" 
<mgmichael@shoalhaven.net.au>. 
   46 This becomes especially problematic if we move outside the original intent of the author (of which there 
is general agreement) and seek to impose 20th century meta-readings on his text. Gender analysis is a 
prominent example which is connected to a critique of patriarchal religion. And so, for instance, Sonia 
Johnson, "an ex-Mormon radical feminist… preaches a message of lesbian apocalypticism": cited in Robins and 
Palmer (eds), op. cit., 162f. 
 
   47 "Dreams in Ancient Greece", in Richard L. Gregory (ed.), The Oxford Companion to the Mind, (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1987), 203. Note especially the distinction between "significant" and "non-
significant dreams". 
 
   48 Geir Kjetsaa, Fyodor Dostoyevsky: A Writer’s Life, (London: Viking Penguin, 1987), 249-261. 
 





The rivers of blood episode is recounted in Jung's autobiography and it is worthy here of 
quotation in full: 
 
In October, while I was alone on a journey, I was suddenly seized by an overpowering 
vision: I saw a monstrous flood covering all the northern and low-lying lands between 
the North Sea and the Alps.  When it came up to Switzerland I saw that the mountains 
grew higher and higher to protect our country.  I realized that a frightful catastrophe was 
in progress. I saw the mighty yellow waves, the floating rubble of civilization, and the 
drowned bodies of uncounted thousands. Then the whole sea turned to blood. The vision 
lasted about an hour. I was perplexed and nauseated, and ashamed of my weakness. Two 
weeks passed and then the vision recurred, under the same conditions, even more vividly 
than before, and the blood was more emphasized. An inner voice spoke, 'Look at it well; 
it is wholly real and will be so. You cannot doubt it.' That winter someone asked me 
what I thought about the political prospects of the world in the near future. I replied that 
I had no thoughts on the matter, but that I saw rivers of blood. I asked myself whether 
these visions pointed to a revolution, but could not really imagine anything of the sort. 
And so I drew the conclusion that they had to do with me myself, and decided that I was 
menaced by a psychosis. The idea of war did not occur to me at all. Soon afterward, in 
the spring and early summer of 1914, I had a thrice repeated dream that in the middle of 
the summer an Arctic cold wave descended and froze the land to ice. I saw, for example, 
the whole of Lorraine and its canals frozen and the entire region totally deserted by 
human beings. All living green things were killed by the frost. This dream came in April 
and May, and for the last time in June 1914. In the third dream frightful cold had again 
descended from out of the cosmos. This dream, however, had an unexpected end. There 
stood a leaf-bearing tree, but without fruit (my tree of life, I thought), whose leaves had 
been transformed by the effects of the frost into sweet grapes full of healing juices. I 
plucked the grapes and gave them to a large waiting crowd. . .  On August 1, the world 
war broke out. Now my task was clear: I had to understand what had happened and to 
what extent my own experience coincided with that of mankind in general.50   
 
 
Interpreters of the Apoc in the Second and Third Centuries 
A good number of the Apoc's interpreters in the second and third centuries held to a chiliastic 
conviction.51 They believed that the Christians who had already died would rise from the 
grave when Christ returned to earth, and, together with the believers who were still alive, 
inherit an earthly paradise and reign with Christ for a thousand years. The martyrs would hold 
                                                
     50 The rivers of blood episode is recounted in his autobiography, C. G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections. 
Recorded and edited by Aniela Jaffe, (New York: Random House & Pantheon Books, 1961-73), 175-6.  
[section on Autumn of 1913]: Chapter titled "Confrontation with the Unconscious"; John A Sanford, Mystical 
Christianity: A Psychological Commentary on the Gospel of John, (New York: Crossroad, 1993). Sanford is 
one of the best thinkers to interpret Jung from the Christian point of view; Freud expressed a similar dread 
during WWI: "I and my contemporaries will never again see a joyous world. It is all too hideous." See Giovanni 
Costigan, Sigmund Freud: A Short Biography, (London: Macmillan Co., 1967), 195. 
     51 Michael Pomazansky, a Russian Orthodox theologian, admits to the reality of this interpretation and lists 
some of these writers (which is sometimes difficult for an eastern interpreter to concede without some type of 
further qualification): see Michael Pomazansky, Orthodox Dogmatic Theology, [trans. Seraphim Rose], 
(California: Saint Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1997), 341-344. 
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the great distinction of all the loyal believers in this new age of material prosperity. Such an 
eschatological expectation, when surrounded and compressed by the uncertainties and 
injustices of the present age, was a future prospect that was welcomed. The great restoration 
would come, albeit through great and unimaginable suffering for those who would remain 
steadfast and endure according to the promise of the prophecy (Rev 2:7, 6:9, 7:13, 22:1-9).52 
The compression of uncertainty and the evolution from hellfire warning to victorious 
proclamation from within the context of a "fluid succession of presents"53 (as Joyce himself 
says of his well-known work), is a key element of the Dubliner's semi-auto-biographical 
novel, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916). Now, this is clearly not the place for 
me to launch into a critical analysis of Joyce's technique of stream of consciousness and the 
coining of word blends,54 but an argument could be made of his use of time and space and his 
obvious demonstration to immerse the reader into his own emerging consciousness as 
comparative techniques with the Apoc.55 However, what has also struck me at times, is the 
proximity of Joyce's philosophical understanding of time throughout his works in connection 
to Augustine's own theological concept of the eternal present.56 This is of noticeable interest, 
because as we know, Augustine was one of the great supporters and interpreters of the Book 
of Revelation.57 This brief excursus might appear to be exaggerating the point, but I may have 
found some good support in Jean-Pierre Prévost:  
 
To penetrate the world of the Apocalypse is to enter into a fantastic universe in which 
symbols are linked or clash, without ever giving the reader a break. It is almost like a 
twentieth-century video-clip.58 
                                                
     52 P. S. Minear has written with good clarity what these "promises" suggest as to the view of the Church 
which are established on "John's vision of Jerusalem": Paul S. Minear, Horizons of Christian Community, (St. 
Louis: The Bethany Press, 1959), 70-73. 
     53 See Alter's fascinating discussion of James Joyce's connection to the Bible (especially the literature of 
ancient Israel) as a "fundamental allusive matrix": Robert Alter, Canon and Creativity: Modern Writing and the 
Authority of Scripture, (New Haven: Yale University Press), 151-183. 
     54 See "Stream of Consciousness" in Literary Terms: Dictionary, Karl Beckson and Arthur Ganz, (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1975), 240f; for an interesting 'apocalyptic' reference to James Joyce's "Molly 
Bloom" in Ulysses, see Eugen Weber, Apocalypses: Prophesies, Cults, and Millennial Beliefs through the Ages, 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999), 198. 
     55 Of course, it should be stressed here, that the author of the Book of Revelation is very much concerned with 
order and differs from "the seemingly random mingling of thoughts" that has come to characterize the stream of 
consciousness movement: Beckson, op. cit., 240. What I am looking at is more of the effect, consequence and 
goal, rather than the technique per se. 
     56 For Saint Augustine and the eternal present, see Confessions, Bk 11.20. See also Bertrand Russell, History 
of Western Philosophy, (London: Routledge, 1991), 351-353. I should add that Augustine was the middle name 
of James Joyce! 
     57 "For which reason also the Apostle John writes to the seven churches (Rev 1:4), showing in that way that he 
writes to the totality of the one Church": De civ. Dei. 17.4. 





The Unpredictable Realm of the Early Christian Communities 
The Christian communities, similarly to the persecuted Orthodox many centuries later under 
the murderous Bolshevik/ Stalinist regime,59 were at once subject to other menaces that all the 
denizens of the Roman Empire had to face. The classics scholar, U. E. Paoli, has written of 
the assault to the senses even from an architectural standpoint, "[m]ost people fail to 
appreciate how constantly and completely the appearance of ancient Rome changed, that 
within a very short period it might alter out of all recognition."60 Civil wars and the threat of 
the Empire disintegrating from internal insurrection served to further tensions between Rome 
and the minorities. Awful plagues, as well, lasted for years and severe famines struck the 
Empire.61 The rebellion of the Jews against Rome that began in AD 66 culminating in the 
merciless attack on Jerusalem and the destruction of the magnificent Temple in AD 70 
(famously described by Josephus in the Wars),62 would also leave an indelible mark on the 
collective consciousness of the early community of the faithful.63 On another front, the 
Empire itself had to face external threats as enemy armies made forays into its extensive 
borders. In the third century the Goths proved ominous, taking the Roman province of Dacia 
and crossing the Danube to rule its entire territory through to the Black Sea. Illyricum and 
Thrace were plundered and burned; at around this time, Matthew Bunson says, "Asia Minor 
was wide open for pillage and treasure."64 Raids were carried through to Chalcedon, which 
was burned, to Bithynia, Ephesus, Nicomedia, Cappadocia, other major cities. Such was their 
threatening presence that in the fourth century the raiders were permitted to live within the 
empire itself, but more revolts followed.65 Here, too, Christians were at risk of losing their 
lives and of being called to give "testimony of Jesus" [th;n marturivan  jIhsou'] (Rev 1:9), as 
                                                
   59 See Edvard Radzinsky, Stalin, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1996), 237f; see the same work throughout 
for the author's brilliant glimpses into the Bolshevik use of apocalyptic narrative and Stalin's rhetorical 
intimations of the Apoc. The paranoid Soviet leader had studied the Book of Daniel and the Book of Revelation 
as a seminarian; see also Michael Bourdeaux, Patriarch and Prophets: Persecution of the Russian Orthodox 
Church, (London: Mowbrays, 1970). 
 
   60 Ugo Enrico Paoli, Rome: Its People, Life and Customs, (London: Bristol Classical Press, 1992), 292. 
 
   61 For a list of these disasters that the Seer, himself, might have been referring to in his own prophecy, see J. 
Massyngberde Ford, Revelation, (New York: Doubleday, 1975), 108f. 
 
   62 The Works of Flavius Josephus, trans. William Whiston, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1984), Vol. I, 351ff; it 
is not without significance that the writings of Josephus initially forgotten by "the Jewish community… were preserved 
in the Christian Church": ibid., Foreword. 
 
   63 Notwithstanding the difficult issue to do with the dating of the Four Gospels, see Matt 24, Mk 13, Lk 
21:20-36; for perspectives on the question of date, cf. Karabidovpoulo", op. cit., 113-184, and John 
Robinson, Redating the New Testament, (Great Britain: XPRESS Reprints, 1993), 1-30. 
 
     64 Matthew Bunson, Encyclopedia of the Roman Empire, (New York: Facts On File, 1994), 185. 
     65 ibid. 
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were faithful communities afterwards.66 For these "first urban Christians"67 the desert was yet 
to become the 'not of this world'68 option, nor was it a simple matter of crossing the border. 
Lactantius (AD c. 240-320), the "Christian Cicero",69 writes of the devastation that these early 
believing communities must have felt "as the end of this world approaches" and of the 
prophetic presentiment of the change of the empires. And similarly to the Seer of Patmos 
before him, uses especially the Danielic apocalyptic mise en scène to describe the "dread[s]" 
(Dan 7, 8): 
 
And my mind dreads to relate it, but I will relate it, because it is about to happen... the 
cause of this desolation and confusion will be this; because the Roman name, by which 
the world is now ruled, will be taken away from the earth, and the government return to 




In considering such outside perils in the context of the "sixth bowl" (Rev 16:12-16), 
Massyngberde Ford reminds us "war" appears as one of the "curses" in both the Levitical and 
Deuteronomic lists. "However", she continues, "the irony of the sixth bowl lies in the fact that 
on at least two occasions water "stood still" so that the Israelites could pass over safely."71 
This good news, of course, could not escape the attention of the believing "communities of 
the Last Days",72 for they were absorbed in the literature and drama of the OT and could 
make the necessary prophetic associations. Eugen Weber's generalization in this context of 
eschatological conviction at a time of crisis is manifestly correct and well documented across 
the centuries when he writes (following Henri Focillon), that "periods of dislocations and 
societies that are deeply troubled tend to give an apocalyptic interpretation to history."73 Or as 
                                                
   66 "Before it was the general custom to count the years from the birth of Christ", Ricciotti informs us, "many 
Christian communities used a system which reckoned from the age of the martyrs-beginning with the first year of 
Diocletian's rule": Giuseppe Ricciotti, The Age of Martyrs: Christianity from Diocletian to Constantine, (USA: 
Barnes and Noble Books, 1992), v. 
 
   67 Wayne A. Meeks, The First Urban Christians: The Social World of the Apostle Paul, (London: Yale 
University Press, 1983). 
 
   68 Monasticism flowered "with the conversion of the Empire": Derwas J. Chitty, The Desert A City, (New 
York: SVS Press, 1966), 2. 
 
     69 See Elizabeth DePalma Digeser, The Making of a Christian Empire: Lactantius and Rome, (London: 
Cornell University Press, 2000), 58-63. 
     70 Div. Inst. 7.15; also see Wilhelm Bousset, The Antichrist Legend, trans. A. H. Keane, (Atlanta: Scholars 
Press, 1999), 79-82, for Lactantius' theological motivations as he surveyed his compressing environment. 
   71 Massyngberde Ford, op. cit., 273. 
 
   72 The title of C. Marvin Pate's informative recent study, Communities of the Last Days: The Dead Sea 
Scrolls, the New Testament & the Story of Israel, (Leicester: Apollos, 2000).  
 






R. E. Clements says after his reading of the famous Isaianic promise (Isa 11:6-9), "[i]t is the 
ending of violence in all its forms which establishes the primary focus of the future 
promise."74 When we speak of chiliasm, per se, the words of The Preacher are here not out of 
place, "...and there is nothing new under the sun" (Eccl 1:9).  
 
The Beginnings of Chiliasm 
The Ancient Testimony of Papias 
The first Christian writer known to hold these views of chiliasm was Papias (AD c. 70-160), 
bishop of Hierapolis in Asia Minor.75 Though his works are long lost and no direct statements 
by the bishop about the millennium survive, there is little doubt that he was indebted to the 
Apoc.76 Papias, according to the historian Eusebius who was hostile to chiliasm himself, not 
only based his belief on a misunderstanding of the "apostolic accounts", but was also of "very 
limited understanding" [sfovdra smikro;" to;n nou'n].77 It is quite likely, as most scholars 
would agree, that other early chiliasts either derived their views from him or were at least 
influenced in their own speculations.78 Saint Irenaeus preserves without censure the coarse 
views attributed to the "elders who saw John, the disciple of the Lord... and borne witness to 
in writing by Papias, the hearer of John, and a companion of Polycarp..." He goes on to say: 
 
The days will come, in which vines shall grow, each having ten thousand branches, and 
in each ten thousand twigs, and in each true twig ten thousand shoots, and in each one of 
the shoots ten thousand clusters, and on every one of the clusters ten thousand grapes, 
and every grape when pressed will give five and twenty metres of wine. And when any 
one of the saints shall lay hold of a cluster, another shall cry out, "I am a better cluster, 
take me; bless the Lord through me."79 
 
 
                                                
   74 Peter J. Harland & Robert Hayward (eds), New Heaven & New Earth. Prophecy & the Millennium, 
(Brill: Leiden, 1999), 85. 
 
     75 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 3.39.12. 
     76 Ned Bernard Stonehouse's reasoned deductions on this matter, in which he takes into account the writers 
who knew of Papias' work (primarily his Exposition of Dominical Oracles), and also the fact "the 
contemporaries of Papias used the Apocalypse as an authority", are strong reasons to hold this position. See N. 
B. Stonehouse, The Apocalypse in the Ancient Church: A Study in the History of the New Testament Canon, 
(Goes, Holland: Oosterbaan & Le Cointre, 1929), 7-9. These indications will be examined closely in the later 
chapters of the thesis. 
     77 Hist. Eccl. 3.39.12. 
     78 ibid., 3.39.13. 
     79 Adv. haer. 5.33.3. 
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The Other Ancient Witnesses 
It is highly significant that the first writer whose thoughts concerning the Apoc have directly 
survived, Justin Martyr (d. AD c. 165), held strongly to the chiliastic view.80 We meet with 
the doctrine also in the Epistle of Barnabas81 (AD c. 100). Other prominent ecclesiastical 
writers of the Ancient Church who were similarly in favour of the belief, in varying degrees, 
however, subject to their own particular appropriation were: Irenaeus82 (AD c. 130-200), 
Tertullian83 (AD c. 165-225), Hippolytus84 (AD c. 170-230), Victorinus85 (d. AD c. 304), 
Lactantius86 (AD c. 240-320), and Methodius87 (d. AD c. 311). And each one of these 
theologians, as we will register at the proper time, a distinguished supporter of the Book of 
Revelation, whose conceptions on the subject would influence authors well into the future; 
not least "the apocalyptic testimonial style in their use of the first person."88 
 
We are invariably shaped and fixed firmly to our times. Outside revolutionary theo-ideologies 
such as apocalypticism (or the science-fiction genre with the emphasis on evolutionary 
change)89 there is no 'fleshly' escaping of our history. And so it is not without relevance, as A. 
W. Wainwright will similarly underscore,90 that most of these writers who would seek 
'escape' endured persecution or suffered on account of their belief. Justin and Victorinus it is 
known were put to death,91 Methodius also evidently died a martyr.92 Hippolytus was exiled and also 
                                                
     80 Dial. Try. 80. 
     81 Barn. 15. 
     82 Adv. haer. 5.30.4; 5.33.1- 35.2.  
     83 Adv. Marc. 3.24. 
     84 In Dan. 4. 
     85 In Apoc. 68.2; 21.1. 
     86 Div. inst. 7.24, 25. 
     87 Symp. 9.5. 
   88 Stuart Weeks "in Harland and Hayward", op. cit., 169. 
 
   89 On this passionately debated and discussed topic, see Hans Moravec, Robot: Mere Machine to 
Transcendent Mind, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999). 
 
     90 Wainwright, op. cit., 23. 
     91 The account of Justin's death (by beheading) in AD 165 during the prefecture of Junius Rusticus is related 
in the Martyrdom of the Holy Martyrs considered among the most trustworthy of the Martyria and based upon 
an official court report: see Johannes Quasten, Patrology (Vol. 1), (Maryland: Christian Classics, Inc., 1986), 
197. Victorinus also "received the crown of martyrdom" AD c. 304 during the Diocletian persecution: De vir. 
ill. 74. 





martyred,93 whilst Lactantius "the Christian Cicero", lost his prestigious post as a teacher of 
Latin rhetoric.94 Irenaeus was not martyred in the flesh, but his tutor Polycarp suffered 
martyrdom "most nobly",95 whilst "the blessed Pothinus", his predecessor as bishop of Lyons, 
died from the aftermath of a vicious assault.96 For his part, Tertullian the first Christian 
theologian to write a major corpus in Latin, was prepared to suffer martyrdom and exhorted 
against flight from persecution with the famous lines: 
 
The oftener we are mown down by you, the more in number we grow; the blood of 
Christians is seed.97 
 
Much closer to our time the graphic but poignant poetics of the so-called "war poets" is a 
gripping example of an apocalyptic empathy that can be established between writer/ reader 
in times of doom and despair. These soldier-poets surrounded and compressed by the 
ferocious enemy, were also prepared to sacrifice their lives and to "martyr" for the 
collective ideological belief. The millennial paradise for these men, however, lay far 
enough away, anywhere, from the bloody and merciless theatre of combat. Consider for 
instance the poetry of Wilfred Owen (1893-1918) "[h]appy are men who yet before they 
are killed/ Can let their veins run cold"; and Siegfried Sassoon (1886-1967) "[a]nd hope, 
with furtive eyes and grappling fists/ Flounders in mud. O Jesus, make it stop!"98 In the 
Second World War Meville Hardiment reflects on the order of the day, "[t]he Lord is with us, 
saith the General, Behold His doing; war is nearly done." Also Eric De Mauny petitions in the 
form of a litany, "Lord, let it not be in vain: as we cannot escape, give us courage/ Lord, let it 
not be in vain: distinguish the dog from the rabbit."99 A contextual relation between this type 
of "military" literature and the sensory and figurative representations in chiliastic writing can 
be established. Images of soldiery and battles and wars are not at all lacking in the 
commentary of early (and of course, later) interpreters of the Apoc. These are archetypal 
                                                
     93 Hippolytus was banished to Sardinia and it was possibly there that he was killed AD c. 235-239 by 
drowning after being thrown into a canal during the reign of Maximin the Thracian: see The Ante-Nicene 
Fathers (Vol. V),  (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1990), 6. 
     94 cf. Jerome, De vir. ill.80, Epist. 58.10. 
     95 Adv. haer. 3.3.4. 
     96 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 5.1.29-31. 
     97 Apol. 50. 
   98 Philip Larkin (ed.), The Oxford Book of Twentieth Century English Verse, (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1973), 280-288, 203-206.   
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symbols, their vitality and integrity is not diminished by the passing of the centuries, they are 
perpetual to the human condition. These are "trigger words" and can, paradoxically, point as 
Morris West writes in another none too dissimilar context:  
 
[to] the breakdown of communication-and, specifically, the breakdown of language as a 
means of communication-between individuals and communities. It is a fact, I think, that 
human experience always outstrips the means to communicate it.100 
 
 
Rousseau wrote in his Confessions that, if he wished to describe Spring well, "it must be in 
Winter."101 And so it was during these periods of affliction (the Winter) that the Apoc was 
especially pressed into the service of the early Christians. The book strengthened their faith 
and gave reason for their terrible adversity. More importantly perhaps, certainly in that 
context of martyrdom, the Seer confirmed to them the promise of Jesus Christ, that there 
would come a time in the future when conditions would be reversed (the Spring). The 
oppressed themselves would hold royal office and authority in a new kingdom that had been 
prepared especially for them. They could look forward to a millennium of unfathomable bliss 
in contrast to the present torments of persecution (Rev 20, 21). And here, I think, Sergius 
Bulgakov (1871-1944), one of the most famous of the Marxist converts to Orthodoxy, has 
made such a telling observation to do with these first readers of the Apoc as compared to the 
later generations:  
 
The Revelation begins and ends with the good news of the speedy coming of Christ. To 
whom then is the promise given? Is it only to the first generations of Christians, to the 
seer's contemporaries who in their simplicity and inexperience daily expected Christ's 
promised coming? They who were very different from us, the sobered the disillusioned, 
who, tired, of waiting, began as early as the second century to pray pro mora finis and 
later simply ceased to think about the parousia.102 
 
Stephen D. O'Leary's perspective on the issue of "confrontation" from a discursive 
construction approach (with the emphasis on millennial rhetoric) is deserving of note here. 
Not only does it agree with the historical and theological interpretation of this chapter, but it 
succinctly describes the core of the dilemma of the "reality of suffering" which looked 
forward to the "materiality of redemption": 
 
The experiential reality of suffering must be confronted and justified. Since the 
beginning of the Christian era, believers have found such a justification in the millennial 
                                                
   100 Morris West in Writers on Writing, Neil James (ed.), (NSW: Halstead Press, 1999), 57. 
 
     101 Cited by Richard Guggenheimer, Sight and Insight: A Prediction of Perceptions in Art, (1968), 82. 





kingdom of apocalyptic prophecy, which provides a conclusion to the cosmic narrative 
in which materiality of evil is counterbalanced by the materiality of redemption....103 
 
 
Justin, who perhaps nowadays could be considered a political and religious activist, making 
synoptic use of Isaiah the Prophet and the Seer of Patmos, audaciously announced to Trypho 
what appeared to him to be the received wisdom, that the redeemed "will live for a thousand 
years [civlia e[th] in Jerusalem."104 Irenaeus, scandalously for many later interpreters (both 
ancient and modern), illustrated the joys of the millennium in the reign of righteousness 
context of Isaiah 65 and expected that "[m]en and women will build houses, plant vineyards 
and enjoy the fruits of the harvest."105 The same Isanianic passage, as did the legendary 
Sibylla whom he "frequently quotes as his authority"106 inspired Lactantius' blueprint of the 
future kingdom which was a more literal description. "During those thousand years", he 
declared: 
 
...they who shall be alive in their bodies shall not die... [they] shall produce an infinite 
multitude, and their offspring shall be holy, and beloved by God; ...darkness will be 
taken away from the world with which heaven will be overspread and darkened, and the 
moon will receive brightness of the sun, nor will it be further diminished: but the sun 
will become seven times brighter than it now is; and the earth will open its fruitfulness, 
and bring forth most abundant fruits of its own accord; the rocky mountains shall drop 
with honey; streams of wine shall run down, and rivers flow with milk... in short, the 
world itself shall rejoice, and all nature exult, being rescued and set free from the 
dominion of evil... lions and calves shall stand together at the manger, the wolf shall not 
carry off the sheep...107 
 
 
Chiliast Perspectives on the End Time Plan 
The New Jerusalem 
Chiliasts might have agreed on most of the material blessings, but were divided in their 
opinion about the place of the New Jerusalem (Rev 21:1-22:5) in the order of events.108 
                                                
     103 O'Leary, op. cit., 42. 
     104 Dial. Try. 81. 
     105 Adv. haer. 5.30.4; 5.33.1-35.2. 
   106 Bousset, op. cit., 81. 
 
     107 Div. inst. 7.24. 
     108 My perspective on the presentation and order of events, including citation of the standard patristic 
references in sections of this chapter, has been influenced and drawn from Arthur W. Wainwright's outstanding 
organisation of the subject which could not be faulted (to have introduced lightweight proofs given the relevant 
paucity of parallel sources would have served no purpose). In those parts I have confirmed those sources and 
where possible have added to them, developed and extended the context, and brought out the original Greek in a 
number of key places where the meaning or thrust of the reference might have remained unclear. See 
Wainwright, op. cit., 21-34. 
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Irenaeus of Lyons, similarly to Vladimir Soloviev many centuries later,109 thought that it 
would descend from heaven after the last judgement upon the new earth.110 Tertullian111 and 
Victorinus112 believed that it would come down at the start of the millennium. 
Commodianus,113 another early holder of the doctrine, of whom Gennadius notes, however, 
was "very little acquainted with our literature",114 was committed to the idea that "[f]rom 
heaven will descend the city in the first resurrection."115 Nevertheless, however this 
apocalyptic event was to occur for each of our interpreters, it would be the culmination of the 
age and the first light of the paradisiacal experience. Ultimately, what really mattered, was 
that this awesome and celestial manifestation which was overtly prophesied would be 
realized, for as Hippolytus with an invulnerable certainty pronounces, "[t]hese things, then, 
[touvtwn ou\n ejsomevnwn] being to come to pass."116 We have here a "collective 
representation" in the context of an Émile Durkheim sociology, "of the concept of reality."117 
This on the ball insight in the wider background of our discussion is an essential point to 
remember, and I will refer to it again. 
 
Another contradiction amongst the holders of chiliasm was that, though they anticipated a 
future millennium on account as Aleksandr Bukharev would say, of the Apoc's "hopeful 
prophecies",118 they held differing convictions as to its proximity. Justin, whose apologetic 
zeal was connected to the blossoming eschatology of the community of faith, believed that the 
reign of the "thousand years" [civlia e]th] could begin at any time, and that "thereafter 
[meta; tau'ta]… the eternal resurrection and judgement of all men would likewise take 
                                                
   109 Paul Valliere, Modern Russian Theology: Bukharev, Soloviev, Bulgakov, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 
2000), 215f.  
 
     110 Adv. haer. 5.35.2. 
     111 Adv. Marc. 3.24.3-6. 
     112 In Apoc. 21.1. 
     113 Angelo Di Berardino calls him "the enigmatic Commodian". Scholars are still not settled on his precise 
dates of activity, but Di Berardino does note that "if a poll were taken today, the clear majority of scholars 
would be in favour of a date in the third century; an opinion which seems preferable for various reasons": 
Patrology (Vol. IV), Angelo Di Berardino (ed.), (Maryland: Christian Classics, Inc., 1994), 259. 
     114 Gennadius, De vir. ill.15. 
     115 Instruct. 1.44; also cf. 1.43, 45. 
 116 Antichr. 64. 
 
     117 See Émile Durkheim, The Rules of Sociological Method, tr. W. D. Halls, S. Lukes (ed.), (London, 1982). 





place."119 Tertullian, who was the first writer to identify the "restraining force" of 2Thess 2:6 
with the Roman Empire (Apology 32), said that the signs of the event were by now apparent, 
"[d]uring a Roman expedition to the East, even pagan soldiers," he reported, "saw heavenly 
Jerusalem suspended in the sky. The vision came early each morning for forty days."120 No 
doubt the author of this dreamlike report wishes for his readers to recall the "forty days and 
forty nights" of Jesus Christ "into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil" (Matt 4:1f), but 
more exactly the "the words of the covenant" given to Moses who "was there with the Lord 
forty days and forty nights" (Ex 34:28). Interestingly, the famous Russian writer Fyodor 
Dostoyevsky (1821-1881), compelled by a strong Russian messianism, thought along the 
same lines as to the closeness of the event. The apocalypse was imminent, as G. Kjetsaa 
writes, "an eschatological prophecy that was being fulfilled in his [FD’s] own time."121 On the 
other hand, both Hippolytus122 and Lactantius123 thought that the millennium was not as close, 
anticipating it around 6,000 years after Creation (Gen 1, 2) for they "must needs be 
accomplished, in order that the Sabbath may come",124 hence about AD 500.125 This aspect of 
chiliasm, "the lure of the millennium"126 as has been smartly captured by R. F. Bulman, is the 
defining characteristic of the movement and still visible in a variety of manifestations to this 
present day. 
 
Rome the New Babylon 
Rome played a central part in the chiliastic interpretation and definition of good and evil. The 
city of the emperors shared many characteristics with the Babylon of the Apoc (Rev 14:8, 17-
18). It had persecuted the saints and was herself, like her infamous predecessor, materialistic 
and oppressive. Here could also be found the background to the Cult of the Emperor and the 
apotheosis of Caesar.127 Additionally, the prestigious and powerful office of the high priest, 
                                                
     119 Dial. 80, 81; Justin also appeals to the famous Petrine pericope, "[t]he day of the Lord is as a thousand 
years" (2Pet 3:8, also Ps 90:4). For, as he writes, this is "connected with this subject" [eij" tou'to sunavgein]; note 
a typographical in Wainwright, where Dial. 28 is cited instead. 
     120 Adv. Marc. 3.24.4. 
   121 Geir Kjetsaa, op. cit., 254. 
     122 In Dan. 4. 
     123 Div. inst. 7.25. 
   124 In Dan. loc. cit.; in the process of this exposition Hippolytus misquotes attributing the exhortation of Ps 
90:4 "[f]or a thousand years in your sight are like a day…" to the author of the Book of Revelation (but it is 
more likely that he had 2 Pet 3:8 in his mind with its "the day of the Lord" and "the last days" narrative 
context). 
 
   125 Wainwright, op. cit., 25. 
 
   126 Bulman, op. cit., xi-xiv. 
 
   127 Suet., Caes. 76; see M. P. Charlesworth's landmark essay, "Some observations on Ruler-Cult especially in 
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known as both sacerdos and flamen could also be initially connected to Rome.128 The seven 
hills on which the city was built pointed to the seven heads of the beast which also had the ten 
horns (17:7). In the tradition of the apocalyptic Gattung the Apoc includes graphic references 
to fantastic beasts (13;17), straightforwardly connected by our early commentators to the 
‘satanic’ powers of the Roman Empire. Irenaeus in fact suggested the possibility that 666, the 
number of the first beast, might indeed answer to Lateinos (that is, the Roman Empire).129   
 
But Rome was also identified with that power that will restrain [oJ katevcwn]130 the advent of 
the Antichrist that he may be "revealed [ajpokalufqh'nai] in his time" (2Thess 2:6). This was 
not at all anything positive towards Rome, but was rather to be understood as an expedient of 
providence. This identification is found in Tertullian and Hippolytus, and both are not friends 
of Rome. Tertullian blames Rome for the death of the martyrs and depicts her as the Babylon 
of the Apoc (Rev 18).131 Hippolytus identifies her with the beast from the sea and says that 
the Antichrist, a Jew from the Tribe of Dan, would revive the Empire. In a striking example 
he compares the Roman Empire with the Kingdom of Jesus Christ:  
 
...the apostles gathered the nations together in the name of Christ, the Emperor, 
however, gathers them together in the name of Satan.132  
 
 
Chiliasm and the Antichrist 
The pseudonymous Epistle of Barnabas, whose use of the allegorical method of interpretation 
points strongly to Alexandria, does not use the term antichrist, but the implication is clear that 
the fourth empire of Daniel is the antichrist which is identified with the Roman Empire. The 
                                                                                                                                              
Rome", HTR 28, (1935), 5-44; also S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984). 
 
   128 Jens H. Vanggaard, The Flamen: A Study in the History and Sociology of Roman Religion, 
(Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 1988), 21. [In Asia the title was ajrciereu;"] 
 
     129 Adv. haer. 5.28.2-3. 
     130 On the difficult matter of the identity of the 'restrainer' [ Jo katevcwn] (v.7) Orthodox interpreters have 
generally held this to be either the permissive decree of God or the Roman Empire: 
see P. N. Trempevla",  JUpovmnhma Eij" Tav"  jEpistolav" Th'" Kainh'" Diaqhvkh" (Tovmo" B),  (Aqh'nai:  JO 
Swthvr,  1979), 324f. The 'restrainer' has a "positive function and is a factor in the postponement of the end of 
the world within a fixed tradition of a 'delay' effected by God himself": ("katevcw" in EDNT (Vol. 2), art., W. 
Trilling, (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1991), 271f. See also the paper by Otto Betz for 
a connection between the Antichrist and the 'restrainer', "Der Katechon", NTS 9, (1963), 276-291. Betz ends his 
discussion on a metaphysical note, "[m]it ihm wird in kritischer Stunde ein kleiner Ausschnitt aus Israels 
Geschichte, eschatologisch gedeutet, als Gottes Wort verkündigt, das einen unzeitgemäßen Enthusiasmus 
niederhält und somit - wenn man so sagen will - selbst zum Katechon wird": art. cit., 291. 
     131 Apologeticum 32.1; Scorpiace 12.11. 





readers of the epistle are called to "understand" that the "fourth beast, [is] wicked and 
powerful, and more savage than all the beasts of the earth."133 In these cases the author cites 
Daniel very loosely. Justin Martyr also makes plain reference to endtyrant traditions, though 
like Barnabas, there is no mention of the term antichrist. In the Dialogue with Trypho134 he 
refers to the one who will "speak blasphemous [b;lavsfhma] and daring [tolmhra;] things", 
also makes mention of "false prophets" [yeudoprofhvta"], and of the "man of apostasy" 
[ Jo th'"  japostasiva" a[nqrwpo"]. Chapter 32 interprets the "times" of Dan 7:25 which is 
concerned with the arrival of the one who will "speak blasphemies". The reference to false 
prophets in chapter 51 suggests Mk 13:22, while chapter 110 intimates the tradition and 
language of 2Thess 2:1-12, in keeping with the belief that Christ will return only after the 
coming "of the lawless one".  
 
Irenaeus directly speaks of the Antichrist and connects him to impiety, lawlessness and 
apostasy, "he [the antichrist] being an apostate and a robber, is anxious to be adored as 
God."135 In his own person he [the antichrist] "concentrates"136 the apostasy. The infamous 
666, "the number of the beast" (Rev 13:18), is also connected to the antichrist, and Irenaeus 
argues for the correct reading of that number against the variant readings that had crept into 
the MS tradition even at that early stage.137 The famous bishop of Lyons even offers some 
solutions, with LATEINOS138 [the Latin Kingdom] considered the most probable.139 The 
Book of Daniel, 2Thess, and the Apoc are directly cited. Tertullian, who writes of the 
endtyrant figure from within the 2Thess tradition, says that "according to our view, he is the 
Antichrist; as it is taught us in both the ancient and the new prophecies [the recognized 
Scriptures] and especially by the Apostle John."140  
 
                                                
     133 Epist. Barn. 4. 
     134 For a synoptic overview of the background of the Dial. Try., see David R. Shepherd (ed.), The Writings of 
Justin Martyr, (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1998), 69-85. 
     135 Adv. haer. 5.25.1. 
     136 ibid., 5.28.2. 
     137 For a review of the MS tradition of the Book of Revelation in the context of the variant readings of "666", 
see M. G. Michael, "666 or 616 (Rev 13:18)", BBS 19, (July-Dec 2000), 77-83. 
     138 Adv. haer. 5.30.1-3; also Hippolytus, Antichr. 50. 
     139 For an overview of this whole question regarding the exegetical difficulties with the interpretation of 
"666", see M. G. Michael, "For it is the number of a man", BBS 19, (Jan-June, 2000), 79-89. 
     140 Adv. Marc. 5.16.1. 
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Hippolytus of Rome even wrote a widely acknowledged tract, The Antichrist 
[Peri; tou'  janticrivstou], written some time about AD 200.141 Hippolytus cites the Apoc 
throughout this work and also connects "666" with the "Antichrist".142 In one notable place he 
not only makes sure to establish that Christ himself delivered the prophecies of the Book of 
Revelation, but he also becomes a major influence behind the hermeneutical tradition of 
antichrist as the great impostor: 
 
Now, as our Lord Jesus Christ, who is also God, who prophesied of under the figure of a 
lion, on account of His royalty and glory, in the same way have the Scriptures also 
aforetime spoken of Antichrist as a lion, on account of his tyranny and violence. For the 
deceiver seeks to liken himself in all things to the Son of God...143 
 
In his Commentary on the Apoc Victorinus holds to the Neronic interpretation of the 
Antichrist and connects him to the false prophet of Rev 13. He is also possibly the first 
commentator to link the end-time tyrant to the beast (one of the seven kings) that "was and is 
not and is to come" (17:8).144 Lactantius (who also cites the Sibyls) speaks of "that detested 
tyrant" and makes a further connection between the end-time figure and the ultimate 
devastation of Rome.145 All these infernal characteristics maybe summarized in Soloviev's 
literary figure, Griadushchii chelovek.146 Bernard McGinn's outstanding study Antichrist: 
Two Thousand Years of the Human Fascination with Evil (1996), delves deep into the various 
manifestations of "antichrist" across a wide range of the humanities: 
 
Antichrist as the false messiah, the "pseudo-Christ," is first and foremost the great 
deceiver, the arch-hypocrite. The history of the Antichrist legend reveals, above all, how 
Christians have viewed the perversion of true religion, the masquerades that can be used to 
hide evil intent under the guise of religious probity.147 
 
                                                
     141 Hippolytus himself refers to this work in his Commentary on Daniel, 4.7.1. 
     142 Antichr. 49-50. 
     143 Antichr. 6. 
     144 See Bousset for commentary on Victorinus' Neronic interpretation, op. cit., 29f. 
     145 ibid., 124f. 
   146 Valliere, op. cit., 214. 
   147 Bernard McGinn, Antichrist: Two Thousand Years of the Human Fascination with Evil, (San Francisco: 
HarperCollins, 1996), 5; also see Gregory C. Jenks, The Origins and Early Development of the Antichrist Myth, 
(Berlin: Walter de Gruyter Co., 1991); L. J. Lietaert Peerbolte, The Antecedents of Antichrist: A Traditio-






Chiliasm versus Gnosticism 
On the Proper Use of the Scriptures 
The Church was experiencing an internal crisis of her own, one that threatened the unity of 
the believers, "unity" (with the eucharist at its centre)148 being a fundamental of the faith 
which defended the believers against heresy.149 These 'non-orthodox' movements are often 
intimated in interpretations of the Apoc. One of the most influential of these groups who 
flourished in the second and third centuries were the Gnostics.150 They were condemned as 
heretics and were attacked by chiliast interpretation. Gnosticism was repelled by the thought 
of a physical resurrection, the separation of the soul from the body was looked forward to 
with profound expectation. For the Gnostic, life after death heralded an absolute spiritual 
existence, free from the temptations and restrictions of the flesh.151 In a famous quotation 
Justin warns the true 'orthodox' against them, "[d]o not suppose them to be Christians!" he 
said. "Right-minded Christians [ojrqognwvmone" kata; pavnta Cristianoiv] believe in a 
resurrection of the flesh and a millennium [kai; civlia e[th]."152 
 
How did the Gnostics understand salvation?153 And how is salvation gnosis? It was 
knowledge (gnosis) of one's origin, nature and destiny which sets the individual free from the 
present state of ignorance and imprisonment in an alien body, itself subject to an antagonistic 
                                                
     148 For the early witness, see especially Ignatius, Eph. 20.2.  Here he speaks of the eucharist as "the medicine 
of immortality" [favrmakon ajqanasiva"] of which its celebration around "the bishop" [tw'/ ejpiskovpw/] signified 
the Church as a Eucharistic society: Magn. 6.1 and particularly Smyrn. 8.1-2. 
     149 For an extended exposition on the unity of the Church from a Father of the first three centuries, see 
Cyprian's treatise On the Unity of the Church [written around AD 251 on the occasion of the schism of 
Novatian]. Cyprian speaks of "[t]his sacrament of unity, this bond of a concord...": De unit.7. 
     150 An important meeting, a landmark in the field of the study of Gnosticism was the Colloquium of Messina 
(Colloquio di Messina, 1966). Here an attempt was made to clarify scholarly terminology and to draw a 
distinction between Gnosticism pure and simple, and gnosis itself which has the more general meaning "of 
knowledge of the divine mysteries reserved for an élite": The Messina Colloquium: U. Bianchi (ed.), (1967). 
     151 See especially Book One of Irenaeus' Adversus haereses for a detailed description of the Gnostic systems 
flourishing during the course of his literary activity. His exposing of this "abyss of madness", he considers his 
"duty": Adv. haer., 1. Pref. 
     152 Dial. Try. 80. 
     153 For a well researched account of the inter-relationships of Gnosticism and New Testament Christianity, in 
which the author is careful not to quickly connect the origins of the movement with emerging Christianity or to 
be tied down to history-of-religious studies of mythology, see Pheme Perkins, Gnosticism and the New 
Testament, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993). Consider also an important collection of essays edited by 
Charles W. Hedrick & Robert Hodgson, Jr., which focus on the relationship between Gnosticism and the early 
Church, Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism, and Early Christianity, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, Inc., 
1986). 
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world governed by Fate [eiJmarmevnh].154 In a Marcosian (not to be confused with Marcion) 
declaration preserved by Irenaeus, both the cosmic and metaphysical conclusions of salvation 
as gnosis are summed up: 
 
The perfect redemption is said to be the knowledge of the ineffable Greatness. From 
ignorance both deficiency and passion arise; through knowledge will the entire 
substance derived from ignorance be destroyed. Therefore this knowledge is redemption 
of the inner man.155 
 
As there was no universally recognized canon in the first and early second centuries a 
fundamental tension between the adherents of chiliasm and those of gnosticism had to do with 
boundaries of religious texts, "[c]onventional Christians as well as their gnostic opponents" 
writes Pheme Perkins, "made conscious attempts to formalize the diverse traditions inherited 
from the first century."156 The chiliasts, in citing the Apoc to acknowledge their reverence for 
the OT, could have been aiming at Gnostics and quasi- Gnostics like Marcion, who rejected 
the authority of the OT altogether.157 But they also contradicted over the number of genuine 
gospels. Irenaeus referred to the Apoc (4:7) in one part of his contention to argue that only 
four gospels could be authentic, "[f]or the cherubim, too, were four-faced, and their faces 
were images of the dispensation of the Son of God" (Adv. haer. 3.11.8). This figurative and 
typological treatment between the cherubim, the gospels, and a little further down between the 
four living creatures read in "the light of the hypothesis",158 secured Irenaeus as one of the 
founders of a long tradition of interpretation which was at first designed to exclude particular 
documents from the Bible. "And it helps to explain", argues R. A. Norris, "why it is he [Iren.] 
who first begins to quote the apostolic writings with formulas customarily employed to cite 
Scripture."159 
                                                
     154 Clement of Alexandria in his Excerpta ex Theodoto 78.1-2 has preserved a definition of what second-
century Gnostics understood by salvation (the gnosis of our origin, nature and destiny), but sometimes it is 
difficult to separate the words of Clement himself from those of his sources. 
     155  Adv. haer. 1.21.4. 
     156 Pheme Perkins, Gnosticism and the New Testament, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 37. But Perkins 
also points out the interesting conflict in the gnostic tradition itself, "[t]he bitter opposition to orthodox 
Christianity that one finds in Apocalypse of Peter and Testimony of Truth is not evident in writings like Gospel 
of Truth, Gospel of Philip, or Tripartite Tractate": ibid., 184. 
     157 For the errors attributed to Marcion, see especially Tertullian's five book treatise, Adversus Marcionem 
(written between AD 190-200). The renowned Latin ecclesiastical writer was particularly concerned with 
Marcion's "separation of the law and the gospel" that his followers may also "contend for a diversity of gods": 
Adv. Marc., 1.19. 
   158 See "Irenaeus" in Donald K. McKim, Historical Handbook of Major Biblical Interpreters, (Leicester: IVP, 
1998), 41. 
 





Then again what of the Gnostics and the Book of Revelation? Justin's much quoted 
condemnation of their denial for a millennium (Dial. Try. 80) has often been understood to 
mean that the Apoc was not part of their textual arsenal. However, in an important passage 
Tertullian tells us that Valentinus,160 the Christian gnostic leader who flourished in Rome in 
the middle of the second century, used all the Scriptures and perverted them, whilst Marcion 
cut out with a knife what he did not like. Tertullian's declaration is significant: 
 
One man perverts the Scriptures with his hand, another their meaning by his exposition. 
For although Valentinus seems to use the entire volume, he has none the less laid violent 
hands on the truth only with a more cunning mind and skill than Marcion. Marcion 
expressly and openly used the knife, not the pen, since he made such an excision of the 
Scriptures as suited his own subject-matter. Valentinus, however, abstained from such 
excision, because he did not invent Scriptures to square with his own subject-matter, but 
adapted his matter to the Scriptures; and yet he took away more, and added more, by 
removing the proper meaning of every particular word, and adding fantastic 
arrangements of things which had no real existence.161 
 
 
Principles of Interpretation 
From the OT to Recapitulation 
As we have already seen, there was no ready consensus of interpretation on the Apoc by those 
holding to a chiliastic viewpoint. Agreement on the one major point, namely, the millennium, 
did not automatically translate to the rest of the book. Hippolytus162 and Tertullian thought 
that the "two witnesses" of Apoc 11 (Rev 11:3-12), who are translated into heaven without 
undergoing physical death, were "Elias the Tishbite" and Enoch.163 On the other hand, 
Victorinus of Pettau identifies them with Elijah and Jeremiah, arguing that the deaths of these 
two prophets "to the nations" are "not heard of".164 The discussion on the question of the 
"dusi;n mavrtusivn" continues; proposals have taken different approaches depending on 
whether the "dusi;n" are understood as individual prophets or as representative of the Christian 
community.165 Contrasting interpretations were also given of the 144,000 of Apoc 14 (14:3-4). Both 
                                                
     160 Along with Saturninus and Basilides, he [Valentinus] was one of the first Christians, "it would seem... to 
develop a thoroughgoing Platonic understanding of the world in terms of a hierarchy of being on two levels... 
the transcendent, spiritual level... and the terrestrial material level...": Alastair H. B. Logan, Gnostic Truth and 
Christian Heresy: A Study in the History of Gnosticism, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1996), 12. 
     161 Praescript. 38.4ff. 
     162 Hippolytus specifically speaks of "Elias the Tishbite": Antichr. 46. 
     163 De anima 50.5. 
     164 In Apoc. 11.5. 
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Tertullian166 and Methodius167 consider them to be literal virgins, but Victorinus168 differs and 
holds them to stand for the totality of the Jewish Christians in the Church. As Wainwright 
duly points out, it would be interesting to note here, also, the interpretation of this same 
controversial pericope from an early non-chiliast perspective. Origen, for instance, is closer to 
Victorinus, when he considers this number of the sealed, "though it admits of mystical 
interpretation", to denote "those who have come to the divine word out of the Gentile 
world."169 In the Orthodox hermeneutical tradition the "144,000" are the symbolic number of 
the Church in its fullness of both the dispensations (12x12x1000), the communion of saints 
which Paul speaks of as the "pure bride [parqevnon aJgnh;n]" (2Cor 11:2).170  
 
It is surprising to students of the Book of Revelation that not one of the early ecclesiastical 
writers who favoured the chiliastic position has passed down to us a definite plan or method 
of interpretation for the Apoc.171 Though Victorinus is frequently cited or intimated in the 
literature for his use of the principle of recapitulation,172 according to which the latter 
chapters of the book prophesy the same events as those which had preceded (the vision of the 
New Jerusalem, for example, recapitulates the vision of the Millennium), he nowhere states 
the rule. What he does do, however, is to imply it almost casually, "…order is not to be 
looked for in the Apocalypse."173 But this concept or method would dominate the 
interpretation of the book for many centuries, and is evident in both the Donatist Tyconius 
and Irenaeus who, as John M. Court points out, uses the term ajnakefalaivwsi" widely.174 
 
                                                
     166 De res. mort. 27:1. 
     167 Symp. 1.5. 
     168 In Apoc. 12:4; 20:1. 
   169 In Ioann 1.2. 
 
   170 Iwhvl Giannakovpoulo", Ermhneiva th" Apokaluvyew", (Qessalonivkh: Pournarav, 1991). 150f. 
 
     171 For a survey of the methods employed in the interpretation of the Apoc from the earliest of times to the 
present, see John M. Court, Myth and History in the Book of Revelation, (London: SPCK, 1979), 1-19. 
     172 See for example Isbon T. Beckwith, op. cit., 318, 322; G. R. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, (Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1981), 29-32;  jIwhvl Giannakovpoulo".  JErmhneiva Th'"  jApokaluvyew", 
(Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1991), 15-17; however, David E. Aune has argued "that no form of the 
recapitulation theory is valid for the present text of Revelation": D. E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), (Texas: 
Word Books, 1997), xciii.  But Aune comes to this conclusion from the methodological position of narrative 
discourse, which poses its own inconsistencies as he readily admits: ibid. 
     173 For the summary of the "recapitulation theory", see Court, op. cit., 5-7. 





It is certainly clear that these early informed readers of the Book of Revelation held that the 
OT was a principal source for the interpretation of the Apoc; the work of these writers is 
saturated in OT citation.175 Reference to the prophetic books is by far the more dominant, and 
amongst these the text of Daniel with its "revolutionist mentality"176 stands out 
conspicuously. The striking apocalyptic imagery of the four earthly kingdoms and the four 
beasts, the golden image, the everlasting kingdom, the little horn, the vision of the last days, 
the end of the tribulation and the sealing of the prophecy, is regularly brought into play and 
set up against the spectacular iconic tapestry of the Apoc.177 Should we look for something 
analogous in the world of later literature, that of picture and word distinctly combining with 
apocalyptic, there is the highly imaginative work of the poet, engraver, visionary, and 
millenarian William Blake (1757-1827). His prophetic vision and "invention of new poetry" 
made frequent use of John's revelation and of the OT prophets.178 From Isaiah and Ezekiel, 
the chiliasts following after the pattern of the Seer of Patmos himself, were taken especially 
by the images of renewal to describe the idea of the millennium and the New Jerusalem.179 
The philosopher R. G. Collingwood can help to explain these powerful and effective trans-
historical connections when he considers the importance of shared imagination and belief in 
understanding the other "by feeling one's way into one's subject's skin."180  
 
Our author's comprehensible theology of a providentia extraordinaria and the recognizable 
cosmology of the Apoc by those who favoured the chiliastic approach to eschatological 
speculation, spoke directly to the fervent spirit of the early Christian communities and to their 
shared concept of reality. In this instance, the "utopian mentality"181 of apocalypticism. An 
explicit, though sometimes mysteriously cryptic association of the millennium with the salient 
imagery of the final overthrow of the satanic forces made the teaching to the anticipating 
Militant Church, as Wainwright writes, "vivid and easy to understand."182 The Book of 
                                                
     175 Each of these writers has been treated separately in individual entries in chapters 8 and 9 of this 
dissertation. Hippolytus' Peri; tou'  janticrivstou (written AD c. 200) and Victorinus' Commentary on the 
Apocalypse of the Blessed John (the author's only extant commentary) are the best concentrated examples.  
   176 B. Wilson cited by Stephen Breck Reid, Enoch and Daniel: A Form Critical and Sociological Study of 
Historical Apocalypses, (California: Bibal Press, 1989), 77.  
 
    177 See fn. 172. 
   178 Peter Ackroyd, Blake, (London: Random House, 1997). "He [Blake] worked until his death upon an 
exquisitely coloured copy of Jerusalem, and of course upon that last image of the Ancient of Days": ibid., 388. 
 
   179 ibid. 
 
    180 Vernon Pratt, The Philosophy of the Social Sciences, (London: Methuen, 1978), 87. 
   181 Reid, loc. cit. 
 
   182 Wainwright, op. cit., 30f. 
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Revelation gave the anxious believers the divine assurance that in God's "appointed time"183 
[kata; to;n kairo;n tou'ton] (Rom 9:9, cf. Gen 18:10), their term of tribulation would come to 
an end through the intervention of supernatural forces and the return of Christ to earth (Rev 
17-22). For the first Christians who possessed nothing of the temporal power required to rise 
up against the might of the "qhrivon", the Roman Empire personified in her emperor[s] (Rev 
13; 17), the divine promise was reassuring. Now, there was a palpable incongruity in this 
amazingly optimistic presentation, but the Seer provided a "logical model", as the 
anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss might argue, that was "capable of overcoming a 
contradiction."184 
 
But this self-evident contradiction was not overcome by the construction of a myth (i.e. Levi-
Strauss); rather it was explained in the context of a theology of salvation in the 'millennium 
pericope' itself (Rev 20:2-7). It is what Bauckham interprets as the demonstration of the 
"theological point of the millennium":  
 
Life and rule- the two issues on which the contest between the martyrs and the beast had 
focussed- are the sole themes of 20:4-6, and they are merely asserted, without 
elaboration. This shows that the theological point of the millennium is solely to 
demonstrate the triumph of the martyrs: that those whom the beast put to death are those 
who will truly live- eschatologically, and that those who contested his right to rule and 
suffered for it are those who will in the end rule as universally as he -and for much 
longer: a thousand years! Finally, to demonstrate that their triumph in Christ's kingdom 
is not one which evil can reverse, that it is God's last word for good against evil, the 
devil is given a last chance to deceive the nations again (20:7-8). But it is no re-run of 
the rule of the beast. The citadel of the saints proves impregnable (20:9).185 
 
 
Chiliasm Undone and Re-interpreted 
It would be misleading and incorrect, as Arthur W. Wainwright has shown in his expert 
treatment of the subject, to suggest that the chiliasts had it all their own way or that the 
movement was "uniformly popular."186 Later in the thesis we will note some of the early 
voices, and these were not few, which strongly dissented from this point of view. Origen, for 
                                                
   183 Here I have preferred the NIV to the RSV which instead translates "[a]bout this time"; also see John A. 
McGuckin, "Eschaton and Kerygma: The Future of the Past in the Present Kairos: The Concept of Living 
Tradition in Orthodox Theology", SVTQ 42/3-4, (1998), 225-271. 
 
     184 Cited in O'Leary, op. cit., 34. 
     185 Bauckham, op. cit., 107.  





instance, who wrote the famous Exhortation to Martyrdom,187 and whose own father was 
martyred under Septimius Severus (who himself [Orig.] died after imprisonment and torture 
from the persecution of Decius),188 was no chiliast. And then, of course, there are the well 
documented disapprovals of chiliasm by Eusebius, and Dionysius of Alexandria. Eastern 
Orthodox commentators, sensitive to the early patristic charges into the movement, will 
usually highlight the list of this opposing side. Still, the fact that the attention-grabbing 
presentation of the millennial kingdom to the persecuted believers was in the convention of 
popular religion characterized by graphic but "acceptable language"189 and "bizarre allegories 
and symbols"190 guaranteed its initial widespread success. It was not until the reign of 
Constantine the Great (AD 306-337),191 the first of the Christian emperors, that chiliasm 
started to fall from favour. This should not, however, surprise us so much, for, as Alexander 
Schmemann has knowledgeably summed up: 
 
The conversion of the Emperor Constantine resulted in the greatest change that the 
Church had ever undergone. Its significance was by no means limited to the altered 
relations between Church and state - the external conditions of Church life. Far more 
important were the developments in the mind of Christianity itself, the profound internal 
transformation that took place gradually in the Church community.192 
 
This contradiction between the two Romes (that of the Caesars and that of Christendom), was 
ideally confronted many centuries later by Vladimir S. Soloviev (1853-1900) in his own 
exposition and "belief in an Eternal Rome".193 Florovsky explains that it was "characteristic 
of Soloviev to consider Christian theocracy as having a double foundation: Biblical and 
                                                
     187 The exhortation was written in AD 235 at Caesarea during the persecution of Maximin the Thracian. It is 
preserved in the Codex Basiliensis, Codex Parisinus, and Codex Venetus Marcianus. 
     188 Hist Eccl. 6.39; for the testimony of Origen's death and contradictory reports, see: Henri Crouzel, Origen, 
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1989), 33-36. 
     189 D. S. Russell, Divine Disclosure: An Introduction to Jewish Apocalyptic, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1992), 25. Russell sums up very well, "[t]he hellenistic age with its admixture of traditions and beliefs 
representing both east and west provide the matrix from which in due course emerged a literature [i.e. 
apocalyptic] which was at one and the same time distinctive, reflecting the Jewish religion and culture, and yet 
in many ways a product of the heterogenous population of the Mesopotamian world": ibid., 24. 
     190 Sweet's connection here, too, with the 'political cartoon' is a successful one, "[t]here is cryptic reference to 
current affairs in bizarre allegories and symbols, sometimes decoded, but for the most part obvious enough to 
the original audience, like our political cartoons": John Sweet, Revelation, (London: SCM Press, 1990), 2. 
   191 Constantine (Flavius Valerius Constantinus) was joint emperor, 306-323, and sole emperor 323-337. See 
Michael Grant, The Roman Emperors: A Biographical Guide to the Rulers of Imperial Rome: 31 BC – AD 476, 
(London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1996), 227-234. 
 
     192 Alexander Schmemann, Historical Road of Eastern Orthodoxy, (New York: SVS Press, 1977), 62.  
   193 Georges Florovsky, Theology and Literature, (Vol. 11), (Belmont: Notable & Academic Books, 1989), 104.  
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Roman."194 In fact, the Apoc's eschatological lesson (or that found in the Book of Daniel) 
remains stable; it is the shifting religious and political climate that leads interpreters into 
misinterpretations on account of the preterite present impulses of their own historical theatre. 
This condition is altogether summed up by Soloviev's improbable suggestion that "Simon 
Peter should be regarded as the successor to Julius Caesar."195 The controversial writer, 
influenced nonetheless by the Optino elders,196 concluded that the: 
 
           Roman Empire was not a part of the monstrous colossus doomed to destruction, but it was 
the abiding material framework and mould of the Kingdom of God (le cadre et le moule 
matevriel du royaume de Dieu). The great powers of the ancient world were merely passing 
figures upon the stage of history; Rome alone lives forever (Rome seule vit toujours).The 
rock of the Capitol was hallowed by the stone of the Bible, and the Roman Empire was 




Ockham's argument198 that the propositio vocalis is posterior to and dependent upon the 
propositio mentalis is useful to keep in mind here in the context which follows. When 
Constantine accepted Christianity199 and made it the quasi state religion (which was initiated 
with the Edict of Milan in AD 313),200 chiliasm lost much of its earlier appeal and force. 
Rome could no longer be popularly considered the "harlot" nor could the Emperor be 
universally identified with the "antichrist".201 The dreadful waves of persecution, too, were 
now by degrees coming to an end. But what did not happen, which was the cause of the new 
interpretation (supported by the dynamics of the apocalyptic narrative)202 of that perplexing 
                                                
   194 ibid. 
 
   195 ibid., 105. 
 
   196 Timothy [Kallistos] Ware, The Orthodox Church, (London: Penguin Books, 1993), 120. 
 
   197 Cited by Florovsky, op. cit., 104. [Soloviev is commenting on the vision of the Four Kingdoms in Daniel]. 
 
   198 See "Language of thought", in The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, Ted Honderich (ed.), (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1995), 461f. 
 
   199 This question cannot be analyzed here, except to say, that however we approach his own conversion, 
Constantine, "put into effect… a momentous revolution, the conversion of the Empire from paganism to 
Christianity": Michael Grant, op. cit., 230. 
 
     200 For the monumental consequences of the Edict of Milan [tov Diavtagma tw'n Mediolavnwn], where 
Constantine and Licinius agreed to recognize the Church and to tolerate all other religious expression, see 
Iwavnnh" E. Anastasivou, Ekklhsiastikhv Istoriva, Prwvto" Tovmo", (Qessalonivkh: Parathrhthv", 1983), 
229-234. 
     201 For a presentation from an Eastern Orthodox perspective on the "Antichrist" for the period leading up to 
this new phase of the Apoc's reception, see Constantine N. Tsirpanlis, "The Antichrist and the End of the World 
in Irenaeus, Justin, Hippolytus, and Tertullian", PBR 9/1, (1990), 5-17. 
     202 For an extended discussion on "the dynamics of narrative" of which the Book of Revelation shares a 
number of connections (Point of View being one of the more compelling), see Tremper Longman III, Literary 





millennium pericope (Rev 20:4-6), was the expected return of Christ after the great 
tribulation. The pre-Constantine interpretation of the millennium did not coincide with the 
Heilsgeschichte which unfolded. In rather broad Hegelian terms a unitary solution, the 
promised and anticipated synthesis of universal reconciliation, had not hitherto been realized. 
The collective reality, also brought about by the demonstrative tension between theologia 
viatorum and theologia beatorum, would now have to be reassessed and a new plan would 
have to be forwarded. "Traditional historical-grammatical exegesis" can help explain more 
fully the reading strategies behind the new hermeneusis which would now communally 
emerge.203 Eusebius' account of the building of churches in the region of Tyre, for instance, 
becomes a favoured paradigm which will stand in a long line of tradition. He now suggests, 
most sensibly, that the New Jerusalem is to some extent already present.204 And it might be 
that a church built [kateskeuavzeto] in Jerusalem by the Emperor Constantine himself, is the 
"New Jerusalem" [hJ neva...  jIerousalhvm].205 In considering such passages Arthur W. 
Wainwright has rightly stated that "[s]uch a viewpoint leaves no room for Chiliasm."206 The 
two chief sponsors of the new line of approach flourished in north Africa. And what is 
intriguing, as Millard J. Erickson writes, though both "saw the church as already in the 
millennium",207 they were to become great adversaries. One of these men was Tyconius, a lay 
member of the breakaway church of the Donatists.208 The other was the truth-seeking bishop 
of Hippo, Augustine, who would both systematize and popularize amillennialism.209 In its 
traditional form210 this is the official approach to Rev 20 of the Eastern Orthodox Church: 
 
It is not difficult to see the error of the chiliastic interpretation of the 20th chapter of the 
Apocalypse. Parallel passages in Sacred Scripture clearly indicate that the "first 
resurrection" signifies spiritual rebirth into eternal life in Christ through baptism, a 
                                                
     203 ibid., 84; Paul Tillich's interpretation of the millennium which we have noted earlier could be useful in this 
place, (Bulman, loc. cit.). 
     204 Hist Eccl. 10.2-4. 
     205 De Vita Constantini 3.33 (though authorship of this work continues to be disputed it still proves the point 
of the changing interpretation on account of the accession of a Christian emperor). 
     206 Wainwright, op. cit., 34.  
     207 Millard J. Erickson, Contemporary Options in Eschatology: A Study of the Millennium, (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Book House, 1987), 60. 
     208 See Court, op. cit., 5f. Tyconius, whose views, as Court says, have to be reconstructed from quotations, 
puts forward a "distinct type of recapitulation... in what is basically a spiritual interpretation, the system of 
recapitulation emphasizes the totality of the forces involved": ibid., 6. 
     209 For a concise review from Charles Kannengiesser of Saint Augustine's paradigms and principles of 
interpretation in which his "theoretical interests" are also considered, see "Augustine" in Donald K. McKim 
(ed.), op. cit., 22-28; also see Erickson, op. cit., 75f.  
   210 For the different perspectives and nuances of "amillennialism", see Erickson, ibid., 73-89. 
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resurrection through faith in Christ, according to the words "[a]wake thou that sleepest and 
arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light " (Eph 5:14). "Ye are risen with 
Christ", we read many times in the Apostles (Col 3:1, 2:12; Eph 2:5-6). Proceeding from 
this by the thousand year reign one must understand the period of time from the very 
beginning of the kingdom of grace of the Church of Christ, and in particular of the 
triumphant Church of heaven, until the end of the world. The Church which is militant 
upon earth in essence also is triumphant in the victory performed by the Saviour, but it is 
still undergoing battle with the "prince of this world", a battle which will end with the 
defeat of satan and the final casting of him into the lake of fire.211 
 
Conclusion 
We have seen that any critical study which would seek to investigate the early circulation and 
initial reception of the Book of Revelation must of necessity deal with the question of the 
millennial reign of Christ. The first readers of the Apoc (from the point of view of reading as 
a dialectical process),212 were, as we noted at the start of this chapter, "informed readers". 
That is, they "contributed to the production of textual meaning"213 and were capable of 
supplying commentary to portions of the text that might not have been written but "are [was] 
implied."214 This was especially true of the millennial reign of Christ pericope (Rev 20:4-6). 
The chiliasts were also the first to sift the Apoc through an emerging canonical filter and to 
deal with the most fundamental criteria of canonicity: authorship and date. It is the strong 
"community commendation"215 from this most critical phase of the canonical process of the 
Apoc's adventure (the first being the publication of the book itself), that saw it survive the 
occasional but serious assaults to its claim of authority as "sacred literature".216 Significantly, 
and this is something that I would like to especially highlight, these writers/ interpreters in 
successfully transmitting a book which had been initially thought to have been published for a 
particular period and group (and then reconsigned), legitimized the use of "strategic 
ambiguity"217 in the reception history of the Apoc. This permitted for the exegetical flexibility 
of the text in any crisis of authority that the document would face in future generations, 
particularly in the context of hermeneusis.218 
                                                
   211 Pomazansky, op. cit., 343. 
 
     212 Resseguie, op. cit., 28. 
     213 ibid. 
     214 ibid. 
     215 James A. Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 34. 
     216 ibid. 
     217 O'Leary, op. cit., 152. 
     218 And yet it is precisely this exegetical 'flexibility' which has allowed for the Apoc's 'hijacking' and made it 
the most susceptible of the NT books to a fantastic and unwarranted array of eisegesis. For a more recent 






The Church in the Apocalypse 
 
Introduction 
If the Book of Revelation were not ecclesiological, that is, if it were not saturated in the 
experience and worship of the early Church community-of-the-cross,1 the Seer's work would, 
similarly to other early Apocalypses,2 probably not have achieved canonical status. This 
becomes more certain after a comparative reading against one of the oldest Christian 
apocryphal apocalypses, the Apocalypse of Peter (which merited mention in the MF).3 Above 
all, when the authority of the Book of Revelation was called into question, the ecclesia 
universalis could not easily disregard a document which claimed to have come from "John" 
(Rev 1:1,4,9, 21:2, 22:8).4 More particularly, it was a book that had succoured the early 
martyrs, inspired heavenly worship and preserved fragments of the liturgical tradition, 
promised the faithful the covenantal blessings of Old Israel, and presented the believers with a 
faithful scheme of the things to come. And of course, to this we add the penetrating theology 
of the work, especially its pneumatology, christology, and eschatology.5 In this present 
                                                
     1 I borrow this effective description from Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Sanctorum Communio: A Theological Study 
of the Sociology of the Church, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1998), 151. This community, "the specifically 
Christian church-community", Bonhoeffer writes, "exists only through the Easter message": ibid..; the theology 
of Apocalypse and Community is, of course, prominent in the first-rate commentaries of both Robert W. Wall 
and Stephen S. Smalley to which I will refer during the course of my own presentation in the Eastern Orthodox 
framework of communio sanctorum [koinwniva agivwn]; more generally, and in the context of Australian 
scholarship, see the essential theology of community and Church knowledgeably presented by Kevin Giles, 
What on Earth is the Church?, (Victoria: Dove, 1995). For the purposes of this dissertation, see especially his 
discussion on the use of communio (communion) as a synonym of communitas (community), 15-19. 
     2 For a list of these works and for expert discussion on the 'popularity' of apocalyptic, including the 
"apocalyptic-style" books of the Qumran community, see D. S. Russell, Divine Disclosure: An Introduction to 
Jewish Apocalyptic, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992), 32-59. 
     3 The Apocalypse of Peter is preserved in Greek fragments and in Ethiopic, "probably composed around 135 
C.E., since the activity of the Jewish messianic claimant, Bar Kokhba is indirectly portrayed as the 
eschatological crisis": "Apocalypses and Apocalypticism" in TABD (Vol. 1), art., Adela Yarbro Collins, 291. 
     4 The earliest external witness of the Fathers comes down conclusively in favour of the author of the Book of 
Revelation being Saint John the Apostle, the son of Zebedee and the disciple of Christ (Matt  4:21). It is 
confirmed by Justin Martyr, Melito of Sardis, Irenaeus of Lyons, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Origen, and 
Hippolytus. The MF twice mentions the author as "Iohanis" (apparently meaning the apostle). "So strong is the 
evidence," writes Guthrie, "that it is difficult to believe that they all made a mistake in confusing the John of the 
Apocalypse with John the Apostle": Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, (Illinois: IVP Press, 1970), 
935. 
     5 See especially the monograph of Richard Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). The argument is convincingly made that the theology of the 
Apoc cannot be separated from its literary structure and composition. 
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chapter, however, I am concerned with the ecclesiological manifestations of the book in the 
context of the "Christian community of faith and practice."6 At the same time the elevated 
ecclesiology of the Book of Revelation will be matched up against the OT expression of 
elected community, God's covenant[s] with Israel.7 
 
The reader should not expect this chapter to be loaded with patristic citation in defence of my 
position. On the contrary, I have consciously avoided such an exercise. I am not at this point 
of the thesis asking the question how many ecclesiastical writers cited "ecclesiological" 
pericopes from the Apoc (this approach proper belongs to Chapters 7-9 of the dissertation and 
here it would be a case of 'putting the cart before the horse'). What I am asking, however, is 
on what interior grounds would the early Fathers advance the Book of Revelation as an 
authoritative document of the NT Canon. We have seen thus far that genre alone could not 
attest to the Apoc's authoritative reception, nor indeed could the clinical application of the 
criteria of canonicity. It is my strong contention that what finally did secure the successful 
transmission of our book, and completed what was lacking in the conditions of genre and the 
criteria, was the Seer's dominant interest in the Church, both local and universal.8 In this 
chapter we will also test for proofs of this interest, particularly in the Old Israel and New 
Israel typologies,9 and delve into some of the more relevant theological and practical 
extensions of the Apoc's ecclesiology in the context of "a religious community."10 Throughout 
we will be asking the question of why this would be of fundamental significance to the 
community of the faithful, and how it supplied the decisive push for the book to vault from 
the margins into the mainstream of canonical discourse. Whereas Brevard S. Childs would 
view the importance of this approach from within the context of the literary structure and 
composition of the Apoc,11 I would depart to some extent from this position (though still 
                                                
     6 Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM Press, 1984), 36. 
     7 For a fresh treatment in the context of the three versions of the "covenant formula" (Deut 26:16-19) of the 
intrinsic connection between "covenant" and "election" in the OT, see Rolf Rendtorff, The Covenant Formula: 
An Exegetical and Theological Investigation, trans. Margaret Kohl, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1998).  
     8 In connection with this line of thought see Bauckham's very helpful analysis on "The New Jerusalem" 
where he speaks of "the combination of particularism (reference to the covenant people) and universalism 
(reference to the nations)": Bauckham, Theology, 126-143. 
     9 By typology I take on board the definition that is plainly expressed by Soulen, "[a] method of Biblical 
exegesis or interpretation in which person, events, or, things of the OT are interpreted as being foreshadowings 
or prototypes, of persons, events, or things in the NT": Richard N. Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism, 
(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 206. 
     10 For the development of this idea, see Paul S. Minear's challenging work, Horizons of Christian 
Community, (St. Louis: The Bethany Press, 1959). "Early Christians described their communal solidarity in 
terms of typological correspondences with the past": ibid., 64. 





acknowledging its undeniable importance) and emphasize the force of genre, which allowed 
for the literary structure to unfold in the first place. It is my position that, before structure, 
there was genre.12 
 
A strong component of the theology of the Apoc is contextual, that is, it is influenced by its 
religio-historical setting.13 The book is addressed to Christians suffering persecution to sustain 
them in their trials, and to assure them that God will vindicate the righteous community and 
punish the evil oppressor. This unbridgeable conflict between the forces of light and the 
forces of darkness confirms two distinct assemblies,14 each comprising both supernatural and 
terrestrial forces. One assembly, the Christian community which is the Church, has given 
itself over to the Lord. It is called to "hear" [ jakousavtw] (Rev 2:7,11) and to "conquer[s]" 
[nikw'n] (Rev 2:11,26). The other, the Roman Empire and all those who share in her 
ideologies and crimes, belongs to the devil, who claims the religious loyalty due to God. The 
eschatological counterfeiter is the "beast" [qhrivon] who utters "blasphemies" [blasfhmiva"] 
(13:1-6) and who "make[s] war on the saints" [poih'sai povlemon meta; tw'n aJgivwn] (13:7). In 
this setting the Church is described as undertaking a second exodus identified with the Old 
Israel, similarly dedicated to a holy commission, but this time led by the Lamb whose divine 
mission is to establish the Kingdom of God on earth. A high number of commentators have 
argued that the Apoc is written to encourage the suffering Christian community on earth or 
that at least that it was a principal reason,15 and if this is correct, as Kevin Giles points out, 
"...then [D. J.] Harrington's claim that the church is the centre of interest of this book must be 
seriously considered."16 
                                                
     12 For a point of contact on this position and Hermann Gunkel's "all-important issue of identifying the genre 
of a text in the process of interpretation", see Tremper Longman III, Literary Approaches to Biblical 
Interpretation, (Leicester: Apollos, 1987), 15f. 
     13 No serious student of the Apoc would disagree with Christopher Rowland when he says, "Revelation 
reminds us more keenly than most New Testament documents that it belongs to another age and culture. Its 
thought forms and language seems so far removed from our own... it is necessary to remember that it was 
written to particular people at a particular time and place": Christopher Rowland, Revelation, (London: Epworth 
Press, 1993), 16. 
     14 Certainly this dualistic framework is not unique to the Book of Revelation, for example, the eschatological 
war in the apocalypticism of the Dead Sea Scrolls. See especially Rule of the War of the Sons of Light against 
the Sons of Darkness, (1QM).   
     15 Very often irrespective of the interpretative approach to the book. See Steve Gregg (ed.), Revelation: Four 
Views, A Parallel Commentary, (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1997), 118-121. 
     16 Kevin Giles, What on Earth is the Church? (Victoria: Dove, 1995), 174. 
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Part A- Prolegomenon 
A Distinct Ecclesiology 
One of the key arguments of this dissertation is that the distinctness of the Apoc's 
ecclesiology17 played a major role in the book's ability to adapt theologically to the diverse 
tensions (especially the chiliastic controversies) to which it was invariably subject in the early 
centuries of its canonical adventure, and ultimately for its survival in the NT Canon itself. The 
book is pervaded by a strong church consciousness.18 But this central conviction had to be 
tested and if found to be faulty would have had to be abandoned. So what began as a 
hypothesis and belief of this present writer, gradually became an obvious and foundational 
position of the study. And it was precisely this church consciousness that saw the book 
survive its first massive test, namely, the critical judgements of Dionysius of Alexandria (AD 
c. 200-265) (which will be discussed in Chapter 9 of the thesis). 
 
As a formal unit the ecclesiology of the Apoc is often absent from works dealing with the 
theology of the book. This is difficult to understand, particularly in the context of the rise of 
Formgeschichte,19 but it can be partially explained. The widespread preterist or literary-
critical approach to the Book of Revelation nowadays, is fundamentally concerned with the 
contemporary events of the Seer's time and the purely historical substance of the Church,20 the 
missionary and suffering congregation. This is a balance that needs to be re-addressed by 
future interpreters when they comment on the work. However, the ecclesiology of the Apoc is 
an integral component in the whole theological infrastructure of the book,21 and must be 
affirmed together with other dominant theologies of the work, such as christology, 
pneumatology, and eschatology.22 John the Seer is a prophet who is steeped in the covenantal 
                                                
     17 By ecclesiology is here meant and throughout the chapter, "the doctrine and experience of the Church": 
Alexander Schmemann, Church, World, Mission: Reflections on Orthodoxy in the West, (New York: SVS 
Press, 1979), 210.  
     18 For my understanding and definition of the critical concept of "church consciousness" as I have considered 
and applied it throughout this thesis, see the Introduction where I appeal to the work of Michael Pomazansky 
and Pauvlo Eujdokivmof.  
     19 Longman III, op. cit., 23. 
     20 For the distinction between the two types of "preterist approach", see Steve Gregg (ed.), Revelation: Four 
Views A Parallel Commentary, (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1997), 37-40. 
     21 This is precisely where B. S. Childs' strong push for the interconnectedness of structure and theology is at 
its most visible point and which he further connects to "form and function": Childs, As Canon, 508-513. 
     22 As most students of the Book of Revelation have noted, it is difficult to speak of the central theological 
theme of the Apoc when consistent readings of the text emphasize different perspectives of the Seer's theology.  
This is evidenced by the profusion of structures which appeal to the theology of the work. For a recent review of 
the structure question and for the presentation of those positions that are presently dominating, see M. G. 





theology of the OT23 and this flows over into the concept of the ekklesia.24 A book which 
spoke of the Church so directly could not be rejected without a good fight nor easily cast aside 
by its opponents. 
 
The Essential Background 
The Church in the Apoc is presented essentially in terms of a communal entity, and the 
general witness of the book is unfolded on the stage of an ecclesiastical awareness, that is, "a 
corporate setting".25 This is evidenced from the very start of the book which is appointed to be 
read in the context of the life of "the seven churches that are in Asia" [ Jepta; 
ejkklhsivai"  jen th' / jAsiva/] (Rev 1:4). This communal understanding of the Church is 
overarching; it does not lessen as the revelation progresses. When the focus shifts in later 
chapters it is turned to the Church as a whole, the "great multitude which no man could 
number" [ [oclo" poluv",  {on  jariqmh'sai aujto;n oujdei;"  jeduvnato] (7:9). Nonetheless, the 
seven messages should be kept in mind throughout the visions that follow: their influence is 
not diminished. The Seer's concern is still with these troubled churches. His purpose, as 
Wilfrid J. Harrington succinctly says, "is firmly pastoral."26 
 
This is not to suggest that individuals are not ever mentioned, this would be a serious 
misreading of the Seer's ecclesiological discernment, which as Athanasius Mitilinaios says, 
"extends to the whole Church."27 For example, there is Antipas the martyr (Rev 2:13),28 and 
                                                
     23 J. Massyngberde Ford made sure to highlight this fact in her commentary which has sometimes escaped 
the serious attention of recent commentators. This commentary, despite its extreme approach to the authorship 
question, does well to highlight the importance of rabbinic materials. The tabulation in parallel columns of the 
blessings for observance of the law (Exod 23:22-31; Lev 26:4-13; Deut 28:1-14), the afflictions in Exodus, 
Leviticus, and Deuteronomy and the covenantal curses (Lev 26:16-45, Deut 28:16-57), next to the curses 
against the unfaithful in Revelation (Rev 8:1-6, 16:1-12), reveals another extension of the covenantal framework 
of the Apoc: J. Massyngberde Ford, Revelation, (New York: Doubleday, 1975), 265-275. See also Joel Nobel 
Musvosvi's, Vengeance in the Apocalypse, (Berrien Springs: Andrews University Press, 1993). Musvosvi 
focuses on the vengeance aspect of the covenant but shows the association of the biblical and Near Eastern 
background of that strand, at least, to the Book of Revelation. 
     24 By ekklesia I will mean pure and simple, "the Church as above all a communion in which God is present 
sacramentally: the sacrament is, in effect, the way in which the death and resurrection of the Lord are 
'commemorated' and by which his Second Coming is proclaimed and anticipated": John Meyendorff, The 
Orthodox Church: Its Past and Its Role in the World Today, (1981), 212. This ties in perfectly with the theology 
of the Apoc (1:17-19, 5:5, 22:12-13). 
     25 In recent times it has been Stephen S. Smalley who has emphasized this important point (for it also leads 
to the covenant) and from whom I have gained valuable insights: see Stephen S. Smalley, Thunder and Love: 
John's Revelation and John's Community, (Great Britain: Nelson Word, 1994), esp., 154-157. 
     26 Wilfrid J. Harrington, Revelation, (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1993), 18. 
     27 Athanasius Mitilinaios, The Book of Revelation of St. John the Evangelist, (Saint Nikodemos the 
Hagiorite Publication Society, 1988), trans. Const. Zalalas, 10. 
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the two witnesses of Apoc 11,29 the former representing the persecuted, the latter the 
"Church's witness to the Gospel."30 But even in these two instances the individual represents 
the Body of the Church and is symptomatic of the present position of the community of 
believers at large: these are individuals whose providence is to "serve the realization of God's 
rule in the church-community."31 We have of course, also, the great transcendent figure of the 
"woman clothed with the sun" (Rev 12). Above all, as Stephen S. Smalley writes by pointing 
to Rev 2-3 after having considered these individual references, it is the community of 
believers as a whole which is addressed:  
 
...corporately criticised, praised, divided, attacked and persecuted. The faithful together, 
working, confessing, enduring, conquering, worshipping, and listening.32 
 
 
If we speak of a Johannine School, as some scholars have argued that we should,33 we note 
across the Johannine corpus an ecclesiology which is articulated in the context of the 
salvation of an elect group. In the Johannine Epistles and in the Apoc particularly, the 
community is established in a response to a crisis brought about either by division or 
persecution (1Jn 2:18-28; Rev 13). The theology initially addresses the threats directed 
against the believers from those outside the community of the faithful. The congregatio 
                                                                                                                                              
     28 We know little about Antipas, "the faithful one" (Rev 2:13). According to church tradition he was bishop 
of Pergamum and a disciple of Saint John. His martyrdom is said to have occurred in the year AD 92. The 
recorded year of his martyrdom can be traced back to at least the fifth century. He is said to have been burned to 
death inside a heated bronze bull after having confessed before the Roman governor that "Jesus is Lord." For the 
tradition on Antipas and sources of reference, see QKHE (Vol. 2), 921f. Antipas would have been no minor 
figure in the Church of Asia Minor. The Seer's reference to him as 'witness' [mavrtu"] is a title that is usually 
reserved for Christ (Rev 1:5, 3:14); for the technical distinction between mavrtu" and oJmologhthv", see R. H. 
Charles, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Revelation of St John (Vol. I), (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 
1920), 62.  
     29 Almost always in patristic interpretation these witnesses have been understood as Enoch (Gen 5:24) and 
Elias (2Kings 2:11), who were both taken alive into heaven; see Averky Taushev, The Apocalypse: In the 
Teaching of Ancient Christianity, (California: St Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1995), 166f.  
     30 Columba Graham Flegg, An Introduction to Reading the Apocalypse, (SVS Press: New York, 1999), 94. 
As Flegg correctly points out, two being the minimum required for a valid witness as put down in Deut. 19: 
ibid. 
     31 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Sanctorum Communio: A Theological Study of the Sociology of the Church (Vol. 1), 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1998), 188. 
     32 Smalley, op. cit., 154. 
     33 Notably Brown, who in part understands the use of presbyteros in the Epistles to designate "the generation 
of teachers after the eyewitnesses": Raymond E. Brown, The Community of the Beloved Disciple, (London: 
Geoffrey Chapman, 1979), esp., 98-103. See also R. Alan Culpepper, The Johannine School: An Evaluation of 
the Johannine-school Hypothesis Based on an Investigation of the Nature of Ancient Schools, (Montana: 
Scholars Press, 1975). It should be noted, however, that according to Brown, Culpepper "goes too far in making 





sanctorum is called to separate itself from the world and from all heresy, from those that 
"went out from us" [ jex hJmw'n  jexh'lqan] (1Jn 2:19) and to be prepared for the "war" 
[povlemon] (Rev 13:7) that will be unleashed upon them. It is therefore not without cause that 
the antichrist tradition34 would be especially referred to in the Johannine epistles and in the 
Apoc, serving to further highlight the strong 'insider' v. 'outsider' identities. As Raymond E. 
Brown writes, commenting on the Johannine Epistles (1Jn 4:1-3), the communities are 
commanded to "distinguish[ing] the Spirit of God from that of the Antichrist."35 The 
Johannine tradition is always emphasizing the personal communion that exists between God 
and His people, that is, the community of believers [koinwniva  [echte meq j hJmw'n] (1Jn 1:3, 
cf. Rev 7, 21). It is because of this relationship that the texts go on to speak of the power that 
the Christians collectively possess to conquer the threat of the outside (Jn 8:47, 15:19; 1Jn 4; 
2Jn 7; Rev 1:4, 7:1-9, 14:1-5). 
 
jEkklhsiva in Classical Use 
The term  jekklhsiva was used at least from the times of Euripides and Herodotus, that is, 
from the fifth century BC. The noun is originally derived from  jek and kalevw (kalevw, to call) 
which was used for the call to the army to assemble. Outside this technical usage it took on 
the meaning of the popular assembly of the citizens of the povli", the city.36 This was an 
important convocation of the people which met regularly to decide on changes of the law and 
to discuss matters of internal and external policy. The  jekklhsiva began its proceedings with 
prayers and sacrifices to the gods of its city.37 The reason for this sharp excursus is to point 
out that the word was known and used in a political context for a long period before the Gk 
translation of the OT and the writing down of the documents of the NT. We should note, as L. 
Coenen tells us, that: 
 
                                                
     34 For discussion on 'antichrist' in the Johannine epistles, see Raymond E. Brown, The Epistles of John, (New 
York: Doubleday, 1982), 332-341. "The term 'Antichrist', peculiar to the Johannine Epistles in the NT, 
represents a convergence of various background factors in Judaism: (A) THE SEA MONSTER... (B) THE 
SATAN OR ANGELIC ADVERSARY... (C) THE HUMAN RULER EMBODYING EVIL... (D) THE 
FALSE PROPHET...": passim; on the possible identity of the 'antichrists' and of their doctrines in 1 Jn, see John 
Painter, "The 'Opponents' in 1 John", NTS 32, (1986), 48-71; it is agreed, however, by most scholars that it is 
Revelation which gives the most complete description of the Antichrist and of his raging battle against the 
Church of God. Although the name is missing from the book itself, all that is said in chapter 13 concerning the 
two beasts "clearly contains" as E. Kauder writes, the "traits of a personified power opposed to God, which is in 
fact a blasphemous parody of Christ": "Antichrist" in DNTT (Vol. 1), art. Erwin Kauder, 125; also 
see Savbba" Agourivdh", H Apokavluyh Tou Iwavnnh, (Qessalonivkh: Pournarav, 1994), 297-311. 
     35 Raymond E. Brown, The Epistles of John, (New York: Doubleday, 1982), 503. 
     36 Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum (Vol. I), 739, no. 1567. 
     37 Aristot., Ath. Pol. 45. 
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...it [the ekklesia] was clearly characterized as a political phenomenon, repeated 
according to certain rules and within a certain framework... it was the assembly of full 
citizens, functionally rooted in the constitution of the democracy, an assembly in which 
fundamental political and judicial decisions were taken.38 
 
 
In the Septuagint 
In the Septuagint (LXX) the word  jekklhsiva occurs some one hundred times, twenty-two of 
these occurrences being found in the Apocrypha.39 L. Coenen tells us that it exclusively 
represents the Heb. qahal which is related to qol (voice), which means a summons to an 
assembly and the act of the assembling itself.40 On the other hand, synagoge appears 225 
times (for the Heb. edah). This word is related to the root yaad, to appoint. It came to have the 
general sense and be characteristic of the "community centered in the cult or the law."41 Thus, 
it would appear that though synagoge was capable of expressing the sense of both Heb. terms, 
"ekklesia could only be used with a specific meaning."42 
 
If one compares the use of the two Heb. words, it becomes clear, from the passages in 
which both occur in the same context (eg Exod 12:1ff.; 16:1ff.; Num 14:1ff; 20:1ff.; 1 
Ki 12:1ff.) that edah is the unambiguous and permanent term for covenant community 
as a whole. On the other hand, qahal is the ceremonial expression for the assembly that 
results from the covenant, for the Sinai community and, in the deuteronomistic sense, for 
the community in its present form. It can also stand for the regular assembly of the 
people on secular (Num 10:7; 1 Ki 12:3) or religious occasions (Ps 22:26), as well as for 
a gathering crowd (Num 14:5; 17:12).43 
 
 
jEkklhsiva in the New Testament 
Of all the occurrences in the NT the word  jekklhsiva is found more times in the Pauline 
corpus (62 occurrences). Then follows the Book of Acts (23 occurrences); in the Book of 
Revelation there are 20 occurrences; in Hebrews (two occurrences); in 3 John (3 
occurrences); and in James (one occurrence). In the Gospels the word occurs only three times, 
on each occasion in Matthew (16:18; 18:17 twice).44 On most of these occurrences, ekklesia is 
interpreted in the context of NT revelation, it is translated, as Jürgen Roloff explains, "with 
congregation or congregational assembly or c(C)hurch": 
                                                
     38 "Church, Synagogue", in DNTT (Vol. 1), art., L. Coenen, 291. 
     39 ibid., 292. 
     40 ibid.  
     41 ibid., 293. 
     42 ibid., 292. 
     43 ibid., 295. 





Distinguishing among passages that use ekklesia with these different meanings is 
possible only within limits. The distinction between congregation/ church (the body of 
Christians at a specific place; Germ. Gemeinde) and Church (the supra-congregational 
association of God's people or the totality of all Christians; Germ. Kirche) is foreign to 
the NT. Closely related is the fact that early Christianity did not conceive of ekklesia 
primarily as an organizational, but rather as theological entity. The ecclesia universalis 
is neither a secondary union made up of individual autonomous churches, nor is the 
local congregation only an organizational sub-unit of the total Church. Rather, both the 
local assembly of Christians and the trans-local community of believers are equally 
legitimate forms of the ekklesia created by God.45 
 
 
In the Apocalypse 
The first thing that strikes the interpreter after the occurrences are noted is precisely where 
they are found. Of the twenty occurrences mentioned, nineteen "are in formalized phrases"46 
in the letters addressed to the seven churches at the beginning of the book (Rev 1-3). The 
exception is Rev 22:16, this time at the end of the book. Argument amongst interpreters of the 
Apoc, however, continues as to what the Seer exactly had in mind when he addressed the 
"church" of a specific city (Rev 2:1,8,12,18, 3:1,7,14).47 The discussion (especially from the 
historicist and preterist approaches), basically concerns whether John is speaking of a small 
house church or a larger local community. But a house church would have only a small 
number of members and it would appear much more likely, as others also note,48 that the 
word  jekklhsiva" is here being used of a larger group of Christian communities. Despite the 
local and national distinctions within the wide breadth of the empire, the faithful community 
is fundamentally one. It is called to the same witness of the Lord Jesus Christ by opposing 
heresy and remaining steadfast in the face of persecution. Therefore, jekklhsiva["] probably 
refers to Christians of the particular physical sphere to which the seven messages are 
                                                
     45 ibid. 
     46 ibid. 
     47 For the historicist, though seven specific churches received the seven letters, these churches ideally 
represented the seven periods of church history with each period reflecting the spiritual conditions of the 
original church [E. B. Elliott, (1847), R. Caringola, (1995)]. The preterist position argues that the seven 
churches were active religious communities in Asia previous to the Jewish war of AD 66-70, and that the seven 
letters authentically describe the existing conditions of each church community [Milton S. Terry (1898), D. 
Chilton (1987)]. The futurist approach is not always clear, whilst most would favour a historicist position, others 
have suggested a preterist or even a spiritual interpretation [A. C. Gaebelein, (1915), R. C. Stedman, (1991)]. 
For the interpreter of the spiritual position the number seven is symbolic of the universal Church throughout all 
time, the letters are applicable to any church which reflects the conditions of these ancient Christian 
communities [S. L. Morris (1928), G. B. Wilson, (1985)]. 
     48 "...tov  o{lon  cristianikovn  plhvrwma, thvn  o{lhn  jEkklhsivan...": P. Mpratsiwvth",  JH  jApokavluyi" 
Tou'  jIwavnnou, ( jAqhvna: N. P. Mpratsiwvth", 1992), 70. Similarly G. K. Beale, "...the seven historical 
churches are viewed as representative of all churches in Asia Minor and probably, by extension, the church 
universal": The Book of Revelation, (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1999), 186. 
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addressed. "His [the Seer's] main emphasis," as Kevin Giles writes, "seems to be on the 
witness of these believers in their own city" (2:2,9,13, 3:1,8,15,17).49 By the "angel of the 
church" (2:1,8,12,18, 3:1,7,14), there seems no good reason to understand this any differently 
from its literal sense. In the Apoc the word "angel" is commonly used to refer to a heavenly 
entity (7:1, 9:14, 10:1, 18:21, 19:17, 22:16), and it is probable that the Seer believed that each 
church community had its own guardian angel distinguishing each angelic being by the 
article tw'/.50 Robert L. Thomas has argued differently, suggesting that the seven were men 
"who represented their churches."51  
 
Implications of the Local Church in Ecclesiology 
John D. Zizioulas, who writes from within the theological tradition of Eastern Orthodoxy, has 
expressed afresh in recent times the theology of the local church as catholic.52 His work on 
ecclesiology is extremely useful at this point of the discussion for it helps to make clearer one 
of the pivotal positions of this chapter: that though the Seer addresses his book topically to 
one historical church community, his kerygma of salvation through endurance is not limited 
by geography, space or time. For he, the author of the Apoc, is addressing the Church as a 
eucharistic community which is founded in Christ, the "Lamb that was slain" (Rev 13:8).53 
But what is meant by eucharistic community? In the context of Paul's eucharistic teaching in 
1Cor 10:16-17, "[t]he cup of blessing which we bless is it not a communion [koinwniva] of the 
blood of Christ? The bread which we break is it not a communion of the body of Christ? 
Because there is one bread, we who are many are one body, for we all partake of the one 
loaf."54 Zizioulas writes: 
 
The idea of the incorporation of the "many" into the "one," or of the "one" as a 
representative of the "many" goes back to a time earlier than Paul. It is an idea basically 
                                                
     49 Giles, op. cit., 175. 
     50 I. Broer agrees with this position by correctly noting, "...the angels of the churches (2:1- 3:22), [which] are 
to be understood as real angels, since  [aggelo" in Revelation always means real angels and the underlying 
conception is readily understandable against the background of the Jewish views on the angels of the nations 
and the angel of Israel...": " [aggelo"" in  EDNT (Vol. 1), 15. 
     51 Robert L. Thomas, Revelation 1-7, (Chicago: Moody Press, 1992), 127. 
     52 Zizioulas, who is, as John Meyendorff has said, "one of the most influential Orthodox theologians of the 
younger generation", begins his position by arguing that "[t]he Church is not simply an institution. She is a 
'mode of existence', a way of being...": John D. Zizioulas, Being As Communion: Studies in Personhood and the 
Church, (New York: SVS Press, 1985), 15.  
     53 Saint Chrysostom in his Homily on Hebrews connects this doctrine of the eucharistic community (through 
faith) to the Lamb as a paschal type Who is slain for the deliverance of the believers: 27.1. 
     54 As Zizioulas points out, this is not the only time that Paul speaks of the "many" as being "one" in Christ 
(2Cor 11:2; Gal 3:28; Eph 2:15). He further makes the point, "and not just a neuter 'one' but a masculine 'one'": 





connected with the figures of the "Servant of God" and the "Son of Man." But what is 
significant for us here is that this idea was from the beginning connected with the 
eucharistic consciousness of the Church. Paul, in writing those words to the Corinthians, 
was simply echoing a conviction apparently widely spread in the primitive Church.55 
 
 
The Book of Revelation is addressed to the Church as a eucharistic community56 in which the 
Seer himself, though physically absent [apomakrusmevno"], is still a member of each of the 
seven congregations. Iwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo" has expressed this ecclesiology of 
participation in liturgical terms when he speaks of John as sharing in the eucharistic 
community [eucaristiakhv koinovthta], even though he is topically [topikav] at a distance: 
 
Apeuqhvnetai  [Apoc]  sth  ekklhsiva  w"  eucaristiakhv  koinovthta, sthn opoiva 
metevcei an kai topikav apomakrusmevno" o Iwavnnh".
57 
 
Significantly, this timeless interconnectedness is also to be found in the prophetic address of 
the Apoc. The prophecy communicated to each of the individual churches, is at the same time 
(through the eucharistic community), extended outwards to the church(es) of all time.58 The 
prophetic witness of both modes, the horizontal and the vertical,59 is inspired by the Holy 
Spirit (Rev 2:7, 22:17); both point to the Lamb's triumph (1:4-8, 14:1-5), and to the Father's 
authority (2:28, 12:10), and both are concerned, as Richard Bauckham understands, "with the 
establishment of God's kingdom in the world": 
 
Prophecy within the churches equips the churches to fulfil their prophetic ministry to the 
world, which is their indispensable role in the coming of God's kingdom, the task to 
which it is the function of Revelation to call them.60 
                                                
     55 ibid., 145f. 
     56 The theology of a 'eucharistic community' was advanced early. See especially Ignatius of Antioch (AD c. 
35-107), who speaks of the eucharist as "the medicine of immortality" [favrmakon ajqanasiva"], of which its 
celebration around "the bishop" [tw'/ ejpiskovpw/] signified the Church as a Eucharistic society: Eph. 20.2, also 
Magn. 6.1, and Smyrn. 8.1-2; for a contemporary perspective of an Eastern Orthodox standpoint on the 
eucharist, see Petros Vassiliadis, Eucharist and Witness: Orthodox Perspectives on the Unity and Mission of the 
Church, (Geneva: WCC Publications, 1998), 49-66. 
     57 Iwavnnh"  Karabidovpoulo",  "Ekklhsiva  Kai   Pneumatikhv   Zwhv   Sti"  Eptav  Epistolev"  Th"  
Apokavluyh", Klhronomiva 27 A-B, (1995), 76. 
     58 Augustine's qualified amillennialism, based on a non-literal interpretation of Rev 20, in which the 
thousand years represent that whole period beginning from the first advent of Christ until the last judgement, 
agrees perfectly: De civ. Dei. 20.7. 
     59 Both the 'horizontal' (the Spirit prophesying to the Militant Church) and the 'vertical' (the Spirit 
prophesying to the Triumphant Church) are linked by the "actualization of one, single, unrepeatable event... [the 
Eucharist]": Alexander Schmemann, Introduction to Liturgical Theology, (New York: SVS Press, 1986), 43. 
     60 Richard Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation, (Great Britain: Cambridge University Press, 
1993), 121. 
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The Symbolism of Numbers  
Symbolism plays a major role in apocalyptic literature.61 Klaus Koch speaks of the language 
of apocalyptic taking "on a concealed meaning by means of mythical images rich in 
symbolism."62 So also in the Book of Revelation which would be unintelligible otherwise. 
However, as John Sweet writes, modern commentators who are aware of the book's symbolic 
nature must not let their ingenuity in elucidating symbols and allusions take them beyond 
what "the writer could have intended and what the hearers could have taken in."63 What 
concerns us here, out of the rich symbolic landscape of the Apoc, is John's use of numbers, 
specifically the number seven in its received tradition of completeness.64 The use of numerical 
symbolism in the tradition of the Ancient East and in the Bible, "and that on a large scale", as 
W. T. Smith says, "cannot reasonably be doubted."65 Among the array of numbers which are 
unquestionably used with more or less symbolic meaning are 7 (and its multiples), 3, 4, 10 
and 12.66  
                                                
     61 See John J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination: An Introduction to Jewish Apocalyptic Literature, 
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1998), esp., Chapter One. "The symbolic character of 
apocalyptic language is shown especially by its pervasive use of allusions to traditional imagery. Like much of 
the Jewish and early Christian literature, the apocalypses constantly echo biblical phrases": ibid., 17; see also D. 
S. Russell, The Method and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic, (London: SCM Press, 1971), esp., 104-139. "The 
apocalyptists give full rein to their imaginations in extravagant and exotic language and in imagery of a fantastic 
and bizarre kind. To such an extent is this true that symbolism may be said to be the language of apocalyptic": 
ibid., 122; esp. Adela Yarbro Collins, Cosmology and Eschatology in Jewish and Christian Apocalypticism, 
(Leiden: Brill, 1999), 55-138. 
     62 Klaus Koch, The Rediscovery of Apocalyptic: A Polemical Work on a Neglected Area of Biblical Studies 
and its Damaging Effects on Theology and Philosophy, (London: SCM Press, 1972), 26. Koch further writes 
that in apocalyptic, "[t]he forces of  history and of the present, i.e., the forces of  the world-time ('olam, aion) are 
reduced to their outstanding basic characteristics, appearing as dangerous, often unnaturally degenerate beasts or 
as huge trees or rushing waters": ibid. 
     63 "As a balance against over-attention to detail we should be sensitive to the general effect Revelation's 
imagery would have conveyed": John Sweet, Revelation, (London:  SCM Press, 1990), 13f. 
     64 Irenaeus of Lyons, who as we previously noted was one of the most distinguished of the early supporters 
of the Book of Revelation, understood the symbolic nature of John's use of numbers and admonished strongly 
against any abuse of this "uncertain mode of proceeding": Adv. Haer. 2.24.1-6; 2.25.1-4.  
     65 "Number" in ISBE (Vol. III), art., William Taylor Smith, 2159. 
     66 See especially Ethelbert W. Bullinger's study, Number in Scripture: Its Supernatural Design and Spiritual 
Significance, (Michigan: Kregel Publications, 1967), Pt. II, 50-292. Nonetheless, he is rightly criticized by John 
J. Davis for his silence re: Pythagoras and other relevant literature, "[t]he thing that is of special interest, 
however, is the gross silence in the works of the above men [Ivan Panin, E. W. Bullinger] concerning the origin 
of their exegetical systems. No credit is ever given to Pythagoras, the Talmudic or Cabalistic literature from 






Numbers in the Apocalypse 
Scholars agree that numbers form a major part of the symbolic network established by John.67 
Jean-Pierre Prev ost appropriately notes, "...we cannot fail to be struck by the omnipresence of 
numbers in the Apocalypse."68 The symbolic associations that the Seer of Patmos generally 
ascribes to the more significant of the above-mentioned numbers are borrowed from the OT, 
and are a part of the allegorical arithmetic of apocalyptic.69 The number seven, "already 
known as the biblical number", is to be understood as symbolic of "fullness", "totality", and 
"perfection".70 Apart from the "seven churches", note also the "seven spirits" (Rev 1:4), the 
"seven golden lampstands" (1:12), the "seven stars" (1:16), the "seven burning lamps" (4:5), 
the "seven seals" (5:1), the "seven trumpets" (8:2), and more.71 It is not without some good 
interest here, as David E. Aune informs us, that 4QShirShabb "refers to seven hierarchically 
ordered angelic priesthoods, each presiding in one of the seven sanctuaries of the heavenly 
temple."72 All this further reinforces the argument that the Apoc is not only addressed to the 
churches in Asia, but to the ecclesia universalis. Karl Barth's view on catholicity (as Avery 
Dulles understands it) is exactly the same, "that any local or regional church be linked to the 
una sancta."73 
 
The Seer's apocalyptic message is addressed to the Johannine churches of Asia as a unified 
whole (Rev 2-3), but at the same time there were also Pauline churches in the area, least of all 
in Ephesus.74 It is together in divine concert that the many churches and the one Church, the 
                                                
     67 See particularly the commentaries of Swete and Beckwith for very useful discussions: Henry Barclay 
Swete, The Apocalypse of St John, (London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1922), cxxxv-cxxxix; Isbon T. Beckwith, 
The Apocalypse of John, (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1919), 250-255. For the use of numbers in the Bible 
generally, see Bullinger, op. cit., "[h]ere we shall find both design and significance": ibid., 4; Davis, op. cit.: 
"[t]here are several factors that must be considered in the analysis of numbers. One such factor is the 
terminology employed in the context in which numbers are used": ibid., 25. 
     68 Jean-Pierre Prévost, How to Read the Apocalypse, (London: SCM Press, 1993), 29. 
     69 D. S. Russell's discussion on allegorical arithmetic in the context of apocalyptic and interpretation of 
prophecy is an illuminating presentation of the question. For the apocalyptists "numbers have meaning, and 
meaning can be expressed in terms of numbers": D. S. Russell, The Method and Message of Jewish 
Apocalyptic, (London: SCM Press, 1971), 195. 
     70 Prévost, op. cit., 33. As it is further noted, the number "seven" [eJpta;], is John's favourite. It is used in the 
Apoc 54 times out of a possible 87 in the whole of the NT: ibid., 29.  
     71 For commentary on the "groups of seven", see David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), (Dallas: Word 
Books), 34f. 
     72 ibid., 35. 
     73 Avery Dulles, The Catholicity of the Church, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987), 81. 
     74 See Jerome Murphy- O’Connor, Paul, A Critical Life, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), Chapter 7, "The 
Years in Ephesus", 158-184; also see Rainer Riesner, Paul's Early Period: Chronology, Mission Strategy, 
Theology, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1998), 212-218. 
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una sancta, are infused in the Spirit's words of prophecy (1:1-17, 4:1-11). Without the Body 
of the Church, which goes to make up the communion of believers, there would be no "seven 
lampstands [which] are the seven churches" (1:20). That we are to understand these seven 
congregations symbolically is further evidenced when the Seer speaks of them in the context 
of "the mystery" [to; musthvrion] (1:20).75 Interestingly, biblical commentaries from Qumran 
make use of the term "mystery" [raz], as "a mystery formula to introduce eschatological 
scenarios."76 The Apoc is a document, as Iwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo" emphasizes in a recent 
study of the seven letters from the perspective of a spirituality approach, which is not directed 
to one person, but to seven churches and through them to the entirety of Christ's Church: 
 
H Apokavluyh  eivnai  keivmeno  pou apeuquvnetai ovci se evna avtomo, allav se eptav
ekklhsive" kai di! autwvn se ovlhn thn ekklhsivan tou Cristouv...77 
 
Each congregation is encouraged to conquer and overcome by obeying the message that the 
Spirit proclaims. And to do this courageously as a suffering congregation, the Seer supplies 
them with a vision of the eschatological future which extends to the whole of the church in the 
later chapters (Rev 21, 22). The prophetic utterance to the seven local churches is adjusted to 
the unique situation of each, to be ultimately made applicable in all of its fullness in "the great 
climax of John's whole visionary revelation: the vision of the New Jerusalem."78 All seven 
messages, as Richard Bauckham writes:  
 
[e]nd with the encouragement and eschatological promise. Whether a church's need is 
for repentance or simply for endurance, all are invited to 'conquer' so that they may 
inherit the eschatological promises.79 
 
 
The Number Seven as Completion 
We have seen that the number seven is symbolic and denotes “completion” or “perfection”. 
Adela Yarbro Collins suggests that "the repetition of the number [seven] and its sacred 
                                                
     75 As David E. Aune notes, the term musthvrion, which is found four times in the Apoc (1:20; 10:7; 17:5,7), 
"was a quasi-technical term in both prophetic and apocalyptic texts in early Judaism and early Christianity": 
Aune, Revelation 1-5, 106. Savbba" Agourivdh" connects the use of the word with Dan 2:47, 
"[H] levxh musthvrio scetivzetai me  tou  Danihvl  thn  apokavluyh  'musthrivwn' sto Naboucodonovsora": 
S. Agourivdh", H Apokavluyh Tou Iwavnnh, (Qessalonivkh: Pournarav, 1994), 105. 
     76 Aune, Rev. 1-5, 106. 
   77 Iwavnnh"   Karabidovpoulo",   "Ekklhsiva   Kai  Pneumatikhv   Zwhv  Sti"  Eptav  Epistolev"  Th"
Apokavluyh"", Klhronomiva / 27 A-B, (1995), 76. 
     78 Bauckham, Theology, 125. 





character may have had an emotional impact on the audience of this book [Apoc] as well."80 
When the book is addressed to the "seven churches which are in Asia" (Rev 1:4,11) it is not 
only to these topical congregations that it is delivered, but to the universal Church on earth. 
This is further corroborated by the refrain at the conclusion of each of the seven letters, "[h]e 
who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches" (2:7,11,17,29, 3:6,13,22). 
As a whole the Apoc is a prophetic message to the Christian churches of Asia Minor at a 
specific time in history when they faced persecution and marginalization. The power of the 
prophetic word, however, spoke to all who would listen and continues to speak to all who will 
listen. The Spirit81 of Jesus speaks through the Seer of Patmos to the local churches in time 
(2:2-6,9-10,13-16,19-25, 3:1-5,8-12,15-20), and to the Church of God throughout time (7:9, 
14:1, 19:6, 20, 20-22). This is possible because the Lamb has triumphed over the world and 
brings all things under His rule (1:5, 6:1, 17:14). For even as John wrote down his prophecies, 
the Lord was being worshipped both in heaven and on earth (5:11-14, 7).82 
 
It is not by chance that the Seer connects the letters of chapters two and three to the 
Christophany of chapter one. For outside "the testimony [marturivan] of Jesus" (Rev 1:9)83 
the revelation which follows would be no different to any other oracle and given to the same 
corruptions. Our author then, makes absolutely sure that the letters themselves, as M. Eugene 
Boring has properly pointed out, are interpreted outside that same Christophany:  
 
The first three chapters of Revelation form one indivisible unit that must be interpreted 
together. The vision of Christ in 1:9-20 cannot be considered by itself, for the only act of 
Christ in this vision is to dictate the message to the seven churches.84 
 
The seven messages (Rev 2-3) are of vital importance to the Seer's revelation. John steers his 
readers' attention to these letters through a standard pattern or formula,85 though they do not 
                                                
     80 Adela Yarbro Collins, Cosmology and Eschatology, 14. 
     81 For an illuminating discussion of the expression ejn pneuvmati as used in the Apoc, see Richard L. Jeske, 
"Spirit and Community in the Johannine Apocalypse", NTS 31, (1985), 452-466.  In one part Jeske concludes, 
"The ejn pneuvmati passages in Rev aside, it is clear that the work of the Spirit in Revelation is related to the life 
of the community as a whole": ibid., 462. 
     82 For a review of the literature for the hypothesis of a liturgical setting, see Aune, Revelation 1-5, 28-32. 
     83 Beale tells us that "the marturiva [witness] word-group can connote "witness" in a court of law, which was 
its primary setting in the Greek world and which is the way it is used in John's Gospel": G. K. Beale, The Book 
of Revelation, (William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,: Grand Rapids, 1999), 202. 
     84 M. Eugene Boring, Revelation, (Kentucky: John Knox Press, 1989), 63. 
     85 Wilfrid J. Harrington observes that the common plan of the letters "...is redolent of Old Testament 
prophetic texts as this Christian prophet [the Seer] speaks, confidently, in the name of the Lord of the 
Churches": W. J. Harrington, Revelation, (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1993), 56. 
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conform to any known "letter-pattern."86 This formula is: (i) The Seer, John, is commanded to 
write to the angel of the church; (ii) Christ is introduced with a descriptive title; (iii) The 
condition of the church is summarized, beginning with Jesus' saying "I know," with praise or 
rebuke; (iv) Exhortations are given; (v) The letter concludes with "He who has an ear, let him 
hear what the Spirit says" and a promise is given to him who "overcomes". It is also crucial to 
note (given the historical-theological approach of this thesis),87 that the readers' or hearers' 
resulting interpretation of the rest of the book, that is, whether to fathom it as paraenesis or as 
a word of correction from God, is largely determined by the congregation which "a reader 
belongs to".88 The key reason for this is that apocalypses make strong use of symbols at the 
expense of normal discourse, which would encourage diverse strategies of reading from each 
congregation or Christian era, according to the prevailing religio-historical conditions.89 This 
would have direct implications in the context of the NT Canon when we consider the 
unconditional importance that history of interpretation plays in the reception of a document 
claiming catholic authority.90 Finally, the covenantal form91 of the seven letters cannot be 
                                                
     86 For discussion on the format of the letters, see Charles Homer Giblin, The Book of Revelation: The Open 
Book of Prophecy, (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1991), 49-52. "They [the letters] are a mixed genre created 
by John and combine features of a royal proclamation or edict, the prophetic judgement salvation-oracle, and an 
element from wisdom literature, the 'hearing formula' (Weckformel)": ibid., 49f.; Stanley K. Stowers, in the 
broad context of letter writing in antiquity, groups six of the seven letters in Revelation 2 and 3 (those to 
Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, and Philadelphia) in Letters of Praise and Blame. He says, "[i]n 
good epistolary form they begin with praise and then turn to blaming or threatening": S. K. Stowers, Letter 
Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1986), 80f.; Eastern Orthodox 
commentators view the letters in a similar way, stressing that though the “praise” and “blame” was initially 
directed to the seven church communities, it is nonetheless equally directed to the Church Universal: 
" {Osa levgontai sti;" eJpta; ejpistole;" kaluvptoun e{na iJkanopoihtiko; ajriqmo; katastavsewn kai scevsewn 
pou; ti;" e[jzhse hJ  jEkklhsiva dia; mevsou tw'n aijwvnwn kai; qa; ti;" zhvsh kai; stou;" ejrcovmenou" aijw'ne" sth;
gh'  aujthv",  Eujsebivou  Bivtth,  JOmilive"  Pneumatikh'" OiJkodomh'" Sth;n  jApokavluyh Tou' Eujaggelistou'
 jIwavnnou (Tom. A), (Qessalonivkh:  jOrqovdoxo" Kuyevlh, 1997), 371, 368-383.   
     87 For the history and explanation of this methodology, which brings together the critical method the supra-
historical, made famous by George Eldon Ladd in his The New Testament and Criticism (1967), see Walter A. 
Elwell and J. D. Weaver (ed.), Bible Interpreters of the 20th Century, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 
1999), 233-235; but see also Jaroslav Pelikan, Development of Christian Doctrine: Some Historical 
Prolegomena, (London: Yale University Press, 1969), 37-69. 
     88 Bauckham, Theology, 16. 
     89 Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza calls these historical conditions (the socio-political and religious-theological) 
the social location. "Readers of Revelation are members of interpretative communities that share common 
assumptions about Revelation and employ standard strategies of interpretation... [t]hese different strategies of 
interpretation have led and still lead to different judgements about the religious and theological authority of the 
book, and they engender different ecclesial and cultural practices": E. Schüssler Fiorenza, Revelation: Vision of 
a Just World, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 5. 
     90 We noted this fundamental element earlier in Chapter 5, when I critically reviewed the role of chiliasm in 
the reception history of the Book of Revelation. 
     91 For "the structure of the covenant identified in the letters to the Seven Churches", see William H. Shea, 
"The Covenantal Form of the Letters to the Seven Churches", AUSS 21/1, (1983), 71-84; also see Kenneth A. 





overestimated, not only do "they follow the form of more ancient statements of the covenant", 
as William H. Shea tells us, but they "witness to the covenant concept throughout 
Revelation",92 which fits in ideally with the second part of this chapter (when the concept of 
covenant and community are explored). 
 
Church Militant and Church Triumphant 
The governing characteristic of the Church on earth is the concept of community, that there is 
communion between the faithful. Similarly we find the same idea of fellowship [koinwniva]93 
to be characteristic of the Church in heaven. At the centre of the drama which is revealed to 
the Seer is the assembly of the New Israel. Indicative of this theology is that the great 
heavenly roll call is by tribes and not by personal names (Rev 7:4-8), and that the vision 
which follows this scene is of an innumerable multitude of the redeemed (7:9-10).  "Such a 
concept of a 'spiritual Judaism'", Eugenio Corsini has reflected commenting on Rev 7:4-10, 
"could not be limited to any ethnic group not even before the coming of Christ."94 It is as a 
community that the faithful worship and receive healing and salvation through judgement 
(21:3-4). This is in the deuteronomic tradition of the renewed choice of life versus death 
covenant on Mount Ebal (Deut 27-30).95 
 
On earth it is the militant [strateuomevnh] nature that is made known to the community of 
believers; the Church in heaven is triumphant [qriambevbousa] and is known to the saints. 
This double aspect of the Church as both Militant (Rev 2:1-3:22) and Triumphant (4:1-11, 
7:9-17, 11:15-19, 14:1-5, 19:1-9),96 allows the Seer to transport both himself and his readers 
                                                
     92 ibid., 72. 
     93 The absolute use of the term in the NT suggests especially the idea of fellowship, but also that of 
participation and sharing (Acts 2:42; 1Cor 10:16; 2Cor 8:4; Gal 2:9; Heb 13:16; 1Jn 1:3). The Pauline 
understanding of koinwniva expresses its deepest manifestation with statements about Christ and the Spirit (1Cor 
1:9, 10:16ff.). See "koinwnov"" in EDNT (Vol. 2), art. J. Hainz, 303-305. See also G. Jourdan, "KOINWNIA in 1 
Corinthians 10:16", JBL 67, (1948), 111-124; J. M. McDermott, "The Biblical Doctrine of KOINWNIA", BZ 19, 
(1975), 219-233; A. Weiser, "Basis und Führung in kirchlicher communio", BK 45, (1990), 66-71. 
     94 Eugenio Corsini, The Apocalypse: The Perennial Revelation of Jesus Christ, trans. Francis J. Moloney, 
(Delaware: Michael Glazier, 1983), 159. 
     95 The "main point" which comes out from the Deuteronomic formula, says Rolf Rendtorff, are "the 
consequences which emerge for Israel from the fact that Yhwh is Israel's God...": Rendtorff, Covenant Formula, 
63. 
     96 For  the traditional Eastern Orthodox understanding on the connection between the Church Militant and 
the Church Triumphant, see esp. P. N. Trempevla", Dogmatikh; Th''"  jOrqodovxou Kaqolikh'"  jEkklhsiva", 
Tom. 1, ( jAqhvna:  JO Swthvr, 1978), 409-422. See also Crhvvsto"  jAndrou'tso", Dogmatikh; Th'" 
 jOjrqodovxou  jAnatolikh'"  jEkklhsiva", ( jAqhvna:  jAsth;r, 1956), 259-262, 421-437. The Orthodox will also 
refer to the Militant Church as the visible and the Triumphant Church as the invisible, but also as human and 
divine. "It is visible, for it is composed of specific congregations, worshipping here on earth; it is invisible, for it 
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from earth to heaven and from heaven to earth as his theology demands. It is vital to 
comprehend a fundamental point that our author is making. The new heaven which is being 
revealed and the earth on which the apocalyptic drama will unfold are not completely 
separated: the New Jerusalem comes "down out of heaven from God" (21:1-2). But why is 
this so important? Because it is through this tremendous eschatological event that all the 
Church, on earth and in heaven, will wait for the coming of its Lord (1:7, 2:5, 3:3, 16:16, 
22:12,20). Robert W. Wall has expressed this ecclesiological interdependence in simple but 
precise words, "[w]hat is true in heaven will be true on earth."97 In christological terms we 
could here use the instructive analogy of the communicatio idiomatum. 
 
This is also explicitly portrayed in a series of "up-down" reciprocals which Stephen S. 
Smalley has brought together and juxtaposed very well:98 the Seer himself is on a definite 
earthly point, Patmos, sharing in the "persecution" and "the patient endurance" (Rev 1:9), yet 
he is transported to the heavenly realm to be shown what "must take place after this" (4:1); the 
great angel that comes down from heaven and puts his feet on both land and sea (10:1-2, 
18:1); the martyred and resurrected prophets of this world go up to heaven ('from the great 
city') in a cloud (11:7-12); the messianic child is born on earth, but taken up in rapture to God 
in heaven (12:5); the glorified Lamb takes His place with the community of the redeemed on 
Mount Zion (14:1); the angel who soars above the world proclaims the gospel to those still on 
earth (14:6). John emphasizes the covenantal dimensions of his narrative when the angel with 
the little scroll who comes down from heaven does so "wrapped in a cloud, with a rainbow 
over his head, and his face was like the sun, and his legs like pillars of fire" (10:1). These 
recall the signs and symbols of God's covenant with Noah (Gen 9:12-17), and His presence 
among the people of Israel (Ex 13:17-22). Stephen Smalley's illustrative juxtapositions fit in 
perfectly with the more impassioned typological approach to canonical criticism that we find, 
for example, in the work of Charles J. Scalise,99 and in the Eastern Orthodox hermeneutical 
tradition itself.100 
 
                                                                                                                                              
also includes the saints and the angels... [i]t is human, for its earthly members are sinners; it is divine, for it is 
the Body of Christ":  Timothy (Kallistos) Ware, The Orthodox Church, (London: Penguin Books, 1993), 243. 
     97 Robert W. Wall, Revelation, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 1991), 155. 
     98 See Smalley, op. cit., 155.  
     99 Charles J. Scalise, From Scripture to Theology: A Canonical Journey into Hermeneutics, (Illinois: IVP, 
1996), 67-88. 
    100 Note for example the methodology behind the approach of Georges A. Barrois', Jesus Christ and The 
Temple, (New York: SVS Press, 1980); also see John Breck, The Power of the Word: In the Worshiping Church, 





The Seer of Patmos, whilst spatially distinguishing between the two modes of the revelation 
of the Church, never makes this distinction intrinsic: each is given the charge to bear witness 
and to worship the Lamb (Rev 4:1-22:5). The "fullness and completeness of the whole 
Church", Aleksei Khomiakov the Russian lay theologian reflects, "[is] appointed to appear at 
the final judgement of all creation."101 Precisely the position of the author of the Book of 
Revelation, it is from this perspective that the Seer expounds his profoundest ecclesiology in 
the concluding chapters of his work where he introduces his theologia of the apokatastasis 
(21-22). I use "apokatastasis", here, in the context of the words of Sergius Bulgakov (1871-
1944), who when commenting on the Apoc's eschatological dimension, writes: 
 
Christ's promise [surely I come quickly] is at the same time a fulfilment, having power 
and authority. It should always be kept in heart and mind as a transcendent manifestation 
of the life of the world to come. The consciousness of this should be the central and 
most essential thing in our life, the highest and most indubitable spiritual reality.102 
                                                
     101 Cited by Timothy [Kallistos] Ware, The Orthodox Church, (London: Penguin Books, 1993), 308. 
     102 James Pain and Nicolas Zernov, A Bulgakov Anthology, (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1976), 
158. 
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Part B- The Church as Community 
The Church as Israel 
The Seer tells us that the Jews who oppose the Church are not worthy of their name (Rev 2:9, 
3:9) and are the "synagogue of satan" [sunagwgh'" tou' satana'], "[i]mplying" K. Giles says, 
"a contrast with the church of God."103 G. K. Beale points us to a parallel in Qumran, where 
the apostate Jews are called "a congregation of Belial" in contrast to the Jews in the Qumran 
community who have "leaned on your covenant".104 In the letter to the church of Smyrna, 
John writes that he knows "the slander" [th;n blasfhmivan] (2:9) of those who say that they 
are Jews. In other places in the Apoc this same word is used to describe the blasphemous 
actions of both the "beast" [qhrivon] and the "mother of harlots" [hJ mhvthr tw'n pornw'n] (13, 
17). An idea closely linked to the manifestation of hubris: insolent pride and arrogance. In a 
typological context, Hippolytus will connect these terrible results to the false prophets 
[yeudapostovlou"], sent in like manner [oJmoivw" pevmyei] by the Antichrist to mimic the true 
apostles. 105 
 
In the ecclesiological plans of the author, the Church is the spiritual successor to the historic 
Israel; this typological association is made at the outset in connection with the OT. On at least 
two occasions the Seer will cite the celebrated covenant passage of Exodus 19:6 in direct 
reference to the Christians who now take upon themselves the promises that were previously 
made to the Jewish people.106 He proclaims that they have been made a "kingdom, priests 
serving [his] God" (Rev 1:6, 5:10, cf. 20:6). The Christian community redeemed from the 
slavery of death by the Lamb is seen as taking part in a second exodus. They will savour the 
blessings of the new covenant. The enemies of the Lamb's faithful fall under the judgement of 
God and suffer the plagues that are sent down. The earthly Jerusalem signifying Judaism 
becomes "Sodom and Egypt" (11:8), while the Christian community becomes Israel and 
inherits the promises made previously to the twelve tribes of Israel (7:1-8). This is momentous 
for there is an eternal consequence. Though the broad use of the OT in the Apoc is not 
questioned,107 the application of these references to the Christian community remain 
                                                
     103 Giles, op. cit., 175. 
     104 G. K. Beale, op. cit., 241.  
  105 Antichr. 6. 
 
     106 See 1Pet 2:9 where the author of that epistle makes use of the collective noun "iJeravteuma" (reflecting the 
LXX), suggesting that the Christian community has now become a priestly body in all of its entirety.  
     107 See G. K. Beale's comprehensive survey of the use of the OT in the Apoc in: Essays on the Use of the Old 
Testament in the New: The Right Doctrine from the Wrong Texts? G. K. Beale (ed.), (Grand Rapids: Baker 





fundamental, for they point, Zizioulas reflects elsewhere in a comparable context, "towards a 
synthesis of the historical and the eschatological."108 
 
With the authority of the OT prophets, John of Patmos announces, that three sets of seven 
judgements will fall from heaven on the adversaries of the Christian community on earth: the 
"seven seals" (ch. 6); the "seven trumpets" (ch. 8); and the "seven plagues" (ch. 15). The Seer, 
however, has included three interludes in between his report of the heavenly chastisements, 
where, in the context of the judgements, he describes both the present and future condition of 
the Militant Church which is called to become the new “Israel”.109 It is the first of these three 
interludes located in chapter seven, between the account of the breaking open of the sixth and 
seventh seals, which is of direct interest to us here. Two visions are related with the express 
aim of assuring the community of the faithful that it will ultimately triumph (Rev 7:1-8, 9-17). 
The first vision describes the "one hundred forty-four thousand" out of every tribe of Israel 
who are "sealed" [ejsfragismevnoi] (7:4),110 and which we are later told have the "name" 
[ [onoma] of the Lamb and of the Father "written on their foreheads [gegrammevnon  jepi; tw'n 
metwvpwn aujtw'n] (14:1).111 To be "sealed" is both a sign of God's ownership and the promise 
of His protection (7:3, 9:4). The second vision refers to a "great multitude which no man 
could number" [o[clo" poluv" o{n ajriqmh'sai aujto;n oujdei;" ejduvnato]" (7:9). This multitude 
includes the "one hundred forty-four thousand" for the author merges both Militant and 
Triumphant Church into an organic whole at the climax of world history. These elect, 
proclaims Victorinus, have kept "the grace which they have received."112 
 
The Measuring of the Temple 
There is another indication in these interludes which provides further proof that the Christian 
community, the Church, is the New Israel. The second vision of the second interlude (Rev 
10:1-11:13), this time between the sixth and seventh trumpet, commences with the symbolic 
                                                                                                                                              
Jean", NRT 77, (1955), 113-22, and P. Trudinger, "Some Observations Concerning the Text of the Old 
Testament in the Book of Revelation", JTS 17, (1966), 82-88.  
     108 Zizioulas, op. cit., 181. 
     109 Kevin Giles too underscores the importance of the interludes in the shift of identification between the 
'two' Israels. The same author also cites the epigrammatic statement of Schweizer who says that the universal 
church is "no longer merely the legitimate development of Israel-it is Israel": op. cit., 175f. 
     110 Origen as we might expect writes, "[t]he statement about the hundred and forty-four thousand no doubt 
admits of mystical interpretation": Comment. in Jn. 1.2.  
     111 Cyprian of Carthage interprets this verse in the context of the intriguing "mark the sign" pericope of Ezek 
9:4: Test. libri III, 2.22. 
     112 Victorinus, In Apoc. 7.9.  
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act of the measuring of the temple. The background for this vision is clearly Ezekiel chapters 
40, 41 where in the context of the new temple proclamation, the prophet speaks of Israel in 
the land in the coming age (43-48).113 In John's vision, however, the temple is the Church and 
the community of the two witnesses (Rev 11:1-12)114 who are not only given "authority" 
[ejxousivan] to perform wonders, but also to "prophesy" [profhteiva" aujtw'n] (11:6).115 This 
would indicate, in the unique theological unveiling of our author, both the continuity and 
transfiguration (in the sense of an 'in depth' extension of the incarnation)116 of the Old Israel 
into the New Israel. And here we have the Apoc's governing typology of the revelatory 
connection between the two communities (one past and one present) of which God remains 
the "spearhead" and through which He is "acting in the world".117 What has been previously 
prophesied can now also be witnessed. In the Book of Revelation, prophecy and witnessing, 
as Kevin Giles has correctly stated, "are closely related" (1:2, 19:10).118 
 
The Ageless Conflict between God and Satan Revisited 
Predictively we find yet another indication of the transfiguration of the Old Israel into the 
New Israel, this time as an inheritor of the ageless conflict between God and Satan and the 
beastly powers of the deep.119 The author of the Apoc is immersed in order and structure,120 
                                                
     113 As John B. Taylor explains the "chief problem in these chapters is that of interpretation." For useful 
discussion of the relative merits of the four main views that have been held (literal prophetic, symbolic 
Christian, dispensationalist, and apocalyptic), see J. B. Taylor, Ezekiel, (Leicester: IVP 1969), 251-254.  
     114 Columba Graham Flegg has summarized very well the traditional interpretation of the identity of the two 
witnesses, "[t]he two witnesses have often been taken to be Moses and Elijah, representing the Law and the 
Prophets, the same two witnesses who appeared to the apostles at the Transfiguration. They can thus also be 
understood as signifying the dead and the living at the time of the Parousia (which the Transfiguration is 
explicitly associated in Orthodox hymnology). Alternatively, they have been seen as Enoch and Elijah. In the 
context here, however, it seems more likely that they represent the Church's witness to the Gospel, two being the 
minimum required for valid witness, as is explicitly stated in Deuteronomy 19, and taken up in John 8:17-18": 
C. G. Flegg, An Introduction to Reading the Apocalypse, (New York: SVS Press, 1999), 93f. [italics added] 
     115 Note the direct connection between authority and prophecy. Whether we identify the two witnesses with 
Elijah and Enoch (or Moses), is not the major point here. What we should observe is that the authority to the 
"prophesying church... has been given by God": John G. Strelan, Where Earth Meets Heaven: A Commentary 
on Revelation, (Adelaide: Openbook Publishers, 1994), 178. 
     116 John Macquarrie, Principles of Christian Theology, (London: SCM Press, 1977), 391. 
     117 ibid. 
     118 Giles, op. cit., 175f. 
     119 cf. Ps 74:13f., Isa 27:1 with the Babylonian and Canaanite myths which narrate stories of conflict between 
the primordial forces of chaos and creation: James B. Pritchard (ed.), Ancient Near Eastern Texts: Relating to 
the Old Testament [3rd edn], (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), 67ff. However, though the Near 
Eastern parallels are valuable, they are not to be pressed. "Two important elements of that [combat] myth", 
writes Adela Yarbro Collins, "are determinative of the nature and function of the beast in this passage: its origin 
in watery chaos and the acts of rebellion": Adela Yarbro Collins, The Combat Myth in the Book of Revelation, 





which also effects emphasis and recall. This is evident here also, three interludes and three 
demonstrations. In the third interlude (Rev 12:1-14:20), which earmarks the principal division 
of the text, prior to the description of "the seven bowls of the wrath of God" (16:1), John 
interprets the causes for the tribulation of the Christian community in powerful symbolism. 
Satan's acts are now discernible through such figures and agents as a dragon and beasts, and a 
demonic number "six hundred and sixty-six" (ch. 13).121 Though the Lamb has been 
victorious on account of the Cross, the ancient adversary, the "serpent" (12:9) continues to 
deceive and persecute the faithful, but his agent [the beast] receives on one of its heads a 
"mortal wound" [ejsfagmevnh eij" qavnaton] (13:3). The Seer is not alarmed at what he sees, 
because ultimately he can foretell the victory of the persecuted and so strengthens them in 
their temporal tribulations.  
 
The Age of the New Saints 
Revelation 12:1-14:20 brims with the theology of a New Israel. On at least three direct 
occasions the Christian community is called "the saints" [tw'n aJgivwn] (13:7,10, 14:12).122 
This is important for it was typically used for the Israel of the OT (2Chron 6:41; Ps 16:3, 
148:14; Dan 7:27). In the NT itself a{gio" was "associated", H. Balz informs us, "with things, 
places, and persons connected with the Jewish cult and the OT tradition."123 At the same time, 
the Church is also described symbolically as the Israel of the last days. The woman of Rev 
12:1 crowned with the twelve stars (“astral symbols”) is the Church,124 the heavenly 
                                                                                                                                              
     120 This would imply a conscious literary intention, in which case, it can be argued, appeal cannot be made to 
rapture to explain stylistic peculiarities. But this is to assume to understand not only the mode of revelation or 
inspiration or workings of ecstasy, but the Seer's inner condition as well. We simply cannot know the exact and 
minute detail of how John put his book together. It is possible, and there is nothing in the Apoc to contradict 
this, that he had the visions first and wrote them down later, in which case rapture and literary intention would 
not contradict. Nor can we be absolutely certain that all of the Seer's prophetic visions and auditions fall into 
parapsychological categories. For example, as Boyce M. Bennett writes in an illuminating work, Anatomy of 
Revelation: Prophetic Visions in the Light of Scientific Research, (Harrisburg: Morehouse Publishing, 1990), 
"Jeremiah's vision of the almond branch (Jer 1:11-12) is interpreted to mean that God is 'watching' over Israel. 
Such a vision is not paranormal in itself, nor is the interpretation easily put into the categories of clairvoyance, 
telepathy, or precognition": ibid., 98; for a critical review of recently proposed structures of the Book of 
Revelation, see M. G. Michael, Thesis: 81-101. 
     121 See M. G. Michael for an extensive discussion into the background, sources, and history of interpretation 
of "the number of the beast": ibid., 237-307; see esp. Richard Bauckham, The Climax of Prophecy: Studies on 
the Book of Revelation, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1993), 384-452. 
     122 Observe here, as G. E. Ladd explains, that the "chief objects of the beast's wrath are the saints": George 
Eldon Ladd, A Commentary on the Revelation, (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1972), 
180. But who are the saints, Ladd goes on to ask. They are "those who keep the commandments of God and 
bear testimony to Jesus" (Rev 12:17). 
     123 a{gio" in EDNT (Vol.1), art. H. Balz, 17. 
     124 For an interesting perspective on the Apoc and “astral symbols”, see James Turley van Burkalow, A 
Study of St. John’s Revelation, (Pittsburgh: Dorrance Publishing, Co., 1990), 175-198. 
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Jerusalem and the successor to Israel (which in patristic exegesis has taken two 
approaches).125 In Jewish literature Zion is often spoken of as the mother of Israel (Isa 54:1; 
2Esdra 10:7; cf. Gal 4:26). The Seer writes that the dragon made war with the children of the 
woman, "those who keep the commandments of God and hold the testimony of Jesus" (Rev 
17). This interpretation is justified when in chapter 14 John describes the ultimate triumph of 
the redeemed as the Church of the "one hundred forty-four thousand", the complete Israel 
standing on Mount Zion with the triumphant Lamb.126 For "the true and new Israel", Hans 
Küng typologically interprets (which sits very well with both Eastern Orthodox interpreters 
and B. S. Childs):  
 
...[is] already realized within the old; externally little different, inwardly already very 




As Covenant Community  
A second critical extension of John's ecclesiology is the covenant between God and His 
people, the community of believers, which if eschatologically projected, certainly for Eastern 
Orthodox theologians, is the communion of saints, koinwniva aJgivwn. In Latin theology 
referred to as the communio sanctorum, also as the congregatio sanctorum [congregation of 
saints]. The members of the Church are holy and are called to this communion because of the 
sacrifice and righteousness of Christ. But as Paul Evdokimov says, at the same time 
[tautovcrona], the communion of saints is also a 'communion of sinners' who are in 
communion with the a{gia  [holy], and who are made holy on account of their divinized 
union with the only Holy: "Koinwniva aJgivwn, koinwniva dhladh; tw'n aJmartwlw'n me; ta; 
                                                
     125 First, the mystical woman of Rev 12:1 is the Holy Theotokos, the Mother of God (Epiphanius, Ephraim 
the Syrian, Ecumenios). Second, and the view which prevails, the woman is understood to represent the 
Universal Church, comprising the faithful of both the Old and New Dispensations (Hippolytus, Methodius, 
Andrew of Caesarea). This second approach was principally the view right up until the ninth 
century. Savbba" Agourivdh" contra Stevrgio Savkko and Vasile Mihoc, has convincingly argued this position 
in his commentary with strong reference to both testamental and extra-testamental sources, and a comparison of 
the introverted Mary of the gospel narrative against the universal persona of Apoc 12: Agourivdh", op. cit., 284-
293. This is the Christian community, argues Agourivdh", more particularly the Church of the Old and New 
Covenants, as it is giving birth [kaqwv" egkumoneiv] and brings to life [fevrnei sth zwhv] the Messiah: ibid., 290. 
     126 Aune citing as one of his parallels Rev 17:1 writes that this section (14:1-5), "is an elaboration of the 
author's characteristic use of participial phrases that more closely identify an individual or a group": David E. 
Aune, Revelation 6-16 52B, (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1998), 796.  
     127 Hans Küng, The Church, (Kent: Burns & Oates, 1968), 109. Küng moves on to describe the peculiar 
forms of the early Christian community which "pointed to a distinctive development". These are: baptism, 
communal service of prayer, communal eschatological meal, leaders composed of the eschatological Israel, 





a{gia, qeopoio;" mevqexh twn sto;n movnon  {Agion."128 The use of covenantal theology in the 
Apoc, as throughout the NT generally and the Book of Hebrews in particular (cf. esp. Heb 8, 
9), carries over (the new covenant completing what was lacking in the old)129 from the 
covenantal concept as developed in the OT.130  This is a determining idea for our study of the 
book and is intimately related to the notion of canon consciousness, for the Seer writes within 
an established tradition of religious literature.131 Against this it might be argued that covenant 
language is not outstanding in the Apoc. In fact, the actual term diathike [th'" diaqhvkh"]132 
appears just once, and that is in the vision of the heavenly ark of God's covenant in Rev 11:19. 
But this surprising phenomenon Savbba" Agourivdh" has responded in his commentary, does 
not present a hermeneutical difficulty, for what essentially matters is the overriding context of 
the eschatological narrative: the salvation of all believers across time [aparchv" mevcri" 
tevlou"].133 However, the Seer will often allude to the concept of a covenantal relationship 
between God and His Church (Rev 1:3, 21:1-8, 22:10:14,18-19), and it is directly connected 
with the theology of redemption. And this is because now, as Vladimir Lossky 
christologically expounds, after "successive elections" of patriarchs and institutions from the 
OT, redemption shall forevermore be connected to the economy of the Son, the realized 
"mystery of the Incarnation."134   
                                                
     128 Pau'lo" Eujdokivmof,  JH  jOrqodoxiva, (B. Rhgovpoulo": Qessalonivkh, 1972), 195.  
     129 That is, as Guthrie writes, "...the power to enable people to live in a manner worthy of the salvation which 
God had provided": Donald Guthrie, New Testament Theology, (Leicester: IVP, 1981), 435; for patristic 
commentary on the Book of Hebrews (the authorship of which still puzzles), see Trempevla", Upovmnhma (G), 
22-213. 
     130 For an in-depth introduction to the nature of ancient covenants, and the connections of the biblical 
covenants to later post-biblical developments in which the authors are careful to distinguish between covenants 
as "socially enacted historical realities... that were expected to bring about functional changes in patterns of 
behaviour, and covenants as formal or symbolic dogmatic concepts... that were supposed to be the objects of 
tradition and belief" (1179f.), see "Covenant" in ABD (Vol. 1), (1992), art. G. E. Mendenhall and  G. A. 
Herion, 1179-1202; see also F. C. Fensham, "The Covenant as Giving Expression to the Relationship between 
Old and New Testament", TB 22, (1971), 82-94, and J. Begrich, "Berit. Ein Beitrag zur Erfassung einer 
alttestamentlichen Denkform", ZAW 60, (1944), 1-11. 
     131 I do not mean a specific and defined religious canon, but an established tradition of religious literature 
with a specifically defined belief system and a universal world-view.  
     132 Diaqhvkh is "used relatively seldom" in the NT with most occurrences appearing in Hebrews (17 times). 
Most of the references belong to the tradition of the Lord's Supper or to "passages influenced" by its theology: 
"diaqhvkh" in EDNT (Vol. 1), art. Harald Hegermann, 299; see also F. Hahn, "Die alttestamentlichen Motive in 
der urchristlichen Herrenmahlüberlieferung", EvT 27, (1967), 337-374. 
     133  Given our author's practice of loose citation and paraphrase, this is hardly surprising and that the actual 
term is not prominent is of no great difficulty. What is important, as Savbba"  jAgourivdh" has said, is that the 
context of diathike has to do with the salvation of the faithful of all time, "... en prwvtoi" tonivzei 
[John] ovti h swthriva perilambavnei ovlou"  tou" pistouv", aparchv" mevcri" tevlou"... autov dhlwvnei... kai
h qeva th" kibwtouv th" diaqhvkh"...": Agourivdh", op. cit., 279. 
     134 Vladimir Lossky, The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church, (New York: SVS Press, 1976), 140. 
 




The Symbolisms of the New Covenantal Relationship 
The covenantal relationship between God and His elect, signified by the symbolism of the ark 
and of the temple (Rev 11:19, 15:5), defines the essence of the communion between the 
Creator and the created as "essentially spiritual and relational in nature". However, as Robert 
W. Wall continues, "this too will be perfected in human experience."135 Here too, as was the 
case with the Old Israel, the covenant which originates in God is to be understood as an act of 
grace (1:5-6,21,22).136 The OT covenant, which saw several manifestations, was ultimately 
established after the Exodus with Moses (Ex 24). However, even during the OT dispensation 
"a new covenant with the house of Israel and the house of Judah" is promised (Jer 31:31-34). 
And notably, in the Book of Revelation: 
 
...the leading reference of 'covenant' is corporate: God keeps faith with His people, as a 
company. The theology of covenant also manifests, again, an exact balance; for the 
relationship within the agreement is both divine and human. It is God who acts in mercy, 
and calls Israel and the new Israel to respond.137 
 
 
The "reward" [oJ misqov"] (Rev 22:12) to come, the eschatological promise of the covenant, is 
parallelled by the blessings of paradise prefigured by the wanderings in the wilderness during 
the time of the Exodus. An early eschatological expectation of Judaism, David E. Aune 
explains, "was that the future of salvation would correspond to the period of wilderness 
wandering in which God would again supply manna miraculously."138 This could be the 
significance of the reference at Rev 2:17 of the "hidden manna" [mavnna tou' kekrummevnou]. 
The Messiah appears as a slain Lamb at Rev 5:6, which is clearly a reference to the 
defenceless lamb which suffers for others described by the prophet Isaiah (Isa 53:7 cf. Ps 
44:22). But it is also the Passover lamb whose blood made possible the redemption of Israel 
in Egypt (Ex 12). The reference to the seal of God at Rev 7:2 is most probably a connection 
with the blood of the Passover lamb, which was used to mark out the houses of the Israelites 
in order to protect them from the destroyer of the Egyptians (Ex 12:7,13). It is also signifies 
the "blood of the Lamb" [ai{mati tou' ajrnivou] poured out for the salvation of the elect (Rev 
                                                
     135 Wall, op. cit., 155. 
     136 That which G. E. Mendenhall and G. A. Herion have written of the OT covenant motifs in the NT 
certainly applies here, "[t]here is here the recognition that in the ongoing quest for a truly "blessed" community, 
the behaviour of individuals must correspond directly to the "blessings" they have already received (and not to 
some impersonal codification of laws, statutes, and ordinances)": "Covenant" in TABD (Vol.1), 1200. 
     137 Smalley, op. cit., 155. 





7:14).139 The Seer of Patmos worships Jesus as the Lamb of God, whose fulfilment of the 
christological mission made possible the last covenant between God and His people. This is, 
as Hans Küng says, the "eschatological community of salvation."140  
 
A recognized sign of God's covenant with the earth was the Noahic rainbow (Gen 9:12-17, cf. 
Ezek 1:28).141 In ancient folklore, this brilliant phenomenon was considered in many places to 
be a heavenly bridge, connecting the worlds of gods and men (a type of metaphorical Aurea 
Catena). Note also the reference to the "rainbow" [ i\ri"] which is "kuklovqen tou' qrovnou" in 
the striking vision of Rev 4:3. This is an unambiguous signal of the rekindling of that 
celebrated pledge in the Genesis account between God and His created order. For the angel 
who comes down from heaven with the "little scroll"142 [biblarivdion] (Rev 10:1-2) is 
complemented by a rainbow, a "shmavdi" [a sign] Agourivdh" properly 
interprets, "pw"   oi  skoteinev"  mevre" tou  kataklusmouv pevrasan."143 But also by cloud 
and fiery pillars, this time reminiscent of the symbols of the Exodus (13:17-22) and of the Lord's 
"covenant theology" with Israel, the "consecrated" people (Ex 19). 144 These motifs are now connected 
in the ark vision of Rev 11, whilst the seven plagues of Rev 15 and 16 train the Exodus account (7-11): 
 
...including the battle between good and evil staged by Moses and Pharaoh... now 
perceived as the conflict between a divided church and a persecuting Roman Society.145 
 
 
The Redemptive Work of Jesus Christ, Who is the Lamb 
The Seer presents his covenantal theology of the Church in the doctrinal framework of the 
new covenant into which the faithful can now enter (cf. Heb 4) through the redemptive work of Jesus 
Christ. The living creatures in the throne room (Rev 5) and the elders fall down before the 
                                                
     139 Note as C. G. Flegg points out, that "the great tribulation is mentioned as if it were a past event, though in 
the sequence of visions it is yet to be revealed": Columba Graham Flegg, An Introduction to Reading the 
Apocalypse, (New York: SVS Press, 1999), 92. 
     140 Hans Küng, The Church, (Kent: Burns & Oates, 1968), 79. 
     141 In Hebrew there is no specific term for the word "rainbow", a lit. trans. would be "war-bow".  
  142 The scroll is "little" possibly on account as Flegg considers, it could "include[s] only those parts of the 
plan which have been revealed through the Scripture to mankind": Flegg, op. cit., 93. 
 
  143 Agourivdh", op. cit., 259. 
 
     144 Rolf Rendtorff in his widely recognized study on the OT covenant formula, makes the very important 
contact between the terms "covenant" and "choose" as "an element of theological language which is introduced 
in a highly conscious manner... [i]n this way the covenant formula contributes essentially to the expression and 
differentiation of the thematic field which may be summarily termed 'covenant theology'": Rendtorff, The 
Covenant, 92. 
     145 Wall, op. cit., 192. 
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Lamb with bowls of incense in their hands (v.8). The Seer, as he often does, describes the 
earthly reality behind this heavenly acclamatio which reminds us of the song of salvation of 
Ps 98, and tells us that the "golden bowls full of incense" are the "prayers of the saints" (Rev 
5:8). This has been traditionally understood as a reference to the faithful of the old covenant 
often associated with the Church triumphant,146 but it might equally refer to the believers of 
the new covenant as the word "saint" [ {agio"] is normally used in the NT for Christians.147 
However, it would do no violence to the interpretation of the pericope if "...katav thvn  
piqanwtevran ejkdochvn" we were to see here, as P. Mpratsiwvth" has argued, a reference to 
the redeemed of both dispensations.148 This can be further corroborated if we recall that the 
"seal of the living God" (Rev 7:2) points back to the Passover in making its direct reference to 
the sealing of the Christian through baptism as a true member of the New Israel: here and 
now, hic et nunc.  
 
The creation of a new covenantal community which bears witness to God's power and 
authority by offering themselves to the Lamb in worship does not attenuate the covenantal 
and communal aspects of the Exodus typology of the OT.149 Significantly, the term skhnhv 
[dwelling] in connection with the tabernacle (Ex 29:45), as David E. Aune informs us, 
"occurs three times in Revelation (Rev 13:6, 15:5, 21:3), and all three occurrences are 
articular since the author apparently assumes that his readers are acquainted with that 
institution."150 John guards this theology because to do away completely with the corporate 
nature of God's love could encourage early gnostic teaching, which understood the effects of 
God's offer of salvation in individualistic and interiorized ways.151 Yet the fundamental 
                                                
     146  jIwhvl Giannakovpoulo",  JErmhneiva Th'"  jApokaluvyew", (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1991), 62f. 
     147  {Agio" is common in the NT and occurs no less than 230 times. It is not to be confused with iJerov" 
which occurs only 3 times. When used with the article it is almost always for "Christians in general... with a 
total of 61 occurrences":  " {agio"" in EDNT (Vol. 1), art., H. Balz, 16.  
     148 Mpratsiwvth", op. cit., 129; also Pablo Richard who writes from the perspective of liberation 
hermeneutics, "[t]he number twenty-four represents the people in its perfection: the people of the twelve tribes 
of Israel and the people of the twelve apostles" (Apocalypse: A People's Commentary on the Book of 
Revelation, (New York: Orbis Books, 1995), 66. 
     149 The community of the covenant of the ark is now become the community of the covenant of the cross. 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer's "community-of-the-cross" fits in perfectly and is suitable: Bonhoeffer, op. cit., 151. 
     150 D. E. Aune, op. cit., 52c, 1123; in the same place Aune considers connections based on the verba 
solemnia "associated with adoption" with other OT passages (Lev 26:11-12; Jer 7:23, 31:1; Zech 8:3; Ezek 
37:26-27, 43:7; Ps 95:7), early Jewish literature, and the Dead Sea Scrolls, (11QTemple 59:13, 29:7-8a). 
     151 Consider for instance the earliest extant interpretation of Rev 1:19 (middle second century AD) from the 
Gnostic Apocryphon of John 2.15-2 where the emphasis is on the perfect Man, "[n]ow I have come to teach you 
what is, and what was, and what will come to pass, that you may know the things which are not yet revealed and 
those which are revealed, and to teach you concerning the unwavering race of the perfect Man": The Nag 





doctrine and consequences of the love of Christ who "stand[s] at the door and knock[s]" (Rev 
3:20) and seeks each person, is the focal point of the new community. Paul Evdokimov 
describes the epigraphy on a reliquary of a martyr: In isto vaso sancto congregabuntur 
membra Christi. And, as he continues, this gives a correct picture of the realism of the 
Biblical understanding for the Body, i.e. the new community.152 
 
The declaration of the Lamb concerning His resurrection in the early section of the book (Rev 
2:9-10) is meant to reassure the suffering communities which struggle to survive on the 
margins of the social order. This is a primary motif of apocalyptic literature, the promise of 
the reversal of the dreadful socio-economic conditions of the believers who will be restored to 
power when in the fullness of time God triumphs over the Evil One.153 For the present, these 
negative conditions which afflict the faithful on account of their belonging to the Christian 
community are a testimony of their devotion to God. It is something akin to the idea of 
Maximus the Confessor who saw the power of unity as "a suffering power, not a triumphant 
one."154 The reversal of this marginal status, however, is not far, "for the time is near" [oJ ga;r 
kairo;" ejgguv"] (1:3).155 Ultimately, John makes it plain that the old biblical idea of the 
covenant which included both conditional and unconditional components was not redundant, 
it remains a focal emphasis, it is the hub, in a sense the Mitte [lit. middle] of the Bible. 
 
The Ideal of Fellowship 
Fellowship is an essential element of the new community, for the redemptive consequences of 
the Lord's sacrifice flow first of all through the body of believers, the Church. Whereas 
previously the biblical idea of covenant was a relationship entered into by God's love through 
the chosen community's response to the Law (Ex 19-23, Deut 27-29), now it is entered into 
through the Church's response of faith (Rev 13:10, 12:17, 14:12). It is from within this 
divinely established foundation that the relationship with God is confirmed to begin with, and 
which becomes the channel of His grace through the abiding faithfulness of the Church to the 
Lord. Importantly, we should remember that Rev 3:20 does not in the first instance refer to an 
                                                
     152 Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 193. 
     153 See John J. Collins, Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls, (1997), 91-109. 
  154 Lars Thunberg, The Vision of St Maximus the Confessor: Man and the Cosmos, (New York: SVS 
Press, 1985), 27. 
 
     155 For the Seer's skilful use of the "temporal point of view", see esp. Mathias Rissi, Time and History: A 
Study on the Revelation, (Richmond: John Knox, 1993). See also for a very useful summary J. L. Resseguie, 
Revelation Unsealed: A Narrative Critical Approach to John's Apocalypse, (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 45-47. 
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eschatological supper, but is a promise and celebration of the restoration of fellowship.156 
Christ promises the community of conquerors (should they follow His "pattern of 
martyrdom"),157 the right to "a place with me on my throne" (Rev 3:21-22). "Its fulfilment is 
portrayed in [Rev] 20:4ff., the millennial rule of Christ," as G. R. Beasley-Murray writes, "but 
also in 22:5, the eternal kingdom of the new creation."158 And here too, we should note that 
the Seer interprets the earlier messages to the faithful of the seven churches as finding their 
culmination in this "fulfilment", which he makes abundantly clear, "[t]hose who conquer will 
inherit these things..." (21:7). This includes the believing community's rule over the new 
kingdom as "priests" [iJerei'"] serving God (1:6, 5:10) cf. 1Pet 2:5; Ex 19:6; Isa 61:6. For as 
W. Howard-Brook and Anthony Gwyther rightly say, commenting on Rev 21:22, "all those 
who live with God are 'priests'," the division between the people and the priests insisted upon 
in Ezekiel's vision (ch. 44) is no more, for in New Jerusalem there is no temple "since God the 
Almighty and the Lamb is its temple."159 
 
The Exodus typology is now reversed by the schema of the Christian model of salvation. 
There no longer exists an election theology of the sort that denies access to those who are not 
of the tribes of Israel (Rev 5:9, 7:9 contra Ex 19:1- 24:18). In Jesus Christ there is one 
eschatological community: it is inclusive and comprised of believers "from every [ jek 
panto;"] nation, from all tribes and peoples and tongues" (Rev 7:9). Gewvrgio" Mantzarivdh", 
speaking from a sociological perspective of this ejscatologikh; koinwniva and fitting in 
comfortably with John's ecclesiology, understands it as a preparatory stage in the history of 
the Church, to bring together all the nations with the transcendence of the racial distinctions: 
 
Tevlo"  to;   e[rgo  th'"  jEkklhsiva",  pou;  sunivstatai  sth;n  proparaskeuh;  th'"
ejscatologikh'"  aujth'"  koinwniva"  mevsa sth;n iJstoriva, ei\nai hJ eJnpopoivhsh o{lwn
tw'n  law'n  me;  th;n  uJpevrbash tw'n diakrivsewn aujtw'n.160 
 
 
                                                
     156 See, for instance, the references to this text by Jerome (Epist. 22.26), and by Cassian (Instit. 5.17). 
Though the latter places it more firmly in the context of the "coming of Christ" and where, interestingly, (if we 
recall that Cassian was writing as early as AD 495), he cites from the Gospel of John (14:23) immediately 
before his reference to the Apoc (3:20). 
     157 Boring, op. cit., 97. 
     158 G. R. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1981), 107. 
     159 Wes Howard-Brook & Anthony Gwyther, Unveiling Empire: Reading Revelation Then and Now, (New 
York: Orbis Books, 1999), 185.  






On Earth as it is in Heaven  
The Seer of Patmos wants his readers and listeners, the elect community of the last days, to 
know that another foundation for their hope and salvation, is the transcendent fellowship that 
exists between the Militant and Triumphant worshipping communities. With a futuristic 
insight to iconographic technique, for as Egon Sendler remind us, "…we do not say paint an 
icon but write an icon,"161 John describes this mustikhv didaskaliva of the worshipping 
Church through the bravura of the heavenly temple symbolism. This becomes the categorical 
conviction of his ecclesiology, and is inevitably linked to his eschatology. The temple motif, 
as R. W. Wall says, symbolizes the "perfect and permanent realization" of God's covenant 
with Israel within history, "this would then explain the Seer's interpretation of his vision of the 
heavenly temple in terms of the church's eternal relationship with the Lord God Almighty 
(Rev 11:17) and the Lamb (21:22)."162 The ark of the covenant, which the author could be setting 
up against the ancient Roman insignia of official authority, the fasces,163 stands for the promise 
that God will be present in the redeemed community; the former was located in the inner sanctuary 
where only the high priest could enter on the Day of Atonement (Lev 16:17; Heb 10:1-9). This is 
vital, for when John signals to it, "the ark of his covenant" [hJ kibwto;" th'" diaqhvkh" aujtou'] 
(Rev 11:19),164 he reveals that this vision anticipates the inauguration of a sweeping new 
koinwniva with God on account of the atoning death of Christ. "John", writes J. L. Resseguie, 
"deforms traditional expectations of messianic conquest by redefining conquest in terms of 
sacrificial death."165 Andrew of Caesarea here expounds, "[i]t is the revelation of the good 
things prepared for the saints, which things, according to the Apostle [Paul], are all hidden in 
Christ… (Col. 2:9)."166 The author of the Apoc testifies to this eschatological conviction by 
imitating the covenantal formula of the Davidic covenant, "I will be a father to him, and he 
                                                
  161 Egon Sendler, The Icon: Image of the Invisible, (Paris: Oakwood Publications, 1988), 67. For examples 
of traditional and more recent iconography inspired by the Book of Revelation, see 
Apokavluyi" Iwavnnou, (Ekd. K. Koumoundoureva, 1995); also see Leonid Ouspensky, Theology of the Icon, 
(New York: SVS Press, 1978). "The icon, according to the teaching of the Church, corresponds entirely to the 
word of Scripture": ibid., 10; for the use of the "vividly contrasting colours" in the Apoc, see Jean-Pierre Prévost, 
How to Read the Apocalypse, (London: SCM Press, 1993), 27f. 
 
     162 Wall, op. cit., 155.  
  163 See "fasces" in Encyclopedia of the Roman Empire, Matthew Bunson, (New York: Facts On File, 
1994), 154. 
 
     164 This is the only place in the entire Apoc where the actual word diaqhvkh["] occurs, and it is quite 
surprising how often commentators of the book will fail to note it. "But", as William H. Shea has written on this 
apparent deviation, "this one occurrence is at the very centre of the book (11:19) and is connected with the Ark 
of the Covenant, just as the ten stipulations of the Mosaic covenant were connected with the Ark at the centre of 
the Israelite tabernacle": art. cit., 72. 
     165 James L. Resseguie, Revelation Unsealed: A Narrative Critical Approach to John's Apocalypse, (Leiden: 
Brill, 1998), 132. 
  166 Cited "in Averky", op. cit., 174. 
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shall be a son to me" (2Sam 7:14) cf. with "I will be their God and they will be my children" 
(Rev 21:7).167 This new order of existence, essentially characterized by the presence of God 
and the absence of evil (21, 22), can be synoptically described in the words of Irenaeus as 
"[the] rejoicing in that splendour which is from thy God."168  
 
In a typically spectacular, one could again say, iconographic display,169 John, as he has done 
throughout his work, juxtaposes at the end of the book the two existent realms of earth and 
heaven. Theologia viatorum comes face-to-face with theologia beatorum. The last vision of 
"all things made new" (Rev 21-22) is the expression of God's new covenant with His people 
through the Son. The New Jerusalem that comes down from heaven symbolizing a new 
creation (21:2) is the ultimate proof that the two realms that had for so long opposed each 
other are now integrated into the one eternal dimension: no more is there a material temple, 
which according to Tertullian, "Ezekiel had knowledge of and the Apostle John beheld."170 
The confirmation of this astonishing revelation is the declaration of God's immanent 
communion with the believing community, "He will dwell with them, and they shall be His 
people" (Rev 21:3).171 The eschatological victory now won must be entered into by the 
believers (reminiscent of the "rest" in Heb 4:1-3), for until it is entered into, it remains in 
progress. The loser in this eschatological battle, Satan (and his cohorts), though chained and 
confined (Rev 20:1-3) will not be completely bound until the final judgement.172  
 
John's presentation of the corporate substantia of the Church extends naturally to a theology 
of salvation, and once more we witness the function of reciprocation at work. 
Epigrammatically this could be stated in the words of Aleksei Khomiakov, "[n]o one is saved 
alone. He who is saved is saved in the Church, as a member of her and in union with all her 
other members."173 The revelation of the heavenly city, in which the redeemed will "need no 
                                                
     167 For the "covenant formula" in its "exegetical context", see Rendtorff, The Covenant, 39-56. 
     168 Adv. haer. 5.35.1 
  169 This is a favorite topic of the iconographers. See a fine example in Koumoundoureva, op. cit., 146. 
 
     170 Adv. Marc. 3.25. 
     171 The RSV trans. skhnwvsei with "dwell", where "tabernacle" would be closer to the idea of our author, as 
immediately before he speaks of "jhJ skhnh; tou' qeou'". 
     172 Mitilinaios says of this representation, "[w]ithout there being a historical sequence of events, but a 
description of them in one and the same image": Athanasios Mitilinaios, The Book of Revelation of St. John 
The Evangelist, (Wescosville, PA, 1993), 52. 
     173 Cited Kallistos Ware, The Orthodox Way, (New York: SVS, 1995), 107f. This reciprocity is at the 
highest level: in concreto and in abstracto. These terms are of course more properly associated with 
Christological discourse on the communicatio idiomatum; however, it is justifiable to use them in the above 





light of lamp or sun" for the "Lord God will be their light [oJ qeo;" fwtivsei]"174 (Rev 22:5), is 
also a vivid reminder of two fundamental soteriological consequences: (i) the consummation 
of each believers' salvation is completed only within the context of the eschatological 
community, for, as Dietrich Bonhoeffer has written, "Christian eschatology is essentially 
eschatology of the church-community [Gemeindeeschatologie]",175 and (ii) the reign 
[basileuvsousin] of the faithful (which is also corporate) is eternal, "for ever and ever" [eij" 
tou;" aijw'na" tw'n aijw'nwn] (22:5). Which, in addition to, E. Schüssler Fiorenza nicely 
abridges, observing the "curious measurements" between the city and the wall around it, 
"[t]he city seems to function as the universal cosmic symbolization of salvation."176 The Seer, 
however, warns that although this salvation may be anticipated from the now (2:7, 7:4, 21:7) 
for the believer's entry into the New Jerusalem begins from the present (2:3,10, 3:2,19,21), the 
preparation is in the form of "enduring patiently [uJpomonh;n e[cei" kai;  jebavstasa" (2:3)]177 
that the "crown [stevfanovn]" (3:11) is not seized beforehand. This is not a contradiction, but 
the covenant irrespective of its divine constitution, will be of no use to those who are not 
subject to its treaty.178 As Cyprian of Carthage characteristically admonished in reference to 
John's corporate and individual censuring of the church in Laodicea, future rewards are not to 
be expected if they are to be confused with the material fortunes of the present world: 
 
You are mistaken, and deceived, whosoever you are, that think yourself rich in this 
world. Listen to the voice of your Lord in the Apocalypse... [y]ou therefore, who are rich 
and wealthy, buy for yourself of Christ gold tried by fire; that you may be pure gold, 
with your filth burnt out as if by fire, if you are purged by almsgiving and righteous 
works... [a]nd you who are a wealthy and rich matron in Christ's Church, anoint your 
eyes, not with the collyrium of the devil, but with Christ's eye-slave, that you may be 
able to attain to see God...179 
 
                                                
     174 In a variation from Isa 60:1, 19f., our author also declares that the heavenly Jerusalem needs neither sun 
nor moon, since it is illuminated by the "glory of God" (Rev 21:23).  
     175 Bonhoeffer, op. cit., 283. 
     176 Fiorenza, Vision, 112. 
     177 Arethas makes the contrast in the context of a cowardly behaviour, "Ouj  kekopivaka" ajnti; tou'  
oujk ajpekartevrhsa" h[ ajnti; tou' ejlipotavkthsa"": cited Mpratsiwvth", op. cit., 86.  
     178 For there is a link between "covenant formula and recognition formula (Ex 6:2-8, 29:45f.)... the 
declaration of recognition joins directly on to the covenant formula, and again, its primary, essential substance is 
the knowledge 'that I am Yhwh their God'": Rolf Rendtorff, The Covenant Formula: An Exegetical and 
Theological Investigation, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1998), 91. This is directly applicable to the Apoc which as 
we have seen, is steeped in OT covenantal theology (including the connection of election). Cf. "I will be his God 
[ [esomai aujtw'/ qeo;"]" that "he shall be my son [aujto;" e[stai moi uiJov"]" (Rev 21:7). 
     179 De opere et eleem.14. 
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The Church as a Community of Conquerors 
The Saints are Called to Conquer 
Each of the seven messages of the Apoc (Rev 2 and 3) which are addressed to the persecuted 
churches of Asia Minor concludes with a note of encouragement and an eschatological 
promise (i.e. 2:7,11; 3:17,26-27). However, irrespective of whether the local church is in need 
of endurance or repentance, it is called to "conquer" [tw'/ nikw'nti or oJ nikw'n]180 so that the 
divine promise may be inherited. Richard Bauckham has effectively phrased this divine 
invitation, "to live faithfully and courageously according to the truth of God now requires a 
vision of that eschatological future."181 The promise of an inheritance is to those who 
overcome (21:7). Though the earthly powers will sometimes succeed in this conflict and score 
their own victory (6:2, 11:7, 13:7), these victories are temporal. At the conclusion of the 
apocalyptic conflict between God and the eschatological adversary, it is the Lamb who 
triumphs. The vision of the "eschatological future", however, demands both an act of faith, 
actus fidei, and an act of trust, actus fiduciae. For this victory, though already founded and 
secure in the triumph of Christ, is still one that remains in anticipation. 
 
The conqueror [oJ nikw'n], contends Martin Kiddle, "can only be the martyr".182 G. R. Beasley-
Murray argues that Kiddle comes to this conclusion from its relation to Rev 20:4ff and that it 
is based on the notion of Christ's victory which entailed His own death. But Beasley-Murray 
counters that this is to disregard the implications of the doxology of 1:5f., the song of 
exultation in 5:9f., and the nuptial imagery relating to the Church in 19:8ff.183 This, however, 
as T. Holtz has shown, does not take into good account that in Rev 11:7, 13:7, and 17:14 "at 
least", the idea is one of victory in battle as the "presence of polem- in the immediate context 
shows."184 Eastern Orthodox commentators along similar lines to Kiddle 
understand tw'/ nikw'nti equally as a reference to martyrdom, but also as to the 'conquering' of 
sin. jIwhvl Giannakovpoulo" is representative of this agreement when he comments on Rev 
2:7, " jEkei'no"  oJ  oJpoi'o" qav nikhvsh/ thvn ajpatalhvn aJmartivan ejn th'/ zwh'/ kaiv tovn fovbon 
                                                
     180 As Traugott Holtz notes, excluding the 17 occurrences of "nikavw" in the Book of Revelation and the 6 in 
1John, the verb is found only in Luke (11:22), John (16:33) Romans (3:4, 12:21 [bis]), and the substantive in 
1John (5:4): "nivkh" in EDNT (Vol. 2), art. T. Holtz, 467. "The absolute use of nikavw [in the Apoc] represents 
the eschatological trial through which participation in salvation and exaltation are achieved. At its base lies the 
concept of the world as the theater of the battle waged by the antigod against God, in which the historical 
actions of the individual can either support or oppose the antigod": Holtz, ibid., 468. 
     181 Bauckham, op. cit., 125. 
     182 Martin Kiddle, The Revelation of St. John, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1940), 62. 
     183 G. R. Beasley-Murray, op. cit., 77. 





tou' marturikou' qanavtou cavrin tou' Cristou'."185 And Victorinus in his commentary tells 
us that those who overcome are not afraid of persecution.186  
 
I Am Making All Things New (Rev 21:5) 
One of the most visible symbols which the Seer uses to distinguish the community of 
conquerors is that of newness,187 to bring out the idea of 'unique' and 'unsullied'. To those who 
conquer the Lord will give "a white stone" on which "is written a new name 
[ [onoma kaino;n]" (Rev 2:17). The city of God is the "new Jerusalem [kainh'"  jIerousalh;m]" 
(3:12). The saints "sing a new song [wj/dh;n kainh;n]" (5:9). John sees "a new heaven 
[oujrano;n kaino;n] and a new earth [gh'n kainhvn]" (21:1). The Lamb too, has "my own new 
name [ [onomav mou to; kainovn]" (3:12). This theology of regeneration188 is so integral to the 
fundamental message of the prophecy that we are told that God Himself seated on the throne, 
said, "Behold, I am making all things new [kaina; poiw' pavnta]" (21:5).189 There must be a 
reason for these incredible pronouncements. It is because the old things have "passed away 
[ japh'lqan]" (21:1). The conceptual framework, behind this eschatological new creation 
(made up from collective elements of OT, late Israelite, and early Christian apocalyptic),190 
"is formed by the tradition of the 'day of Yahweh'".191 Though J. Baumgarten has correctly 
added that "the newness is understood especially as a reversal of earthly relationships",192 it is 
equally true of those in heaven (7:9-17, 14:1-5). 
                                                
     185  jIwhvl  Giannakovpoulo",    JErmhneiva  Th'"   jApokaluvyew", (Qessalonivkh: Pournarav,  1991),  39;  
also P. Mpratsiwvth", op. cit., 89. 
     186 In Apoc. 2.11. 
     187 See esp. Rom 6:4 [kainovthti zwh'"] and 7:6 [kainovthti pneuvmato"]. For a thoughtful and often cited 
discussion of the concept of 'newness' in the NT in which the distinctive qualities of the theology are carefully 
drawn out, see R. A. Harrisville, "The Concept of Newness in the NT", JBL 74, (1955), 69-79; Raymond F. 
Collins has correctly noted that the "eschatological aspect of 'new' is predominant in the apocalyptic scenarios of  
the book of  Revelation, which speak of the new heavens and the new earth (21:1; cf. 2Pet 3:13), the new 
Jerusalem (2:12, 21:2), a new hymn (5:9, 14:3), and a new name (2:17, 3:12)." Collins continues on to say that, 
"[e]lements of comparison and contrast are present in all of these descriptions [cited], but finality is the 
preeminent aspect": "New" in ABD (Vol. 4), art. R. F. Collins, 1087.  
     188  St. Andrew of Caesarea in his fifth-century commentary on the Apoc captures this theology well when he 
writes, "[t]he renewal of what is grown old does not signify its obliteration and annihilation, but the putting 
away of its agedness and wrinkles": Ch. 65. 
     189 Of the 38 occurrences that the adjective "kainov"" appears in the NT it is found more times in the Apoc (8 
times). It also occurs another five times in the rest of the Johannine corpus, (twice in the Gospel 13:34; 19:41, 
and three times in the Epistles, 1Jn 2:7,8; 2Jn 5).  
     190 See "The Book of Revelation" in John J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination: An Introduction to 
Jewish Apocalyptic Literature, (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1998), 269-279.  
     191 "Kainov"" in  EDNT (Vol. 2), art.  J. Baumgarten, 231.  
     192 ibid. 
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The hope of the conquering community, which has struggled with the hostile beasts and with 
all things that these two monsters represent (in whatever transmutation: be it political, social 
or amoral),193 will be realized and vindicated when "Jesus Christ the faithful witness" 
[oJ mavrtu", oJ pistov"]194 (Rev 1:5) returns, when "all the tribes of the earth will wail on 
account of Him" (1:7). Although the dragon and the beasts conquer the saints (11:7, 13:7), 
their victory is only ever temporal (19:17-21). The beast and the false prophet are "captured" 
[ejpiavsqh] (v.20).195 The dragon, who is the devil, joins his cohorts and is "thrown" [ejblhvqh] 
into the lake of fire and sulphur" (20:10). The "war" [povlemo"] (12:7,17) has been 
conclusively and eternally won by the followers of the Lamb who will reign forever, because 
the Lamb Himself (and not aeterna)196 is eternal (22:12f.). J. L. Resseguie, who investigated 
the Book of Revelation from a narrative critical approach, appositely concludes: 
 
In the final analysis, good does triumph over evil. From the below perspective it appears 
that evil has the upper hand, but from the above perspective good triumphs. For those 




To Conquer is to Serve 
The idea of conquering, of gaining victory over the oppressor and rejecting all heresy, also 
implies the concept of servitude.198 The death of Christ on the Cross, and the spilling of His 
blood, result in the establishment of the new order which had earlier been intimated by the 
"new song" [w/jdh;n kainh;n]199 at the Lamb's exaltation (Rev 5:9-10). This is the economy of 
                                                
     193 The comments here of an interpreter from the perspective of Liberation Hermeneutics are valuable, "[t]he 
basic historical context of Revelation is the economic, political, cultural, social, and religious clash of the people 
of God and the Christian community with the Roman Empire and the supernatural powers of evil": Pablo 
Richard, Apocalypse: A People's Commentary on the Book of Revelation, (New York: Orbis Books, 1995), 5. 
     194 For theological commentary on the titles of Christ in vs.5, see Agourivdh", op. cit, 83-87. He connects 
them to Christ's "soteriological mission" [swthriwvdh apostolhv]. 
     195 Note the "effect of the chiasm" here (vs. 17-21), which, as Michaels points out, "is to dramatize the 
inevitability of the outcome": J. Ramsey Michaels, Revelation, (Illinois: IVP, 1997), 218. 
     196 "The myth of aeterna was another part of Rome's ideological edifice": Wes Howard-Brook and Anthony 
Gwyther, Unveiling Empire: Reading Revelation, Then and Now, (New York: Orbis Books, 1999), 233. 
Howard-Brook and Gwyther go on to speak of "eternity" (aiôn) from John's perspective as "counter-myth": 
idem. 
     197 Resseguie, op. cit., 135. 
     198 "Service" in the Apoc is a theme that has not been sufficiently explored, on most occasions (if mentioned 
at all), it is usually connected in the setting of worship. Yet it has much further extension: the Spirit, the Lamb, 
the Seer, the angels, the believers, are ministering and testifying in the context of their "service" to God. 
Similarly, the two beasts (together with their cosmic alliances), are in the "service" of the Dragon. 
     199 Savas Agourides connects splendidly the "new song" in the eschatological context of divine liturgy and 





the Son of God, to place victory squarely on the Cross and, as Vladimir Lossky says, "to 
unite[s] paradise... with the terrestrial reality."200 It was the Lamb's blood that redeemed, not 
through any militancy or violence of the conquerors themselves. Therefore, the conquering 
community is also a community of priests to serve God which the Seer had again previously 
linked to the "new song". G. R. Beasley-Murray, bringing together the political 
[emancipation] and spiritual [priestly] manifestations of the "conquering", concludes very 
well in emphasizing the soteriological component of the victory: 
 
It is in keeping with the passover-theology of John that the sacrifice of the Lamb led not 
simply to a general emancipation of men, but to the creation of a people for God. The 
redeemed become a kingdom and priests to our God. Inasmuch as the exaltation of the 
Lamb initiates the new age, the privilege of being kingly priests for God belongs to the 
emancipated people even now.201 
 
The conquering community, whose faith is patterned after the apostles (Rev 21:14), is also, by 
virtue of its call to transformation and divine election, the eschatological community, or, as 
Küng has more precisely offered, "the eschatological community of salvation."202 This 
community is eschatological because it will complete the temporal order and enter into the 
eternal kingdom (21, 22).203 Though temporally represented by the two witnesses who have 
been killed and disposed of by the beasts for universal ridicule (11:7-10),204 the community 
will be purified and perfected at the second coming of Jesus Christ (Rev 21, 22).205 But it is 
also the "servant" and "believing community" called to "restoration of fellowship".206 
 
                                                                                                                                              
ovso  duskolovterh givnetai gia tou"  agivou" h  bivwsh  th" pivsth", kavtw  apov  apavnqrwpe" istorikev"
sunqhvke",  tovso  teletourgikovterh  parousiavzetai  h  ouravnia  leitourgiva,  ki  autov  givnetai  pro"
escatologikhv enqavrrunsh kai enivscush twn pistwvn": Savbba" Agourivdh", op. cit., 187; cf. also Ps 33:3, 
40:3, 144:9. 
     200 Lossky, op. cit., 137. 
     201 Beasley-Murray, op. cit., 127f. 
 202 Küng, op. cit., 79ff. 
 
 203 "The congregatio fidelium only exists as con-vocatio Dei, the communio sanctorum only exists as 
institutio Dei": ibid., 86. 
 
 204 These two prophets will be overcome and killed, writes Hippolytus, "because they will not give glory 
to Antichrist": Antichr. 47. 
 
 205 Perfection and purification signal endurance and sacrifice. It not only applies to Christ’s role as 
overcomer, "but also establishes a new pattern for the authorial audience": Resseguie, op. cit., 134. 
 
 206 Wall, op. cit., 87. 
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The Eschatological Community 
What is meant by eschatological community?207 First it could be taken to mean a community 
that is eschatologically pre-occupied or obsessed208 with matters to do with the "last things" or 
"the end-times"; but it could also mean a community whose phronema is eschatological in the 
sense that it acknowledges "the decisive and definitive reality of God's rule and realm"209 
within its members and acts accordingly. This is how the church communities with which the 
Seer of Patmos interacts are presented to his listeners and readers (Rev 11:15, 19:15-16). One 
of the great misfortunes in the 'eschatological' readings of the Apoc, especially in unchecked 
debates between schools influenced by Albert Schweitzer (i.e. eschatology of Jesus Christ 
radically discontinuous with the present)210 and of C. H. Dodd (i.e. concept of realized 
eschatology),211 is the reluctance to acknowledge that the Seer's eschatological theology rests 
somewhere between the two approaches. The Seer is admittedly absorbed on the events that 
shall be (4:1-22:5), but from a temporal point of view (1:1-3:22) which the narrative critical 
approach from a perspective of rhetoric has recently further highlighted.212 The doctrine in the 
imposing eschatology of the Book of Revelation is squarely centred on the second coming of 
Christ (5:1-14, 19:11-16, 22:20).213 On at least seven occasions the Lord Himself will 
proclaim to both the local and universal Church, "I am coming [e[rcomaiv]" (2:5,16, 3:11, 
16:15, 22:6,12,20). The Seer communicates this doctrine in a form which reminds us of the 
                                                
     207 The definition to "eschatological" is complicated on two fronts: first, it is a diverse phenomenon, and 
second, because of its stock connection to apocalyptic. Especially in recent times many works have been written 
on the subject (connecting it strongly to the millennium). The following two studies are extremely useful: 
Millard J. Erickson, Contemporary Options in Eschatology, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1987); Craig A. 
Evans and Peter W. Flint (eds), Eschatology, Messianism, and the Dead Sea Scrolls, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1997). 
     208 For this condition see Boyer's study: Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More: Prophecy Belief in 
Modern American Culture, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992). The author teases out the social 
ramifications of prophecy belief and examines its psychological and ontological functions. 
     209 Gordon. S. Wakefield (ed.), A Dictionary of Christian Spirituality, (London: SCM Press, 1983), 135. 
Geoffrey Wainwright's entry "Eschatology" is an excellent summary in the context of "sacrament": 135-137. 
     210 See A. Schweitzer, The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle, (New York: Holt, 1931), 84. Here Schweitzer 
speaks of a messianic kingdom in 'transition' between the present evil age and the age to come. This can be 
argued from Rev 20:4-6, but it exaggerates the pericope over others, i.e. 1:1,3, 22:6-7,10,20. 
     211 See especially C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and Its Development, (London: Nisbet, 1936). 
     212 J. L. Resseguie, op. cit., 45-47. 
     213 As Richard Bauckham importantly tells us, "[f]or this future coming of Christ in glory, Revelation does 
not use the word parousia, which is common elsewhere in the New Testament, but it does regularly use the verb 
'to come'. The hope and warning of Christ's imminent coming dominate the book (1:7, 2:5,16, 3:3,11, 16:15, 





visions of the OT prophets (esp. Ezekiel, Daniel, and Zechariah)214 and the symbolism of the 
Jewish apocalyptic books.215  
 
The Present and Future as the Eternal Present 
Consistent with John's theological dialectics between realized and future eschatology (he 
brings together the present and the future, the temporal and the eternal in similar form to the 
Book of Daniel which also addressed a community in crisis),216 the second coming is 
sometimes described as a spiritual manifestation which takes effect in history (Rev 2:5, 3:20). 
But often it is the realized return of the Lamb which belongs to the end of the age (14:1-5, 
19:6-10). And yet other times the second coming is said to be near (2:17, 3:11, 22:10-20) with 
its end of divine judgement (22:10-14). God himself will be the judge but Christ too will sit in 
judgement (22:1-20). The justification of God and of the worshippers of the "Lamb who was 
slain" [ajrnivon to; ejsfagmevnon] (5:12),217 which is described in the climactic vision of 
Christ's glorious return (20-22), results from the judgement of the antichristian kingdom and 
of death itself (20:7-14). This anticipated victory will be an occasion of everlasting 
celebration for those who belong to the eschatological community (20:4-6, 21:1-8), but 
eternal misery for those who are not saved (19:11-21, 20:7-15).218 Directly connected, then, to 
the "coming" (22:12) of the Lord is the need for the faithful in the present to remain steadfast 
as they await their future vindication. This is the eschatological "call for the endurance and 
                                                
     214 For plentiful examples and keen analysis see G. K. Beale, The Book of Revelation, (Carlisle: The 
Paternoster Press, 1999), 76-99. Beale in part concludes, "[p]erhaps one reason for the high degree of OT 
influence in the Apocalypse is that the author could think of no better way to describe some of his visions than 
with the language used by the OT prophets to describe similar visions": ibid., 96. 
     215 For one of the most informative introductions to Jewish apocalyptic, see D. S. Russell, Divine Disclosure: 
An Introduction to Jewish Apocalyptic, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992).  
     216 There are striking similarities (but differences also) with the situational impulses which helped to create 
the eschatological delivery to the communities of Daniel and John of Patmos. This is one of the reasons why the 
Book of Daniel is so influential in the text of the Seer. The stress of the present [salvation] serves in equal part 
to accent its consummation of the future [realized]. Daniel's readers were living in the difficult times of 
Antiochus Epiphanes, whilst John's listeners found themselves in the era of the Caesars, the imperial cult/ 
antichrist. Both groups lived in anxiety of an eschatological tribulation where one crisis would lead to the 
anticipation of another, more severe in affliction and in duration; for expert insights into the influence of Daniel 
on the Book of Revelation, see John J. Collins, Daniel Hermeneia, (Augsburg Fortress: Minneapolis, 1993), art. 
Adela Yarbro Collins, 102-105. 
     217 "Victory is achieved through self-sacrificing love. This sudden appearance of the Lamb reminds us of the 
sudden appearance of the ram which saved Isaac. But we do not see it slain. Christ's sacrifice is once and for all 
and cannot be repeated. This is an important aspect of eucharistic doctrine. There can be no repetition of 
Calvary": Flegg, op. cit., 88. [italics added] 
     218 The "polemical parallelism" that Paul Barnett has spoken of in context to the general theatre of the Apoc, 
can be further taken into the realm of eschatology and judgement: Paul Barnett, "Polemical Parallelism: Some 
Further Reflections on the Apocalypse", JSNT 35, (1989), 111-120. 
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faith [uJpomonh; kai; hJ pivsti"] of the saints" (13:10). But for these things to occur certain 
events must first take place; these are what the students of the Apocalypse refer to as the signs 
of the end.219 Similarly to the non-canonical books of the same genre the Apoc has much to 
say on end-time events, but it is not given to gross imaginings or drawn-out calculations 
which were common to Jewish Apocalyptic.220 
 
The difficult teaching of the millennial reign of Christ on earth (Rev 20:4-6), outside parallel 
traditions of the Golden Age or the Two Ages, is unique to the Book of Revelation and has 
caused much controversy since it differs from the standard doctrine on the end-times of the 
NT.221 The belief, however, is found in other Jewish literature.222 After the millennial reign 
Satan will be "loosed" [luqhvsetai] one final time to "deceive the nations" [planh'sai 
ta; e[qnh] (20:7-9).223 The end-time scheme also involves two resurrections and two 
judgements (vs. 4-15). The first is of the martyred saints who had been beheaded for their 
"testimony to Jesus" [marturivan  jjjIhsou']224 and the second (after the thousand years has 
ended) for the "rest of the dead" [oiJ loipoi; tw'n nekrw'n].225 The first judgement226 concerns 
the overthrow of Satan and his cohorts who are "thrown [ejblhvqh] into the lake of fire", and 
                                                
     219 Raymond F. Bulman, The Lure of the Millennium: The Year 2000 and Beyond, (New York: Orbis 
Books, 1999), 53-55. 
     220 The Book of Revelation, similarly to the non-canonical books of the same genre speaks much of the signs 
of the end, and of the events to come. But it avoids the gross imaginings and the fanciful drawn-out calculations, 
which are characteristic of the typical Jewish Apocalypses: e.g. Enoch 10:12, 91:12-17, Assump. Moses 10:29, 
Sibyll. Or 4:27, 2Esd 14:11-12. 
     221 Yet in their essential treatment of the end-time anticipation all books of the NT nourish the eschatological 
consciousness [ejscatologikhv suneivdhsh] by concentrated focus on the heavenly kingdom, 
"[hJ] proshvlwsh  stov  oujravnio  polivteuma  trevfei kaiv thvn ejscatologikhv suneivdhsh tw'n  pistw'n mevsa
stovn   kovsmo":  Gewvrgio"  Mantzarivdh",   jOrqovdoxh  Qeologiva  kaiv  Koinwnikhv  Zwhv,  (Qessalonivkh:
Pournara',  1996), 121; for dualism in apocalyptic, see D. S. Russell, Divine Disclosure: An Introduction to 
Jewish Apocalyptic, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992), 104-115. 
     222 See Chapter 5 of the dissertation [In Other Jewish Writings]. 
     223 As Thompson notes on Rev 20:7-10, "much of this scene is drawn from Ezekiel's description of Gog, 
prince of the land of Magog (Ezek 38-39)... in later Jewish visionary literature, however, both Gog and Magog 
become lands or kingdoms that oppose God and his people at the time of the end...": Leonard L. Thompson, 
Revelation, (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1998), 178f.  
     224 Mpratsiwvth" notes that this language helps more definitely in the determination that the book was 
written during a time of persecution, "ejn kairw'/ mavlista diwgmou'": P. I Mratsiwvth". op. cit., 289. He 
contends that modern interpreters have overlooked the importance of kai; and oi{tine": ibid. 
     225 "vnou'ntai  oiJ  mh;  ajnhvkonte"  eij"  th;n  kathgorivan tw'n mellovntwn na; sumbasileuvswsi meta; tou' 
Cristou'": ibid., 290. 
     226 For the "resurrection event" under its various titles in the Scriptures, see Roy L. Aldrich, "Divisions of the 
First Resurrection", BSac 128, (1971), 117-119; for the resurrections of Rev 20 which Shepherd calls 
"foundational for pre-millennial eschatology", see Norman Shepherd, "The Resurrections of Revelation 20", 





the one that follows is the general judgement for all of the dead when the "books were 
opened" [bibliva hjnoivcqhsan].227  
 
This startling intimation of the 'present and future as the eternal present', was, to a comparable 
degree, also on the mind of the great Albert Einstein when in a contemplative mood close to 
the end of his own life. Reflecting on the death of his close friend, Michele Besso, he wrote to 
the latter's widow, "[f]or those of us who believe in physics, this separation between past, 
present, and future is only an illusion, however tenacious."228 Of course, it was the equally 
celebrated Augustine, a "self-centred intellectual" with "theoretical interests"229 who would 
specifically introduce the clinical theology of the 'eternal present' [cf. with Einstein's 
'simultaneous events' re. the relativity paper]230 into patristic literature: 
 
But in what sense is something long or short that is nonexistent? For the past is not now, 
and the future is not yet… Let us not, therefore, say, "Time past was long," for we shall 
not discover what it was that was long because, since it is past, it no longer exists. Rather, 
let us say that "time present was long, because when it was present it was long."231 
 
 
The Doctrine of Final Rewards and the Culmination of the Age 
Our author describes to the anticipating communio fidelium in popular symbolic language and 
OT imagery the doctrine of final rewards.232 All who have conquered and remained steadfast 
will secure amongst other things: the "crown of life" [stevfanon th'" zwh'''''"] (Rev 2:10), the 
"hidden manna" [mavnna tou' kekrummevnou] (2:17), a "new name" [o[noma kaino;n] (2:17), a 
place "before the throne" and "before the Lamb" [ejnwvpion tou' ajrnivou] (7:9), they "shall 
hunger no more, neither thirst any more" [ouj peinavsousin e[ti oujde; diyhvsousin] (7:16), 
                                                
     227 "This is an allusion" as Aune writes, "to a particular aspect of the judgement scene in Dan 7:10... the 
plural in both Dan 7:10 and here probably reflects the early Jewish tradition of two heavenly books, one for 
reckoning the deeds of the righteous and the other for recording the deeds of the wicked": David E. Aune, 
Revelation 17-22 (52c), 1102. 
  228 Dennis Brian, Einstein: A Life, (Canada: John Wiley & Sons, 1996), 426f; see also J. J. C. Smart (ed.), 
Problems of Space and Time: From Augustine to Albert Einstein, (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 
1964). 
 
  229 Kannengiesser "in Donald K. McKim", 25. 
 
  230 Brian, op. cit., 64f; it is none too irrelevant, that like the Seer himself, Einstein's world was "full of 
symbols": ibid., 56. 
 
  231 Augustine "in J. J. C. Smart", op. cit., 59. 
 
     232 For a theological framework of how to best interpret the "violent imagery" associated with the Apoc, see 
Sleeper who writes, "John makes an even more profound transformation of the biblical images when he says 
that Christ's real victory was won on the Cross. That is when the powers of Satan were defeated": C. Freeman 
Sleeper, The Victorious Christ: A Study of the Book of Revelation, (Kentucky: John Knox Press, 1996), 122-
127. 
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they "shall see his face and his name shall be on their foreheads" [o[yontai to; 
provswpon aujtou', kai; to; o[noma aujtou' ejpi; tw'n metwvpwn aujtw'n] (22:4), they "shall reign 
for ever and ever" [basileuvsousin eij" tou'" aijw'na" tw'n aijw'nwn] (22:5), the "right to the 
tree of life" [ejxousiva aujtw'n ejpi; to; xuvlon th'" zwh'"] (22:14).233 Those who did not listen to 
the Lamb's call to conquer but who chose instead to follow the beast will suffer "the second 
death" [qanavtou tou' deutevrou] (2:11, 20:6,14, 21:8)234 and the "lake of fire" [livmnhn tou' 
puro;"] (19:20, 20:10, 21:8) which are unique to the Apoc among the NT writings, but which 
do occur in rabbinical and Apocalyptic literature.235  
 
The community of the faithful is more specifically a realized eschatological one,236 where 
future eschatological salvation is experienced as a present reality (the eschatological tradition 
of the early Church).237 Realized and future eschato-logies meet in "the eschaton of Jesus 
Christ".238 The promised age has begun through the manifestation of the Spirit and through 
the defeat of death on the Cross by the "Lamb" [ajrnivon] which was "as though it had been 
slain" [eJsthko;" wJ" ejsfagmevnon] (Rev 5:6).239 However, its conclusion cannot yet be fully 
realized because the dragon and his beasts are still waging "war on the saints" [povlemon 
meta; tw'n aJgivwn] (13:7).240 Salvation will be wholly realized only when evil and death are 
                                                
     233 As Giannakovpoulo" simply says, after he compares the lists of the eschatological rewards and 
punishments, "katav  thvn mevllousan  krivsin hJ diaforav  aJmoibh'"  dikaivwn kaiv ajdivkwn qav ei\nai megavlh": 
Iwhvl Giannakovpoulo", op. cit., 236. 
     234 We are informed by Aune that the concept ["the second death"] (which is mentioned four times in the 
Apoc) "does not occur in the rest of the NT, in second-century Christian literature, or in pre-Christian Greek 
literature": David E. Aune, Revelation 17-22 (52c), 1091. 
     235 cf. Enoch 18:11, 21:7-10, 90:42. 
     236 See the broad but rich discussion on "the Future" with a special emphasis on the element of community, 
in Donald Guthrie: New Testament Theology, (Illinois: IVP, 1981), 790-892; see also Rahner's condensed but 
intense treatment with a focus on both the individual and the "collective eschatology", Karl Rahner, Foundations 
of Christian Faith, trans. William V. Dych, (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1978), 431-447. 
     237 Here we should note three significant denotations in the context of our investigation of the NT Canon and 
the Apoc. (i) the "realized eschatology" of the Apoc is in keeping with the realized eschatology of the NT 
generally: see "Eschatology (Early Christian)" in TABD (Vol. 2), 599-607; (ii) [t]he benefits of future 
eschatological salvation were experienced as present realities by the Johannine community": ibid., 606; (iii) the 
NT is on the whole apocalyptic in thought: see "Apocalypse and Apocalypticism" in TABD (Vol. 1), 288-291. 
"It is widely agreed", says Adela Yarbro Collins, "that Paul's view was apocalyptic": ibid., 290. 
     238 Rahner, op. cit., 435. 
     239 Savbba" Agourivdh" makes a telling observation here with the Johannine use of the "Lamb" motif in the 
Gospel of John (Jn 1:36) and considers that it could be a traditional soteriological term 
[paradosiakov" swthriologikov" ovro"] borrowed from apocalyptic: Agourivdh", op. cit., 181. 
     240 For fuller discussion on this integral context of martyrdom, see Mitchell G. Reddish, "Martyr Christology 
in the Apocalypse", JSNT 33, (188), 85-95. "Whether or not an accurate depiction of the historical situation is 





consumed, when they are "thrown into the lake of fire" (20:14). Until that time the believing 
community remains militant, still anticipating the promised and eternal succour of 
redemption. They will not be satisfied until they see that justice "should be complete" 
[plhrwqw'sin] (6:11).241 The faithful have therefore been given the promise of salvation in the 
present, with its actual realization still in the future, which is, better understood 
as G. Mantzarivdh" prefers to say, "sto; legovmeno leitourgiko; crovno th'"  jEkklhsiva"."242 
The eschatological plan is unveiled in liturgical terms and presented within the dimension of 
temporal time as well as of eternity.243 The Lord will come soon to the local churches (2:1-
3:22), the Spirit is speaking [levgei] to the congregations (2:11), and already He stands 
knocking [krouvw] at the door (3:20). Our author cannot find any contradiction in this, for the 
sacrifice of the Lamb is now put at the centre of the Heilsgeschichte244 of God's people. Time 
is now redefined in the context of His lordship over all things, totus Christus, which includes 
all the spatial dimensions, "I am the Alpha and the Omega" [ jEgw;  eijmi to; a[lfa kai; to; w\] 
(1:8).245 This "merism", a figure of speech, G. K. Beale notes, "expresses God's control of all 
history, especially by bringing it to an end in salvation and judgment."246 The people of the 
new covenant are therefore already able to share in the promised blessings of the future, the 
eschatological future is in process and so a new dimension to existence is possible from the 
here and now. The rule of God penetrates into history, and the "Revelation of John" according 
to Feodor (Bukharev) as Paul Valliere reads him, "opens the curtain on this grand process."247 
It is, however, ultimately established at the consummation of the age. Robert W. Wall 
describes this time-spatial conclusion splendidly in the context of a "realized christology" and 
"covenant": 
                                                
     241 "They complain in the form of a communal lament", Thompson writes and cites Ps 79:5-6, 10; Jer 12:4; 
Dan 8:13; Zech 1:12; 1Macc 6:22; 2Esdr 4:35-37; 3Enoch 44:7: L. L. Thompson, Revelation, 104. 
   242 " JO leitourgiko;" crovno" de;n parousiavzetai wJ"  parevnqesh  mevsa  sto;n  iJstoriko;  crovno,  ajlla; 
wJ" suvnqesh  kai;  uJpevrbash tou": Gewvrgio" Mantzarivdh",  jOrqovdoxh  Qeologiva  kai;  Koinwnikh;  Zwh;,
(Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1996), 201. 
     243  It is most fascinating to read that some philosophers are concerned, "that developments in physics 
connected with the theory of relativity... seem to demonstrate that the notion of an absolute 'now' must be 
abandoned...": "Time" in The Oxford Companion to Philosophy, Ted Honderich (ed.), (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1995), 875f. 
     244 Heilsgeschichte in the sense of the theological principle which interprets Scripture as the ongoing story of 
the redemptive operation of God in sacred history. Gerhard von Rad is often associated with the term, having 
made good use of this compound word in his work on Deuteronomy (esp. 26:5-11) and the Hexateuch: 
Deuteronomy, (London: SCM Press, 1966). 
     245 For the titles of Christ in Rev 1:5-8 "Oi tivtloi tou Ihsouv Cristouv", see Agourivdh", op. cit., 83-87. 
     246 G. K. Beale, The Book of Revelation NIGTC, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1999), 199. 
"...a merism states polar opposites in order to highlight everything between the opposites... [s]imilar merisms 
are "the Beginning and the End" (Rev 21:6, 22:13) and "the First and the Last" (22:13)": ibid. 
     247 Paul Valliere, Modern Russian Theology, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 2000), 84. 
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The life, death and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth constitute the elements of a 
'realized' christology in that together they fulfil the promise of God's salvation and 
trigger the pouring out of its covenant blessings on the disciples of Jesus in every age.248 
 
 
The Church as Worshipping Community 
Worship as a Strong Demonstration of Church Consciousness 
For the author of the Book of Revelation worship is fundamental to the communal life 
organized around the victory of the Lamb (Rev 5:8-10, 7:9-17, 15:3f., 19:1-10).249 And, as 
Josef A. Jungmann has written in his classic study on the early liturgy, a communal life based 
around worship demands adaptation without question.250 So fundamental is the worship of the 
Church and so distinctly presented, particularly in the symbolism of the heavenly assembly, 
that, as Gregory Dix has said, the Church triumphant in the visions of the Revelation of Saint 
John is the real "assembly" of which all earthly churches are only symbols and 
foreshadowings.251 The Seer himself was worshipping "on the Lord's day" [ jen th''/ 
kuriakh'/ hJmevra] (1:10)252 when he received the "revelation [ajpokavluyi"] of Jesus Christ" 
(1:1).253  
                                                
     248 Wall, op. cit, 106. 
     249 For instructive discussion from different hermeneutical perspectives on the liturgical and worshipping 
element of the Apoc, see  Pevtro"  Basileiavdh", in JH  jApokavluyh  Tou'   jIwavnnh [Eijshghvsei" ST! 
Sunavxew"  jOrqodovvxwn Biblikw'n Qeolovgwn], art. "Leitourgiva  kaiv   jApokavluyh", (Leukwsiva:  JIerav 
 jArciepiskophv Kuvprou, 1991), 253-268. One of the important contributions of this paper is the argument for 
the "connection between liturgical worship and historical and social reality": ibid., 268; see also Leonard L. 
Thompson, The Book of Revelation: Apocalypse and Empire, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 53-73. 
Thompson emphasizes the eschatological and unifying dimension of the Apoc's language of worship, "through 
liturgical celebration eschatological expectations are experienced presently... [w]orship, then, becomes a context 
that integrally relates the visions in Revelation with John's original revelatory experience...": 72f. 
     250 Though, of course, too early to speak of an established liturgy, J. A. Jungmann's words are here not 
without some telling relevance, "[l]iturgy implies a communal life, and a communal life that is solidly 
organized, to which the individual must adapt himself without question": Josef A. Jungmann, The Early Liturgy, 
(USA: University of Notre Dame Press, 1959), 10. 
     251 Gregory Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy, (London: A. & C. Black, 1945), 28. In this widely acknowledged 
classic on the subject, Dix confidently reckons "[i]t seems probable that it is the symbolism of the book [the 
Apoc] which has been suggested by the current practice of the church in the first century and not vice versa, 
because the arrangement described was that which was traditional in churches which disputed the inspiration 
and canonicity of the Apocalypse...": ibid. 
     252 As J. A. Fitzmyer notes, th''/ kuriakh'/ hJmevra, though a possible reference to the OT "day of the Lord" (Isa 
13:9; Joel 2:31), "reveals by its adj. form that it refers to a day celebrated by Christians in honor of their risen 
Lord, probably "'the first day of the week'" (1Cor 16:2; Jn 20:1,19; Did. 14:1): EDNT (Vol. 2), J. A. Fitzmyer, 
art., "kuriakov"", 331. 
     253 "The title jApokavluyi" or jjApokavluyi" jIwavnnou may have found a place at the end of an early copy of 
the book, or on a label attached to the roll; in any case it seems to have been familiar before the end of the 
second century": Henry Barclay Swete, The Apocalypse of St. John, (London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1922), 





One of the strongest demonstrations of the Seer's church consciousness is the presence of 
worship and of the powerful auditory impact that the referring terms would have on the 
community of listeners.254 The liturgical language of the Apoc, the praise of God and Jesus 
with the stress on the divinity,255 is a continual element in the book which determines to unite 
the faithful. There is here an "intended effect": to cause those hearing or reading the liturgical 
or praise formulae (Rev 4:8, 15:3, 19:1-8) to act or to respond in a certain way.256 This is 
closely, I would suggest, along the lines of the English philosopher H. P. Grice (1913-1988) 
who "saw an utterance's meaning in terms of the complex structure of intentions with which it 
was used."257 But more precisely, there is a variant of this approach which might locate a type 
of utterance only with a certain intention, "such as intending to induce a certain belief, or 
intending to signal that one has oneself a certain belief."258 The cornerstone of this praise is 
the declaration of the rule of the almighty God [oJ qeo;" oJ pantokravtwr] (Rev 4:8)259 over 
and against that of the blasphemous emperor [to; qhrivon] (13:1-8). Savvbba"  jAgourivdh" 
describes this eschatological proclamation in the revelatory framework of a heavenly liturgy, 
"[o] qrivambo" tou Qeouv  epiv tou  satanav  emfanivzetai upov th morfhv megaloprepouv"
ouravnia" leitourgiva"."260 This testimony is crucial for it intends to unite the worshipping 
community in its allegiance (this time through the signal of worship) to the Kingdom of God, 
and to set it apart from the ritual or 'liturgical' demands of the Roman Empire, that is, from the 
imperial cult (13:1-18). Pevtro" Basileiavdh" has expressed this fundamental function 
exactly when he speaking of the meaning of worship in the Apoc:  
 
JH  e[nnoia,  loipovn,  th'"  latreiva"  sthvn   jApokavluyh   ei\nai  diakhvruxh   th'"
kuriarciva" tou'  Qeou' kaiv o[ci tou' aujtokravtora, h[  mev  a[lla lovgia, ajpodochv th'"
                                                                                                                                              
message is not always information about Christ. Rev. 22:16,20 confirm this by portraying Jesus as the One who 
bears revelatory testimony through his angel to the churches": G. K. Beale, op. cit., 183. 
     254 For the psychology of music, its stimulating and entrancing effects and of its "internalized musical 
grammar" which serve to account for the span of short-term memory, see "Psychology of Music", in The 
Oxford Companion To The Mind, art., Natasha Spender, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), (ed.) R. L. 
Gregory, 499-504.  
     255 R. Bauckham's informed study of the self-declarations of God and Christ show how central the overriding 
concept of the divinity was for John, particularly in the context of "Christ's participation in the eternal being of 
God": Bauckham, Theology, 54-65. 
     256 This "intended effect" can be connected to the idea of "function" in the context of the canonical criticism 
approach. 
     257  S. Blackburn "Problems of the Philosophy of Language", in Ted Honderich (ed.), op. cit., 460. 
     258 ibid. 
     259 Of the ten occurrences of the noun pantokravtwr in the NT nine are found in the Book of Revelation: 
1:8, 4:8, 11:17, 15:3, 16:7,14, 19:6,15, 21:22, (the other appears in 2Cor 6:18). 
     260 Agourivdh", op. cit., 579.  
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basileiva" tou  Qeou', ejnw'j ajntivqeta hJ latreiva tou' qhrivou ei\nai ajntivqesh s! aujthv
thv basileiva kaiv eJpomevnw" ajpovrriyhv th".261 
 
 
The Liturgics of the Apocalypse 
The language of worship, that is, the adoration and praise offered to God and the Lamb,  
permeates the book,262 and at the same time, as Leonard L. Thompson has recently shown, 
"language of worship plays an important role in unifying the book [the Apoc], that is, in 
making it a coherent apocalypse in both form and content."263 A vision of the worship in 
heaven begins the opening of the book proper (Rev 4:1-11),264 and similarly the text 
concludes with a vision of the heavenly Jerusalem where worship will be without cease (22:1-
5). Proskunei'n265 itself is used on at least 24 occasions. Though the adoration is usually 
described as belonging to the heavenly realm (i.e. 4:10, 5:14, 7:11, 11:16, 19:4), it is also an 
important part of the testimony of the believing community still on the earth (11:1, 14:7, 
15:4). However, such is its significance to testimony that the beasts who seek to usurp the 
power of God desire it for themselves (9:20, 13:4,8,12,15, 16:2, 19:20). So then, we have true 
worship (the sign of God's presence), which must be distinguished from false worship (the 
mark of Satan's kingdom).266 
                                                
     261 Basileiavdh", Eishghvsei" ST_ [Leitourgiva], 267.  
     262 As Thompson says, "analysis of liturgical language is not an exact science... writers and worshippers 
freely adapt traditional forms of worship so that it is impossible to state precisely what the language of worship 
'looks like'": Leonard L. Thompson, The Book of Revelation: Apocalypse and Empire, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1990), 53. Nonetheless, he does not remain there, "[s]ome observations with regard to style 
and form can, however, be made about liturgical language in the Book of Revelation, for it follows certain 
conventions found elsewhere": ibid., 53; for a very helpful summary of the "theories of liturgical sequence" also 
see Aune, Revelation (52c), 1206-1208. 
     263 ibid. 
     264  This includes the great 'throne scene' with its thrice-holy liturgy, "[t]he throne is the central object; 
everything else is positioned in relation to it": ibid., 57; Gregory Dix will stress the 'altar', "[i]n this book [the 
Apoc] everything centres upon 'the golden altar which is before the throne of God'": Dix, op. cit., 28. 
     265 It is not by chance that the Seer decided for this technical expression of worship, a loaded concept in the 
context of the imperial cult which was rampant in Asia Minor (of which chapter 13 is a thinly veiled attack). For 
good background discussion of proskunei'n, see J. P. V. D. Balsdon, "The Divinity of Alexander the Great", 
Historia (Vol. I), (1950), 371-383. In brief then, "proskunei'n is, in its origin, the Greek for to 'blow a kiss' and 
in the act of worship Greeks, conscious that they were not in physical proximity to their gods, would, in their 
devotion, round their thumb and first finger, bring their hand to their mouth and so blow the god a kiss. From 
this the word acquired a secondary meaning, 'to worship', to do homage', 'to abase oneself before'... [i]n worship 
the Greeks sometimes went down on their knees, but not as a general practice and not with physical abasement 
as extreme as that of Persian proskuvnhsi"...": ibid., 374; this could be a reference to the worshipping of an 
emperor's statue or bust. An infamous incident revolves around Caligula, who sought to set up his statue in the 
"temple of God" (Josephus, Antiq. xviii. 8.2). Caligula himself "paid homage to the Roman eagles and 
standards, and to the statues of the Caesars": Suet. Calig. 14.  
     266 The ‘kingdom’ of Satan, that is, the imperial cult which deceives with false worship, is made clear in 





"Hallelujah" [aJllhloui>av], the liturgical formula from the psalter, "in the literature of primitive 
Christianity", Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn informs us, "...is almost entirely limited to 4 occurrences 
in Revelation 19, where it appears in the description of a heavenly service of thanksgiving."267 
The start of the brief hymn of praise sung by the heavenly multitude in vv. 1, 3, and 6 opens 
with the aJllhloui>av. And "in an apparent reversal of usual liturgical sequence"268 in v.4 the 
chief members of the hierarchy acknowledge the praise of the multitude "by means of the 
responsive ajmh;n aJllhloui>av."269 Apart from this interesting fact, which serves to only 
emphasize the liturgical atmosphere of the book,270 is that at the centre of this celestial 
acclamatio is God. But at the same time it is also a disclosure by the Seer to the community of 
believers still on earth, that the reason for this doxology is the "ananevwsh", as 
Savbba"  Agourivdh" recognizes, "th"  qeiva"  basileiva"  mevsa  ston  kovsmo."271 This 
connection is no literary happenstance; let us remember that the revelation took place on the 
"Lord's day" [kuriakh'/ hJmevra] (Rev 1:10).272 "That fact is very suggestive", observes Allen 
Cabaniss: 
 
...in his exile on the Isle of Patmos, deprived of the inspiration of common worship with 
his fellow-Christians, his mind was inevitably drawn to the solemn service he was 
missing, and in spirit he was joining with his comrades in their prayers, praise, and 
Scripture lessons...273 
                                                                                                                                              
chapters 13 and 17, references to Imperial Rome (the 'new' Babylon), the Caesars (the “ beast”), the cult in Asia 
Minor (where Satan's “throne” is, Pergamum), titles claimed by the emperors conferred upon the Christ 
(i.e. kuvrio", uiJo;" tou' qeou'), would make these indications obvious. However, one major voice that has not 
readily accepted the prominent part that interpreters give to the Roman emperors is that of Ernst Lohmeyer, (Die 
Offenbarung  des  Johannes, 113ff.): cited by William Kimbro Hedrick, The Sources and Use of the Imagery in 
Apocalypse 12, (Berkley: Graduate Theological Union, 1971), 146. Further, Hedrick cites Lyder Brun and 
Roland Schuetz as successfully countering Lohmeyer's arguments: ibid; see also Dominique Cuss, Imperial Cult 
and Honorary Terms in the New Testament, (Fribourg: Fribourg University Press, 1974), and S. R. F. Price, 
Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984).  
     267 "aJllhloui>av" in EDNT (Vol. 1), 63. 
     268 ibid. 
     269 ibid. 
     270 "Whence came this vivid conception of celestial service [in the Apoc]?" asks Cabaniss. He points to four 
areas for the pronounced features of heavenly worship in the Seer's book. (i)...from the Old Testament 
descriptions of temple and tabernacle and from the books of Daniel and Ezekiel, (ii)...some influence from the 
Hellenistic world, (iii)...echoes of many other sources, such as Babylonian, Egyptian, Iranian, and Indian, and 
(iv) the vision of the heavenly worship must have been definitely moulded by actual liturgical practices in the 
early church: Allen Cabaniss, "Liturgy-Making Factors In Primitive Christianity", JR 23/1, (1943), 43-58. 
     271 Agourivdh", Apokavluyh, 417. See also the same scholar's reflections on the topic in the addendum 
"Leitourgiva kai Muqologiva sthn Apokavluyh", ibid., 579-587. 
     272 For the different views on the meaning of "kuriakh; hJmevra" and for its use in early Christian literature, 
see David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), 82-84. Aune points out that "many of the early Christian references 
to hJ kuriakh; (hJmevra) could either refer to Sunday or Easter": ibid., 84. 
     273 Cabaniss, art. cit., 50. 
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Ugo Vanni has further demonstrated the prevalence of the liturgical interests of the Seer of 
Patmos in a landmark paper published a little over a decade ago, "Liturgical dialogue as a 
literary form in the Book of Revelation" (1991). The solemn form of the beatitudes of the 
Apoc274 play a major role in "uniting the lector and hearers in the same macarism."275 By 
considering such pericopes as makavrio" oJ ajnaginwvskwn kai; oiJ ajkouvonte" tou;" lovgou" 
th'" profhteiva" (Rev 1:3), Vanni argues (citing relevant references) that this passage 
"makes one think of the liturgical assemblies of the synagogue and the early Christian church, 
in which as we know, there was a kind of dialogue between lector and hearers."276 The 
question this scholar then asks is whether "such a setting [is] to be detected and pointed out 
throughout the Book of Revelation?"277 Searching carefully for this "dialectical literary 
development"278 [John/lector, and churches/hearers], the scholar comes to some very 
important conclusions which fit perfectly with the general schema of the "realized 
millennialism"279 of the Apoc and suggest more reasons for the book's elevation by the 
community of believers to commended literature. In Ugo Vanni's own words then:  
 
(i) the lector is not always John, he is a variable figure, although constantly linked to 
John's message,280 (ii) like the lector, the group of hearers can also vary according to the 
time and space... although the reference to the seven churches of Asia will remain a 
constant element,281 (iii) the liturgical dialogue of 1:4-8 is not attached to any specific 
occasion, but is what we could call a model of the dialogue that will actually take place 
every time a lector reads John's message to a group of hearers that recognizes itself as a 
part of the totality of the church symbolized by the seven churches in Asia.282  
 
 
In another significant paper, written some 40 years earlier, the liturgical character of the Apoc 
is once more confirmed. Otto A. Piper, in his study "The Apocalypse of John and the Liturgy 
of the Ancient Church" (1951), examines "the liturgical framework of the Apocalypse" and 
                                                
     274 This literary form [beatitude or macarism] occurs seven times in the Apoc (1:3, 14:13, 16:15, 19:9, 20:6, 
22:7, 22:14) "and confers a particular literary solemnity upon the context": Ugo Vanni, "Liturgical dialogue as a 
literary form in the Book of Revelation", NTS 37, (1991), 348-372. 
     275 ibid., 348. 
     276 ibid. 
     277 ibid., 349. 
     278 ibid. 
     279 Robert G. Clouse (ed.), The Meaning of the Millennium: Four Views, (Illinois: IVP, 1977), 155; "the 
lector and the hearers are the real partners in the dialogue, but they are also spokesmen for transcendent 
persons...": Vanni, art. cit., 371.  
     280 Vanni, art. cit., 355. 
     281 ibid. 





argues that it is from the "liturgical character of the Apocalypse that the historical 
development of the Christian liturgy becomes intelligible."283 Piper, who is strong throughout 
on the connection between Christian worship as participation in heavenly liturgy, points to the 
most important features of this "framework". These are, in his own words (the additional 
notes excluded): the ideas of the Eucharistic Parousia, the Church's participation in the angelic 
worship,284 the emphasis placed upon the worthiness of the interpreter of Scripture,285 the 
connection between the Confession of Sins and the Eucharist,286 the separation of the 
believers and unbelievers prior to the heavenly meal, the celebration of the Eucharist as an act 
of the Church in its cosmic totality,287 the association of the Eucharist with the Judgement of 
the World,288 and the interpretation of the liturgy as a spiritual battle.289 The emphasis once 
again, here too, in the conclusion of Otto Piper's paper, is that of the communio sanctorum as 
ecclesia universalis, "John's conception of the oneness of the heavenly and earthly 
worship."290 In this whole atmosphere of liturgical worship, the "confidence" of the faithful 
"in their prayer", as Nicholas Cabasilas writes of the Divine Liturgy in general, "is not 
confidence in self, but in God who has promised to grant what they are seeking."291 
                                                
     283 Otto A. Piper, "The Apocalypse of John and the Liturgy of the Ancient Church", CH 20/1, (1951), 10-22. 
Piper, similarly to Ugo Vanni, points to the significance of the Seer of Patmos receiving his revelations on "the 
Day of the Lord" and so "spiritually partaking in the Sunday Services of the congregation from which he was 
absent in body": ibid., 19.  
     284 "Everywhere", writes Gregory Dix, "are the ministering angels": Dix, op. cit., 28; 
"[t]a; ejpivpeda kosmikov, ajnqrwvpino kai; ajggeliko; eJnwvnontai se; miva eJniaiva eujcaristiva": Eujdokivmof, op. 
cit., 330; for commentary of the angelic presence in the Apoc, see David E. Aune, Revelation 17-22 (52c), 
Index of Principal Topics, 1259. 
     285 See Rev 1, 22:8-9,16; for the status of the prophet in the Apoc, see D. Hill, "Prophecy and Prophets in the 
Revelation of  St John", NTS 18, (1972), 401-418. 
     286 cf. 1Cor 11:27-32; Heb 10:29. 
     287 See also Lucetta Mowry, "Revelation 4-5 and Early Christian Liturgical Usage", JBL 71, (1952), 75-84. 
Mowry argues that in Rev 4-5 "we may have the earliest known form of a Christian service of worship, possibly 
the eucharist": ibid., 84.  
     288 There is, however, another side to this eucharistic "judgement" of the world which writers from the west 
do not often pick up. Reflecting on the eucharist in the context of The Sacrament as Entrance, A. Schmemann 
balances the equation when he writes, "[w]e separate ourselves from the world in order to bring it, in order to 
lift it up to the kingdom, to make it once again the way to God and participation in his eternal kingdom... for this 
she [the Church] was left in the world, as part of it, as a symbol of its salvation... and this symbol we fulfil, we 
'make real' in the eucharist": Alexander Schmemann, The Eucharist: Sacrament of the Kingdom, (New York: 
SVS Press, 1988), 53. 
     289 The outline of the "framework" referred to was lifted from Otto A. Piper, art. cit.,10. 
     290 ibid., 20; similarly  P.  Eujdokivmof,  " JH   jApokavluyh  ma'"  prosfevrei to;  o{rama  aujtw'n  pou; 
sumbai'noun kata; th;n leitourgiva tautovcrona se; gh' kai oujranov": Eujdokivmof, op. cit, 328; also the 
conclusion of Leonard L. Thompson after he considers the role of the "worshipping community" in the Apoc as 
one which "breaks down the boundaries between heaven and earth": Thompson, op. cit.,  69, 73. 
  291 Nicholas Cabasilas, A Commentary on the Divine Liturgy, (London: SPCK, 1977). 
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The Great Hymns of the Apocalypse 
A compelling liturgical atmosphere would of course presuppose a good number of hymns.292 
It is surely significant, that within this profoundly rich liturgical atmosphere "[t]he worship of 
Christ", as Marianne M. Thompson precisely concluded, "leads to the joint worship of God 
and Christ, in a formula in which God retains the primacy."293 John J. O'Rourke, following L. 
Mowry294 and D. G. Delling,295 published a valuable paper on this subject in the Catholic 
Biblical Quarterly in 1968 which is often followed by supporters of his conclusion, but which 
is, nonetheless, rarely cited.296 O'Rourke sets down the following criteria for the search of the 
"hymnic material" in the Apoc: parallelism similar to that found in the Psalms; solemn tone of 
expression apt for use in worship, and grammatical inconcinnity.297 Based on these criteria the 
author separates three categories of hymnic material: 
 
[t]he sayings which provide the most likely examples of hymnic material are the 
doxologies (Ap 1,6; 5,13; 7,12), the acclamations of worthiness (Ap 4,11; 5,9; 5,12) and 
the trisagion (Ap 4,8b).298  
 
In the end, "from start to finish", the Book of Revelation is inundated in paraenesis, 
catechesis, praise, and worship. These are the outstanding components of liturgy; they are 
centred about the eschatological culmination, openly and formulary evidenced in the Divine 
                                                
     292 By hymns I mean both "songs of praise" and "songs of thanksgiving": Richard N. Soulen, Handbook of 
Biblical Criticism, (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 92.  Following John J. O'Rourke, "The Hymns of the 
Apocalypse", CBQ 30, (1968), 399-409, I use the word (hymnic) in its general sense and not in specific forms 
which might constitute an identifiable subcategory: Soulen, loc. cit. 
     293 Marianne Meye Thompson, "Worship in the Book of Revelation", ExA 8, 50. 
     294 Lucetta Mowry, art. cit. 
     295 D. G. Delling, "Zum Gottesdienstlichen Stil der Johannes- Apokalypse", NT 3, (1959), 107-137. 
     296 John J. O'Rourke concludes that John "borrowed consciously from preexisting liturgical sources when he 
composed his book, it would seem almost certain that he did when he wrote Ap 1,4.5.8b; 4,8b; 7,12.15-17; 
11,15.17-18; 19,5.6b-8": O'Rourke, art. cit., 409. I should note, however, that I am not convinced that this 
material was necessarily in its entirety "preexisting", but I certainly do take on board that these are "liturgical 
hymns" which clearly reveal to us today "how rich was the doctrinal expression  used in the singing of early 
churches": ibid.; D. Peterson in reviewing both the work of O'Rourke and M. H. Shepherd cites Gerhard 
Delling's "more sober judgment" who has argued that "elements of Christian and Jewish services may have been 
interwoven in the portrayal of the heavenly worship, but that it is now impossible to separate the details...": 
David Peterson, "Worship in the Revelation to John", RTR 47/3, (1988), 67-77. 
     297 O'Rourke, art. cit., 400. The author does admit, however, that "[i]n any approach of this type the element 
of subjectivity is always present": ibid. 
     298 ibid. O'Rourke, referencing A. Gelin, also makes mention of a "false liturgy, one celebrating the beast" 
which is said to be found in Rev 13:4 and possibly "based on a formula used in the imperial cult". However, he 
forwards reasons against such a position, especially that he doubts "John would have dared to substitute 'beast' 





Liturgy and eucharistic celebration ascribed to Saint John Chrysostom,299 and much earlier in 
a liturgical text from Qumran, the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice.300 Accordingly S. 
Agourivdh" appropriately begins a special focus on the subject in appendix (E) of his 
commentary: 
 
Aparchv"  perivpou  mevcri" tevlou" th" Apk., ta escatologikav gegonovta arcivzoun
me leitourgiva stovn ouranov, ki h leitourgiva ston ouranov eivnai pou ta empnevei, ta
uposthrivzei  kai teletourgikav  ta  exumneiv mevcri tevlou", mevcri th suntribhv twn
antivqewn dunavmewn me ton escatologikov povlemo...301 
 
 
The Church as Bride of the Lamb and as New Jerusalem 
An Ecclesiology of Universal Dimension 
Confusion over the identity-ies of the Bride of the Lamb (Rev 21:9) and New Jerusalem, the 
holy city (21:10) has mostly arisen because some readers of the Apoc have persisted in 
reading them as distinct references.302 Or alternatively, because others though realizing that 
they are not to be distinguished, have failed to note a subtle but important distinction which 
needs to be clarified. The Seer himself tells us that bride and city are for the greater part 
synonymous, "And I saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from 
God, prepared as a bride [hJtoimasmevnh wJ" nuvmfhn] adorned for her husband" (21:2).303 
However, it is the holy city [povlin th;n aJgivan] which is prepared "as" [wJ"] the bride, and not 
the bride as the holy city. This matters, for the nuptial imagery that follows in chapter 20 is 
then locked into the marriage metaphor as presented in the OT.304 Notably, the Seer now 
provides for a set referential, Jerusalem, which is, the name of the bride. This distinction 
                                                
 299 Cabasilas, op. cit., 65-95. 
 
 300 Cited Adela Yarbro Collins, Cosmology and Eschatology in Jewish and Christian Apocalypticism, 
(Leiden: Brill, 2000), 13f. Collins in considering the Book of Revelation puts it forward as "an interesting 
parallel": ibid., 14. 
 
 301 Agourivdh", op. cit., 579; 579-587. 
 
    302 Often encountered in popular interpretations or illustrations of the text: Anneke Kaai, Apocalypse: 
Meditations on the Revelation of John in Word and Picture, (1992), 51; Jodi Wille (ed.), The End is Near: 
Visions of Apocalypse, Millennium and Utopia, (1998), 47, 51. 
     303 Despite the problems that Eusebius might have had with the canonicity of the Book of Revelation, he 
does appear to be referring to Rev 21:2 in his panegyric on the occasion of the building of the churches in Tyre: 
Hist. Eccl. 10.4.2-3. 
     304 The most compelling of all the references is found in the Book of Hosea in the great acknowledgment of 
God's love [as husband] for faithless Israel and His promise that He would renew the covenant that was broken 
because of her infidelity (2:18-20). This quest of God for Israel is powerfully symbolized in the context of 
Hosea's own relationship with his adulterous wife, "Gomer daughter of Diblaim" (1:2). The Seer of Patmos 
alludes to various sections of this book on no less than a dozen occasions. See also Isa 54:5. For a synoptic 
discussion on the theology of marriage in the OT, see Paul Heinisch, Theology of the Old Testament, (North 
Central Publishing Company: Minnesota, 1955), 203-207. "Marital fidelity" was "highly praised": ibid., 203. 
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helps with another difficult question. Is the city of Revelation (21-22) to be understood, as Jan 
Fekkes III duly asks, "as an entity in itself in some way distinct from the redeemed 
community, or is wholly a collective symbol of the community, to the exclusion of other 
physical and spatial realities."305  
 
From the beginning of this section of his work (chapter 21), the author declares an 
unmistakable ecclesiology of universal dimension. All things are "new" [kaino;n]. There is a 
"new heaven" and a "new earth", (v.1) and the "holy city" is the "new Jerusalem" (v.2).306 
Barbara R. Rossing has described this aspect succinctly," [t]he New Jerusalem landscape 
contrasts directly with the picture of death and mourning in Babylon."307 We are told that the 
"first things have passed away [ta; prw'ta ajph'lqan]" (v.4). And yet, remarkably (as only our 
author can successfully achieve), the communal ecclesiological dimension also clearly 
remains. The holy city, the New Jerusalem, the transformed and transfigured existence, is 
only ever accessible to "those who conquer [oJ nikw'n]" (21:7). But for the elect, as well, the 
"city" [povlin] is not only present reality but future hope (v.5-8). Historical Israel is now 
succeeded by the Spiritual Israel, the Church is presented as a new creation of God "but the 
focus now is not on judgement, though that is not lost sight of (21:1,8,27)", as G. K. Beale 
well says, "but on the consummate blessing of God's people."308 
 
In the tradition of the OT prophets the Seer presents the covenant relationship between God 
and the community of believers as a type of marriage between God's Lamb and His bride 
(Rev 19-21). The concept of marriage in terms of union and fidelity is central to prophetic 
typology (Isa 61:10, 62:1-5; Jer 2:2; Ezek 16:8; Hos 4). The prophets predicted a time when 
Israel would become the faithful bride of God and occasionally this era of blessedness was 
associated with the Messiah.309 As with John's typological reading of the OT throughout the 
                                                
     305 Jan Fekkes III, "'His Bride Has Prepared Herself': Revelation 19-21 And Isaian Nuptial Imagery", JBL, 
109/2, (1990), 285f. 
     306 "The New Jerusalem", as Thompson has so well composed, "forms a complex boundary with sacred 
space on earth, eschatological time, and heaven above- a boundary that cannot be charted in an ordinary space-
time grid": Leonard L. Thompson, op. cit., 47f.; Saint Augustine (pointing to Rev 21:9), connects Jerusalem to 
"the Bride of my Lord": NPNF First Series (Vol. 8), 114. 
     307 Barbara R. Rossing, The Choice Between Two Cities: Whore, Bride, and Empire in the Apocalypse, 
(Pennsylvania: Trinity Press International, 1999), 145; for an interesting discussion on this subject of  'opposites' 
in the context of "boundary situations", see Leonard L. Thompson, ibid., 74-91. 
     308 G. K. Beale, The Book of Revelation, 1046. 
     309 The great OT pericope is the Isanianic suffering servant (42-44). This prophecy has two extensions. First, 
Israel as the servant of God. Second, Jesus Christ as God's servant. The servant was given by God "as a 
covenant to the people" (42:6). Ultimately God's chosen individual, will redeem and restore the people from 





Apoc, the marriage typology points to a present and realised reality. The old covenantal 
relationship between God and Israel which was based on the acceptance of the Abrahamic 
promise, reaffirmed in the long line of patriarchs, has now been fulfilled in Jesus Christ who 
is also the Groom. For the true Israel of God is the Bride of the Lamb, which is the Church 
(the believing community[ies]).310 It is as Saint Paul writes to the Ephesians, "...the plan of the 
mystery hidden for ages in God..." [oijkonomiva tou'' musthrivou tou' ajpokekrummevnou] (Eph 
3:9). The bride's wedding dress reflects the Seer's idea of one side of the covenantal nature of 
the Church, for it consists of the "righteous deeds of the saints" [dikaiwvmata tw'n aJgivwn] 
(Rev 19:8). These righteous acts, which point to eternal life and to fellowship with God and 
the Lamb, directly reflect the apostolic witness to the testimony of Jesus Christ (21:14) and 
the history of Israel (21:12). The final vindication of the suffering community's faithfulness to 
God during the course of their distress in this present age is expressed in the use of the 
marriage typology. A suggestion by some scholars (ignoring the rhetorical shift)311 that John 
has confused the marriage typology on account of his changing the status of the Church at the 
wedding feast from bride to guest has been very well answered in recent times by G. R. 
Beasley-Murray:  
 
The perfection in glory of the bride belongs to the eschatological future. In this figure, 
therefore, the now and the not yet of the New Testament doctrine of salvation in the 
kingdom of God is perfectly exemplified. The Church is the Bride of Christ now, but her 
marriage lies in the future.312   
 
 
The Seer is largely dependent upon Ezekiel's vision313 of the New Jerusalem for his portrait of 
the "holy city", so we can safely understand John's interpretation of his vision as the 
                                                                                                                                              
here,"...the mission of the Servant is spoken of in terms of former things and new things. The correspondence 
between prophecies that have been made and events as they unfolded was to provide the captives of Babylon 
with significant proof of the Lord's uniqueness and sovereignty in their present experience... but the work of the 
Servant would open a new chapter in God's relationship with his people and with the world, in which his glory 
would be displayed in a new way, far surpassing anything that had happened previously. In fact, it would lead 
eventually to new heavens and a new earth (65:15, 66:22)": Barry Webb, The Message of Isaiah, (Leicester: 
IVP Press, 1996), 172. 
     310 That is, the "believing community" which either rejected or commended writings as either spurious or 
elevated them to sacred: James A. Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 34. 
     311 These shifts are common in the Apoc and operate to attract the reader's attention to strategic transitions in 
the text (cf. 7:4, 14:1). In the previous instance the Seer rehearses his readers for the climactic vision of God's 
triumph which begins at Rev 19:11. 
     312 Beasley-Murray, op. cit., 273f. 
     313 See Ezek 48:30-35, but generally 40:1-48:35 (there are also a few elements lifted from Isaiah, Daniel, and 
Zechariah). Taylor writing on the Ezekiel pericope has noted that the "chief problem in these chapters is that of 
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fulfilment of the prophecy of the eschatological cultus. However, as with his general use of 
biblical and apocalyptic traditions, he awakens his readers to another interpretation. John tells 
us that the New Jerusalem now reveals the "basic makeup" of the New Heaven and the New 
Earth. Significantly, however, John does not subordinate the New Jerusalem to the new 
temple as Ezekiel does in his own vision of the temple (Ezek 40). This is a masterful re-
interpretation of Ezekiel for a new situation. "The Church", declares Cyril of Alexandria 
(commenting on Heb 7:19), "is the holy city which has not been sanctified by observing the 
law, for the law made nothing perfect."314 A localized temple is no longer a requirement. For 
the prophet it was a question of a transformed cultus, but for the Seer of Patmos it was about a 
transformed people. This also represents the parousia of Jesus Christ, so the parallel meaning 
is that of a new order of human existence. And what Vladimir Lossky has written of the 
Church generally, it is also very much applicable here," [i]n truth, we are not concerned with 
individuals and with collectivity but with human persons who can only attain to perfection 
within the unity of nature."315 Calculated care has been taken in the presentation of this new 
order to make sure to bring out the essence of the Apoc's eschatological doctrine which 
provides the community of believers with the raison d’être for a faithful witness to God's 
judgements and to the Gospel of Christ. This is God's coming triumph over evil and over 
every beastly power, and the promise that the transformed community will forever "dwell" 
[skhnwvsei] in the company of God (21:1-4).316 "The parallel structure of Revelation's two 
city visions", B. R. Rossing writes from the perspective of rhetorical function, "heightens the 
rhetorical impact of their contrasting imagery... Babylon is the idolatrous city that seduces and 
oppresses... New Jerusalem is the city of well being and justice..."317 John's description of the 
New Jerusalem (Rev 21-22:6) also serves as an eschatological metaphor for the redeemed 
people of God.318 The glorification of the redeemed stands also for a testimony that they are 
"freed" [luvsanti] from their sins, they are forgiven "by his blood" [ejn tw'/ ai{mati aujtou'] 
(1:5, cf. 5:9).319 Their names are written in the "book of life" [...biblivon  
                                                                                                                                              
interpretation". He lists the four main views that have been held: (i) literal prophetic, (ii) symbolic Christian, 
(iii) dispensationalist, and (iv) apocalyptic: John B. Taylor, Ezekiel, (Leicester:  IVP, 1969), 251-253. 
     314 Cited Lossky, op. cit., 177. 
     315 Lossky, op. cit., 176. 
     316 For fuller discussion on the Seer's use of God's "tabernacling presence", see G. K. Beale, The Book of 
Revelation, 1046-1050. It is in the context of these verses, Beale argues, that there "is the first hint that there is 
no literal temple in the new Jerusalem": ibid., 1048. 
     317 Rossing, op. cit., 1f. 
     318 Wall, op. cit., 245. 
     319 "The Greek idiom in turn reflects a Hebrew idiom, so that we might well translate", writes Ladd, "'he has 
freed us from our sins at the price of his blood'": George Eldon Ladd, A Commentary on the Revelation of John, 





hjnoivcqei, o{ ejstin th'" zwh'"...] (21:12). John stresses that the revelation of this new scheme 
of things, "these words" [ou|toi oiJ lovgoi] are "trustworthy and true" [pistoi; kai; ajlhqinoiv] 
(22:6).320 At the centre of this victorious declaration is the worshipping community, 
comprised of redeemed and transformed believers who live forever with God and the Lamb 
(21-22). This is the integral component of the Book of Revelation and has strong canonical 
extensions,321 for as Paul Barnett assuredly concludes, "[c]learly John sees his book of 
prophecy as being of absolute importance, to be read and observed in the churches."322 
 
"Behold, the dwelling of God is with men. He will dwell with them, and they shall be his 
people, and God himself will be with them" (Rev 201:3). The word translated "dwelling" 
(skhnh;) is used in the Septuagint to translate the Heb word (miskan) for "tabernacle" and is 
associated with the glorious presence (shekinah) of God.323 The theological lesson here is 
that, though the old order has passed, this does not change the spiritual nature of Israel's 
covenantal relationship with God. In making everything new, God removes all that interferes 
with the formation of a covenantal relationship with the believing community. "The economy 
of Providence", writes G. A. Barrois in his study Jesus Christ and The Temple, "consists in 
successive transpositions of the one theme… our salvation from sin and death."324 There is, in 
the new order, however, a qualitative distinction, uJparxikh; ejnevlixh.325 It is a new and 
transfigured life, calling the faithful to an increasing realization of the mystery of the Church, 
the Bride of the Lamb. The use of this New Jerusalem typology transfers the transforming 
grace and abiding glory of God from the temple of a restored Jerusalem (Dan 5:12; 2Esdras 
7:26, 10:49, cf. Heb 12:22), to a transfigured community who are the New Jerusalem of the 
Seer's vision. So the Seer can declare that he "saw no temple in the city 
[nao;n oujk ei\don ejn aujth'/], for its temple is the Lord God the Almighty and the Lamb" 
(21:22). Now this is quite important, for as David E. Aune reminds us, "[i]n Judaism, the 
                                                
     320 For discussion on the structural importance of these words and the parallel references "coming as they do 
at the beginning and with such emphasis at the end", see Paul Barnett, Apocalypse Now and Then, 162-165. 
     321 Whatever else it is, the Apoc is a Letter from a noted leader-apostle, and that, as read in the churches of 
the province, would have been regarded as Scripture and therefore readily recognised as canonical. "Other genre 
marks (apocalyptic, prophecy) would not so readily find acceptance as the 'word of the Lord'." 1Cor 14:37 the 
prophetic oracles, for instance, must defer to the apostolic, mediated as this was, as literature in the epistolary 
form. I thank Paul Barnett for sharing these critical observations and for his extended explanations. Paul 
Barnett<pbarnett@laurel.ocs.mq.edu.au> "Canon". Tue, 05 Mar 2002. M. G. Michael<mgjm@1earth.net>. 
     322 Barnett, op. cit., 163. 
     323 On this point see Caird whose sharp analysis in his commentary is very helpful and concise: G. B. Caird, 
The Revelation of John, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, 1966), 263-265. 
  324 Barrois, op. cit., 161. 
     325 Eujdokivmof, op.cit., 445. 
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eschatological expectation of a New Jerusalem generally implied a new temple."326 Once 
more the Seer of Patmos reverses the expected order of events with an 'unexpected twist' to 
the eschatological narrative. 
 
The Lamb's bride is strikingly contrasted with the other woman, the "mother of harlots" 
[mhvthr tw'n pornw'n], (Rev 17:5) who is "drunk with the blood of the saints" [mequvousan 
ejk tou' ai{mato" tw'n aJgivwn] (17:6).327 "The metonymic trope linking heavenly city and 
bride", as Robert M. Royalty, Jr. points out, "also links Babylon and New Jerusalem."328 This 
repetition of the bride metaphor from 19:6-10 in 21:2 calls for comparison by the audience 
between the New Jerusalem and Babylon not only as opposing cities of good and evil, but 
also as archetypal models of existence.329 Note that the holy city comes down from God "out 
of heaven" (21:2), whereas the "whore of Babylon" is thrown into the sea "and will be found 
no more" (18:21). However, Jan Fekkes III has rightly stressed, the essential distinction 
between the two women is one of inward character and purpose, "[h]arlot-Babylon entices 
men to become involved in an evil system, while the Bride-New Jerusalem draws men to 
glory in order to worship the true God."330 Similarly to the eschatological Jerusalem of 
Ezekiel's vision (Ezk 48:30-34), the wall of the Jerusalem that John is describing has twelve 
gates (Rev 21:12),331 corresponding to the twelve tribes of Israel (Rev 7:1-8).332 The twelve 
foundations, however, correspond to the twelve apostles of the Lamb (21:14) and "[t]hereby 
the Seer", as R. H. Charles significantly affirms, "maintains the continuity of the O.T. and the 
                                                
     326 David E. Aune, Revelation 17-22 (52C), 1166. 
     327 For discussion of these striking contrasts from a rhetorical perspective in the context of "prophetic 
reappropriation", see Rossing, op. cit., 1-16. 
     328 Robert M. Royalty, Jr., The Streets of Heaven: The Ideology of Wealth in the Apocalypse of John, 
(Georgia: Mercer University Press, 1998), 212.  
     329  For informative insights on "the paradigm of good and evil (ajrethv and kakiva) as contrasting feminine 
figures" in the classical tradition, see Rossing, op. cit., 17-59. 
     330 Jan Fekkes III, art. cit., 284.  
     331 "On the fantastic size of the New Jerusalem, as delineated in the received text", see Michael Topham, 
"The Dimensions of the New Jerusalem", ExpTim (Oct. 1988), 417-419. 
     332 As C. R. Smith says "many commentators have been struck by the unusual order and combination of 
tribal names in the list." Smith also cites George Eldon Ladd who acknowledges, "John's list agrees with no 
known list of the enumeration of the twelve tribes of Israel." Smith, who reviews the positions of a good number 
of scholars on this perplexing question (including Charles, Draper, Farrer, Feuillet, Gray, Hengstenberg, 
Mounce and Swete), concludes that though "it is virtually impossible to account for the unusual order... the 
number 144,000 is much better explained by its symbolic import- 12x12x10x10x10 expressing completion in a 
salvific, covenant sense- than as a literal census of a Jewish remnant": Christopher R. Smith, "The Portrayal of 






Christian Church."333 This is an eschatological community of many nations for it is comprised 
(on account of the "blood" [ai{mativ] of Christ) "from every tribe and tongue and people and 
nation" [ejk pavsh" fulh'" kai; glwvssh" kai; laou' kai; e[qnou"] (5:9). In an informative 
paper on the portrayal of the Church as the New Israel where the names and order of the tribes 
in Rev 7:5-8 are considered, Christopher R. Smith concluded, that "the message of the chapter 
is then one of hope and reassurance for John's late first-century Christian audience, which he 
is warning of the impending resumption of imperial persecution."334  
 
All that we have encountered and which I have endeavoured to describe to this point (in 
complementary dialogue between East and West), has pre-supposed a "dynamism" 
[dunamikovthta]335 centred about the Kingdom of God. Which, for Nivko" 
Matsouvka" (himself strongly influenced by the universal ecclesiology of Basil the Great and 
Maximus the Confessor),336 is at the core of the successive phases [th'" kavqe favsh"] of the 
Church in "the light of the divine glory."337 Importantly, this prominent Orthodox theologian 
and philosopher, emphasizes the 'oneness' of the Militant and Triumphant worshipping 
communities; they are always the Church, together, from the beginning to the end.338 In 
summarizing the Eastern Orthodox position on this ecclesiological correlation, 
Matsouvka", has in effect, also perfectly condensed the comparable vision of the Seer of 
Patmos: 
 
Gi j aujtov  strateuovmenh  kaiv qriambeuvbousa ei\nai pavntote hJ  jEkklhsiva,  ajpov tov A
th'" ajfethriva" th"  w{" tov  W  th'"  katavlhxhv" th".   [An devn qriambeuvei pavnw stov
kakov  diarkw'",  a[n  devn xepernavei tav o{ria th'"  ktistovthtav" th", tovte devn mporei'
nav  nohqei'  kamiav  poreiva,  kanevna musthvrio th'"  teleivwsh".   JH stravteush  movnh
eJpomevnw"  devn  givnetai  ejpiv  th'"  gh'",  kaiv  oJ  qrivambo" movno"  devn anhvkei stouv" 
oujranouv".  Katav  thvn  ojrqovdoxh  qeologiva  e{na" ojxuv"  diacwrismov" strateuovmenh" 
kaiv qriambeuvousa"  jEkklhsiva" eijshgei'tai thv statikhv kaiv ajpoliqwmevnh ajpokavluyh,
kaiv katav sunevpeia devn mporei' nav givnei mev kanevna trovpo paradektov".339 
 
                                                
     333 Charles (Vol. II), 162. 
     334 Christopher R. Smith, "The Portrayal of the Church as the New Israel in the Names and Order of the 
Tribes in Revelation 7.5-8", JSNT 39, (1990), 111-118. 
    335 Nivko" Matsouvka", Dogmatikhv kaiv Sumbolikhv Qeologiva (B), (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1985), 379.  
    336 ibid., passim.   
    337 ibid., loc. cit.  
    338 ibid.  
    339 ibid., 377f.  
 




If not for the extensive and over-arching ecclesiological dimensions that were found to be at 
the heart of the book, the Apoc may not have survived in its quest for sacred commendation. 
Particularly as we found in Chapter 2, the criteria of canonicity (apostolicity, catholicity, 
orthodoxy, traditional usage and inspiration) were not consistently applied in the canonical 
formulations of the Ancient Church. In the greater context it was the church consciousness of 
the early communities of the faithful that fuelled the initial discussions on the NT Canon, and 
the Book of Revelation, as we saw, was deeply imbued with this ecclesiological cognizance. 
The author of our book sought after this spiritual realization, and declared it unambiguously in 
his elevated khvrugma of salvation. Everywhere there is a sense of the Church, the 
eschatological community of salvation, made even stronger by its typological covenantal 
connections to the OT.340 It was from the beginning a writing (as will shall discover in the 
following chapters), that could not have been given up without a mighty contest by the canon 
sensitive "flesh-and-blood"341 readers who were the original recipients of the work. The 
integral element was the Seer's covenantal theology which spilled over into his community-
of-the-cross, manifesting itself in the distinct presentations of the Church as the Bride of the 
Lamb and as New Jerusalem for example; and in the various expressions of the covenant 
community,342 which very significantly included the tradition of a liturgical worship. It was 
an ideal text for the worshipping church communities. Importantly, though the Seer initially 
addresses his prophecy to the seven local churches, they are from the start connected to the 
ecclesia universalis, held fast to the una sancta. To all of this, of course, we add and highlight 
the striking "cosmical" and "eschatological" ecclesiology which so distinctly appealed to the 
early "patristic Church".343 These unmistakable qualities of the Apoc, together with the aura 
connected with John's name and apostolate in Asia Minor,344 would have compelled the 
                                                
    340 Within the school of canonical criticism the importance of typology in the context of hermeneutics has 
been competently summarized by Charles J. Scalise, op. cit. 74-76; for an Eastern Orthodox expression on 
typology, see Breck, op. cit, 37-44. Typology is connected to the "complementarity [which] characterizes the 
activity of the Spirit and the Son within the New Israel of the Church": ibid., 43. 
     341 That is, (as I have elsewhere discussed in the thesis in the context of a narrative critical approach), the 
reader "as a real live person... not [as] a construct of the text": J. L. Resseguie, Revelation Unsealed: A Narrative 
Critical Approach to John's Apocalypse, (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 29f. 
     342 "The importance of the community idea in the NT", declares Guthrie, "cannot be over-stressed. Although 
salvation is applied individually and the processes of sanctification must be personally pursued, yet there is no 
sense in which the NT conceives of lone believers. The repeated emphasis on groups of believers shows the 
basic character of the idea of the church": Donald Guthrie, New Testament Theology, (Illinois: IVP, 1981), 787. 
The Apoc would appear to be, to my mind at least, the best representative of Guthrie's considered inspection. 
     343 Alexander Schmemann, Church, World, Mission: Reflections on Orthodoxy In the West, (New York: 
SVS Press, 1979), 136. 
     344 "Furthermore, both the New Testament and church tradition", write Wall and Lemcio, "agree on a Pauline 





churches [the canonizing faith-community-ies]345of that region to receive and to read the 
"Epistle" in a liturgical, hence canonical Sitz-im-Leben.346 
                                                                                                                                              
possibility that Ephesus could have been the place, itself, where "if we cannot speak of the birth of canon in a 
certain place and time, might there be clues to its conception in a particular environment?" [the Sitz im Leben 
des Kanons approach is employed by its authors]: ibid., 335-360; see also Johnson's very helpful paper 
(particularly in reference to archaeology and inscriptions), Sherman E. Johnson, "Early Christianity in Asia 
Minor", A Presidential Address delivered at the annual meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature and 
Exegesis, December 30, 1957, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky. 
     345 Thomas A. Hoffman, "Inspiration, Normativeness, Canonicity, and the Unique Sacred Character of the 
Bible", CBQ 44, (1982), 463-465. 
     346 Aune, commenting on Rev 1:3 and 22:7, "Blessed is he who reads aloud [oJ ajnaginwvskwn] the words of the 
prophecy, and blessed are those who hear [oiJ ajkouvonte"], and who keep what is written therein", significantly says, 
"[t]his pronouncement of blessing upon reader and upon those who both hear and obey is very likely based on the 
practice of beginning or concluding readings or presentations of the words of God (whether Scripture or other types of 
revelatory messages)... this verse also makes it evident that the author intended, even designed, his composition to be 
read aloud before Christian congregations assembled for worship. Since he calls his book "the words of this 
prophecy" and the prophetic books of the Hebrew Bible had been included in synagogue services readings 
complementary to reading from the Pentateuch, John places his book on an equal footing with OT Scripture": David 






 Six Factors Positively Affecting Revelation's Early 
Circulation: The Apocalypse in the Apostolic Fathers  
 
Introduction 
It is generally conceded that few if any explicit traces of the Book of Revelation are to be 
found in the writings of the Apostolic Fathers. This position, widespread and supported as it 
may be, is too readily accepted, particularly since H. B. Swete (1906), Isbon T. Beckwith 
(1919), R. H. Charles (1920) and N. B. Stonehouse (1929) passed it into Anglo-American 
bibliography1 (nonetheless, each argued for the Apoc's early recognition as an authoritative 
Scripture).2 The former position has also been the sweeping conclusion, a quick dismissal of 
the question, by almost all other bibliographies.3 For the most part, commentators of the Apoc 
have been content to take on board conclusions from older works and to begin their own 
investigations or studies with Justin Martyr (d. AD c. 165), Irenaeus of Lyons (d. AD c. 202), 
Clement of Alexandria (d. AD c. 215), and Hippolytus of Rome (d. AD c. 235).4  
                                                
     1 A position clearly laid down in English biblical bibliography almost a century ago in one of the classic 
commentaries of  the Apoc. "The Apostolic Fathers contain  no certain trace of acquaintance with the book": 
Isbon T. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1919), 337; R. H. Charles 
was of similar opinion, "[t]here are most probable but no absolutely certain traces of John's Apocalypse in the 
Apostolic Fathers": R. H. Charles, The Revelation of St. John (Vol. I), (Edinburgh: T & T. Clark, 1920), xcvii; 
N. B. Stonehouse wrote, "[e]pistolary remains which make up our only certain Christian sources for the quarter 
of a century following the generally accepted date of the publication of the Apocalypse contain no convincing 
proof of knowledge of the work": Ned Bernard Stonehouse, The Apocalypse in the Ancient Church, (Goes, 
Holland: Oosterbaan & Le Cointre, 1929), 7; note also H. B. Swete's reservation, The Apocalypse of St. John, 
(New York: Macmillan, 1906), cviif. 
     2 For instance, consider Beckwith who wrote almost a century ago, "[n]o other writing of the New Testament 
can claim in comparison with the Apocalypse more abundant and more trustworthy evidence that it was widely 
known at an early date. It is also shown beyond question to have been recognized from an early time in a part of 
the Church, and by certain fathers in all parts of the Church, as belonging in the category of authoritative 
Scriptures": Beckwith, op. cit., 337. 
     3 For an extensive bibliography which includes some of the major works on the Apoc from German and 
French scholars, see G. K. Beale, The Book of Revelation, (Carlisle: The Paternoster Press, 1999), xxviii-lxiv; 
and David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), xxviii-xlv; see also the enduring study, The New Testament in the 
Apostolic Fathers, by A Committee of the Oxford Society of Historical Theology, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1905). I must add, here, that I made the conscious decision from the outset to conduct my own investigation of 
the use of the Apoc by the Apostolic Fathers independently, of this, still very valuable study of the Oxford 
Society. 
     4 For instance, Robert H. Mounce in his very good commentary is satisfied with repeating Stonehouse's 
conclusions, The Book of Revelation, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1977), 36f. This is 






I am not setting out necessarily to disprove this general consensus. When we are confronted 
with a limited and previously well-reviewed congress of sources, major surprises are not 
generally forthcoming. However, a great deal of this reservation has been based on earlier 
hearsay and it is time that the evidence is sifted and reconsidered afresh, especially in the light 
of a received theology,5 and one that is not solely based on lexical templates.6 The 
exaggerated concern with the minutiae is a symptom of a postcritical philosophy which has 
entered into areas of hermeneutical theology choosing to ignore the larger picture.7 For, as 
Geerhardus Vos has rightly said (in the context of the antichrist tradition), this "by no means 
implies that the real person or the real thing called by other names but resembling to a larger 
or smaller extent the conception, is equally non-existent."8 Before we consider the Apostolic 
Fathers more closely for any evidence of knowledge and/ or use of the Apoc, I will bring 
together six factors that would strongly suggest that these early ecclesiastical writers would 
almost certainly have come into some form of contact with the book. 
 
Six Factors Positively Affecting the Early Circulation of the Apoc 
Each of the six factors has either been addressed at length or at least intimated in the relevant 
chapters of this thesis. Each of these on its own would have been an effective agent of 
transmission. But together they would have guaranteed that the Book of Revelation would be 
in a most favourable position to become one of the earliest attested and most widely 
distributed of all the sacred books in the Ancient Church.9 However, as these six factors were 
not directly linked in the context of circulation earlier, they merit collective reference, for 
special appeal to early circulation will be made during the course of this chapter.  
                                                
     5 By this is meant that later works (within set and defined parameters) can be used to shed light on earlier texts 
whose reference is not as clear as modern commentators might wish. For example, attention to the endtyrant 
tradition established by the time of Irenaeus allows for a closer comprehension and investigation of the legend 
in its earlier Christian manifestation. The anxiety expressed by many scholars not to follow this route can be 
traced back to the radically suspicious reading of the Bible which G. Green (following Paul Ricoeur) calls the 
"hermeneutics of suspicion": See Garrett Green, Theology, Hermeneutics, and Imagination: The Crisis of 
Interpretation at the End of Modernity, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). 
     6 If a researcher, for instance, were to do a search for certain key words from the Book of Revelation on the 
TLG database for the period AD 100-150 and few hits were displayed, would that necessarily mean that little or 
no interest was shown for these words by the book's author? Obviously that would be a rash and faulty 
conclusion, for other words or synonyms, inferences or allusions could have been used for those specific word 
searches. Great religious or historical realities can exist for considerable lengths of time prior to their "finding 
[a] unifying designation in the theological and eschatological vocabulary": Geerhardus Vos, The Pauline 
Eschatology, (Phillipsburg: P & R Publishing, 1994), 94. 
     7 For in-depth analysis on this controversial topic, see Royce Gordon Gruenler, Meaning and Understanding: 
The Philosophical Framework for Biblical Interpretation, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1991). 
     8 Vos, op. cit., 94. 
     9 Beckwith, loc. cit. 
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(i) The Apoc Addressed as an Epistle to Specific Churches 
Each of the communities of the seven churches to which the epistle was sent would have been 
likely to secure not only a copy of the particular message addressed to itself (Rev 2:1-3:22), 
but of the complete work.10 The text would then be transcribed for the community's own use 
(particularly as it contained material for worship and words of encouragement), and then 
passed on to other nearby congregations that would similarly repeat the process. As Richard 
N. Soulen notes, "[n]one of the NT letters is, strictly speaking, private correspondence; all 
were intended for the larger community, even Philemon which deals with a personal 
matter."11 The Apoc (as I have noted earlier in the discussion of genre) bears the hallmarks of 
the literary form of the letter.12 However, if we are to agree with David E. Aune and view the 
Book of Revelation as a NT letter "in the form of an encyclical[s]",13 then the argument for its 
rapid circulation becomes even stronger. Harry Y. Gamble has expertly discussed the "textual 
orientation" of the Apoc, which "is manifest at the beginning [Rev 1]". "The blessing", 
Gamble explains, "concerns the use of the text as text -not only its reading and hearing, but 
also its copying and transmission."14 
 
Apart from the fact that "John's use of the letter form", as Bailey and Vander Broek write, 
"has to do with his [John's] desire to exhort his reader",15 at the same time this form also 
                                                
     10 This assumes the unity of the work, for which there is ample proof, particularly in the compelling evidence 
of a clearly defined and established structure. Though there has been reason to refer to structure on a number of 
occasions throughout the thesis, I again highlight the conclusions of A. Y. Collins, who has argued for a 
septenary or seven-fold structure which is, in itself, canvassed on two cycles of visions. "The Book of 
Revelation is organized in two great cycles of visions, 1:9-11:19 and 12:1-22:5. Each cycle consists of three 
series of seven: (1) the seven messages, seals, and trumpets; (2) seven unnumbered visions, the seven bowls, 
and a second series of seven unnumbered visions. The first cycle is introduced by the vision of 1:9-3:22, in 
which the seer is commissioned, and it concerns the revelation of the content of the scroll with seven seals. The 
second cycle is introduced by the vision of ch. 10, in which the seer is commissioned a second time. The 
revelation contained in this cycle is symbolized by the little scroll of ch. 10": Adela Yarbro Collins, The Combat 
Myth in the Book of Revelation, (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1976), 31f. Collins does acknowledge, however, 
that her own starting point (as far as the series of sevens are concerned), was the work of Austin Farrer, A 
Rebirth of Images (Boston: Beacon, 1949). Farrer argues that the series of sevens in Revelation reflects the 
Jewish festal calendar and the lectionary; he also links the sevens with the days of creation. 
     11 Richard N. Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism, (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 110. 
     12 See Soulen, ibid., 110f., for the typical form of the epistles of the NT. See esp. David E. Aune, Greco-
Roman Literature and the New Testament, (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 96-101. 
     13 Aune (on the basis of Rev 1:4-7), ibid., 101. Aune also considers Acts, 1 & 2 Peter, and James to be in the 
form of the encyclical. 
     14 Harry Y. Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church: A History of Early Christian Texts, (London: 
Yale University Press, 1995), 105. [italics added] 






announces its clear intention to be circulated.16 If this development was to be followed 
through to its practical conclusion, it would not have taken long for the book to be circulated 
beyond the bounds of its original design. A decade (or less) is certainly no exaggeration, 
particularly if we are to accept its use by the Apostolic Fathers. We have noted throughout 
this thesis the powerful and compelling charisms of the Apoc; these theo-liturgical 
manifestations were taken up as spiritual foundation stones by each of the communities as 
they came into contact with the inspired prophecy of the Seer of Patmos. And as Henry 
Barclay Swete has well encapsulated:  
 
[i]n one or all of these ways (the spontaneous action of the Asian societies, or in answer 
to the appeal of foreign churches, or through the agency of individual Christians upon 
their travels) the great Christian apocalypses would have passed from Church to Church 
and from province to province, and wherever it went it could not fail to excite the 
interest of Christian readers.17  
 
 
(ii) The Apoc Addressed to the Universal Church 
This second factor follows immediately from the one just mentioned (it is an amplification). 
The Apoc was also viewed as a message addressed to the whole Church (Rev 1:1-3, 7, 14, 21, 
22); it was equally concerned with the life-situation of believers throughout Christendom (esp. 
chaps 7, 13, 14). This was suggestive when later on it would match up well against one of the 
criteria of canonicity, that of catholicity. That is, to be recognized as authoritative a document 
had to be intended by its author to be relevant to the ecclesia universalis and not only 
particularis.18 From the start then, the Book of Revelation could claim territory outside Asia 
Minor, particularly Rome, the seat of the persecutions19 and the source of the imperial cult.20 
                                                
     16 See William Doty's standard study on the topic, Letters in Primitive Christianity, (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press: 1973). 
     17 Swete, op. cit., cvii. 
     18 Augustine's detailed definition of the criterion of catholicity is one of the most precise in patristic literature 
and is an invaluable synopsis of the theological dialogue that preceded it. In brief his argument fixes on the 
following standard, "to prefer those [Scriptures] that are received by all the catholic churches to those which 
some do not receive": De Doct. Christ. 2.8.12. The inconsistency of the application of this criterion is 
considered more fully in Chapter 2 of the dissertation. 
     19 Sources for a spectrum persecution are abundant but largely ignored. They have been previously detailed in 
M. G. Michael, Thesis: 215-225. Here I will note a graphic description from Tacitus, who was no friend of the 
Christians and had no reason to exaggerate their affliction. In part he writes, "[t]o suppress this rumour 
[instigation of the fire of Rome], Nero fabricated scapegoats- and punished with every refinement the 
notoriously depraved Christians... Nero had self-acknowledged Christians arrested... [t]heir deaths were made 
farcical. Dressed in wild animal's skins, they were torn to pieces by dogs, or crucified, or made into torches to 
be ignited after dark as substitutes for daylight... [d]espite their guilt as Christians, and the ruthless punishment it 
deserved, the victims were pitied. For it was felt that they were being sacrificed to one man's brutality rather 
than to national interest": Annals, 15. 44.  
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Significantly, when the Apoc is preferred over the Apocalypse of Peter in the ancient 
collection of Christian scriptures listed in the MF (AD c. 200), one of the reasons would 
appear to be that "though he [John] writes to seven churches, nevertheless speaks to all."21 
 
(iii) The Apoc Sent to the Great Cities of Asia Minor 
The Book of Revelation had a sure start to its adventure by having first been sent to the 
central market places, as it were, of Asia Minor. As it was heard when first read in the 
troubled congregations of Asia, "it must have stirred", as Isbon T. Beckwith has suitably 
imagined, "the profoundest emotions, and eventually copies of it could hardly fail to be 
carried afar in the busy intercourse of Asia Minor with the world."22 Here we have a 
document not only full of succour and promise, which would appeal immediately to the 
persecuted communities in Rome and in Asia (and so hasten its transportation), but also a 
book which claimed an oracular conduit to the great and revered prophets of the OT. The 
cities to which the letters to the seven churches are sent were not haphazardly selected by our 
author, but were revealed to John from the Lord Himself: 
 
Write what you see in a book and send it to the seven churches, to Ephesus and to 
Smyrna and to Pergamum and to Thyatira and to Sardis and to Philadelphia and to 
Laodicea (Rev 1:11).  
 
Each of the cities, W. M. Ramsay writes, "lay on important roads which connected them with 
one another."23 Much more recently Colin J. Hemer  (accepting Ramsay's general conclusions 
with few reservations) says that this grouping "[i]n its essentials corresponds clearly to the 
facts of communication, and is capable of being worked rigorously as a highly practical 
system for the most efficient dissemination of messages to all those cities of  proconsular 
Asia..."24 Ephesus, for example, as Hemer continues to tell us, was "the messenger's natural 
place of entry to the mainland of the province of Asia, and the other cities lay in sequence on 
                                                                                                                                              
     20 On the imperial cult see two standard studies by Dominique Cuss, Imperial Cult and Honorary Terms in the 
New Testament, (Fribourg: Fribourg University, 1974), and also S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman 
Imperial Cult in Asia Minor, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984). 
     21 MF 58-60. 
     22 Beckwith, op. cit., 337. 
   23 See Ramsay's classic treatment behind the Seer's meticulous reasoning on the selection of the churches from 
the literary composition point of view, in W. M. Ramsay, The Letters to the Seven Churches, (ed.) Mark 
Wilson, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, 1994), 25-40, 142-150. 
 






a circular route round its inner territories."25 This is even more convincing when we consider 
that other equally important churches (and in some instances more prestigious) were omitted 
from John's list on account of the fact that they were not efficient centres of circulation, i.e. 
Troas, Cyzicus, Tralles, Magnesia, and Miletus.26 We could say, borrowing a descriptive term 
from the modern ethnographer's tool-kit, that the Seer of Patmos as an experienced 
fieldworker, was in the serious 'business' of mapping out social and religious networks. 
  
(iv) The Apoc Written by a Prophet 
The book was written by a prophet and teacher known to the Christian communities to which 
it was first addressed (Rev 1:1,9). We see here strong evidence of authority which is assumed 
by the writer (1:4): he orders the letter to be circulated (1:10). Major prophecies in the book 
were related to the difficult times into which the early Christian communities were now 
entering (13-19). At the time of the publication of John's revelation, prophets were highly 
esteemed by the Church, as is seen in the Apoc itself (1:1-3, 10:7).27 The author of the Book 
of Revelation includes himself among the prophets of the Church (1:3, 10:7, 11:18, 19:10, 
22:6,9). But he also seeks to establish himself firmly in the ancient tradition of the prophets of 
old, to validate his prophetic office in the context of a legitimate succession: (a) large portions 
of the book are strongly reminiscent of the prophetic oracles of the OT (for example, the 
Letters to the Seven Churches); (b) the work is permeated with allusions to Old Testament 
prophecy (for example, the unquestionable Isanianic and Danielic influences);28 (c) moral 
exhortations and admonitions are notable in the tradition of the old covenant prophets (2:5,20-
22, 18:4-5 cf. Isa 1:27; Jer 8:6; Ezek 14:6, 18:30); (d) the proclamation of God's will is 
                                                




     27 Here it is correct, as N. B. Stonehouse has written, that though this factor would have favoured the book it 
was certainly "not of decisive moment in determining the attitude taken toward it": Stonehouse, op. cit., 152.  If 
this was the predominant reason for the book's redemption, then why did so many of the other so-called 
apocalypses (including the Apocryphon or Secret Book of John and the oldest Christian apocryphal apocalypse 
the Ascension of Isaiah), which claimed prophetic inspiration, quickly fail the test? Alone the authorship of a 
document by a prophet was no guarantee of canonical deliberation. The "prophetic view" is strongly evident, for 
example, in the commentaries of Arno C. Gaebelein, The Revelation: An Analysis and Exposition of the Last 
Book of the Bible, (Neptune: Loizeaux Bros., 1915), and R. C. Stedman, God's Final Word: Understanding 
Revelation, (Grand Rapids: Discovery House, 1991). But it is also evident to some extent, for instance, in the 
more recognizable works of Theodor Zahn, Die Offenbarung des Johannes (Vols. 1 & 2), (Leipzig: Deichert, 
1924-26) and George Eldon Ladd, A Commentary on the Revelation of John, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1972).  
     28 See especially G. K. Beale, "The Use of the Old Testament in Revelation" in Essays on the Use of the Old 
Testament in the New: The Right Doctrine from the Wrong Texts? G. K. Beale (ed), (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Books, 1994), Chapter 15. He points out, "[t]here is general acknowledgment that the Apocalypse contains 
more Old Testament references than any other New Testament book...": 257. 
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prominent throughout the book (gravyon ou\n a{ ei\de"kai; a{ eijsi;n kai;a} mevllei genevsqai 
meta; tau'ta (1:19, 22:6) cf. (Jer 1:11; Hab 2:2). 
 
(v) The Historical Theatre of the Times 
The background of the times (which includes the world of ideas)29 in which the Seer of 
Patmos wrote his prophetic work was the ideal historical theatre for the book to flourish. John 
wrote at a time when, as M. Eugene Boring has exactly said: "the earth itself seemed 
unstable".30 Asia had been devastated by earthquakes in the sixties.31 Famines and food 
shortages struck Rome, Greece, and Judea.32 Wars and insurrections were on the increase.33 
The sacking of Jerusalem by Rome and the burning of the Temple in AD 70 were momentous 
events with lasting consequences.34 Widespread persecution and local harassment of Christian 
communities heightened eschatological expectations.35 Political instability and the rapid and 
violent demise of successive emperors36 further encouraged the belief that Rome was sowing 
                                                
     29 Jürgen Roloff, Revelation, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 8. 
     30 M. Eugene Boring, Revelation, (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1989), 10. 
     31 The earthquake of Laodicea in AD 60 almost entirely destroyed the city. The Roman cities of Pompeii and 
Herculaneum, along with the neighbouring Stabiae, were first damaged by an earthquake in AD 62.  Seventeen 
years later in AD 79 they were completely destroyed by the eruption of Vesuvius. As Barnett notes "Pliny's 
description of this disaster from a ship in the Bay of Naples (Bk VI, Epistles 16, 20) could well match John's 
words that the 'sun turned black... and the moon blood red... and every mountain and island was removed from 
its place'": Paul Barnett, Apocalypse Now And Then, (Sydney: Anglican Information Office, 1989), 83. 
     32 For the primary sources of these accounts, see David E. Aune, Revelation 6-16 (52B), (Nashville: Thomas 
Nelson Publishers, 1998), 398-400. 
     33  Wainwright has rightly identified these "perils" as contributing to the millenarianism of the early church: 
Arthur W. Wainwright, Mysterious Apocalypse, (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1993), 26f. 
     34 The Jewish War no doubt left indelible memories on John and his audience. In AD 66, after a series of 
clashes and sporadic resistance, the Jews combined in revolt and liberated Jerusalem from the Romans. 
However, on the 10th of the month of Av (August) in AD 70 Jerusalem fell once more to the force of Rome and 
the rebellion was crushed. The Roman legions under the command of Titus marched triumphantly into the City 
of David, and the great Temple was burned. This might have been one of the scenes behind the "great sword" 
[mavcaira megavlh] of the second seal (Rev 6:4). For the graphic account of the Sack of Jerusalem, see Joseph., 
Wars Bk 6, chaps 8-10. 
     35 Outside the NT and patristic testimonies our standard Roman sources are: Tacitus, Annals, XV, 44; 
Suetonius, Lives of the Caesars, Nero, 16; Domitian, 15; Cassius Dio, Roman History, LXVI, 9; LXVII, 14; 
Sulpicius Severus, Sacred History, II, 28, 29, 31. Suetonius writes that, "[p]unishments [during the reign of 
Nero] were also inflicted on the Christians, a sect professing a new and mischievous belief": Nero, 16. 
     36 The Senate condemns the emperor to death, Nero flees and suicides in AD 68. Power was assumed by 
Galba in June of that year, but he was murdered seven months later. The next emperor, like Nero, also took his 
own life; Otho committed suicide in April of AD 69. The following emperor, Vitellius had the same fate as 
Galba, he was killed before the end of that year. The rapidity in which the Emperors have "fallen" [e[pesan] 
(Rev 17:10), and the possibility of such an episode being repeated was not lost on the Seer (17:10-11). Court 
has tried to put some reasonable order into this intrigue and his chronology of the events is useful (the sequence 
begins with Augustus and the unsuccessful rulers in the Year of the Four Emperors are discounted): John M. 





the seeds of her own destruction and that truly "Fallen, fallen [e[pesen] is Babylon the great!" 
(Rev 18:2). 
 
(vi) The Fusion of Genres 
Early in the thesis close attention was given to the important question of genre. We saw that 
the Apoc cannot be fitted neatly onto a particular genre, for its diverse content defies absolute 
category. However, the number of recurring characteristics in the work that are common to 
apocalyptic (for example: discourse cycles, visions, mythical images, eschatology) clearly 
indicate that the Book of Revelation should be first established in the apocalyptic genre, with 
the immediate qualification that it also shares fundamentals with prophecy and epistle. This 
fusion of genres is further evidence of the "open-ended and polyvalent nature"37 of John's 
symbolism, which would make it possible for the book to be received and interpreted in 
distinct ways and to fulfil the needs of each community as they might arise. This we have 
already seen to have occurred spectacularly in the context of the interpretation of the chiliastic 
pericope of the Apoc before and after Constantine the Great.  
 
How quickly then could the Book of Revelation have circulated after its original publication 
(AD c. 95),38 and how accessible and known could it have been to the early Christian writers 
who came onto the scene immediately after the Seer of Patmos? The six factors positive to 
early transmission (three of which are directly linked to genre) from the outset would favour 
the rapid circulation of the Apoc as it set out on its canonical adventure. Given this evidence, 
and holding to a publication date of around AD 94-95 during the time of the persecution of 
Domitian, it would not be unreasonable to hold that the Apoc was copied and circulated 
around the start of the second century. This would be made all the more certain when it is 
remembered that the book was delivered by an individual of great influence and authority to 
seven major churches and meeting points of Asia Minor.39 And in the context of sacred 
"legitimization" (vis-à-vis the Canon) this would be critical for the Seer of Patmos, as Paul 
Barnett concludes in his commentary, expected that his work would "be read and observed in 
the churches."40   
 
                                                
     37 M. Eugene Boring, op. cit., 55.  
     38 See Chapter 3 of the dissertation where the question of Date is investigated. 
     39 See further Aune's instructive insights on this subject where Ephesus, the "caput viae" is considered 
especially important. But also it is most interestingly pointed out in the same place that "Ezek 25-32 is 
addressed to seven nations... perhaps representing all Gentiles": David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), 130-132. 
     40 Paul Barnett, op. cit., 163. 
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The Apostolic Fathers 
The term Apostolic Fathers has been widely applied since Jean Baptiste Cotelier published 
his SS. Patrum qui temporibus apostolicis floruerunt opera in 1672 (the title was abbreviated 
to Bibliotheca Patrum Apostolicorum by L. J. Ittig in the edition of 1699). However, the term 
Apostolic was used from the early second century to designate selected writings, revered 
persons and churches. Typically, Saint Ignatius in his Epistle to the Trallians greets the 
Church "after the apostolic manner" [ejn ajpostolikw'/ carakth'ri].41 Though not everything 
written by the Apostolic Fathers is of equal merit theologically, as a whole, however, the 
literature of this period is of inestimable value for the study of early Christianity (both for 
church history and the history of doctrines).42 These are our principal sources for the life of 
the Church in the immediate generations after the time of the Apostles. They were Christian 
writers of the late first and early second centuries. The writings are a bridge between the 
recognized Canon and the more fully developed Christianity of the late second century. The 
table of contents will generally include:43 The Letter of the Romans to the Corinthians 
(1Clem); An Ancient Christian Sermon (2Clem); The Seven Letters of Ignatius; The Letter of 
Polycarp to the Philippians; The Martyrdom of Polycarp; The Didache; The Epistle of 
Barnabas; The Shepherd of Hermas; The Epistle to Diognetus; The Fragments of Papias; and 
the Reliques of the Elders Preserved in Irenaeus.   
 
The Testimony of the Apostolic Fathers 
The Didache (AD c. 80-120) 
Manuscript tradition:44 one Greek text; one Greek fragment; one Coptic text (10.3b-12.1a); 
one Georgian text. The Didache (sometimes called The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles) 
                                                
     41 Trall. praef. 
     42 See Cyril C. Richardson's very useful introduction on the importance of the Apostolic Fathers with the 
stress on the "rise of the Catholic consciousness" in his Early Christian Fathers, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 
1996), 15-26. For the basic bibliography: ibid., 27-30. Also Michael W. Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers, (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Books, 1999): Select Bibliography 16-21. Holmes traces the revived interest and impact of this 
early church literature to D. F. Strauss and F. C. Baur (the Tübingen School): ibid., 12-15. 
     43 Here I am following the tabulation of Michael W. Holmes, The Apostolic Fathers, (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Books, 1999). For the critical editions and textual apparatus utilized by Holmes, see: ibid: vii-xii; J. B. Lightfoot 
also tabulates the Reliques of the Elders Preserved in Irenaeus, The Apostolic Fathers, (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Book House, 1956). Though, Holmes does cite the Reliques, he argues that more correctly, they belong to the 
study of Irenaeus: Holmes, op. cit., 560; for further bibliography of editions and translations, where the 
importance of the editions in Sources Chrétiennes is especially pointed out, see Simon Tugwell, The Apostolic 
Fathers, (Pennsylvania: Morehouse Publishing, 1989), xif; for specific critical editions see Mauritii Geerard 
(ed.), Clavis Patrum Graecorum (Vol. I), (Brepolis-Turnhout, 1983). 
     44 Clayton N. Jefford, Reading the Apostolic Fathers: An Introduction, (Massachusetts: Hendrikson 





was probably written in Egypt or Syria sometime in the second century;45 it is the oldest 
surviving Church typikon.46 It is comprises of sixteen short chapters concerned with morals, 
church practice, catechism, and eschatology. It was quoted extensively (particularly in Egypt) 
during the fourth and fifth centuries, and as Bruce M. Metzger notes, "Eusebius and 
Athanasius even considered it to be on the fringe of the New Testament canon."47 It also 
formed the basis of chapter 7 of the fourth-century Apostolic Constitutions. It was only 
through such references that the Didache was known to scholars until a Greek manuscript, 
written in 1056, was discovered in the library of the Jerusalem Monastery of the Holy 
Sepulchre at Constantinople in 1875 by Metropolitan Philotheos Bryennios (it was published 
in 1883).48 Two fragments of the work were later discovered, a fourth-century Greek papyrus 
in Oxyrhynchus, Egypt, and a fifth-century Coptic papyrus in the British Museum.49 It is not a 
unified tract but a compilation of regulations that acquired authority in the early Church by 
sheer force of its traditional usage. Several pre-existing written sources could have been used 
and later compiled by an unknown hand.50  
 
The first six chapters give ethical instruction concerning the "two ways" [oJdoi; duvo eijsiv] (of 
life [th'" zwh'"] and death [tou' qanavtou]),51 they also reflect an early Christian adaptation of 
a Jewish pattern of catechesis (in this instance catechumens for Baptism). Chapters seven to 
fifteen discuss baptism, fasting, prayer, the Eucharist, how to receive and test travelling 
apostles and prophets, and the appointment of bishops and deacons. Chapter sixteen, which is 
the final chapter, deliberates on the signs of the Second Coming of the Lord. It is highly 
unlikely that the text can be located close to the apostolic period; internal evidence would 
                                                
     45 As Jefford notes, though no absolute date is certain "the broadest consensus of current thought would place 
the composition of the text in all of its various stages between AD 70 and 150": ibid., 37. 
     46 See "Tupikovn" in QKHE (Tom. 11), 900-904. 
     47 Bruce M. Metzger, The Canon of the New Testament: Its Origin, Development, and Significance, (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1997), 49. 
     48 Metzger, The Canon, 49; but both Holmes, op. cit., 246, and Jefford, op. cit., 33, date the discovery of the 
document to 1873. However, the 1875 date is also preferred by Kirsopp Lake, The Apostolic Fathers (Vol. I), 
Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998), 305. Lake also informs us that the 
manuscript contains I and II Clement: ibid. 
     49 Jefford, op. cit., 33f. 
     50 Kirsopp Lake's general observations on this difficult subject are still relevant as is his question concerning 
the connection between the Didache and the Epistle of Barnabas (which used which), "or both used a common 
source": ibid., 305-307; also see J. A. Draper, "Barnabas and the Riddle of the Didache Revisited", JSNT 58, 
(1995), 89-113. 
     51 Cyril Richardson informs us that the "'Two Ways' was an independent catechism current in several 
versions... and that Jerome and Rufinus seem to have known it in some connection with Peter's name": 
Richardson, op. cit., 162. 
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favour a date when the apostolic age had passed on.52 The rising antagonism between the 
Jewish and Christian communities appears to be established, but also the synagogue is no 
longer subject to the ritual and custom that would have been conspicuous had the document 
been written at a much earlier time. Importantly, and what is perhaps the strongest proof in 
favor of a later dating, the collection of the ecclesiastical ordinances as we have them here in 
the Didache, would presuppose a period of institution.53 Very significantly, based on the 
eucharistic prayers of the document (Did. 9-10) in reference to the Fourth Gospel (6:25-28), 
Bruce M. Metzger does not dismiss "a tradition common to him (the Did.) and the Fourth 
Evangelist."54 
 
Possible allusions and/or references: 
 
(i) ouj  mh;  ejgkatalivph/"  ejntola;"  kurivou,  fulavxei"   de;  a{  parevlabe",   mhvte
prostiqei;" mhvte ajfairw'n. Didache 4.13 
 
ejavn ti" ejpiqh'/ ejp! aujta;... [tou;" lovgou" th'" profhteiva"]... kai; ejavn ti" ajfevlh/ ajpo;
tw'n lovgwn... Rev 22:18,19 
 
(ii) ou{tw  sunacqhvtw  sou  hJ  ejkklhsiva  ajpo; tw'n peravtwn th'" gh'" eij" th;n sh;n
basileivan +Didache 9.4 
 
...oi{ eijsin ta; [eJpta;] pneuvmata tou' qeou' ajpestalmevnoi eij" pa'san th;n gh'n. Rev 
5:6 
 
(iii) kai; suvnaxon aujth;n [ejkklhsivan] ajpo; tw'n tessavrwn ajnevmwn, th;n aJgiasqei'san, 
eij" th;n sh;n basileivan, h{n hJtoivmas" aujth Didache 10.5 
 
Meta; tou'tou ei\don tevssara" ajggevlou" eJstw'ta" ejpi; ta;" tevssara" gwniva" th'" 
gh'", kratou'nta" tou;" tevssara" ajnevmou" th'" gh'"... Rev 7:1 
 
(iv) kai;  tovte  fanhvsetai oJ kosmoplanh;" wJ" uiJo;" qeou'  kai; poihvvsei shmei'a kai; 
tevrata,  kai;  hJ  gh'  paradoqhvsetai  eij"  cei'ra" aujtou', kai; poihvsei ajqemivta a{ 
oujdevpote gevgonen ejx aijw'no". Didache 16.4 
 
                                                
     52 Also Harnack's persuasion (which Bettenson sites but dismisses) that "in the Didache we see a state of 
transition; the local ministry is beginning to take over the authority of the charismatic" further supports a later 
date of composition: Henry Bettenson, The Early Christian Fathers, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1969), 7. 
     53 After a review of some of the major scholarly influences on the question (including those of Audet, Bigg, 
Goodspeed, Grant, J. A. T. Robinson, Vokes, and Tuilier) Metzger concludes, "most prefer a date in the first 
half of the second century": Metzger, The Canon, 49-51. 





kai;  poiei'  shmei'a  megavla [to;  qhrivon],  i{na  kai;  pu'r  poih/'  ejk  tou'  oujranou' 
katabaivnein   eij"   th;n   gh'n  ejnwvpion  tw'n  ajnqrwvpwn, (14)  kai;  plana'/  tou;"
katoikou'nta"  ejpi;  th'"  gh'"  dia; ta; shmei'a a{ ejdovqh aujtw'/ poih'sai ejnwvpion tou'
qhrivou... Rev 13:13,14 
 
 
The First Letter of Clement of Rome to the Corinthians (AD c. 92-101) 
Manuscript tradition:55 two Greek texts (one without 57.7-63.4); one Latin text; one Syriac 
text; two Coptic texts (one without 34.6-42.2; one with 1.1-26.2 only); numerous later 
quotations. It still unclear who this Clement of Rome was, especially because his title implies 
an early establishment of the monepiscopate when the "terms bishop and presbyter", as Cyril 
C. Richardson notes, "were not yet clearly distinguished in Clement's time."56 According to 
the oldest list of Roman bishops, which has been preserved for us by Irenaeus, Clement was 
the third bishop of Rome after St. Peter.57 This is also confirmed by Hegesippus.58 This is 
further reported by Eusebius, the church historian who places Clement's bishopric from AD 
92 to 101 (that is, from the twelfth year of Domitian's reign to the third year of Trajan's).59 We 
can only speculate on the details of his life, and most of what has come down to us is of 
legendary character.60 He is well known as the author of two Epistles to the Corinthians, of 
which his authorship of the first is traditionally attested and which, as Johannes Quasten 
confirms, "is among the most important documents of sub-apostolic times."61 So highly was 
this epistle regarded by the Church of Corinth that it was read together with the Scriptures as 
late as AD 170. Consider, for example, the high regard in which the epistle is held by 
Dionysius, Bishop of Corinth, as recorded by Eusebius, "[t]oday we have passed the Lord's 
holy day, in which we have read your epistle. From it, whenever we read it, we shall always 
be able to draw advice, as also from the former epistle, which was written to us through 
Clement."62 The letter is invaluable as a witness to the early life and organization of the 
Church; it is the most ancient Christian document that we possess outside the received NT 
                                                
     55 Jefford, op. cit., 98-100; see also CPG, op. cit., 5-11. 
     56 Richardson, op. cit., 36. 
     57 Iren., Adv. haer. 3.3.3. 
     58 Richardson, op. cit., 36. 
     59 Hist. Eccl. 3.15.34 
     60 For some speculative biographical notes cf. Richardson, op. cit., 36-39 and Pan. K. Crhvstou in QKHE 
(Tom. 7), 626-636. The Greek Orthodox scholar also makes sure to note the scarcity of biographical 
information, "J jAteleivwta ei\nai kai; ta; a[lla peri; to; provswpon kai; to;n bivon aujtou'' problhvmata": ibid., 
626. 
     61 Johannes Quasten, Patrology (Vol. I), (Maryland: Christian Classics, 1986), 43. 
     62 Hist. Eccl. 4.23.11. Eusebius concludes from the high praise of Dionysius that this showed "that it had been 
the custom from the beginning to read it [the epistle] in the church": ibid. 
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Canon. This letter, which originated from Rome, is in fact, anonymous; it is the weight of 
ancient tradition that ascribes it to Clement.63 This is especially significant, if we accept as 
Irenaeus tells us that, "he [Clement] had seen the blessed apostles, and had been conversant 
with them..."64 The following parallel between Clement and the Apoc cannot be dismissed 
easily: 
  
prolevgei ga;r hJmi'n⋅  jIdou;  oJ  kuvrio", kai; oJ misqov"  aujtou'  pro;  proswvpou aujtou',
ajpodou'nai ejkavstw/ kata; to; e[rgon aujtou'. 1Clem 34.3 
 
jIdou;  e[rcomai tacuv, kai; oJ misqov" mou met! ejmou' ajpodou'nai eJkavstw/ wJ" to;  e[rgon
ejsti;n aujtou'. Rev 22:12 
 
It could be pressed, however, that Clement is here sourcing Isa 40:10 or Jer 17:10, but in both 
of those cases "eJkavstw/" and "misqov"" are not found together. These operative words in this 
specific pericope appear together only in Clement and the Apoc. It is not outside the realm of 
possibility that, if this early churchman did not have the actual text from the Book of 
Revelation before him, then at least it was this particular verse from the Apoc that was in his 
mind. As I will strongly stress and explain at the conclusion to this present chapter, we are not 
in these early instances looking for exact precision in the quotation of scriptural pericopes. 
 
The Shepherd of Hermas (AD c. 95-150) 
Manuscript tradition:65 three Greek texts (incomplete); two Latin texts; one Ethiopian text; 
numerous fragments in Greek, Coptic, and Middle Persian. Hermas is numbered among the 
Apostolic Fathers, but as Carolyn Osiek also says, "Hermas forces the question of the limits 
of apocalyptic genre."66 This honoured text has an inconsistent reception history. The MF has 
no place for it in its collection of canonical documents,67 and though it can still be read it is 
placed firmly outside the margins of the received tradition because it was written "quite 
                                                
     63 For a list of the earliest and most important of these patristic sources, see Klhvmh" in QKHE (Tom. 7), 625-
635. Pan. K. Crhvstou critical analysis remains a very useful introduction of the enigmatic Clement and of the 
epistles that have been associated with that name.  
     64 Adv. haer. 3.3.3. 
     65 Jefford, op. cit., 134-136; see also CPG, op. cit., 22f. 
     66 Carolyn Osiek, The Shepherd of Hermas Hermeneia Series (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999), 11. Osiek 
also points out that "in the definition and survey of apocalyptic literature in Semeia 14, Hermas qualifies to be 
listed and discussed as a Christian apocalypse...": ibid., 10; but note also Quasten, the Shepherd of Hermas 
"belongs in reality to the apocryphal apocalypses": Johannes Quasten (Vol. 1), op. cit., 92. 
     67 "As a potential member of the New Testament canon the Shepherd of Hermas had several things going 
against it. First is its questionable apostolicity. Hermas never claims himself to be an apostle nor to have sat at 
the feet of an apostle": J. Christian Wilson, Five Problems in the Interpretation of the Shepherd of Hermas: 
Authorship, Genre, Canonicity, Apostolicity, and the Absence of the Name 'Jesus Christ', (Lampeter: Mellen 





recently" and besides, the number of the prophets is now "complete".68 But on a number of 
occasions Clement will cite the book with authority,69 (despite his acknowledged 
inconsistency with the citing of scriptural texts). Eusebius numbers "the so-called Shepherd" 
[o{ te legovmeno" Poimh;n] immediately before the Apocalypse of Peter, and both "among the 
rejected writings" [ejn toi'" novqoi"].70 Nonetheless, Athanasius the Great, understanding too 
well the importance of the writing's traditional usage, says (similarly to the author[s] of the 
Muratorian list before him), that it should be read, but not as Scripture.71 Like the Letter of 
Barnabas, it too is found in the fourth-century vellum MS Codex Sinaiticus, and it follows 
both the Book of Revelation and Barnabas.72 The Shepherd is a book of revelations granted to 
Hermas in Rome by two heavenly figures, the first of which was an old woman and the 
second an angel in the form of a shepherd (to whom the book owes its title). Carolyn Osiek 
has adeptly described the main method with which the visions are detailed by the writer of the 
book: 
 
[a]llegory is heavily used and favored by the author, yet allegory does not drive the book 
and the whole is not pure allegory, since the primary referent is Hermas himself, who is 
meant to be taken as a historical character, and the primary narrative is of his 
experiences, which are allegorized in themselves. The principal image of the Visions, the 




The time of composition is as intriguing as is the identity of the author[s] himself.74 In the 
book itself we find only one telling clue, but that in itself contradicts later testimony. In the 
second vision (4.3) Hermas is commanded by the Church to make two copies of the 
revelation, one he will give to Clement who must in turn send it to distant cities. The Clement 
referred to here is generally accepted to be Pope Clement of Rome, who wrote his own 
Epistle to the Corinthians around AD 96. But this tradition does not fit in well with the 
                                                
     68 MF  75. 
     69 ANF (Vol. II), 348, 357, 360, 422, 510. 
     70 Hist. Eccl. 3.25.4. 
     71 Fest. Epist. 39.7. Hermas belongs to "other books... appointed by the Fathers to be read..." but Athanasius 
will make very sure to let it be known, that these other books are "not indeed included in the Canon": ibid. 
     72 See Richard N. Soulen, Handbook of Biblical Criticism, (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 43. As Soulen 
notes, "[l]ike Codex Vaticanus, the text is Alexandrian": ibid. 
     73 Osiek, op. cit., 11. 
     74 All we know about the author[s] outside of the work itself, is what we find in the MF. Given this meagre 
evidence, the advice of Tugwell seems proper, "[w]hat relationship there is between the author's real personality 
and his literary persona it is unprofitable to consider": Tugwell, op. cit., 48; "The thematic unity of the book", 
writes Osiek, "in spite of some divergences indicates a guiding hand throughout": Osiek, op. cit., 10. 
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evidence that we find in the MF, which says of our present author, "[a]nd very recently in our 
own times [nuperrime temporibus nostris], in the city of Rome, Hermas wrote the Shepherd, 
when his brother Pius, the bishop sat upon the chair of the city of Rome."75 The reign of Pius 
I, however, falls within AD 140-150. Johannes Quasten appears to have solved this 
contradiction with his simple suggestion that the two dates are explained by the way in which 
the book was compiled, "the older portions would most likely go back to Clement's day while 
the present redaction would be of Pius' time."76 Geoffrey Mark Hahneman also examines the 
idea of a multiple authorship of the Shepherd and traces the acknowledgment of the 
possibility to different editions to the study of Martin Dibelius.77 Hahneman, who says that 
the Shepherd "is a rambling prophetic work which cannot be easily systematized,"78 accepts 
that there are signs of an editorial hand[s] especially because Vision V has been given 
different titles in different manuscripts, and because it appears to be the beginning of the work 
in the Michigan papyrus and the Sahidic version.79 Amazingly, the visionary never uses the 
name "Jesus Christ" (preferring the "Son of God"), but often uses the word ejkklhsiva.80 
 
Possible allusions and/or references: 
 
(i) kai; pneu'mav me e[laben kai; ajphvnegkevn me di! ajnodiva" tinov"... Vision 1.1.3 
 
kai; ajphvnegkevn me eij" e[rhmon ejn pneuvmati... Rev 17:3 
 
(ii) proseucomevnou dev mou hjnoivgh oj oujranov", kai; blevpw th;n gunai'ka ejkeivnhn h{n 
ejpenquvmhsa ajspazomevnh me ejk tou' oujranou', levgousan +  JErma', cai're. Vision 1.1.4 
 
Kai; shmei'on mevga w]fqh ejn tw'/ oujranw'/, gunh; peribeblhmevnh to;n h{lion... Rev 12:1 
 
(iii) televsanto"  ou\n  ta;  gravmmata tou'  biblidivou ejxaivfnh" hJrpavgh mou ejk th'"
ceiro;" to; biblivdion + uJpo tivno" de; oujk ei\don. Vision 2.5.4 
 
kai;  ajph'lqa  pro;" to;n a[ggelon levgwn  aujtw'/  dou'naiv  moi  to;  biblarivdion... kai;
e[labon to; biblarivdion ejk th'" ceiro;" tou' ajggevlou... Rev 10:9,10 
 
                                                
     75 MF 73-76. 
     76 Quasten (Vol I), loc. cit. 
     77 Geoffrey Mark Hahneman, op. cit., n. 25. 
     78 ibid. 
     79 ibid.; here Hahneman follows the research of K. Lake, 'The Shepherd of Hermas', HTR 18, (1925), 279-80. 





(iv) makavrioi uJmei'" o{soi uJpomevnete th;n qlivyin th;n ejrcomevnhn th;n megavlhn Vision 
2.2.7 
qlivyew" th'" mellouvsh" th'''" megavlh" Vision 4.2.5 
th'" qlivyew" th'" ejrcomevnh" megavlh"  Vision 4.3.6 
 
...kajgwv se thrhvsw ejk th'" w{ra" tou' peirasmou' th''" mellouvsh" e[rcesqai ejpi; th'" 
oijkoumevnh"... Rev 3:10 
...ou|toiv eijsin oiJ ejrcovmenoi ejk th'" qlivyew" th'" megavlh"... Rev 7:14 
 
(v) levge aujtoi'" o{ti tau'ta pavnta ejsti;n ajlhqh'... Vision 3.12.3 
 
Kai; ei\pevn moi + ou|toi oiJ lovgoi pistoi; kai; ajlhqinoiv... Rev 22:6 
 
(vi) kai; eijpe;  aujtoi'"  o{ti  to;  qhrivon tou'to tuvpo" ejsti;n qlivyew" th'" mellouvsh"
th'" megavlh"... Vision 4.23.5 
 
...i{na o{soi eja;n mh; proskunhvswsin th'/ eijkovni tou' qhrivou ajpoktanqw'sin. Rev 13:15 
 
To these very strong parallels, which for the better part (given the unquestionable proximity 
of not only the terminology but also of the context) I consider most probable borrowings from 
the Apoc by Hermas, we could add numerous others by virtue of the shared landscape of the 
apocalyptic genre and the shared "vision" motif. Hermas, similarly to the Seer of Patmos, puts 
his hope in the Church [community]: e[gnwn ejgw; ejk tw'n protevrwn oJramavtwn o{ti hJ 
 jEkklhsiva ejstivn, kai; iJlarwvtero" ejgenovmhn (Vision 4.23.2). When the question of 
apostolicity, however, became a more urgent matter, when the Church was in a better position 
to critically reflect on the normativeness and canonicity of her literature, Hermas would fail 
(whereas the Seer of Patmos would prove more successful).81 
 
The Letter of Barnabas (AD c. 96-100) 
Manuscript tradition:82 two Greek texts; nine short Greek texts (chapters 5-21); one Latin text 
(chapters 1-17); Syriac fragments. Like most of the early Christian literature, the letter which 
bears the name of Barnabas is engaging. Not surprisingly perhaps, given its Alexandrean 
favouritism, the text is included in the fourth-century vellum MS Codex Sinaiticus [ℵ], where 
it follows immediately the Book of Revelation.83 This is also the oldest complete copy of the 
text.84 The allegorical method of interpretation is very much at work here,85 which would 
                                                
     81 For a full discussion on the authorship and the related questions of Hermas, see Wilson, op. cit., 13-37. 
     82 Jefford, op. cit., 11-13; see also CPG, op. cit., 21. 
     83 Soulen, loc. cit. 
     84 Jefford, op. cit., 11. 
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normally point to Alexandria as the place of the letter's origin and would explain to a good 
extent why it was so well received by the theologians of that region.86 The high level respect 
for the letter is further evidenced from the writings of Clement of Alexandria, who lifts a 
number of quotations from the document and in the process recognizes the Apostle Barnabas 
as its author.87 Origen counts the letter among the books of Sacred Scripture.88 Eusebius, 
however, demotes it to the disputed writings.89 To begin with, nowhere in the letter does the 
writer claim to be the Apostle Barnabas (the name is not mentioned), and, as others including 
J. B. Lightfoot have noted,90 there is nothing in his language to connect him at all with the 
Apostles.  
 
Significantly he has little if anything positive to say of the Jews, and this is in great 
contradistinction to Saint Paul, of whom Barnabas was a close associate on the missionary 
field.91 At the close of the second century Clement of Alexandria quotes the work frequently 
and identifies Barnabas with the apostles, "[r]ightly, therefore, the Apostle Barnabas says..."92 
But elsewhere he demotes him to the rank of the Seventy, which could hardly mean that he 
considered the document to possess unquestionable authority.93 The best we can say given the 
limited evidence, was that this Barnabas was a namesake of the Apostle. He is an 
uncompromising opponent of Judaism94 and yet he quotes the Prophets often as Scripture 
[levgei ga;r hJ grafhv]95 and he considers them to be authoritative.96 Nonetheless he accuses 
the Jews of not only completely misunderstanding the prophets, but of also making ritual that 
which ought to have been received in a "spiritual sense"97 [ou{tw" [Moses] ejn pneuvmati 
                                                                                                                                              
     85 See Holmes, op. cit., 270-273. 
     86 ibid. 
     87 J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1956), 133. 
     88 ibid. 
     89 Hist. Eccl. 3.25.4. 
     90 J. B. Lightfoot, loc. cit. 
     91 Acts 9:26-27, 11:25-26, 13:1-14:28, 15:36-41. 
     92 Strom. 2.6; 2.7. 
     93 Strom. 2.20; and elsewhere he derives his authority from Saint Paul, Strom. 5.10. 
     94 See Holmes on the position of the author of Barnabas regarding Israel's forfeiture of God's covenant 
because of "idolatry, disobedience, and ignorance": Holmes, op. cit., 271. cf. 4.8, 8.7, 9.4. 
     95 Barn., 4.11. 
     96 ibid., i.e. 2.5, 3.3, 4.11, 5.4, 6.2, 9.1, 10.1, 11.4, 12.10, 14.7, 15.2. Barnabas has a strong preference for 
Isaiah. 





ejlavlhsen], things, for instance, pertaining to food, circumcision and the sabbath.98 At the 
same time it was the "apostles" [ajpostovlou"] "who were destined to preach [khruvssein] his 
[Christ's] gospel [eujaggevlion]".99 With a good degree of confidence we can state that the 
epistle was written sometime, but not long after,100 the destruction of Jerusalem under Titus in 
AD 70, the devastation of which it strongly intimates. "It [the Temple] was torn [kaqh/revqh] 
down by their enemies."101 Barnabas is clear on the pre-existence of Christ and expounds the 
motives behind the Incarnation.102 He is also strong on baptism in the context of adoption and 
remission of sin.103  
 
Possible allusions and/or references:  
 
(i)  jeggu;" oJ kuvrio" kai; oJ misqo;" aujtou' Barn. 21.3 
 
...oJ kairo;" ga;r ejgguv" ejstin. Rev 22:10 
jIdou; e[rcomai tacuv, kai; oJ misqov" mou met! ejmou'... Rev 22:12 
 
(ii) sunievnai ou\n ojfeivlete. Barn. 4.6 
 
  |Wde hJ sofiva ejstivn. oJ e[cwn nou'n... Rev 13:18. 
 
(iii) ejpeidh; o[yontai aujto;n tovte th''/ hJmevra/ to;n podhvrh e[conta... kai; ejrou'sin Oujc 
ou\tov" ejstin o{n pote hJmei'" ejstaurwvsamen Barn. 7.9 
 
...kai; o[yetai aujto;n pa'" ojfqalmo;" kai; oi{tine" aujto;n ejxekevnthsan... Rev 1:7 
...o{moion uiJo;n ajnqrwvpou ejndedumevnon podhvrh... Rev 1:13 
 
(iv) levgei de; Kuvrio":  jIdou;, poiw' ta; e[scata wJ" ta; prw'ta Barn. 6.13 
       
 ...ijdou; kaina; poiw' pavnta... Rev 21:5 
   
(v)  e{kasto"  kaqw;"  ejpoivhsen  komiei'tai:  eja;n  h/\  ajgaqov",  hJ dikaiosuvnh aujtou'
prohghvsetai aujtou', eja;n h/\ ponhrov", oJ misqo;" th'" ponhriva" e[mprosqen aujtou':   
Barn. 4.12 
                                                
     98 ibid., 9; 10; 15. 
     99 ibid., 5.9. 
     100 ibid. 
     101 ibid., 16.4. 
     102 ibid., 5. 
     103 ibid., 11.8. 
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oJ ajdikw'n  ajdikhsavtw  e[ti...  kai; oJ divkaio" dikaiosuvnh poihsavtw... ...kai; oJ misqov"
mou met! ejmou' ajpodou'ntai eJkavstw/ wJ" to; e[rgon ejsti;n aujtou'. Rev 22:11,12 
   
(vi) Mavqete  ou\n,  tevkna  ajgavph", peri; pavntwn  plousivw", o{ti  jAbraavm, prw'to"
peritomh;n douv", ejn pneuvmati problevya" eij" to;n jIhsou'n perievtemen, labw;n triw'n
grammavtwn dovgmata. (8) levgei gavr: Kai; perievtemen  jAbraa;m ejk tou' oi[kou aujtou'
a[ndra"  dekaoktw;  kai;  triakosivou". tiv" ou\n hJ doqei'sa aujtw'/ gnw'si"_ mavqete o{ti
tou;" dekaoktw; prwvtou", kai; diavsthma poihvsa" levgei triakosivou". to; dekaoktw;,I
devka,  H  ojktwv:  e[cei"   jIhsou'n. o{ti  de;  oJ stauro;" ejn tw'/ T h[mellen  [ecein th;n
cavrin,   levgei   kai;  triakosivou",  dhloi'  ou\n to;n  me;n  jIhsou'n  ejn  toi'"  dusi;n
gravmmasin, kai; ejn tw'/ eJni; to;n staurovn.  Barn. 9.7-8 
 
 |Wde hJ sofiva ejstivn. oJ e[cwn nou'n yhfisavtw to;n ajriqmo;n tou' qhrivou, ajriqmo;" ga;r
 ajnqrwvpou ejstivn, kai; oJ ajriqmo;" aujtou' eJxakovsioi eJxhvkonta e{x. Rev 13:18 
 
 
The Letters of Ignatius (AD c. 105-110)  
Manuscript tradition:104 three versions with numerous examples in Greek, Latin, Syriac, 
Armenian, Coptic, and Arabic. Saint Ignatius was second bishop of Antioch in Syria,105 and a 
contemporary of the Apostles. It is possible that he knew St. John personally, but it is unlikely 
(if we take into account the primary sources).106 Given the authority and tone of his voice, it is 
not difficult to agree with Henry Bettenson, who writes, "Ignatius seems to have been a leader 
loved and trusted in Asia Minor as well as in Syria."107 Though we have no record of his life 
prior to his arrest, his seven letters,108 written during his journey from Antioch to Rome (as a 
prisoner condemned to die for his faith),109 form an important source of knowledge of the 
Christian Church at the beginning of the second century.110 The epistles provide valuable 
                                                
     104 Jefford, op. cit., 53f.; see also CPG, op. cit., 12-15. 
     105 Origen, PG 13, 1815 contra Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 3.22. 
     106 It is difficult to believe, as others have also pointed out, that if he was indeed a disciple of John he would 
not mention him in his epistle to the Ephesians, whilst in that same letter he does speak of Paul. Chrysostom 
will later pick up on that tradition, but he remains vague: Eij"  jIgnavtion 1. 
     107 Henry Bettenson, op. cit., 5. 
     108 Ignatius' letters have been assembled, as C. N. Jefford notes, into three different versions "traditionally 
distinguished as the short, middle, and long recensions." It is the middle recension which is supported as 
authentic by a majority of scholars, and the one which Eusebius appears to recognize when he speaks of 
"Ignatius, who was chosen bishop of Antioch" (Hist. Eccl. 3.36). For a summary of these versions, see Jefford, 
op. cit., 54; consider also the interesting fact, rarely mentioned, that we find seven letters sent to the churches by 
the Seer of Patmos and seven letters sent to the communities of the faithful by Ignatius. 
     109 For the "setting and occasion" of the letters and for "Ignatius's attitude toward martyrdom", see Holmes, 
op. cit., 128-131. 
     110 Though the genuineness of the letters was often disputed in the West (at least until the spirited and 
independent defence of Zahn and Lightfoot), it is "widely held today" that the seven letters contained in the so-





proof of early orthodox doctrine and they are of "inestimable importance for the history of 
dogma."111 Ignatius insisted on the reality of both the divinity and humanity of Christ, and in 
his opening address to the Ephesians calls Him "Jesus Christ our God" [ jIhsou'  
Cristou' tou' qeou' hJmw'n]; he spoke strongly for the centrality of the Eucharist which he 
connects to immortality [favrmakon ajqanasiva"],112 and advocated a clearly defined 
hierarchical structure of the Church with an emphasis on episcopal authority.113 It is certainly 
worth considering, that some years earlier the Seer of Patmos also dispatched seven letters in 
a context none too dissimilar.114 "Early Christianity", as Aune says [noting the seven genuine 
letters of Ignatius], "knew several collections of seven." 115 
 
Possible illusions and/ or references: 
 
(i) oujde;n  lanqavnei to;n kuvrion,  jalla;  kai; ta; krupta;  hJmw'n  jeggu;" aujtw'/  jestin.
pavnta  ou\n  poiw'men wJ" aujtou'  jen hjmi'n katoikou'nto", i{na w\men  aujtou' naoi; kai;
aujto;"  jen hJmi'n qeo;" hJmw'n,  {oper kai;  [estin kai; fanhvsetai pro; proswvpou hJmw'n,
 jex w|n dikaivw" ajgapw'men aujtovn. Eph. 15.3 
 
kai; h[kousa fwnh'" megavlh" ejk tou' qrovnou legouvsh": ijdou; hJ skhnh; tou' qeou' meta;
tw'n  ajnqrwvpwn, kai; skhnwvsei  met! aujtw'n,  kai;  aujtoi;  laoi;  aujtou' e[sontai, kai;
aujto;" oJ qeo;" met! aujtw'n e[stai ªaujtw'n qeov"º, Rev 21:3 
 
(ii)  jEa;n  de;  ti"   jIoudai>smo;n  eJrmhneuvh/  uJmi'n, mh;  ajkouvete aujtou'. a[meinon gavr    
ejstin  para;   ajndro;" peritomh;n   e[conto"   Cristianismo;n   ajkouvein   h[  para;
ajkrobuvstou  jIoudai>smovn.  ejavn  de;  ajmfovteroi  peri;  jIhsou'  Cristou' mh; lalw'sin,
ou|toi ejmoi;  sth'laiv  eijsin  kai; tavfoi  nekrw'n,  jef oi|" gevgraptai movnon ojnovmata
ajnqrwvpwn. Phil. 6.1 
 
 JO  nikw'n  poihvsw  aujto;n stu'lon ejn tw'/ naw'/ tou' qeou' mou kai; e[xw ouj mh; ejxevlqh/
e[ti kai; gravyw  ejp! aujto;n to;  o[noma tou' qeou' mou kai; to; o[noma th'" povlew" tou' 
qeou' mou, th'" kainh'"  jIerousalh;m hJ katabaivnousa ejk tou' oujranou'  ajpo; tou' qeou'
mou, kai; to; o[noma mou to; kainovn. Rev 3:12 
                                                                                                                                              
the Philippians (13.2), circulated not long after Ignatius's death; see also W. R. Schoedel, Ignatius of Antioch: A 
Commentary on the Letters of Ignatius of Antioch Hermeneia, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985). 
     111 Quasten (Vol. I), 64. 
     112 Eph. 20.2. 
     113 Magn. 6: "the bishop presiding in the place (eij" tovpon) of God''. 
     114 Aune cites Mitton (Formation, 33) who argues "that the seven-letter Pauline corpus served as a model for 
both Rev 2-3 and Ignatius": David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), 130. 
     115 ibid., 130. 
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The Letter of Polycarp to the Philippians (AD c. 120-135)  
Manuscript tradition:116 one Latin text; nine short Greek texts (chapters 1-9); Syriac 
fragments. Saint Polycarp was bishop of Smyrna and the leading second century Christian 
figure in Roman Asia.117 He is a priceless link between the apostolic and patristic ages. 
Irenaeus records that Polycarp was "instructed by apostles" and that he was appointed by 
them "bishop of the Church in Smyrna."118 Frederick W. Weidmann, who has considered the 
evidence afresh concerning the traditional connection of Polycarp to the Apostle John, 
concluded that "Irenaeus' testimony is part of a greater and broader tradition."119 The "most 
admirable [qaumasiwvtaton] Polycarp"120 was a defender of orthodoxy and fought heresy 
with universally acknowledged zeal, particularly the Marcionite, gnostic groups "and the rest 
of the heretics"121 which sought to establish communities in Asia Minor.122 His only surviving 
work, a letter to the Philippians,123 is equally important, for it appears during the starting 
stages of the development of the fundamental theological literature of Christianity. Important 
to note here, that in his arguments against docetism he specifically appeals to the Pauline 
texts, for they themselves would appeal to Paul.124 Polycarp's orthodox use of St. Paul's 
writings constituted an important advance in the Christian theology of biblical 
interpretation.125 The importance of the era in which Polycarp was active (including the 
establishment of the NT Canon), has been elucidated well by C. C. Richardson: 
 
...his career [Polycarp's] spanned that critical era of the Church's development which 
witnessed, after the passing of its apostolic founders and missionaries, the menacing 
growth of persecution by the Roman State and the emergence of the Docetic and 
Gnostic heresies, and-in response to this situation- the establishment of monoepiscopacy 
and the crystallization of the canon of the New Testament... in these momentous issues 
                                                
     116 Jefford, op. cit., 72f; see also CPG, op. cit., 18f. 
     117 For specific details and ancient testimonies, see Frederick W. Weidmann, Polycarp & John: The Harris 
Fragments and Their Challenge to the Literary Tradition, (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1999), 
2-8. Here Weidmann also discusses "the so-called Life of Polycarp" ascribed to Pionius. 
     118 Iren., Adv. haer. 3.3.4. 
     119 Weidmann, op. cit., 132. 
     120 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.15.9. 
     121 Adv. haer. 3.3.4. 
     122 ibid. 
     123 Irenaeus informs us that Polycarp had written letters to other neighbouring churches and to fellow-bishops: 
Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 5.20.8. 
     124 Pol., Phil., 7. 
     125 "While apparently none of the NT books are cited as 'Scripture' (Pol., Phil. 12.1 a possible exception)", as 
M. W. Holmes writes, "the manner in which he refers to them clearly shows that he considered them to be 





Polycarp was destined to be intimately involved and to exercise upon them the force of 
his commanding personality and influence.126 
 
 
His epistle to the Philippians, which Irenaeus calls "very powerful", is a response to an earlier 
letter from that church itself (Pol., Phil. 3.1, 13.1). A precise date for the writing of the letter 
is not clear. It has been suggested that the epistle contains not one, but two letters. But this is 
subject to the interpreter's reading of 1.1, 9.1, where references to Ignatius point to him as 
already having died, whereas in 13.2 Polycarp enquires of his fate. However, as Michael W. 
Holmes and others point out, this discrepancy can be resolved if Polycarp had not as yet 
"received a confirmatory report."127 Irrespective of how this question is resolved, most would 
date the letter close to the time of Ignatius' martyrdom, during the later years of the reign of 
Trajan (AD 98-117).128 Polycarp's good use of a select list of NT documents and his matter-
of-fact reference leave little doubt that he viewed those texts as authoritative.129 "The text is 
inundated with quotes from the scriptures", Clayton N. Jefford observes, "though very few of 
these are from that traditional standard of authority, or canon, which was recognized within 
the early church- the Old Testament."130 We do not know whether he cited the Apoc in his 
now lost letters, but does he cite the book in his one surviving epistle? The short (and perhaps 
easy) answer is no. Quick as scholars have been to dismiss any direct citation, which is the 
case, a hasty dismissal of allusion is another matter altogether. I will not press the following 
references, but I do present them as possible contacts given the context and period of 
Polycarp's activity:  
 
ou| to; ai|ma  jekzhthvsei oJ qeo;" japo; tw'n  japeiqouvntwn aujtw'/. Polyc., Phil. 2.1 
 
kai; ejxedivkhsen to; ai|ma tw'n douvlwn aujtou' Rev 19:2 
 
The reciprocal use of "ai|ma", in the context of the 'avenging of the spilling of the blood' of 
Christ in the reference by Polycarp, and of the martyrs by John, is worth considering (though 
it could also point to Luke 11:50-51). Once again the citation is loose, as is commonplace in 
the writings and in the citing conventions of these early church writers, but what is important 
                                                
     126 Richardson, op. cit., 121. 
     127 Michael W. Holmes, op. cit., 203f. 
     128 ibid., 203f; also see Simon Tugwell's note of sources on the discussion of date in which Lightfoot's 
contribution is highlighted: Tugwell, op. cit., 134f. 
     129 "In evidence among Polycarp's sources are the authentic letters of Paul, the so-called Pastoral Epistles (1-2 
Timothy and Titus), 1 Peter, and 1 John... he did make some limited use of the Gospel of Matthew and 
obviously recognized the authority of that gospel tradition": Jefford, op. cit., 81. 
     130 Jefford, ibid. 
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is the architectural context of the references in question. This is not a purely based 
morphological analysis or a grammatically tagged query.131 It is also certainly worthwhile to 
note that in the Martyrdom of Polycarp (AD c. 155-160), there could be a more definite 
contact with the Apoc. David E. Aune, commenting on Rev 2:10d "the crown of life" 
[to;n stevfanon th'" zwh'"], together with Heb 2:9, considers a possible parallel in Mart. Pol. 
17.1 "where it is said that Polycarp the martyr 'was wreathed with the wreath of 
immortality'."132 
 
Papias (d. AD c.160) 
Papias, who was not as an insignificant a figure as the bad press of Eusebius would have 
him,133 was bishop of Hierapolis in Asia Minor sometime between AD 140-160.134 What little 
we know of his life comes from a commendatory statement made by Irenaeus that Papias was 
"a hearer of John, and a companion of Polycarp", and that there "were five books compiled 
[suntetagmevna] by him".135 Eusebius will add that "he [Papias] appears to have been of very 
limited understanding [sfovdra smikro;" to;n nou'n], as one can see from his discourses".136 
These five books, written "within a decade or so of A.D. 130"137 and titled 'Explanation of the 
Sayings of the Lord' (Logivwn kuriakw'n ejxhghvsew"], survive only in quotations and across a 
spread of centuries.138 It is also to Papias that the reference to the mysterious "presbyter of 
John" is traced back to.139 Pan. Crhvstou brings out a strong point which might account for 
Papias' conflicting legacy, it has to do with his attempt to combine two methods of biblical 
                                                
     131 See esp. Harry Hahne, "Interpretive Implications of Using Bible-Search Software for New Testament 
Grammatical Analysis", Annual Meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society, (Nov., 1994), 1-14. Hahne 
outlines a whole list of problems, including "common user errors": ibid., 11f. 
     132 David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), (Dallas: Word Books Publisher, 1997), 167. Though, Aune does 
say, "however, the presence of the term brabei''on, 'reward, prize', indicates that athletic imagery is in view": 
ibid. 
     133 The unfavourable report by Eusebius regarding the persona of Papias is no doubt influenced by the latter's 
enthusiastic espousal of chiliasm: Hist. Eccl. 3.39.11-13.  
     134  "Papiva"" in QKHE (Tom. 10), art. Pan. Crhvstou, 6-11. 
     135 Iren., Adv. haer. 5.33.4; note, however, Eusebius' contradiction of Irenaeus. "Papias himself in the preface 
to his discourses by no means declares that he was himself a hearer and eye-witness of the holy apostles": Hist. 
Eccl. 3.39.2. 
     136 Hist. Eccl. 3.39.13. 
     137 Holmes, op. cit., 556. 
     138 ibid., 562-595.  





interpretation, "[e]ij"  th;n  eJrmhneivan  aujtou'  oJ Papiva" prosepavqhse na; sunduavsh/ th;n 
iJstorikogrammatikh;n mevqodo me; th;n tupologikhvn, ajlla; de;n to; katwvrqwse plhvrw"."140 
 
The enthusiastic criticism which Eusebius measured out to Papias is not difficult to explain, 
though at one point he does admit that Papias "became well known" [kaq! o{n ejgnwrivzeto].141 
Not only did Papias defend and circulate the belief in the millennium142 (which was anathema 
to our church historian),143 but he also demonstrated critical judgement of a very poor sort in 
getting these "ideas through a misunderstanding of the apostolic accounts [ajpostolika;" 
parekdexavmenon dihghvsei"], not perceiving that the things said by them were spoken 
mystically in figures [mustikw'" eijrhmevna]."144 However, whatever little we possess of the 
original work and despite the assumed weaknesses, it remains extremely valuable, for it 
contains in part the oral teachings of the earliest disciples of the Church. He is, as 
Pan.  Crhvstou says, "oJ prw'to" ajxiovlogo" ejkskafeu;" tou' metalleivou th'" proforikh'" 
paradovsew"."145  
 
From a study of the various collections of the Fragments of Papias,146 it is possible to come to 
only one conclusion, that this bishop of Hierapolis "one of the leading figures of the 
postapostolic era",147 clearly testifies to the "early church's stance on the millennium and the 
authorship of Matthew, Mark, John, and Revelation."148 The references which connect Papias 
to the Apostle John and to the teaching of the millennium are not altogether unknown. Here I 
will simply cite the places in the ancient church literature where these connections are made 
and include some few more which are neglected. Eusebius, Chronicle;149 Eusebius, Hist. 
Eccl. 3.36.1-2, 3.39; Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 5.33.3-4; Jerome, De vir. illus. 18, Epist. Theod. 
75.3; Philip of Side, Church History;150 Andrew of Caesarea, Pref. Apoc.151 From these 
                                                
     140 Pan. Crhvstou, op. cit., 10. 
     141 Hist. Eccl. 3.36.2. 
     142 ibid., 3.39.12; also see Iren., Adv. haer. 5.32. 
     143 Eusebius groups Papias' doctrine on the millennium with "certain strange parables and teachings... and 
some other mythical things [kaiv tina a[lla muqikwvtera]": Hist. Eccl. 3.39.11-12. 
     144 ibid., 3.39.12. 
     145 Pan. Crhvstou, op. cit., 10. 
     146 See also CPG, op. cit., 20. 
     147 Holmes, op. cit., 556. 
     148 ibid. 
     149 ibid., 563. 
     150 ibid., 573. 
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passages, the latter one from Andrew of Caesarea (AD c. 563-637)152 compactly congregates 
the general resonance of the fragments: 
 
Peri;  mevntoi   tou'  qeopneuvstou  th'"  bivblou  [th'"   jApokaluvyew"   jIwavnnou]  
peritto;n  mhkuvnein  to;n  lovgon  hJgouvmeqa,  tw'n makarivwn  Grhgorivou fhmi; tou' 
qeolovgou  kai;  Kurivllou,  prosevti  de;  kai; tw'n ajrcaiotevrwn Papivou, Eijrhnaivou,




Is it correct then, as Isbon T. Beckwith, R. H. Charles, N. B. Stonehouse and others have 
claimed, that the works of the Apostolic Fathers contain no certain trace of acquaintance with 
the Book of Revelation? Though many modern commentators have been quick to answer in 
the affirmative, it seems to me far more correct to say both: Yes and No. There is no certain 
trace, if by that we mean an exact copy of a long word order that has been morphologically or 
grammatically tagged. But the Seer himself hardly, if ever, cites any part of the OT "formally" 
though he is very plainly and very deliberately immersed in its literature.154 Citation of NT 
literature in the early writings of our ecclesiastical authors, as we know, was loose, allusive, 
and irregular, as it was frequently drawn from memory.155 The wording of the so-called 
quotations of the Apostolic Fathers, for they were not direct quotations in the literal sense, 
were often, as Birger Gerhardsson and others have acknowledged, "reproduced freely or 
adapted in some way to the context."156 The early Christians were in many respects a 
                                                                                                                                              
     151 ibid., 577. 
     152 "Saint Andrew, Archbishop of Caesarea", writes Archbishop Averky a little too enthusiastically, "gives a 
summary of the whole understanding of the Apocalypse in the pre-Nicean period": Averky Taushev and 
Seraphim Rose, The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity, (California: St. Herman of Alaska 
Brotherhood, 1995), 39. 
     153 Holmes, op. cit., 576. [italics added] 
     154 See especially "The Use of the Old Testament in Revelation" in Essays on the Use of the Old Testament: 
The Right Doctrine from the Wrong Texts? G. K. Beale (ed.), (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1994), 257-276. 
Beale writes, "[t]here is general acknowledgment that the Apocalypse contains more old Testament references 
than any other New Testament book..." The author, however, continues on to say, "[t]he text form of the Old 
Testament references in Revelation needs in-depth discussion since there are no formal quotations and most are 
allusive, a phenomenon often making textual identification more difficult": ibid., 257f. 
     155 See Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript: Oral Tradition and Written Transmission in Rabbinic 
Judaism and Early Christianity, (Grand Rapids: Wm B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1998), 194-207. Gerhardsson cites 
many examples, and situates the testimony of the Post-Apostolic Church into "traditionist categories" re. "the 
items of information": ibid., 194. A notable example comes from as 'late' as Irenaeus who describes listening to 
Polycarp recounting everything according to the Scriptures, "carefully, copying it down, not on paper, but in my 
heart" [uJpomnhmatizovmeno" aujta; oujk ejvn cavrth/ ajll! ejn th/' ejmh'/ kardivva/]: ibid., 294. In the same place 
Irenaeus speaks of the blessed Polycarp, himself, delivering "the addresses" [ta;" dialevxei"] as he 
"remembered their words" [ajpemnhmovneue tou;" lovgou" aujtw'n]: ibid. 





community on the run, literally. Consider, for instance, Saint Ignatius of Antioch, whose 
letters are a major contribution to the early literature of the Church, and were written while he 
was led prisoner from Antioch to Rome, where he was martyred.157 These were hardly the 
conditions for precision referencing, nor as Cyril C. Richardson adds "for careful 
reflection."158 In stating the obvious, I am simply putting down what other writers who 
dismiss any direct connection between the Apostolic Fathers and the Apocalypse of John fail 
in any good measure to take into account. The Book of Revelation given its apocalyptic 
framework, had a specific appeal;159 the Gospels and the Pauline corpus certainly more 
frequent and more direct in comparison had an earlier circulation and a longer period to be 
absorbed by the first Christians.160 Investigators have only a select number of texts to examine 
in their search for possible literary dependence between the book of the Seer of Patmos and 
the writings of the immediate generation. From within these texts an even lesser group of 
possible parallels are presented for consideration, to which, I have, been able to add a small 
but nevertheless significant number to that previously forwarded in the past century.161 
 
But is there no certain trace? If by that we mean is there no intimation, or even the 
probability of a direct reference in some instances as I have suggested. The answer has to be, 
that, there is a trace. The evidence presented suggests that contrary to the reservations of 
many scholars, the Apostolic Fathers did, in fact, make reference to the Apocalypse of John. 
That the Apoc circulated rapidly and was known widely (not surprisingly cited by Asia Minor 
writers, but probably by Hermas in Rome also) is not out of the ordinary when we consider 
that an express purpose of such writings was to be circulated.162 To this we add the six factors 
                                                
     157 Epist. Rom. 4, 5. 
     158 Richardson, op. cit., 74. 
     159 Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM Press, 1984), 514-517. 
"The traditional apocalyptic scenario which the first-century author has painted with a Roman backdrop now 
serves only as a vivid illustration of that recurring eschatological threat by which each successive generation of 
the faithful was challenged to endure": ibid., 514. 
     160 But here also, as Birger Gerhardsson writes in his major study previously mentioned (Memory and 
Manuscript), the way in which the Apostolic Fathers used the gospel material is somewhat confusing, "[t]here 
are many difficulties. These appear first and foremost when we examine the formulae of quotation... further 
difficulty arises when we examine the source references... a final difficulty is found when examining the 
wording of the so-called quotations... reproduced freely or adapted in some way to the context": ibid, 197ff. 
This is similarly the case with their use of the NT Epistles, "freely"... even when using short quotations from the 
OT "they adapt": Gerhardsson, loc. cit. 
     161 Compare my broader list of both the possible and probable apostolic references to the Apoc presented in 
this chapter and in the Appendix, to the more limited list put forward by the four writers acknowledged at the 
beginning of the chapter. For instance, cf. with Charles (Vol I), xcvii-xcviii. 
     162 Particularly if we understand 'apocalypticism' to mean "the ideology of a movement": John J. Collins, The 
Apocalyptic Imagination, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1998), 12-14. 
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introduced at the start of this chapter which positively affected the Apoc's early circulation. 
Together these six factors provided an impetus that would almost certainly guarantee the 
Seer's text an enviable start in its quest for sacred commendation among the believing 
communities of the Ancient Church. The form of the epistle on which the Apoc was 
strategically structured was also a sure sign that the document was to be transmitted and read, 
it was an urgent instruction found in the text itself (Rev 1:3).163 A major purpose of this 
chapter was either to confirm or challenge the general agreement that we cannot be certain 
that the Apostolic Fathers made use of the Seer's work. I here challenged it, arguing that quick 
dismissal of the question is unjustified. This perhaps explains the contradiction that we found 
in those writers, who, whilst accepting that the Apoc enjoyed a wide and early circulation, do 
not find it cited with any great certainty in this collection of early Christian literature. 
 
                                                
     163 Rev 1:3 [oJ ajnaginwvskwn... kai; oiJ ajkouvonte"]: see David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), (Texas: Word 






From the Muratorian Fragment  
to Origen of Alexandria 
 
Introduction 
We now enter a formative period for both the development of the NT Canon and the 
adventure of the Apoc, spanning roughly over one hundred years (from the publication of the 
MF to the death of Origen).1 Whereas prior to this time our sources and arguments are subject 
to considerable debate, given the scarcity of literary evidence and the short time for a 
universal tradition to become established, there is now a clearer picture emerging (though of 
course still not fully developed). Our literary sources are richer and a universally 
acknowledged concept of Tradition is emerging in regards to both the Canon of the NT and to 
doctrine.2 This is also the time when Marcion appeared, considered by some to have sparked 
the canonical debate itself, and Montanus, whose teachings came dangerously close to 
usurping the Apoc and did the Seer's text no favor (the Alogi of Asia Minor who repudiated 
the book are the standard example). Significantly, this is an era where the great and influential 
centres of Christendom begin to forward us their opinions on the matter at hand. Stabilizing 
positions on the NT Canon and the Seer's book are emerging from Rome, Lyons, Carthage, 
Alexandria, Asia Minor, and Syria.3 Illustrious names such as those of Justin Martyr, Melito 
of Sardis, Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Hippolytus, and of course Origen, are 
ecclesiastical writers whose instrumental opinions we are now in a position to examine. 
Evidence for the circulation and authoritative use [or not] of the Book of Revelation can now 
be positively established and critically analyzed. We begin our investigation with the earliest 
                                                
     1 This is not to say that such a distinction of Church epochs is a simple matter (clearly it is not). But for the 
purposes of a consistent methodology along the lines of a grouping of a particular assembly of ecclesiastical 
writers in the context of a recognizable school or common theological impulses [and/ or limitations], it  is 
justified for in this instance we have moved beyond that group commonly referred to as the Apostolic Fathers; 
for a similar position and division of the investigation into the "peripevteia" [adventure] of the Canon, see 
 jIwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo",  Eijsagwghv  Sthvn  Kainhv  Diaqhvkh, (Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1998), 95-119; 
also see Hubert Cunliffe-Jones (ed.), A History of Christian Doctrine, (Fortress Press: Philadelphia, 1980), 23-
29. 
     2 Even prior to this time, "Christian doctrine" as Lampe has said, "had already undergone a long period of 
development by the time that the latest books in the canon of the New Testament had been written": Hubert 
Cunliffe-Jones, ibid., 23. 
     3 See W. H. C. Frend, The Rise of Christianity, (Fortress Press: Philadelphia, 1985), 272-306. In his chapter 
"Out of the Shadows 193-235 AD", Frend has described with detailed insight the theological directions and 
influences that emanated from these established or emerging "centre[s] for the Christian mission": ibid., 286. 
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list in our possession of those NT documents accepted by the Early Church as divinely 
inspired (certainly in Rome), that is, the prized Muratorian Fragment. 
 
The Testimony of the Fathers 
The Muratorian Fragment (AD c. 180-200), prov., Rome 
For John also in the Apocalypse, MF 57-58 
The MF (sometimes attributed to Hippolytus of Rome)4 was named after its publisher L. A. 
Muratori, who discovered it in 1740 from an eighth-century manuscript in the Ambrosian 
Library at Milan.5 It is written in rough Latin (though it is still disputed by some whether the 
fragment was originally written in Greek) and it claims to list those writings which were 
received in the Early Church as authoritative, but significantly also calls attention to other 
writings which were not received. Generally considered as holding "the greatest importance 
for the history of the canon"6 for it is the oldest extant list of the NT documents that was 
accepted as inspired by the Early Church, the MF, which is mutilated at both ends, 
commences in the middle of a sentence referring to the Gospel of Mark and comprises 85 
lines.7  
 
Most scholars set the limits for the date of the MF origin by its statement: "[b]ut Hermas 
wrote the Shepherd very recently in our times [nuperrime temporibus nostris], in the city of 
Rome, while bishop Pius, his brother, was occupying the chair of the church of the city of 
Rome."8 This would be around AD 142-155 during the pontificate of Pius I, which helps to 
explain the negative position of the MF on the question of Montanism, further suggesting a 
time about the close of the second century.9 So a date between AD 155 to 200 appears to be 
                                                
     4 J. B. Lightfoot and T. Zahn were two notable defenders of Hippolytean authorship, whilst Harnack and 
Hans von Campenhausen strongly disputed such attribution: see Geoffrey Mark Hahneman, The Muratorian 
Fragment and the Development of the Canon, (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1992), 30f. 
     5 See Hahneman, ibid., 5-33, for a tight review of the background and provenance of the fragment; cf. the 
same for bibliography of a broad list of major studies dealing with the Fragment and related issues, 219-234. 
See also J. Campos, "Época del Fragmento Muratoriano", Helmantica: Revista de Humanidades Clásicas, 11, 
(1960), 485-496, and E. Ferguson, "Canon Muratori: Date and Provenance", StudP 17/2, (1982), 677-683. 
     6 Johannes Quasten, Patrology (Vol. II), 207. 
     7 I am following the reading of Hahneman, who for the better part agrees with S. P. Tregelles: Hahneman, 
op. cit., 5. The Muratorian Fragment is located within Dissertatio XLIII (cols. 807-80), entitled 'De Literarum 
Statu, neglectu, & cultura in Italia post Barbaros in eam invectos usque ad Anum Christi Millesimum 
Centesimum', at ibid., cols. 851-856. The translation that I am using, however, is from Bruce M. Metzger, The 
Canon of the New Testament: Its Origin, Development, and Significance, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 
305-307. 
     8 MF 73-76. 





the most likely.10 That the document originated in the West and probably in Rome is more 
certain; the reference to urbe roma itself, would seem to promote this view. This is further 
supported by the author[s]11 of the fragment intimate knowledge of the origin of the Shepherd 
of Hermas and the silence as to the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Epistle of James, but the 
inclusion of the Apoc.12 Of particular significance, as  jIwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo" writes, is 
that it is highly probable that the canon was written in the church of Rome and that it reflects 
not the opinion of one isolated figure, but rather that of the church community: 
 
...katav pa'san piqanovthta gravfhke sthvn jekklhsiva  th'"  Rwvmh"  kaiv  ajphcei' tiv"
ajpovyei" o[ci eJnov" memonwmevnou proswvpou ajllav th'" ejkklhsiva"...13 
 
 
Also of germane importance is that the external evidence for the reception of Hermas,  despite 
its prophetic claims and positive reception history, as J. Christian Wilson and Carolyn Osiek 
have expertly demonstrated,14 did not mean that the book was necessarily received as 
canonical, nor did its prophecies automatically allow it to be deemed inspired. The author or 
authors of the list argue against those who might wish to ascribe to Hermas absolute canonical 
status by pointing out that the book was not written by an apostle nor by another writer who 
                                                
     10 This is also around the time that Metzger is prepared to consider seriously: Bruce M. Metzger, The Canon 
of the New Testament: Its Origin, Development, and Significance, (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1997), 194. 
Metzger also cites Harnack, Lagrange, Quasten, Altaner and Tregelles, who all place the dates of the episcopate 
of Pius somewhere between AD 140-157: ibid. 
     11 For the intricacies and traditions relating to the authorship question, including the most discussed 
Hippolytean suggestion, see G. M. Hahneman's condensed summary who, himself, concludes with Westcott's 
position that "there is no sufficient evidence to determine the authorship of the Fragment": Hahneman, op. cit., 
30f. 
     12 I am certainly aware of G. M. Hahneman's strong views to the contrary (to which I refer at the conclusion 
of the thesis bringing to my support Bruce M. Metzger, et al.). For Hahneman's opposition on these very points, 
see Hahneman, op. cit., 22f.; for now I bring to the readers attention some of E. Ferguson's thoughts presented at 
the conclusion of his critical review of Hahneman's work. "The affinities of the Muratorian Fragment with the 
late second-century West have not been explained away... (1) Only second century heretics are mentioned... (2) 
The similarity to the Roman regula fidei fits the second-century West... (3) Luke's relation to Paul is described 
by a technical term, iuris studiosum... (4) The designation of the two parts of Scripture as the prophets and 
apostles is comparable to Justin, I Apology 67.3": Everett Ferguson, "The Muratorian Fragment and the 
Development of the Canon, by Geoffrey Mark Hahneman", JTS 44, (1993), 697. 
   13  jIwavnnh"  Karabidovpoulo",  Eijsagwghv  Sthvn  Kainhv  Diaqhvkh, (Qessalonivkh:  Pournara',  1998), 
105f. 
     14 J. Christian Wilson, Five Problems in the Interpretation of the Shepherd of Hermas: Authorship, Genre, 
Canonicity, Apocalyptic, and the Absence of the Name of 'Jesus Christ', (Lampeter: Mellen Biblical Press, 
1996), 51-79; Carolyn Osiek, The Shepherd of Hermas, Hermeneia (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999). "No 
other noncanonical writing was as popular before the fourth century as the Shepherd of Hermas. It is the most 
frequently attested postcanonical text in the surviving Christian manuscripts of Egypt well into the fifth 
century": ibid., 1. 
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was in close contact to an apostle.15 Once more the conclusion from this interiorized 
canonical discourse indicates that for a document to be received as a book of the NT it would 
have to be either written by an apostle or by someone (at least) very close to one of the 
Twelve.16 The charisma of prophecy is not at issue here but the question of whether the book 
can be traced back to the apostolic age. So though prophecy was highly valued, it could not 
on its own determine the fate of a book. I have little doubt, that the essential reason of why the 
Shepherd remained active in the canonical discoursing of the early community of believers, 
had to do with its author's sustained concern for the Church. Carolyn Osiek describes this 
ecclesiological comprehension very well (exactly reminiscent of the Apoc), "[t]he strongest 
current running through the entire book is concern for the life of the church, especially its 
suffering members, from the perspective of the world beyond."17 
 
About the Apocalypse of John the MF is clear and leaves no uncertainty as to its authoritative 
reception: "[w]e receive only the apocalypses of John and Peter, though some of us are not 
willing that the latter be read in church."18 The Apoc is received in this particular church 
community without any censure and with all authority, but also note the early cautious 
position on the so-called Apocalypse of Peter.19 The author of the list does not appear to know 
of any reasons why the Book of Revelation should be excluded from this authoritative group 
of documents. Elsewhere the canon speaks of the catholicity of the book, and this is highly 
significant at this time: "[f]or John also in the Apocalypse, though he writes to seven 
churches, nevertheless speaks to all."20 When the document refers to the Fourth Gospel its 
author is identified as the disciple, for similarly to Irenaeus, our writer apparently knows of 
only one John as the author of the writings handed down by that name.21 So in addition to the 
criterion of catholicity the other indispensable evidence is here suggested, apostolicity. 
 
                                                
     15 MF 73-80. 
     16 Yet, I feel that from the outset, that despite its positive start Hermas was doomed. Not only did it have to 
contend with the question of apostolicity, but as Wilson has emphasized for us in his study, Hermas nowhere in 
his book mentions the name of 'Jesus Christ'. "Only in a single textual variant in the very late Codex Athous 
does the term 'Christ' appear": Wilson, op. cit., 73. 
     17 Osiek, op. cit., 11. 
     18 ibid., 71-72. 
     19 As Metzger notes, "[t]his, of course, means that the text must have been read publicly to congregations": 
Metzger, The Canon, 198. 
     20 MF 57-60. 





It is apostolicity, more than the criterion of catholicity, that is especially important for the 
compiler of this canonical list, particularly as the measure of judgement in the reception of the 
Apoc. We have already noted this criterion in regard to the Fourth Gospel, but also the Book 
of Acts which are: "the acts of all the apostles".22 And notably of the Gospel of Luke, of 
which the author of the book is spoken of as "the well-known physician" and associate of 
Paul.23 At this stage the criteria of canonicity are established and functioning as standards of 
reception. Apostolicity, however, is the guiding criterion in the canon consciousness of the 
compiler[s]. The Apocalypses of both the Seer and Peter, despite the controversy with 
apocalypses and their use by the 'non-orthodox', are received because they were accepted as 
documents written by the apostles. And though the Apocalypse of Peter is collected with 
caution, it is highly regarded on account of its association with the Apostle Peter.24 But it is 
this precise doubt over its Petrine origin that clouds it with some suspicion. On the other hand, 
the Shepherd of Hermas, which was written too recently to the author's time to have been the 
product of an apostle or the companion of one, is rejected despite its claim to prophecy, for 
the number of prophets "is complete" [conpletum].25 Proof of apostolicity was essential. And 
without that evidence, a writing was not received. This was particularly connected to 
prophetic writings because of the controversy that was now increasingly attached to this 
genre.26 What is especially striking and what Stonehouse did well to bring out clearly in his 
own formulations on the MF, is that we should not look here for:  
 
new evidence of a process of transition or a change to a new criterion. Rather the 
supposition of the Canon, as of Irenaeus, is that this concept of apostolicity was the 
ruling one at the time.27 
 
 
This is correct, for all the documents (gospels, epistles, and prophetic writings) had to fall into 
place and conform to this rule of apostolicity if they were to be received as authoritative and 
canonical by the Church. And though it is true, as Stonehouse continues, that it is 
"unmistakable that the writer's fundamental principal is apostolicity,"28 it was not only this. 
                                                
     22 ibid., 34. 
     23 ibid., 3-5. 
     24 ibid., 71-72.  
     25 ibid., 79. 
     26 For the nature of early Christian prophecy, especially in the context of "charismatic exegesis" and its social 
functions, see Christopher Forbes, Prophecy and Inspired Speech: In Early Christianity and its Hellenistic 
Environment, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, 1997), 218-250. 
     27 Stonehouse, op. cit., 86. 
     28 ibid. 
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And this is fundamental. The author had to come to this conclusion from another source of 
authority; the appeal to 'apostolicity' could not have been made, let us say, deus ex machina. 
This other source was Tradition, which, as we have previously seen, was not static and was 
flexible enough to accommodate the other criteria in support of a book that the Church had 
from ancient times admitted into the canonical dialogue. 
 
I cannot emphasize strongly enough that it is a determining factor in the adventures of the 
Apoc that the MF records its early status from the perspective of the assembly of the Church 
of Rome. The Canon Muratori without qualification informs us that the Apoc of John is 
received. The Book of Revelation belongs to the NT which is comprised, as we have 
previously noted, of the "apostles", and as such it is authoritative and to be read publicly 
precisely because it is of apostolic origin. And this of course means that the Apoc (as indeed 
the other documents listed in the canon) must have been used and cited consistently previous 
to this time. In the context of the canonical criticism approach, therefore, Brevard S. Childs 
can write:  
 
[t]he process of stabilizing a canon of authoritative New Testament writings was 
effected within the process of the church's continued use of them. The selection and 
shaping of the books of scripture took place in the context of the worship of the 




Marcion (d. AD c. 160), prov., Pontus-Rome 
The Antitheses 
Marcion is an interesting figure, not less than "the first born of Satan", according to the 
venerable Polycarp,30 and he has inspired lively debate.31 Sources tell us that he was the son 
of the bishop of Sinope in Pontus and that he was a wealthy "ship-master" who made his way 
to Rome around AD 140. Once there he joined the fledgling Christian community, becoming 
                                                
     29 Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM Press, 1984), 31. It is 
from this point that Childs moves on to consider the role of the criteria of "canonization": ibid., 31f. 
     30 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.14.7. 
     31 Adolf von Harnack's, Marcion: Das Evangelium vom fremden Gott, (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1921), 
remains a classic treatment on Marcion. Harnack, who called Marcion the "first Protestant", was not enthusiastic 
in his quick association with gnosticism (particularly on account of Marcion's rejection of cosmological 
speculations). See also John Knox, Marcion and the New Testament, (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 
1942). Knox argued that Marcion's dual structural principle, "Gospel and Apostle", became the organizing 
principle of the New Testament. See also for more recent perspectives B. Aland, "Marcion: Versuch einer neuen 
Interpretation," ZTK 70, (1973), 420-47, and "Marcion" in The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, F. L. 





a prominent member.32 Not long afterwards in AD 144, he repudiated the church and was 
excommunicated as a heretic of gnostic sympathies. He argued for the existence of two gods 
(a religious dualism), the creator-judge of OT Israel, and the one revealed by Jesus. Marcion's 
fundamental argument was that the Church erred in holding to the monotheism of the OT and 
in accepting Jesus as the Messiah who was foretold by the Jewish prophets.33 According to 
Marcion, the God who was revealed in Jesus who manifested suddenly as a full-grown man 
without natural origins, is of a different nature from the God of exacting justice that was 
revealed to Moses. Marcion was led to this conclusion based on his understanding of the 
literariness of the OT which portrayed God as imperfect and showed creation to be filled with 
flaws, and which he related both to the chaos of nature and to the depravity of the actors 
described in the Hebrew texts. This conflict demanded a God that was law-making and 
tyrannical in order to preserve the world and to set the bounds of morality.34 The God of 
Jesus, however, as was revealed in His sermon on the mount, is the God of love and of mercy: 
the "unknown god" who appeared to those who did not know Him.35 Christianity was for 
Marcion a unique and unprecedented revelation. The author of this new revelation was the 
God of Love, who is to be distinguished from the wrathful God who is taught in the Hebrew 
Scriptures. Such a radical distinction between the Old and New dispensation was something 
that orthodox Christianity in Rome could not contemplate. 
 
Marcion's coalition of the divine books was an attempt to register the "unknown god" in a 
collection of authoritative texts. This list of books, in effect Marcion's own compilation of the 
NT, comprised the Gospel of Luke (minus the infancy narrative), and a collection of selected 
epistles from Saint Paul to which the so-called Marcionite prologues were later added, calling 
back the reader "to the true evangelical faith."36 It was Paul alone, according to Marcion, who 
                                                
     32 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.11.2; Tert., Adv. Marc. 3.6; 4.9. 
     33 Adv. haer. 1.27.2. 
     34 Apart from Tertullian's well-known treatise against Marcion which consists of  five books, Adversus 
Marcionem (written between AD 190-200), cf. also Justin, Apol., 1.26, 58, also the Dialogue with Trypho; 
Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.27.2-4; 4.8.1, 34; Hippolytus, Refut. 7.17; 10.15; and Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. 4.11, 5.13.4; 
5.16.21.  
     35 Adv. Marc. 1.9. 
     36 It is by no means agreed that Marcion wrote these prologues or that they are strictly 'Marcionite' at all. As 
Bruce points out, the prologues were "sufficiently objective in character to have been subsequently taken over 
and reproduced in 'orthodox' copies of the Latin New Testament": F. F. Bruce, The Canon Of Scripture, 
(Illinois: IVP Press, 1988), 141. However, as Bruce has further noted, H. von Campenhausen has argued that the 
author of the Muratorian list was familiar with the prologues and that perhaps the "intention was to counter them 
[the prologues] directly with its own sound catholic observations": ibid., 143f. See also N. A. Dahl, 'The Origin 
of the Earliest Prologues to the Pauline Letters', Sem 12, (1978), 233-277. 
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restored the purity and true nature of Christ's teaching after it had been contaminated by the 
Jewish world of ideas and Hebrew Scriptures as put forward by the Apostles and the other 
writers of the NT. The private compilation which documented Marcion's absolute rejection of 
Judaism and the OT was therefore (according to its author) the "standard of the Christian 
faith".37 The material that was excised from the Pauline and Lucan writings had resulted from 
later Jewish additions to the original texts. Tertullian, who is the early authority on Marcion, 
writes of the latter's "contradictory propositions" in the separation of the law and the gospel:  
 
Marcion's special and principal work is the separation of the law and the gospel, and his 
disciples will not deny that in this point they have the very best pretext for initiating and 
confirming themselves in this heresy. These are Marcion's Antitheses... which aim at 
distinguishing the gospel from the Law in order that from the diversity of the two 
documents that contain them, they may contend for a diversity of gods also. 38 
 
 
Whether this, then, was the first known canon of Christian writings (comprising Gospel and 
Apostle) is a complex question that has been generously debated without any definitive 
result.39 What was important for us, however, was to note what factors contributed to the 
making of the list and if that would throw any light on Marcion's acceptance or rejection of 
the Apoc. It most certainly does. Marcion as we saw, did not include the Apoc in his list of 
authoritative books, presumably because its connection to the OT was too obvious. 
Apocalyptic genre, which D. S. Russell aptly calls "Divine Disclosure", was characteristically 
Jewish.40 And paradoxically it might be argued that this stance could point to a confirmation 
by Marcion as to the Johannine authorship, that is, the apostolicity of the Seer's book. That 
Marcion rejected the Book of Revelation would seem to indicate that the book was accepted 
                                                
     37 Knox's thoughts on the practical extensions of such a challenge to the Early Church (whether we agree or 
disagree with his leanings towards von Harnack's conclusions contra Zahn), are still very useful as insights of 
the general discourse of the times: John Knox, Marcion and the New Testament: An Essay in the Early History 
of the Canon, (Chicago: UCP, 1980, [orig. 1942]), 19-38. Especially important was Knox's persistent question 
throughout of what do we actually mean by the term "Scripture": ibid., 19. 
     38 Adv. Marc. 1.19. 
     39 From the available evidence it would appear that Marcion does not refer to his collection of writings as 
either "scripture" or "canon" (though that could very well have been its function). But this fact is too readily 
overlooked by investigators because it reveals a crucial element hidden on account of the marginalization of the 
role of theology in the whole process in the evolution of the Canon: that it was the Church as a whole, the 
collective of early Christian tradition (the community's church consciousness), that collected the authoritative 
Scripture cognizant of its active role in the separation of the "wheat from the chaff"; for the development of this 
idea see Karabidovpoulo", op. cit., 117-119. Also see Michael Pomazansky, Orthodox Dogmatic Theology, 
trans., Seraphim Rose, (California: Saint Herman of Alaska Brotherhood): "[t]hey [the Fathers] did not trust 
themselves, but waited for the universal voice of the Church": 29. 
     40 See D. S. Russell, Divine Disclosure: An Introduction to Jewish Apocalyptic, (Minneapolis: Fortress 





as authoritative in Rome during the time of his close contact with the church community of 
that city (confirmed by the MF).41  
 
There is, however, one more significant consequence of what has preceded. Marcion's 
collection did at least make the Church more deliberate of a need to define publicly an 
authoritative list of Christian writings that would become her official Scripture.42 It is from 
this time onwards with apostolicity emerging as a "basic criterion in the history of the 
formation of the canon", as John Meyendorff says, that we find a more concentrated devotion 
to the concept of an authoritative collection of documents. Why? Because apostolicity "is also 
the only true characteristic of the Christian kerygma."43 But this is not to agree with either 
Adolf von Harnack or Hans von Campenhausen (two of the most famous and most often cited 
scholars), who have argued trenchantly for Marcion's importance, and who in the words of the 
latter believe that "...the idea and the reality of a Christian Bible were the work of 
Marcion..."44 There is no conclusive proof for such "an extravagant point of view" as J. N. D. 
Kelly states in his own analysis of Marcion's significance, "[t]he Church already had its 
roughly defined collection... of Christian books [which] it was beginning to treat as 
Scripture."45 Especially when it can be argued, for instance, that early in the second century 
the Apostolic Fathers, and in particular Ignatius of Antioch, appear to be familiar with a 
Corpus Paulinum.46 
                                                
     41 I accept Stonehouse's prima facie position here: Stonehouse, op. cit., 12. But this would also appear to be 
the view of Tenney: Merril C. Tenney, New Testament Survey, (Leicester: IVP, 1996), 408. 
     42 "In the case of Marcion", as Wainwright has very economically put it, "the chief task of the Church must 
have been to oppose the reduction of Christian substance": Geoffrey Wainwright, "The New Testament as 
Canon", SJT 28, (1975), 553. 
     43 John Meyendorff, Living Tradition, (New York: SVS Press, 1978), 15. Meyendorff is here speaking 
generally on the formation of the canon but his words are directly relevant to the phase that I have just outlined. 
     44 Hans von Campenhausen, The Formation of the Christian Bible [Die Entstehung der christlichen Bibel 
(1968)], trans., J. A. Baker, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1972), 148. But before that Harnack had confidently 
asserted that "[t]he NT is an anti-Marcionite creation on a Marcionite basis": The Origin of the New Testament, 
[Eng. trans.], (London, 1925). 
     45 J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines, (London: Adam & Charles Black, 1977), 57. 
     46 For a balanced view from an Eastern Orthodox perspective, where the Marcion dynamic is acknowledged 
but where such extreme positions as those of Harnack and Campenhausen are refuted on the basis of a 
convincing list of canonical antecedents (with emphasis on Ignatius of Antioch),  see Karabidovpoulo", op. cit., 
100-102. 
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Justin (AD c. 100-165), prov., Ephesus-Rome 
John, One of the Apostles of Christ, Dial. Try. 81 
Justin Martyr belongs to the group of early Christian writers of the period between AD 120-
200 known as the Apologists47 on account of their being the first to produce a defence of the 
Christian faith on the ground of reasoning processes appealed to by thinkers and opponents 
outside the Catholic Church. These are a select company of theologians who defended 
Christianity against popular slander and who provided an invaluable deposit of early Christian 
beliefs and practices.48 I. M. Andreyev writes of these persons as "remarkable apologists from 
among former pagan philosophers and savants."49  
 
It is one of these apologists, Justin Martyr, known also as the Philosopher, from whom the 
first explicit witness to the apostolic origin and authoritative standing of the Apoc is found 
(Dial. Try. 81). Let us also not forget that Justin spent his early years with the church 
community at Ephesus,50 and so not only would he be reporting to us the state of the Apoc in 
Rome, but also of an earlier time in Asia Minor. It is most unlikely that he would not have 
related any contradiction between the churches, given the open and critical nature of his 
thinking. Consider, for instance, as Karen O'Dell Bullock notes, Justin's "intellectual 
pilgrimage": from stoic, to peripatetic, to pythagorean, to platonist, and finally, to Christian.51 
 
Justin wrote during the formative period of the growth of the Church, both in regards to her 
"church consciousness" (that is, the community's) and her position on sacred literature.52 We 
cannot expect the explicitness of the generation that followed which clearly spoke of a second 
Testament alongside the universally received Old Testament of the Prophets whose number 
(together with that of the Apostles), was complete.53 The apologist represents a highly 
                                                
     47 See the splendid discussion on the  jApologhtaiv by Pan. K. Crhvstou, in which the method and 
approach (depending on the intended audience) are clearly defined in: QKHE (Tom. 2), 1133-1140. 
     48 For a selection of the more prominent names, see ibid. However, as Crhvstou emphasizes, the list of the 
apologists, strictly speaking, can extend through to the time of the Mohammedan threat of the seventh century 
AD. 
     49 I. M. Andreyev, Orthodox Apologetic Theology, (Platina: Saint Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1995), 
53. 
 
     50 For the historical context of Justin's writings and for biographical notes, see Karen O'Dell Bullock, The 
Writings of Justin Martyr, Shepherd's Notes (Nashville: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 1998), 7-16. 
     51 ibid., 13. 
     52 For helpful insights into Justin's understanding and position within this emerging "canon consciousness", 
see Charles H. Cosgrove, "Justin Martyr and the Emerging Christian Canon", VC 36 (1982), 209-232. 
     53 This serves again to emphasize the unifying force of Tradition in the development of doctrine even prior to 
the final settlement of the canonical NT Scripture. Compare this formative period for instance with the crisis of 





decisive stage in the reflection of the Church, which reveres the OT and is attempting to place 
its new body of literature in that context of divine and inspired writings. As Charles H. 
Cosgrove has well highlighted,54 Justin holds the OT to be inspired and holy, and in the 
course of his apologia his appeal to the prophets is constant (Dial. Try., passim). He turns to 
these inspired witnesses for the fulfilled and future prophecies of the life of Jesus; the OT is 
his groundwork. This cannot be underestimated, for the respect that he accords to these 
writings he instinctively confers to another group of documents which he would also consider 
as normative for the faithful of the Church: the writings of the apostles and of their immediate 
followers. These documents are to be read in the Christian community on the same level as 
the writings of the prophets.55  
 
Proof of this is to be seen in the fact that Justin's appeal to Rev 20:4f, which is preceded by 
quotations from the OT to do with the promised Messianic rule in the new age (Isa 65:17-25), 
is followed by a reference to the NT (2Pet 3:8) and a saying of the Lord (Lk 20:35f.). This 
positively indicates that for this second-century apologist the authority of the Apoc was not 
inferior to that of the OT documents. Justin, viewing the prophetic character of the book with 
high regard, writes of the text's author before making reference to the Apoc pericope of the 
"thousand years" [civlia e[th]: 
 
And further, there was a certain man with us, whose name was John, one of the apostles 
of Christ, who prophesied, by a revelation that was made to him, that those who 
believed in our Christ would dwell a thousand years in Jerusalem...56 
 
 
It is highly significant that in the evolving context of both apostolicity and tradition, Justin not 
only tells us that the name of the prophet was "John" [w|/ o[noma  jIwavnnh"], but that he was 
also "one of the apostles of Christ" [ei|" tw'n ajpostovlwn tou' Cristou']. The celebrated 
apologist confirms that this is not a document clouded in pseudonymity,57 it is the work of an 
apostle whose name is not unknown. Justin re-affirms the belief as to the authority and source 
of the book, but also appeals to the high office of the prophetic ministry as a mark of 
                                                                                                                                              
to tackle in his challenging study: Garrett Green, Theology, Hermeneutics, and Imagination: The Crisis of 
Interpretation at the End of Modernity, (Cambridge: CUP, 2000).   
     54 Cosgrove, art. cit. 
     55 In many places, for example, Dial. Try. 95-110, where commenting on "Scripture" in the context of 
Christ's passion and resurrection, both Testaments are expertly intertwined in Justin's testimony.  
     56 Dial. Try. 81. 
     57 This is fundamental in itself, for, as D. G. Meade says, "[f]irst, its [apocalyptic] writings are almost 
universally pseudonymous": David G. Meade, Pseudonymity and Canon, (Grand Rapids: Wm B. Eerdmans, 
1987), 73. See esp. Authorship, Revelation and Canon in the Apocalyptic Tradition, 73-102. 
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genuineness. The activity of the false prophet which was prominent earlier in the Didache58 is 
a major issue in the work of Justin, who considers them as glorifying "the spirits and demons 
of error."59 Yet this conviction does not restrict him from testifying that the true prophetic 
office is an authentic expression in the life of the Church.60 Finally, I would note that in the 
context of the liturgical dimensions of the Apoc that we have reviewed in a preceding chapter, 
it may not be simply a coincidence, that Justin who is one of the most important witnesses of 
the early Rezeption history of the Apoc, is also one of the "most important of the liturgical 
sources", as Josef A. Jungmann tells us, "at the earlier period."61 
 
Tatian the Syrian (d. AD c. 175), prov., Syria-Rome 
Compiler of the Diatessaron 
Tatian is the author of The Discourse to the Greeks and of the Diatessaron. These are his only 
works which are extant. The former is sometimes considered an apology, but it is more of a 
polemic against the culture and civilization of the Greeks.62 The Diatessaron (or Harmony of 
the Four Gospels), which is the more important of the two, is exactly that, a harmony of the 
four gospels in the form of a continuous narrative with some good editing. "The original was 
lost", as Raymond E. Brown informs us, "and so [it] has to be reconstructed from later 
harmonies and particularly from St. Ephrem's commentary on it."63 Until the fifth century the 
work was officially used in the liturgy of the Syrian Church.64 
 
                                                
     58 For example, let us recall Did. 11.8 which speaks of the "false prophet" [yeudoprofhvth"] as one who 
does not "exhibit[s] the Lord's ways" [tou;" trovpou" kurivou] and says that by his "conduct" [trovpwn] will he 
be "recognized" [gnwsqhvsetai]. 
     59 "The false prophets", are for Justin Martyr, "[individuals] who are filled with the lying unclean spirit, 
neither have done nor do, but venture to work certain wonderful deeds for the purpose of astonishing men, and 
glorify the spirits and demons of error": Dial. Try. 7.  
     60 See for instance his passionate insistence that prophecy comes "only by the man to whom God and His 
Christ have imparted wisdom": ibid. 
     61 Josef A. Jungmann S.J., The Early Liturgy, trans. F. A. Brunner, (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 
1959), 5. 
     62 Johannes Quasten is correct when he says "that the speech [of the Discourse] is not so much an apology 
for Christianity as it is a vehement, immoderate polemic treatise which rejects and belittles the whole culture of 
the Greeks": Johannes Quasten, Patrology (Vol. I), (Maryland: Christian Classics, 1986), 221.  
     63 Raymond E. Brown, An Introduction to the New Testament, (New York: Doubleday, 1997), 839. 
     64 As Metzger reports to us, Theodoret (who was elevated to the bishopric of Cyrus in upper Syria in AD 
423) destroyed some 200 copies of the Diatessaron that were in use within his diocese for fear that "orthodox 
Christians were in danger of being corrupted by using Tatian's work": Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New 
Testament, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968), 89. Though no complete copy of the Diatessaron is extant today 
(as Metzger himself notes, ibid., 90), the "entire text", writes Quasten, "can be reconstructed from extant 





Stonehouse makes the critical comment that Tatian was also at Rome at some stage during the 
period of Marcion's activity and that this could point to some connection between Marcion's 
canon and that of the early Syrian Church, for there are, as he importantly notes, "remarkable 
similarities."65 A notable similarity is the exclusion of the Apoc from the NT of the early 
Syrian Church, a book which, as we earlier noted, Marcion rejected. This contact could be 
further evidenced by the fact that in Syria there was a Marcionite sect.66 Furthermore, it is 
intriguing that Tatian was in fact a pupil of Justin Martyr,67 and, similarly to his teacher, 
wandered much before deciding on the Christian faith as against all other philosophies.68 Yet, 
as Johannes Quasten writes, "we notice sharp contrasts between them as soon as we compare 
their writings."69 It is interesting to compare further these "contrasts" for possible hints as to 
why one man would uncompromisingly hold to the Apoc (Justin), and the other (Tatian) 
would, as it appears from his surviving works, nowhere even consider citing it.70 The 
contrasts are "especially evident", Quasten continues:  
 
in the evaluation which they place on non-Christian philosophy and culture. Whereas 
Justin attempts to find at least elements of truth in the writings of some Greek thinkers, 
Tatian teaches complete renunciation of all Greek philosophy on principle. Justin in his 
defence of Christianity paid high respect to non-Christian philosophy. Tatian betrays a 
determined hatred of all that belongs to Greek civilization, art, science and language.71 
 
 
From this fact alone, but also on account of the distinctiveness of their language and the 
geographical boundaries, we can detect that the Syrian writers would begin to chart their own 
methodological course and exegetical traditions.72 And, clearly, what is plain from the start, 
any position which rejects outright the Greek spirit and which is hostile to Greek culture will 
form and construct itself differently to the rest of the ecclesiastical body. Chiliasm would not 
sit well with such an approach, particularly if it could be traced back to the Sibyl and when it 
could betray the deceitfulness of the Greek philosophers!73 A question which remains, and 
                                                
     65 Stonehouse, op. cit., 139. 
     66 ibid. 
     67 Iren., Adv. haer. 1.28.1. 
     68 ANF (Vol. II), 61-63. 
     69 Quasten (Vol.1), op. cit., 220. 
     70 Though is there perhaps a tantalizing hint as A. Cleveland Coxe might appear to be suggesting? See ANF 
(Vol. II), 74. 
     71 Quasten, op. cit., 220f. 
     72 For "Christianity in Syria" and development of Syriac exegetical traditions, see TABD (Vol. 1), art., David 
Bundy, 970-979. 
     73 See The Discourse to the Greeks, esp. Chaps 21-30. 
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which is in itself quite fascinating, assuming that Tatian did make contact with Marcion whilst 
the two were in Rome: did Marcion influence Tatian more than Justin? Irenaeus certainly 
implies as much and he attributes Tatian's "peculiar type of doctrine" to his neglect of Justin's 
teaching.74 This is interesting, for we can assume that Tatian would have known the high view 
of the Apoc held by his teacher. Our present writer, "half father and half heretic" as he has 
sometimes been called,75 went on to found the sect of the Encratites upon his return to Syria76 
who at their height even condemned marriage as adultery,77 so he would hardly find a place 
for a book that reportedly supported the coarse materialism of chiliasm. Marcion's canon, 
then, would have suited and supported the Syrian cause perfectly. The NT Canon of the 
Syrian Church was greatly influenced by the dialectical and practical stratagems of this 
time.78 
 
Epistle of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne (AD 177), prov., Gaul 
That the Scripture Might be Fulfilled, Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 5.1.58 
The Churches of Lyons and Vienne, in an epistle79 to the believers in Asia and Phrygia (AD 
177), preserved by Eusebius80 as a testimony "to the churches of Christ"81 [Cristou'... 
ejkklhsivai"], cite or allude to the Book of Revelation on at least four occasions (Rev 12:1, 
14:4, 19:9, 22:11). The early view expressed by A. C. McGiffert, that "there can be no doubt 
as to the early date and reliability of the epistle", has not to my knowledge been conclusively 
challenged.82 McGiffert supports this position for "[i]t bears no traces of a later age, and 
contains little of the marvellous, which entered so largely into the spurious martyrologies of a 
                                                
     74 Iren., Adv. haer. 1.28.1. "He [Tatian] was a hearer of Justin's, and as long as he remained with him he 
expressed no such views; but after his martyrdom he separated from the Church, and excited and puffed up by 
the thought of being a teacher, as if he was superior to others, he composed his own peculiar type of doctrine": 
ibid. 
     75 ANF, loc. cit. 
     76 ibid. 
     77 ibid. 
     78 For discussion on the Syriac versions of the Bible, including the Syriac Peshitta, see TABD (Vol. 1), 973f.  
As the author of the article points out,  the Apocalypse and General Epistles which are included by the Bible 
Society in its edition of  the New Testament in Syriac were not part of the Peshitta translation, "but based on the 
Philoxenian version" which dates later to AD 507-8: ibid., 974. 
     79 "The Epistle of the Churches at Lyons and Vienne", writes Bruce Metzger, "is remarkable for the 
abundance and the precision of the reminiscences of New Testament texts that it contains": Metzger, The 
Canon, 152. 
     80 Hist. Eccl. 5.1. 
     81 ibid., 5.2.1. 





later day."83 The manifest fellowship between these two church communities, says much, 
recalling also that Irenaeus of Lyons (AD c. 130-200) was a native of Asia Minor "and most 
probably it was Smyrna."84 We note to begin with that the letter is sent to believers from 
where the Apoc was originally circulated, Asia Minor. Another contact with the 'sister church' 
is the person of Attalus, "a pillar and foundation", who is a native of Pergamum, a seat of one 
of the Christian churches referred to by John (Rev 2:12). However, more important than these 
recognizable contacts (at least for our purposes), is that one of the references from the Apoc 
(22:11) is introduced with a NT formula for the citation of Scripture:  
 




The rise of Montanism in Asia Minor was of interest to the churches of Lyon and Vienne, and 
quite probably we have in a letter sent by these congregations to the Roman bishop, 
Eleutherios, the earliest existing reference to the movement.86 The faithful communities of 
Gaul, whilst sharing in the general judgement of the Church that the New Prophecy was false 
and heretical, did not favour the position of the extreme antimontanists. This was due to the 
estimable reception of the Apoc in the tradition of these churches and was made clear in the 
lengthy letter sent to the churches in Phrygia and Asia relating to the persecutions under 
Marcus Aurelius.87 However, what is of principal interest in this instance, and another 
signpost in the Apoc's adventure, is that in this letter for the first time the Book of Revelation 
is cited with the canonical formula i{na hJ grafh; plhrwqh/ '.88 The citation is a loose rendering 
of Rev 22:11:89 oJ ajdikw'n ajdikhsavtw e[ti kai; oJ rJuparo;" rJupanqhvtw e[ti, kai; oJ divkaio"  
dikaiosuvnhn poihsavtw e[ti kai; oJ a{gio" aJgiasqhvtw e[ti. 
 
                                                
     83 NPNF (Vol. I) Second Series, 212.  
     84 Quasten (Vol. 1), 287. 
     85 Hist. Eccl. 5.1.58. [italics added] 
     86 ibid., 5.3.4.  
     87 Eusebius appears to have confused the reign of Marcus Aurelius with that of Lucius Verus. So, the 
"seventeenth year" (HE 5.1.1), is in reality that belonging to the reign of the former, putting the year to AD 177. 
On this apparent confusion see the fine discussion by A. C. McGiffert, The Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers 
(Vol. 1), 390f. McGiffert argues in one place that "the explanation seems to [me to] lie in the circumstance that 
Eusebius attempted to reconcile the tradition that Marcus Aurelius was not a persecutor with the fact known to 
him as a historian, that the emperor who succeeded Antonius Pius was": ibid. 
     88 Hist. Eccl. 5.1.58. 
     89 For the attested variants, see Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), lii. 
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This epistle from the church communities of Lyons and Vienne, and its references to the 
Apoc, is a valuable paradigm in the context of a canonical criticism approach. First, in its 
quest for hermeneutical authority the book is "received" into the "believing community";90 
second, it is set apart and "commended" as sacred;91  third, it is marked with a "function";92 
and fourth, its gospel message is passed on "to be accessible to every succeeding generation 
of Christians."93 The witness of this "community of faith", as Brevard S. Childs prefers, ranks 
on the same levels of confirmation to the Apoc, as does the acceptance of the book by the 
community of believers in Rome responsible for the canonical list of books cited in the MF. 
We can also record here, if we are to assume that the community of believers in Asia Minor 
who received this letter similarly held to the Apoc's authority, an "act of canonization by the 
faith-community"94 of both hemispheres of the Church (the sender, West/ and the receiver, 
East). The instructive words of Saint Irenaeus of Lyons, reveal much to us about this 
reciprocal commendation (re. the authoritas Scripturae): 
 
For although the languages of the world are dissimilar, yet the import of the tradition is 
one and the same. For the Churches which have been planted in Germany do not believe 
or hand down anything different, nor do those in Spain, nor those in Gaul, nor those in 
the East, nor those in Egypt, nor those in Libya, nor those which have been established 
in the central regions of the world.95 
 
 
Theophilus of Antioch (AD c. 115-188), prov., Antioch in Syria 
Testimonies from the Apocalypse of John, Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.24.1 
Similarly to most of the early pastors of the Church, little is known of Theophilus of Antioch 
in Syria. Once more we must turn to the ecclesiastical historian, Eusebius. He informs us that 
Theophilus was the sixth bishop of Antioch "from the Apostles" [ajpo; tw'n ajpostovlwn].96 
We are informed by Jerome, as well, that he had written a number of works against the 
prevailing heresies of the time.97 However, only the three books Ad Autolycum are extant. In 
these works the bishop defends Christianity, possibly against a previous work published by 
                                                
     90 Sanders, Canon and Community, 34. 
     91 ibid. 
     92 ibid., 37. That is, it has already entered into the realm of an "authoritative tradition[s]": ibid. 
     93 ibid., 40. 
     94 Thomas A. Hoffman, "Inspiration, Normativeness, Canonicity, and the Unique Sacred Character of the 
Bible", CBQ 44, (1982), 464. 
     95 Adv. haer. 1.10.2. [italics added] 
     96 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.20. 





his friend Autolycus. Johannes Quasten notes that these books must have been composed 
shortly after the year AD 180 "because the third book contains a chronology of the history of 
the world which reaches down to the death of Marcus Aurelius (March 17, 180 AD)."98 His 
lost work "against Marcion", is especially commended by Eusebius.99 Marcus Dods says of 
Theophilus, "as an apologist [he is] intimately allied in spirit to Justin and Irenaeus."100 It is 
indeed tragic that no other works of Theophilus are extant, when we consider that he is 
apparently, the first Christian writer to use the word Trinity  [th'" triavdo"] for the union of 
the three divine persons in God, and also the first to distinguish between the 
lovgon ejndiavqeton and the lovgon [ejgevnnhsen] proforikovn.101 Given also that Theophilus 
occupies a position "after Ignatius, in the succession of faithful men who represented 
Barnabas and other prophets and teachers of Antioch",102 his stance on the Apoc is very 
significant at this stage. So does Theophilus refer to the Apoc in his works which have been 
preserved? And if he does, is it positively or negatively? 
 
It was a great surprise, indeed, that Stonehouse did not make much of Eusebius' reference to 
the use of the Book of Revelation by Theophilus in one of his writings.103 In his work entitled 
Against the Heresy of Hermogenes, we are informed by the church historian that the "bishop 
of the church of Antioch" made use "of testimonies from the Apocalypse of John" 
[ejn w/| ejk th'"  jApokaluvyew"  jIwavnnou kevvcrhtai marturiva"].104 But what was this 
heresy? A. C. McGiffert says, that if we look at references by Hippolytus, Tertullian's Ad 
Hermogenem, and reports on this figure, Hermogenes, by Clement of Alexandria (and if this 
person be the same as the figure of Theophilus' treatise), then he taught "that God did not 
create the world out of nothing, but only formed it out of matter, which like himself, was 
eternally existent."105 Another possible reference to the Apoc, though admittedly unclear but 
by no means improbable, is a statement in Book I of Ad Autolycum where Theophilus speaks 
of "the prophetic Scriptures" to which reverential attention must be paid. Here, perhaps, 
Marcus Dods who considers it in the context of Rev 19:10, is influenced by some of the 
                                                
     98 Quasten (Vol. I), op. cit., 237. 
     99 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.24.3. 
     100 ANF (Vol. II), 87. 
     101 Ad Autolycum, 2.10 [ejndiavqeton], 2.15 [triavdo"], 2.22 [proforikovn]. 
     102 ANF (Vol. II), loc. cit. 
     103 N. B. Stonehouse makes only passing mention of this major reference in a footnote: Stonehouse, op. cit., 
81, fn. 155. 
     104 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.24.1. 
     105 NPNF  (Vol. I), [second series], 202. 
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surrounding context.106 But it must remain speculative, though a case can certainly be made. 
That Theophilus had a high view of the "sacred Scriptures" [iJerai'" grafai'"]107 is 
unquestionable, for "[t]he divine word teaches us" [didavskei hJma'" oJ qei'o" lovgo"].108 And, 
he is, as Johannes Quasten states, "the first who clearly teaches the inspiration of the New 
Testament."109 There can be little doubt, then, that if he used the Apoc to fight heresy, he 
would almost certainly have regarded the book as part of those inspired "sacred Scriptures". 
Especially given the proximity of his thought to Justin and Irenaeus to whom, also, as an 
apologist, he is "intimately allied in spirit."110 It is noteworthy that a large group of scholars 
either choose to ignore Theophilus on the question of the Book of Revelation with little more 
than passing reference,111 or simply refuse to acknowledge the greater importance of his 
testimony of the Seer's text on the grounds of its one concrete reference. This only serves to 
continue with the misleading perception of our book's canonical adventure in Antioch Syria, 
and in the East more generally. As we found in the previous chapter where we investigated 
the post apostolic witness to the Apoc, we are not to look for heavy quotation of specific NT 
books from these early ecclesiastical writers.112 In Book III, I should also add, the writer 
speaks passionately on the authority of the OT in opposition to secular philosophy. 
 
Citation of the Book of Revelation might be absent from the extant work of the profound 
theologian Theophilus who, incidentally, considers the apostle John one of the "spirit 
bearers",113 but that in itself proves only that he found no occasion to cite the document on 
this particular occasion (whereas at another time, as we know, he did cite it). Eusebius' 
reference, then, to Theophilus' use of the Seer's work becomes all the more significant when 
we consider that the Church Historian, himself, had very mixed feelings when it came to the 
Apoc.114 In the three books, Prov" Aujtovlukon, there is no reference to chiliasm, but given the 
                                                
     106 Dods, op. cit., 93. 
     107 Ad Autolycum, 1.14, 2.22, 3.12,14. 
     108 ibid., 3.14. 
     109 Quasten (Vol. I), op. cit., 239. 
     110 Dods, loc.cit. 
 
     111 Charles, however, does set the reference apart as testimony from Western Syria: R. H. Charles, A 
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on The Revelation of St. John (Vol. I), (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1920), 
xcix. 
 
     112 One of the connections between Theophilus and the earlier ecclesiastical authors is that, he too, would 
appear to have a preference for the citing of material from memory, "parevqeten ajpo; mnh'mh"": see 
Pan. K. Crhvstou in QKHE (Tom. 6), 396. 
 
     113 Consider once more Ad Autolycum 1.14 where the author commends his reader to "give reverential 
attention to the prophetic Scriptures"; ibid., 2.22. 
 





provenance of this work it is not unexpected. Could this be one of the reasons why Eusebius 
has, inadvertently perhaps, saved this crucial testimony?   
 
I have sought to indicate that Theophilus more likely than not, did make use of the Book of 
Revelation and that for him it would have possessed authoritas Scripturae. On account not 
only of our author's Antiochean origin, but also because of his episcopal succession from a 
line of esteemed figures (including Ignatius)115 from within the body of the believing 
community where the canonical guideline was passed on. These points are never incidental, 
for ultimately, as Staniloae writes, "[t]radition gives a permanent reality to the dialogue of the 
Church with Christ."116 
 
Montanus (fl. AD 2nd century), prov., Asia Minor 
The New Prophecy 
Montanus was active towards the later part of the second century AD. Our sources are 
limited, but it would appear that prior to his conversion to Christianity he was already familiar 
with the ecstatic state, having served as a priest in the cult of Cybele.117 He is first located in 
the Phrygian region of Asia Minor, where as a recent convert he displays, according to 
Eusebius, "his unquenchable desire for leadership."118 Eusebius continues to describe in 
graphic detail the ecstatic state into which Montanus caused himself to enter, but note also the 
church historian's recourse to tradition in order to refute this "contrary" behaviour: 
 
And he [Montanus] became beside himself, and being suddenly in a sort of frenzy and 
ecstasy, he raved, and began to babble and utter strange things, prophesying in a manner 
contrary to the constant custom of the Church handed down by tradition from the 
beginning.119    
 
 
Declaring himself the voice of the Holy Spirit, he announced that the gospel promise of 
Pentecost was now being fulfilled and that the millenarian kingdom, to be inaugurated by the 
                                                
     115 ibid., 4.20.  
 
     116 Dumitru Staniloae, The Experience of God, (Brookline: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1994), trans. Ioan 
Ionita & Robert Barringer, 45. 
 
     117 Two studies that have been widely heralded by scholars of Montanism and which are thorough in their 
presentation of the movement and of the early sources are: R. E. Heine, The Montanist Oracles and Testimonia, 
(Patristic Monograph Series 14, 1989), and W. Tabbernee, Montanist Inscriptions and Testimonia: Epigraphic 
Sources, (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1996). 
     118 Hist. Eccl. 5.16.7. It is in this chapter that Eusebius speaks of "the so-called Phrygian heresy" 
[th;n legomevnhn kata; Fruvga" ai}resin]. 
     119 ibid. 
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appearance of the New Jerusalem (at Pepouza where all Christians would gather), was 
imminent.120 Closely associated to this activity was his conviction that the end of the world 
was near. Furthermore, he claimed that the Holy Spirit was giving new revelations to the 
Church; this was consequently referred to as the New Prophecy.121 Montanus, together with 
two women, Priscilla and Maximilla, where the chief prophets of the new community.122 A 
basic part of their teaching was a rigoristic asceticism and morality which were supposed to 
detach them from material desires.123 Among the Montanist leaders in the West, whom 
Eusebius refers to as "the leader of the Phrygian heresy", was Proclus, against whom the 
obscure Roman presbyter Caius published his "disputation".124 The seizures and the speaking 
of the "strange things" described by Eusebius were understood by the members of Montanus' 
flock as oracles of the Holy Spirit and from the prophetic charism.125 Though he refuted the 
evolving hierarchical structures of the Church, he nonetheless regarded tradition and accepted 
the Scriptures as the foundation of the Christian faith. On this matter Eric Osborn has noted: 
 
[a]ccording to a source in Epiphanius, the Montanists accepted what became the 
testaments of the Christian bible, a trinitarian faith and the new prophecies of Montanus, 




With the threat of Montanism spreading further into susceptible church communities, the 
orthodox opponents of this movement openly acknowledged that charismatic gifts were 
always to be present in the living Body of Christ, but only the prophecies which were to be 
                                                
     120 The failure of the Montanist prophecy to materialize was the fundamental reason for the attack and 
continued censure of the movement from Eusebius and his sources: Hist. Eccl. 5.16-19. The section of work 
which Eusebius concludes with the strong resignation of "so much for these persons [Montanists]": 5.19.4. 
     121 For the New Prophecy and for Tertullian's connection to the movement, see David Rankin, Tertullian and 
the Church, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 41-64. Also see Eric Osborn, Tertullian: First 
Theologian of the West, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 209-13. For the standard sources of 
the movement in the writings of Epiphanius, see Osborn, ibid. 
     122 Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. 5.14. These two are the women that "he [Montanus] stirred up... and filled them with 
the false spirit, so that they talked wildly and unreasonably...": Hist. Eccl. 5.16.9. But note Tertullian's matter of 
course statement that the Bishop of Rome [Victor?] had "acknowledged the prophetic gifts of Montanus, Prisca, 
and Maximilla": Adv. Prax. 1. 
     123 Marriage and holiness, for instance, are not compatible, and, as Eric Osborn writes commenting on Adv. 
Marc. 4.22.5, "[t]he New Prophecy offers the gift of ecstasy which is above reason and mind": Osborn, op. cit., 
213.  
     124 Euseb., Hist Eccl. 2.25.5-7. 
     125 "wJ" aJgivw/ pneuvmati kai; profhtikw'/ carivsmati": ibid., 5.16.8. 





found in the commended Canon of the OT were to be read in the Church.127 The only other 
writings outside the OT which were permitted to be read and which claimed prophetic 
authority were to be those texts which gave evidence of their apostolic origin and were 
accepted as normative for Christian teaching.128 But similarly to the case of Marcion, 
Montanus was not singularly responsible for this vigilance of the Church; it heightened her 
watchfulness and providence, but this process was already under way, given all of the 
available indications/ ejndeivxei".129 The Church was prompted to define more clearly the 
rules and standards by which her divine books where to be selected and used for instruction 
and worship by the faithful. In the context of this canonical discourse, R. W. Wall and E. E. 
Lemcio are surely right to make the passionate appeal that "it is time to recognize that the 
hermeneutical enterprise belongs to a community of interpreters, with different interests and 
methods necessary to recover the whole meaning of multivalent texts."130  
 
However, where Montanus is more important for us than Marcion in the context of this thesis, 
is that a great part of the resulting controversy that the Apoc was subject to "can be traced", as 
Stonehouse correctly finds, "to a reaction over against the extremes of Montanism."131 What 
some modern investigators of the Montanist phenomenon will sometimes fail to note 
adequately when they review the tracts of the heresiologists who wrote against the movement, 
is that it was not the prophecy itself that was condemned, but the form of its eccentric 
manifestation. The indictment against the founders of the movement was never one against 
the prophetic office itself, as Eusebius had earlier pointed out to us, but against demonic 
possession and false prophecy, which, as Christopher Forbes has contended, smacked in part 
of "'Dionysiac'... ecstatic or frenzied nature."132  
                                                
     127 This unshakeable position has its roots in the documents of the NT itself. See Richard N. Longenecker's 
indispensable study, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, (Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 1995). 
     128 Representative here is Irenaeus' famous paragraph on the "two testaments among the two peoples": Iren., 
Adv. haer. 4.32. See also Christopher A. Hall, Reading Scripture with the Church Fathers, (Illinois: IVP, 1998), 
132-176. 
     129 Karabidovpoulo", op. cit., 100-103. The Greek NT scholar (after considering the phraseology of the 
Pauline references) points to the likely knowledge of a Corpus Paulinum by early church writers such as 
Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp of Smyrna, and Justin Martyr; this position fits in perfectly with the thesis put 
forward by Wall and Lemcio (following J. D. Godsey) after an examination of the "canonical Sitz im Leben" of 
Paul's epistles that the "New Testament Canon would seem to give prominence to the corpus of Pauline letters": 
Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. Lemcio, The New Testament as Canon: A Reader in Canonical Criticism, 
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992), 145. 
     130 Wall and Lemcio, op. cit., 143. 
     131 Stonehouse, op. cit., 49. 
     132 Christopher Forbes' review of the "oracular obscurity" of Montanist prophecy, wherein he argues that 
"there is no unambiguous evidence whatsoever that it took glossolalic form", concludes with the persuasive 
position that it "resembled Delphic enthusiasm in that the inspired speech that resulted from it was intelligible, 
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Chiliasm alone would certainly not have seen the Montanists condemned so unreservedly by 
their orthodox opponents, but it did play a part in the calculations of the Alogi. This group, 
which flourished in Asia Minor in the late second century, went to the extreme of denying the 
authority of the Seer's work, ascribing it to a certain Cerinthus, and argued that the Apoc itself 
contained false prophecy!133 This would hardly have been the case if the Book of Revelation 
was not an authoritative text for Montanism134 (especially in the context of their 
eschatological calculations), and, besides, Tertullian's unequivocal embrace of the book 
would prove the point by itself.135 The other reason for their securing of the heretical status 
seems the more urgent, as Nicola Denzey describes:  
 
We also know a fundamental component of the marginalization and rejection of the 
New Prophecy derived from their conviction that prophecy was ongoing, along with the 
revelation of new texts from new sources, which they then incorporated into their 
canon.136 
 
One final point that I would like to call attention to before continuing, is that though both 
Tatian and the Montanists were typically rigorists, the former rejected the Apoc probably 
because of the book's chiliastic overtones, whilst the latter appeared to have accepted it 
precisely because of them. This again points to the various readings that the apocalyptic 
Gattung was open to outside any shared "conventions of literary communication."137 
 
Melito of Sardis (fl. 2nd century), prov., Asia Minor 
On the Devil and the Apocalypse of John, Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.26 
Melito, a prolific [polugrafovtato"] and highly esteemed [ajxiovlogo"]138 writer in the middle 
of the second century, was bishop of Sardis in Lydia.139 From the literary evidence that we 
                                                                                                                                              
and 'Dionysiac' enthusiasm in its ecstatic or frenzied nature; it seems to fall half way between the two": Forbes, 
op. cit., 162. 
     133 Epiphanius of Salamis (AD c. 315-403) writes of these "rejectors of the writings of John" who do not 
accept John's Gospel "nor his Apocalypse" [th;n aujtou'  jApokavluyin]: Epiphanius Scr. Eccl., Panarion, TLG 
(2021 002) 2.250.16. 
     134 N. Denzey has recently considered "the possibility that the New Prophecy may have found certain so-
called 'gnostic' writings from the Nag Hammadi Library compatible enough with their theology to have both 
known and included them within their canon": Nicola Denzey, "What did the Montanists Read", HTR 94/4, (Oct 
2001), 428. 
     135 Tertullian who made plentiful use of the Apoc was a convert, or at least most sympathetic to the 
Montanist cause. For Tertullian's relationship to the "New Prophecy Movement", see David Rankin, Tertullian 
and the Church, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 41-51. 
     136 Denzey, art. cit., 447. 
     137 Tremper Longman III, Literary Approaches to Biblical Interpretation, (England: Apollos, 1987), 66. 






possess, he was probably the first author to embark on an extensive treatise dealing with the 
Apoc.140 The work, unfortunately long lost, is often given the title On the Devil and the 
Apocalypse of John. Jerome considered this to be two works,141 but the MSS. read it 
differently.142 Though N. B. Stonehouse is correct in saying that we do not know whether the 
book was an exegetical writing or a polemical writing, he is equally incorrect in the 
assumption that the title of the work "gives us no clue as to its subject matter."143 The title 
here reveals much more than it could be concealing, and though it would not be critical to 
labour the point that it was a commentary, it may very well have been. More importantly, 
Melito was from Asia Minor, the place where the book was intended to be first circulated. We 
know that by his time the Apoc was recognized and transmitted, and it is inconceivable that 
an ecclesiastical figure of his high rank and place of activity would be ignorant of the work. It 
is no small matter that his bishopric Sardis, "one of the more illustrious cities of ancient 
Anatolia",144 was one of the seven churches mentioned by John (Rev 3:1). 
 
Melito, who would appear to be strongly interested in the area of prophecy and wrote at least 
one work on the subject, On Christian Life and the Prophets,145 would no doubt have taken a 
keen interest on the Montanist movement in Asia Minor. He was certainly "anti-Gnostic."146 
From his one surviving work, Peri; Pavsca, we can importantly note as Charles 
Kannengiesser writes, "the christological focus of the canonical gospel narratives."147 Though 
our evidence is admittedly of a fragmentary nature, it is not, however, unreasonable to 
conclude, that the Apocalypse of John was included in Melito's list of authoritative NT books.  
                                                                                                                                              
     139 See Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.26. Therein Eusebius speaks of Melito's "great distinction" and sets down a list 
of the bishop's works, including "the books On the Devil and the Apocalypse of John". 
     140 For a list of the early church writers who cite him, see QKHE (Tom. 8), art., 
"Melivtwn", Pan. K. Crhvstou, 978; Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.26. 
     141 Vir. ill. 24 
     142 The Greek MSS. read: kai; ta; peri; tou' diabovlou, kai; th'" ajpokaluvyew"  jIwavnnou, suggesting, as A. 
C. McGiffert says, "making but one work, with two or more books". McGiffert in the same place points to 
Harnack, who notes that the Syriac "apparently agrees with the Greek": The Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers 
(Vol. I), 204, n.19. However, Johannes Quasten (perhaps following Rufinus and Jerome), lists the books 
separately: Patrology (Vol. I), 246. 
     143 Stonehouse, op. cit., 72. 
     144 David E. Aune, Revelation 1-5 (52A), (Texas: Word Books Publisher, 1997), 218. 
 
     145 Johannes Quasten has, not unreasonably, supposed that this treatise "is probably of anti-Montanistic 
character": Quasten (Vol.I), op. cit, 246. 
     146 Charles Kannengiesser "in Donald K. McKim (ed.)," Historical Handbook of Major Biblical 
Interpreters, (Illinois: IVP, 1998), 4; "Melivtwn" in QKHE, op. cit., 978-984. 
 
     147 Kannengiesser, ibid. 
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The Alogi in Asia Minor (fl. late 2nd century) 
The Apocalypse Contains False Prophecy 
Irenaeus advises us that there are those who "set aside at once both the Gospel and the 
prophetic Spirit."148 These are the false prophets "vain, unlearned, and also audacious" who 
corrupted and misinterpreted the promises of Christ in the Gospel, some of which are ready to 
give up the Gospel lest their enemy use it to support their claims.149 This is quite probably that 
controversial group in Asia Minor of which our knowledge is only limited, the so-called 
Alogi [ [Alogoi klhqhvsontai],150 who flourished late in the second century. Epiphanius of 
Salamis (AD c. 315-403) characteristically reports, that they rejected the Johannine writings 
[ajpobavllousan  jIwavnnou ta;" bivblou"]151 in response to the ever-increasing threat of 
Montanism. Could the supposed attack on the Apoc from Caius of Rome,152 "who arose under 
Zephyrinus",153 have been dependent on an earlier treatise of the Alogi in Asia Minor? It has 
been suggested by Stonehouse,154 and it is a suggestion which merits some consideration, that 
this view is supported by the compilation of the fragments of Caius' dialogue with the 
writings of those who ascribed the Apoc to Cerinthus, "a man who was educated in the 
wisdom of the Egyptians."155 We first encounter Cerinthus in the writings of Irenaeus, who 
lists his doctrines together with those of the Ebionites, and Nicolaitanes (Adv. haer. 1.26). Not 
surprisingly perhaps, Irenaeus tells us nothing of Cerinthus' coarse chiliasm (Euseb. Hist. 
Eccl. 3.28.2-3). 
 
                                                
     148 Adv. haer. 3.11.9. 
     149 ibid. 
     150 The Alogi (sometimes Alogoi) were so named because they were said to have denied the doctrine of 
the  Lovgo" (Word) as taught in the Gospel of John [to;n Lovgon ouj devcontaito;n para;  jIwavnnou 
kekhrugmevnon]: Epiphanius Scr. Eccl., Panarion, TLG (2021 002) 2.250.16. 
     151 ibid. 
     152 Caius is another early figure of whom we know very little about. Eusebius tells us that he rose under 
Zephyrinus, which would be sometime between AD 198-217. The church historian also informs us that Caius 
had published a "dialogue" [diavlogo"] against a certain Proclus, a defender of the Phrygian heresy, and that 
Caius was "a very learned man" [logiwtavtou ajndrov"]: Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 6.20. 
     153 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 2.25.6; Zephyrinus, bishop of Rome, AD c. 198-217. 
     154 Stonehouse, 64. 
     155 We can suppose that this figure lived towards the close of the first century: NPNF (Vol. I), second series, 
160. Some had incredibly suggested that it was Cerinthus himself who had authored the Book of Revelation 
(and the Gospel of John), and though Dionysius of Alexandria does not seem to mind the propagation of a 
connection between Cerinthus and the Apoc, he is not willing to press the matter: Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 7.25.2-4. 






I mentioned that the suggestion of Stonehouse merited consideration, but only in the context 
of an attack against the Montanists (which is of course supported by Caius' documented 
dispute with Proclus),156 and not necessarily for all of the Johannine corpus. The basis for 
such a position primarily rests on a reading of Euseb., Hist Eccl. 3.28.1-2. In this passage 
Caius condemns Cerinthus' doctrine of the "period of a thousand years for marriage festivals" 
[ajriqmo;n ciliontaetiva" ejn gavmw/ eJorth'"], refers to him as "an enemy of the Scriptures of 
God" [ejcqro;" uJpavrcwn tai'" grafai'" tou' qeou'], and accuses him of pretence and false 
claims [yeudovmeno"]. These claims are of being the "great apostle" [ajpostovlou megavlou], 
who is John. But, I think too much has been made of the Caius persona given his limited 
influence, and when not too many other Church writers are apparently interested in him. "The 
history of Caius", as A. C. McGiffert said, "is veiled in obscurity."157 His position on the 
Apoc, for instance, does not warrant the highlight put on him by R. W. Wall and E. E. 
Lemcio.158 
 
We cannot say with certainty that the Alogi are unequivocally, or even only, an antimontanist 
group (or that they can be quickly identified with "Irenaeus' anonymous antimontanists").159 
One tell-tale sign that they are, however, is their attack on the Book of Revelation as 
containing false prophecy and their argument that the Montanist church at Thyatira is not 
worthy to be called a Christian church.160 But this latter charge, is not of the critical type, for 
instance, that Dionysius of Alexandria would forward, and so would indicate an open hostility 
towards the Montanists.161 That they were committed to their goal of the de-commendation of 
the Johannine literature162 and particularly the Apocalypse [th;n de;  jApokavluyin 
ajpebvavllonto], Epiphanius of Salamis makes plainly clear: 
 
Favskousin toivnun oiJ  [Alogoi tauvthn ga;r aujtoi'" ejpitivqhmi th;n ejpwnumiv+an + ajpo;
ga;r th'" deu'ro ou{tw" klhqhvsontai kai; ou{tw", ajgaphtoiv, ejpiqw'men aujtoi'" o[noma,
toutevstin  jAlovgwn.  ei\con  me;n ga;r  th;n  ai{resin  kaloumevnhn,  ajpobavllousan
                                                
     156 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 6.20.3. 
     157 NPNF (Vol. I) Second Series, 129. 
     158 Wall and Lemcio, op. cit., 276. 
     159 The history and identification of the Alogi is far more complex than I have suggested here. N. B. 
Stonehouse, however, has wonderfully unravelled much of the confusion that we meet with in Irenaeus' 
Hippolytus' and Epiphanius' references to this enigmatic group, that I dare not complicate the matter: 
Stonehouse, op. cit., 61-64. 
     160 ibid. 
     161 ibid. 
     162 Whether this "...ajpobavllousan..." included all of the Johannine corpus, however, we cannot be definite. 
Epiphanius, himself, is somewhat unclear on this matter which has confused a number of modern writers. 
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 jIwavnnou  ta;"  bivblou".  ejpei;  ou\n  to;n  Lovgon ouj devcontai to;n para;  jIwavnnou
kekhrugmevnon,  [Alogoi klhqhvsontai.  ajllovtrioi  toivnun pantavpasin uJpavrconte"
tou'  khruvgmato" th'" ajlhqeiva" ajrnou'ntai to;  kaqaro;n tou' khruvgmato" kai; ou[te
to; tou'  jIwavnnou eujaggevlion devcontai ou[te th;n aujtou'  jApokavluyin.163 
 
 
It is quite probable given the available evidence, as Stonehouse had also concluded, that this 
group had forerunners who had opposed the Montanists decades earlier in Asia Minor, and 
that "here one would expect to find the most radical criticism."164 The negative position of the 
Alogi on the Apoc, and of the Johannine literature in general, certainly stands out as an 
intriguing deviation to the course that we have thus far charted of our book's adventure. The 
reasons for their departure, which are far from the critical observations of a Dionysius of 
Alexandria (let us say), and which led to their incredible stance of rejecting even the Gospel 
of John to refute the authority of the Apoc, reveal how strongly the Book of Revelation had 
already been established in the canon consciousness of the believing community as a 
commended text (that such an extreme position to dislodge it would have to be resorted to). 
 
Irenaeus of Lyons (AD c. 130-200), prov., Asia Minor-Gaul 
John also says the very same in the Apocalypse, Adv. haer. 5.34.2 
Irenaeus, a native of Smyrna and later bishop of Lyons in Gaul, is widely considered the 
major link in the theological tradition between East and West. It is not without importance 
that he had also studied in Rome, so he would have direct knowledge of the Apoc's position in 
the tradition of this influential church community of the faithful.165 As a youth he had heard 
the famous Bishop of Smyrna, Polycarp, "[who] always taught the things which he had 
learned from the apostles, and which the Church has handed down."166 And Polycarp, it must 
be remembered, is said to have had a close connection to the Apostle John himself.167 His 
great work  [Elegco" kai; ajnatroph; th'" yeudonovmou gnwvsew", better known as Adversus 
Haereses,168 is for a good part an uncompromising repudiation of the heresy of Gnosticism. In 
                                                
     163 Epiphanius Scr. Eccl., Panarion, TLG (2021 002) Haer 2.250.16. 
     164 Stonehouse, loc. cit. 
     165 Unexpectedly, for all his importance "as the most profound and influential theologian of the second 
century", as Behr notes, "we know relatively little about Irenaeus." For a synoptic biographical sketch, see John 
Behr, On the Apostolic Preaching, (New York: SVS Press, 1997), 1-5. 
     166 Adv. haer. 3.3.4; Irenaeus' contact with Polycarp is also recounted by Eusebius: Hist. Eccl. 5.20; 
elsewhere Irenaeus tells us, that Polycarp retold everything in "accordance with the Scriptures", 
[suvmfwna tai'" Grafai'"]: Quoted from Gerhardsson, op. cit., 204. 
     167 Hist. Eccl. 5.20.6. 
     168 Lit. from the Gk. Detection and Overthrow of the Pretended but False Gnosis. From the lost Greek 





opposition to the gnostics he stressed tradition, the episcopate, the Canon of Scripture, and 
held firm to the theological formulae and dogmas that existed at the time.169 He did, however, 
develop the doctrine of recapitulation: the completion of human evolution in the humanity of 
the ejnsavrkwsi" of the Lovgo".170 The correct reading of Scripture was critical for all of the 
above components, "it must be guided", as George Florovsky notes of our author, "by the rule 
of faith": 
 
The favorite phrase of Irenaeus in this regard was the "rule of truth", 
kanw;n th'" ajlhqeiva"; ' j v , regula veritatis. Now this rule was, in fact, nothing else than the 
witness and preaching of the apostles, their khvrugmav  and praedicatio (or praeconium), 
which was deposited in the church and entrusted to her by the apostles, and then 
faithfully kept and handed down, with complete unanimity in all places, by the 
succession of accredited pastors...171 
 
 
The immense contribution of Irenaeus to our subject cannot be overestimated. We are not 
limited to the conjecturing of his position from fragmentary sources, nor are his references to 
the Apoc incidental. Apart from those two major elements we are also dealing with a writer 
who was uniquely informed,172 who had heard Polycarp, who had himself been instructed by 
the apostles,173 and whose orthodoxy was not questioned.174 Irenaeus also appeals to the 
elders of Asia Minor (like many of the Christians in Gaul, he had spent several years of his 
life in that region).175 Of course, this has been said many times before, but its awesome 
                                                                                                                                              
Epiphanius in particular). The text is extant in Latin and possibly made sometime between AD 200 and 370. For 
the most recent critical editions of Irenaeus' surviving works and fragments, see Behr, op. cit., 119-121. 
     169 For a highly informed treatment of the fundamental foundations of the theology of Irenaeus, see John 
Behr, Asceticism and Anthropology in Irenaeus and Clement, (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2000), 25-127. 
     170 "This doctrine of recapitulation or ajnakefalaivwsi"", as Torrance says, "was one of Irenaeus' major 
contributions to early Church theology... [it is] the heart of his account of the dispensation of the Incarnation and 
the economy of redemption": Thomas F. Torrance, Divine Meaning: Studies in Patristic Hermeneutics, 
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1995), 68. 
     171 George Florovsky in Eastern Orthodox Theology: A Contemporary Reader, Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.), 
(Michigan: Baker Books, 1995), 102. 
     172 R. M. Grant in his prized study speaks of Irenaeus' immense importance," [h]e [Irenaeus] built up a body 
of Christian theology that resembled a French Gothic cathedral, strongly supported by columns of biblical faith 
and tradition... we cannot say that he represents the whole of second-century Christianity, but he does represent 
the majority views outside Alexandria...": Robert M. Grant, Irenaeus of Lyons, (Routledge: London, 1997), 1.  
     173 Irenaeus himself speaks of Polycarp's unique instruction and further says, "...whom [Polycarp] I also saw 
in my early youth, for he tarried on earth a very long time...": Adv. haer. 3.3.4; see also Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 
5.20.5. 
     174 Consider for instance the matter of fact testimony of Saint Gregory the Great, who has for a long time 
been searching for the "acts or writings of the blessed Irenaeus": Epist. LVI.  
     175 For a precise introduction on the life and thought of Irenaeus, where the author is careful to bring out the 
connections between the epoch and the theology, see Grant, op. cit., 1-10. 
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significance merits repeating, for as Robert M. Grant has said of Irenaeus, "[i]n his own 
person he united the major traditions of Christendom from Asia Minor, Syria, Rome, and 
Gaul."176 The canonical approach with its emphasis on the use of the Bible as Scripture,177 is 
especially relevant as we consider the position of the Apoc in the exposition of this 
ecclesiastical figure for whom the sacred text was paramount. I am aware, that for Irenaeus 
the authority of some books, Hebrews for instance, and James, are not considered equal in 
authority to other scriptures. But the probe here, is not for a closed NT Canon (that phase will 
come with Athanasius), but whether the Book of Revelation is, itself, considered a sacred 
document. It is also argued that the other apocalypse, the Shepherd of Hermas, is cited as 
"Scripture" (AH 4.20.2). That is correct, on one occasion and not specifically, but among a 
group of readings which includes the prophet Malachi, the apostle Paul, and the Apoc (Rev 
3:7).  
 
In his famous work Against Heresies he quotes from at least sixteen of the twenty-two 
chapters of the Apoc (this is not noted in the TLG as it does not draw on the Latin copies). 
From the NT generally, we find over one-thousand citations.178 He appealed to Revelation for 
support with the same authority as he did to the normative documents of the OT. Typically, in 
one section where he is presenting an argument in defence of his eschatology, and where 
Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, and Daniel are cited with the formula of declaration [i.e. "Isaiah 
declares"], we find Irenaeus citing the Seer together and between the prophets. In this 
instance, he refers to Rev 20:6, "[a]gain John also says the very same in the Apocalypse: 
'Blessed and holy is he who has part in the first resurrection.'"179 Evidence that the Apoc 
possessed authentia for Irenaeus: it is Scripture in its own right. In a passage plenteously 
discussed by commentators (AH 5.30.1), he elucidates on the interpretation of the number 
"666" [xc²§] from Rev 13:18.180 There a variant reading, that of "616", is denounced as 
spurious. And as I have elsewhere made a case, starting with the earliest witness P47, the 
Majority Text, and the history of interpretation, he was correct.181 He declares, pointing to 
Rev 22:19 with its canonical intimation [kai; ejavn ti" ajfevlh/ ajpo; tw'n lovgwn tou' biblivou], 
that those who have deliberately changed the text "for the sake of vain glory" to suit their own 
                                                
     176 Grant, op. cit., 1. 
 177 Charles J. Scalise, op. cit., 60. 
 
     178 According to the lists forwarded by Hoh, in AH Irenaeus will quote 29 times from the Apoc: J. Hoh, Die 
Lehre des Irenäus über das Neue Testament, (Münster, 1919), see especially 189-197; reviewing the evidence 
for Irenaeus' canon, Metzger includes the Shepherd, but "somewhat doubtfully": The Canon, op. cit., 155. 
     179 Adv. haer. 5.34.2. 
     180 For a comprehensive literature review and critical analysis of the notorious alphanumeric, see M. G. 
Michael, Thesis, 244-277; see especially Richard Bauckham, The Climax of Prophecy: Studies on the Book 
of Revelation, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1993), 384-452. 
 





interpretation "shall not come forth without loss." One reason being that "there shall be no 
light punishment inflicted upon him who either adds or subtracts anything from the 
Scripture."182 Yet again, he talks of "six hundred sixty and six" as "the sure number declared 
by the Scripture."183  Irenaeus  establishes  the authoritas Scripturae, for  without  the  Spirit 
the apostles  would  not  know  "such thing[s]"184 by signifying to the believing community 
that  the  Apoc  is  the  revelation  of  the  Spiritus Sancti, explaining that the name of the 
Antichrist, "is suppressed, because it is not worthy of being proclaimed by the Holy Spirit."185 
Yet our author lists EUANQAS as a possibility containing "the required number".186 
LATEINOS, however, [the Latin Kingdom], is a "very probable"187 solution to the 
conundrum. Nevertheless, TEITAN, too, is not outside the bounds of possibility.188 And 
commenting on Rev 13 he interprets the bloodcurdling number as a "summing up"189 of the 
apostasy, which has strong typological associations in itself. What cannot be lost on us, in all 
this discussion on "666", is that before Irenaeus begins his reflections on the subject, he 
makes the manifestly critical observation that copies of the Apoc were not lacking. So even 
by this time the book was widely circulated and copied, to such an extent that "fault[s] of the 
copyists" were creeping into the MSS.190 Furthermore, he even speaks of "the  most   
approved  and  ancient  copies" [ejn pa'si toi'" spoudaivoi" kai; ajrcaivoi" ajntigravfoi"].191 It 
is certainly worth noting here, and a point which Euaggeliva Amoirivdou has underlined in 
her own study of the "number", is that Irenaeus is far more concerned with what the number 
symbolizes, "…qewreiv ton ariqmov dhlwtikov iscurovtero tou onovmato"…", rather than 
with what it discloses.192 Why? Because the "antichrist" should be recognizable in any 
case.193 This approach would in no wise be outside the interest of students of C. G. Jung and 
his "concept of the archetype"194, or indeed in the context of the collective unconscious. 
                                                
     182 Adv. haer. 5.30.1. [italics added]; cf. Rev 22:18-19. 
     183 ibid., 5.30.2.  
  184 ibid., 3. 17. 1. 
 
  185 ibid., 5.30.4; also 5.28.1-4 for further discourse by the writer on the apostasy, antichrist, and the "image" 
and  "mark" of "the beast". Therein Irenaeus confirms that "John has thus described in the Apocalypse." 
  186 ibid., 5.30. 3. 
 
  187 ibid. 
 
  188 ibid. 
 
  189 ibid., 5. 28. 2. 
 
     190 ibid., 5.30.1.  
     191 ibid.; see M. G. Michael, art. cit., "666 or 616" where the question of the MSS is explored in-depth. 
  192  Euaggeliva   Amoirivdou,   Istoriva   th"   Ermhneiva"   tou   "Ariqmouv   Tou   Qhrivou    xc²§", 
Didaktorikhv Diatribhv Qeologikhv" Scolhv" APQ, (Qessalonivkh: 1998), 62. 
 
  193 ibid. 
 
  194 Christopher Bryant, Jung and the Christian Way, (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1983), 89; there 
are, however, other contacts with Irenaeus, also, to do with the "psychological concept of the self": ibid., 90f.; 
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Here, too, Irenaeus was influential in later Orthodox (and certainly evangelical)195 
interpretation. The "number of the beast" invariably, and in some instances quite creatively, 
being connected to each successive archenemy (sometimes perceived and occasionally real) 
of Church and State.196 This became especially evident, for example, during the long years of 
the Turkish occupation of Greece in which the Greek Church continued on in "stable 
perseverance".197 Principal interpreters of this period are Mavximo" o Peloponnhvsio", 
Zacariva" Gerganov", Gewvrgio" Korevssio", Iwavnnh" o Epivskopo" Muvrwn, Qeodwvrhto" o 
ex Iwannivnwn, and Kuvrillo" Patreuv" o Lauriovth".198 
 
The Seer's prophecy is normally cited by Irenaeus with the formula "John declare[s] in the 
Apocalypse..." [ jIwavnnh" ejn th'/  jApokaluvyei levgei].199 Elsewhere he might speak simply 
of "the Apocalypse"200 or of "the Apocalypse of John" for instance in a place where he talks 
of the Nicolaitans.201 In another example, when he discourses on the triumphant Kingdom, he 
deliberately points to the apostolicity of the Apoc's writer by choosing to use the words, "John 
also, the Lord's disciple, when beholding the sacerdotal and glorious advent of His Kingdom, 
says in the Apocalypse."202 In the same way, "Paul declared…" (AH 3.2.1), "Esaias says…" 
(3.6.2), and "Jeremiah also says…" (3.6.3). It was said above that in some cases Irenaeus will 
preface his citation of the Apoc with reference to the apostolicity of its author, signifying at 
least two validations. First, for him there is only one Apocalypse received by the believing 
community; second, its author John was a disciple of the Lord. There is an assumption, here, 
that his readers would recognize the authority of the book and John's high prophetic office. 
Furthermore, the visionary of Patmos is explicitly identified with the disciple "whom Jesus 
                                                                                                                                              
for a lucid summary on the thoughts of Jung to do with the "antichrist" as an "inexorable psychological law", see 
Bernard McGinn, Antichrist: Two Thousand Years of the Human Fascination with Evil, (San Francisco: 
HarperCollins Publishers, 1996), 274f; for Jung's speculations on the "natural numbers", see C. G. Jung, op. cit., 340ff. 
 
  195 See the countless examples across the confessional board of the Church in Bernard McGinn, ibid. 
 
  196 On the intricate relations between Church and State in the setting of the Byzantine Empire and beyond, 
see Steven Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 55-
111. 
 
  197 Sir Paul Rycaut cited in Timothy Ware, The Orthodox Church, (London: Penguin Books, 1993), 87. 
Also see Ware for a review of the Church under Islam, ibid., 87-101. 
 
  198 See Euaggeliva Amoirivdou, op. cit., 152-226. 
 
     199 Adv. haer. 4.14.2; also 3.21.3. 
     200 ibid., 5.28.2. 
     201 ibid., 1.26.3; for this mysterious group mentioned in Rev 2:6, 15, see Duane F. Watson, "Nicolaitans" in 
TABD (Vol. 4), 1106f; cf. Hipp., Haer. 7.24, Clem., Strom. 2.20, Tert., Adv. Marc. 1.29, Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 
3.29. 





loved" (Jn 21:20), in that place where it is related to us that John could not endure the sight of 
the visions and that he was revived by the Word, "reminding him that it was He upon whose 
bosom he had leaned at the supper."203 The author of Revelation was also one of the 
"prophets" that "beheld" the Lord.204 Montanism does not curb his zeal for the Apoc nor for 
the "prophetic Spirit" or the "prophetical gifts".205 Nor indeed, as M. Parmentier reminds us 
(pointing to AH 5.6.1), was glossolalia only the "privilege of the Gnostics."206 
 
The bishop of Lyons, similarly to the Seer of Patmos, is intensely concerned with the notion 
of the Church as ecclesia universalis, for Irenaeus, as Quasten says, "speaks so clearly of the 
Church's motherhood."207 That the apostolicity of the Apoc, and of the NT collection as a 
whole was of great importance to Irenaeus, is also clearly seen in his anxiety to establish this 
criterion in the Rezeption tradition of the gospels.208 Our theologian, for whose use of the 
commended texts we can epigrammatically say: Scriptura sacra locuta, res decisa est, is 
manifestly aware that he possesses in these NT documents a second authoritative 
collection.209 These he judged as a group alongside the OT and which, as R. A. Norris writes, 
are "the source of his understanding of the church's rule or norm of faith."210 As if wanting to 
dispel all doubt as to the authority of the texts that were now in the possession of the Christian 
Church, he makes sure to connect the books of both dispensations to the one source, "the one 
and the same Spirit of God" who is proclaimed in the prophets and by the apostles.211 The 
bishop of Lyons writes that the "tradition from the apostles does thus exist in the Church" and 
that in their writings the community of the faithful can turn to for "Scriptural proof... in which 
                                                
     203 ibid.  
     204 ibid., 4.20.12. In this place, Irenaeus is pointing back to one of his previous references in 4.20.11 where 
he had immediately cited Rev 19:11-17, the "King of Kings and Lord of Lords" pericope. 
     205 ibid., 3.11.9; also 4.33.10-15. 
     206 M. Parmentier "in J. den Boeft & M. L. Van de Lisdonk", The Impact of Scripture in Early Christianity, 
(Leiden: Brill, 1999), 70f. 
 
     207 Quasten (Vol. II), 202. 
     208 Consider, for instance, Irenaeus' evident concern to connect the gospels of Mark and Luke to the apostolic 
tradition: Adv. haer. 3.14.1; and in his sustained attack of the Montanists, he appeals to "the Gospels of the 
Apostles": ibid., 3.11.9 
     209 "It is, in fact", as John Behr writes, "his [Iren.] understanding of the apostolic preaching, its particular 
texture and authority, that enables him to embrace in one comprehensive and consistent vision the whole history 
of salvation as it is unfolded in the one body of Scripture": Behr, Asceticism and Anthropology, 29. 
     210 Donald K. McKim (ed.), Historical Handbook of Major Biblical Interpreters, art. "Irenaeus", R. A. Norris 
Jr., (Leicester: IVP, 1998), 41.  
     211 Adv. haer. 3.21.4; also 3.9.1-3. 
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they [the apostles] recorded the doctrine regarding God."212 The discourses of the Lord 
Himself, the demonstrations of the apostles, and utterances of the prophets, all together agree 
with Saint Paul's confession that "[t]here is one God, the Father, who is above all".213 When 
refuting the views of the heretics, Irenaeus refers to this commended list of books in his 
possession collectively, as "the authoritative Scriptures" [dominicis scripturis].214 "Thv scevsh 
tw'n duvo Diaqhkw'n",  jIwavnnh" Panagovpoulo" concludes after considering our author’s 
theology of  the  divine  economy, "carakthrivzei stereovtupa oJ Eijrhnai'o" mev  tovn  o{ro 
'sumfwniva'  (consonare),  thvn  oJpoia   ajnagnwrivzeiwJ"  thvn  ejswterikhv prooptikhv th'"
qeiva" oijkonomiva"."215 In The Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching, where Irenaeus sets 
down a "summary memorandum" [kefalaiwdh;" uJpovmnhma]216 of the faith for his dear friend 
Marcianus, the bishop at the conclusion speaks plainly of this "preaching of the truth" (in 
which the concept of canon is also evidently implied): 
 
...which the prophets announced and Christ confirmed and the apostles handed over 




The question of Irenaeus' connection to chiliasm is truly an interesting one, especially for 
some Orthodox interpreters, precisely because of his orthodoxy.218 However, not only does he 
support the teaching, but he completes it more carefully than those who had gone before him. 
In speaking of Papias "the hearer of John, and a companion of Polycarp", Irenaeus refers to 
Papias' fourth book "for there were five books compiled [suntetagmevna] by him."219 There 
follows a description of this future ideal condition, "[a]nd the infant boy shall thrust his hand 
into the asp's den, into the nest also of the adder's brood; and they shall do no harm", with 
support references from Isaiah 65:17-25. Certainly, chiliasm is a small intrusion into a large 
theological system. Yet it is there. And no doubt, as other investigators have also pointed out, 
                                                
     212 ibid., 3.5.1; also 3.4.1-3. 
     213 ibid., 2.2.5. 
     214 ibid., 2.30.6 [kurivwn grafw'n]. 
     215  jIwavnnh"  Panagovpoulo",  JH   JErmhneiva Th'"   JAgiva" Grafh'"  Sthvn  jEkklhsiva Tw'n Patevrwn,   
 ( jAqhvna:  jAkrivta", 1991), 198. 
     216 Behr, On the Apostolic Preaching, 7. 
     217 ibid., 100; early in his address Irenaeus speaks of "the rule [kanwvn] of faith": ibid., 41. 
     218 See for instance the treatment of "Chiliasm" in Mikrov Cristianikov Lexikov,  Eujquvmio"  Stuvlio", 
( jAqhvna:  JEptavlofo", 1982), 197. Any reference here to any of the prominent ecclesiastical writers associated 
initially with the doctrine (let alone Irenaeus) is avoided. 





given that the Apoc enjoyed the unqualified status that it did with Irenaeus, it further 
permitted him the enjoyment of this teaching. So, then, how are we to explain this apparent 
deviation of our celebrated Church Father from whom we read such strong pronouncements 
on tradition as: "[f]or although the languages of the world are dissimilar, yet the import of the 
tradition is one and the same." There is no simple answer, except to say that Irenaeus does not 
refer to the teaching of chiliasm as doctrina divina, and that on the other hand, the doctrine 
that he does espouse as the teaching of Scripture (and speaks of it as such), that which as we 
have seen relates to the consensus ecclesiae catholicae, would, itself, repudiate the teaching of 
a full blown chiliasm. So, those very "checks and balances" that he, himself, helped to 
establish and put into place, come into play here in the most paradoxical of ways. At the same 
time, Michael Pomazansky's measured response to Irenaeus' patent chiliasm need not be 
viewed as overtly apologetic, but considered against the theological context of the Eastern 
Orthodox conception of the Ecumenical Council: 
 
[i]f it was at one time possible to express chiliastic ideas as private opinions, this was 
only until the Ecumenical Church (Second Ecumenical Council (AD 381) expressed its 
judgement on this [i.e. chiliasm]. 220  
 
 
Clement of Alexandria (AD c. 150-215), prov., Athens-Alexandria 
The Apocalypse Says, Strom. 2.11. 
The history of the Apoc in Alexandria and in those areas influenced by the centre of 
allegorical exegesis is one of contradiction.221 As early as the last decades of the second 
century and certainly by the first decades of the third century, the book could claim canonical 
status. However, Alexandrian theology, which sometimes could carry to excess its denial of 
the literal sense of a biblical pericope,222 played a dominant part in the book's position in 
Alexandria. Allegory could do away with the more difficult exegetical challenges or scandals 
that the Seer's text could forward and so elicit, as R. Alter writes in reference to narrative 
specification, "multiple 'levels' of interpretation".223 
 
                                                
     220 Michael Pomazansky, Orthodox Dogmatic Theology, (California: St. Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 
1997), 344.  
     221 This is well exemplified in connection with the differing positions taken on the Apoc by two of the most 
eminent churchmen of Alexandria, namely: Clement [for] and Dionysius [against]. 
     222 Hanson has rightly said, however, that "Clement of Alexandria does not indeed show quite the same 
tendency to undermine historical narratives by allegory as Philo does, or as Origen does after him": R. P. C. 
Hanson, Allegory and Event: A Study of the Sources and Significance of Origen's Interpretation of Scripture, 
(London: SCM, 1959), 120. 
     223 Robert Alter, The World of Biblical Literature, (Great Britain: SPCK, 1992), 87. 
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Clement of Alexandria, active in this city during the last two decades of the second century, 
succeeded the famous Pantaenos as head of the Catechetical School of Alexandria and was 
himself succeeded by his great pupil Origen in AD 202.224 He is a notable early witness in our 
investigation, not only for Alexandria but within the Church more generally. Some writers 
place his birth in Athens,225 and Clement, himself, chronicles as Griggs points out, that "he 
traveled widely to receive instruction from various teachers and philosophers."226 It would 
seem that Clement, like the other ecclesiastical writers of his generation, had knowledge of 
only one John the Apostle, the author of the documents handed down under this revered 
name.227 In a significant narrative recorded by Eusebius concerning John the Apostle, we are 
informed by Clement that after the death of the tyrant Domitian, the apostle John, who was of 
extreme age, left the island of Patmos to move to Ephesus.228 Clement makes sure to record 
this testimony for the benefit of the community of the faithful in his homily on Mark 10:17-31 
Tiv" oJ swzovmeno" plouvsio" [Quis dives salvetur?] when he speaks of a "narrative, handed 
down and committed to the custody of memory, about the Apostle John."229 
 
Actual confirmation for Clement's belief in the commended teaching of the Apoc comes out 
of a diverse selection of passages from his work. In one part where he is speaking of the 
degrees of glory in heaven, he cites the testimony of the Seer of Patmos in reference to Rev 
4:4, 11:16, with "as John says in the Apocalypse" and a little further down he summarizes all 
that has preceded with "the Scriptures say".230 He also introduces a quotation connected to the 
multitude with the "white robes" (Rev 6:11, 7:9) with the simple formula, "The Apocalypse 
says" [ jApokavluyi" fhsivn],231 and in another where he speaks of "the four-and-twenty 
                                                
     224 For the ambiguous relationship between Clement and Origen ("Origen never quotes Clement by name"), 
see Henri Crouzel, Origen, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1989), 7f.; see Eusebius, who speaks clearly of Clement's 
succession of Pantaenus "of the catechetical instruction in Alexandria" and of Origen "while still a boy, was one 
of his [Clement's] pupils": Hist. Eccl. 6.6. 
     225 Following Epiphanius, who, Griggs informs us, "records two traditions known in his day", "Klhvmh" 
te, o{n fasiv tine"  jAlexandreva, e{teroi de;  jAqhnai'on": Quoted from C. Wilfred Griggs, Early Egyptian 
Christianity: From its origins to 451 CE, (Leiden: Brill, 1988), 56. 
     226 Griggs, ibid. 
     227 During the Hellenistic age  jIwavnnh" "was especially popular amongst the priesthood": TABD (Vol. 3), 
art. "John", S. T. Carrol, 886. 
     228 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 3.23; the context would indicate that Eusebius understood Clement to mean Domitian. 
Also note when citing Irenaeus and Clement in this section Eusebius writes, "[t]hey should be trustworthy who 
have maintained the orthodoxy of the Church...": ibid. 
     229 Quis div. salv. 42. 
     230 Strom., 6.13. 





thrones" (Rev 4:4, 11:16) it is as "John says in the Apocalypse."232 Further evidence which 
would indicate not only his own position on the book, but also that of the Church of 
Alexandria, is shown in a passage where he says that certain women who sought to defend 
their taste for precious stones by appealing to the description of the sacred stones of the 
heavenly city (Rev 21:18-21), "comprehend not the symbolism of Scripture."233 In another 
place he speaks of "oJ qei'o"  jIwavnnh" ejn th/'  jApokaluvyei."234 To this we might add the 
information from Eusebius that in his Hypotyposes Clement gave "abridged accounts of all 
the canonical Scripture" from which we could reasonably suppose that the Book of 
Revelation was included. It is not without interest, here, that though Eusebius is silent on the 
Apoc he makes sure to mention that Clement did not omit the "disputed books" which 
included "the so-called Apocalypse of Peter." 235 
 
It would appear then, from this very reasonable evidence, that the matter at least in regards to 
Clement was closed. However, apart from the fact that his use of the Apoc is much less 
frequent compared to the other ecclesiastical writers who accepted the book (though that in 
itself is not crucial), upon closer inspection there are some difficulties that need to be 
examined. In the place where we are told that he comments on all the "canonical Scripture", 
he is said to also offer an exposition on the Epistle of Barnabas and the Apocalypse of Peter, 
and even on the so-called "antilegomena" [ajntilegovmena].236 His works show that with the 
exception of 2Peter and 3John, and possibly James, he made use of and regarded as 
authoritative all of the documents in the present NT Canon. However, what they also appear 
to show is that the Didache, the Shepherd of Hermas and the Epistle of Barnabas amongst 
others were, as Lee M. McDonald notes, "also quoted in support of his ideas."237 
 
We have seen that Clement believed that the Book of Revelation had been written by John the 
Apostle.238 But a problem arises because Clement would appear to also be ascribing 
                                                
     232 ibid., 6.13. 
     233 Paed. 2.13.  
     234 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol., Fragmenta, TLG (0555 008) 11.2. 
     235 Hist. Eccl. 6.14.  
     236 ibid. 
     237 Lee M. McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson 
Publishers, 1995), 199; Eusebius writes that "he [Clement] makes use also in these works of testimonies from 
the disputed Scriptures [ajntilegomevnwn grafw'n]": Hist. Eccl. 6.13.6. 
     238 Apostolicity in the traditional sense is not absent from the workings of Clement. He traces the origin of 
the Gospel of Mark to Saint Peter: Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 2.15. 
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'apostolicity' to 1Clement and the Epistle of Barnabas, for he introduces quotations from these 
texts with the form "the apostle says".239  And so it would seem fair to conclude, at least on 
this point, that evidence put forward for Clement's use of the Apoc as commended and 
apostolic remains suspect. Coupled to this inexactness of the apparent use of certain post-
apostolic writings on the level with the documents of the NT,240 there is also a similar 
problem of Clement's ambiguity of a specific distinction between Scripture and non-
scriptures.241 But does all this, as Stonehouse appears to initially suggest, make Clement's 
authoritative use of the Apoc lose force? No. For then he rightly counters that the same 
author's inexact language, which at the same time declares his cognizance of the recognition 
of a select group of documents,242 is well illustrated when we find that though he recognizes 
only four gospels, he does in fact appeal to others (the Gospel of the Hebrews, the Gospel of 
the Egyptians, and the Tradition of Matthias).243 John Behr's following insight into Clement's 
so-called 'inconsistencies' greatly helps to explain where this impreciseness in his work is 
most probably derived from: 
 
Clement was a complex and subtle thinker, yet he was in no sense systematic, especially 
in his terminology. Indeed, in the Stromateis he deliberately aims to be obscure, "to 
speak imperceptibly, to exhibit secretly and demonstrate silently",244... [w]e must, 
therefore, pay careful attention not only to his overt assertions, but also to the movement 
of his thought, with all its tensions and apparent inconsistencies.245 
 
 
Though some might wish to argue that this impreciseness could show that Clement is not 
overly anxious about an authoritative list of NT documents, it would be a rash and 
unsatisfactory conclusion. On the contrary, he is sensitive to the whole question of a select 
                                                
     239 See for example Strom. 4.17; but why cannot this be a rank of reverence? Clement obviously knew that 
this title could not in any way be here applied literally. 
     240 See for instance Clement's reference to another apocalyptic work, The Shepherd of Hermas, "[d]ivinely, 
therefore, the power which spoke to Hermas by revelation said...": ibid., 1.29. 
     241 But as Gamble has expertly demonstrated in the context of early Christian literature, "[t]here is no 
justification in bibliographic terms, for example, for an a priori discrimination between scriptural and 
nonscriptural texts": Harry Y. Gamble, Books and Readers, 93-132.  
     242 Which is connected to Clement's fundamental position on the inspiration and authority of the Scriptures: 
 jIwavnnh" Panagovpoulo",  JH   JErmhneiva Th'"  JAgiva" Grafh'"  Sthvn  jEkklhsiva Tw'n Patevrwn, ( jAqhvna: 
 jEkdovsei"  jAkrivta", 1991), 222-224.  
     243 McDonald, op. cit., 200; Stonehouse, op. cit., 115. 
     244 Strom. 1.1.15. 





group of sacred and commended books which are distinguished and set apart.246  Stonehouse, 
however, makes too much of the fact that when Clement refers to the OT and NT it is 
generally not as writings but "rather to dispensations or covenants."247 Evidence shows that 
Clement is cognizant of the important connection of the idea of sacred texts to both 
collections of authoritative writings. From the Hypotyposes, in a fragment saved by Eusebius, 
we find "that he [Clement] accepted the fourfold canon of the Gospels... and insists upon the 
accord of the teaching of the Synoptics and John."248 This is not surprising when we recall 
Jerome's high praise of the Alexandrian, that he was "the most learned of all the fathers."249 
On more than one occasion Clement will use the specific term NT to refer to a document or to 
a collection of texts.250 Though he does not apply his terms of scriptural reference 
consistently;251 nevertheless, there is no doubt that he understands the authority of the apostles 
as being equal to that of the prophets.252 Where, for example, he writes of "the Scriptures" as 
the criterion by which truth and heresy are to be distinguished, Clement says "[f]or we have, 
as the source of teaching, the Lord, both the prophets, the Gospel, and the blessed 
apostles."253 In a poetic refrain he describes the "harmony" of the prophets and the apostles as 
an "ecclesiastical symphony".254 It is the one Lord who speaks authoritatively in both the 
tradition of the Holy Scriptures and in later Church tradition. This position demonstrates to 
the heretics that between the law and the prophets, on the one hand, and the diaqhvkh 
introduced by the Lord at His coming, on the other, there is complete agreement.255 More 
                                                
     246 See Metzger for a list of the technical terms employed by Clement to set apart his books, including the 
word 'canon', which Clement uses "some twenty-one times in several different connections": Metzger, The 
Canon, 131. 
     247 Stonehouse, op. cit., 112. 
     248 Metzger, The Canon, 132; Clement, however, also knows of the a[grafa, of the 'unwritten sayings' 
attributed to Jesus "not written in the canonical Gospels": ibid; perhaps this broad terminology used by our 
writer, is but a result of a normal consequence given his connection to a great school and rich libraries. For 
discussion on this interesting topic to do with early Christian libraries (both private and public) and the 
catechetical school at Alexandria "as a school of higher Christian studies": see Harry Y. Gamble, Books and 
Readers in the Early Church: A History of Early Christian Texts, (London: Yale University Press, 1995), 154-
161. 
     249 Ep., 70.4. 
     250 See "Clement of Alexandria" in Donald K. McKim (ed.), art., A. B. Wylie, 35-39. 
     251 ibid. 
     252 In one place he will refer to the "Testaments" in close proximity to "the prophets and apostles": Strom. 
1:9. 
     253 ibid., 7.16; see also his compelling testimony to the universal authority of the Scriptures where he 
comments on 2Tim 3:16: Exhort.  9. 
     254 Strom. 6.11. 
     255 ibid., 6.15. 
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evidence for this position is found in the author's vigorous appeal to tradition which was 
before all heresies. Clement of Alexandria declares:  
 
[i]n the nature of the One, then, is associated in a joint heritage the one Church, which 
they strive to cut asunder into many sects. Therefore in substance and idea, in origin, in 
pre-eminence, we say that the ancient and Catholic Church is alone, collecting as it does 
into the unity of the one faith- which results from the peculiar Testaments, or rather the 
one Testament in different times by the will of the one God through one Lord...256 
 
 
Thomas F. Torrance has spoken fluently on the hermeneutics of Clement, as indeed he has on 
the theology of other Fathers. Here what is of particular interest to us is his thought on 
Clement's theology which helps to further explain the Alexandrian's inconsistency in the use 
of the canonical Scripture, and which also reveals how Tradition was the safe-guard when 
the 'technical' language of theology was still being determined. That is, that the testimony of 
the Scriptures, themselves, and the statements of the Church, did not become "detached from 
any objective ground in the eternal being and truth of God."257 Torrance continues to describe 
this double tension (a problem which "faced" the Church in the 2nd and 3rd centuries): 
 
Clement's theology is not easy to interpret consistently. On the one hand, it is deeply 
traditional, and takes pains to apply to it rigorous scientific method (ejpisthvmh) in order 
to let the truth disclose itself in its own light and nature, unobstructed and undistorted by 
preconceived opinion. On the other hand, however, he operates with philosophical and 
cosmological assumptions that have far-reaching epistemological implications (gnwvsi") 
and that determine from behind both his understanding of the saving economy in the 
heart of the kerygma and his interpretation of the Scriptures where that is set forth.258 
 
Clement does not speak of a millennium, and his general eschatology is in contradistinction to 
the eschatological approach and earthly expectations of the chiliasts. The strong element of 
Platonism that figures in his work,259 and his allegorical exegesis, would have none of the 
literal and materialistic interpretations and excesses that had come to be associated with 
chiliasm. For Clement it is the communion of the soul with God and its separation from all 
                                                
     256 ibid., 7.17. 
  257 Thomas F. Torrance Divine Meaning: Studies in Patristic Hermeneutics, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1995), 
152; in considering Clement and his challenging use of 'canon' per se I have sometimes reflected on a similar 
but more contemporary example of the knotty or evolving use of fundamental terminology, that of Marshall 
McLuhan's use of the word "media" throughout his own widely recognized canon, see Eric McLuhan & Frank 
Zingrone, Essential McLuhan, (Ontario: BasicBooks, 1995). 
 
  258 Torrance, op. cit., 154. 
 
     259 See, for instance, this acknowledgment for the Greek philosopher in the passage "Plato an imitator of 





things which comes before him as the highest of all virtues; this is the "final vision of God in 
gnosis".260 "Knowledge [gnwvsi"]", writes Clement, "is essentially a contemplation of 
existences on the part of the soul, either of a certain thing or of certain things, and when 
perfected, of all together."261 It is necessary to recognize this predilection of his eschatological 
theology because it could explain "or at least partly account", as Stonehouse has knowingly 
pointed out, "for the infrequency of his use of the Apocalypse."262 And although, for example, 
The Shepherd of Hermas is cited more frequently by our author than the Apoc, the former is 
not spoken of as Scripture.263 Once again, the controlling hermeneutic points to the Church, 
the congregatio sanctorum which reads both texts, but raises only one to the level of sacred. 
 
Tertullian (AD c. 160-220), prov., Carthage, northern Africa 
Revelation of John, De res. carn. 25 
Some fair discussion has centred on the question of whether or not Tertullian favoured a 
chiliastic eschatology prior to his conversion to Montanism.264 We know that this great 
western Christian, the first of the Latins to write a magisterial theology,265 converted to the 
revelation of Montanus "during his middle period around 207-8."266 We also know that his 
moral treatise De spectaculis, in which his unreserved condemnation of public games is 
voiced, was written sometime about AD 197.267 This is important, for in this treatise we find 
the exclamation of "that fast-approaching advent of our Lord" and "the city New 
Jerusalem".268 This language is strong in chiliastic overtones and theology. As we might 
expect, it is especially in his Montanist treatises, in this instance the De fuga in persecutione, 
                                                
     260 Behr, ibid., 193; see especially John Behr's meticulous treatment of Clement's theology of "The Higher 
Christian Life", in the context of gnosis, apatheia, and agape: ibid., 185-207. 
     261 Strom., 6.8. 
     262 Stonehouse, op. cit., 116. 
     263 ibid. 
     264 Wainwright, has, I believe, interpreted fundamental passages from Tertullian in their proper 'chiliastic' 
context: Arthur W. Wainwright, Mysterious Apocalypse: Interpreting the Book of Revelation, (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1993), 23-28. 
     265 Major reconsiderations of Tertullian's theology and influence on the formation of Western Christian 
tradition are two recently published works which have been cited for their sharp and sustained analysis of the 
Latin doctor's theological thought: David Rankin, Tertullian and the Church, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), and Eric Osborn, Tertullian: First Theologian of the West, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997). 
     266 This is the position of Osborn (and others), who continues to say that it was then [AD 207-8] "when signs 
of Montanist influence begin to appear": Osborn, ibid., 9; see also Johannes Quasten (Vol. II), op. cit., 247. 
     267 Quasten, ibid., 293. 
     268 De Spect. 30. 
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that we find expressions of his strong conviction that the last time is present, "with Antichrist 
now close at hand".269 In this eschatological framework he sets his defence of the doctrines 
introduced by the New Prophets, their entry had ushered in the final world epoch, and the 
church was now ready for the things that could not be placed upon her before.270 The 
emphasis is upon the Kingdom of God as an everlasting and heavenly possession, but he says 
this shall be preceded by a "kingdom [is] promised to us upon the earth."271 It will be another 
state of existence "inasmuch as it will be after the resurrection for a thousand years in the 
divinely-built city of Jerusalem."272 These things, declares Tertullian, "Ezekiel had knowledge 
of and the Apostle John beheld."273 The Book of Revelation had become a major reference in 
his scriptural armoury. 
 
Fundamental to the contention of Tertullian is the Montanist view that the prophets of the 
Paraclete are not innovative, and that their presence in the last world epoch as prophets of a 
special message from the Spirit to the Church, should not be considered something 
extraordinary, "[it] is a part of our belief".274 From this position he proceeds to argue that the 
ecstasy of these last harbingers is an inseparable characteristic of true prophets, for, as 
Tertullian argues, "in the cause of the new prophecy, that to grace ecstasy or rapture is 
incident".275 The Latin doctor, who grasps well the central significance of the biblical 
revelation to his faith and the principle of the Rule of Faith,276 cites the famous Pentecost 
pericope from the Book of Joel (2:28f.) and says that through the new prophecy, "which 
descends in copious streams from the Paraclete" (the ultimate fulfilment of that OT scripture), 
the perplexities of the past are now dispersed "by the open and perspicuous explanation of the 
entire mystery."277 This was the final outpouring of the Spirit which fell upon the Montanist 
                                                
     269 Fug. 12; this treatise, addressed to Tertullian's friend Fabius, "has ample evidence for the Montanist point 
of view (ch.1; 11; 14)", says Johannes Quasten, "[t]hus it ought to be dated in the year 212 AD": Quasten (Vol. 
II), 310. 
     270 For thorough treatments on Tertullian's theology of the Church, see Osborne, op. cit., 163-182, and 
Rankin, op. cit., 91-116. "Tertullian's presentation of the church as the Body of Christ is reflected in his 
employment of the images 'corpus', 'Christus', 'Spiritus' and 'trinity'": ibid., 112. 
     271 Ad Marc. 3.24. 
     272 ibid. 
     273 ibid. 
     274 Adv. Marc. 3.25. 
     275 ibid., 4.22. 
     276 "For wherever it shall be manifest that the true Christian rule and faith shall be, there will likewise be the 
true Scriptures and expositions thereof, and all the Christian traditions": De praescr. haer. 19. 





prophets and the immediate assembly of their followers.278 It is only on account of this 
ultimate revelation of the Paraclete that "righteousness" has progressed to maturity after 
being first in a rudimentary state, having a natural fear of God:  
 
...from that stage it advanced, through the Law and the Prophets, to infancy; from that 
stage it passed, through the Gospel, to the fervour of youth: now, through the Paraclete it 
is settling into maturity.279  
 
 
Tertullian, in his sustained polemic against the penitential discipline of the Church of North 
Africa, De pudicita [On Modesty], warns that any who do not recognize the Paraclete in these 
"special prophets" cannot make claim to the Holy Spirit nor possess Him "in and through the 
Apostles" as they would want to demonstrate.280 So it follows that he would deny these 
"heathens and heretics" the revelation of the Paraclete and petition to the Scriptures for they 
"have received another".281 On the other hand, he appeals to the oracles of the new prophets 
with the same legitimacy as he would cite the prophecies of both Old and New Testaments. 
Not only are the new prophets the harbingers of the Spirit's new revelation and can be 
legitimately read alongside the other authoritative writings, but this new revelation also 
explains the earlier one which was made to the Apostles themselves.282 We should also expect 
it to supersede the first revelation as the end of the present world order, the Age of the 
Paraclete, draws nearer.283 
 
I should stress, here, that Tertullian did not hold to the oracles of the Montanists as adding to 
the Gospel, and that he accepted as normative and authoritative the same documents as the 
Church. "Along with Irenaeus", writes R. Kearsley, "he [Tert] laid the foundation for a 
tradition of biblical interpretation that assumed the substantial unity of the Jewish and 
Christian Scriptures."284 "The Paraclete", Tertullian is anxious to emphasize, "introduces 
nothing new" [nihil novi Paracletus inducit].285 Tertullian's "breakaway from the Catholic 
                                                
     278 Tertullian describes this fundamental Montanist principle in the typological context of the Lucan account 
of the Transfiguration (Lk 9:28-36): Adv. Marc. 4.22., cf. also De res. carn. 63. 
     279 De virg. vel. 1. 
     280 De pud. 12. 
     281 ibid. 
     282 De res. carn. 63; "The uniqueness of the apostolic witness", writes David Rankin, "is by no means 
undermined, but rather reinforced. An important example is Tertullian's validation of the status, work, and 
authority of the Spirit by reference to the so-called 'Paraclete' passages from John 14-16": Rankin, op. cit., 48. 
     283 For "the Scriptures", says Tertullian, "indicate the stages of the last times": De res. carn. 25. 
     284 "Tertullian" in Donald K. McKim (ed.), art., R. Kearsley, 60-65. 
     285 De monogamia 3.9. 
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Church", as David Rankin and others argue, "need not be exaggerated; for he fought only on 
the narrow front of penitential discipline."286 The oracles are a separate revelation; they are 
linked to the writings of the Apostles in the same way as the latter were linked to the 
Prophets.287 Importantly for the investigator into the canonical thought of Tertullian, it must 
be understood that for him the era of apostolic revelation was closed.288 And it is from within 
this canonical affirmation that he speaks of the authoritative collection of documents as the 
NT,289 but also frequently with the term instrumentum.290 In addition to the Gospel of John 
and the First Epistle, the Seer's Apocalypse (as we shall note) is well established in this 
collection.   
 
How does an apparently orthodox and legalistic mind like that of Tertullian's defend the new 
teachings introduced by the Montanists? His defence of these innovations is essentially 
centred on the one argument, that of the revelation of the "new prophecy which is a part of 
our belief".291 These select few initiated into "the word" made known that the Church was 
now prepared to accept teaching that was not possible previously, but was now because the 
appearance of the new prophets had ushered in the end-times.292 As Tertullian immersed 
himself increasingly into the world-view of the Montanist, millenarianism became a part of 
his belief system.293 Though he is orthodox in his claim that the Kingdom of God is eternal 
and heavenly, he does add that this eternal kingdom will be preceded by another kingdom on 
                                                
     286 Rankin, op. cit., 29; see especially the well drawn out conclusions in Rankin's chapter where he examines 
the reasons for the persistent and erroneous view, in his judgement, that Tertullian defected from the Church to 
join a "schismatic conventicle": Tertullian's relationship to the Catholic Church, 27-40. 
     287 Adv. Marc. 5.17; it is certainly surprising to note "that Tertullian himself refers to Montanist oracles on 
only six occasions in his entire extant corpus": Rankin, op. cit., 47. 
     288 De monogamia 3.9; see Rankin, op. cit., 47f. 
     289 Kearsley, op. cit., 63f. 
     290 Here I am grateful to David Rankin for unravelling to me Tertullian's uses of "instrument" and 
"testament". Tertullian makes use of the terms instrumentum and testamentum for "Testament" almost 
interchangeably. At Adv. Marc. 4.1.1 he speaks of the two instrumenti and at 4.6.1 of the veteris et novi 
testamenti (Old and New Testaments) and at 5.11.4 of the testamentum novum (also at Adv. Prax 31.1 and de 
Pud. 6.5). When talking of the Old and New Covenants, as distinct from the collection of writings, he almost 
invariably uses testamentum. He employs testamentum as a Latin equivalent for the Gk. diaqhvkh. David 
Rankin<DavidR@uccentre.ucaqld.com.au> "Tertullian". Mon, 18 Mar 2002. MGMichael<mgjm@1earth.net>. 
     291 Adv. Marc. 3.24. 
     292 On the ministerial office of the prophet in Tertullian's thought where he is "concerned to demonstrate that 
godly prophecy had not ceased with John the Baptist but was alive and flourishing in the New Prophecy 
movement", see Rankin, op. cit., 183-185. 
     293 Adv. Marc. 3.24; yet it is not, as Eric Osborn tell us, "[t]he spectacular millenarianism if Irenaeus": 





this present earth.294 This earthly kingdom will be experienced in another state of being, for it 
follows the resurrection and it will continue for one thousand years in the "divinely-built city 
of Jerusalem let down from heaven".295 Not surprisingly, given his moral austerity, 
Tertullian's concept of the millennium does not dwell on the material descriptions of the 
earlier chiliasts. Though he is convinced that time will end for the millennial age to begin, the 
emphasis here is on a heavenly city and spiritual blessings.296 
 
He was an uncompromising opponent of heresy, and at one stage he would deny gnostics the 
Scriptures for fear that they would be misused.297 Even declaring that on account of the "open 
and perspicuous explanation of the entire mystery, through the new prophecy, which descends 
in copious streams from the Paraclete"298 he was able to refute the use of the Scriptures by 
heretics.299 Yet at the same time, together with his appeals to the testamenti, he would also 
authoritatively cite the oracles of the New Prophets.300 The oracles (which are part of the new 
revelation) confirm, explain and succeed the earlier revelation made to the apostles, for the 
age is coming to a close. This final outpouring of the Spirit is upon the prophets of the 
Montanist community and upon those who follow them.301 
 
Tertullian, directly acknowledges the Book of Revelation as the work of "the Apostle John" 
or "John",302 most significantly in the treatise De paenitentia [Concerning Repentance] of "the 
Spirit"303 and in another instance in the tract against the gnostic Hermogenes of Carthage304 
he appears to be saying that the words of the Apoc are in fact, those of Christ Himself.305 At 
other times he will simply cite the book as the "Revelation"306 or the "Revelation of John".307 
                                                
     294 ibid. 
     295 ibid.; note that Tertullian here calls upon Saint Paul "the apostle "as a co-exegete to Rev 21:2 in the 
context of Gal 4:26. 
     296 "...and fruits thereof": ibid. 
     297 De praescript. 15.3. 
     298 De res. carn.  63. 
     299 ibid. 
     300 "And the word of the new prophecy which is a part of our belief": Adv. Marc. 3.24. 
     301 Ad. Marc. 3.24.6; Scap. 4.8; for Tertullian's scheme of the end-times "where the second advent of Christ 
is pivotal", see Osborn, op. cit., 209-224. 
     302 Adv. Marc. 3.14, 24 (Rev 1:16, 20:4-6); Scorp. 12 (Rev 21:8). 
     303 De paenit. 8. 
     304 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 4.24. 
     305 Adv. Herm. 34 (Rev 21:1, 20:11).  
     306 De fuga 7 (Rev 21:8). 
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And in another instance pointing to Rev 22:18-19, he refers to the Apoc as "the written 
word".308 He appeals authoritatively to the Apoc in support of his chiliastic theology,309 and 
quotes the Apoc using the traditional formula "it is written" [scriptum est].310 He even cites 
the Apoc in showing an example of the heresies condemned by the Apostles.311 In one other 
place after appealing to Paul's letters in support of his position (that we should not flee 
persecution), he refers to the teaching of John and cites 1Jn and then prompts the attention of 
his readers to the Apoc, "his own [John's] Revelation."312 In one other passage Peter, James, 
John and Paul are spoken of as "the School of Christ", who were appointed  "masters to 
instruct us in all points", to which declaration are added citations from 1Pet, 1Jn, and the 
Apoc (Rev 2:10,13, 3:10, 6:9, 7:14, 17:6, 21:8).313 Finally, in his important treatise dealing 
with ecclesiastical authority, De pudicitia [On Modesty], in which chapters twelve to nineteen 
are addressed to the teaching of the apostolic instrument on adultery, the latter chapter will in 
part counter the objections from the Book of Revelation.314 Tertullian's obvious sympathies 
for the cause of Montanism does not confuse his position on the NT Canon, his understanding 
of a closed group of NT documents, or his extreme regard for apostolic teaching and the Rule 
of Faith.315  
 
Hippolytus of Rome (d. AD c. 235), prov., Asia Minor-Rome 
Blessed John, apostle and disciple of the Lord, Antichr. 36 
Hippolytus of Rome was in varying degrees a paradox. He was the first anti-pope, yet died as 
a martyr in AD 235, to be later venerated as a saint.316 This priest, whose sermon On the 
Praise of our Lord and Saviour was heard by his contemporary Origen, was also the last 
                                                                                                                                              
     307 De res. carn. 25, 27 (Rev 14:4, 6:9-10). 
     308 Adv. Herm. 22; elsewhere in the context of eschatology as a component of "the Scriptures": De res. carn. 25. 
     309 De res. carn. 25: "[f]or why make a second announcement of a resurrection of only one character..."; Adv. 
Marc. 3.24 locus classicus (Rev 20, 21). 
     310  De exhort. cast. 7 (on Rev 1:6). 
     311 "John", Tertullian tells us, "in the Apocalypse is charged to chastise": Praescript. 33. In the same chapter 
he refers to 1Jn (re. the Antichrists), and cites it in terms of "his [John's] epistle": ibid. 
     312 De fuga 9; in this chapter also, where he speaks of the author of the Apoc, Tertullian begins with the 
awesome words, "[t]he teaching of the apostles was surely in everything according to the mind of God: they 
forgot and omitted nothing of the Gospel": ibid. 
     313 Scorp. 12. 
     314 He says in one place referring to Rev 21:8, "[i]n short, this Apocalypse... has assigned...": De pud. 19. 
     315 For full discussion on Tertullian's "constitutionalist" doctrine of the Church, see Rankin, op. cit., 55-116; 
"[t]he Rule of Faith is witnessed to by the tradition of the church and its order...": R. F. Evans, quoted from 
Rankin, ibid., 197. 





Christian author of Rome to write in Greek.317 That he was even a Roman, however, is not 
certain. It is more probable, as Johannes Quasten argues, that he actually came from the 
East.318 Some of the chief reasons for this conclusion (apart from the language in which he 
chose to write) are Hippolytus' impressive knowledge of Greek philosophy, his familiarity 
with the Greek mystery cults, and the relation of his teaching of the Logos to the Greek 
theologians, which would indicate a Hellenistic training and certainly at least some 
association with Alexandria.319 He wrote across a number of theological subjects, but he was 
particularly drawn to the anti-heretical treatise. Speculation that would make him a disciple of 
Irenaeus (originally claimed by Photius) is difficult to prove.320 
 
As Bernard McGinn reports, the third century AD witnessed two new developments in the 
literalist understanding of the figure of Antichrist, "the rise of a double Antichrist tradition, 
and the beginnings of attempts to describe the appearance of the Final Enemy."321 In these 
unfolding end-time deliberations Hippolytus will make copious and direct references to the 
Book of Revelation. The high judgement of the Apoc in the writings of Hippolytus is absolute 
after a review of his dogmatic tract on the Antichrist [Peri; tou' ajnticrivstou],322 which is 
addressed to a "beloved brother" Theophilus and his commentary on the Book of Daniel.323 
The Holy Scripture, which he understands to be comprised of the received and authoritative 
                                                
     317 For a concise introduction of the life, thought, and writings of Hippolytus, see " JIppovluto"" in QKHE 
(Tom. 6), 990-996. Marcel Richard speaks generally of Hippolytus' concentrated theological method, 
"j JO  JIppovluto" ei\ce  polu;  sugkekrimevnhn skevyin.  jExaivreto" ajfhghthv", de;n hjgavpa ta;" ajfhrhmevna"
qewrhvsei"": ibid., 995. 
     318 Quasten (Vol. II), 163f. 
     319 See some of the telling references in Thomas F. Torrance, Divine Meaning: Studies in Patristic 
Hermeneutics, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1995), 26-32. 
     320 Photius the Great (AD 810-895) calls Hippolytus "the pupil of Irenaeus", when he makes a reference to 
the former's Syntagma [Pro;" aJpavsa" ta;" aiJrevsei"]: Bibl. cod. 121. 
     321 Bernard McGinn, Antichrist: Two Thousand Years of the Human Fascination with Evil, (San Francisco: 
Harper Collins, 1994), 65; see also L. J. Lietaert Peerbolte, The Antecedents of Antichrist, (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 
1996); Gregory C. Jenks, The Origins and Early Development of the Antichrist Myth, (Berlin: Walter de 
Gruyter Co., 1991); for a critical analysis of the end-time tyrant figure in the Book of Revelation, see M. G. 
Michael, Thesis, 125-175. 
     322 Written around AD 200, the tract is preserved in the original Greek, but it also survives in Old Slavonic 
and Georgian translations.  Hippolytus himself in his later treatise on the Commentary on Daniel refers to the 
tract as his own: In Dan. 4.7.1. cf. also 13.1. 
     323 Of Hippolytus' best preserved exegetical treatises, Johannes Quasten tells us, is The Commentary on 
Daniel. It was written sometime about AD 204 "and represents the earliest known exegetical treatise of the 
Christian Church that we possess": Quasten (Vol II), 171. Most of the text is extant in the original Greek [in the 
fragments], and in its entirety in Old Slavonic. In the first book Hippolytus "deals with the story of Susanna... 
[and] sees in her the prefiguration of the immaculate Bride of Christ, the Church...": ibid., 171f. 
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writings of the NT and OT,324 is the source of all revelation and Truth (on account of "the 
Word").325 As if wanting to incontrovertibly underscore this canonical location to his readers, 
Hippolytus saturates these works in scriptural citation from both Testaments; especially 
Daniel, which provided the theologian with much of the material for his discoursing on the 
Antichrist.326 It should be noted, that the word itself, "ajntivcristo"", is nowhere mentioned in 
Book of Revelation (it is connected to the "beast" [qhrivon] of Rev 13). The term, 'antichrist', 
"not found outside Christian circles"327 is, however, importantly enough, borrowed from the 
Johannine corpus: 1Jn 2:18, 22; 4:3; 2Jn 7.328  
 
It is certainly notable that for the most part, early writers dealing with the persona of the 
antichrist and the symbolism of the Roman Empire, have been able to approach their study of 
these end-time subjects outside what we may term today a western capitalist perspective of 
history (emphasis on the persona), or a Marxist-Leninist interpretation (emphasis on the 
cult).329 "Historians", as Ian Kershaw says, "have always had to face up to the difficult task of 
balancing the relative importance of  'personality' and impersonal 'structures' and forces in the 
process of historical development."330 The broad balance that we encounter in the patristic 
treatises on the examination of history generally, and on the apocalyptic subject more 
specifically, I believe, is due fundamentally to the following reasons: first, the espousal of a 
theology that understands revelation to be consummated in the Son of Man who "lives among 
us";331 and second, the deliberate con-fusion by the Seer of Patmos of the eschatological 
cosmic villains themselves.332 And so, the persona becomes the cult, and the cult becomes the 
persona.333  
                                                
     324 "Scripture itself": Antichr. 67; Homily on the Heresy of Noetus, 9. 
     325 Kata; pasw'n aiJrevsewn e[legco": 28, 29. 
     326 Antichr., passim; In Dan., passim. 
  327 Arndt and Gingrich, op. cit., 76. 
 
  328 "The term 'Antichrist', as Brown writes, "peculiar to the Johannine Epistles in the NT, represents a convergence of 
various background factors in Judaism": see Ramond E. Brown's critical excursus of the term, The Epistles of John, (New 
York: Doubleday, 1982), 332-337; cf. also 2Thess 2:1-12 for Saint Paul's discourse on the man of lawlessness [oJ a[nomo"]. 
For an instructive discussion, see F. F. Bruce, 1&2 Thessalonians, (Texas: Word Books, 1982), 159-188. 
 
  329 This is especially evident in the differing approaches that modern historians have taken in their reviews 
of Hitler and Nazi Germany, see Ian Kershaw, Profiles in Power: Hitler, (London: Longman, 1991), 1-15. 
 
  330 ibid., 4. 
 
  331 Vladimir Lossky, Orthodox Theology: An Introduction, (New York: SVS Press, 1978), 90. 
 
  332 See M. G. Michael, Thesis 125-175. 
 
   333 In modern times this can be typically exemplified in the reign of the former Soviet ruler, Joseph Stalin, 






In numerous places throughout this thesis we have found strong contacts between canonical 
criticism and the Eastern Orthodox conception of Canon and Church Consciousness. Another 
contact as I have already suggested, is that of typology. John Breck (following Georges 
Barrois) says, that "[t]ypology is based upon the premise that historical events in Israel's 
history are related in terms either of  ' promise and fulfillment' or of 'prototype to antitype'."334 
Now, there is a plentiful and well-known treasure-house of such examples, but Hippolytus 
(similarly to Irenaeus), adds another dimension to this theology by extending it to an 
archetypal realm335 to include a parallel address of the 'opposites'. The following passage from 
his treatise on the Antichrist is marvellously emblematic. It begins with the comparative 
figure of the "lion" [le/onta] (cf. Rev 5:5) which ideally belongs to the Lord Jesus Christ, but 
which, will be deceitfully claimed by the Antichrist in his futile efforts to usurp the Son of 
God: 
 
Tou= me\n ouÅn kuri¿ou kaiì swth=roj h(mw½n Xristou=  ¹Ihsou= tou= ui¸ou= tou= qeou= dia\ 
to\ basiliko\n kaiì eÃndocon w¨j le/ontoj prokekhrugme/nou, to\n au)to\n tro/pon kaiì 
to\n a)nti¿xriston o(moi¿wj le/onta proanhgo/reusan ai¸ grafaiì dia\ to\ turanniko\n 
au)tou= kaiì bi¿aion. kata\ pa/nta ga\r e)comoiou=sqai bou/letai o( pla/noj t%½ ui¸%½ 
tou= qeou=. le/wn me\n o(  Xristo\j, kaiì le/wn me\n o( a)nti¿xristoj. basileu\j o(  
Xristo\j, kaiì basileu\j e)pi¿geioj o( a)nti¿xristoj. e)dei¿xqh o( swth\r w¨j a)rni¿on, kaiì 
au)to\j o(moi¿wj fanh/setai w¨j a)rni¿on, eÃndoqen lu/koj wÓn. e)mperi¿tomoj hÅlqen o( 
swth\r ei¹j to\n ko/smon, kaiì au)to\j o(moi¿wj e)leu/setai. a)pe/steilen o( ku/rioj tou\j 
a)posto/louj ei¹j pa/nta ta\ eÃqnh, kaiì au)to\j o(moi¿wj pe/myei yeudaposto/louj. 
sunh/gage ta\ dieskorpisme/na pro/bata o( swth/r, kaiì au)to\j o(moi¿wj e)pisuna/cei 
to\n dieskorpisme/non lao\n tw½n  ¹Ioudai¿wn. eÃdwken o( ku/rioj sfragiÍda toiÍj ei¹j 
au)to\n pisteu/ousin, kaiì au)to\j dw¯sei o(moi¿wj. e)n sxh/mati a)nqrw¯pou e)fa/nh o( 
ku/rioj, kaiì au)to\j e)n sxh/mati a)nqrw¯pou e)leu/setai. a)ne/sthsen o( swth\r kaiì 
a)pe/deice th\n a(gi¿an sa/rka au)tou= w¨j nao/n, kaiì au)to\j a)nasth/sei to\n e)n  
¸Ierosolu/moij li¿qinon nao/n. kaiì tau=ta me\n ta\ pla/na au)tou= texna/smata e)n toiÍj 
e(ch=j dhlw¯somen, nuniì de\ pro\j to\ prokei¿menon trapw½men.336 
 
 
The Book of Revelation is an absolute component of Hippolytus' dogmatic locus, as it was for 
a whole group of ecclesiastical writers, members of the worshiping Church and who had 
come before him. Establishing, therefore, not only the authoritas of the Apoc as normative, 
but also commending it along the canonical guidelines of the sacred writings.337 This is 
                                                
     334 John Breck, The Power of the Word in the Worshiping Church, (New York: SVS Press, 1986), 39. 
 
     335 For the place of Plato in Christian mystical tradition, see Andrew Louth, The Origins of the Christian 
Mystical Tradition, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), 1-17. 
 
     336 Antichr. 6. 
 
     337 Note also that in the catalogue of Hippolytus' lost writings are included two works specifically dealing 
with the defence of the Apoc against those who rejected the prophecy (the first of which Epiphanius of Salamis 
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openly evidenced by the author when he writes that the Scriptures themselves speak of "the 
coming of Antichrist" [hJ tou' ajnticrivstou parousiva],338 and is then immediately 
authenticated when he says that his name [the Antichrist's] is "indicated by the number in the 
Scripture [ejn th' grafh/']."339 Elsewhere in the same treatise [Antichr.], commenting once 
more on the "number of the beast", he expressly says, "the Holy Spirit [a{gion pneu'ma] has 
also mystically indicated [mustikw'" ejdhvlwsen] his name [the Antichrist's] by means of a 
number."340  The antichrist figure is related to the notorious "666".341 And then when 
Hippolytus directly proceeds to speak of the "beast coming up out of the earth" he writes, 
"John then speaks thus".342 Connecting the OT and NT in an eschatological argument, the 
prophet Isaiah is quoted (Isa 47:1-15) and Hippolytus in a rhetorical frame of mind asks, "[l]et 
us see now whether John has spoken to the same effect."343 He then immediately cites Rev 17 
and proceeds with another question which importantly for us extends the focus onto 
apostolicity, "[t]ell me, blessed John, apostle and disciple of the Lord [levge moi, w\ makavrie 
 jIwavnnh, ajpovstole kai; maqhta; tou' kurivou], what didst thou see and hear concerning 
Babylon?"344 We cannot help but note here, a similar exhortation to Saint John concerning the 
mysteries of the Apoc coming from the mouth of Gregory Nazianzus, "wJ"  jIwavnnh" 
didavskei me dia; th'"  jApokaluvyew"."345   
 
Equally the prophetic charism, which is directly connected to eschatological discourse, is 
highlighted when John who "gives no false witness" [ouj yeuvdetai]346 is grouped together in 
elevated praise with Ezekiel, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Daniel347 who also speak of the "coming 
                                                                                                                                              
(AD c. 315-403) may have used for his own account of the group infamously called the Alogoi). The 
first, JUpe;r tou' kata;  jIwavnnhn eujaggelivou kai; ajpokaluvyew"; and the second, Kefavleia kata; Gai>vou. For 
the textual tradition of these works, see Quasten, (Vol. II), 197. Interestingly the former book is recorded in the 
Syrian Ebedjesu (Cat. libr. omn. eccl. 7). 
     338 Antichr. 5. 
     339 ibid. 
     340 ibid., 48. 
 341 ibid., 49-50. 
 
     342 ibid.; for the same formula cf. also Antichr. 47. 
     343 ibid., 48. 
     344 ibid., 36.  
 345 Gregory Nazianzus, Supremum vale (orat. 42). 
 
     346 Antichr., 31; cf. also Antichr. 32 where Hippolytus writes similarly of the OT prophet Daniel for he too 
"hast not been in error." 






of the Antichrist."348 He speaks of the "blessed prophets" who recount things "mystically" 
[mustikw'"] and then cites Rev 17:9, "[t]his calls for a mind with wisdom." The criterion of 
apostolicity here dominates and is connected to the prophetic office. On most occasions when 
Hippolytus, one of "the outstanding commentator[s]" for Averky Taushev,349 cites the Apoc 
he will introduce the pericope from the Seer's text with the simple but authoritatively accepted 
formula (reminiscent of the OT prophets):350 "John then speaks thus" [levgei ga;r 
 jIwavnnh"]351 or with "wJ" gevgraptai".352 The Seer of Patmos is also one of "the prophets", 
[oiJ profh'tai e{w"  jIwavnnou].353 The emphatic connection between apostolicity and 
prophecy takes on further significance that the Church, as Dumitru Staniloae expounds, is 
"the instrument for preserving revelation."354  
 
The "obstinate" [ajnupocwvrhto carakthvra]355 Roman is a notable example of one who holds 
unreservedly to the authority of the Apoc and yet does not share overly in the chiliastic zeal 
which the book could inspire. He prefers to speak of the thousand year period not in literal 
terms, but rather as representing the entire span of an undisclosed eschatological moment, "as 
John says in His Apocalypse [ jIwavnnh" ejn th'/  jApokaluvyei aujtou' dihgei'tai]... for a day 
with the Lord is as a thousand years."356 Is he purposely distancing himself from the more 
literal interpretation of the "thousand years" preferred by his great teacher Irenaeus and by 
Justin and Papias before him? By emphasizing the spiritual dimension of the millennial 
controversy he cannot be considered a chiliast in the strict sense, though like those, in that 
tradition before him, "chronological schemes" are certainly not outside his interest.357 It rests 
better, however, with the exposition of his eschatology to say, that Hippolytus is more 
                                                
     348 ibid., 19. 
 349 Averky Taushev, The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity, (California: Saint Herman 
of Alaska Brotherhood, 1995), 177. 
 
     350 See James King West, Introduction to the Old Testament, (Macmillan Publishing Co.: New York, 1981), 
"Thus says the Lord: Prophecy in Israel", 264-288. 
     351 Antichr. 47. 
     352 Hippolytus, Commentarium in Danielem, TLG (2115 030) 4.52.4.4. 
     353 ibid., 4.33.2.1. 
 354 Dumitru Staniloae, op. cit., 53-78. 
 
  355 Tsavmh, op. cit., 72. 
 
     356 ANF (Vol. V), 179; but this reference is not clear, who or what book is Hippolytus actually quoting, Ps 
90:4 or 2Pet 3:8? Stonehouse misses this extraordinary misquote, citing it naturally as coming from Hippolytus' 
reading of the Apoc: Stonehouse, op. cit., 104. 
     357 For a concise summary of Hippolytus' "chronological scheme" from the combination of the creation week 
with Ps 90:4, Ex 25:10f., as well as Jn 19:14, see Stonehouse, ibid. 104f. 
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concerned with a general scheme of the end times rather than holding on to a strict literalist 
interpretation.358 This view also matches the eschatological plan of the Antichristus where he 
wants to make clear his position, that the destruction of the world will take place when the 
Lord returns "who shall bring the conflagration and just judgment upon all who have refused 
to believe on Him."359 "Hippolytus", as Constantine N. Tsirpanlis writes in the context of the 
kingdom of the saints (Rev 20:6), "emphasizes (in disagreement with Irenaeus) its spiritual 
nature and healing rather than its 'earthly' enjoyment and satisfaction in this creation."360 
Nevertheless, W. Bousset rightly points out, that in places our early interpreter is inconsistent 
in his treatment of the Seer's prophecy.361 In this particular instance, his unexpected deviation 
from John's eschatological position on the Roman Empire.  
 
Hippolytus is a fantastically rich source (demonstrably evident from the assembled data in our 
Appendix) during this middle course of the Apoc's adventure, and his witness presents an 
instructive paradigm in the context of a canonical criticism approach. First, he belongs to a 
link of successive Christian generations who received the book as it was commended, 
conferred with sacredness, and transmitted to the community of believers. In his case, it was 
also a reception from a line of episcopal and revered ecclesiastical exemplars going right back 
to the Apostle John himself: Hippolytus was disciple of Irenaeus, Irenaeus of Polycarp, and 
Polycarp of Saint John.362 Here the appeal to tradition is very strong. E. Earle Ellis, arguing 
from the position of "corporate authorship", says that "[t]he Book of Revelation is identified 
at its opening (1:3) as sacred tradition that is to be observed by the recipients."363 This 
identifiable universal appeal is surely absent from the two other main apocalypses: notably 
from Hermas, and clearly from that attributed to Peter. The Apoc, too, had a weighty 
                                                
     358 This could be connected to Hippolytus' Greek education, yet the framework of his eschatology is 
decidedly influenced by the west, "hJ peri; tw'n ejscavtwn ajntivlhyiv" tou ei\nai safw'" dutikhv": Marcel 
Richard, op. cit., 990. 
     359 Antichr. 64. 
     360 Constantine N. Tsirpanlis, "The Antichrist and the End of the World in Irenaeus, Justin, Hippolytus and 
Tertullian, PBR 9/1, (1990), 14.  
 361 Wilhelm Bousset, The Antichrist Legend: A Chapter in Christian and Jewish Folklore, trans., A. H. 
Keane, (Georgia: Scholars Press, 1999), 26f. 
 
     362 See ANF (Vol. V), 7. The position of Hippolytus on the Apoc is all the more important given his 
"propinquity... to the apostolic age": ibid. It is the same, of course, with the testimony of Irenaeus. 
     363 E. E. Ellis, The Making of the New Testament Documents, (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 222. In Rev 1:3, Ellis 
points to ajnaginwvskein [in church], ajkouvein [the words of this prophecy], and threi'n [the things written in it]. 
He further notes that "[a] similar appeal to tradition that has previously been (delivered and) received is made by 
the exalted Christ in Rev 3:3, 8." Here, again, Ellis asks us to note mnhmoneuvein, lambavnein, ajkouvein, 
and threi'n, whilst the force of kratei'n at Rev 2:13ff., 24f.; 3:11 is the same, 'to hold fast' to (the content of) a 





"function" for Hippolytus, not only as an exegete and apologist as is correctly highlighted, but 
also in the context of his intention (from a canonical approach),364 to declare the khvrugma of 
the Church (during a time of crisis).  
 
Origen (AD c.185-254), prov., Alexandria-Caesarea 
In the Apocalypse the Apostle and Evangelist, In Ioann. 2.4 
The indefatigable Origen, famous pupil and successor of Clement at the Catechetical School 
of Alexandria, spoken of by Didymus the Blind as the "Master of the Churches after the 
Apostle"365 and whom J. W. Trigg has called "the first great theologian of the church",366 is 
an extraordinary ecclesiastical personality. When exiled by bishop Demetrios of Alexandria 
and deposed from both his position as head of the School and from his priesthood, he found 
refuge in Caesarea where he soon established another school around AD 231.367 He was a 
prolific author (active for most of the first half of the third century), and a writer who 
throughout his life defended the divine inspiration and canonicity of Scripture.368 The 
allegorical method, which had as its object "to present absolute, eternal, ahistorical or at least 
transhistorical truth",369 is a central part of Origen's biblical theology.370 His witness to the 
Apoc is one of the most important in the Ancient Church, both for his explicit reference to the 
canonical authority of the book as for the frequency of his citation.371 These quotations are not 
always facsimiles of the Seer's text, but nonetheless plainly demonstrate that Origen accepted 
                                                
     364 Childs, As Canon, 25. 
     365 Henri Crouzel cites Gregory of Nazianzus (as reported by the Souda) as saying of the great Alexandrian 
master, "[h]e is the stone which sharpens us all" and "the Master of the Churches after the Apostle", to quote 
Didymus the Blind (copied by Jerome): Henri Crouzel, Origen, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1989), trans. A. S. 
Worrall, xi. 
     366 Origen: The Bible and Philosophy in the Third-Century Church, Joseph Wilson Trigg, (Atlanta: John 
Knox Press, 1983), 1; for a list of standard texts dealing with Origen, see Crouzel, ibid., xi-xvi. 
     367 Classic studies into the life and thought of this controversial figure who continues to inspire fundamental 
differences of opinion about his complex theological system, are those of Crouzel, ibid.; Trigg, ibid.; Jean 
Daniélou, Origène, (Paris: La Table Ronde, 1948); and Hal Koch's seminal contribution which looked at 
bringing together the Platonist and Christian Origen, Pronoia und Paideusis; Studien über Origenes und sein 
Verhältnis zum Platonismus, (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1932); see especially Crouzel, ibid., 1-36.  
     368 See Crouzel, ibid., 61-84. "Origen, like many of the ancient Fathers, had an inadequate idea of the 
inspiration of Scripture: he thought of it rather like dictation. The Holy Spirit is the author of the Bible, the 
human author is of little account": ibid., 71. 
     369 "Origen" in Donald K. McKim (ed.), art., B. Nassif, 52-60. 
     370 ibid.; see also Joseph W. Trigg, Origen, (London: Routledge, 1998), 11-14, and D. Dawson, Allegorical 
Readers and Cultural Revision in Ancient Alexandria, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). 
     371 Stonehouse informs us that "[a] fairly accurate conception of the extent to which he [Origen] used its [the 
Apoc's] language and directly quoted from it can be best obtained by turning to the Text Registers of the eight 
volumes of Origen's works in the Berlin Academy Edition, where more than one hundred and fifty references 
are noted": Stonehouse, op. cit., 118. 
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the Book of Revelation as both authoritative and divinely inspired. Why is this most 
important? Because "[i]n every book, chapter, verse and letter of the Bible", as Nassif tells 
us, "Origen traces the breath of the Holy Spirit at work."372 Again we are not probing our 
writer for a closed NT Canon.373 The final list (yet to be decided by the consensus ecclesiae 
catholicae) was still not settled at this time. Though the majority of the commended books 
had been set apart, others continued on the margin of the believing community's canonical 
discourse.374 We are, here, specifically enquiring into Origen's position on the reception of 
the Seer's book as normative Scripture.  
 
The pioneer biblical scholar, who was eighteen years of age when first given charge of the 
renowned Catechetical School of Alexandria,375 introduces pericopes from the Book of 
Revelation with signatures for canonical Scripture recognized by the believing community, 
for instance: "that which is written in the Apocalypse of John".376 At other times he will use 
the simple formula, "John speaks in the Apocalypse" [ jIwavnnh" ejn  jApokaluvyei fhsiv];377 
or "in the Apocalypse of John";378 and even "John in his Apocalypse".379 Compare these 
references, just for example, with "[t]he Apostle [Paul] says (Rom 7:8f)", "we find it written 
(Jn 12:48)", 380 "Wisdom speaks in the Proverbs (Prov 8:22)".381 In one major moment when 
pointing back to the Rev 5:1-5 commenting on the scroll "in the right hand of the one seated 
on the throne", Origen declares, "[f]or the book here spoken of means the whole of 
Scripture."382 Elsewhere in his Commentary on John where he is discoursing on the Logos, 
Origen not only highlights the apostolicity of the Apoc by directly connecting it to "the 
apostle and the evangelist" [ejn th'/  jApokaluvyei oJ  ajpovstolo" kai; oJ eujaggelisthv"], but 
he brings out the author's prophetic charisma as well, "and the Apocalypse entitles him [John] 
                                                
     372 Nassif, op. cit., 57. 
  373 For a review of Origen's NT canon and terminology, see McDonald, The Formation, 201-205. 
 
  374 Apart from the four canonical Gospels which Origen accepts, he also receives "an unspecified number 
of Paul's epistles, as well as 1 John, Revelation, and Hebrews… He tentatively considered 2 Peter and 2 and 3 
John… [and] apparently made use of James and Jude with some hesitation…": ibid., 203. 
 
 375 Tsavmh, op. cit., 82. 
 
     376 Ierem. Hom. 9. 
     377 De Principiis 1.2.10. 
     378 In Ioann. 1.23. 
     379 ibid., 1.1. 
 380 ibid., 2.9. 
 
 381 ibid., 1.17. 
 





to be styled a prophet, too."383 The Johannine authorship and hence, the apostolicity of the 
Book of Revelation, is cited naturally as something handed down by the community of the 
faithful and commended: 
 
Again, in his [John's] description in the Apocalypse of the Logos of God, the Apostle 
and Evangelist (and the Apocalypse entitles him to be styled a prophet, too) says he saw 
the Word of God in the opened heaven, and that He was riding on a white horse.384 
 
Origen considers the Seer of Patmos as one of "the other prophets" when he quotes "from 
John in his Apocalypse" commenting on Rev 7:3-4.385 The idea of apostolicity is prominent, 
the identity of the author not questioned; it is "the same John in the Apocalypse", writes 
Origen, speaking of the author of the Gospel of John to whom he had just referred.386 In 
another place, the author will quote Rev 3:20 "Behold, I stand at the door and knock...", as the 
very words of Jesus Christ without any mention of the Apoc.387 Apostolicity, is therefore, 
directly connected to the orthodoxy of the text, but equally as Wall and Lemcio importantly 
point out in the canonical context, "with the theological tradition the apostle John 
'founded'."388 In a most valuable for our investigation preserved fragment from Origen's Fifth 
Book on John, where Adamantius (as he was called by some owing to his strong disposition) 
is speaking of the literary remains of the apostles, he says:  
 
[w]hy need we speak of him who reclined upon the bosom of Jesus, John, who has left 
us one Gospel, though he confessed that he might write so many that the world could not 
contain them? And he wrote also the Apocalypse, but was commanded to keep silence 
and not to write the words of the seven thunders.389 
 
 
The dynamics of tradition, centered around "the Logos", are in full force in Origen's 
hermeneutical system.390 "Origen", writes George Florovsky, "insisted on the catholic 
interpretation of Scripture that is offered in the church: audiens in ecclesia verbum Dei 
                                                
     383 ibid., 2.4. [italics added] 
     384 ibid. 
     385 In Ioann. 1.1. [Note that Origen begins his Commentary on the Gospel of John with pericopes from the 
Apocalypse, this would certainly interest those approaching the canon from Brevard S. Childs' perspective]. 
     386 ibid., 2.4. 
     387 Origenes Theol., Commentarii in evangelium Joannis, TLG (2042 005) 13.32.199.1. 
     388 Wall and Lemcio, op. cit., 285. 
     389 Hist. Eccl. 6.25.7-10 [italics added]. In the same place Origen also notes that some cast doubt on the 
authenticity of at least two of the Johannine epistles. 
     390 See Panagovpoulo", op. cit., 260-265. 
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catholice tractari."391 He is aware of disputed books which are "doubted" [ajmfibavlletai],392 
but the commended texts which he accepts as authoritative have come to him through past 
generations conscious of the authority of the "Church of God".393 That the Apoc held  
normative status among the writings in the NT as Origen knew it, is confirmed by the 
passages preserved by Eusebius giving Origen's explicit demonstrations on the Canon.394 The 
"Scriptures" in which there is no "conflict" are divided into "Old Scriptures with the New, or 
of the Law with the Prophets, or of the Gospels with the Apostolic Scriptures, or of the 
Apostolic Scriptures with each other."395 And it is the "same Spirit" who was active "before 
the advent of Christ" who now also speaks through the "evangelists and apostles".396 This is 
momentous, for the "Scriptures were written by the Spirit of God."397 Therefore, for Origen, 
as  jIwavnnh" Panagovpoulo" summarizes after an extensive survey into the subject, 
" JH qeopneustiva dhl. devn ajfora' movno thvn nohtikhv leitourgiva tou' iJ. suggrafeva, ajllav
oJlovklhrh thvn u{parxh tou."398 That is, divine inspiration [qeopneustiva], sweeps into every 
facet of the life of those authors who have written the Holy Scriptures. And so it is in this 
context, also, that our indomitable theologian will discourse on Christ’s disciples as "scribes" 
though they were perceived as "unlearned" and "ignorant".399 
 
Origen's spiritualizing position on chiliasm helps explain his high view of the Apoc; he was 
not bound by the literalist interpretation of Rev 20:4-6 as is plainly obvious when he speaks 
                                                
     391 George Florovsky "in Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.)", op. cit., 113. [Florovsky is citing Origen Homilies on 
Leviticus 4.5] 
     392 See McDonald for the standard texts collected from Eusebius: Lee M. McDonald, The Formation, 201f. 
McDonald also cites Metzger, albeit critically, who "noted that Origen never wrote a commentary on a book not 
found in the later NT: ibid., 203. On Rufinus translation of Origen's Homilies on Joshua 7 (AD c. 400) "our 
second principle source... on the contents of Origen's NT canon", McDonald concludes (following Kalin) that it 
"presents us more with Rufinus' canon than it does Origen's": ibid., 204. 
     393 Contra Celsus XLVIII; Origen, however, "tentatively considered" 2Peter and 2 and 3 John, and made use 
of James and Jude "with some hesitation": McDonald, ibid., 203. 
     394 Eusebius, Hist Eccl. 6.25.3-14. 
     395 In Matt. 2. [ANF (Vol. X), 413] 
     396 ibid., 4.16. 
     397 De Principiis, Pref. 8. 
     398 Panagovpoulo", op. cit., 246. 






on the prevarications of "the earthly city of Jerusalem."400 Those who look for a materialistic 
kingdom here on earth and to the carnal pleasures and the physical restoration of the body, are 
"disciples of the letter alone" who do not follow "the opinion of the Apostle Paul regarding 
the resurrection of a spiritual body."401 His Platonism, to which, as Andrew Louth says, 
Origen "was deeply indebted",402 prepared him to exegete at a high allegorical level,403 and 
biblical passages which could appear to be stumbling blocks to some, were not so for him. He 
tells us in his famous treatise De Principiis [Peri;  jArcw'n], "that we should not receive what 
is presented by the letter alone."404 Commenting on Rev 21, on the heavenly Jerusalem "and 
of its foundations and gates", he speaks of "the road" which is "indicated by symbols."405 
Interestingly (an aspect of Origen's thought that scholars pay little attention to), the upholding 
of the spiritualizing approach to the Scriptures did not lead him to the denial of the literal 
coming of the Antichrist. He is, for instance, spirited in his admonition of Celsus who 
ignorantly "rejects the statements concerning Antichrist... having neither read what is said of 
him in the Book of Daniel nor in the writings of Paul, nor what the Saviour in the Gospels has 
predicted about his coming...", and then proceeds to treat the subject at some length.406 
Though Origen's persuasion of Platonism could, as Stonehouse has said, threaten "to displace 
the biblical elements of his eschatology and that his allegorical exegesis was often 
exaggerated and unnatural", nonetheless:  
                                                
     400 De Principiis 2.11.2. 
     401 ibid.; see also In Ioann. 10.26. 
     402 Andrew Louth, The Origins of the Christian Mystical Tradition: From Plato to Denys, (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1983), 53. 
     403 For illuminating discussion on Origen's "spiritual or allegorical exegesis", see Crouzel, op. cit., 61-84. 
The author, himself, points to H. de Lubac, Histoire et Esprit, (Paris, 1950). "The main theological justification 
[of spiritual exegesis]", writes Crouzel, "proceeds from the fact that for us Christians the revelation is identified 
with Christ": ibid., 69; "the controlling hermeneutic that dominated Origen's approach to Scripture was the 
interconnectedness of  God, his Logos and humanity...  Origen explains his hermeneutical theory in book 4 of 
On First Principles... basing himself squarely in the tradition of allegorical exegesis as exemplified by 
Aristobulus, Philo, Pantaenus and Clement, Origen claims that Scripture itself reveals how we should 
understand the Bible": Nassif, op. cit., 59. 
     404 De Principiis 4.18. 
     405 ibid., 6.23. 
     406 Contra Cels. 6.45-46. 
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his utter lack of sympathy with the chiliastic expectations, which were based largely 
upon the Apoc, gives his unequivocal testimony to the canonicity of the Apocalypse 
even greater weight.407 
 
Some might suppose to diminish Origen's overall witness dealing with matters ecclesiastical 
on account of his supposed 'apostasy', however, let us take our line from Henri Crouzel, who 
speaks by far for the overwhelming majority (and which nowadays is also becoming the 
position for many of those writing within the Eastern Orthodox tradition):408 
 
[l]ikewise if Origen had been notoriously an apostate, how would he have been granted 
the burial in the cathedral of Tyre described by Dom Delarue? But 'the legend of the 
fall', even if it is rejected nowadays by all Origen scholars, has none the less through the 




Much has occurred during this phase of the Apoc's canonical adventure. During this period 
the Book of Revelation met with a cluster of interesting trials. What were they? What 
eventuated? And what was the position of the Apoc in the context of the canonical process 
which was evolving within the community of the faithful as the book (and the community 
itself),410 moved into the next century and beyond? To summarize: The Book of Revelation 
was excluded from Marcion's so-called canon which rejected all discernible Hebrew 
influences. But far from this casting a spectre on the authority of the book, it compelled the 
orthodox to a stricter formulation of the concept of the NT Canon according to the standard of 
the regula veritatis.411 And in these critical deliberations the document was well received by 
the ecclesia catholica. Paradoxically, it was the enthusiastic reception of the Book of 
Revelation by a community outside the orthodox Church, the Montanists (the "Phrygian 
                                                
     407 Stonehouse, op. cit., 122. 
 408 Ware, for instance, cites Origen as one of the "Greek Father[s]": Kallistos Ware, The Orthodox Way, 
(New York: SVS Press, 1995), 154. 
 
     409 Crouzel, op. cit., 36. [italics added] 
     410 "The biblical community of faith as a people on the way, a 'pilgrim people'": Bernhard W. Anderson, 
"Tradition and Scripture in the Community of Faith", JBL 100/1, (1981), 9. 
     411 This would occur through the recognition of the body of Christ, the Church, that a particular document 
was functioning as Scripture in accordance to "the rule of truth" [kanw;n th'" ajlhqeiva"]. "When we ask how 
Scripture functions as a sacred text within the faith-community, three components suggest themselves as 
essential. This literature is revered as (1) inspired, i.e., originating from and communicating the Spirit of God; 
(2) in some sense normative for the community; and (3) canonical, having official and unique authoritative 





heresy"),412 which threatened the canonical recognition of the Seer's prophecy. The chiliastic 
centralism of this group and its doctrine of the New Prophecy was troubling for many church 
figures. It was feared that the teachings of the movement would be legitimized if appeal was 
made to a book received as normative by the believing community. An extreme response to 
this anxiety was that of the obscure Alogi,413 who not only rejected the Apoc, but it might 
seem all the Corpus Johanneum. Similarly, too, the Syrian churches,414 under the influence of 
Tatian (who appears, himself, to have been influenced by Marcion), are wary of the Apoc 
apparently concerned by its perceived instruction of a material chiliasm. Serious as these 
blows could be, they did not, in the long term, diminish the recognition of the book.415 They 
did force a collective response, however, of ecclesiastical writers to a defence of an orthodox 
interpretation of the Apoc and a more consistent application of the criteria of canonicity.416 If 
the Book of Revelation was a book of the Church, which it so dramatically proclaimed, then 
only within the Body of Christ could it be authentically interpreted. For the "content of 
apostolic tradition", as Richard Bauckham writes explaining the coincidence view of the Early 
Church, "coincides with the content of Scripture."417 Prophecy, also, was not adversely 
affected. The Church Fathers insisted on the distinction between false prophets and those 
                                                
     412 Hist. Eccl. 5.16.7. 
     413 Epiph., Adv. Haer. 51.3-6. 
     414 Yet consider the authoritative reception of the Apoc by the sixth bishop of Antioch in Syria, the learned 
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understand, from the confessional position of Orthodoxy, as being an integral component of 
the kanw;n th'" ajlhqeiva". This was the safeguard that though the sacred text could be misinterpreted by 
'outsiders' and misused, it could never be claimed nor interpreted authentically by anyone outside the 
community of faith, for it is only within the "body of Christ" [sw'ma Cristou'] (1Cor 12:27), that the Holy Spirit 
dwells and instructs (Rev 2:7). For discussion and references to principal patristic passages within this present 
context, see Florovsky "in Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.)", 97-124. 
     416 The problem is not always the inconsistent application or not of the criteria of canonicity, but equally, the 
lack of a universal system of 'canonical' definitions. "There is no justification", writes Gamble, "in bibliographic 
terms, for example, for an a priori discrimination between scriptural and nonscriptural texts, not only because 
the scriptural canon had not yet been determined, but also because the methods of producing and circulating 
texts were the same for all texts": Gamble, Books and Readers, 94. 
     417 Scripture, Tradition And Reason: A Study in the Criteria of Christian Doctrine, Richard Bauckham & 
Benjamin Drewery (eds), (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988), 118. 
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prophets sent by the Holy Spirit. As the next phase of the Apoc's canonical adventure begins, 
we find, it is the only apocalypse consistently cited as a proof text not only in the defence of 
doctrine, but also in its development.418 Though the notae canonicitatis were foremost at 
different stages (particularly the criterion of apostolicity), it was Holy Tradition, the church 
consciousness of the faithful community, that would ultimately canonize, bestow upon the 
text authentia Scripturae. The recognition of the Apoc's canonicity, in the setting of the 
"canonical guidelines" of two founding faith-communities of the Ancient Church: that in 
Rome, which is responsible for the list of sacred books catalogued in the MF, and that in 
Lyons and Vienne which used the text as normative Scripture and which commended the 
Revelation to sister churches in Asia Minor, is a marturiva of the Ekklhsiva" evnstikto for 
successive generations of believers. 
                                                
     418 Quoted at length is a passage from Bauckham where the profound nature of the theology of the Apoc is 
drawn out, and which, serves to explain what the early ecclesiastical writers encountered in the text as a 
dynamic theological narrative. "Because Revelation does not contain theological discourse or argument of the 
kind with which readers of the New Testament are familiar in, for example, the Pauline letters, it should not be 
thought to be any less a product of a profound theological reflection. Its images are by no means a vaguer or 
more impressionistic means of expression than the relatively more abstract conceptual argument of a Pauline 
letter. They are capable both of considerable precision of meaning and of compressing a wealth of meaning into 
a brief space by evoking a range of associations. The method and conceptuality of the theology of Revelation 
are relatively different from the rest of the New Testament, but once they are appreciated in their own right, 
Revelation can be seen to be not only one of the finest literary works in the New Testament, but also one of the 
greatest theological achievements of early Christianity. Moreover, the literary and theological greatness are not 
separable": Richard Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 






From Cyprian of Carthage to Athanasius the Great 
 
Introduction 
We found that the Book of Revelation gradually grew in stature across Christendom (with the 
notable exception of Syria), and that the Seer's text was the only serious canonical contender 
of the early apocalypses1 as we enter into this third phase of the exploration. However, this is 
not to suggest that the proceedings of the formation of the NT Canon were now uniform and 
clear-cut; even at this relatively advanced phase in our particular text's adventure we are not 
dealing "in a straight line," as Bruce Metzger characteristically writes, "but in a zig-zag 
development."2 And so we cross the threshold into the final stretch of our rigorous survey. An 
equally critical period but with the added significance that it will be during this time, when 
canon consciousness was a more clearly defined and practised theology,3 that the question of 
the legitimacy and authority of the Apoc would be further secured, despite the mixed 
reception of the book by our ecclesiastical chronicler Eusebius on account of its notional 
profession of chiliasm. It is also during this point in time that the position of the West (from 
Carthage right through to Rome) is further established, and in the East Athanasius4 answers 
                                                
     1 For a bibliography and synopsis of the adventure of the two main rival [apocryphal] apocalypses attributed 
to Saint Peter and Saint Paul, see Bruce Metzger, The Canon of The New Testament: Its Origin, Development, 
and Significance, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 184-187; the Apocalypse of Peter, first cited in the MF 
around AD 200 with strong advice that it ought not to be read in church (MF 72-73), dates from about AD 125-
150. Notably Clement of Alexandria appears to accept it as the apostle's work (Ecl. proph. 41.2), but Eusebius 
reckons it "among the rejected writings": Hist. Eccl. 3.25.4; the so-called Apocalypse of Paul, as Metzger says, 
written probably in Egypt about AD 250, makes good use of its earlier counterpart and although it did not ever 
seriously challenge for a position in the Canon and was "unrecognized by the ancients", it still was Sozomen 
tells us, "esteemed by most of the monks": cited Metzger, ibid., 186. 
     2 ibid., 264. 
     3 Pan. Trempevla" argues that it was during the middle to late decades of the fourth century AD that the 
Canon was officially recognized by the Church as evidenced by major synodical proclamations, 
" JH  jepivshmo" uJpo; th'" ejkklhsiva" ajnagnwvrisi" tou' katalovgou tw'n  biblivwn tw'n  ajpotelouvn twn tou;"
kanovna" th'" P. K. Diaqhvkh"  jegevneto ejn me;n th'/  jAnatolh/' kurivw" uJpo; th'" ejn Laodikeiva/ ejn e[tei 363 
sunelqouvsh" sunovdou, ejn de; th/' Dutikh/'  jEkklhsiva/ uJpo; tw'n  JIppw'ni kata; to;  e[to" 393  kai; Karqagevnh/
ejn  e[tei  sunelqousw'n  sunovdwn,  ou{tw  de;  aiJ  duvo  Diaqh'kai  ajnegnwrivsqhsan  uJpo;  sumpavsh"  th'"
 jEkklhsiva"  wJ"  perievcousai  th;n  mivan  proodeutikw'" genomevnhn qeivan  jApokavluyin kai; wJ" oJ iJero;"
kanw;n th'" cristianikh'" pivstew" kai; tou' cristianikou' bivou...": P. N. Trempevla,  jEgkuklopaideiva Th'"
Qeologiva", ( jAqh'nai: O SWTHR, 1980), 189f. 
     4 A long list of distinguished commendations could be cited here of the unique regard in which Athanasius 
was held. However, the high praise of his younger contemporary, Saint Gregory of Nazianzus (AD c. 329-390), 
suffices. Gregory, only one of three churchmen to be called "the theologian", writes that "[i]n praising 
Athanasius, I shall be praising virtue." Later in the same place, he groups Athanasius "among lawgivers, 
generals, priests, Prophets, Evangelists, Apostles, shepherds, teachers, and all the spiritual host and band", then 
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for the influential diocese of Alexandria, denying the earlier refutations of Dionysius (which if 
left unchecked could have proved a very difficult hurdle to overcome in the Greek speaking 
churches). If the book had faltered previously it could have been rescued during the course of 
the next two centuries. However, if it was to be dismissed during those times, when the 
criteria of canonicity were more fundamentally applied5 and the general parameters of the NT 
Canon were more or less set,6 it would have been an extremely difficult and highly unlikely 
task for the Apoc to receive canonical legitimacy during the course of the fifth and sixth 
centuries. There was, also, something extremely critical that this next generation of Christian 
writers received from those who had just preceded them, a universal sense of belonging, to a 
group called and set apart. "This sense of the catholic unity of faith, life, and knowledge", 
declares Justin Popovich, "constitutes the essence of the Church's ecclesial reality."7 
 
Cyprian of Carthage (AD c. 200-258), prov., Carthage, northern Africa 
Also in the Apocalypse, Test. 2.26 
Cyprian, the second of the famous writers from the church of Africa was elevated to the 
bishopric of Carthage sometime about AD 249. "As a theologian", writes Johannes Quasten, 
"Cyprian is entirely dependent on Tertullian."8 At first this may appear overstated but the 
words of Jerome support the argument, "he [Cyprian] was accustomed never to pass a day 
without reading Tertullian and he frequently said to his secretary, 'Hand me the master 
[magister]', meaning by this, Tertullian."9 This is not without importance, because it provides 
clear insights as to the reasons for his own position on the Book of Revelation. Cyprian, like 
Tertullian his "master" before him, made frequent use of the Apoc alongside the recognized 
writings of Scripture.10 All of the authoritative writings of the Church came as a result of the 
prophets of old and the apostles subsequently "being full of the Holy Spirit."11 In this 
                                                                                                                                              
a little further down he says, "[w]ith some of these Athanasius vied, by some he was slightly excelled, and 
others, if it is not bold to say so, he surpassed...": Orat., 21 [On the Great Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria]. 
     5 This was precisely the reason for the tension and for the qualified acceptance of the Apoc in the canonical 
deliberations of Eusebius who would otherwise have it omitted: Hist. Eccl. 3.25.5. 
     6 The books that were ultimately listed in the Canon had by this stage either been universally accepted as 
authoritative or were sitting on the margins awaiting the final fiat. But the main point I wish to make here is, 
that no other scriptural texts would be admitted into the canonical dialogue, the ground rules of canonicity had 
been laid. Also Trempevla", loc. cit. 
     7 Justin Popovich, Orthodox Faith and Life in Christ, trans. Asterios Gerostergios, (Massachusetts: Institute 
For Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies, 1994), 86. 
     8 Johannes Quasten, Patrology (Vol. II), (Maryland: Christian Classics, 1986), 340. 
     9 De vir. ill. 53.  
     10 Cyprian does not cite Philemon, James, 2Peter, 2 and 3 John, or Jude.  





instance, also, we find a bishop of the Early Church, who was alert to the "common mind"12 
[unanimitatis], which was "the spirit in which the new community of the believers obeyed."13 
 
Cyprian cites Rev 21:6-7 amongst other references from both the Old and New Testaments in 
presenting his proofs for the divinity for Christ.14 On other occasions he introduces passages 
from the Seer's book with the established form for citing Scripture or simply "[a]lso in the 
Apocalypse".15 As Metzger says, Cyprian "scarcely ever makes a Scriptural quotation without 
using an introductory formula, thus separating the quotation from his own comments."16 In 
his well-known treatise De lapsis [On the Lapsed], written in AD 251, he prefaces Rev 2:5 
which speaks of repentance with "scriptum est" [it is written].17 Further on he again cites the 
Apoc (this time Rev 6:10), when he speaks of the "slain martyrs".18 Though Cyprian does not 
always mention the Seer by name, he will on occasion just refer to him as "John"19 or just cite 
the book in running commentary.20 In other places he will cite the book in the general context 
of the Scriptures, "[a]nd again, the divine Scripture says".21 Elsewhere, again, in the context 
of many other scriptures which he draws together on the subject of the benefits of martyrdom, 
he cites at least five pericopes from the Book of Revelation with: "[o]f this same thing in the 
Apocalypse."22 Often, too, he will congress OT passages next to pericopes of the Apoc that 
together they may reveal the fuller meaning of what "the Lord says".23 The clear message 
remains, however, that for Cyprian the words found in the Book of Revelation are spoken by 
the Lord Himself. When in one of his epistles he cites Rev 14:9-11 to warn emphatically 
against the "mark" and the worship of the beast, he writes, "[i]n the Apocalypse also, we read 
                                                
     12 De unit. 25. 
     13 ibid. 
     14 Ad Quirinum 2.6. 
     15 Test. 2.26; also ANF (Vol. V), 595. [many times] 
     16 Bruce M. Metzger, The Canon of the New Testament: Its Origin, Development, and Significance, 
(Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1997), 162. Metzger cites the statistics assembled by von Soden who tells us of the 7, 
966 verses in the New Testament, Cyprian cites 886 verses (about one-ninth of the entire NT): ibid., 161. 
     17 De lapsis 16. 
     18 ibid., 18. 
     19 Adv. Novat. 17; I should note, however, that a sizeable group of scholars consider this treatise, written 
sometime towards the end of Cyprian's own life, of questionable authority. 
     20 Epist. 8. 
     21 Epist. 27. 
     22 Test. 3.16. 
     23 Test. 2.22. Here Cyprian places together Ezek 9:4-6 and Rev 14:1, 22:13-14, where he discourses on the 
sign of the Cross as salvation for those who are marked [sealed] on their foreheads. 
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the anger of the Lord threatening, and saying..."24 F. F. Bruce's concise observation agrees 
entirely with my presentation here: 
 
As for the Apocalypse, he [Cyprian] manifests a marked predeliction for it, quoting it 
frequently as a source-book for Christology and for the blessings of martyrdom...25 
 
 
It should be noted here, that chiliasm did not sway Cyprian's high regard for the Apoc, though 
his "master" Tertullian made very clear his own chiliastic sympathies.26 He looked further 
abroad to the consensus, the cathedra Petri, the ecclesia principalis.27 It was Cyprian, too, 
who made famous the comparison between the Church and the ark of Noah.28 And his famous 
treatise De ecclesiae catholicae unitate,29 where the "oneness" and the "unity" of the Church 
is proclaimed, Maurice Bévenot tells us, "is the earliest work on the subject which has 
survived."30 Here, also, for a writer "immersed", as Bévenot neatly captures, in "the living 
tradition of the church from the moment of his conversion",31 we find a powerful (and 
illustrative example) that even before the rise of Constantine the Great in the early 300's, the 
refutation of chiliasm did not diminish the high esteem in which the Book of Revelation could 
be held. Though Cyprian agrees in part with an idea connected to a millenary scheme that the 
world is to endure six thousand years and which he describes to a certain Fortunatus, "[s]ix 
thousand years are now nearly completed since the devil first attacked man",32 nowhere do we 
find Cyprian expressing the belief of an earthly kingdom that was to last for a thousand years 
following the second coming of Christ. Cyprian points to many places in both the OT and NT 
to show that when Christ returns He will come as a "judge" and as a "king" to reign forever in 
                                                
     24 Epist. 63.1; Rev 14:9-11 is again cited by Cyprian in Ad Fortunatum 3 and in Test. 59. 
     25 F. F. Bruce, The Canon of Scripture, (Illinois: IVP, 1988), 185. 
     26 Adv. Marc. 3.24. 
     27 Epist. 59.14; however, as Quasten wants to make clear, "he does not concede to Rome any higher right to 
legislate for other sees": Quasten (Vol. II), 376. 
     28 "If any one could escape who was outside the ark of Noah, then he also may escape who shall be outside 
of the Church": De unit. 6; but see also his poetic imagery "of our Mother, the Church": Epist. 8 (and De unit. 
6). 
     29 For the various problems that the title has raised in the MSS tradition, and for how best to translate 
"unitate", see Maurice Bévenot, St. Cyprian Ancient Christian Writers No. 25, (New York: The Newman Press, 
1956), 74-76. 
     30 ibid., 5. 
     31 ibid., 76. 





a kingdom "not of this world" (Jn 18:36).33 Perhaps here too, as Charles Kannengiesser writes 
of the Latin doctors generally, Cyprian "adequately translated the interpretive tradition of the 
Greek-speaking churches."34 
 
Dionysius of Alexandria (AD c. 200-265), prov., Alexandria, Egypt 
But the Apocalypse is different, Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 7.25.22 
Elected to the bishopric of Alexandria around AD 248, Dionysius (one of a select group of 
Church Fathers with the cognomen the Great) was a pupil of Origen and for many years head 
of the celebrated catechetical school.35 He was one of the most influential leaders of the 
church in Egypt until his death in AD 264. The weighty consideration that is given to the 
“different” position of Dionysius on the status of the Book of Revelation is understandable 
but much exaggerated. And ironically his reservations are taken up and made more of by 
modern critical scholars36 than did his influence in the period after his disapproving opinions 
about the Apoc were made known. Dionysius' stance is more significant by virtue of his 
position and reputation in the Early Church than by its abiding influence in the generations 
that would follow. As Georges Florovsky notes, the Patriarch of Alexandria was not only the 
"ejpifanevstero"" of Origen's pupils, but he was "ejponomazovmeno" Mevga" [Great] h[dh uJpo; 
tw'n sugcrovnwn tou."37 This certainly sits very well with Athanasius' bold characterization of 
Dionysius as "kaqolikh'" ejkklhsiva" didavskalo"".38 
 
Chiliasm was a prominent factor in the cautious stance taken by Dionysius in respect to the 
Book of Revelation. Origenist eschatology was losing ground in parts of Egypt and some 
                                                
     33 Test. 2.28-30; in Test. 2.30 Cyprian cites Rev 19:11-16 with the same authority as he does "the Gospel" 
(Matt 25:31-46). 
     34 Charles Kannengiesser in Historical Handbook of Major Biblical Interpreters, Donald K. McKim (ed.), 
art., "Augustine of Hippo", (Illinois: IVP, 1998), 27. 
     35 For a very helpful overview by George Florovsky in the context of the available sources of the life, work 
and theology of the Alexandrean bishop, see "Patriavrcai" in QKHE (Tom. 5o"), 14-19.  
     36 In his epochal-making work (originally published in 1920), R. H. Charles, who drew up his own registry 
of stylistic and linguistic differences between John's Gospel and the Apocalypse, concluded that "...the theory of 
Dionysius as to diversity of authorship has passed out of the reign of hypothesis and may now be safely 
regarded as an established conclusion": R. H. Charles, The Revelation of St John (Vol I), (Edinburgh: T & T 
Clark, 1994), xl.; also J. Roloff "[m]odern interpretation cannot agree with ancient church witnesses who 
claimed that the author of Revelation is the same as that of the Gospel of John... [i]n addition, the identification 
of the writer of Revelation with the fourth evangelist encounters insuperable substantive obstacles as Dionysius 
of Alexandria already recognized...": Jürgen Roloff, The Revelation of John, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1993), 11. 
     37 Florovsky,  loc. cit. 
     38 ibid., 14f. 
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Christian communities were pursuing stricter and more literal interpretations of prophecy. An 
Egyptian bishop, Nepos of Arsinoë,39 was one of the defenders of the literal exegesis of 
prophetic literature; his position was outlined in a work no longer extant, entitled Refutation 
of the Allegorists.40 He was particularly zealous to argue for a literal interpretation of the 
Apoc in support of the strong chiliastic anticipation in his own region. His attack was 
coordinated to meet Origen and the allegorical interpreters who resisted the materialistic 
approach to the Book of Revelation by excessively spiritualizing the Seer's language.41 
Eusebius records that Dionysius visited the district and that after three days of discussion and 
accepting "whatever was established by the proofs and teachings of the Holy Scriptures"42 
was able to convince his opponents that their literalist approach was not capable of defence. 
 
From this period onwards and continuing to the rise of the Emperor Constantine, scholars 
generally concede, that the teaching of chiliasm becomes less of a theological preoccupation 
in the writings of the Church Fathers, and certainly as a positive phenomenon its appeal was 
diminishing. From this theatre of critical dialogue as outlined above, Dionysius produced his 
two volume work Peri; ejpaggeliw'n [On the Promises]; "the occasion of these was Nepos".43 
The entire work is no longer extant, but Eusebius preserves extracts from the second volume 
which dealt specifically with the Book of Revelation and set down the arguments why it could 
not have been John the Apostle who had written the Apoc.44 The first volume contained 
Dionysius' "own opinion of the dogma [chiliasm]".45 Obviously, most unfavourable, for this 
was "a certain millennium of bodily luxury upon this earth."46 
 
Until this time, about the middle of the third century, there is little if any orthodox dissent 
regarding the authoritative status of the Apoc. As Mounce agrees, after reviewing this early 
evidence (following NBS), "...it cannot be disputed that the Apocalypse was widely accepted 
                                                
     39 For an opinion on the specific seat of Nepos' bishopric and for his association with Arsinoë, see C. Wilfred 
Griggs, Early Egyptian Christianity: From its Origin to 451 CE, (Leiden: Brill, 1988), 109; for the general Sitz-
im-Leben of this group see David Frankfurter, Elijah in Upper Egypt: The Apocalypse of Elijah and Early 
Egyptian Christianity, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992), 270-279. 
     40 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 7.24.1; our information on this Egyptian bishop, Nepos, is limited to this chapter of 
Eusebius' work. 
     41 ibid., 7.24. 
     42 ibid., 7.24.8-9. 
     43 ibid., 7.24.1. 
     44 ibid., 7.24-5. 
     45 ibid., 7.24.1-3. 





by the second-century church as the work of John the apostle."47 This makes the "Dionysian 
exception" as I have elsewhere called it, a dissenting early witness that has to be studied 
closely by the supporters of apostolic authorship. Later objection, and in fact modern biblical 
criticism which would in great part deny apostolic authorship of the work, is firmly founded 
in the Alexandrian's inventory of critical refutations. But this noteworthy exception, as we 
shall presently find, is both cautious and qualified. 
 
The bishop as we saw, concerned by a growing support of chiliasm in his diocese, a 
"doctrine" which taught "that the kingdom of Christ will be an earthly one" and consist of 
sensual pleasures,48 hoped to have the Apocalypse removed from his opponents list of 
authoritative books. He sought to do this by proving that Saint John the Disciple, the author of 
the Gospel and the Epistle, could not possibly have written the Apocalypse, which could also 
be distinguished from them in both language and style, as well as thought. Eusebius, certainly, 
is very pleased to record Dionysius' hesitations:   
 
In fact, it is plainly to be seen that one and the same character marks the Gospel and the 
Epistle throughout. But the Apocalypse is different [ajlloiotavth] from these writings 
and foreign [xevnh] to them; not touching, nor in the least bordering upon them; almost, 
so to speak, without even a syllable in common with them. Nay more, the Epistle- for I 
pass by the Gospel- does not mention nor does it contain any intimation of the 
Apocalypse, nor does the Apocalypse of the Epistle... Moreover, it can also be shown 
that the diction of the Gospel and Epistle differs from that of the Apocalypse. For they 
were written not only without error as regards the Greek language, but also with 
elegance in their expression, in their reasonings, and in their entire structure. They are 
far indeed from betraying any barbarism or solecism, or any vulgarism whatever... I do 
not deny [oujk ajnterw'] that the other writer [the Seer] saw a revelation and received 
knowledge and prophecy [jajpokaluvyei"... gnw'sin... profhteivan]... I would not have 
any one think that I have said these things in a spirit of ridicule, for I have said what I 
have only with the purpose of showing clearly the difference [th;n ajnomoiovthta] 
between the writings."49 
 
 
However, even the refutations of Dionysius are not without serious flaw when put under 
scrutiny: (i) he chooses to ignore the strong consensual witness which preceded him, even 
though he plainly refers to it;50 (ii) his hypothesis of a 'second John' is drawn from a traveller's 
                                                
     47 Robert H. Mounce, The Book of Revelation, (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1977), 28. 
     48 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 7.25.3. 
     49 ibid., 7.25.22-27. 
     50 ibid., 7.25.4. 
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tale about two tombs of John in Ephesus.51 Another John at this time, one which hailed from 
Ephesus, who was an early Christian worthy of the respect accorded to the prophet of the 
Apocalypse, is not known in Church history; (iii) he does not fully appreciate the Semitic 
influences in the Gospel of John;52 (iv) the solecisms which he perceives are in some part 
agreed even by opponents of apostolic authorship not to be necessarily due to ignorance of the 
author but to deliberate constructions.53  
 
Incredibly, almost always what is omitted when discussing the position of Dionysius is that 
after he presents his critical inventory (especially against literalism), he does not contest the 
Apoc's authority;54 he is questioning its claims to apostolic authorship for it does not answer 
to the literary standards of the other Johannine literature. It is then, and only then, that he is 
prepared to sow the seeds of doubt. This in itself is significant for it reveals once more the 
close link that had begun to exist between apostolic authorship and canonicity. In this context, 
too, we should understand the bishop's anxiety to connect the prophecy to someone other than 
the "apostles" [ajpostovlwn] or the "saints", and so he suggests Cerinthus "who founded the 
sect which was called after him the Cerinthian."55 It is correct, but surely a massive 
understatement, to quote N. B. Stonehouse who has written, that "[o]ne gets the impression 
that Dionysius has a pious regard for the work."56 It is certainly much more than just an 
"impression", it is a public acknowledgment pointing to the high and credible position of the 
book in the tradition of the believing community. Whoever this "other writer" was, the 
Alexandrian bishop does "not deny" [oujk ajnterw'] the claim that the author of the Apoc "saw 
a revelation [ajpokaluvyei"] and received knowledge [gnw'sin] and prophecy 
                                                
     51 "It is to be observed that Dionysius does not cite Papias for this, but a traveller's report (fasivn), and his 
suggestion about a second John is no more than tentative ( [Allon dev tina..)": Donald Guthrie, New Testament 
Introduction, (Illinois: IVP, 1970), 946. 
     52 See C. F. Burney, The Aramaic Origin of the Fourth Gospel, (1922); Raymond E. Brown, The Gospel 
According to John (1-XII), (New York: Doubleday, 1966), cxxix-cxxx. 
     53  R. H. Charles for example, "[w]e have found that these abnormalities [solecisms] are not instances of 
mere licence nor yet mere blunders, as they have been most wrongly described, but are constructions 
deliberately chosen by the author": Charles (Vol. I), clii; see also cxlii-cliv; also Ozanne who writes, "[t]he 
explanation which the present writer believes to be correct is that the author deliberately modelled his grammar 
on the pattern of the classical Hebrew of the Old Testament": C. G. Ozanne, "The Language of the 
Apocalypse", TynHB 16, (1965), 4. 
     54 This is notable for example in many commentaries, see for example Wilfrid J. Harrington, Revelation, 
(Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1993), 8; also in M. Eugene Boring, Revelation, (Louisville: John Knox 
Press, 1989), 3. 
     55 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 7.25.2. 






[profhtei'an]."57  Clearly, he does not want to appear overly overt in support of an argument 
that might seem to be calling for the Book of Revelation to be struck off a list of authoritative 
books. This alone would indicate that the Apoc was (at the very least), a major player in the 
canonical discoursing of the community of the faithful. For Dionysius, given his position, 
amazingly confesses, and in the process, would appear to contradict himself:  
 
[b]ut I could not venture to reject the book [ejgw;  de;  ajqeth'sai  me;n 
oujk a[n tolmhvsaimi to; biblivon], as many brethren hold it in high esteem [pollw'n 
aujto; dia; spoudh'" ejcovntwn ajdelfw'n]. But I suppose that it is beyond my 
comprehension, and that there is a certain concealed and more wonderful meaning in 
every part. For I do not understand I suspect that a deeper sense lies beneath the words. I 
do not measure and judge them by my own reason, but leaving the more to faith I regard 
them as too high for me to grasp. And I do not reject what I cannot comprehend, but 
rather wonder because I do not understand it.58 
 
 
Dionysius was determined in his quest to diminish the influence of the Apoc (if not 
everywhere), at least throughout his episcopacy. He was aware of course, given his 
argumentations, that the NT was now widely considered a collection of authoritative 
documents of which apostolicity was emerging as a chief criterion. One way open for him to 
rattle the Apoc's credibility was to cast suspicion over the book's origin, for we have seen 
from the start the loyalty that Revelation was capable of inspiriting. Dionysius, like Eusebius 
after him, understood too well that the Apoc would only be relegated from the NT Canon if it 
became general persuasion that the work was not apostolic. This is what had happened earlier, 
for instance, to the Didache and to the Shepherd of Hermas. The canonical guidelines that 
were already in place (in this instance the "canonical hermeneutics"), made it clear that the 
community of the faithful had "recognized" that this particular book, the Apocalypse of John, 
belonged to a sacred collection of documents that went to make up the NT Canon.59 
 
Victorinus of Pettau (d. AD c. 304), prov., Petabio in Pannonia Superior 
First Extant Commentary on the Apoc 
Victorinus, bishop of Petabio in Pannonia Superior, Johannes Quasten informs us, was "the 
first exegete to write in Latin"60 and is a conspicuous actor in the adventure of the Apoc. He 
                                                
     57 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 7.25.26. 
     58 ibid., 7.25.4; to be fair to Dionysius, he earlier says, "[s]ome before us have set aside and rejected the book 
[the Apoc] altogether, criticising it chapter by chapter, and pronouncing it without sense or argument, and 
maintaining that the title is fraudulent": ibid., 7.25.1. 
     59 See Charles J. Scalise who refers to "canonical hermeneutics" as "the mode of transportation", From 
Scripture to Theology: A Canonical Journey into Hermeneutics, (Illinois: IVP, 1996), 24. 
 
     60 Quasten (Vol. II), 411. 
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too suffered the fate which was reserved for many of his predecessors, martyrdom. His death 
took place around AD 304 during the Diocletian persecutions. Jerome not only informs us of 
the manner of Victorinus' death, but also of his literary abilities and a list of his works.61 This 
impressive list includes commentaries and a work against heresies. Importantly for our 
purposes, of all the commentaries cited by Jerome, only one remains, "On the Apocalypse of 
John".62 This is also the first commentary of the Book of Revelation which is extant. Jerome, 
however, who often refers to chiliasm as Jewish and who finds it objectionable,63 revised 
Victorinus' commentary to such an extent as almost to suppress the original work.64 
 
Chiliasm was still to be encountered in the West during this time; it would not fade out so 
easily. Particularly at the close of the third century when the Diocletian persecutions would 
again test the faith of the Christians. Victorinus, in the tradition of his fellow chiliasts, 
appealed to the Apoc as an authoritative book of the NT which had been passed down in the 
church.65 Commenting on Rev 11:1, when the Seer speaks of having been given "a reed like a 
measuring rod", Victorinus is very clear on the unquestionable authority of the book which he 
would appear to put on the level of the Gospel:  
 
A reed was shown like to a rod. This itself is the Apocalypse which he [the Seer] 
subsequently exhibited to the churches; for the Gospel of the complete faith he 
subsequently wrote for the sake of our salvation.66   
 
In his commentary the twentieth chapter of the Apoc is the central focus for his exposition on 
chiliasm. "I do not think the reign of a thousand years is eternal; or if it is thus to be thought 
of, they cease to reign when the thousand years are finished."67 He goes on to explain that in 
his judgement, "the tenfold number signifies the decalogue, and the hundredfold sets forth the 
crown of virginity."68 The chiliastic disposition that we find in the bishop of Petabio's 
                                                
     61 De vir. ill. 74; it is surely interesting that Victorinus, the author of the first extant commentary on the 
Apoc, was better equipped to write in Greek, "Victorinus... was not equally as familiar with Latin as with 
Greek": ibid. 
     62 The text was first published in 1916 [CSEL 49] and preserved in Codex Ottobon. lat. 3288 A saec. XV. 
     63 In Dan. 2. 
     64 See for instance the editor's hand in In Apoc. 20.2. 
     65 In Apoc. 1.16, 4.1,8, 5.5,8,9, 10.1-3,11, esp. note 11.1. 
     66 ibid.,11.1. 
     67 ibid., 20.6. 





commentary on the Apoc is explicitly noted in the fragment De fabrica mundi,69 in which he 
refers to the speculation on the six days of creation; these are followed by the seventh day of 
rest, the millennium when Christ reigns with the elect:  
 
Wherefore, as I have narrated, that true Sabbath will be in the seventh millenary of 
years, when Christ with His elect shall reign.70 
 
 
The eighth day is the day "of that future judgement" which comes after the millennium for it 
passes "beyond the order of the sevenfold arrangement".71 Two further points of note that I 
will make here relate to his understanding of "the number of seven churches" and his 
interpretation of the number of the beast. First, Victorinus holds very strongly to the 
catholicity of the Apoc and after a series of presentations, including references to Saint Paul 
and the Prophet Isaiah, where he would show why the number seven is symbolic of the 
greater whole, he declares, "[t]herefore in these seven churches, of one Catholic Church are 
believers, because it is one in seven by the quality of faith and election."72 Second, behind the 
dreaded 666 he sees the figure of the Antichrist. After speaking of the how the number has 
been calculated "from the Greek characters": 
 
which name if you wish to turn into Latin, it is understood by the antiphrase DICLUX, 
which letters are reckoned in this manner: since D figures five hundred, I one, C a 
hundred, L fifty, V five, X ten,- which by the reckoning up of the letters makes similarly 
six hundred and sixty-six, that is, what in Greek gives teitan, to wit, what in Latin is 
called DICLUX; by which name, expressed by antiphrases, we understand Antichrist...73 
 
 
Methodius of Olympus (d. AD c. 311), prov., Macedonia-Asia Minor 
The Christ-possessed John, Symp. 1.5 
Methodius, one of the most important of the Greek theologians of his time, was also one of 
the most well known of the anti-Origenists.74 He was specifically opposed to the Origenistic 
                                                
     69 Also known as On the Creation of the World, the fragment was first published in 1688 from Codex 
Lambethanus 414 saec. IX. Johannes Quasten confirms that the "style and thought are those of Victorinus": 
Quasten, Patrology (Vol. II), 412. 
     70 De fab mundi 10.  
     71 ibid., 5. 
     72 ibid., 1.16. 
     73 ibid., 13.18 
     74 Though it might appear that earlier in his life his thought was closer to Origen's than he might have later 
on admitted. cf. Methodius' The Banquet/ Symposium or On Virginity with Origen's Commentary on the 
Canticle of Canticles. As Johannes Quasten writes, the works share "the same ideas and the same allegory and 
follow[s] the same mystical interpretation": Quasten, Patrology (Vol. II), 133.  
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doctrine of the pre-existence of the souls and the spiritualization of the resurrection of the 
body.75 He was the author of many treatises of which, unfortunately, only a relatively small 
number remain. Remarkably, he is not mentioned in Eusebius'   jjEkklhsiastikh;n  JIstorivan. 
N. B. Stonehouse's contention, that this was probably because of his [Methodius'] stand 
against Origen,76 would appear to be incorrect.77 This type of situation hardly ever bothered 
the Father of Church History before. He certainly did not blot out Papias, for instance. It is 
more reasonable to assume that Methodius, for reasons that we cannot be entirely certain of, 
just did not figure in Eusebius' calculations which was, as Pan. Crhvstou says, 
"o{lw" ajsunhvqh"."78 
 
Methodius' interpretation of the Apoc is intriguing because, though an avowed anti-Origenist, 
his opposition to Origen did not compel him to the literalism, for example, which Nepos had 
earlier defended.79 There is little doubt of his dependence on the Origenist allegorical method 
of exegesis.80 N. B. Stonehouse, however, has made a critical observation that needs to be 
underscored: 
 
Consequently his [Methodius] use of the Apocalypse may be viewed as representing the 
viewpoint of those who were well acquainted with the Origenist standpoint, and were 
not altogether untouched by it, but nevertheless were unsympathetic with many of the 
tendencies of the movement.81 
 
Methodius will quote the Apoc often, but more incredibly he refers to it as "the mind of 
Scripture".82 When citing Rev 14:1-4 he speaks of the book as the work of the "Christ-
possessed John".83 In a similar context, this time referring to Rev 7:4 and 14:4 on "the 
company of the virgins", he writes, the "for the Word says" and this he connects a little further  
                                                
     75 See esp. Methodius' treatise On the Resurrection, where he refutes both Origen's theory of resurrection in a 
spiritual body and the Alexandrian's teaching of the pre-existence of the soul. 
     76 Stonehouse, op. cit., 134. 
     77 Reference to Methodius by Eusebius is not altogether missing, "de;n ei\nai ajpovluto"", as Pan. Crhvstou 
tells us. "...diathrei' ou|to" tmh'ma tou' e[rgou tou' Peri; Aujtexousivou...": "Meqovdio"" in QKHE (Tom. 8), 
892.  
     78 ibid. 
     79 Hist. Eccl. 7.24.1.  
     80 Pan. Crhvstou, op. cit., 892-899. 
     81 Stonehouse, op. cit., 129. 
     82 Symp. 8.7. 





down to "John signifies".84 His approach to the Apoc, as may be noted from his enthusiastic 
exegesis in Symp. 8, was of a spiritual nature. The child of the woman of Rev 12 is not Christ 
but "those who are baptized". Consider especially his ideological interpretation of the ten 
horns and seven heads of the beast (Rev 13) in the context of the vices as opposed to the 
decalogue. And most notably, the negative position of Dionysius of Alexandria had no effect 
whatsoever on this writer. Perhaps, on the contrary, it even strengthened his resolve in support 
of the book. 
 
Of much interest is the bishop's view on chiliasm, and, given his spiritual hermeneusis of the 
Apoc, it would be expected to be a highly negative one. But it is more of a case of his position 
being influenced by his opposition to Origen than to chiliasm itself. And as Stonehouse has 
rightly seen here, "both these aspects of his theological thinking reveal themselves in his own 
description of the future kingdom."85 Methodius, in fact, shows some sympathy towards 
chiliasm, but he makes sure to "spiritualize" it. Though he does not talk about the place of 
where the "festival of the resurrection" will be celebrated, it is not suggested as taking place 
on earth.86 The day of judgement, however, at the end of the present order, would come 
before the "millennium of rest, which is called the seventh day, even the true Sabbath."87 The 
"festival of the resurrection" is the path "into the very house of God" where the believer will 
leave behind the human form ("after the space of a thousand years") to exchange it for that of 
an angel's.88 
 
In the same work Methodius not only demonstrates his spiritualizing and allegorical approach 
to the Scriptures very clearly (including his unexpected closeness to Origen and fondness for 
Plato),89 but in a lengthy piece it is the Apocalypse that is heavily drawn upon to argue for a 
spiritual image of the Church. Methodius studiously considers Rev 12 (and in particular "the 
woman who appeared in heaven clothed with the sun, and crowned with twelve stars...").90 
                                                
     84 ibid., 6.5. 
     85 Stonehouse, op. cit., 130. 
     86 The blueprint that Methodius puts down is not as clear as some might think, with a number of phases and 
places visited along the way to where people move "to greater and better things": ibid.; for some elucidation on 
this subject, see "Meqovdio"" in QKHE (Tom. 8), art., Pan. K. Crhvstou, 893-895. 
     87 Symp. 9.5. [italics added] 
     88 ibid. 
     89 For a summary of these interesting contacts, especially as we are often informed that Methodius was an 
adversary of Origen, see Quasten, (Vol. II), 130-133. But perhaps, as Johannes Quasten also notes, in earlier 
times Methodius might in fact, have held Origen in high esteem (Adv. Ruf. 1.11). 
     90 ibid., 8.4-7. 
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The Scripture is introduced thus: "John, in the course of the Apocalypse, says..."91 The bishop 
of Olympus begins with an exhortation to virginity, again appealing to Rev 12 and entreats his 
readers to be "like your Mother, who gives birth to the male Virgin in heaven..."92 Continuing 
for some time with the virginity exhortation he builds his case to ultimately draw this 
spiritualizing exegesis together and declare that the woman is "the Church"/ "Mother" who 
through her "labour-pains" conceives and gives "birth to those who are baptized".93 This 
interpretation of Methodius, preferring the "woman" [gunh;] of Rev 12 to represent the Church 
and not Mary, the Mother of God, is an important one and has even caused strong debate in 
the Eastern Orthodox Church itself.94 Savbbva" Agourivdh" has vigorously argued and 
presented a convincing list of reasons (including literary evidence from Qumran, the OT, and 
history of interpretation) why the "woman" cannot be Mary;95 and here he follows an 
established ancient tradition which also includes "such outstanding commentators as St. 
Hippolytus, St. Methodius, and St. Andrew of Caesarea."96 
 
At this point we meet with a denotative paradigm: three great theologians of the Ancient 
Church, Irenaeus (Lyons), Origen (Alexandria), and Methodius (Asia Minor), all holding to 
the divine authority of the Book of Revelation without question, and yet each approaching 
and interpreting the chiliasm "problem" in their own unique way. There is in this strong proof 
that the Apoc possessed both an unbroken history of traditional usage and a theology of the 
ecclesia universalis so compelling, that the book could meet the challenges to its authority 
and successfully negotiate even the most difficult terrain. How was this possible? Because, as 
Brevard S. Childs says, when he considers the canonical interpretation of the Apoc: 
 
[f]rom a canonical perspective the decisive move by which the book of Revelation could 
be appropriated by successive generations of believers has already been made by the 
                                                
     91 ibid., 8.4. 
     92 ibid. 
     93 ibid., 8.7. 
     94 C. G. Flegg has tried to reconcile these two approaches, "[a] number of commentators have seen the 
woman as being the Mother of  God, and, in a sense, they are right, because Mary is indeed the type of the 
Church": Columba Graham Flegg, An Introduction to Reading the Apocalypse, (New York: SVS Press, 1999), 
94. 
     95 Agourivdh", Apokavluyh, 290-293. "H gunaivka kai h gevnnhsh tou tevknou th" sto kef. 12 th"   
Apk. den evcei kamiav scevsh ouvte me kavpoia ouravnia ouvte me thn  epivgeia gevvnnhsh tou Ihsouv apov thn
Mariva,  allav  sumbolivzei th  cristianikhv  koinovthta,  eidikovtera,  thn  ekklhsiva th" P. kai th" K.
Diaqhvkh", kaqwv" egkumoneiv kai fevrnei sthn zwhv to Messiva": ibid., 290. 
     96 Averky Taushev & Seraphim Rose, The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity, (California: 
St. Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1995), 177. "These torments of birthgiving signify the difficulties which 
had to be overcome by the Church of Christ when it was being established (martyrdom, the spreading of 





original author. The continuing message of the book was indeed moored in history, 
namely, God's history in Christ.97 
 
 
Lactantius (d. AD c. 318), prov., Asia Minor-Gaul 
As John Teaches in the Revelation, Epitome 42 
Lactantius,98 an African by birth, spent several years in Asia Minor (Bithynia) teaching Latin 
rhetoric (Div. inst. 5.2.2), but returned to the West (Gaul) toward the end of his life. Pico della 
Mirandola dubbed him the "Christian Cicero",99 however, Johannes Quasten writes, 
"[u]nfortunately, the quality of his thought does not correspond to the excellence of its 
expression."100 The Divinae institutiones,101 which comprised Seven Books, and which, 
Elizabeth DePalma Digeser says, "most closely resembles... the Preparation for the Gospel 
(Praeparatio evangelica) by Eusebius of Caesarea",102 is Lactantius' most important work.103 
It is the first major undertaking of a Latin compendium of Christian thought and references 
"many classical authors... addressing those familiar with the common school traditions."104 It 
sought to show the falsehood of pagan religion and of certain anti-christian writings and to 
present the true doctrine, worship, and claims of Christianity:  
 
We undertake, therefore, to discuss religion and divine things... that we may put an end 
to deadly superstitions and most disgraceful errors.105 
 
In the Div. inst. 17 where he speaks of the false prophet, together with 2Thess 2, he refers to 
Rev 13:15 "an image to speak". And a little further down, in the same chapter, he points to 
                                                
     97 Brevard S. Childs, New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM Press, 1984), 515. 
     98 See "Lactantius" in Hans von Campenhausen, The Fathers of the Church, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson 
Publishers, 1998), 61-86. "Lactantius is a theologian of revelation. Even when he refers to the nature and reason 
of man, it is always God who must make accessible the way to real cognition": ibid., 70. 
     99 For the connection between Lactantius and Cicero, and for the influence of Cicero's On the Laws on the 
apologetic thought of the former, see Elizabeth DePalma Digeser, The Making of a Christian Empire: 
Lactantius and Rome, (London: Cornell University Press, 2000), 10-12. 
     100 Quasten, Patrology (Vol. II), 393f.  
     101 Given the internal evidence (for instance the closing eulogy to Constantine in Bk 7 and Lactantius' own 
references to other writings) we can date the completed work between AD 304 and 313. That is, it was begun 
just after the writer's De opificio dei (20) and concluded sometime after the edict of Milan. 
     102 Digeser, op. cit., 11. 
     103 For primary sources, studies relating to Lactantius, and his general theatre of influence, see ibid., 177-195; 
see also the very helpful article by Oliver Nicholson, "The Source of the Dates in Lactantius' Divine Institutes", 
JThS 36, (1985), 291-310. 
     104 Digeser, op. cit.,11. 
     105 Div. inst. 1.1. 
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Rev 13:16-17 and speaks of those "who shall refuse his [the false prophet's] mark". In the 
final chapter of the Div. inst. 27, he alludes to Rev 21:7 and 22:17, describing "the water of 
salvation from an ever-flowing mountain". A. Cleveland Coxe also holds that these references 
are "noteworthy as proof of the currency of the Apocalypse in North Africa."106 
 
It is in the Epitome (a work appended to the Div. inst.) that he explicitly appeals to the author 
of the Apoc as a teacher by name with reference to Rev 19:12:   
 
His [the Son's] name is known to none, except to Himself and the Father, as John 
teaches in the Revelation.107 
 
Of interest is Lactantius' appeal to the Sibyl who "testifies and says",108 when he speaks of the 
renewed world to support his chiliast position. But it is not only the Sibyl, or the prophets, 
"but even the bards, and poets, and philosophers, who agree that "there will be a resurrection 
of the dead."109 The "Christian Cicero" straightforwardly heralds: 
 
[b]ut He, when He shall have destroyed unrighteousness, and executed His great 
judgements, and shall have recalled to life the righteous, who have lived from the 
beginning, will be engaged among men a thousand years, and will rule them with most 




Eusebius (AD c. 260-340), prov., Caesarea 
Shall be Decided from the Testimony of the Ancients, Hist. Eccl. 3.24.18 
In a notable section of his  jEkklhsiastikh; iJstoriva111 (3.25) Eusebius presents a summary of 
the state of the NT writings: ajnakefalaiwvsasqai ta;" dhlwqeivsa" th'" Kainh'" Diaqhvkh"  
                                                
     106 ANF (Vol. VII), 223.  
     107  The Epitome addressed to a "brother Pentadius" (pref.) is according to its own author "an epitome" of the 
Divinae institutiones: ibid.  It is, as Quasten says, if we are to judge from its contents, "not an excerpt of the 
main work but an abridged re-edition": Quasten, Patrology (Vol. II), 399. The work would appear to have been 
written some years after AD 314.  Jerome had referred to an incomplete copy of the text as "the book without a 
head": De vir. ill. 80. The complete text was found in a seventh-century manuscript (Cod. Taurinesis I b VI 28 
saec. VII).  
     108 Div. inst. 24. 
     109 ibid. 
     110 ibid. 
     111 For the standard Editions and studies of this momentous work, see Quasten (Vol. 111), 315-317; see also 
TABD (Vol. 2), 676; and Timothy D. Barnes, Constantine and Eusebius, (London: Harvard University Press, 
1981), 280-283, 406-442. For a most valuable and expert discussion on the "fabric of the Ecclesiastical 





grafav".112 The books are divided into three classes: "accepted" (oJmologoumevnoi"), disputed 
(ajntilegomevnwn), and "rejected" (novqoi").113 Lee M. McDonald's feeling "what probably was 
most determinative in the selection process was the widespread use of a writing in the 
churches"114 is borne out a little further down when Eusebius stumbles on the Apoc. Nowhere 
is the intricate canonical adventure of the Apoc better represented than here: the book is 
grouped both under the "accepted" and the "disputed".115 Eusebius, I wish to add, is not 
formulating a canon; he is recording (with some fair bias) the state of the NT Canon. Our 
ecclesiastical author is what B. W. Anderson might call, a "pilgrim people" in the wider 
"traditio-historical Process".116 On a personal level, however, he would not hesitate to classify 
the Book of Revelation with the disputed writings alone, but he is constrained by a 
fundamental factor, the Apoc's healthy canonical report. This "hesitating attitude", as N. B. 
Stonehouse has correctly concluded, "can only mean that Eusebius was at odds with the 
church."117 Its secure reputation in the West and its accruing reputation in the East compelled 
Eusebius the historian to report the Apoc's true rank in spite of his own low view of the book. 
It is not true, I would argue, that Eusebius necessarily contradicts himself, as Stonehouse 
believes.118 Eusebius openly admits that "[i]n regard to the Apocalypse, the opinions of most 
men are still divided."119 But scholars, unfortunately, have not always pointed out how 
Eusebius held that this contradiction was to be resolved: 
 
But at the proper time this question likewise shall be decided from the testimony of the 
ancients [tw'n ajrcaivwn marturiva"].120  
 
 
Eusebius was not an incidental figure.121 He was a powerful and familiar presence in the court 
of the Emperor, and his part in the proceedings at the Council of Nicea in the year AD 325 
                                                
     112 Hist. Eccl. 3.25.1. 
     113 ibid., 3.25.3-4. 
     114 Lee Martin McDonald, "The Integrity of the Biblical Canon in Light of Its Historical Development", BBR 
6, (1996), 127; but this begs the question, what determined "the widespread use of a writing" in the first place?  
     115 ibid., 3.25.5. 
     116 Bernhard W. Anderson, "Tradition and Scripture in the Community of Faith", JBL 100/1, (1981), 8f. 
     117 Stonehouse, op. cit., 133. 
     118 ibid. 
     119 Hist. Eccl. 3.24.18. 
     120 ibid. 
     121 A. C. McGiffert's Prolegomena to the Ecclesiastical History in the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers (Vol. 
1), 3-56, though dated in quite a few places, still remains one of the most balanced critiques of Eusebius' Hist. 
Eccl., (see esp. § Eusebius as a Historian. The Merits and Defects of his History, 46-52). "The value of the 
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(consequently controversial given his distrust for the term @omoouvsion) was not 
insignificant.122 Nor can it pass without comment, given our express interest in the Canon, 
that Constantine himself requested Eusebius prepare fifty copies of the Scriptures for use in 
Constantinople (AD c. 334-336).123 It is also most interesting to know, given their differing 
positions on the Apoc, that Eusebius was greatly influenced by the legend of Origen who had 
been a frequent visitor to Caesarea in Palestine.124 Of the several places that can be cited for 
Eusebius' admiration and respect for Origen, it is enough to mention his spirited defence of 
the great Alexandrian against the "slander" of Porphyry the Neo-Platonist (Hist. Eccl. 6.19). 
Perhaps their differing approach to the Book of Revelation was because as Timothy D. Barnes 
believes, "[a]lthough Eusebius had learned from Origen to express the Christian view of God 
and man in terms of Middle Platonism, he never completely mastered the philosophical 
issues."125  
 
An entire chapter of Eusebius' Hist. Eccl. is given over to the reporting of Dionysius' critical 
position against the Apoc.126 It fits in very well with Eusebius' own negative predisposition. 
This becomes even clearer in that part of the Hist. Eccl. in which he speaks of the preface of 
Papias' Exposition, where Eusebius criticizes Irenaeus for his statement that Papias was a 
hearer of John. It is pointed out that Papias was apparently referring to two Johns, the apostle 
himself, but also to another, the presbyter. This is a confirmation, Eusebius says, of the story 
                                                                                                                                              
History to us lies not in its literary merit, but in the wealth of the materials which it furnishes for a knowledge of 
the early Church": ibid., 46. 
     122 Eusebius describes the opening of the Council in the Vita Constantini (3.10). It is quite probable,  that 
Eusebius himself delivered the opening address, something which Sozomen confirms in his own History (Hist. 
Eccl. 1.19); cf. Vita Constantini (1.1). For an explanation of the contradictory reports by Theodoret, Theodore of 
Mopsuestia and Philostorgius (according to Nicetas Choniates, Thes. de orthod. fid. V.7), see McGiffert, op. cit., 
19f. 
     123 I have found no evidence to contradict the position of McDonald who says that these fifty copies of the 
scriptures were "presumably the NT": Lee M. McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon, 
(Hendrickson Publishers: Massachusetts, 1995), 186; G. A. Robbins' contention that these copies consisted only 
of the Gospels: G. A. Robbins, "Entire Bibles or Gospel Books?", StudP 19, (1989), 91-98, is again in my 
opinion correctly countered by McDonald, "...but we find his [Robbins'] reasoning questionable. He does not 
account for the widespread acceptance of most of the NT writings in the fourth century, nor does he explain 
why such an elaborate copy of the fifty gospels would be sent to Constantinople for lectionary purposes without 
the rest of the recognized scriptures": McDonald, op. cit., fn. 38.  
     124 Here (Hist. Eccl. 6.19), Eusebius also speaks of the honour bestowed upon Origen by the bishops of the 
church in Caesarea "to preach and expound the Scriptures publicly, although he had not yet been ordained as 
presbyter"; see also Barnes, op. cit., 81-105. 
     125 Barnes, op. cit., 100. 





that in Ephesus "there were two tombs" called John's.127 Eusebius' hasty refutation of Irenaeus 
does not end here. This evidence is "important", he continues, because:  
 
...it is probable that it was the second, if one is not willing to admit that it was the first 
that saw the Revelation, which is ascribed by name to John.128 
 
 
This ingenious suggestion, as A. C. McGiffert in my opinion has correctly concluded, "[is] a 
very clever one, and yet it is only a guess, and does not pretend to be more."129 There is little 
doubt that Eusebius is strongly inclined to the position of Dionysius of Alexandria (who had 
made a similar suggestion and which was recorded by our writer),130 that the "faith-
community"131 is not to consider at a critical level the claim that the Apoc was written by 
John the Apostle. Why? Because he knew well, as Thomas A. Hoffman deftly captures, that 
"it is the act of canonization by the faith-community that makes the text canonical, an act 
which recognizes the text as inspired and normative, but which confers a third and separate 
character upon the text, viz., canonicity."132 Eusebius also considers that he finds solid proof 
in the reference to Papias' two Johns to counter the arguments against the proposal.133 Another 
instance of Eusebius' one-sided use of his sources is his reference to the ecclesiastical writer 
Caius,134 whom he featured as rejecting the Apoc.135 He quotes from Caius, highlighting his 
orthodoxy and antichiliasm, but is suspiciously quiet about his attack upon the Gospel in the 
same work, as he is neglectful in failing to mention that Hippolytus had written a work in 
refutation of Caius' objections.136 Even more incredible is the lack of direct reference in the 
                                                
     127 Hist. Eccl. 3.39.6. 
     128 ibid. 
     129 McGiffert, op. cit., 171. 
     130 Hist. Eccl. 7.25.16. 
     131 Thomas A. Hoffman, S.J., "Inspiration, Normativeness, Canonicity, and the Unique Sacred Character of 
the Bible", CBQ 44, (1981), 464. 
     132 ibid. 
     133 ibid., 3. 39. 5-6. 
     134 Very little can be said with certainty about the obscure figure of Caius. Eusebius is our only direct source 
for it would seem that later writers (including Jerome) have simply repeated his accounts. From Eusebius we 
learn that Caius was a church man "who rose under Zephyrinus, bishop of Rome" and that he was in 
"disputation with Proclus" the leader of the Phrygian heresy: Hist Eccl. 2.25.6. Later, we are also told that Caius 
wrote against Cerinthus, "the author of another heresy" (3.28.1). Photius will add other detail including Caius' 
bishopric and a series of works (Bibl. xlviii), however, this information, as others have also noted, is not only 
new, but recorded some six hundred years after Caius' death.  
     135 Hist. Eccl. 3.38.2.  
     136 Quasten (Vol. II), 197. 
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Hist. Eccl. to one of the foremost theologians of that era, Methodius of Olympus (d. AD c. 
311). This could be explained by that writer's uncertain views on the question of chiliasm.137 
 
Eusebius, whose low view of the chiliasts is further evidenced by his condescending 
description of Papias,138 would not find it difficult to follow through with his dogmatic bias 
and to create such doubt about the Apoc's authority as to have it legitimately questioned. I 
would suggest, however, that Stonehouse, goes too far in saying that Eusebius was "quite 
ready to destroy the influence of the Apocalypse in the Church."139 Though Eusebius certainly 
supports those writers who were suspicious of the book's origins on account of the supposed 
chiliasm of its author, he cannot in his treatment, given the sheer weight and high credibility 
of the evidence, ignore the ancient depositions of the Apoc's use as a commended text. In fact, 
as we have earlier noted, he will on occasion even appeal to these testimonies himself. This 
makes Eusebius' alternative classification of the Book of Revelation as "accepted" 
[oJmologoumevnoi"] of great importance and proof that his, or anyone else's enduring bias, 
would ultimately have to be measured against a prevailing tradition of canon which 
undergirded the ejmpeiriva of the ecclesia catholica. Here, it is imperative to point out, that 
though Eusebius "questions the credentials of Revelation", as Barnes rightly notes, "he knew 
of no early writer who had denied Johannine authorship."140 For it is a clear admission that 
there was a strong voice in the Church, "the living communities of faith",141 which openly 
held to the apostolic origin of the book and which had received it as Scriptura sacra.  
 
The tantalizing point remains, however, that if our ecclesiastical historian was singularly 
committed to the removal of the Apoc from the canon consciousness of the Church, he has 
surprisingly recorded more arguments and testimonies for the inclusion of the Seer's book in 
the NT Canon than for its exclusion! We have already noted that he would leave the definitive 
decision as to the ultimate authority of the work to the "testimony of the ancients" 
[tw'n ajrcaivwn marturiva"].142 For it was critically comprehended by the great theologians of 
the Ancient Church, that "the unique authority of the Bible is based on its use as Scripture by 
diverse communities of faith."143 So Eusebius would still waver on the definitive position of 
                                                
     137 Symp. 9.5. 
     138 ibid., 3.39.12-13. 
     139 Stonehouse, loc. cit. 
     140 Barnes, op. cit., 140. 
 141 Scalise,op. cit.,18. 
 
     142 Hist. Eccl. 3.24.18. 





the Apoc, which is further evidenced in that there are times when he will cite the book simply 
as "the Apocalypse of John" [ jIwavnnou  jjApokaluvyew"]144 without intimation that its 
authority was ever considered doubtful.145 Our present author might summons proofs contra 
apostolic authorship, but he quickly stumbles on the vital question of traditional usage. Let us 
not lose sight of this important fact, for Eusebius (also the bishop), as W. J. Abraham says, 
was one of "the greatest apologists of the patristic age",146 and appeal to the "ancients" was 
for the apologists (and bishops) a fundamental component of trustworthy theology which 
witnessed to the catholicity of the Church.147  
 
The Book of Revelation was a religious document which had initially proclaimed 
triumphantly from within a fantastical liturgical atmosphere both a realised and future 
eschatology to a marginalised and persecuted minority. It was received with a powerfully 
different spiritual cognisance to other early apocalypses.148 From the moment of its 
publication it was conferred with a divine "function" by its inspired author and the community 
of the faithful. It was possessed, as we can say, from the perspective of canonical criticism, of 
a "fuller theological statement, or Word."149 Eusebius, like Dionysius before him, was 
supremely conscious and alert to this sacred function in the life of the Early Church, and even 
if it was, ever so paradoxically, in the context of the early interpretations of chiliasm. He 
finds, for instance, the prophecy of the New Jerusalem fulfilled in Constantine's restoration of 
the city in Palestine.150 Significantly, in the context of our approach, Eusebius, as Barnes 
                                                
     144 In his attack of Montanus (where Eusebius refers to the records of Apollonius) he speaks of the leader of 
the "so-called Phrygian heresy" as making use of the "testimonies also from the Revelation of John" 
[marturiva" ajpo; th'"  jIwavnnou  jApokaluvyew"] (Hist. Eccl. 5.18.13). See also the Appendix [Eusebius] for 
further references. 
     145 Eusebius the "Father of Ecclesiastical History", would have understood perhaps more than most not only 
after battling and sifting through all of the rich sources at his disposal, but that he was a bishop as well of the 
episcopal see of Caesarea (something which amazingly many commentators choose to ignore), that "[i]t is the 
church's decision, and this alone, not some inherent component of inspiration or normativeness, that is the 
ultimate reason why a book is or is not canonical": Hoffman, art. cit., 463. 
     146 William J. Abraham, Canon and Criterion in Christian Theology, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), 310. 
     147 Why is this so important in the context of the NT Canon? Because "[t]he Church had only to define the 
'canon', not to compose inspired writings": John Meyendorff, Living Tradition, (New York: SVS Press, 1978), 
14. 
     148 See Wall and Lemcio for the Apocalypse in canonical context where the immediately distinguishing 
canonical features of the Seer's work are expertly brought and analysed, Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. Lemcio, 
The New Testament as Canon: A Reader in Canonical Criticism, (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), Chapter 12. 
     149 James A. Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1984), 24f. 
     150 Demonst. Evan. 8.2.31. 
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acknowledges, was completely aware that ultimately, he was writing "the story of a 
community founded by the Son of God."151  
 
Athanasius the Great (AD c. 295-373), prov., Alexandria, Egypt 
The 39th Festal Epistle and the NT Canon 
Few ecclesiastical figures of the Early Church held the universal respect of Athanasius the 
Great, bishop of Alexandria from AD 329 to the time of his death in AD 373. His influence in 
the Egyptian church during the fourth century was unmatched.152 Athanasius travelled more 
widely than his predecessors and even stayed in Rome for a long period of time; he was 
therefore familiar with the varying traditions of the churches. He has been described by 
Constantine N. Tsirpanlis as one of the formulators of "the classic patristic doctrine on 
creation and theology of History",153 and Hans von Campenhausen has said that "[t]he whole 
subsequent development of the Greek-Byzantine Imperial Church was based on the struggle 
and success of this one man."154 Therefore not only is the bishop's position on the Apoc 
supremely important for the investigation of the book's adventure, but also any 
pronouncements on the Canon itself are of great significance. The importance that is being 
attached to Athanasius can be essentially associated with his theological approach and 
exegetical method. He appealed to the mind of the Church, "to that faith which had been once 
delivered and then devoutly kept."155 Athanasius' position on the Apoc here was paramount, 
particularly in the context of the eastern churches, where the Seer's book was subject to the 
critical judgements of Dionysius of Alexandria and the negative position of Eusebius. 
 
It was a custom for the bishops of Alexandria (see for example Dionysius and Cyril)156  to 
send to the churches of the diocese encyclicals157 on matters of ecclesiastical importance. The 
                                                
     151 Barnes, op. cit., 146. 
     152 For the life and times of Athanasius, see Alvyn Pettersen, Athanasius, (Harrisburg: Morehouse 
Publishing, 1995), 1-18. Of course, his influence did not mean that his episcopal rule was without its problems, 
"seventeen years, out of forty-six as bishop, Athanasius had spent in exile": ibid., 18; see also Khaled Anatolios, 
Athanasius: The Coherence of his Thought, (London: Routledge, 1998). For bibliography, ibid., 248-255. 
     153 Constantine N. Tsirpanlis, Introduction to Eastern Patristic Thought and Orthodox Theology, (Minnesota: 
The Liturgical Press, 1991), 31. 
     154 Hans von Campenhausen, The Fathers of the Church, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, 1998), 
70f. 
     155 George Florovsky in Eastern Orthodox Theology: A Contemporary Reader, Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.), 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1995), art., "The Function of Tradition in the Ancient Church", 104. 
     156 Eusebius cites the festal epistles of Dionysius "in which he [Dion.] uses words of panegyric respecting the 





practice of the announcement of Easter in the circular letter was in all probability inspired by 
the controversy over the date of the great feast which was subject to continuing debate.158 One 
of the most important, the 39th Festal Epistle [ jEpistolh; eJortastikhv], was sent out by 
Athanasius in AD 367.159 Included in this letter is a list of the books of the Holy Scriptures, 
the earliest of which contain exactly the same writings as our present NT, and are accorded 
canonical status.160 Given Athanasius' episcopal authority in the Church at large, it could be 
expected that his pronouncement on the Canon would prove decisive for many ecclesiastical 
writers who continued to vacillate on the authority of certain books, including the Book of 
Revelation. 
 
It is essential to note the following element at this particular period of the Apoc's adventure, 
another factor that argues characteristically for the document's multi-layered dimension and 
canonical function. When the book was in danger of being budged from the emerging NT 
Canon (primarily on account of its association with pre-Constantine chiliasm), it was on this 
occasion saved by the massive weight of tradition which linked into the criteria of canonicity 
and confirmed the text's "authenticity".161 This is not strictly speaking a shift in the 
interpretative tradition, as for instance we would find in modern philosophical or theological 
dialogue.162 In the Apoc we have movements or shifts in focus when "the location of the 
flash-point of experience (where the immanent touches the transcendent)"163 is not moved. 
Athanasius, being the faithful churchman that he was, could not ignore such a universal voice 
in support for the book coming from the ancients. At the time of the writing of this festal 
                                                                                                                                              
     157 For a good overview of the history and canonical extensions of official church epistolography (which 
includes the encyclical) in the eastern tradition, see QKHE, (Tovmo" Tevtarto"),  JIerwvn.  jI. Kotswvnh", art., 
"Gravmma", 637-641. 
     158 See Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers (Vol. 4), 500f. 
     159 "It was an ancient custom for the bishop of Alexandria to write, if possible, every year soon after 
Epiphany a so-called Festal Epistle ( jEpistolh;  JEortastikhv) to the Egyptian churches and monasteries under 
his authority, in which he informed them of the date of Easter and the beginning of the Lenten fasts. By fixing 
the date of Easter this yearly epistle fixed also the dates of all Christian festivals of the year": Metzger, The 
Canon, 211. 
     160 "The year 367 marks, thus,", as Metzger says, "the first time that the scope of the New Testament canon is 
declared to be exactly the twenty-seven books accepted today as canonical": ibid., 212. 
     161 See Meyendorff who writes, "[t]his authenticity, of course, is to be understood in a wider sense and as 
concerning certainly the content, but not necessarily the form of scriptural texts": John Meyendorff, Living 
Tradition, (New York: SVS Press, 1978), 14. 
     162 For example as in readings of Martin Heidegger which alternate between "reading him as a Hegelian and 
reading him as a champion of difference": Graham Ward, Barth, Derrida and the Language of Theology, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 122.  
     163 Ward, ibid. (Note that Graham Ward is not speaking here of the Apoc but of a connection within 
phenomenology; however, his words fit the context well). 
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epistle, apocryphal works were "apparently popular" in some of the churches in Egypt as C. 
Wilfred Griggs informs us,164 which Athanasius sought to set apart clearly and distinguish 
from the authoritative Scripture. The great significance that the bishop put on his declaration 
as the "arbiter of doctrinal limitation" and "orthodoxy on a grand scale",165 is seen from the 
fact that he uses the prologue of Luke as a model to introduce the list of canonical documents:  
 




Athanasius continues to name the books of both the Old and New Testaments, the Book of 
Revelation recorded at the end: kai; pavlin  jIwavnnou  jApokavluyi". In all of these 
documents, which are the "fountains of salvation",167 the true faith is expounded. From this 
body of books in which alone is proclaimed the doctrine of godliness (and reminiscent of 
Apoc 22:18-19), "[l]et no man add to these, neither let him take ought from these."168 Outside 
this collection all else is apocryphal, put down by "heretics" [aiJretikw'n] to "lead astray the 
simple".169 And whereas Eusebius had spoken of ajntilegomevnwn,170 the Alexandrian leader 
does not. For Athanasius there is only one body of books, the "canonical" [kanonixovmena]. In 
this canonical body of texts the Book of Revelation is listed as a matter of fact, "[a]nd besides, 
the Revelation of John."171 Athanasius also distinguishes clearly the canonical writings from 
other edifying works which were "appointed by the Fathers to be read [by recent converts]... 
for instruction in the word of godliness."172 These books include the Wisdom of Solomon, 
Wisdom of Sirach, and Esther, and Judith, and Tobit, "and that which is called the Teaching 
of the Apostles [Didache], and the Shepherd [of Hermas]."173 The Apoc, is of course, used by 
Athanasius as Scripture. I will note here the most representative found in the Discourses 
against the Arians. In arguing that the Son is eternal and not created, the patriarch of 
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     165 ibid. 
     166 Festal Epistle 39.3. 
     167 ibid., 39.6. 
     168 ibid. 
     169 ibid. 
     170 Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 3.25.3-4. 
     171 Festal Epistle 39.5. 
     172 ibid., 39.7. 





Alexandria speaks of the testimony of the "holy Scripture" and cites the famous proclamation 
of John 1:1, immediately after he refers to Rev 1:4 with tavde levgei.174  
 
The role of Arianism in Athanasius' deliberations of the Canon is undoubtedly relevant and 
directly connected to his canonical discourse: in appealing to the "mind of the Church" 
[ jekklhsiastikh;n diavnoian]175 in his opposition to the heresy, he argued that the correct 
interpretation of particular texts is only possible if the principle of interpretation is the rule or 
"the scope of faith" [to;n skopo;n th'" pivstew"].176 George Florovsky cites the illustrious 
theologian "who in writing to Bishop Serapion on the topic of the Holy Spirit, Athanasius 
contends that the Arians ignored or missed 'the scope of the Divine Scripture' 
(mh;  eijdovnte"  to;n skopo;n th'" Qeiva" Grafh'")."177 At one other place, George Florovsky 
observes, the three nouns [paravdosi", didaskaliva pivsti"], "actually coincide."178 
Athanasius, the Alexandrian bishop, declares, "[l]et us look from the beginning at that very 
tradition, teaching, and faith of the catholic church which the Lord gave  (e[dwken), the 
apostles preached (ejkhvruxan), and the Fathers preserved (ejfuvlaxan). Upon this the church is 
founded."179 And it was from such a theological atmosphere that the famous 39th Festal 
Epistle was crafted, in which the Biblical Canon of the Scripture is listed in full.  
 
The eschatology of Athanasius is not elaborate in the sense of detailed end-time 
speculation.180 Yet, he does (perhaps surprisingly for some), spend time speaking of the 
"Antichrist", particularly in the false prophet (Arian) setting.181 His position on the Apoc was 
not influenced by the negative press during the years when the chiliast controversy was at its 
highest. This is very significant, because it suggests that the distinguished Alexandrian bishop 
received the Apoc as a document of the NT, especially because he considered it a writing 
                                                
     174 Orat. 1.4.11. 
     175 Contra Arianos 1.44. 
     176 ibid., 3.35. 
     177 Florovsky "in Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.)", 105. [Florovsky is citing Ad Serapionem 2.7]; see 
also Panagovpoulo" for an astute examination of the biblical hermeneutics and the "ejkklhsiastikov" skopov"" 
in Athanasius' thought which is ultimately connected to the "economy of the Incarnation": op. cit., 336-341. 
     178 ibid., 106. 
     179 ibid., [citing Ad Serapionem 1.28] 
     180 Athanasius is more concerned with the consequences of the resurrection in the soteriological context of 
Christ's bodily resurrection than with the events that will necessarily lead to the eschatological completion (cf. 
De Incarn. Verbi 27). 
     181 For instance, "de;  th;n  ajreianh;n  ai{resin  cristomavcon ou\san  kai; tou'  ajnticrivstou provdromon": 
Athanasius Theol., Apologia contra Arianos sive Apologia secunda, TLG (2035 005) 90.3.4. Also in the 
typological context of the Book of Daniel, Historia Arianorum, TLG (2035 009) 77.1.2.  
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handed down by those who had come before him. These were persons forming, as we have 
seen above, a succession to the "tradition" [paravdosi"] and "teaching" [didaskaliva] of the 
Church. In the context of the reception of the Apoc and the NT generally, from the 
perspective of canonical criticism (at least from the positions of Charles J. Scalise and 
Brevard S. Childs), we would here speak of the community of the believers being handed 
down the "canonical guideline".182 The controversy of chiliasm did not make him, 
Athanasius, uneasy or apologetic about his judgement on the canonicity of the book: 
Tradition was far and above particular local disputes. And this precise and vital point James 
A. Sanders, from his own particular perspective and time-frame, has relayed to the modern 
reader most proficiently:  
 
...once the sanctity of such reputation was transmitted along with community 
commendation, canon existed for the community and persisted whether or not the value 
derived was consistent, high, low, or latent for this or that community or generation. At 
that point when sacredness had been superimposed by the communities, then the 




The Final Station, Why? 
Before closing this chapter with a brief but necessary survey of a group of Athanasius' 
eminent contemporaries, let us take a moment to recall the famous 39th Festal Epistle. This 
epistle, which for Eastern Orthodoxy as Karabidovpoulo" states in his appraisal of the NT 
Canon, represents that "…final station in the development [ejxevlixh] and ultimate formation 
[diamovrfwsh] of the Sacred Scriptures." It was Athanasius, as well, who was the first to 
unambiguously use the term "kanw;n" to denote "the body of the books 
[tou'  swvmato" tw'n biblivwn] of the Holy Scripture."184 
 
 ¹All' e)peidh\ periì me\n tw½n ai¸retikw½n e)mnh/sqhmen w¨j nekrw½n, periì de\ h(mw½n w¨j 
e)xo/ntwn pro\j swthri¿an ta\\j qei¿aj grafa/j¿ / , kaiì fobou=mai mh/pwj, w¨j eÃgraye  
Korinqi¿oij Pau=loj, o)li¿goi tw½n a)kerai¿wn a)po\ th=j a(plo/thtoj kaiì th=j 
a(gno/thtoj planhqw½sin a)po\ th=j panourgi¿aj tw½n a)nqrw¯pwn, kaiì loipo\n 
e)ntugxa/nein e(te/roij aÃrcontai 72 toiÍj legome/noij a)pokru/foij, a)patw¯menoi tv= 
o(mwnumi¿# tw½n a)lhqw½n bibli¿wn½ ) ½ ¿ , parakalw½, a)ne/xesqe, ei¹ periì wÒn e)pi¿stasqe, 
                                                
     182 Childs, As Canon, 517; Scalise, op. cit., 42f. 
     183 Sanders, op. cit., 34. 
     184 Iwavnnh" Karabidovpoulo", Eisagwghv Sthn Kainhv Diaqhvkh, (Pournarav: Qessalonivkh,1983), 85f; 
also see Torrance for an in-depth study of the hermeneutics of Athanasius where the economy of salvation in 
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periì tou/twn ka)gwÜ mnhmoneu/wn gra/fw dia/ te th\n a)na/gkhn kaiì to\\ xrh/simon th=j / =
e)kklhsi¿aj) ¿ . Me/llwn de\ tou/twn mnhmoneu/ein, xrh/somai pro\j su/stasin th=j 
e)mautou= to/lmhj t%½ tu/p% tou= eu)aggelistou=  Louka=, le/gwn kaiì au)to/j:  ¹Epeidh/ 
pe/r tinej e)pexei¿rhsan a)nata/casqai e(autoiÍj ta\ lego/mena a)po/krufa kaiì miÍcai 
tau=ta tv= qeopneu/sq% grafv= / =, periì hÂj e)plhroforh/qhmen, kaqwÜj pare/dosan toiÍj / Í
patra/sin/  oi¸ a)p' a)rxh=j au)to/ptai kaiì u(phre/tai geno/menoi tou= lo/gou, eÃdoce 
ka)moi¿, protrape/nti para\ gnhsi¿wn a)delfw½n kaiì maqo/nti aÃnwqen e(ch=j e)kqe/sqai 
ta\ kanonizo/mena kaiì paradoqe/nta/ ì / , pisteuqe/nta te qeiÍa eiånai bibli¿a, iàna 
eÀkastoj, ei¹ me\n h)path/qh, katagn%½ tw½n planhsa/ntwn, o( de\ kaqaro\j diamei¿naj 
xai¿rv pa/lin u(pomimnhsko/menoj.  ãEsti toi¿nun th=j me\n palaia=j dia- 73 qh/khj 
bibli¿a t%½ a)riqm%½ ta\ pa/nta ei¹kosidu/o, tosau=ta ga/r, w¨j hÃkousa, kaiì ta\ 
stoixeiÍa ta\ par'  ¸Ebrai¿oij eiånai parade/dotai, tv= de\ ta/cei kaiì t%½ o)no/mati 
eÃstin eÀkaston ouÀtwj: prw½ton  Ge/nesij: eiåta  ãEcodoj: eiåta  Leuitiko/n: kaiì meta\ 
tou=to  ¹Ariqmoi¿: kaiì loipo/n, to\  Deuterono/mion: e(ch=j de\ tou/toij e)stiìn  ¹Ihsou=j o( 
tou=  Nauh=: kaiì  Kritai¿: kaiì meta\ tou=to h(  ¸Rou/q: kaiì pa/lin e(ch=j,  Basileiw½n 
bibli¿a te/ssara: kaiì tou/twn to\ me\n prw½ton kaiì deu/teron ei¹j eÁn bibli¿on 
a)riqmeiÍtai, to\ de\ tri¿ton kaiì te/tarton o(moi¿wj ei¹j eÀn: meta\ de\ tau=ta,  
Paraleipome/nwn prw½ton kaiì deu/teron, o(moi¿wj ei¹j eÁn bibli¿on pa/lin 
a)riqmou/mena: eiåta  ãEsdra prw½ton kaiì deu/teron o(moi¿wj ei¹j eÀn: meta\ de\ tau=ta, 
bi¿bloj  Yalmw½n: kaiì e(ch=j  Paroimi¿ai: eiåta  ¹Ekklhsiasth/j: kaiì  åAsma 
#)sma/twn: pro\j tou/toij eÃsti kaiì  ¹Iw¯b: kaiì loipo/n,  Profh=tai, oi¸ me\n dw¯deka ei¹j 
eÁn bibli¿on a)riqmou/menoi, eiåta  ¸Hsai¿+aj,  ¸Ieremi¿aj, kaiì su\n au)t%½  Barou/x,  
Qrh=noi kaiì e)pi- 74 stolh/, kaiì met' au)to\n  ¹Iezekih\l kaiì  Danih/l.  ãAxri tou/twn 
ta\ th=j palaia=j diaqh/khj= /  iàstataià .  Ta\\ de\\ th=j kainh=j= =  pa/lin ou)k o)knhte/on 
ei¹peiÍn.  ãEsti ga\r tau=ta:  Eu)agge/lia te/ssara, kata\  MatqaiÍon, kata\  
Ma/rkon, kata\  Louka=n kaiì kata\  ¹Iwa/nnhn: eiåta meta\ tau=ta Pra/ceij 
a)posto/lwn, kaiì e)pistolaiì kaqolikaiì kalou/menai tw½n a)posto/lwn e(pta/, 
ouÀtwj:  ¹Iakw¯bou me\n mi¿a,  Pe/trou de\ du/o, eiåta  ¹Iwa/nnou treiÍj, kaiì meta\ 
tau/taj ¹Iou/da mi¿a: pro\j tou/toij Pau/lou a)posto/lou ei¹siìn e)pistolaiì 
dekate/ssarej, tv= ta/cei grafo/menai ouÀtwj: prw¯th, pro\j  ¸Rwmai¿ouj, eiåta pro\j  
Korinqi¿ouj du/o, kaiì meta\ tau=ta pro\j  Gala/taj, kaiì e(ch=j pro\j  ¹Efesi¿ouj, eiåta 
pro\j Filipphsi¿ouj, kaiì pro\j KolossaeiÍj, kaiì meta\ tau=ta pro\j  
QessalonikeiÍj du/o, kaiì h( pro\j  ¸Ebrai¿ouj, kaiì eu)qu\j pro\j me\n  Timo/qeon du/o, 
pro\j de\  Ti¿ton mi¿a, kaiì teleutai¿a h( pro\j  Filh/mona mi¿a: kaiì pa/lin  ¹Iwa/nnou  ì / ¹ /
¹Apoka/luyij¹ / . 75 Tau=ta phgaiì tou= swthri¿ou, wÐste to\n diyw½nta e)mforeiÍsqai 
tw½n e)n tou/toij logi¿wn: e)n tou/toij mo/noij to\ th=j eu)sebei¿aj didaskaleiÍon 
eu)aggeli¿zetai: mhdeiìj tou/toij e)piballe/tw, mhde\ tou/twn a)fairei¿sqw ti.  Periì 
de\ tou/twn o( ku/rioj  Saddoukai¿ouj me\n e)dusw¯pei, le/gwn: "Plana=sqe mh\ ei¹do/tej 
ta\j grafa\j mhde\ th\n du/namin au)tw½n", toiÍj de\  ¹Ioudai¿oij parv/nei: " ¹Ereuna=te 
ta\j grafa/j, oÀti au)tai¿ ei¹sin ai¸ marturou=sai periì e)mou=".  ¹All' eÀneka/ ge 
plei¿onoj a)kribei¿aj prosti¿qhmi kaiì tou=to gra/fwn a)nagkai¿wj, w¨j oÀti eÃsti kaiì 
eÀtera bibli¿a tou/twn eÃcwqen, ou) kanonizo/m) / ena me/n/ , tetupwme/na de\ para\ tw½n 
pate/rwn a)naginw¯skesqai toiÍj aÃrti proserxome/noij kaiì boulome/noij 
kathxeiÍsqai to\n th=j eu)sebei¿aj lo/gon:  Sofi¿a  Solomw½ntoj kaiì  Sofi¿a  Sira\x 
kaiì  ¸Esqh\r kaiì  ¹Ioudiìq kaiì  Twbi¿aj kaiì  Didaxh\ kaloume/nh tw½n a)posto/lwn 
kaiì o(  Poimh/n.  Kaiì oÀmwj, a)gaphtoi¿, ka)kei¿nwn ka- 76 nonizome/nwn, kaiì tou/twn 
a)naginwskome/nwn, ou)damou= tw½n a)pokru/fwn mnh/mh, a)lla\ ai¸retikw½n e)stin 
e)pi¿noia, grafo/ntwn me\n oÀte qe/lousin au)ta/, xarizome/nwn de\ kaiì prostiqe/ntwn 
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au)toiÍj xro/nouj, iàna w¨j palaia\ profe/rontej, pro/fasin eÃxwsin a)pata=n e)k 
tou/tou tou\j a)kerai¿ouj.185 
 
 
On the Contemporaries of Athanasius 
For the reasons outlined above it was decided to conclude our investigation of the patristic 
testimony into the circulation and early use of the Apoc with Athanasius the Great and his 
landmark for canonical studies, the 39th Festal Epistle. Of course, there were other illustrious 
servants of the Church that could have been added to our list that arrived on the scene at about the 
same time as the Alexandrian bishop, or just a little later. Of these ecclesiastical writers we 
could have added (had space and the scope of this thesis permitted) such distinguished names 
as: Ephraim the Syrian (AD c. 309-373),186 Didymus the Blind (AD c. 313-398),187 Cyril of 
Jerusalem (AD c. 313-386),188 Epiphanius of Salamis (AD c. 315-403),189 Gregory of 
Nazianzus (AD c. 329-390), Basil the Great (AD c. 330-379), Gregory of Nyssa (AD c. 330-
394),190 Amphilochius of Iconium (d. AD c. 394),191 John Chrysostom (AD c. 347-407),192 
                                                
     185 TLG (2035 014) 71.10. [bold added] 
 
     186 See the Appendix of the dissertation. I should add that a number of the records for this particular writer 
were included with some reservation pertaining to their genuineness. The witness of Ephraim the Syrian is a 
weighty matter given his place of origin and must be considered further in greater detail. 
     187 Despite his great handicap of losing his sight by the age of four (Paladius Hist., Lausiac 4), Didymus was 
so highly regarded for both his asceticism and learning, that Athanasius elevated him to head of the catechetical 
school of Alexandria (Rufinus, Hist. Eccl. 2.7). Jerome, one of his most famous pupils speaks unreservedly of 
Didymus' influence on ecclesiastical writers in both the West and the East and refers to him as his "magister" 
(Epist. 50.1, 84.3). Rufinus, another of his students, acknowledges Didymus as a "prophet" and "apostolic man" 
(Ruf., Apol. in Hier. 2.25). Didymus was afterwards anathematized on account of his association with the 
defence of Origen's De Principiis (as a holder of the pre-existence of the soul and the Apokatastasis) by the 
Fifth Council of Constantinople in AD 553 (along with Origen and Evagrius Ponticus). Didymus quotes the 
Apoc extensively (see the Appendix for the list of proofs). The book is cited normatively as Scripture, 
"th'" grafh'"...  jApokaluvyei  jIwavnnou": Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl., Commentarii in Zacchariam, TLG 
(2102 010) 1.278.1. 
     188 At one point in the catechetical lectures, Cyril lists the books of both the OT and NT which alone are to 
be "read in Churches" [ejn ejkklhsiva/ meta; parrhsiva" ajnaginwvskomen] (following closely the classification 
employed by Eusebius). From this authoritative list of "the divinely-inspired Scriptures" the Book of Revelation 
is omitted and presumably grouped in the "secondary rank": Catech. 4.33-36. Yet there might be some grounds 
to believe that he did in fact refer to the book: ibid., 1.4 (Rev 2:17); 10.3 (Rev 5:5); 19.10 (Rev 7:17). 
     189 Epiphanius became bishop of Constantia (ancient Salamis) in Cyprus around AD 367. He is considered 
one of the three great anti-heretical writers of the Ancient Church: QKHE (Tovmo" 5o"), 808. Epiphanius' 
famous Refutation of all Heresies [Panavrion], is "the most extensive ancient account of heresies": Quasten, 
Patrology (Vol III), 11f. It is in this work that the highly educated bishop refers at length to a heresy [prob. the 
Alogi] known as the "rejectors of the writings of John": Pan. 51.3. And it is during the course of his animated 
defence of the Apostle John's writings that he argues for the need of a spiritual interpretation of the Book of 
Revelation: ibid., 51.32. The Apoc is included in Epiphanius' catalogue of the canonical documents of the NT: 
ibid., 76. 
     190 As Kallistos Ware writes of the three Cappadocian Fathers in the context of Athanasius' invaluable 
contribution to the theological definitions arising out of the early Ecumenical Councils, "[c]omplimentary to his 





and Cyril of Alexandria (AD c. 378-444).193 Illustrious names from the West include Hilary 
of Poitiers (AD c. 312-367),194 Ambrose (AD 339-397),195 Jerome (AD c. 347-420),196 and 
Augustine (AD 354-430).197 This elevated group of episcopal churchmen positively reflect 
                                                                                                                                              
his younger brother Gregory of Nyssa": Ware, The Orthodox Church, 23. Both Basil and Gregory of Nyssa cite 
the Apoc as Scripture and have no reservations whatsoever about the book's canonical status. Basil for instance 
begins one section of an argument citing (Rev 1:4) with "Kai; ejn th'/  jApokaluvyei": Basilius Theol., Adversus 
Eunomium (libri 5), TLG (2040 019) 29.677.42. Gregory of Nyssa discoursing on the Psalms will start in one 
place with " jApokaluvyei tou''  jIwavnnou": Gregorius Nyssenus Theol., In inscriptiones Psalmorum, TLG (2017 
027) 5.114.11. Gregory of Nazianzus is very interesting on this point. He does not include the Book of 
Revelation in his NT canon, but similarly to his two illustrious contemporaries he nowhere decrys it. "Although 
Gregory thus excludes the Apocalypse from the canon", correctly observes Bruce Metzger, "he knows of its 
existence, and on rare occasions in his other works quotes from it": Metzger, The Canon, 212. In fact, given 
Gregory's 'official' position on the Apoc, it is intriguing to find not only does he quote from the book, but he 
also declares his debt to its teachings, "wJ"  jIwavnnh" didavskei me dia; th'"  jApokaluvyew"": Gregorius 
Nazianzenus Theol., Supremum vale (orat. 42), TLG (2022 050) 36.469.7. [See the Appendix for a fuller list of 
the records] 
     191 Amphilochius of Iconium does not include the Apoc in his list of NT documents, however, he does not 
categorically reject it either. At the end of his catalogue of 'officially' recognised books he states, "[a]nd again 
the Revelation of John, Some approve, but most Say it is spurious": Quoted from Metzger, The Canon, 314. 
     192 We often read that Saint John Chrysostom either "paid little attention to it [the Apoc]", (Wainwright, 
Mysterious Apocalypse, 33), or that he "never referred to it", (W. J. Harrington, Revelation, 9). This 
contradiction demonstrates that the question of Chrysostom's use or not of the Book of Revelation is far from 
settled, and that he should not be cited as a closed opponent of the book. This is a complicated matter, but one 
which I hope to later address in a paper arguing, if not for Chrysostom's direct citation of the Seer's work, at 
least to numerous allusions (especially in the context of the worshipping community and to the false prophet 
motif). 
     193 Cyril of Alexandria was a prolific writer, Quasten informs us that his works "fill ten volumes of Migne's 
edition" (MG 68-77). It would have been problematic if someone with such an output either ignored the Apoc 
or refuted it. He does neither. Two representative passages indicate plainly his position. The Book of Revelation 
[to; th'"  jApokaluvyew" biblivon] is commended as the work of the "wise John" [oJ sofov"  jIwavnnh"]: Cyrillus 
Theol., De adoratione et cultu in spiritu et veritate, TLG (4090 096) 68.433.16. In another place, as we have 
seen previously with other Fathers, the great Johannine prologue of Jn 1:1 is cited immediately before a 
pericope from the book of the Seer of Patmos. In this instance it is Rev 1:8 with the formula for Scripture, 
"j jEn th'/  jApokaluvyei th'/  jIwavnnou tavde levgei": Thesaurus de sancta consubstantiali trinitate, TLG (4090 
109) 75.37 8t. 
     194 Hilary of Poitiers (celebrated for his twelve books De Trinitate), together with Athanasius, writes Bernard 
McGinn, "is among the oldest of the teachers officially declared doctor ecclesiae": (McGinn, Doctors, 37). In 
the Homilies on the Psalms, Hilary cites Rev 22:1 as an event "testified by Saint John in the Apocalypse": ibid., 
1.17. 
     195 "The strong-willed Ambrose", writes Bernard McGinn, "was the most powerful bishop in the Western 
Empire": McGinn, op. cit. 52. Ambrose makes frequent use of the Apoc which he cites as Scripture: On the 
Christian Faith 2.4.35; On Belief in the Resurrection 2.105-106, and in many other places. 
     196 Whatever problems Jerome might have had with the connection of chiliasm to the Apoc, it did not 
dissuade him from the conviction that the author of the Book of Revelation was "John, the apostle whom Jesus 
most loved, the son of Zebedee...": De vir. ill. 9. Elsewhere he also uses the Apoc as a type for all Scripture in 
the context of its interpretation "through Him who has the key of David": Epist. 53.5. 
     197 Few writers have been able to capture the enormity of Augustine in as few words as Bernard McGinn, 
who says of the bishop of Hippo, "Augustine is one of those rare figures who both perfectly define an age- in his 
case Late Antiquity- and yet also surpass their era to become resources for every age": McGinn, op. cit, 66. 
Augustine accepted the Book of Revelation as Scripture and cites the book authoritatively throughout his work, 
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(with some noted exceptions) the wide transmission and sacred commendation of the Apoc 
that we have hitherto found in the reception tradition of the believing community of the Early 
Church.198 During this period we also have the tradition of four critical MSS: (i) Codex 
Vaticanus [B], c. 331-350 (Alexandria); (ii) Codex Sinaiticus [ℵ], c. 331-350 (Egypt); (iii) 
Codex Alexandrinus [A], c. 425 (Asia Minor); (iv) Syriac Peshitta, c. 400 (Eastern Syria).199 
The Book of Revelation is included in ℵ, A, but not found in B (the MS ends at Heb 9:14), 
nor is it included in the Syriac Peshitta. To this list we could also add the catalogue in Codex 
Claromontanus c. 303-367 (Egypt) in which the Apoc is included, but precise dating of this 
MS is difficult.200 Most interestingly, as Bruce M. Metzger tells us, though Barnabas, the 
Shepherd, the Acts of Paul, and the Apocalypse of Peter are also recorded in Claromontanus, 
"[i]t is significant that these [the] four titles... have a short horizontal line extending into the 
left-hand margin... [v]ery likely the purpose of the lines was to distinguish these titles from 
those the scribe regarded as authoritative."201 Notwithstanding, the Apoc is further found in 
the Mommsen Catalogue c. 360-375 (northern Africa).202 
 
Conclusion 
Though debate concerning the NT Canon did continue,203 the era that we have just examined 
set down in clear terms the limits and parameters.204 Certainly, as Meyendorff says, "no one 
                                                                                                                                              
but it is especially notable in his De civitate Dei [The City of God], which Angelo Di Berardino reckons 
"among Augustine's masterpieces": Patrology (Vol IV), 363. Of the numerous examples we could cite for his 
authoritative use of the Apoc, two will suffice. First, the Apoc of the "Apostle John" speaks not just to the seven 
churches in Asia, but to the "totality of the one Church": De civ. dei 17.4; and second, the book's listing in 
Augustine's presentation of "the whole canon of Scripture": On Christian Doctrine 2.8.13. Augustine was also 
the "first theologian of any stature to embrace the amillennial system of theology": Robert P. Lightner, The Last 
Days Handbook, (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990), 79. See esp. De civ. dei 20.7, 9. 
     198 Why is the opinion of these ecclesiastical hierarchs so important (apart from the obvious facts of their 
high church office, proximity to the events, and the consensus patrum/ consensus ecclesiae catholicae)? See 
McGinn's insightful presentation of "what is a doctor of the Church", Bernard McGinn, The Doctors of the 
Church, (New York: A Crossroad Book, 1999), 1-21. 
     199 See McDonald for a list and chronological ordering of the important primary sources for the study of the 
NT Canon formation: Lee M. McDonald, The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon, (Massachusetts: 
Hendrikson Publishers, 1995), 315-317;  also see Bruce M. Metzger, The Canon of the New Testament: Its 
Origin, Development, and Significance, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 305-315. 
     200 Metzger, ibid., 229f. 
     201 ibid. 
     202 ibid., 231. 
     203 One of the major reasons for this fact which Lee M. McDonald has well drawn out, "and what seems to 
lead away from the notion that the NT canon was largely settled in the second century",  is that "the terms for 
canonization, therefore, were simply not current lingua franca in the Church until the fourth century": 
McDonald, art. cit., 119. For fuller discussion on this semantic point McDonald points to E. Ferguson's review 





ever suggested... that anything besides apostolic writings should be included in the canon."205 
The principal books had been established throughout Christendom, and there is now, as J. A. 
Sanders might say of a later period, "stabilizing of text, content, and order."206 Great councils, 
also, would later put their fiat to the canonical tradition bequeathed to the community of the 
faithful by Athanasius and his predecessors.207 The Book of Revelation, once confirmed and 
commended in Athanasius' NT Canon as a sacred document, would now be impossible to 
shift into the outer margins of canonical discourse. Doubts that both Dionysius (with his 
critical refutations) and Eusebius (with his limited recognition) might have expressed about 
the authority of the Apoc would surface occasionally, but their combined legacy could not 
override the overwhelming inheritance from the "Traditio-historical Process" of the "biblical 
community of faith"208 that commended the Apoc throughout its canonical adventure. This 
sacred commendation of the Seer's prophecy, as we plainly found, was distinctively 
established as part of the Tradition founded in the "rule of faith". The "cosmical" and 
"eschatological" basis of the Book of Revelation continued to appeal intrinsically to the 
members of the universal Body of Christ, "the leitourgia of the Church's cult."209 As a 
principle, the criteria of canonicity are now more evenly applied in the overall proofs for 
authenticity in the process of canonization, though apostolicity and traditional usage remain 
prominent. The patristic testimony here too, in this period, as in eras that preceded 
materializes from all of the major geographical centres of Christendom. Syria, however, in 
part (for reasons that we have addressed in other places), stands differently. The kerygmatic 
function and canonical authority of the Apoc as part of the normative literature of the ecclesia 
catholica, was conclusively confirmed by two towering figures in the Church: in the East by 
                                                                                                                                              
     204 Though McDonald argues that the process of canonization "probably began its final stages during the 
burning of books brought by Diocletian in his persecution of the Church that was initiated in 303. When 
Christians were being asked to hand over their sacred literature under threat of death or imprisonment, surely 
the individual churches had by that time begun to finalize the issue of which writings were sacred and which 
were not as important to its life and ministry", he will still nonetheless report that "[t]he most widely accepted 
view today is that by the end of the second century CE the process of canonization of the Church's NT was 
largely complete and only minor modifications occurred after that": McDonald, art.cit., 118-120. 
     205 Meyendorff, Living Tradition, 15. 
     206 Sanders, op. cit., 32. 
     207 On the authority of the Ancient Councils and the Tradition of the Fathers, see Florovsky "in Daniel B. 
Clendenin (ed.)", 115-124.  
     208 Anderson, art. cit., 9. 
     209 Alexander Schmemann, Church, World, Mission: Reflections on Orthodoxy in the West, (New York: 
SVS Press, 1979), 137. 
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Athanasius the Great (AD c. 295-373), and in the West by Augustine of Hippo (AD 354-
430).210 
                                                
     210 Augustine did not figure in the general plan of my chronological scheme which was strictly followed, 
so except for those places throughout the thesis where I have particularly referred to him, he is not 
individually discussed in the dissertation. His high view of the Apoc, however, (as I have elsewhere stated) is 
well known and established; for Augustine's position on the millennium, see A. W. Wainwright, Mysterious 
Apocalypse: Interpreting the Book of Revelation, (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1993), 36-39; for discussion 
on the Latin Father's effective role on the formation of the NT Canon (gleaned especially from his De 








The Five Principal Questions 
Borrowing James Barr's effective use of the word "adventures" (in respect to the biblical 
document per se),1 we set out to investigate the canonical adventure of the Apocalypse in the 
Ancient Church in the context of its Circulation [Cir], Reception [Rn], and Traditional Usage 
[TradU]. From the date of its first publication (AD c. 95)2 to the time of one of the great 
stabilizing voices for the final shape of the NT Canon in the Early Church, that being the 
weighty fiat of Athanasius the Great of Alexandria (AD c. 295-373).3 Certainly discussion on 
the Canon continued even during and after this time and debates would still occasionally flare 
up,4 but the limits and parameters of the argument had been clearly set down.5 During the 
course of this investigation five principal questions pressed throughout with which the great 
part of this thesis was concerned. First, was it correct, as has often been said or at least 
implied,6 that the Book of Revelation was a late agent in the whole dialectical processes of the 
                                                
     1 James Barr, Holy Scripture: Canon, Authority, Criticism, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), 49ff. 
     2 As Aune has pointed out in his discussion on Date, "[d]uring the last half of the twentieth century, most 
scholars concerned with the question expressed support for the Domitianic date": David E. Aune, Revelation 1-
5 (52A), (Dallas: Word Books Publisher, 1997), lvii. 
     3 Gregory of Nazianzus adulatory praise of Athanasius is not without some merit, "[f]rom meditating on every 
book of the Old and New Testament, with a depth such as none else has applied even to one of them, he grew 
rich in contemplation, rich in splendor of life": Orat. 21.6. 
     4 Consider, for example, the lists of authoritative NT books approved by the Synod of Laodicea (AD c. 363), 
and those from the Third Synod of Carthage (AD 397). The Book of Revelation is not included in the former, 
but is included in the latter. The book is not included in the NT canon of Gregory Nazianzus (AD c. 329-389), 
but is included (with some reservation) in the NT canon of Amphilochius of Iconium (d. AD c. 394). 
     5 As Meyendorff has rightly stated, "[n]o one ever suggested... that anything besides apostolic writings should 
be included in the canon; and it is this general principle which determined the rejection of the Shepherd of 
Hermas and the Epistle of Barnabas from the canon of  Scripture": John Meyendorff, Living Tradition, (New 
York: SVS Press, 1978), 15. 
     6 See, for instance, "in Di Berardino (ed.)" the very surprising statement in the context of Jerome's reception 
and revision of Victorinus' commentary of the Apoc, "[s]ince this book [the Apoc] was not accepted in the 
East...": Angelo Di Berardino (ed.), Patrology (Vol. IV), (Maryland: Christian Classics, 1994), 235. But also H. 
Y. Gamble, The New Testament Canon: Its Making and Meaning, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985), 56; and 
Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. Lemcio, The New Testament as Canon: A Reader in Canonical Criticism, 
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 276; the position of Karabidovpoulo" is closer to the truth when he speaks of the 
East as not dismissing the prophecy of the Seer, but nevertheless, as exercising "great caution" 
[poluv ejpifulaktikhv] in its reception:  jIwavnnh"  D. Karabidovpoulo", Eijsagwghv  Sthvn  Kainhv Diaqhvkh, 
(Qessalonivkh: Pournara', 1998), 110; here it should be mentioned, that it is invariably stated that the Book of 
Revelation is omitted from the Orthodox Typicon: Charles H. Talbert, The Apocalypse: A Reading of the 
Revelation of John, (Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994), 2. This is not altogether correct. The 





CirRnTradU workings? Second, to what extent did the factors of canonicity (factors in the 
broader sense) operate either positively or negatively during the early part of the Apoc's 
defining adventure as it sought to establish itself in the canon consciousness of the Church? 
Third, given that the criteria of canonicity themselves, were not always applied universally or 
with equal standard, what else could have operated in the Apoc's favour to see the book 
survive the direct challenge to its apostolic authority? Fourth, what primary evidence exists 
for the use of the book in the immediate years just after its original publication? And fifth, 
what do we learn about the canonical adventure of the Apoc from the surveys conducted into 
the patristic usage of the Seer's work in Chapters 7 to 9 of this present thesis, and from the 
extensive investigation reported in the Appendix? 
 
The Five Responses 
Findings 
It is true of all the canonized documents, but particularly of the Apoc (given its connection to 
the apocalyptic Gattung), that diverse factors came into constant inter-play as it was received 
into the first community of readers/ believers,7 irrespective of whether they were "informed 
reader[s]" or "flesh-and-blood reader[s]".8 And so, just as the Seer's work is a fusion of 
genres,9 it was also very much a merging of diverse factors and canonical operations that 
braced the document in its quest for authoritas (defined in terms of its authentia)10 and 
"commendation".11 This was best exemplified, as we found, by the well-known position of 
Dionysius of Alexandria (AD c. 200-265), who does not accept apostolic authorship of the 
book, but is clearly willing to accept some form of authority, given the traditional usage of the 
work.12 The argument for this element of combination of diverse factors is also one of the key 
                                                                                                                                              
Seraphim Rose continues and citing Averky Taushev, he informs us of when this occurs, "[a]t the Saturday 
night Vigil, all the New Testament Epistles and the Apocalypse are appointed to be read in order between 
Vespers and Matins, beginning with the Sunday of All Saints": Averky Taushev & Seraphim Rose, The 
Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity, (California: St. Herman of Alaska Brotherhood, 1995), 
34. [italics added] 
     7 James A. Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1984), 34. 
     8 J. L. Resseguie, Revelation Unsealed: A Narrative Critical Approach to John's Apocalypse, (Leiden: Brill, 
1998), 27-31. 
     9 See M. G. Michael, "The Genre of the Apocalypse: What are they saying now?", BBS 18, (July-December 
1999), 115-126. 
   10 These terms are very important and in the patristic tradition they are connected, as Bebis writes, to the 
biblical teaching of "the absolute authority (exousia)" of Christ Himself": George S. Bebis, The Mind of the 
Fathers, (Massachusetts: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1994), 18f. 
 
     11 Sanders, loc. cit.  





contributions of this dissertation. Mass exegetical problems have arisen, especially since 
postmodern interpreters (who for the better part have romanced science in an era of 
reductionist obsession) have sought to strip down the book into bare elements, focussing on 
'this' strand or 'that' aspect, putting the document under the theoretical paradigm of almost 
every approach imaginable.13 If there was one unifying agent or movement (and the argument 
in this thesis is that there definitely was), it was the force of Holy Tradition, the "instinct" 
[e[nstikto]14 of the Church which in the theological framework of this dissertation was 
understood as its "canon" and/ or "church consciousness"15 as experienced by and 
"belonging", as Brevard S. Childs would say, "to the community of faith."16 It was the general 
                                                
     13 Postmodern biblical criticism, broadly speaking, as Adam outlines, denies any privileged starting point for 
the establishment of truth and seeks to show that ideals are characteristically grounded in ideology or economic 
or political self-interest.  A fine introduction of the postmodernist movement in biblical studies is the study by 
A. K. M. Adam, What is Postmodern Biblical Criticism?, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995); however, there is 
some common ground between postmodernism and Christianity, both on social issues and in the stress that all 
claims (universal and/or particular), have to be made with the backing of a sound and tested methodology: see 
John W. Riggs, Postmodern Christianity: Doing Theology in the Contemporary World, (Harrisburg: Trinity 
Press, 2002). 
     14 Eujdokivmof speaks (in the context of the faith of the Church) of the "e[nstikto th'"  jOrqodoxiva"" which 
through its experience "ejmpeiriva" leads to the consensus patrum et apostolicum of the 
Church: Pau'lo" Eujdokivmof,   JH  jOrqodoxiva, (Qessalonivkh: Rhgovpoulo", 1972), op. cit., 257. 
     15 Here we find one of the most fundamental contacts between those belonging to the more 'traditional' school 
of canonical criticism, Brevard S. Childs, and Charles J. Scalise, for instance, and my own conception and 
understanding of the theological content of these terms (and, of course, here I am speaking on my own behalf 
and not on behalf of Childs nor of my Confession). "Canon consciousness" belongs to, and is a great component 
of the kanw;n th'" ajlhqeiva"/ regula veritatis. Why? Because, as George Florovsky explains, "[n]ow this rule, 
was in fact, nothing else than the witness and preaching of the apostles, their khvrugma...": Florovsky "in Daniel 
B. Clendenin (ed.)", 102. It is, this preaching of the Apostles, that was to be faithfully recorded in the NT 
Canon. Here, too, note the emphasis on the kerygmatic "function" which for Childs is critical for the true 
hermeneusis of the biblical text: Brevard S. Childs, As Canon, 52. "Church consciousness" (not the 
"Consciousness of the Church" from which the teaching, itself, is drawn from) is the cognizance and/ or the 
awareness that you, as an individual, belong to the greater body of the Church, to Christ Himself. As Saint Paul 
declares, "o{ti mevlh ejsme;n tou' swvmato" auJtou'" (Eph 5:30). And the connection between the two? Brilliantly 
put by Ellen Flesseman-van Leer, "[r]eal interpretation of Scripture is church preaching, is tradition": quoted by 
Florovsky, op. cit., 104. There remains, then, the idea of apostolic succession, that which guarantees the faithful 
transmission of the apostolic deposit and the "rules" for the authentic interpretation of the Scriptures, that is, the 
Canon. For the Eastern Orthodox the stress (in the context of the comprehension of Holy Tradition 
as parakataqhvkh) is on both the deposit and the interpretation, "mevsa s! aujth; th;n  oJlovtha th'" oijkonomiva", 
o{pou pragmatopoieivtai oJ 'pa'" Cristov"'": Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 268. But here, too, we find some good contact 
with Childs on the second of these (the interpretation), when he speaks, for instance, of one believing 
community passing over to the next the "canonical guideline" for the correct interpretation of the sacred 
document, "by means of which the book was to function as authoritative scripture for generations long after the 
author": Childs, ibid., 517. Saint Paul's admonition to the community of believers in Thessalonica is the 
essential component which belongs to both the 'confessional' approaches, "to stand firm and hold to the 
traditions [ta;" paradovsei"] which you were taught by us, either by word or mouth or by letter" (2Thess 2:15). 
     16 Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, (London: SCM Press, 1984), 517. In 
this instance Childs is more specifically speaking in the setting of the "canonical guideline"; Hoffman has 





theatre in which the adventure of the book was played out, and it guaranteed that, though it 
might slip from one ideological track onto another, the document itself would remain safely 
on road to final acceptance where other highly regarded apocalypses would fail.17 The Book 
of Revelation was written for the succouring of the existing Church communities and the 
preaching of the Gospel of Christ,18 and these were its principal canonical "functions".19 And 
ultimately, it was this commendation that allowed it to lock on, as it were, to the e[nstikto of 
the ecclesia universalis. In other words, the Apoc reflected the actual doctrinal and liturgical 
practices of the Catholic Church.20 
 
(I) On Whether the Apoc was a Late Entry in the CirRnTradU Theatre 
We found that the Book of Revelation was circulated soon after it was written by its author, 
the Seer of Patmos, sometime AD c. 95. Though scholars have been very hesitant to attribute 
any firm knowledge of the book to the writings of the Apostolic Fathers, this position was 
shown to be not so secure as had been previously argued.21 The book is certainly a universal 
source by the time of Justin Martyr (AD c. 100-165) as an "informed" reader (if we are to 
                                                                                                                                              
the faith-community that makes the text canonical": Thomas A. Hoffman, "Inspiration, Normativeness, 
Canonicity, and the Unique Sacred Character of  the Bible", CBQ 44, (1982), 464. [italics added] 
     17 The Shepherd of Hermas and the Apocalypse of Peter, for example, which are two major examples of early 
Christian "apocalyptic literature". Amongst other things, the former is included in the fourth-century vellum MS 
Codex Sinaiticus, whilst the later is cited by Clement of Alexandria as a canonical writing: Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 
6.14.1. 
     18 It is not  ajpokavluyi"  jIwavnnou, but "j jApokavluyi"  jIhsou' Cristou'" (Rev 1:1). "Notice that we have a 
revelation originally from the Father to our Lord Jesus Christ. The stated chain of communication is God - Jesus 
- an angel - John - the churches. It is, however, primarily, the 'testimony of Jesus Christ'", Columba Graham 
Flegg, An Introduction to Reading the Apocalypse, (New York: SVS Press, 1999), 64. 
     19 That is, as Wall and Lemcio, plainly explain, "about how Revelation functions as part of the church's rule of 
faith, the Christian biblical canon": Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. Lemcio, The New Testament as Canon: A 
Reader in Canonical Criticism, (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 275; and this is, of course, directly connected to 
"hermeneutics by which the tradition or text functions": Sanders, Canon and Community, 61. 
     20 "The New Testament canon in its final form", write Wall and Lemcio, "is the product of an intentioned 
process. In this sense, neither the inclusion of Revelation within the New Testament canon nor its specific 
location within the New Testament canon are the results of arbitrary and abstract decisions made by a few. The 
shaping of the New Testament reflects the actual practice of the Church...": Robert W. Wall and Eugene E. 
Lemcio, op. cit., 279. [italics added]; here, too, we could certainly reflect on the Apoc's cultic setting with "the 
visio Christi as a central point", see David E. Aune, The Cultic Setting of Realized Eschatology In Early 
Christianity, (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1972), 95f; in this context also, see John Breck, The Power of the Word in the 
Worshiping Church, (New York: SVS Press, 1986), 44f. 
     21 More recently this position has also been expressed by Stephen S. Smalley, Thunder and Love: John's 
Revelation and John's Community, (Great Britain: Nelson Word, 1994). "There is no explicit mention of the 
Apocalypse among the apostolic Fathers": ibid., 35. I should add, that Smalley does qualify this statement, 
"[h]owever, the silence of the earliest Fathers does not prove their ignorance of Revelation": ibid. But the initial 





place him in light of recent reception theory terminology),22 and during that period, as we 
noted throughout the study, the Apoc had made it into the most ancient list of authoritative 
NT books, the MF (AD c. 200).23 It is also very likely, as was suggested in an earlier chapter, 
that one of the first commentaries to be written on a document of the NT Canon was that of 
the Book of Revelation authored by Melito of Sardis (fl. 2nd century).24 The practical reasons 
for the early entry of the Apoc into the CirRnTradU theatre were clearly outlined in Chapter 
7. To this we add the high ecclesiology of the book, particularly in the cardinal context of the 
covenant community (and New Israel),25 and its ability to succour its persecuted readers 
during times of crisis with its so-called chiliastic promise of eternal bliss in the face of 
insufferable persecution. And of course, its ability to shift genres allowed for it to be read in 
varying contexts as the conditions, period, and hermeneutical traditions might demand. Of 
these chiliasm was shown to be the key paradigm. 
                                                
     22 J. L. Resseguie, Revelation Unsealed: A Narrative Critical Approach to John's Apocalypse, (Leiden: Brill, 
1998), 27-31. 
     23 I am aware of the arguments put forward by Hahneman for a Syrian/ Palestinian provenance around AD 
375 for the fragment: Geoffrey Hahneman, The Muratorian Fragment and the Development of the Canon, 
(Clarendon: Oxford Press, 1992), 215-218; but see Metzger, who had previously countered most of these 
arguments (first widely supported by A. C. Sundberg): Bruce Metzger, The Canon of The New Testament: Its 
Origin, Development, and Significance, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 191-194; see also Everett Ferguson, 
"Canon Muratori: Date and Provenance", StudP 18, (1982), 667-683. 
     24 In Eusebius' catalogue of the works of Melito of Sardis (late second century AD), the church historian 
mentions "the books on the Devil and the Apocalypse of John" [kai; ta; peri; diabovlou, kai; th'" 
ajpokaluvyew"  jIwavnnou]: Hist. Eccl. 4.26.2. 
     25 An integral expression of the Seer's Apocalypse also splendidly highlighted in one of the finest 
commentaries on the Revelation in recent times, by Robert W. Wall, Revelation, (Massachusetts: Hendrickson 
Publishers, 1991). Wall, who wrote his commentary with a perspective gleaned from the canonical criticism 
approach, and who was an inspiration behind my own approach to Part 2 of Chapter 6 of the dissertation, also 
makes the critical identification of the woman [gunh;] in Rev 12:1 with the "community"; and so following in 
the ancient tradition established by Methodius of Olympus (d. AD. c. 311), Wall says in part, "[m]ost would 
contend that this woman refers to a community rather than to an individual person such as Mary. Her exact 
identity, whether a religious subgroup within ethnic Israel such as messianic Judaism, or eschatological Israel, 
remains debated... [whatever], the woman symbolizes the faithful people of God...": Wall, ibid., 159; Stephen S. 
Smalley, who has also written one of the outstanding commentaries on the Apoc, similarly featured the church, 
community, and covenant dimensions of the Seer's work, and he, too, helped to shape my own approach and 
presentation of the multiple ecclesiological extensions of the Book of Revelation. "It is important, first, to notice 
that the Apocalypse is acted out in predominantly corporate terms. Throughout the book, it is mostly the church 
as a whole, or local churches as collective units, which John portrays... [t]ogetherness, then, is a mark of the 
church on earth, in Revelation... [m]anifestly, however, the same is true of the church in heaven, as it is 
described in the Apocalypse": Smalley, op. cit., 154-157. Yet my strong sense and analogous description of 
these theological connections had already been formulated. It had been first ignited by my reading of the 
"ejkklhsiologiva" in the work of Eujdokivmof, he had much earlier theologized deeply on a number of the 
profound designations that both Wall and Smalley have since brilliantly drawn out for a Western audience, 
especially in the context of a typological hermeneusis. See Pau'lo" Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 165-466. One of the 
most exciting and fulfilling aspects of writing up this dissertation, was to discover such ecumenical alliances of 
critical theological thought, to utilize them where no superior approach offered itself, and to make them known 
through my own work to a wider circle of scholarship where, in some places, the quest for originalité has 





(II) To What Extent Did the Criteria of Canonicity Operate Either Negatively or Positively?  
During the early part of the Apoc's published history, as it sought to establish itself in the 
canon consciousness of the Church, it had to come under the probe of some fundamental 
questions, often referred to by scholars as the "criteria of canonicity".26 These criteria/ notae 
canonicitatis, which were outlined and discussed in Chapter 2, were the test generally applied 
to determine the claims of a particular document to apostolic status (and hence authoritative 
for use in the Church).27 Though apostolicity was a fundamental criterion, we found that its 
application did not necessarily rule out books by a non-apostle, and that it was extended to 
contain the writings of Paul, for instance, as one who had close contact with the apostles.28 
The author of the Apoc himself proclaims that his name is  jIwavnnh", and this on no less than 
four occasions, Rev 1:1,4,9, 22:8.29 This open declaration had to be considered by the early 
church communities, for there was only one John30 who was universally known and who 
would assume to put on the apostolic mantle. Especially "with those assemblies in Asia 
Minor", which as Gordon W. Lathrop writes, "to which he [the Seer] is connected."31 An 
obviously recognizable case of pseudepigraphy32 was not present here, so the question of 
apostolic authorship could not be dismissed so easily. On the other criteria also, as we found, 
the book stood strong and convincing, so when one criterion was brought into dispute, 
apostolicity for example, the others would come to support it, catholicity for instance, and 
strengthen its claims to be received.33 And so the application of the criteria of canonicity in 
                                                
     26  Gamble, op. cit., 67-72. 
     27 "These [the notae canonicitatis]", as Metzger observes, "were formulated differently at different times and 
places": Bruce M. Metzger, The Canon of The New Testament: Its Origin, Development, and Significance, 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 251. 
     28 For the "canonizing community's intentions" and for a "canonical perspective" and introduction to the 
Pauline corpus in which the "abiding significance of the apostolic parousia motif" is highlighted, see Wall and 
Lemcio, op. cit., 142-160. 
     29 "This repetition of the author's name, together with the frequent use of first-person singular verb forms that 
regularly punctuate the vision narratives, serves to emphasize his role [John's] as a witness to the revelatory 
visions he narrates, a phenomenon with parallels in other Jewish apocalypses": David E. Aune, op. cit., 18. 
     30 "So strong is this evidence" Guthrie emphasizes, "that it is difficult to believe that they all made a mistake 
in confusing the John of the Apocalypse with John the Apostle": Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction, 
(Illinois: IVP, 1970), 935. 
     31 Gordon W. Lathrop, Holy Things: A Liturgical Theology, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1998), 53. Note 
especially that Lathrop is commenting here on the Apoc in the context of the early Christian ordo which he 
rightly connects to the "Lord's day". 
     32 "In the apocalyptic tradition", concludes D. G. Meade in one of his summaries, "attribution is primarily a 
claim to authoritative tradition, not a statement of literary origins": David G. Meade, Pseudonymity and Canon: 
An Investigation into the Relationship of Authorship and Authority in Jewish and Earliest Christian Tradition, 
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publ., Co., 1986), 102. 
     33 A notable paradigm here is the ambivalent position of Eusebius. Though he disputed the author of the Apoc 





their totality rule in favour of the Book of Revelation, when for instance, they could not for 
the Shepherd of Hermas34 or the Apocalypse of Peter.35 We found throughout this study, 
given the documentary evidence of the research, that the application of these criteria was not 
only legitimate, but highly critical.36 
 
(III) The Other Factors Which Operated in the Apoc's Favour  
Given that the criteria of canonicity in themselves were not always universally applied or 
enforced with equal rigor, what else could have operated in the Apoc's favour to see the book 
survive the direct challenge to its apostolic authority or when the other criteria where deemed 
redundant by the book's opponents?37 We found that the book has an overarching and 
profound ecclesiology with powerful elements of liturgical worship and concentrated 
doctrine;38 it is essentially a book about the tribulations of the marginalized and persecuted 
Church community and its redemption by its transfigured Lord. This direct presentation of 
both its ecclesiology (as "cosmical" and "eschatological")39 and canonical function/ khruvgma, 
                                                                                                                                              
usage" and/ or "catholicity" criterion (Euseb., Hist. Eccl. 3.24.18). Richard Bauckham explains this in the 
context of the "universality principle" and/ or "coincidence view" which I had earlier connected to the 
"consensus patrum et apostolicum": Richard Bauckham<rjb@st-andrews.ac.uk>."Easter".  Mon, 16 Apr  2001. 
MGMichael<mgjm@1earth.net>. 
     34 The Shepherd was received positively in its early adventure, at least until the time of Origen, on account of 
its paraenesis, ecclesiology, and its strong sense of community (and possibly also by reason of its geographical 
provenance). However, in due course, its suspect Christology, the apparent disinterest of appeal to other 
Scripture for its authority, the uncertainty of its date, and general confusion as to its authorship, eventually saw 
the esteemed prophecy outside the officially recognized list of authoritative books of the Church: Clayton N. 
Jefford, Reading the Apostolic Fathers, (Hendrickson Publishers: Massachusetts, 1996), 144-153. 
     35 Even on purely literary grounds it could hardly have proven edifying, for it "contained lurid pictures of the 
torments of the damned, which in due course exercised some influence on Dante's Inferno": F. F Bruce, The 
Canon of Scripture, (Illinois: IVP, 1988), 164. But Bruce appears to be saying that these "pictures" did not 
negatively affect the reputation of the book. It is far more likely that the pseudonymous connection to Saint 
Peter was the reason that the Apocalypse of Peter survived for so long on the margins of canonical discourse, 
for the content itself could not have stood up against the criteria and test of orthodoxy. It contained "gnostic 
teachings, especially with regard to the nature of Jesus. It is a docetic view of Jesus in which a literal 
crucifixion, preceded by Jesus' suffering is denied": "Peter" in TABD (Vol. 5), 263. 
     36 For an analytical extension of "the criteria" into other and more complex areas of application in the setting 
of the "modern critical and historical disciplines", see Lee Martin McDonald, "The Integrity of the Biblical 
Canon in Light of Its Historical Development", BBR 6, (1996), 126-129. 
     37 Marcion, or the Alogi, for instance: see Chapter 8, passim. 
     38 On this major point, the "profound theology" of the Book of Revelation, "which is inseparable from its 
literary structure and composition", see especially the expert treatment by Richard Bauckham, The Theology of 
the Book of Revelation, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). 
     39 Here I stress strongly what Schmemann has illuminatingly written about early patristic ecclesiology, which 
conforms exactly to the initial developments as we find them in John's Apoc, "[h]ere is the essential point: in the 
early patristic Church, ecclesiology is cosmical and eschatological. The Church is the mystery of the new 
creation and she is the mystery of the Kingdom. It has often been said that there is no ecclesiology, in the 





despite the plentiful use of apocalyptic imagery could not escape the "informed reader" who 
had the first say in the book's preservation.40 We spoke of this strong ecclesiological element 
as the Seer's of Patmos church consciousness which served to link theologically with the 
canon consciousness of the Early Church community.41 This canon consciousness of the 
Church (as it relates to her decision processes re. the authoritas and authentia of the 
Scriptures) which is an integral component of Holy Tradition,42 continually supplemented that 
which might be lacking with its subtle but enduring appeal to the "principle of universality".43 
One group of readers would, therefore, influence and in turn affect the others (in the context 
of a "canonical guideline"),44 the successive Christian generations.45 The other integral factors 
have already been mentioned above and discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5: Date, Genre and 
Chiliasm. The fixing of a date allows for a clearer and more confident view on the difficult 
question of authorship, that of apostolicity, which is directly connected to the kerygma of the 
Gospel.46 The ambiguity of the genre allowed the book to be read either as an apocalypse, 
Christian prophecy, or letter. Each sub-genre served well on the adventure, during times for 
example, when apocalyptic was viewed with suspicion the text could be read as a Christian 
prophecy when earlier it was apocalypses that were popular. Also, that the Apoc was written 
                                                                                                                                              
in the Church, but the Father's understanding and experience of the Church as the new life of the new creation 
and the presence, the parousia, of the Kingdom": Alexander Schmemann, Church, World, Mission: Reflections 
on Orthodoxy In the West, (New York: SVS Press, 1979), 136. 
     40 Resseguie, loc. cit. 
   41 It was most reassuring when during the final revision of the thesis, A. W. Wainwright confirmed that my 
argument for the importance of the ecclesiological component of the Apoc in its quest for canonical 
authority, was a very good point and that it certainly made sense: Arthur Wainwright 
<awainwr@emory.edu>. “Mysterious Apocalypse”. Fri, 26 Jul 2002. MGMichael <mgjm@1earth.net>. 
 
     42 Eujdokivmof, op. cit., 254-261; see also a penetrating discussion on "Tradition in the Fathers", by George S. 
Bebis, op. cit., 1-29. "One might say that they [the Fathers] not only were thrilled about Tradition, but they felt 
and lived Tradition. Tradition for them was not the enumeration of quotations from the Scriptures or the 
previous Fathers; it was the offspring of the incarnation of the Word of God which took place in space and time. 
Thus Tradition was a continuous extension into history of the incarnation of the Son of God": ibid., 21. 
     43 See fn. 33. 
     44 Childs, loc. cit. 
     45 Which is "the community of faith who had received the book [Apoc] offers a canonical guideline by means 
of which the book was to function as authoritative scripture for generations long after the author": Brevard S. 
Childs, ibid.; or as Aghiorgoussis compactly says, "[t]he Bible is the product and the epiphenomenon of the life 
of the Church, being also the work of men": Maximos Aghiorgoussis in A Companion to the Greek Orthodox 
Church, (New York: Dept. of Communication Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of North and South America, 
1985), Fotios K. Litsas (ed.), 151. 
     46 "Apostolicity", as John Meyendorff stresses in his well-known study, "thus remained the basic criterion in 
the history of the formation of the canon because it was also the only true characteristic of the Christian 





in the form of a letter would assure an "explicit contemporaneity"47 with Christian generations 
into the future. Crucially this fusion of genre saw the book outlast one of its most difficult 
tests, its authoritative survival with the Fall of the Roman Empire of the Caesars and the rise 
of the Christian Empire of Constantine the Great: it permitted for the millennial pericope of 
the text (Rev 20:4-7) to be re-interpreted in the light of the new historical conditions and 
theological context.48 When the operation of these powerful and too often neglected or 
marginalized 'factors' are combined with the usually positive application of the criteria of 
canonicity,49 compelling evidence is presented for the solid ground on which the Apoc stood 
in the early centuries of its peripevteia.50 Three canonical functions of the Book of 
Revelation have also been noted throughout this investigation: (a) to succour in time of 
affliction; (b) to establish the community of believers in the Church; and (c) to witness 
faithfully to the Gospel of Christ.51 
 
(IV) Primary Evidence for the Use of the Apoc in the Apostolic Church 
The Book of Revelation is either cited or at least intimated in the very beginnings of the first 
Christian literature outside the NT, and across the communities of believers from Asia Minor 
(Papias, for instance) right through to Rome (Hermas, for example).52 That these references in 
the Apostolic Fathers are relatively few and scattered has less to do with the authority of the 
book and more to do with its late publication in comparison to the rest of the NT documents, 
particularly that of the Pauline corpus.53 We also found that the method and approach to the 
                                                
     47 Richard Bauckham, The Theology of the Book of Revelation, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1993), 12. 
     48 Arthur W. Wainwright, Mysterious Apocalypse: Interpreting the Book of Revelation, (Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 1993), 33f. 
     49 Here, I should point out that B. S. Childs, whose fundamental philosophy of canon played an important role 
in my own formulations on the subject, is not much predisposed on the issue of the criteria, considering them a 
"one-sided characterization": Brevard S. Childs, As Canon, 31f. 
     50 Karabidovpoulo" speaks of the "peripevteia tou kanovna" in reference to the canonical intrigues in the 
Syriac church.  jIwavnnh"  Karabidovpoulo", Eijsagwghv  sthvn  Kainhv  Diaqhvkh,  (Qessalonivkh: Pournarav, 
1998), 116. 
     51 All three functions are, in fact, tied into "the proclamation of Jesus and the creation of gathered 
communities, both Jewish and Gentile": Paul Barnett, Jesus and the Logic of History, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publ. Co., 1997), 127. 
     52 I am grateful to Paul Barnett for bringing to my attention a critical observation that escaped my attention of 
another fundamental reason as to why the Apoc could have been received early and enthusiastically by the first 
Christian communities. This has to do with Earle Ellis' construct that (based on Gal 2:7-9) there were ultimately 
four apostolates operating in the NT era: that of James, Cephas, John, and Paul and that the literature of the NT 
flows from these four. Paul Barnett <pbarnett@laurel.ocs.mq.edu.au>. "Re: question re Apostolicity". Mon, 18 
Feb 2002. MGMichael<mgjm@1earth.net>. 





citation of the Scripture by the early ecclesiastical writers was often by memory or word of 
mouth, it was "reproduced freely", as Birger Gerhardsson says, and "adapted in some way to 
the context."54 A plain example is the contact between The Letter of Barnabas, for instance, 
and the Apoc's eschatology.55 Allusions to the Apoc in the early apostolic literature have been 
previously too easily discounted. We also found that six factors in particular also positively 
affected the Apoc's early and wide circulation (see Chapter 7). Finally, such investigations 
(for they are invariably linked to date) help in the research to do with the question of 
authorship, i.e. apostolicity.56 
 
(V) Results of the Survey into the Patristic Testimony 
The evidence here in the context of the Apoc's circulation, reception, and traditional usage is 
overwhelming, from the first direct reference to the book's fulfilment of the most fundamental 
of the criteria of canonicity [apostolicity] in the writings of Justin Martyr (perhaps as early as 
AD 135).57 The Christian apologist writes with reference to Revelation 20, "[a]nd further, 
there was a certain man with us, whose name was John [w|+/ o[noma  jIwavnnh"] one of the 
apostles of Christ [ei|+" tw'n ajpostovlwn tou' Cristou'] who prophesied, by a revelation 
[ejn ajpokaluvyei] that was made to him..."58 Note here that we are told the name, we are 
informed of the high office, and the function of the charisma. From this time onwards, until 
we reach the landmark testimony of the NT canon of Athanasius of Alexandria recorded in 
his 39th Festal Epistle (AD 367),59 our investigation into the canonical adventure of the Apoc 
confirmed that the book not only circulated rapidly across all the major centres of 
Christendom (including Asia Minor, North Africa, Egypt, Syria, Gaul and Rome),60 but also 
that it was received and commended as sacred literature from one Christian generation to 
                                                
     54 On this subject matter the meticulous treatment by Gerhardsson remains a standard reference. Birger 
Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript: Oral Tradition and Written Transmission in Rabbinic Judaism and Early 
Christianity, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ., 1998). 
     55 For example Barn. 21.3 with Rev 22:10,12 (see Chapter 7 passim). 
     56 As Hort wrote characteristically in the context of the Apoc, "[t]hus date and authorship do hang together": 
F. J. A. Hort, The Apocalypse of St. John (I-III), (London: Macmillan Co., 1908), xl. 
     57 Karen O'Dell Bullock, The Writings of Justin Martyr, (Nashville: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 1998), 
69f. 
     58 Dial. Try. lxxxi. 
     59 Athanasius, as Griggs concludes, was evidently aware of his awesome influence and set out to consciously 
arbitrate on the pressing question of the final settlement of the NT Canon: C. Wilfred Griggs, Early Egyptian 
Christianity: From its Origins to 451 CE, (Leiden: Brill, 1988), 173. "In this letter [the 39th Fest. Epist.] 
Athanasius becomes the arbiter of doctrinal limitation and orthodoxy on a grand scale, a move that he most 
likely could not have made with success during the early decades of his episcopacy": ibid., 173. 






another.61 Certainly, there were some challenging boycotts along the way- that, too, is clear. 
For instance, the qualified inventory of critical refutations set down by the universally revered 
Dionysius the Great (AD c. 200-265),62 the usurpation of the Apoc by the strongly denounced 
Montanist movement,63 the outright rejection of the book by the so-called Alogi,64 the poor 
reception of the book in Syria,65 its absence from a number of canonical lists,66 and the 
wavering as to its authority by the influential ecclesiastical historian Eusebius (AD c. 260-
340).67 And though these obstacles might appear serious enough, they only served to reveal, 
and paradoxically at that, the secure reception history of the Seer's work.68 Consider the 
following and compare against some of the negatives that were just listed: the book is 
absolutely and authoritatively secured in the canonical literature cited (or at least intimated) 
by a whole list of highly influential ecclesiastical figures, including Justin Martyr (AD c. 100-
165), Theophilus of Antioch (AD c. 115-188), Melito of Sardis (fl. 2nd century), Irenaeus of 
Lyons (AD c. 130-200), Clement of Alexandria (AD c. 150-215), Tertullian (AD c. 160-220), 
Hippolytus of Rome (d. AD c. 235), Origen (AD c. 185-254), Cyprian of Carthage (AD c. 
200-258), Victorinus of Pettau (d. AD c. 304), Methodius of Olympus (d. AD c. 311), 
Lactantius (d. AD c. 318), and Athanasius the Great (AD c. 295-373). Note especially the 
episcopal order of most of these writers,69 the wide spread of their geographical locale and/ or 
                                                
     61 In the theological understanding of the "e[dwken" which Athanasius uses in his renowned statement of 
"tradition" to Bishop Serapion: Ad Serapionem 1.28. 
     62 Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. 7.25. 
     63 ibid., 5.16. 
     64 Epiphanius, haer. 51.3-6. 
     65 Which as we found in Chapter 8 in our discussion of Tatian the Syrian (d. AD c. 175), the tradition of the 
suspicion towards the Apoc in Syria can possibly be traced back to Marcion himself, whom Tatian preferred to 
imitate in his own probable rejection of the Apoc at the expense of following the authoritative reception of the 
book by his teacher, Justin Martyr (Iren., Adv. haer. 1.28.1). 
     66 See Metzger for detailed lists of the early catalogues of the New Testament Books, The Canon, 305-315; 
also see the Revised Edition of Merrill C. Tenney's, New Testament Survey, (Leicester: IVP, 1996), for a very 
useful chart of the canons of the first four centuries, 430f. 
     67 Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. 3.25.4. 
     68 For instance both Dionysius and Eusebius are permanently put forward as the examples of the poor 
reception history of the Apoc in the East. But, on the contrary, I hope to have shown that not only do they not 
deny the Book of Revelation, but that in their acknowledged expression of disfavour they inadvertently both 
commend the text and evidence to the book's widespread traditional usage in the Ancient Church! See Chapter 9 
of the dissertation where I present the documentary evidence from the Greek text of Eusebius' Ecclesiastical 
History and present the arguments in support for this atypical position of mine. Here I will remind the reader of 
two highly significant points. First, Dionysius does "not deny" [oujk ajnterw'] that the author of the Apoc, did in 
indeed see a "revelation" [ajpokaluvyei"], receive "knowledge" [gnw'sin] and "prophecy" [profhtei'an] (Euseb., 
Hist. Eccl. 7.25.26). Second, Eusebius himself, leaves the question of the Apoc's authority open, to be decided 
"at the proper time" from the "testimony of the ancients" [tw'n ajrcaivwn marturiva"] (ibid., 3.24.18). 
     69 In describing only a very small part of the individual Fathers' theological system in Chapters 7-9, I have but 





sphere of influence, and most importantly, the "church consciousness" that saturates their 
respective works (especially in the context of the famous declaration as set down by Irenaeus 
of Lyons): 
 
Where, therefore, the charismata of the Lord have been deposited (posita sunt), there is 
it proper to learn the truth, namely from those who have that succession of the church 
which is from the apostles (apud quos est ea quae est ab apostolis ecclesiae successio), 
and who display a sound and blameless conduct and an unadulterated and uncorrupt 
speech. For these also preserve this faith of ours in one God who created all things, and 
they increase that love for the Son of God, who accomplished such marvellous 
dispensation for our sake, and they expound the Scriptures to us without danger, neither 
blaspheming God, nor dishonoring the patriarchs, nor despising the prophets.70 
 
 
To the above mentioned group of th" Ekklhsiva" hgouvmenoi71 we must, of course, include 
the invaluable testimonies as to the absolute and normative acceptance of the Apoc by the 
believing communities of Rome (Muratorian Fragment) and those of the Churches of Lyons 
and Vienne. In the preceding chapter other great ecclesiastical personalities are also listed, as 
is the majority witness of the MSS. Finally, as I have elsewhere noted, more than a few of our 
authors invariably linked to the West (e.g. Justin, Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Lactantius), had 
intimate knowledge of the traditions of the East. They brought over to the expanding 
congregations, to their sister churches, the positive tradition of the Seer's book first established 
in the Johannine communities of Asia Minor. As for Dionysius and Eusebius, I hope to have 
shown that they were, in fact, critical "supporters" of the Seer's work, albeit inadvertently.  
                                                                                                                                              
both their position on the NT Canon and use of the Apocalypse. I have, nonetheless, made sure to cite a number 
of highly credible Eastern Orthodox patristic scholars should the reader wish to further explore subjects that 
have been raised. On a personal level, I have gained much recently from the work of John Chryssavgis, 
especially his masterful exposition of the methodology of patristic thought in The Way of the Fathers: Exploring 
the Patristic Mind, (Thessaloniki: Patriarchal Institute for Patristic Studies, 1998). "So far as exegetical method 
was concerned, positions and theories varied from Father to Father, from school to school, from treatise to 
treatise, as well as from East to West. Nonetheless, the starting-point in Patristic exegesis was always the 
context of faith. This presupposed that Scripture was a living reality, not a dead book. It was the living 
testimony of lived history about the relationship of a living God with a living people. This living contact of faith 
is incarnated in the fundamental principal of Patristic method of scriptural interpretation, namely typology": 
ibid., 64.  C. J. Scalise, considers this "typology" as an integral element from within his own canonical approach 
to the Scriptures and calls for a "rehabilitating typology": Scalise, op. cit., 74-76.  
     70 Quoted from George Florovsky "in Daniel B. Clendenin (ed.)", 103. [Florovsky is here citing Ad. haer. 
4.26.5]; I must note, that even if we were to remove, for example, even those "controversial" figures from that 
list (Tertullian, and Origen), the conclusion would not change; see also McGuckin who in his own paper 
expertly elucidates the position of Florovsky, himself, (and other major contemporary Orthodox writers), on the 
"ideas about catholicity": John A. McGuckin, "Eschaton and Kerygma", art. cit., 254-269. 





The conventional argument that the Book of Revelation was not wanted in the East early in its 
transmission history is demonstrably flawed. It is based, in part, on the exaggerated emphasis 
put upon the small assembly of the dissenting voices to the Apoc's authority, by a long line of 
past and present modern-day commentators.   
 
Some Concluding Observations 
I did not set out to pre-emptively re-invent the wheel. In places I have followed the tried and 
tested paths set down by professorial giants who have done battle with fundamental aspects of 
the difficult terrains before me, and even should I have possessed the required talents to blaze 
and abandon, I doubt whether I would have sought such a precarious distinction.72 Forced 
originality, like the bizarre, has no reason for existence.73 However, new perspectives and 
                                                
     72 In the pursuit for 'originality' in the undertaking of higher research degrees or in the present academic 
environment of 'publish' or 'perish' which "rewards originality above all", more damage can be done to the 
exegetical integrity of the Biblical documents than any presumed critical stride forward. To offhandedly 
dispense with the primary sources of the ancients or to pull apart proven hermeneutical structures which are not 
in need of repair, simply because they are no longer 'fashionable' given the rise or influence of a particular 
school or system, is to my mind at least, the exercise of suspect judgment. F. Copleston also pointed to 
"...fashions in the world of philosophy as elsewhere..." which would invariably decline: Frederick Copleston, A 
History of Philosophy (Vol. IX), (New York: Image Books, 1994), 341. M. J. Christensen, in reviewing the 
work of C. S. Lewis, has made some sound observations on the subject of "originality": Michael J. Christensen, 
C. S. Lewis on Scripture, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1979), 81f.  On the very same question, reflect on 
the humbling and instructive thoughts of Albert Einstein, himself, who responded passionately to the subject 
when it was raised: Denis Brian, Einstein: A Life, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1996), 423f. And this, of 
course, is to not for one moment disconnect from any form of critical engagement or the original presentation 
and assessment of existing knowledge, a unique contribution in itself. It is sometimes, a fine line, between the 
important and enlightening contributions of biblical scholarship and the ideological or sensationalist literature 
which can, occasionally, travel in the same credible channels. Nowadays, a sharp and experienced eye is 
required to distinguish between a 'methodology' and an 'ideology', particularly when there are so many 
competing positions and approaches outside the traditional biblical disciplines. For a stimulating and 
challenging discussion on this subject, see the reflections of a former Bultmannian turned evangelical, Eta 
Linnemann, Historical Criticism of the Bible: Methodology or Ideology?, trans. Robert W. Yarbrough, (Grand 
Rapids: Baker Books, 1990); for a synopsis of the philosophy of the Eastern Orthodox approach to NT research 
in the light of higher criticism, see Maximos Aghiorgoussis, op. cit., 150f; and especially Savbba" Agourivdh", 
"H orqovdoxh  Ekklhsiva  kai  h  ermhneiva th" Bivblou", DBM 17, (July-Dec., 1998), 109-128; see also 
Timothy [Kallistos] Ware, The Orthodox Church, (London: Penguin Books, 1993), 199-201. "Christianity, if 
true, has nothing to fear from honest inquiry. Orthodoxy, while regarding the Church as the authoritative 
interpreter of Scripture, does not forbid the critical and historical study of the Bible...": ibid., 201. Always at the 
centre of this approach is the faithfulness to the apostolic kerygma of the resurrected Christ. 
 73 Auguste Rodin cited "in Rodin: A Biography", Frederic Grunfeld, (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1987), 583f; consider for a moment, how much poorer and terribly inaccurate our understanding of the 
Antichrist tradition would be (methodological considerations aside), if for instance Bousset, McGinn, Jenks, and 
Peerbolte had dispensed with the locus classicus sources or each other, to go off on fantastic flights of fancy. A 
very long list of similar and equally significant examples could be noted here; however, outside our immediate 
discipline, I remind the reader of Sigmund Freud's unquestionable contribution to our knowledge and 
understanding of many facets of human behaviour. Nonetheless, a major part of that contribution was the 
presentation of a body of knowledge that had already been documented in different places, but which he, Freud, 
forwarded collectively and assessed in a critically superior and original way. And so, in short, he has become 





discoveries, and some valuable insights have emerged, which, when combined with the 
conclusions forwarded from the greater part of the dissertation, will be of reasonable and 
practical use to both students and future researchers of the Seer's awe-inspiring prophecy. I 
also ask the reader to give considerable attention to the extensive and detailed footnotes of the 
dissertation where a great deal of the constructive and critical information has been stored. 
But also the literature reviews and the bibliographies to be found throughout the present work. 
 
I have clearly not put aside the eminent and enduring work of Ned Bernard Stonehouse,74 and 
where I could in Chapters 8 and 9 of this present investigation, have made sure to involve him 
directly into the conversation. And in those places where I could neither improve nor add, 
particularly to do with the natural limits of those parts of the sources dealing with the 
canonical intimations and the interpretive commentary, I drew and reported directly from him. 
In other places, however, I put right a group of incorrectly cited patristic references, 
discovered and forwarded additional primary proofs, differed on a number of important 
points, and I delivered the Greek text for most, if not all, of the principal citations. Moreover, 
where that author might specifically highlight the regions of influence in his approach, I have 
preferred to set out my own investigation by biographical chronology, clearly identifying 
individual writers and their theological standpoint. This allowed for a more reliable indication 
of the authority of Holy Tradition as a universal force in the life of the ecclesia catholica, as 
opposed to the regional and local influences of the ecclesia particularis.   
 
Apart from the overwhelming confirmation of Stonehouse's general conclusion, that "its [the 
Apoc's] position in the Canon of the church as a whole was [n]ever in doubt",75 I have in the 
Appendix conducted the first automated Greek text-based analysis of the book utilizing the 
                                                                                                                                              
Biography, (London: Robert Hale Ltd., 1967); a telling example of 'forced originality' leading to the 'bizarre' 
was Freud's unwillingness, on the other hand, to acknowledge that the cause of repression, for instance, can be 
caused by factors other than sexual trauma, a dreadfully exaggerated position which C. G. Jung  successfully 
countered: see C. G. Jung Memories, Dreams, Reflections, (London: Fontana Press, 1995), 169-193; in the 
context of the Apoc, Auguste Rodin's cited axiom is terrifically suitable, and as for the examples, alas, there is no end.  
   
     74 For an engaging account of Ned Bernard Stonehouse's life and works (affectionately known as "Stoney" to 
his colleagues and students... he loved baseball!), see Walter A. Elwell & J. D. Weaver, Bible Interpreters of the 
20th Century: A selection of Evangelical Voices, (Michigan: Baker Books, 1999), 154-164. It was interesting to 
discover that in one of his articles published in the Westminster Theological Journal, "The Elders and the Living 
Beings in the Apocalypse", he argues that "the twenty-four elders and the living creatures refer to angelic 
beings, not to Israel or the church": ibid., 162. Stonehouse, "best remembered as an evangelical scholar who 
always remained deeply committed to the Reformed confessions, yet also pursued with enormous integrity 
every question regarding the text of the New Testament" was born in 1902 in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and died 
in 1962: ibid., 154f. 
     75 Ned Bernard Stonehouse, The Apocalypse in the Ancient Church: A Study in the History of the New 





TLG database and carried out the search afresh at a comprehensive level. Thus not only 
cataloguing specifically, but adding also by a long way to the treasure-house of sources which 
the evangelical scholar, himself, first begun to gather in connection to the traditional usage of 
the Seer's prophecy. Furthermore, I have, therein, created and established a methodology 
which is replicable for similar investigative projects. In a few words, whereas those 
researchers (who have agreed with NBS' conclusion) have been satisfied to remain with the 
affirmation that the Book of Revelation "enjoyed wide distribution and early recognition",76 I 
have taken a step further to a painstaking and extensive demonstration of this position.77 But 
also I have expressed in clearer terms the function of apostolicity in the greater context of 
Tradition (which Stonehouse refers to but never actually defines),78 and have established 
(with the support of A. W. Wainwright) that chiliasm played a far more significant part in the 
adventure of the Apoc than he, Stonehouse, had originally supposed.79 I have also sought to 
introduce the criteria of canonicity80 into a more vigorous correlation with the general tenets 
of the canonical criticism approach of the "canonical process".81  
                                                
     76 Robert H. Mounce, The Book of Revelation, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1977), 36. 
Mounce cites Stonehouse, not that he was entirely unjustified, pointing to the latter's "complete and thorough 
treatment": ibid. 
     77 Though, it is rarely noted, if ever, that Stonehouse tempers his enthusiastic and highly positive conclusion 
regarding the Apoc's circulation and reception with an unexpected qualification, "[on] the other hand, there is 
little or nothing which supports the contention that this prophecy was a special favourite in the early church or 
that its spread was particularly rapid. Indeed, one gets the impression that it was used neither as much nor as 
widely as the more didactic Christian writings": Stonehouse, loc. cit. 
     78 I do feel, however, that he does try to connect it more directly to the "life of the church" and to the "church's 
conviction that the Apocalypse was apostolic in origin": ibid., 153. 
     79 Stonehouse has underestimated the function of chiliasm in the Early Church when he contends, "chiliasm 
may not be regarded as an essential element": ibid., 151. But this was a misconception, which Wainwright (as I 
have elsewhere highlighted), not only redressed but also put to rest with a classic treatment of the subject, see 
Arthur W. Wainwright, Mysterious Apocalypse: Interpreting the Book of Revelation, (Nashville: Abingdon 
Press, 1993), 21-103; it would appear, however, that this was something that the Russian Orthodox interpreter 
Aleksandr Bukharev (Feodor) had also investigated, "[t]he Revelation of John comforts and fortifies the church 
by means of hopeful prophecies": see Paul Valliere, Modern Russian Theology, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 
2000), 84. [italics added] 
     80 See McDonald's tight summation of "the criteria" where he submits the critical questions concerning their 
applicability in the modern biblical landscape. "More than discussing their ancient application, perhaps we 
should ask the question about how legitimate these criteria are for establishing our canon today": Lee Martin 
McDonald, art. cit., 128. 
     81 Sanders, Canon and Community, 21-45. The "canonical process... stresses the nature and function of canon, 
and the process by which canon was shaped in antiquity, not solely as shaped at the end of a history of literary 
formation, but as shaped from the earliest moments when repetition of a 'value' rendered it a tradition down to a 
final, ordered collection of those traditions": ibid., 22; see also Childs, As Canon, 18-33. "The process of 
stabilizing a canon of authoritative New Testament writings was effected within the process of the church's 
continued use of them. The selection and shaping of the books of scripture took place in the context of worship 
of the struggling church as it determined canonicity by the use and effect of the books themselves": ibid., 31. I 
have not accepted the term "canonical process" without qualification. I have understood it as a process which 





Lastly, it is my heartfelt hope, that I have demonstrated and established a methodological and 
theological affinity between the "canon consciousness"82 (including the wider application of 
apostolicity) underlying the canonical criticism approach to the study of the NT by Brevard S. 
Childs (and others),83 and one of the fundamental parts of the Eastern Orthodox conception of 
Holy Tradition, the parakataqhvkh. 84 For in the final analysis, the "controlling hermeneutic" 
is the same: the communion of saints [the communio sanctorum], which is, the Church. 
                                                                                                                                              
evolve and develop until the Canon was made complete. If we were to argue that this process is a continuing 
vitality and still active, then we cannot speak of authentia nor of authoritas Scripturae which by her own 
testimony, has set the limits and parameters of the Canon to be defined by the revelation of the Lovgo", Himself, 
to the ecclesia universalis. "God has been wholly manifested through the unique Incarnation of the Son. And the 
Spirit has, on the day of Pentecost, 'guided us into the whole truth' [oJdhghvsei uJma'" ejn th'/ ajlhqeiva/ pavsh/] (Jn 
16:13)": Chryssavgis, The Way of the Fathers, op. cit., 92. 
     82 Childs, As Canon, 21. 
     83 This is, of course, an involved matter which I have referred to in various ways throughout the thesis. One of 
the great problems is that which relates to "meaning" and "definition". Suffice, to say, that I nowhere sought to 
imply that canonical criticism is a singular body of interpretation. Quite clearly, it is not. I believe Wall and 
Lemcio, themselves, coming from a "canonical approach" have expressed it best when comparing the technique 
between two of its most famous practitioners, Brevard S. Childs and James A. Sanders. I will repeat here, for it 
is worth the emphasis, that which I quoted in an earlier chapter. "Within this complex debate", write Wall and 
Lemcio, "some of which they have generated, Childs and Sanders raise common questions, although their 
answers vary sharply. To what extent, in what sense and how should the canon be considered as authoritative 
when Scripture is appealed to in theological reflection?": Wall and Lemcio, op. cit., 30; perhaps one of the 
tensions here, between the two approaches, is that which Sheppard has well highlighted from James Barr's own 
work, that between "sola scriptura" on the one hand, and the "sufficiency" of  Scripture on the other: see Gerald 
T. Sheppard, "Canon Criticism: The Proposal of Brevard Childs and an Assessment for Evangelical 
Hermeneutics", SBT 4, (1974), 15. This is an excellent essay with many unique insights into the thinking of 
Childs, given that the author wrote the article whilst pursuing his doctoral degree in OT at Yale University 
under Brevard Childs, himself. See also Gerald T. Sheppard, "Canonization: Hearing the Voice of the Same 
God through Historically Dissimilar Traditions", Int 34, (1982), 21-33. "After all, while the techniques may 
change, the dominant hermeneutical construct of Christian Scripture must remain the same: the gospel of Jesus 
Christ": ibid., 33. 
     84 More specifically, as I have elsewhere mentioned, that component of Holy Tradition which relates to 
the parakataqhvkh of the Apostolic deposit of faith (in the context of that part of the "deposit" and hermeneusis 
connected to the documents of the NT Canon). Doubtless, I am not the only one to have seen this link; 
Bauckham makes a passing, but very important reference to the "eastern Orthodox tradition" in an elucidating 
discussion on tradition in relation to Scripture and reason: Richard Bauckham & Benjamin Drewery, Scripture, 
Tradition and Reason: A Study in the Criteria of Christian Doctrine, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988), 118; but 
see especially Scalise, who writing from within the canonical approach highlights a fundamental contact with 
the Orthodox when deliberating on the holistic view to canonical hermeneutics. "We cannot understand the 
ways in which Christians in the early church interpreted the Bible unless we develop some picture of the roles 
that tradition played in the process. At this point Eastern Orthodox Christians, whose holistic view of Scripture 
and tradition has not suffered from the polemical split which afflicts Western Christians, have much to teach us. 
In Eastern Orthodoxy, tradition is understood as a living reality illumined by the presence of the Holy Spirit. 
Tradition does not add anything to the truth found in the Scripture, but instead shapes the context of Christian 
community and provides a hermeneutical principle for interpreting the Bible as God's truth": Charles J. Scalise, 





Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG™) Search Results 
 
Introduction 
In searching for sources for the Apoc's traditional usage in early patristic literature, it soon 
became apparent that previous inquiries offered only scattered evidence.1 Whilst the list of 
sources presented in this appendix is by no means exhaustive, due to both technical and 
logistical limitations which will be discussed below, they offer compelling support that the 
Apoc was received by the Early Church community as an authoritative and sacred text.2 
This appendix should be used in supplement to the qualitative evidence provided in the 
main body of the thesis. Chapters 7-9 especially serve to highlight dominant ecclesiastical 
figures in the Early Church that cited the Apoc in their writings, whilst this appendix 
serves to highlight also minor writers, spurious writings and previously undiscovered 
references. In brief, the inquiry is unique in so far that it brings together into the one 
database, sources that testify to the Apoc's early circulation and reception.3 
 
Summary of Inquiry 
The main result table, at the end of this appendix, presents a concise list of Early Church 
literature that either strongly allude to or directly quote the Apoc. It is possibly the most 
comprehensive inquiry of this type conducted to relate Greek Patristic sources to the Book 
of Revelation. To indicate the depth of the study, over 100 early church writers were 
searched and some 1,000 different works. Of these, 35 ecclesiastical authors were found 
either to allude to or quote the Apoc in 123 different works. Over 600 words and phrases 
were searched from the Apoc, generating some 10,000 pages of raw data; around 370 
                                                
1 With the notable exception of Ned Bernard Stonehouse's estimable The Apocalypse in the Ancient 
Church: A Study in the History of the New Testament Canon, (Goes, Holland: Oosterbaan & Le Cointre, 
1929). 
2 "At that point when sacredness had been superimposed by the communities", as James A. Sanders 
writes, "then the survival power of the sacred literature as canon was assured without its having always to 
prove itself", Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Criticism, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 
34. 
3 For the use of computers in New Testament textual criticism and for a history of development, see Bart 
D. Ehrman and Michael W. Holmes (ed.), The Text of the New Testament in Contemporary Research: 





records4 spanning some 56 pages were brought together. The universal and indirect 
allusions numbered in the thousands. The goal of the investigation, however, was to be as 
strict and concise as possible and not all-inclusive. And so, indirect allusions were all 
deleted from the original list of results. A subsequent study could focus on providing a 
range of results from direct references to probable allusions,5 but this was not within the 
scope of this search. Accuracy and clarity, as far as possible, were chosen over quantity. 
Research into traditional usage is not about achieving a large record count to prove that 'so 
many' church writers or historians said 'x' or 'y'. Reducing the Book of Revelation or any 
other NT book to such mechanical tests would be, among other things, to diminish and 
confuse both the history of interpretation and the criteria of canonicity that were outlined 
and discussed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Both the qualitative and quantitative 
approaches have their place in this type of research, but they should complement one 
another without tending to unwarranted extremes which would falsify the results. 
  
Source 
This part of the inquiry was conducted using the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae™ (TLG) 
disk E CD, compiled and developed by the TLG research centre at the University of 
California, Irvine. See the centre's web site at the following address http://www.tlg.uci.edu:  
[f]ounded in 1972 the TLG has already collected and digitized most literary 
texts written in Greek from Homer (8 BC) to the fall of Byzantium in AD 1452. 
Its goal is to create a comprehensive digital library of Greek literature from 
antiquity to the present era… it contains 76 million words of text (6,625 works 
and work collections from 1823 authors).  
 
                                                
4 A record in a database is "[a] group of related items, or fields, treated as a single unit of information" 
Brad Hansen, The Dictionary of Computing & Digital Media: Terms & Acronyms, (Oregon: ABF Content, 
1999), 261. A "record" as understood in the context of this appendix should be distinguished from a "hit". 
Several hits (based on different word searches) may appear in the same text and because of their proximity to 
one another, may be shown within one individual record. "Hits" or "hit rates" are terms often used with 
computer matching programs which mostly rely on basic parsing algorithms. The terms have been adopted 
for this investigation given the principles used are similar. 
5 Creating rules to classify a record based on the relevance of the 'hit' to the Apoc using, for instance, a 
Likert scale from A to D (A being a direct reference and D being a possible allusion) is a time consuming 
task which is certainly a major work in its own right. See William M. K. Trochim, "Likert Scaling," [Online] 





The TLG was deemed to be among the most complete library of writings,6 with the 
obvious limitation that it contained sources only in Greek and not in Latin.7 
Complementary programs, such as TLG Workplace developed by Silver Mountain 
Software, grant researchers the ability to search the digitised ancient texts and to 
automatically locate sources based on an exact key word or phrase match. The end user is 
also able to perform boundary and proximity searches if required.8 The TLG group is to be 
commended for their work in this area.9 Without the TLG project such exacting inquiries 
of this type would not be possible. One need only consider how long it would take one 
person to read large portions of Migne, searching manually for over 600 words or phrases 
in each column. The manual task could take years compared to this automatic inquiry that 
took about 14 months to complete. In the future such inquiries may even take less time, 
given that a team of software engineering students from the University of Wollongong in 
Australia is attempting to refine the search process by allowing for batch inputs and the 
reporting of results straight into a database instead of a rich text format (RTF) document.10 
                                                
6 See Michael Fraser, "CTI Textual Studies Q & A Theology", [Online] 27 August 2001, 
http://www.info.ox.ac.uk/ctitext/enquiry/theo01.html. The TLG CD is now widely considered the "standard 
electronic corpus of Greek texts for scholarly use and bases the electronic text on the best available printed 
edition."  
7 Latin Fathers such as Tertullian and Cyprian, for instance, have been dealt with in ch. 7-9 of the thesis. 
8 A word boundary search is when the user identifies that only an exact word match value should be 
returned by the search engine. For instance, if searching the word "lock" only exact word matches would be 
returned (i.e. >lock<), excluding other potential matches like "flock" or "locks" or "blocks". A proximity 
search is when the "default exactness of a phrase is set by modifying the interval in words in the search 
dialog". See TLG Workplace™ User Guide by Silver Mountain Software 1998, [Online] 21 April 2002, 
http://www.silvermnt.com/wpinfo.htm. 
9 Maria Pantelia, professor of Classics at the University of California, Irvine, has been the TLG Director 
since January 1998. The team responsible for the ongoing development of the TLG product can be found at 
http://www.tlg.uci.edu ([Online] 21 April 2002]) by selecting the hyperlink on the left frame titled: "The 
TLG® team". The team is incredibly responsive to feedback, suggestions and the future vision of the 
product. Projects like TLG are revolutionizing many aspects of textual research in biblical studies and 
beyond. 
10 MG Michael and K Michael are supervising the TLGdb software development as part of the CSCI321 
Software Project subject at the University of Wollongong. The student team is comprised of Yee Chun Hsien, 
Hwong Yew Zing, Lim Fong Tai, Kelvin Wong Kang Jee and Louisa Hii Tung Kim. See University of 







Other well-known CDs containing digitised texts were considered for this inquiry like the 
Patrologia Latina Database based on Jacques-Paul Migne, published by Chadwyck,11 and 
also the Nicene and Ante-Nicene Early Church Fathers database based on Eerdmans 
published by Logos,12 but the TLG was deemed to exclude fewer works overall. For 
instance, the greater part of the post-apostolic writings are in Greek and some of the 
signpost writings within our scope like those of Justin Martyr, Irenaeus,13 Clement of 
Alexandria, Hippolytus, Origen, Eusebius, Athanasius are also in Greek or have come 
down to us in Greek. The Latin writings which are not included in the appendix, but 
discussed and analysed in the body of the thesis, contain such writers as Tertullian, 
Cyprian, Victorinus, and Lactantius. The hard-copy Migne Patrologia Graecae (MPG), 
although a standard source used by theologians worldwide, was not included in this 
specific inquiry as it would have prevented some of the discoveries that were made with 
the use of the TLG. In addition, the MPG is now being superseded by newer editions of 
writings that are emerging, most of which TLG have utilised.14 While MPG or Clavus 
Patrum Graecorum can be considered the standard as far as sources and where references 
to critical editions are concerned, there is much to be gained by using newer and less 'type-
cast' publications. However, having stated these points, it should be noted that the TLG is 
not as complete nor as exhaustive as the MPG, nor does it claim to be, given its focus is 
more universal and it is a project very much in progress.15 
 
                                                
11 ProQuest Information and Learning, "Patrologia Latina: the Full Text Database," [Online] 20 March 
2002, http://pld.chadwyck.com/. 
12 Logos Research Systems, "Logos", [Online] 25 March 2002, http://www.logos.com/. 
13 While Irenaeus wrote in his native Greek, most of his extant work is not in the Greek original but in 
Latin translation, and obviously only what remains in the Greek is digitized in the TLG database. 
14 "As new editions emerge, the MPG text will normally be superseded in the data bank. For example, 
when data entry of the works of John Chrysostom was begun in the late 1970s, the only accessible editions 
for the seven homilies De laudibus sancti Pauli apostoli were those of Savile (1612-1613) and Montfaucon 
(1862). The Montfaucon text (via MPG 50.473-514) was deposited in the data bank, but it has subsequently 
been replaced by Piédagnel's new and superior edition": Luci Berkowitz and Karl A. Squitier, Thesaurus 
Linguae Graecae: Canon of Greek Authors and Works 3rd edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1990), xxiv. 
15 For the latest texts added to the online TLG version visit http://www.tlg.uci.edu and select the 






Scoping the Inquiry- Fathers and Works 
The methodological process used for this investigation is documented in the flowchart in 
Exhibit 1. The same approach could be replicated to study any NT book, using any 
available  digitised  texts.16   Before  beginning  the  process  the  researcher should have 
 
Exhibit 1 The methodological process 
performed an extensive manual literature review. This important step allows the researcher 
to discover the more prominent writers of the specific period under consideration and to be 
able to conclude later whether the inquiry has been successful. At least this would 
                                                
16 Currently a researcher who wishes to search both Greek and Latin texts (e.g. using the Thesaurus 
Linguae Graecae and the Patrologia Latina Database) finds himself/herself in the predicament of having to 
replicate the entire research process twice, effectively doubling the effort exerted and time taken to obtain 
results from both sources. The ideal search program would have the ability to interface with multiple sources 
of evidence (independent of language) from different supplier databases. One search term could be entered, 
querying as many relevant available digitized texts as were stored on the hard drive of the user (or multiple 
disks for that matter). Results would finally be exported into a standard format containing a tag field that 
would identify the source. Global cooperation between data suppliers would be required for such a project to 
be successful. Each supplier would have to ensure that they complied with global standard software 
principles. Such important issues as citation referencing systems would also have to be discussed to ensure 





highlight and reveal the important works and respective corpus of writing that is well-
known through the efforts of other investigators. Scoping the number of Fathers (see 
Exhibit 2) and works (see Exhibit 3) to search, perhaps based on a date or some other 
criterion, is of course vital. In this inquiry authors identified with the following epithets on 
TLG were searched (among others): Scr(iptor) Eccl(esiasticus), Theol(ogus), Apol(ogeta), 
Epist(olographus). The "Date" constraints were set in TLG Workplace™ using the "Select 
Century Dialog CE 1-4". However, the main content in the dissertation scrutinizes the 
canonical adventure of the Book of Revelation between AD 95 and AD 367.  On a purely 
practical level this also allows for the potential publication of smaller papers on diverse 








ID Author Name Term <Date Date > Place
1 2064 Acacius Theol. A.D. 4 Caesariensis
2 2949 Acta Barnabae Incertum  
3 0304 Acta Et Martyrium Apollonii A.D. 2 4
4 0317 Acta Joannis A.D. 2
5 2038 Acta Thomae A.D. 3
6 2950 Adamantius Theol. A.D. 4
7 2059 Alexander Theol. A.D. 4 Lycopolitanus
8 2860 Alexander Scr. Eccl. A.D. 3 Hierosolymitanus
9 2724 Ammonius Scr. Eccl. A.D. ? 5 6 Alexandrinus
10 2112 Amphilochius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Iconiensis
11 1136 Anonymus Presbyter Scr. Eccl. A.D. ? 2
12 7000 Anthologia Graeca Varia
13 7052 Anthologiae Graecae Appendix Varia
14 2807 Antonius Hagiographus Scr. Eccl. n/a
15 1153 Apocalypsis Adam A.D. ? 1
16 1154 Apocalypsis Baruch ante A.D. 3
17 1156 Apocalypsis Eliae ante A.D. 1
18 1157 Apocalypsis Esdrae B.C./A.D. 2 2
19 1158 Apocalypsis Joannis A.D. ? 2
20 2243 Apocalypsis Sedrach Incertum
21 1160 Apocalypsis Sophoniae ante A.D. 2
22 1155 Apocalypsis Syriaca Baruchi A.D. 1
23 2074 Apollinaris Theol. A.D. 4 Laodicensis
24 1171 Apollonius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 2 3 Ephesius
25 2130 Arethas Philol. et Scr. Eccl. A.D. 9 10 Patrensis, Constantinopolitanus, Caesariensis (Cappadociae)
26 1184 Aristides Apol. A.D. 2 Atheniensis
27 1992 Ariston Apol. A.D. 2 Pellaeus
28 2060 Asterius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 5 Amasenus
29 2061 Asterius Sophista Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Antiochenus
30 2035 Athanasius Theol. A.D. 4 Alexandrinus
31 1205 Athenagoras Apol. A.D. 2 Atheniensis
32 3159 Barlaam Math., Theol. et Epist. A.D. 13 14 Calabrius, Constantinopolitanus
33 1216 Barnabae Epistula A.D. 1 2
34 2040 Basilius Theol. A.D. 4 Caesariensis (Cappadociae)
35 2084 Basilius Med. et Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Ancryanus
36 2800 Basilius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 5 Seleuciensis, Isauricus
37 1163 Claudius Apollinarius Apol. n/a
38 0555 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol. A.D. 2 3 Alexandrinus
39 1271 Clemens Romanus Theol. et Clementina A.D. 1 Romanus
40 5000 Concilia Oecumenica (ACO) Varia
41 2894 Constitutiones Apostolorum n/a
42 2110 Cyrillus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Hierosolymitanus
43 4090 Cyrillus Theol. A.D. 4 5 Alexandrinus
44 1311 Didache XII Apostolorum A.D. 2
45 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Alexandrinus
46 4134 Diodorus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Tarsensis
47 1329 Dionysius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 3 Romanus
48 2798 Pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita Scr. A.D. 5 6 fort. Syria
49 1346 Ephraem Scr. Eccl. A.D. ? 4 Chersonensis
50 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol. A.D. 4 Syrus
51 2021 Epiphanius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Palestinus, Constantiensis (Cypri)
52 2018 Eusebius Scr. Eccl. et Theol. A.D. 4 Caesariensis
53 4124 Eusebius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Emesenus
54 4083 Eustathius Philol. et Scr. Eccl. A.D. 12 Thessalonicensis
55 4117 Eustathius Scr. Eccl. et Theol. n/a
56 4110 Evagrius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Ponticus
57 2733 Evagrius Scholasticus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 6 Epiphaniensis (Syriae), Antiochenus
58 1366 Evangelium Bartholomaei A.D. 3
59 1368 Evangelium Ebionitum A.D. 2 3
60 1372 Evangelium Evae ante A.D. 4
61 1369 Evangelium Mariae ante A.D. 3
62 1371 Evangelium Petri A.D. 2
63 1373 Evangelium Philippi A.D. ? 2 3
64 1374 Evangelium Secundum Hebraeos A.D. 1 2
65 1375 Evangelium Thomae A.D. ? 2
66 2734 Flavius Justinianus Imperator Theol. A.D. 5 6 Constantinopolitanus
67 0572 Gaius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 3 Romanus
68 2762 Gennadius I Scr. Eccl. A.D. 5 Constantinopolitanus
69 2022 Gregorius Nazianzenus Theol. A.D. 4 Nazianzenus, Constantinopolitanus
70 2017 Gregorius Nyssenus Theol. A.D. 4 Nyssenus
71 2063 Gregorius Thaumaturgus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 3 Neocaesariensis
72 1398 Hegesippus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 2 Palaestinus
73 1419 Hermas Scr. Eccl. A.D. 2
 







ID Author Name Term <Date Date > Place
74 0531 Hermias Apol. n/a
75 2797 Hesychius Scr. Eccl. n/a
76 2115 Hippolytus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 3 Romanus
77 1443 Ignatius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 1 2 Antiochenus
78 1447 Irenaeus Theol. A.D. 2 Lugdunensis
79 2816 Joannes Gramm. et Theol. n/a
80 3173 Joannes Theol. A.D. 8 Hierosolymitanus
81 2062 Joannes Chrysostomus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 5 Antiochenus, Constantinopolitanus
82 2934 Joannes Damascenus Scr. Eccl. et Theol. A.D. 7 8 Damascenus
83 4105 Julianus Scr. Eccl. n/a
84 0645 Justinus Martyr Apol. A.D. 2  Samaritanus, Romanus
85 2914 Leontius Scr. Eccl. n/a
86 2041 Marcellus Theol. A.D. 4 Ancyranus
87 2806 Marcus Diaconus Scr. Eccl. n/a
88 2011 Martyrium Agapae, Irenae, Chionae Et Sodalium post A.D. 4
89 2008 Martyrium Cononis post A.D. 4
90 2657 Martyrium Ignatii post A.D. 2
91 1484 Martyrium Polycarpi post A.D. 2
92 1488 Maximus Theol. A.D. 2
93 2892 Maximus Confessor Theol. A.D. 6 7 Chrysopolitanus, Constantinopolitanus
94 1495 Melito Apol. A.D. 2 Sardianus
95 1771 Montanus et Montanistae Theol. A.D. 2 Phrygius (Montanus)
96 0743 Nemesius Theol. A.D. 4 Emesenus
97 3086 Nicephorus I Scr. Eccl., Hist. et Theol. A.D. 8 9 Constantinopolitanus
98 3094 Nicetas Choniates Hist., Scr. Eccl. et Rhet. n/a
99 3100 Nicolaus I Mysticus Theol. et Epist. n/a
100 2865 Olympiodorus Diaconus Scr. Eccl. n/a  
101 0031 Novum Testamentum New Testament A.D. 1
102 2042 Origenes Theol. A.D. 2 3 Alexandrinus, Caesariensis
103 2111 Palladius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 5 Helenopolitanus
104 1558 Papias Scr. Eccl. A.D. 2 Hieropolitanus
105 2962 Petrus Scr. Eccl. et Theol. A.D. 3 4 Alexandrinus
106 2966 Phileas Scr. Eccl. A.D. 3 4 Thmuitanus
107 2058 Philostorgius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 5 Cappadox
108 4040 Photius Lexicogr., Scr. Eccl. et Theol. A.D. 9 Constantinopolitanus
109 1622 Polycarpus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 1 2 Smyrnaeus
110 1626 Polycrates Scr. Eccl. A.D. 2 Ephesinus
111 2598 Procopius Rhet. et Scr. Eccl. A.D. 5 6 Gazaeus
112 2798 Pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita Scr. Eccl. et Theol. A.D. 5 6 fort. Syria
113 0646 Pseudo-Justinus Martyr A.D. 3 5
114 2109 Pseudo-Macarius Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Mesopotamius
115 2048 Salaminius Hermias Sozomenus Scr. Eccl. n/a
116 1664 Seniores Alexandrini Scr. Eccl. A.D. 2
117 1665 Seniores Apud Irenaeum Scr. Eccl. A.D. 2 3
118 1670 Serapion Scr. Eccl. A.D. 2 3 Antiochenus
119 0527 Septuaginta Varia
120 4139 Severianus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Gabalensis
121 2956 Sextus Julius Africanus Hist. A.D. 2 3 Hierosolymitanus, Alexandrinus
122 1766 Tatianus Apol. A.D. 2 Syrius
123 2679 Testamentum Salomonis A.D. ? 3
124 2015 Testamentum XL Martyrum post A.D. 4
125 4089 Theodoretus Scr. Eccl. et Theol. A.D. 4 5 Cyrrhensis
126 4126 Theodorus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Heracleensis
127 4135 Theodorus Theol. A.D. 4 5 Mopsuestenus
128 2967 Theodorus Heracleensis vel Theodorus Mopsuestenus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 5
129 2714 Theodorus Studites Scr. Eccl. et Theol. A.D. 8 9 Bithynius, Constantiopolitanus
130 1725 Theophilus Apol. A.D. 2 Antiochenus
131 4115 Theophilus Scr. Eccl. A.D. 4 Alexandrinus
132 2011 Martyrium Agapae, Irenae, Chionae Et Sodal post A.D. 4
133 0390 Martyrium Carpi, Papyli Et Agathonicae A.D. 2
134 2008 Martyrium Cononis post A.D. 4
135 2010 Martyrium Dasii post A.D. 4
136 1483 Martyrium Et Ascensio Isaiae A.D. 2
137 2657 Martyrium Ignatii post A.D. 2
138 2009 Martyrium Marini post A.D. 3
139 2005 Martyrium Pionii A.D. ? 4
140 2007 Martyrium Potamiaenae Et Basilidis post A.D. 3
141 1485 Martyrium Ptolemai Et Lucii A.D. 2
142 0555 Scholia In Clementem Alexandrinum Varia
143 0083 Scholia In Dionysium Byzantium Varia
144 2892 Scholia In Maximum Confessorem n/a
145 1701 Testamentum Abrahae A.D. 1
146 1702 Testamentum Jobi A.D. 2 3
147 4291 Verba In Scripturis De Christo n/a  














1 001 Acta Thomae 2038 Acta Thomae cod 29803 Hagiogr., Acta, Apocryph.
2 002 Iambi ad Seleucum 2112 Amphilochius Scr. Eccl. cod 1937 Iamb., Epist., Eccl.
3 003 In occursum domini (orat. 2) 2112 Amphilochius Scr. Eccl. cod 2374 Homilet.
4 007 Problemata et aenigmata 7052 Anthologiae Graecae Appendix Q, Epigr. 3128 Epigr.
5 001 Fragmenta ex libro adversus Cataphrygas seu Montanistas1171 Apollonius Scr. Eccl. Q 739 Eccl., Invectiv.
6 010 De synodis Arimini in Italia et Seleuciae in Isauria2035 Athanasius Theol. cod 19971 Epist.
7 014 Epistula festalis xxxix (fragmentum in collectione canonum)2035 Athanasius Theol. cod 643 Epist.
8 042 Orationes tres contra Arianos 2035 Athanasius Theol. cod 79419 Orat., Theol.
9 070 Homilia de passione et cruce domini 2035 Athanasius Theol. Sp. cod 12729 Homilet.
10 071 Synopsis scripturae sacrae 2035 Athanasius Theol. Sp. cod 32990 Exeget.
11 077 Quaestiones ad Antiochum ducem 2035 Athanasius Theol. Sp. cod 20206 Theol.
12 117 Oratio quarta contra Arianos 2035 Athanasius Theol. Sp. cod 11093 Orat., Theol.
13 001 Barnabae Epistula 1216 Barnabae Epistula cod 7057 Epist., Theol.
14 018 De vita et miraculis sanctae Theclae libri ii 2800 Basilius Scr. Eccl. Sp. cod Hagiogr.
15 001 Homiliae in hexaemeron 2040 Basilius Theol. cod 35834 Homilet., Exeget.
16 018 Homiliae super Psalmos 2040 Basilius Theol. cod 53031 Homilet.
17 019 Adversus Eunomium (libri 5) 2040 Basilius Theol. cod 47346 Theol.
18 071 Liturgia (recensio brevior vetusta) 2040 Basilius Theol. cod 5378 Liturg.
19 001 Protrepticus 0555 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol. cod 23716 Phil., Theol.
20 002 Paedagogus 0555 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol. cod 57864 Phil., Theol.
21 004 Stromata 0555 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol. cod 166077 Phil., Theol.
22 005 Eclogae propheticae 0555 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol. cod 5098 Phil., Theol.
23 006 Quis dives salvetur 0555 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol. cod 9411 Homilet.
24 007 Excerpta ex Theodoto 0555 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol. cod 7691 Theol.
25 008 Fragmenta 0555 Clemens Alexandrinus Theol. Q, cod 5959 Exeget., Homilet., Epist., Hypoth.
26 001 Epistula i ad Corinthios 1271 Clemens Romanus Theol. et CLEMENTINAcod 10302 Epist.
27 006 Homiliae 1271 Clemens Romanus Theol. et CLEMENTINASp. cod 72713 Narr. Fict.
28 003 Concilium universale Chalcedonese anno 4515000 Concilia Oecumenica (ACO) cod 161939 Concil.,Theol., Epist.
29 001 Constitutiones apostolorum 2894 Constitutiones Apostolorum  cod 69832 Eccl.
30 003 Catecheses ad illuminandos 1-18 2110 Cyrillus Scr. Eccl. cod 75549 Homilet.
31 032 Epistulae paschales sive Homiliae paschales (epist. 1-30)4090 Cyrillus Theol.  cod 117820 Epist., Homilet.
32 096 De adoratione et cultu in spiritu et veritate 4090 Cyrillus Theol. cod 212635 Exeget.
33 103 Commentarius in Isaiam prophetam 4090 Cyrillus Theol. cod 320709 Exeget.
34 108 Commentarii in Lucam (in catenis) 4090 Cyrillus Theol. Q 99418 Exeget., Caten.
35 109 Thesaurus de sancta consubstantiali trinitate4090 Cyrillus Theol. cod 134452 Theol.
36 001 Didache 1311 Didache XII Apostolorum cod 2323 Eccl.
37 007 Commentarii in Ecclesiasten (11-12) 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Pap. 16065 Exeget.
38 008 De trinitate (lib. 1) 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Sp. cod 23675 Theol.
39 010 Commentarii in Zacchariam 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Cod, Pap. 91483 Exeget.
40 014 Commentarii in Job (in catenis) 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Q 7230 Exeget., Caten.
41 016 Commentarii in Psalmos 20-21 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Pap. 24836 Exeget.
42 022 Fragmenta in Proverbia 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Q 4609 Exeget.
43 030 In epistulas catholicas brevis enarratio (in catenis)2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Q 6448 Exeget., Caten.
44 041 In Genesim 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Pap. 58664 Exeget.
45 043 De trinitate (lib. 3) 2102 Didymus Caecus Scr. Eccl. Sp. cod 34493 Theol.
46 001 Sermo de virtutibus et vitiis 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol. Q 5441 Homilet.
47 004 Sermo compunctorius 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol. Q 4323 Theol.
48 005 Sermo asceticus 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q 10900 Theol.
49 012 Sermo compunctorius 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q 1080 Theol.
50 029 Beautitudines, capita quinquaginta quinque 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q 2150 Theol.
51 049 Sermo in secundum adventum domini nostri Iesu Christi4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q 6156 Theol.
52 050 Sermo de communi resurrectione, de paenitentia et de caritate, et in secundum adventum domini nostri Iesu Christi4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q 4633 Theol.
53 051 Interrogationes et responsiones 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q 5527 Theol.
54 052 Sermo in adventum domini, et de consummatione saeculi, et in adventum antichristi4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q  Theol.
55 053 Sermo in pretiosam et vivificam crucem, et in secundum adventum, et de caritate et eleemosyna4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol. Q 4105 Theol.
56 055 In aduentum domini (sermo i) 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol. Q 723 Theol.  














57 071 De paenitentia et patientia 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q 1191 Theol.
58 113 De panoplia, ad monachos 4138 Ephraem Syrus Theol.  Q 5466 Theol.
59 002 Panarion (= Adversus haereses) 2021 Epiphanius Scr. Eccl. Cod 351979 Theol., Epist.
60 003 Anacephalaeosis 2021 Epiphanius Scr. Eccl. Sp. cod 4529 Theol.
61 023 Index apostolorum 2021 Epiphanius Scr. Eccl. Sp. cod 1313 Hagiogr.
62 002 Historia ecclesiastica 2018 Eusebius Scr. Eccl. Et Theol. cod 102980 Hist., Eccl.
63 005 Demonstratio evangelica 2018 Eusebius Scr. Eccl. Et Theol. cod 161238 Apol.
64 019 Commentarius in Isaiam 2018 Eusebius Scr. Eccl. Et Theol. cod 161118 Exeget.
65 034 Commentaria in Psalmos 2018 Eusebius Scr. Eccl. Et Theol. cod 311746 Exeget.
66 024 De oratione (sub nomine Nili Ancyrani)4110 Evagrius Scr. Eccl.  cod 5113 Eccl.
67 002 Fragmenta evangelii Bartholomaei 1366 Evangelium Bartholomaei cod 2462 Evangel., Apocryph.
68 001 Fragmenta 0572 Gaius Scr. Eccl. Q 1064 Eccl., Dialog.
69 009 De filio (orat. 29) 2022 Gregorius Nazianzenus Theol. cod 4901 Theol., Orat.
70 050 Supremum vale (orat. 42) 2022 Gregorius Nazianzenus Theol. cod 5797 Orat.
71 052 In sanctum pascha (orat. 45) 2022 Gregorius Nazianzenus Theol. cod 6819 Orat,
72 027 In inscriptiones Psalmorum 2017 Gregorius Nyssenus Theol. cod 36066 Exeget.
73 031 Refutatio confessionis Eunomii 2017 Gregorius Nyssenus Theol. cod 23674 Apol., Theol.
74 043 De virginitate 2017 Gregorius Nyssenus Theol. cod 20454 Theol., Phil.
75 001 Pastor 1419 Hermas Scr. Eccl. cod 27917 Apocalyp.
76 002 Contra haeresin Noeti 2115 Hippolytus Scr. Eccl. cod 4564 Homilet.
77 003 De antichristo 2115 Hippolytus Scr. Eccl. cod 10616 Exeget.
78 004 Fragmenta in Genesim 2115 Hippolytus Scr. Eccl. cod 2433 Exeget.
79 029 De consummatione mundi 2115 Hippolytus Scr. Eccl. Sp. cod 8216 Exeget.
80 030 Commentarium in Danielem 2115 Hippolytus Scr. Eccl. Q, cod 34647 Exeget.
81 052 Fragmenta in Psalmos 2115 Hippolytus Scr. Eccl. Q 1999 Exeget.
82 060 Refutatio omnium haeresium (=Philophumena)2115 Hippolytus Scr. Eccl. cod 74005 Phil., Theol., Hist.
83 001 Epistulae vii genuinae 1443 Ignatius Scr. Eccl. cod 8105 Epist.
84 002 Epistulae interpolatae et epistulae suppositiciae1443 Ignatius Scr. Eccl. Sp. cod 20125 Epist.
85 001 Adversus haereses (libri 1-2) 1447 Irenaeus Theol. Q 22657 Theol.
86 005 Fragmenta deperditorum operum 1447 Irenaeus Theol. Q, cod 3763 Exeget.
87 008 Adversus haereses (liber 5) 1447 Irenaeus Theol. Q 4581 Theol.
88 003 Adversus oppugnatores vitae monasticae (lib. 1-3)2062 Joannes Chrysostomus Scr. Eccl. cod 32255 Eccl.
89 247 In Joannem theologum 2062 Joannes Chrysostomus Scr. Eccl.Sp. cod 2667 Homilet., Encom.
90 382 Catecheses ad illuminandos 1-8 (series tertia)2062 Joannes Chrysostomus Scr. Eccl. cod 26080 Homilet.
91 001 Apologia 0645 Justinus Martyr Apol. cod 15239 Apol.
92 003 Dialogus cum Tryphone 0645 Justinus Martyr Apol. cod 53732 Apol., Dialog.
93 003 Fragmenta 1495 Melito Apol. Q 1553 Apol., Exeget., Homilet.
94 001 Contra Celsum 2042 Origenes Theol. cod 166590 Apol.
95 005 Commentarii in evangelium Joannis (lib. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 13)2042 Origenes Theol. cod 96316 Exeget.
96 007 Exhortatio ad martyrium 2042 Origenes Theol. cod 12657 Eccl.
97 008 De oratione 2042 Origenes Theol. cod 28725 Theol.
98 009 In Jeremiam (homiliae 1-11) 2042 Origenes Theol. cod 24992 Homilet., Exeget.
99 010 Fragmenta in Jeremiam (in catenis) 2042 Origenes Theol. Q 8308 Exeget., Caten.
100 016 Homiliae in Lucam 2042 Origenes Theol. cod 12366 Homilet., Exeget.
101 017 Fragmenta in Lucam (in catenis) 2042 Origenes Theol. Q 20706 Homilet., Exeget., Caten.
102 019 Philocalia sive Ecloga de operibus Origenis a Basilio et Gregorio Nazianzeno facta (cap. 1-27)2042 Orig nes Theol. cod 65752 Exeget.
103 027 Homiliae in Ezechielem 2042 Origenes Theol. cod 1384 Homilet., Exeget.
104 030 Commentarium in evangelium Matthaei (lib. 12-17)2042 Origenes Theol. cod 95260 Exeget.
105 043 Scholia in Apocalypsem (scholia 28-38)2042 Origenes Theol. cod 1888 Exeget.
106 062 Selecta in Ezechielem 2042 Origenes Theol. Q 11987 Exeget.
107 079 Commentarii in evangelium Joannis (lib. 19, 20, 28, 32)2042 Origenes Theol. cod 61431 Exeget.
108 001 Fragmenta 1558 Papias Scr. Eccl. Q 1676 Exeget.
109 001 Epistula ad Philippenses 1622 Polycarpus Scr. Eccl. cod 1184 Epist.
110 001 Sermones 64 (collectio B) 2109 Pseudo-Macarius Scr. Eccl. cod 142336 Homilet.
111 003 Sermones 1-22, 24-27 2109 Pseudo-Macarius Scr. Eccl. cod 34616 Homilet.
112 002 Eranistes 4089 Theodoretus Scr. Eccl. et Theol. cod 56357 Theol., Apol.
113 031 Haereticarum fabularum compendium4089 Theodoretus Scr. Eccl. et Theol. cod 41403 Hist., Eccl.  





Choosing the Words and Phrases to Search 
Choosing the list of words and phrases to search requires careful consideration. Failing to 
search a term like <<xc²§>> in all of its variants will probably lead to the accidental 
omission of key sources showing the Apoc's transmission.17 In this inquiry the aim was to 
search at least some portion from each chapter of the Apoc. It was so thorough in part that 
in some chapters multiple words and phrases were searched within each verse. Exhibit 4 
provides a list of these terms. It should be noted that many of these terms appear multiple 
times throughout the Apoc. If time does not permit for a great number of words to be 
searched, the structure of the particular NT book should be studied,18 and the appropriate 
key chapters and verses drawn out. For instance, if this researcher was under time 
constraints not allowing for wider investigation, he would have chosen to look at ch. 1 of 
the Apoc where there is the proclamation of <<Iwannhj>> (apostolicity and other 
elements of the criteria of canonicity), and ch. 13 a major focus of the Apoc in the context 
of its overarching eschatology. In this instance, additional attention was placed on chs 1, 2, 
12-14 and 19-22, especially in the context of worship.19 The repetition of words and 
phrases in the Apoc20 allow for the potential of a greater hit rate.21 For example, the 
boundary search ">qhrion<" returns 16 result matches in the Apoc. Using the TLG search 
engine, the researcher need only look for the word <<qhrion>> once, not 16 separate 
times, as the search will return all values that match the word <<qhrion>> from the 
writings contained on the disk. 
                                                
17 Note "666" can be represented in an alphabetic notation <<xc²§>> or possibly in written form, for 
example, <<e(cako/sia e(ch/konta eÁc>>. Searching <<xc²§>> alone will not return the commensurate 
values of <<e(cako/sia e(ch/konta eÁc>>. For example Ephraim Syrus "Prw½ton w©no/mase to\ oÃnoma par' 
e(aut%½, kaiì eiåq' ouÀtwj e)k tw½n stoixei¿wn sumbalwÜn to\n a)riqmo\n eÃfh, oÀti e(cako/sia e(ch/konta eÁc eÃxei 
ta\ stoixeiÍa th\n sumplh/rwsin": De paenitentia TLG 75.10. For further discussion, see M.G. Michael, 
"666 or 616 (Rev. 13:18)", BBS 19, (Dec 2000), 77-83. 
18 For the importance and techniques of structure recognition in the context of exegesis, especially from 
a canonical hermeneutical approach, see Brevard S. Childs, The New Testament as Canon: An Introduction, 
(London: SCM Press, 1984), 502-517.  
19 For the powerful element of worship in the Book of Revelation, see Ugo Vanni, "Liturgical Dialogue 
as a Literary Form in the Book of Revelation", NTS 37, (1991), 348-372; and John J. O'Rourke, "The Hymns 
of the Apocalypse", CBQ 30, (1968), 399-409. 
20 For the composition and structure of the Apoc, see Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, The Book of 
Revelation: Justice and Judgment, (USA: Augsburg Fortress, 1998), 159-180. 
21 According to the TLG canon, the word count for the Apoc is 10,224. It is estimated that the number of 






ID Word/Term Searched ID Word/Term Searched ID Word/Term Searched ID Word/Term Searched ID Word/Term Searched ID Word/Term Searched
1 Apokaluy_ 104 deuteroj qanatoj 208 Filadelfeia 312 duo pterugej 416 aima agiwn 520 polemhsai
2 Apokaluyij Iwannou 105 basileusousin 209 klein Dauid 313 trefetai ekei kairon kai kairouj417 ecexean 521 aggeloi
3 Apokaluyij Ihsou Xristou106 gwg kai magwg 210 o anoigwn kai oudeij kleisei314 potamorforhton 418 aima autoij dedwkaj 522 metwpou
4 Epta ekklhsiaij 107 qalassa 211 kleiwn kai oudeij anoigei 315 hnoicen h gh to stoma authj419 piein 523 kekerasmenou
5 Prwtotokoj 108 kekosmhmenhn 212 quran hnewgmenhn 316 katepien ton potamon 420 acioi eisin 524 pothriw thj orghj
6 Alfa kai W 109 fwnh h prwth 213 yeudontai 317 drakwn 421 qusiasthriou 525 aiwnaj aiwnwn
7 Pantokratwr 110 gemousin ofqalmwn 214 egw hgaphsa se 318 poihsai polemon 422 kriseij 526 thrountej
8 Egw Iwannhj 111 agioj agioj agioj 215 kagw se thrhsw 319 spermatoj 423 alhqhnai kai dikaiai 527 makarioi oi nekroi
9 Upomonh en Ihsou 112 o hn kai o wn 216 wraj tou peirasmou 320 spermatoj authj 424 oxlou pollou 528 nefelh
10 Patmw 113 tessara zwa 217 erxomai taxu 321 twn thrountwn 425 allhlouia 529 drepanon
11 Fwnhn megalhn 114 pterugaj ec 218 labh ton stefanon 322 ammon ths qalasshj 426 tou qeou hmwn 530 stadiwn xiliwn ecakosiwn
12 blepeij grayon 115 anapausin 219 grayw 323 proswpou tou ofewj 427 ekrinen thn pornhn 531 ariqmou
13 Pergamon 116 erxomenoj 220 naw tou qeou 324 stomato 428 efqeiran thn ghn 532 ecexeen
14 Epta luxniaj xrusaj 117 aiwnaj twn aiwnwn 221 onoma tou qeou 325 gunaiki 429 ecedikhsen to aima 533 yeudoprofht_
15 Wj xiwn 118 eikosi tessarej presbuteroi222 kainhj Ierousalhm 326 aetou tou megalou 430 xeiroj authj 534 akaqarta wj batraxoi
16 Xalkolibanw 119 proskunhs_ 223 Laodikeia 327 qalasshj 431 deuteron eirhkan 535 pneumata daimoniwn
17 Romfaia distomoj 120 acioj ei 224 grayon 328 kerata deka 432 kapnoj authj anabainei 536 erxomai wj klepthj
18 hlioj fainei 121 thn docan kai thn timhn 225 o martuj o pistoj 329 kefalaj epta 433 eikosi tessarej 537 Armagedwn
19 prwtoj kai o esxatoj 122 to qelhma sou hsan 226 h arxh thj ktisewj 330 deka diadhmata 434 fwnh apo tou qronou 538 seismoj
20 Aiwnaj twn aiwnwn 123 ektisqhsan 227 oute yuxroj ei oute zestoj331 onomata blasfhmiaj 435 pantej oi douloi autou 539 pornhj thj megalhj
21 Kleij tou qanatou 124 stefanouj autwn 228 yuxroj hj h zestoj 332 pardalei 436 oi foboumenoi auton 540 kokkino
22 Qanaton kai ton adou 125 adousin wdhn 229 xliaroj 333 arkou 437 mikroi kai oi megaloi 541 mhthr twn pornwn
23 Grayon oun a eidej 126 sfragidaj 230 zestoj 334 stoma leontoj 438 fwnhn brontwn 542 marturwn Ihsou
24 Mellei genesqai 127 esfaghj 231 yuxroj 335 ecousian megalhn 439 ebasileusen kurioj 543 qauma mega
25 Epta aster_ 128 hgorasaj tw qew 232 emesai ek tou stomatoj 336 esfagmenhn 440 xairwmen kai agalliwmen 544 musthrion
26 Epi thj deciaj mou 129 glwsshj kai laou 233 emesai 337 plhgh tou qanatou 441 agalliwmen 545 nikhsei
27 Efesw ekklhsiaj 130 basileian kai iereij 234 peplouthka 338 eqerapeuqh 442 gamoj tou arniou 546 kurioj kuriwn
28 Epta lux_ 131 fwnh megalh 235 ouden xreian 339 eqaumash olh h gh 443 gunh autou htoimasen 547 basileuj basilewn
29 Oida ta erga sou 132 acion estin 236 talaipwroj kai eleeinoj kai ptwxoj kai tufloj kai gumnoj340 qhriw 444 bussinon 548 deka kerata
30 Bastasai kakouj 133 esfagmenon 237 talaipwroj 341 qhriou 445 dikaiwmata twn agiwn 549 logoi tou qeou
31 Yeudeij 134 dunamin kai plouton 238 eleeinoj 342 drakonti 446 ouranon hnewgmenon 550 basilissa
32 Kekopiakej 135 sofian kai isxun 239 h aisxunh thj gumnothtoj 343 ecousian tw qhriw 447 ippoj leukoj 551 xhra ouk eimi
33 Peptwkaj 136 timhn kai docan kai eulogian240 elegxw kai paideuw 344 omoioj tw qhriw 448 kaqhmenoj 552 qanatoj kai penqoj kai limoj
34 Nikolaitwn 137 pan ktisma 241 akoush ths fwnhj 345 dunatai polemhsai 449 kaloumenoj 553 katakauqhsetai
35 Kagw misw 138 tw ouranw 242 eiseleusomai 346 qronon autou 450 pistoj kai alhqinoj 554 klausousin
36 Paradeisw 139 upokatw thj ghj 243 deipnhsw 347 stoma laloun 451 krinei 555 koyontai
37 Smurnh 140 tw kaqhmenw epi tw qronw244 kagw enikhsa 348 blasfhmiaj 452 polemei 556 porneusantej
38 Egeneto nekroj 141 h timh kai h doca kai to kratoj245 doulouj tou qeou 349 ecousia poihsai 453 ecousian 557 kapnon thj purwsewj
39 Qliyin 142 elegon amhn 246 metwpwn 350 hnoicen to stoma 454 iereij tou qeou 558 ouai ouai
40 Apokaluy_ 143 presbuteroi 247 ariqmon 351 qeon blasfhmhsai 455 Xristou 559 h polij h megalh
41 eidon aggelon 144 krazousin 248 esfragismenwn 352 blasfhmhsai to onoma autou456 aphlqan 560 krisij
42 eik tou ouranou 145 swthria tw qew 249 sfragida 353 skhnountaj 457 ek tou qronou 561 kinnamwmon
43 klein ths abussou 146 tw arniw 250 e( kato\ n tessara/ konta te/ ssarej xilia/ dej354 meta twn agiwn 458 skhnh tou qeou 562 amwmon
44 abussou kai alusin 147 amhn 251 esfragismenoi 355 nikhsai autouj 459 oute penqoj oute kraugh oute ponoj563 mur n
45 abussou 148 h eulogia 252 oxloj poluj 356 ecousia epi pasan fulhn 460 oute penqoj 564 oi agioi kai oi apostoloi kai oi profhtai
46 alusin megalhn 149 h doca 253 ariqmhsai 357 laon kai glwssan kai eqnoj461 oute ponoj 565 texnithj pashj texnhj
47 alusin 150 h sofia 254 ek pantoj eqnouj 358 katoikountej epi thj ghj 462 ecaleiyei 566 numfiou kai numfhj
48 epi thn xeira autou 151 h euxaristia 255 glwsswn estwtej 359 gegraptai 463 Egw Ihsouj 567 farmakeia
49 ekrathsen ton drakonta 152 h timh 256 enwpion tou qronou 360 bibliw thj zwhj 464 epemya ton aggelon 568 megistanej thj ghj
50 drakonta 153 h dunamij 257 foinikej 361 arniou tou esfagmenou 465 marturhsai 569 esfagmenwn
51 o ofis o arxaioj 154 h isxuj 258 dwdeka xiliadej 362 katabolhj kosmou 466 epi taij ekklhsiaij 570 gamou tou arniou
52 o ofij 155 tw qew 259 presbuterwn 363 aixmalwsian 467 riza kai to genoj Dauid 571 pantokratoroj
53 o arxaioj 156 sunagwgh tou satana 260 peribeblhmenoi 364 maxairh apoktanqhnai 468 asthr o lapmroj 572 mesouranhmati
54 diaboloj 157 Ioudaiouj 261 eirhka autw kurie mou 365 pistij twn agiwn 469 pneuma kai h numfh 573 mikrwn kai megalwn
55 satanaj 158 mhden fobou 262 oi erxomenoi 366 anabainon ek thj ghj 470 akouwn eipatw erxou 574 sarkaj
56 edhsen auton xilia eth 159 ginou pistoj axri qanatou263 qliyewj thj megalhj 367 kerata duo omoia arniw 471 o diywn erxesqw 575 eikoni
57 xilia eth 160 stefanon ths zwhj 264 aimati tou arniou 368 ecousian tou prwtou 472 udwr zwhj dwrean 576 ebraisti
58 ebalen auton eij thn abusson161 pneuma legei taij ekklhsiaij265 latreuousin autw 369 qhrion to prwton 473 marturw egw 577 eidon touj nekrouj
59 ekleisen kai esfragisen 162 o nikwn 266 tw naw autou 370 poiei shmeia megala 474 profhteiaj tou bibliou 578 megalouj kai touj mikrouj
60 esfragisen 163 qanatou tou deuterou 267 kaqhmenoj epi tou qronou 371 enwpion anqrwpwn 475 profhteiaj 579 biblw thj zwhj
61 planhsh 164 Pergamw 268 skhnwsei 372 katoikountaj epi thj ghj 476 epiqhsei 580 puroj
62 dei luqhnai 165 romfaian thn distomon 269 peinasousin 373 shmeia 477 gegrammen_ 581 qronw
63 qronouj 166 thn oceian 270 oude diyhsousin 374 plhghn thj maxairhj 478 bibliou thj profhteiaj 582 arxh kai to teloj
64 krima edoqh 167 oida pou katoikeij 271 oude mh pesh 375 eikoni tou qhriou 479 erxou kurie ihsou 583 egw tw diywnti
65 pepelekismenwn 168 Antipaj 272 meson tou qronou 376 eikwn tou qhriou 480 aggelou 584 phghj tou udatoj
66 marturian Ihsou 169 satanaj katoikei 273 poimanei autouj 377 mikrouj kai touj megalouj481 basilewn thj ghj 585 zwhj dwrean
67 logon tou qeou 170 didaxhn Balaam 274 odhghsei autouj epi zwhj 378 plousiouj kai touj ptwxouj482 culou thj zwhj 586 ebdelugmenoij
68 prosekunhsan to qhrion 171 Balaam 275 ecaleiyei o qeoj pan dakruon379 eleuqerouj kai touj doulouj483 manna tou kekrummenou 587 foneusin
69 prosekunhsan 172 Balak 276 pan dakruon 380 epi thj xeiroj autwn thj deciaj484 kurioj o qeoj 588 farmakoij
70 qhrion 173 skandalon 277 ebdomoj aggeloj 381 epi to metwpon autwn 485 sfragis_ 589 eidwlolatraij
71 eikona 174 twn uiwn Israhl 278 esalpisen 382 agorasai h pwlhsai 486 biblion 590 yeudessin
72 xaragma 175 eidwloquta 279 fwnai megalai 383 yhfisatw 487 fulhj Iouda 591 qanatoj o deuteroj
73 meta tou Xristou 176 porneusai 280 h basileia tou kosmou 384 ariqmoj gar anqrwpou 488 tessarwn zwwn 592 esxatwn
74 ouranon kainon 177 erxomai soi taxu 281 tou kuriou hmwn 385 ariqmoj gar anqrwpou 489 kerata epta 593 iaspidi
75 prwtoj ouranoj 178 dwsw autw tou manna 282 tou xristou autou 386 ecakosioi echkonta ec 490 deciaj 594 pulwnaj dwdeka
76 prwth gh 179 yhfon leukhn 283 enwpion tou qeou 387 ecakosioi 491 qumiamatwn 595 dwdeka fulwn
77 agian Ierousalhm 180 yhfon onoma 284 euxaristoumen soi 388 oroj Siwn 492 muriadej muriadwn 596 anatolhj pulwnej treij
78 Ierousalhm kainhn 181 gegrammenon 285 kurie o Qeoj 389 onoma tou patroj 493 xiliadej xiliadwn 597 pulwn_
79 htoimasmenh wj numfhn 182 quatiroij 286 thn dunamin sou thn megalhn390 hkousa fwnhn 494 sfacousin 598 dwdeka onomata
80 ws numfhn 183 quateiroij 287 ebasileusaj 391 fwnhn udatwn 495 hnoicen 599 dwdeka apostolwn
81 o wn kai o hn 184 thn diakonian 288 shmeion 392 fwnhn bronthj megalhj 496 seismoj megaj 600 polij tetragwnoj
82 Asia 185 ta erga 289 peribeblhmenh ton hlion 393 kiqarwdwn 497 sakkoj trixinoj 601 stadiwn dwdeka xiliadwn
83 tw doulw autou Iwannh 186 ta esxata 290 selhnh 394 kiqarizontwn 498 anemou megalou 602 tessarwn phxwn
84 akouontej 187 Iezabel 291 stefanoj asterwn dwdeka 395 kiqarij 499 xiliarxoi 603 prwtoj iaspij
85 epta pneumatwn 188 plana 292 gastri 396 aggeloj deuteroj 500 orghj tou arniou 604 deuteroj sapfiroj
86 twn nekrwn kai o arxwn 189 metanohs_ 293 krazei 397 epesen epesen 501 peribeblhmenouj stolaj 605 tritoj xalkhdwn
87 tw agapwnti 190 moixeuo 294 basanizomenh 398 Babulwn 502 epta 606 tetartoj smaragdoj
88 iereij tw qew 191 egw eimi 295 egeneto h swthria 399 oinou tou qumou 503 salpiggej 607 bdelugma kai yeudoj
89 salpiggoj 192 ta baqea tou satana 296 basileia tou qeou 400 porneiaj 504 libanwton 608 potamon udatoj zwhj
90 Efeson 193 o thrwn axri telouj 297 kathgorwn autouj 401 pepotiken 505 proseuxaij twn agiwn 609 lampron wj krustallon
91 Smurnan 194 rabdw sidhra 298 hmeraj kai nuktoj 402 panta ta eqnh 506 Ayinqoj 610 karpouj dwdeka
92 quateira 195 keramika suntribetai 299 enikhsan auton 403 wdhn Mwusewj 507 aggeloj 611 logoi pistoi
93 Sardeij 196 kagw eilhfa 300 aima tou arniou 404 Mwusewj 508 basanismoj 612 kagw iwannhj
94 Filadelfeian 197 astera ton prwinon 301 logon thj marturiaj 405 wdhn 509 epiqumhsousin apoqanein 613 twn profhtwn
95 Laodikeian 198 Sardesin 302 hgaphsan thn yuxhn autwn406 tou doulou tou qeou 510 Abaddwn 614 adikwn adikhsatw
96 epta ekklhs_ 199 grhgorwn kai sthrison 303 eufrainesqe 407 wdhn tou arniou 511 Apolluwn 615 ruparoj rupanqhtw
97 prwta erga 200 emellon apoqanein 304 skhnountej 408 megala kai qaumasta ta erga sou512 Eufrath 616 agioj agiasqhtw
98 ouj akousatw 201 mnhmoneue 305 exwn qumon megan 409 megala kai qaumasta 513 biblaridion 617 makarioi oi plunontej
99 metwpon kai epi thn xeira autwn202 emolunan ta imatia 306 oligon kairon exei 410 dikaiai kai alhqinai 514 qusiasthrion 618 culon thj zwhj
100 twn nekrwn 203 peripathsousin 307 drakwn oti eblhqh eij thn ghn411 odoi sou 515 xiliaj diakosiaj echkonta619 ecw oi kunej
101 anastasij h prwth 204 imatioij leukoij 308 ediwcen thn gunaika 412 basileuj twn eqnwn 516 Sodoma 620 akouonti touj logouj
102 anastaj prwth 205 ecaleiyw to onoma 309 ediwcen 413 hkousa tou aggelou 517 Aiguptoj 621 en tw bibliw toutw
103 makarioj kai agioj 206 biblou thj zwhj 310 gunaika 414 dikaioj 518 xalaza megalh 622 erxou kurie Ihsou
207 tw aggelw 311 eteken ton arsena 415 osioj 519 Mixahl 623 h xarij tou kuriou ihsou meta pantwn 






The example screenshot below (Exhibit 5) shows a sample result match list for the term 
<<apokaluyij>>. On the bottom left of the exhibit can be seen a list of authors; the 
numbers following the author name represents the total count that the search term appears 
in the works of that author. For instance, in the works of "Athanasius Theol.", the exact 
term <<apokaluyij>> appears 6 times according to the TLG. Note, however, 
<<apokaluy>> returns 47 matches. On the top right can be seen the actual instances that 
the term <<apokaluyij>> appears in the works of Athanasius. Each work ID (first three 
digits) relates to a work that has been ascribed to the author, and it is followed by a TLG 
reference for that work. For example, the third work "071 28.293.41" is the work 
"Synopsis scripturae sacrae" which has an ID of "071" attributed to Athanasius but which 
is spurious. Drilling down a further level shows the block quotation showing the term 
<<apokaluyij>> in its context starting at the reference "28.293.41". This step of the 
process is repeated for each individual search term. 
 






Limitations of Searching for Key Words and Phrases 
It is important at this point to raise what may appear to be obvious, but what is, in fact, a 
potentially fundamental error in survey research of this type. Keyword searches ensure that 
potentially direct quotations in literature are identified, but cannot guarantee that literature 
containing strong allusions is identified.22 For instance, even if every word in the Apoc 
were to be checked for matches in the literature of the early ecclesiastical writers, some 
strong allusions might be excluded because the exact words or spelling were not used. An 
example of this can be found in the Apostolic Fathers. The Shepherd of Hermas might not 
contain exact facsimiles but it is held by some that the text offers links to the Apoc.23 For 
this purpose some degree of manual refinement in the database is required. One 
explanation for this phenomenon could be that oral transmission of the Apoc meant that 
writers knew about its contents and paraphrased its teachings for the early church 
community.24 As copies of the Apoc proliferated over time,25 Fathers started to quote it 
more precisely, that is indicated by those writings included in the appendix between the 
middle-second and early-fourth centuries. 
 
Exporting the Results 
Each search has to be entered separately, categorised, and analysed. Exporting the 
information into a rich text file is one way to permanently store the results, however, it is 
difficult to analyse a large number of results in this way due to the default formatting. 
Search results can either be read online or printed out. Because a search has been 
                                                
22 For a deeper understanding of the pitfalls of searching programs, see SearchSoftwareAmerica, The 
Math, Myth, & Magic of Name Searching and Matching (Connecticut: SearchSoftwareAmerica, 1999). 
While the focus here is on address matching, many of the themes discussed are relevant to any word search 
problem including "undermatching", "overmatching", "word order variations and missing words". 
23 cf. Hermas Pastor TLG 1.4.1 "proseuxome/nou de/ mou h)noi¿gh o( ou)rano/j, kaiì ble/pw th\n gunaiÍka 
e)kei¿nhn hÁn e)pequ/mhsa a)spazome/nhn me e)k tou= ou)ranou=, le/gousan:" with "Kaiì shmeiÍon me/ga wÓfqh 
e)n t%½ ou)ran%½, gunh\ peribeblhme/nh to\n hÀlion", Apoc 12.1. 
24 For this critical phenomenon of the oral transmission of pericopes from the New Testament and other 
crucial aspects of transmission in the early communities of the Church, see especially Birger Gerhardsson's 
two volume edition, Memory & Manuscript: Oral Tradition and Written Transmission in Rabbinic Judaism 
and Early Christianity with Tradition & Transmission in Early Christianity, (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1998). 
25 Already Saint Irenaeus (AD c. 130-200) during the course of his writing of Adversus Haereses, will 
make mention of the "fault of the copyists" concerning the wrong inscription of the number of the beast. 
Instead, he argues, that "the most approved and ancient copies" contain "six hundred and sixty six" (Adv. 





conducted based on a string,26 common words appearing in the Apoc may appear in many 
works of the same author on many pages. Result hit counts may grant the researcher a false 
security in the contents of the hits. A high hit count does not necessarily mean that all the 
hits are linked to the book you are trying to match against.27 The ability to remove 
irrelevant entries28 and continually refine the results is painstaking, but very necessary. 
Removing duplicate hits and/ or records is another complex problem. For instance, the 
same hit may appear multiple times, dependent on different words within the same verse of 
the Apoc being searched. E.g. searching <<Alfa kai to W>> and <<o wn kai o hn>> 
may return the same paragraph (i.e., the same hit) twice. This is counted as one search 
result not two in this investigation.  
 
 
Exhibit 6 File size analysis of words extracted. 
                                                
26 In programming a sequence of characters is called a "string". See Brad Hansen, op. cit., 296. "Strings 
are data and… can be manipulated and stored in much the same way that numbers can." See Eric S. Roberts, 
The Art and Science of C: An Introduction to Computer Science, (Readings: Addison-Wesley, 1995), 35. 
27 Searching the word <<Qhrion>> for example returns 820 matches. Over 36% of these hits are 
reckoned to the corpus of Saint John Chrysostom who not once connects this term to the number of the beast. 
More generally the word is used for wild beasts, base appetite, and diverse metaphors. 
28 For about 75 out of the 623 words searched in this investigation, the file size analysis (see Exhibit 6) 
indicated that the word was so commonly used by the early church writers that the chances of finding a 
successful hit related to the Apoc was lower in probability. Some researchers may choose not to print these 
words as they are several hundred pages in size. It is highly recommended that in these instances the search 





Building the Database 
Building the database29 to store these results can also be complex. Each field should 
contain a primary key that can uniquely identify that record, perhaps for no other reason 
than the researcher should have the capacity to keep track of changes during the refinement 
process.30 Knowing what fields you want to use for the database before embarking on the 
exercise and the purpose of each field will assist to produce the most accurate results and 
save time as the study develops. For example, accidentally leaving out an important piece 
of information may mean that you need to go back and re-read and include that specific 
piece of information for every potential entry in the database. Correctly sorting the author, 
work, date, epithet, or any other criteria is vital in being able to present the sources in the 
most logical way. Each record should use the standard indexes from the TLG canon of 
Greek authors and works. Each author has a four digit ID and each work a three digit ID.31 
Concatenated together these indexes offer a unique referencing capability. Noting the texts 
                                                
29 A database refers to a collection of data that is stored in files. It is composed of fields and records. 
There are many different types of database applications on the market that can be used to store information. 
A simple Microsoft Access database was constructed to store the TLG results, after each search was exported 
into the default RTF files. The hits were transferred manually between Microsoft Word (which is where the 
RTF files were viewed) and the Microsoft Access database (where further analysis was conducted). The 
CSCI 321 software project at the University of Wollongong is attempting to automate this process. 
Thousands of hits take literally days to transfer in this manner and are prone to human error. If the TLGdb 
group successfully complete this software project, it will save researchers thousands of hours of tedious 
work. 
30 Researchers should always be able to identify an individual block hit by a unique number throughout 
the study. Depending on the depth of the study a researcher may have to physically review and revise a 
candidate list of hits up to one hundred times or more. Whether a particular hit meets the required criteria or 
for some reason the criteria undergoes changes, it is important that previous efforts are not wasted. 
Reconciliation is paramount and can become increasingly difficult if the correct version control is not used, 
including a date and time of review. Even keeping an ongoing list of additions of records or omissions is 
important. For future researchers conducting this type of study in a collaborative mode and across countries, 
primary keys must be used. How the results are finally presented aesthetically on hard copy for instance, may 
differ to how they are stored electronically. 
31 TLG have created their own unique identification numbers for authors and works. These do not relate 
to numbers or references outside the TLG environment. "Each author in the canon is assigned a permanent 
four-digit number meant to permit rapid identification in the computer environments" p. xiv. E.g. the author 
number of Athanasius Theol. is 2035. "Each discrete work ascribed to an author bears a three-digit 
identification number… Works that are part of a larger collection may or may not warrant consideration as 
separate works belonging to a given author. Epigrams in the Anthologia Graeca, for example, are regarded as 
though they are independent works assigned to specific authors. However, the Anthologia Graeca has also 






transmission, whether it is dubious or spurious, the number of words and latest publication 
details is also necessary.32 
 
Shortcomings of the TLG™ CD 
A difficulty with performing textual searches, such as these generated from TLG, and then 
attempting to build a database out of the results is to define what actually constitutes a 
"record". From the point that a match is found on a keyword and the researcher checks for 
relevance, knowing how much of that text to quote and how much to omit can be a 
challenge in itself. For instance, in referencing Hippolytus' De antichristo, there are large 
sections which use the Apoc. Does each separate passage constitute one record? Do a 
certain number of sentences before and after the exact keyword match constitute a hit? 
What if multiple terms are found within a particular section? Is this counted as several 
independent records or one larger one? This is a difficult problem to solve. In this inquiry 
there was no strict definition for what a record constituted. Rather, whatever happened to 
fall naturally within the context of the key word or phrase match appearing in the allotted 
section was taken to determine the individual record. Thus it should be noted that while 
370 records were included in the main table of the appendix, literally thousands of exact hit 
matches to the Apoc can be found in sum total within the records (see Exhibit 7). 
tou=to ga/r e)sti to\ qhri¿on to\ te/tarton, ouÂ e)plh/gh h( kefalh\ kaiì pa/lin e)qerapeu/qh dia\ to\ 
kataluqh=nai au)th\n kaiì a)timasqh=nai kaiì ei¹j de/ka diadh/mata a)naluqh=nai, wÐste panou=rgoj wÔn w¨j 
periqerapeu/sein au)th\n kaiì a)nanew¯sein. tou=to ga/r e)sti to\ ei¹rhme/non u(po\ tou= profh/tou, oÀti "dw¯sei 
pneu=ma tv= ei¹ko/ni kaiì lalh/sei h( ei¹kwÜn tou= qhri¿ou": e)nergh/sei ga\r kaiì i¹sxu/sei pa/lin dia\ tw½n u(p' 
au)tou= o(rizome/nwn no/mwn, kaiì poih/sei oÀsoi aÄn mh\ proskunh/swsi tv= ei¹ko/ni tou= qhri¿ou 
a)poktanqw½sin. "wÒde h( pi¿stij kaiì h( u(pomonh\ tw½n a(gi¿wn" fanh/setai. fhsiì ga\r "kaiì poieiÍ pa/ntaj, 
tou\j mikrou\j kaiì tou\j mega/louj kaiì tou\j plousi¿ouj kaiì tou\j ptwxou\j kaiì tou\j e)leuqe/rouj kaiì 
tou\j dou/louj, iàna dw½sin au)toiÍj xa/ragma e)piì th=j xeiro\j au)tw½n th=j decia=j hÄ e)piì to\ me/twpon, iàna mh/ 
tij du/natai a)gora/sai mh/te pwlh=sai ei¹ mh\ o( eÃxwn to\ xa/ragma hÄ to\n a)riqmo\n tou= o)no/matoj au)tou=.  
Hippolytus Scr. Eccl., De antichristo 49.13. 
Exhibit 7 The difficulty with defining what a record constitutes. In this example, numerous key words hit 
matches (exact quotations and strong allusions) are found in the passage yet the text only occupies one record 
in the database.  
 
This is why records vary in length; some may be only one line in size, others may be a 
whole paragraph in size. Other obvious limitations include the exclusion of Latin writings 
                                                
32 Reference to critical editions such as Clavis Patrum Graecorum (ed. M. Geerard, Brepols-Turnhout, 





which has been already explained. In addition, it must be emphasised that not all of the 
writings on TLG contain the complete works of a particular writer (note our reference to 
Irenaeus). Furthermore the TLG does not include all Greek texts throughout the centuries. 
Such important figures like Methodius of Olympus and Andreae Caesariensis who either 
cite or have written a commentary on the Apoc were not on TLG disk E. Arethae 
Caesareae Cappadociae Episcopi, however, who is cited in the TLG canon, does not have 
his commentary on the Apoc digitised to this time. Of course these will be probably added 
to the CD by the TLG group as time permits. A breakdown of the Fathers searched by 
century can be found in Exhibit 8 below. 










Exhibit 8 Proportion of Fathers searched by century. 
 
Overall Conclusions 
The use of the TLG for investigations as the one conducted in this present research is 
manifestly an invaluable resource, and an approach very much suitable to all books of the 
NT. However, at all times the goals must be carefully set out, the methodology clearly 
defined, and any limitations of the program accounted for and set down from the start. 





complementary to the other available resources. Finally, in connection to the purposes of 
this dissertation, the results of the search permitted for at least four critical responses: (i) 
the conclusions of Chapters 7-9 that the Book of Revelation circulated widely and 
authoritatively at an early stage of its publication history were not exaggerated; (ii) the 
tradition of the connection between John the Evangelist and the Book of Revelation was a 
strong one; (iii) traditional usage and commendation of a text as sacred from succeeding 
generations of the believing community was fundamental for the Apoc's elevation to 
canonical recognition (see Exhibit 9); and (iv) ecclesiology and eschatology were major 
themes of the Book of Revelation that specifically appealed to the early generations of 
Christian writers. To conclude, as George S. Bebis has plainly said, "…everything goes 

























Exhibit 9 Proportion of total records found, relevant to the Apoc, by author. This graph should be considered 
in conjunction with table 1- Early Church Apocalypse Sources. 
                                                
33 George S. Bebis, The Mind of the Fathers, (Massachusetts: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1994), 18. 
Table 1 - Early Church Apocalypse Sources
Author Name Work Title Work Reference Citation
Acta Thomae [2038] [001] Acta Thomae 119.16   ¸O ku/rio/j mou  ¹Ihsou=j dunatw¯tero/j e)stin pasw½n duna/mewn kaiì basile/wn kaiì a)rxo/ntwn.   Kaiì h( Mugdoni¿a eiåpen: Do/j moi 
th\n sfragiÍda  ¹Ihsou= Xristou= kaiì de/comai dwrea\n para\ tw½n sw½n xeirw½n    priìn hÃ se tou= bi¿ou e)celqeiÍn.
  150.2  le/gwn: De/omai¿ sou aÃnqrwpe a)po/stole tou= qeou=, sugxw¯rhso/n moi a)pelqeiÍn, kaiì pei¿sw to\n desmofu/laka iàna soi 
sugxwrh/sv e)lqeiÍn oiãkade met' e)mou=, oÀpwj dia\ sou= la/bw sfragiÍda, kaiì ge/nwmai u(phre/thj sou kaiì fu/lac tw½n e)ntolw½n tou= 
qeou= ouÂ su\ khru/sseij. kaiì ga\r pro/teron e)n oiâj su\ dida/skeij 
Amphilochius Scr. 
Eccl. [2112]
[002] Iambi ad Seleucum 289  Kainh=j diaqh/khj wÐra moi bi¿blouj le/gein. eu)aggelista\j te/ssaraj de/xou mo/nouj:  MatqaiÍon, eiåta  Ma/rkon, %Ò  Louka=n 
tri¿ton prosqeiìj a)ri¿qmei to\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn xro/n% te/tarton, a)lla\ prw½ton uÀyei dogma/twn. bronth=j ga\r ui¸o\n tou=ton ei¹ko/twj 
kalw½ me/giston h)xh/santa t%½ qeou= lo/g%. de/xou de\ bi¿blon  Louka= kaiì th\n deute/ran th\n tw½n kaqolikw½n pra/cewn 
a)posto/lwn. to\ skeu=oj e(ch=j prosti¿qei th=j e)klogh=j, to\n tw½n e)qnw½n kh/ruka, to\n a)po/stolon  Pau=lon sofw½j gra/yanta taiÍj 
e)kklhsi¿aij e)pistola\j diìj e(pta/:  ¸Rwmai¿oij mi¿an, vÂ xrh\ suna/ptein pro\j  Korinqi¿ouj du/o, th\n pro\j  Gala/taj te kaiì pro\j  
¹Efesi¿ouj, meq' hÁn th\n e)n  Fili¿ppoij, eiåta th\n gegramme/nhn     Kolassaeu=si,  Qessalonikeu=sin du/o, du/o  Timoqe/%,  Ti¿t% 
kaiì  Filh/moni mi¿an e(kate/r% kaiì pro\j  ¸Ebrai¿ouj mi¿an. tine\j de/ fasi th\n pro\j  ¸Ebrai¿ouj no/qon ou)k euÅ le/gontej: gnhsi¿a 
ga\r h( xa/rij. eiåen, ti¿ loipo/n; kaqolikw½n e)pistolw½n tine\j me\n e(pta/ fasin, oi¸ de\ treiÍj mo/naj xrh=nai de/xesqai: th\n  ¹Iakw¯bou 
mi¿an, mi¿an de\  Pe/trou tw½n t'  ¹Iwa/nnou mi¿an. tine\j de\ ta\j treiÍj kaiì pro\j au)taiÍj ta\j du/o  Pe/trou de/xontai,
 th\n  ¹Iou/da d' e(bdo/mhn. th\n d' a)poka/luyin th\n  ¹Iwa/nnou pa/lin tine\j me\n e)gkri¿nousin, oi¸ plei¿ouj de/ ge no/qon le/gousin. 
ouÂtoj a)yeude/statoj kanwÜn aÄn eiãh tw½n qeopneu/stwn grafw½n. 
[003] In occursum domini 
(orat. 2) 
237 àOqen meta\ th\n a)na/stasin ou)ke/ti r(omfai¿a di¿stomoj, a)ll' eu)frosu/nh kaiì a)galli¿asij.  ShmeiÍon toi¿nun a)ntilogi¿aj to\ 




[007] Problemata et 
aenigmata 
26,21.n  Xristou= oÃnoma.  Te/ssara fwnh/enta fe/rei: ta\ d' aÃfwna e)n au)t%½ [dissa\ eÁn a)gge/llont']: a)riqmo\n d' oÀlon e)conomh/nw: o)ktwÜ 
ga\r mona/daj, to/ssaj deka/daj d' e)piì tau/taij,    h)d' e(katonta/daj o)ktwÜ, a)pistoko/roij a)nqrw¯poij 
Apollonius Scr. 
Eccl. [1171]
[001] Fragmenta ex libro 
adversus Cataphrygas seu 
Montanistas 
7.8 kaiì  Qrase/a de/ tinoj tw½n to/te martu/rwn mnhmoneu/ei. eÃti de\ w¨j e)k parado/sewj to\n  Swth=ra fhsiì prostetaxe/nai    toiÍj 
au)tou= a)posto/loij, e)piì dw¯deka eÃtesi mh\ xwrisqh=nai th=j  ¸Ierousalh/m. ke/xrhtai de\ kaiì marturi¿aij a)po\ th=j  ¹Iwa/nnou 
a)pokalu/yewj: kaiì nekro\n de\ duna/mei qei¿# pro\j au)tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou e)n tv=  ¹Efe/s% e)ghge/rqai i¸storeiÍ. kaiì aÃlla tina\ fhsiì, di' 
wÒn i¸kanw½j th=j proeirhme/nhj ai¸re/sewj plhre/stata dihu/qune th\n pla/nhn.
1 This table has been sorted by author name (alphabetical order A-Z), and thereafter by work reference sequentially.
2  Works titles that appear with [Sp.] equate to spurious texts and with [Db.] equate to dubious texts as stipulated in TLG.
3  The numbers appearing after the author name and work title are the allotted TLG author ID and respective work ID for that author.
4 The work reference is the TLG citation ID for a particular section of a work of an author. This may not necessarily be the same code used by other publications such as MPG.
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[010] De synodis Arimini in 
Italia et Seleuciae in Isauria 
49.2.1 49.2 au)to\n pate/ra. au)to\j ga\r eiåpen o( ui¸o/j: "pa/nta oÀsa eÃxei o( path\r e)ma/ e)sti", t%½ te patriì eÃlege: "pa/nta ta\ e)ma\ sa/ e)sti 
kaiì ta\ sa\ e)ma/", oiâon to\ qeo/j: "qeo\j ga\r hÅn o( lo/goj", to\ pantokra/twr: "ta/de le/gei o( wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj o( 
pantokra/twr:", to\ eiånai fw½j: "e)gw¯ ei¹mi", fhsi¿, "to\ fw½j", to\ dhmiourgiko\n aiãtion: "pa/nta ga\r di' au)tou= e)ge/neto" kaiì "aÁ 
ble/pw to\n pate/ra poiou=nta, tau=ta ka)gwÜ poiw½", to\ eiånai a)i¿dion: "hÀ te ga\r a)i¿dioj au)tou= du/namij kaiì qeio/thj" kaiì "e)n a)rxv= 
hÅn o( lo/goj" kaiì "hÅn to\ fw½j to\ a)lhqino/n, oÁ fwti¿zei pa/nta aÃnqrwpon e)rxo/menon ei¹j to\n ko/smon", to\ eiånai ku/rioj: "eÃbrece ga\r
 [014] Epistula festalis xxxix 
(fragmentum in collectione 
canonum) 
74.4   Ta\ de\ th=j kainh=j pa/lin ou)k o)knhte/on ei¹peiÍn.  ãEsti ga\r tau=ta:  Eu)agge/lia te/ssara, kata\  MatqaiÍon, kata\  Ma/rkon, 
kata\  Louka=n kaiì kata\  ¹Iwa/nnhn: eiåta meta\ tau=ta  Pra/ceij a)posto/lwn, kaiì e)pistolaiì kaqolikaiì kalou/menai tw½n 
a)posto/lwn e(pta/, ouÀtwj:  ¹Iakw¯bou me\n mi¿a,  Pe/trou de\ du/o, eiåta  ¹Iwa/nnou treiÍj, kaiì meta\ tau/taj  ¹Iou/da mi¿a: pro\j tou/toij  
Pau/lou a)posto/lou ei¹siìn e)pistolaiì dekate/ssarej, tv= ta/cei grafo/menai ouÀtwj: prw¯th, pro\j  ¸Rwmai¿ouj, eiåta pro\j  
Korinqi¿ouj du/o, kaiì meta\ tau=ta pro\j  Gala/taj, kaiì e(ch=j pro\j  ¹Efesi¿ouj, eiåta pro\j  Filipphsi¿ouj, kaiì pro\j  KolossaeiÍj, 
kaiì meta\ tau=ta pro\j  QessalonikeiÍj du/o, kaiì h( pro\j  ¸Ebrai¿ouj, kaiì eu)qu\j pro\j me\n  Timo/qeon du/o, pro\j de\  Ti¿ton mi¿a, kaiì 
teleutai¿a h( pro\j  Filh/mona mi¿a: kaiì pa/lin  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apoka/luyij.   
 [070] Homilia de passione et 
cruce domini [Sp.]
28.240.18  dra/konta, to\n oÃfin, to\n dia/bolon, e)n a)nqrwpi¿n% a)gki¿str% perih/gagej e)n t%½ tropai¿% tou= staurou=.  Dia\ se\ kaiì th\n sh\n 
qei¿an a)ndragaqi¿an pa/ntej me\n au)to\n patou=si, pa/ntej de\ au)tou= katapai¿zousi.  Sou= ga\r prw¯tou pai¿cantoj ei¹j au)to\n, 
ge/gone loipo\n a)rxh\ pla/smatoj  Kuri¿ou, pepoihme/nou ei¹j to\ katapai¿zesqai.
 [117] Oratio quarta contra 
Arianos [Sp.]
26.196.20   ¹Apokalu/yei kwlu/ei, le/gwn:  àOra mh/.  Su/ndoulo/j sou ei¹miì, kaiì tw½n a)delfw½n sou tw½n profhtw½n, kaiì tw½n throu/ntwn tou\j 
lo/gouj tou= bibli¿ou tou/tou.  T%½  Qe%½ prosku/nhson.  Ou)kou=n  Qeou= e)sti mo/nou to\ proskuneiÍsqai: kaiì tou=to iãsasi kaiì 
au)toiì oi¸ aÃggeloi, oÀti kaÄn aÃllwn taiÍj do/caij u(pere/xwsin, a)lla\ kti¿smata pa/ntej ei¹siì, kaiì ou)k ei¹siì tw½n proskunoume/nwn, 
a)lla\ tw½n proskunou/ntwn to\n  Despo/thn.
 28.17  Ei¹ toi¿nun e)piì tou= sw¯matoj lhpte/on to\ r(hto/n, a)na/gkh hÄ pro\ tou=  ¹Ada\m eiånai to\ sw½ma pro\ tou=  ¹Ada\m ga\r ta\ aÃstraŸ hÄ 
zhteiÍn to\n nou=n tou= gra/mmatoj, oÁ para\  ¹Iwa/nnou e)klabeiÍn dunato/n.  ¹En ga\r tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei fhsi¿n: "e)gwÜ to\ a kaiì to\ w, 
kaiì o( prw½toj kaiì o( eÃsxatoj, kaiì h( a)rxh\ kaiì to\ te/loj.  Maka/rioi oi¸ platu/nontej ta\j sto/laj au)tw½n, iàna eÃstai h( e)cousi¿a 
au)tw½n e)piì tou= cu/lou th=j zwh=j, kaiì toiÍj pulw½sin ei¹se/lqwsin ei¹j th\n po/lin:  ãEcw oi¸ ku/nej kaiì oi¸ farmakoi¿, kaiì oi¸ po/rnoi, 
kaiì oi¸ foneiÍj kaiì oi¸ ei¹dwlola/trai kaiì pa=j    poiw½n kaiì filw½n yeu=doj.  ¹EgwÜ  ¹Ihsou=j eÃpemya to\n aÃggelo/n mou, marturh=sai 
u(miÍn tau=ta e)n taiÍj e)kklhsi¿aij.  ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi h( r(i¿za kaiì to\ ge/noj  Dabi¿d, o( a)sth\r o( lampro/j, o( prwi+no/j.  Kaiì to\ pneu=ma kaiì h( 
nu/mfh le/gousin: eÃrxou: kaiì o( a)kou/wn ei¹pa/tw: eÃrxou: kaiì o( diyw½n e)rxe/sqw: o( qe/lwn labe/tw uÀdwr zwh=j dwrea/n".
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[042] Orationes tres contra 
Arianos
26.33.40   ¹En a)rxv= ga\r hÅn o(  Lo/goj, kaiì o(  Lo/goj hÅn pro\j to\n  Qeo\n, kaiì  Qeo\j hÅn o(  Lo/goj.  Kaiì e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei ta/de le/gei:  ¸O 
wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj.  Tou= de\ o( wÔn kaiì tou= o( hÅn ti¿j aÄn a)fe/loito to\n a)i¿+dion;  Tou=to ga\r kaiì o(  Pau=loj e)n tv= pro\j  
¸Rwmai¿ouj  ¹Ioudai¿ouj me\n hÃlegxe gra/fwn:  ¹Ec wÒn o(  Xristo\j to\ kata\ sa/rka, o( wÔn e)piì pa/ntwn  Qeo\j eu)loghto\j ei¹j tou\j 
ai¹w½naj:  àEllhnaj de\ e)ntre/pwn eÃlege:  Ta\ ga\r a)o/rata au)tou= a)po\ kti¿sewj ko/smou toiÍj poih/masi noou/mena kaqora=tai, hÀ 
te a)i¿+dioj    26.36 au)tou= du/namij kaiì qeio/thj.  Ti¿j de\ h( tou=  Qeou= du/namij, au)to\j pa/lin dida/skei le/gwn:  Xristo\j  Qeou= 
du/namij, kaiì  Qeou= sofi¿a.
 26.244.2   Kaiì tau/thn th\n diafora\n oiåden h( qei¿a  Grafh\ periì me\n tw½n ktisma/twn le/gousa:  ¹Eplhrw¯qh h( gh= th=j kti¿sew¯j sou: kai¿:  
Au)th\ h( kti¿sij sustena/zei kaiì sunwdi¿nei: e)n de\ tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei fhsi¿:  Kaiì a)pe/qane to\ tri¿ton me/roj tw½n ktisma/twn tw½n 
e)n tv= qala/ssv, ta\ eÃxonta yuxa/j: kaqwÜj kaiì o(  Pau=loj le/gei:  Pa=n kti¿sma  Qeou= kalo\n, kaiì ou)de\n a)po/blhton meta\ 
eu)xaristi¿aj lambano/menon: e)n de\ tv=  Sofi¿# ge/graptai:  Kaiì tv= sofi¿# sou kateskeu/asaj to\n aÃnqrwpon, iàna despo/zv tw½n 
u(po\ sou= genome/nwn ktisma/twn.
  26.413.27  aÃnqrwpoj, a)nqrwpi¿nwj le/gei, tau=ta tv= a)nqrw-po/thti di¿kaion a)natiqe/nai. Tou= me\n ga\r Lo/gou iãdio/n e)stin ei¹de/nai ta\ 
pepoihme/na, kaiì tou/twn th\n a)rxh\n kaiì to\ te/loj mh\ a)gnoeiÍn: au)tou= ga/r e)stin eÃrga: kaiì oiåden o(po/sa, kaiì eÀwj ti¿noj th\n 
su/stasin au)tw½n ei¹rga/-
 [077] Quaestiones ad 
Antiochum ducem [Sp.]
28.665.39   ¹Apo/k.  Ei¹ polu\j kaiì xalepo\j o( ki¿ndunoj, to\ th\n i¹di¿an gunaiÍka moixeu=sai, kaiì aÃllv suggene/sqai, kaÄn e)n a)podhmi¿# 
tugxa/nv o( a)nh/r: po/s% ge ma=llon th\n o)rqh\n pi¿stin prodou=nai dia\ to\ toiÍj ai¸retikoiÍj sugkoinwnh=sai;  àWsper ouÅn oi¸ th\n 
e(autw½n pragmatei¿an pwlh=sai boulo/menoi, oÀson aÄn xro/non e)piì ce/nhj bradu/nwsin, ou) katade/xontai labeiÍn a)ntiì tou= 
basilikou= xara/gmatoj to\ eÃcw xa/ragon: ouÀtw kaiì e)piì th=j  Xristou= koinwni¿aj xrh\ logi¿zesqai.  To\ ga\r ei¹peiÍn to\n  
¹Apo/stolon, oÀti "Eiåj  Ku/rioj, kaiì mi¿a pi¿stij, kaiì eÁn ba/ptisma," e)sh/manen a)kribw½j, oÀti mi¿a kaiì mo/nh e)n ko/sm% a)yeudh\j 
u(pa/rxei pi¿stij, hÁn h( a(gi¿a kaiì mo/nh krateiÍ kaqolikh\ kaiì a)postolikh\  ¹Ekklhsi¿a: kaiì eÁn ba/ptisma kaqartiko\n kaiì 
a(martiw½n lutrwtiko/n: kaiì eiâj  Ku/rioj, o(  Path\r kaiì o(  Ui¸o\j kaiì    28.668 to\ aÀgion  Pneu=ma u(pa/rxei.  Kaiì o( mh\ ouÀtw 
fronw½n pepla/nhtai.
28.700.11 a)nvre/qh to\ qhri¿on kaiì a)pw¯leto, kaiì to\ sw½ma au)tou= e)do/qh ei¹j kau=sin puro/j."  Pro/dhlon de\, oÀti to\ qhri¿on o(  ¹Anti¿xristo/j 
e)stin.
 [071] Synopsis scripturae 
sacrae [Sp.]
28.293.41  ¹Epiì tou/toij e)stiì kaiì h(  ¹Apoka/luyij  ¹Iwa/nnou tou= qeolo/gou, dexqeiÍsa w¨j e)kei¿nou kaiì e)gkriqeiÍsa u(po\ pa/lai a(gi¿wn kaiì 
pneumatofo/rwn  Pate/rwn, ouÂ h( a)rxh/: " ¹Apoka/luyij  ¹Ihsou=  Xristou=, hÁn eÃdwken au)t%½ o(  Qeo\j deiÍcai toiÍj dou/loij au)tou= aÁ 
deiÍ gene/sqai e)n ta/xei, kaiì e)sh/manen, a)postei¿laj dia\ tou= a)gge/lou au)tou= t%½ dou/l% au)tou=  ¹Iwa/nnv."   Tosau=ta kaiì ta\ th=j  
Kainh=j  Diaqh/khj bibli¿a ta/ ge kanonizo/mena, kaiì th=j pi¿stewj h(mw½n oi¸oneiì a)kroqi¿nia hÄ aÃgkurai kaiì e)rei¿smata: w¨j par' 
au)tw½n tw½n a)posto/lwn tou=  Xristou=, tw½n kaiì suggenome/nwn e)kei¿n% kaiì u(p' au)tou= maqhteuqe/ntwn, grafe/nta kaiì 
e)kteqe/nta.  ¹Epei¿ toi¿ ge uÀsteron kata\ th\n e)kei¿nwn a)kolouqi¿an kaiì sumfwni¿an aÃlla muri¿a kaiì a)nari¿qmhta bibli¿a 
e)ceponh/qhsan u(po\ tw½n kata\ kairou\j mega/lwn kaiì sofwta/twn qeofo/rwn  Pate/rwn ei¹j marturi¿an tw½n prolabo/ntwn kaiì 
diafw¯tisin:
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[071] Synopsis scripturae 
sacrae [Sp.]
28.428.49t   {1$` Bibli¿on h§.  ¹Apoka/luyij  ¹Iwa/nnou.$`}1   OuÀtw kaleiÍtai to\ bibli¿on, e)peidh\ kaiì tau/thn th\n a)poka/luyin au)to\j  
¹Iwa/nnhj o( eu)aggelisth\j kaiì qeolo/goj e(w¯raken e)n tv=  Pa/tm% kaloume/nv nh/s%, e)n h(me/r#  Kuriakv=, kaiì keleusqeiìj 
eÃgrayen au)th\n, wÐste pe/myai ei¹j ta\j e(pta\  ¹Ekklhsi¿aj tau/taj, ei¹j  ãEfeson, ei¹j  Smu/rnan, ei¹j  Pe/rgamon, ei¹j  Qua/teiran, 
ei¹j  Sa/rdeij, ei¹j  Filade/lfeian, kaiì ei¹j  Laodi¿keian.  áA de/ ei¹sin e)n tv= o)ptasi¿#, polla/ ei¹si kaiì dia/fora.  Kaiì te/loj th\n 
tou=  ¹Antixri¿stou a)pw¯leian meta\ tou= diabo/lou e(w¯rake.
  28.428.59 Keleu/etai de\ prw½ton gra/yai e(ka/st%    28.429 a)gge/l% tw½n proeirhme/nwn  ¹Ekklhsiw½n kata\ ta\j e(ka/stou pra/ceij.  Polla\j 
me\n ouÅn e(w¯rake kaiì parado/couj o)ptasi¿aj, eiåde de\ e(pta\ luxni¿aj xrusa=j, kaiì e)n me/s% au)tw½n oÀmoion  Ui¸%½ a)nqrw¯pou: kaiì 
h(rmhneu/qhsan au)t%½, oÀti ai¸ luxni¿ai ei¹siìn ai¸ e(pta\  ¹Ekklhsi¿ai: o( de\ e)n me/s% au)tw½n o(  Ku/rioj.  Eiåde kaiì qu/ran a)ne%gme/nhn 
e)n t%½ ou)ran%½, kaiì e)n qro/n% kaqh/menon to\n  Ku/rion, kaiì presbute/rouj kd§, kaqhme/nouj e)piì qro/nouj kaiì proskunou=ntaj to\n  
Ku/rion.  ¸Ew¯rake kaiì sfragiÍdaj luome/naj, kaiì luome/nhj e(ka/sthj, o)ptasi¿a tij e)gi¿neto.  Eiåta e(w¯raken e(pta\ a)gge/louj 
eÃxontaj e(pta\ sa/lpiggaj, kaiì e(ka/stou salpi¿zontoj, e)gi¿neto shmeiÍon: tou= de\ e(bdo/mou salpi¿zontoj, hÃkouse lego/ntwn, oÀti " 
¸H basilei¿a tou= ko/smou e)ge/neto tou=  Kuri¿ou."  
  28.429.15 Kaiì e(w¯rake th\n kibwto\n th=j  Diaqh/khj e)n ou)ran%½.  Eiåta e(w¯rake gunaiÍka w©di¿nousan, kaiì dra/konta puro\j diw¯konta 
au)th/n.  ¸H me\n ouÅn gunh\ e)sw¯qh ei¹j th\n eÃrhmon: o( de\ dra/kwn e)blh/qh ei¹j to\ pu=r.  Eiåta e(w¯rake qhri¿on eÃxon ke/rata de/ka, kaiì 
kefala\j e(pta\, kaiì to\ dia/dhma au)tou= blasfhmi¿aj ge/mon: to\ de\ oÃnoma au)tou= ou)k e)dh/lwsen, a)lla\ to\n a)riqmo\n tou= 
o)no/matoj au)tou= xc²§.  ãHkouse kaiì parqe/nwn #)do/ntwn, kaiì a)kolouqou/ntwn t%½  ¹Arni¿%, kaiì eiåden aÃggelon peto/menon e)n 
mesouranh/mati, kaiì aÃllon a)kolouqou=nta, kaiì aÃllon, kaiì nefe/lhn leukh\n, kaiì e)p' au)th=j kaqh/menon oÀmoion  Ui¸%½ 
a)nqrw¯pou, eÃxonta e)piì th=j kefalh=j au)tou= ste/fanon xrusou=n, kaiì e)n tv= xeiriì au)tou= dre/panon o)cu/. 
28.429.28  Eiåta e(w¯raken a)gge/louj e(pta\, eÃxontaj plhga\j e(pta\ ta\j e)sxa/taj, kaiì fia/laj xrusa=j gemou/saj e)k tou= qumou= tou=  Qeou=.  
Eiåta a)phne/xqh t%½ pneu/mati ei¹j eÃrhmon, kaiì e(w¯rake gunaiÍka kaqhme/nhn e)piì qhri¿on ko/kkinon, eÃxon kefala\j e(pta/: kaiì 
e)sh/manen a)po\ tau/thj eÃsesqai to\n  ¹Anti¿xriston.  Eiåta e(w¯rake to\n ou)rano\n a)ne%gme/non, kaiì eÃfippon leuko\n, kaiì e)kaleiÍto 
to\ oÃnoma au)tou= o(  Lo/goj tou=  Qeou=.  
  28.429.35 Eiåta e(w¯rake to\ qhri¿on kaiì tou\j basileiÍj th=j gh=j, qe/lontaj poih=sai po/lemon meta\ tou= kaqhme/nou e)piì tou= iàppou tou= 
leukou=.  Kaiì e)pia/sqh to\ qhri¿on, kaiì met' au)tou= o( yeudoprofh/thj, oÀstij hÅn o(  ¹Anti¿xristoj, kaiì eiåde ballome/nouj au)tou\j 
ei¹j th\n li¿mnhn tou= puro/j.  Eiåta e(w¯rake katabai¿nonta aÃggelon e)k tou= ou)ranou=, kaiì ba/llonta to\n  Satana=n kaiì tou\j 
eÃxontaj to\ xa/ragma au)tou= ei¹j th\n aÃbusson, kaiì klei¿onta e)pa/nw au)tou=, iàna mhke/ti planh/sv ta\ eÃqnh eÀwj e)tw½n xili¿wn.  
Eiåta e(w¯rake tou\j ma/rturaj e)n do/cv basileu/ontaj e)n  Xrist%½.  Eiåta e(w¯raken, oÀti meta\ xi¿lia eÃth luqh/setai o(  Satana=j, 
kaiì blhqh/setai ei¹j th\n li¿mnhn tou= puro\j meta\ tou=  ¹Antixri¿stou ei¹j tou\j ai¹w½naj tw½n ai¹w¯nwn. 
  28.429.49   Eiåta e(w¯raken ou)rano\n kaino\n, kaiì gh=n, kaiì th\n  ¸Ierousalh\m kainh\n, kaiì e(w¯rake potamo\n uÀdatoj zwh=j, kaiì tou\j dou/louj 
tou=  Qeou= qewrou=ntaj to\ pro/swpon au)tou=, kaiì eÃxontaj e)piì tou= metw¯pou to\ oÃnoma au)tou=.  Tau=ta e(wrakwÜj  ¹Iwa/nnhj 
eÃpese, qe/lwn proskunh=sai t%½ a)gge/l% deiknu/onti au)t%½ tau=ta pa/nta.  Kaiì e)kw¯lusen au)to\n o( aÃggeloj le/gwn: "Mh\ e)moiì 
prosku/nei, a)lla\ t%½  Qe%½: e)gwÜ ga\r su/ndoulo/j sou ei¹mi¿."  Ble/pwn de\ tau=ta, hÃkoue para\ tou=  Kuri¿ou    28.432 h(mw½n  ¹Ihsou=  
Xristou=, oÀti o( wÓn e)sti, kaiì au)to/j e)stin o( tou=  Qeou=  Lo/goj, oÀstij uÀsteron di' h(ma=j sarkwqei¿j: le/gw dh\ te/leioj ge/gonen 
aÃnqrwpoj, kaiì e)klh/qh  Ui¸o\j a)nqrw¯pou.
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Athanasius Theol. 
[2035]
[071] Synopsis scripturae 
sacrae [Sp.]
28.433.14 To\ de\ kata\  ¹Iwa/nnhn  Eu)agge/lion u(phgoreu/qh te u(p' au)tou= tou= a(gi¿ou  ¹Iwa/nnou tou= a)posto/lou kaiì h)gaphme/nou, oÃntoj 
e)cori¿stou e)n  Pa/tm% tv= nh/s%, kaiì u(po\ tou= au)tou= e)cedo/qh e)n  ¹Efe/s%, dia\  Gai¿+ou tou= a)gaphtou= kaiì cenodo/xou tw½n 
a)posto/lwn, periì ouÂ kaiì  Pau=loj  ¸Rwmai¿oij gra/fwn fhsi¿: " ¹Aspa/zetai u(ma=j  Ga/i+oj o( ce/noj mou kaiì oÀlhj th=j  ¹Ekklhsi¿aj."
Barnabae Epistula 
[1216]
[001] Barnabae Epistula 4.6.1   ãEti de\ kaiì tou=to e)rwtw½ u(ma=j w¨j eiâj e)c u(mw½n wÓn, i¹di¿wj de\ kaiì pa/ntaj a)gapw½n u(pe\r th\n yuxh/n mou, prose/xein e(autoiÍj 
kaiì mh\ o(moiou=sqai¿ tisin e)piswreu/ontaj taiÍj a(marti¿aij u(mw½n le/gontaj oÀti h( diaqh/kh h(mw½n h(miÍn me/nei. 
4.12.2   eÀkastoj kaqwÜj e)poi¿hsen komieiÍtai®e)a\n vÅ a)gaqo/j, h( dikaiosu/nh au)tou= prohgh/setai au)tou=: e)a\n vÅ ponhro/j, o( misqo\j th=j 
ponhri¿aj eÃmprosqen au)tou=. 
6.13a.1  Pa/lin soi e)pidei¿cw, pw½j pro\j h(ma=j le/gei: deu-te/ran pla/sin e)p' e)sxa/twn e)poi¿hsen.    Le/gei de\ ku/rioj: " ¹Idou/, poiw½ ta\ 
eÃsxata w¨j ta\ prw½ta." 
7.9b.1  ¹Epeidh\ oÃyontai au)to\n to/te tv= h(me/r# to\n podh/rh eÃxonta to\n ko/kkinon periì th\n sa/rka kaiì e)rou=sin: "Ou)x ouÂto/j e)stin, oÀn 
pote h(meiÍj e)staurw¯samen 
7.11b.1  "OuÀtwj", fhsi¿n, "oi¸ qe/lonte/j me i¹deiÍn kaiì aÀyasqai¿ mou th=j basilei¿aj o)fei¿lousin qlibe/ntej kaiì paqo/ntej labeiÍn me". 
9.7.1 9.7  Ma/qete ouÅn, te/kna a)ga/phj, periì pa/ntwn plousi¿wj, oÀti  ¹Abraa/m, prw½toj peritomh\n dou/j, e)n pneu/mati proble/yaj ei¹j 
to\n  ¹Ihsou=n perie/temen, labwÜn triw½n gramma/twn do/gmata. 9.8a  Le/gei ga/r: "Kaiì perie/temen  ¹Abraa\m e)k tou= oiãkou au)tou= 
aÃndraj dekaoktwÜ kaiì triakosi¿ouj." 9.8b     Ti¿j ouÅn h( doqeiÍsa au)t%½ gnw½sij; ma/qete: oÀti tou\j "dekaoktwÜ" prw¯touj, kaiì 
dia/sthma poih/saj le/gei "triakosi¿ouj".  To\ "dekaoktwÜ",  I de/kaŸ  H o)ktw¯Ÿ: eÃxeij  Ö)ØIhsou=nŸ.  àOti de\ o( stauro\j e)n t%½  T 
hÃmellen eÃxein th\n xa/rin, le/gei kaiì tou\j "triakosi¿ouj". 9.8c     DhloiÍ ouÅn to\n me\n  ¹Ihsou=n e)n toiÍj dusiìn gra/mmasin, kaiì e)n 
t%½ e(niì to\n stauro/n.    9.9   Oiåden o( th\n eÃmfuton dwrea\n th=j didaxh=j au)tou= qe/menoj e)n h(miÍn.  Ou)deiìj gnhsiw¯teron eÃmaqen 
a)p' e)mou= lo/gon: a)lla\ oiåda oÀti aÃcioi¿ e)ste u(meiÍj.
21.3.2   e)ggu\j o( ku/rioj kaiì o( misqo\j au)tou=. 
Basilius Scr. Eccl. 
[2800]
[018] De vita et miraculis 
sanctae Theclae libri ii [Sp.]
1.14.28  kaiì pro\j e(te/rouj kindu/nouj, kaÄn poluplokw¯tera tou/twn r(a/yv kaq' h(mw½n o( pole/mioj mhxanh/mata. Mo/non do/j moi kaiì 
au)to/j, wÕ dida/skale, th\n e)n Xrist%½ sfragiÍda: tou/t% ga\r o(plisqeiÍsa t%½ oÀpl% ou)de\n u(popth/cw, ou)de\n eÃti deilia/sw, 
u(pera/nw panto\j o)fqh/-somai kindu/nou, u(pera/nw panto\j o)fqh/somai peirasmou
Basilius Theol. 
[2040]
[019] Adversus Eunomium 
(libri 5)
29.600.15 Sumparektei¿netai de\ kaiì to\  åHn t%½ a)nuperqe/t% th=j a)rxh=j tau/thj.  Ou) ga\r th\n a)po\ xro/nou uÀparcin to\  åHn u(pofai¿nei, w¨j 
to\,  ãAnqrwpoj hÅn e)n xw¯r# tv=  Au)si¿tidi: kaiì,  åHn aÃnqrwpoj e)c  ¹Armaqai¿+m: kaiì to\,  ¸H de\ gh= hÅn a)o/ratoj: a)ll' au)to\j h(miÍn o( 
eu)aggelisth\j e)n e(te/r% lo/g% tou= toiou/tou  åHn to\ shmaino/menon eÃdeicen, ei¹pw¯n:  ¸O wÔn, kaiì o( hÅn, kaiì o( pantokra/twr.  Oiâon 
ga\r to\ wÔn, toiou=ton kaiì to\ hÅn, a)i¿+dion o(moi¿wj kaiì aÃxronon.  Ou)k oÃnta de\ le/gein to\n e)n a)rxv= oÃnta, ouÃte diasw¯zonto/j e)sti 
th\n eÃnnoian th=j a)rxh=j, ouÃte suna/ptontoj au)tv= th\n uÀparcin tou=  Monogenou=j.
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Basilius Theol. 
[2040]
[019] Adversus Eunomium 
(libri 5)
29.677.42 Kaiì e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei:  ¸O wÔn, kaiì o( hÅn, kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj: kaiì o(  Pau=loj:  áOj wÔn a)pau/gasma th=j do/chj: kai¿:  áOj e)n morfv=  
Qeou= u(pa/rxwn: kaiì pa/lin:  ¸O wÔn e)piì pa/ntwn  Qeo\j eu)loghto/j.  Ei¹ a)lhqino\j  Qeo\j, kaiì fw½j, kaiì aÃtreptoj, kaiì a)gaqo\j, kaiì 
aÀgioj, kaiì  Ku/rioj o(  Ui¸o\j, tau=ta de\ kaiì o(  Path\r wÔn, ou)x o(moi¿wj e)stiìn, a)lla\ meizo/nwj: ou)k ou)si¿aj u(peroxv= a)lla\ 
poio/thtoj u(perbolv=. 
 [001] Homiliae in 
hexaemeron
3.3.33 Ou) dh/pou de\ tau=ta paradoco/tera tw½n e(pta\ ku/klwn, kaq' wÒn oi¸ e(pta\ a)ste/rej sxedo\n para\ pa/ntwn sumfw¯nwj 
o(mologou=ntai fe/resqai, ouÁj kaiì e)nhrmo/sqai fasiìn e(te/r% to\n eÀteron, kata\ th\n ei¹ko/na tw½n ka/dwn tw½n ei¹j a)llh/louj 
e)mbebhko/twn.
 [018] Homiliae super 
Psalmos
29.325.17  àWsper ga\r o( th\n a(marti¿an kaqhghsa/menoj oÃfij skolio\j le/getai, kaiì e)pa/getai h( tou=  Qeou= ma/xaira e)piì to\n dra/konta 
to\n oÃfin to\n skolio\n, oÀti polla\j e)kkli¿seij kaiì e)ktropa\j e)n tv= porei¿# poieiÍtai.  Suro/menoj ga\r o( o(lko\j tou= oÃfewj 
a)nwma/lwj tv= gv= e)pisu/retai, aÃllwj o(rmw¯ntwn tw½n eÃmprosqen, kaiì plagi¿wj e)fepome/nwn tw½n e(ch=j, kaiì pa/lin tw½n ou)rai¿wn 
pro\j to\ e)nanti¿on a)poneuo/ntwn.  
[071] Liturgia (recensio 
brevior vetusta)
31.1653.24 De/spota  Ku/rie pantokra/twr, o( pa=san kti¿sin e)n sofi¿# dhmiourgh/saj: o( dia\ th\n aÃfato/n sou pro/noian kaiì pollh\n 
a)gaqo/thta a)gagwÜn h(ma=j ei¹j ta\j panse/ptouj h(me/raj tau/taj, pro\j kaqarismo\n yuxw½n kaiì swma/twn, pro\j e)gkra/teian 
paqw½n, pro\j e)lpi¿da a)nasta/sewj: o( dia\ tw½n tessara/konta h(merw½n pla/kaj xeiri¿saj, ta\ qeoxa/rakta gra/mmata, t%½ 
qera/ponti¿ sou  Mwsv=: para/sxou kaiì h(miÍn, a)gaqe\, to\n a)gw½na to\n kalo\n, to\n dro/mon th=j nhstei¿aj e)ktele/sai: th\n pi¿stin 
a)diai¿reton thrh=sai: ta\j kefala\j tw½n a)ora/twn drako/ntwn sunqla/sai, nikhta/j te th=j a(marti¿aj a)nafanh=sai, kaiì 




[005] Eclogae propheticae 18.1.3  prokoph/n, a)lla\ kaiì tou\j pisteu/ontaj s%¯zwn kata\ to\ oi¹keiÍon e(ka/st%: hÃdh de\ metaba/llei kaiì wÐraj kaiì kairou\j kaiì 
karpou\j kaiì stoixeiÍa.    ouÂtoj ga\r eiâj qeo\j o( kaiì th\n a)rxh\n kaiì to\ te/loj tw½n genome/nwn oi¹kei¿wj e(ka/st% metrh/saj.   ¹Ek 
pi¿stewj kaiì fo/bou proko/yaj ei¹j gnw½sin aÃnqrwpoj oiåden 
24.3.1 24.3 paqw½n wÐsper gra/mma kaiì xa/ragma h(miÍn kaiì shmeiÍon. aÃllo xa/ragma nu=n o( ku/rioj h(miÍn kaiì aÃlla o)no/mata kaiì 
gra/mmata e)nshmai¿netai, pi¿stin a)ntiì a)pisti¿aj, kaiì ta\ e(ch=j. ouÀtwj a)po\ tw½n u(likw½n e)piì ta\ pneumatika\ metago/meqa 
"fore/santej th\n ei¹ko/na tou= e)pourani¿ou". 
[007] Excerpta ex Theodoto 4.71.1.1  Ta\ toi¿nun dekadu/o zw¯dia kaiì oi¸ tau=ta e)pio/ntej e(pta\ a)ste/rej, tote\ me\n sunodeu/ontej, tote\ de\ u(papantw½ntej, 
a)nate/llontej <du/nontej> •‚...: ouÂtoi, pro\j tw½n duna/mewn kinou/menoi, ki¿nhsin th=j ou)si¿aj dhlou=sin ei¹j ge/nesin tw½n z%¯wn 
kaiì th\n tw½n perista/sewn
[008] Fragmenta 11.4  Le/gei de\ presbute/rouj a)gge/louj o( qeiÍoj  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei, kaiì e(pta\ eiånai tou\j prw¯touj e)n t%½  Twbi¿# 
a)ne/gnwmen kaiì para\  Klh/menti bibli¿% e§ tw½n  ¸Upotupw¯sewn.
[002] Paedagogus 2.10bis.108.2.1 2.10bis.108.2  Safw½j gou=n kaiì kaqarw½j  Danih\l o( profh/thj "e)te/qhsan", fhsi¿, "qro/noi kaiì e)ka/qisen e)p' au)tw½n w¨seiì 
palaio\j h(merw½n, kaiì to\ eÃnduma 2.10bis.108.3 au)tou= w¨seiì xiwÜn leuko/n".  Toiau/tv xrw¯menon stolv= to\n ku/rion e)n o(ra/mati 
qewreiÍ: kaiì h(  ¹Apoka/luyi¿j fhsin: "Eiådon ta\j yuxa\j tw½n memarturhko/twn u(poka/tw tou= qusiasthri¿ou: kaiì e)do/qh e(ka/st% 
2.10bis.108.4 stolh\ leukh/."
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[001] Protrepticus 1.7.5.1   ¸O gou=n ponhro\j ou(tosiì tu/rannoj kaiì dra/kwn, ouÁj aÄn oiâo/j te eiãh e)k geneth=j sfeteri¿sasqai, li¿qoij kaiì cu/loij kaiì 
a)ga/lmasin kaiì toiou/toij tisiìn ei¹dw¯loij prossfi¿gcaj t%½ deisidaimoni¿aj a)qli¿% desm%½, tou=to dh\ to\ lego/menon, zw½ntaj 
e)pife/rwn
[006] Quis dives salvetur 42.1.3 lo/gon periì  ¹Iwa/nnou tou= a)posto/lou paradedome/non kaiì mnh/mv pefu-lagme/non. e)peidh\ ga\r tou= tura/nnou teleuth/santoj 
a)po\ th=j Pa/tmou th=j nh/sou meth=lqen e)piì th\n  ãEfeson, a)pv/ei parakalou/menoj kaiì e)piì ta\ plhsio/xwra tw½n e)qnw½n, oÀpou me\n 
e)pisko/pouj katasth/swn, oÀpou de\ oÀlaj e)kklhsi¿aj a(rmo/swn, oÀpou de\ klh=ron eÀna ge/ tina klhrw¯swn 
[004] Stromata 6.13.106.2.1 kw½j, ei¹j th\n e)klogh\n tw½n a)posto/lwn e)ggrafh=nai. ouÂtoj presbu/tero/j e)sti t%½ oÃnti th=j e)kklhsi¿aj kaiì dia/konoj a)lhqh\j th=j 
tou= qeou= boulh/sewj, e)a\n poiv= kaiì dida/skv ta\ tou= kuri¿ou, ou)x u(p' a)nqrw¯pwn xeirotonou/menoj ou)d', oÀti presbu/teroj, 
di¿kaioj nomizo/menoj, a)ll', oÀti di¿kaioj, e)n presbuteri¿% katalego/menoj: kaÄn e)ntau=qa e)piì gh=j prwtokaqedri¿# mh\ timhqv=, e)n 
toiÍj eiãkosi kaiì te/ssarsi kaqedeiÍtai qro/noij to\n lao\n kri¿nwn, wÐj fhsin e)n tv= a)pokalu/yei
7.10.55.5.2  pisteu=sai de\ qeme/lioj gnw¯sewj, aÃmfw de\ o( Xristo/j, oÀ te qeme/lioj hÀ te e)poikodomh/, di' ouÂ kaiì h( a)rxh\ kaiì ta\ te/lh. kaiì ta\ 
me\n aÃkra ou) dida/sketai, hÀ te a)rxh\ kaiì to\ te/loj, pi¿stij le/gw kaiì h( a)ga/ph, h( gnw½sij de\ e)k parado/sewj diadidome/nh kata\ 





[001] Epistula i ad Corinthios 34.3.1  Prole/gei ga\r h(miÍn: " ¹Idou\ o( ku/rioj, kaiì o( misqo\j au)tou= pro\ prosw¯pou au)tou=, a)podou=nai e(ka/st% kata\ to\ eÃrgon au)tou=."
[006] Homiliae [Sp.] 3.72.2.3  h( xara/, h( prosdoki¿a, h( a)na/pausij, sunelwÜn e)rw½Ÿ su\ h(miÍn ta\ pa/nta. pro\j ai¹w¯nion uÀparcin swthri¿aj sune/rghson, r(u=sai, 
fu/lacon. pa/nta du/nasai. su\ ga\r aÃrxwn a)rxo/ntwn kaiì ku/rioj kuri¿wn, despo/thj basi-le/wn. su\ do\j e)cousi¿an t%½ 





7.22.11 a(gi¿ou Pneu/matoj, to\ de\ uÀdwr su/mbolon tou= qana/tou, to\ de\ mu/ron sfragiìj tw½n sunqhkw½n. Ei¹ de\ mh/te eÃlaion vÅ mh/te mu/ron, 
a)rkeiÍ to\ uÀdwr kaiì pro\j xriÍsin kaiì pro\j sfragiÍda kaiì pro\j o(mologi¿an tou= a)poqano/ntoj hÃtoi sunapoqnh/skontoj.
Cyrillus Scr. Eccl. 
[2110] 
[003] Catecheses ad 
illuminandos 1-18
1.3.8 pith/deion: ei¹ de\ aÃcion katala/bv, tou/t% di¿dwsin e(toi¿mwj th\n xa/rin. Ou) di¿dwsi ta\ aÀgia toiÍj kusi¿n: a)ll' oÀpou ble/pei th\n 
a)gaqh\n proai¿resin, e)keiÍ th\n swthriw¯dh di¿dwsi sfragi¿da, th\n qaumasi¿an, hÁn tre/mousi dai¿monej kaiì ginw¯skousin aÃggeloi: 
iàna oi¸ me\n fu/gwsin e)lasqe/ntej, oi¸ de\ perie/pwsin w¨j oi¹keiÍon.
4.16.16 kaiì eÁn to\ Pneu=ma to\ aÀgion, to\ pa/ntwn a(giastiko\n kaiì qeopoio\n, to\ e)n no/m% kaiì profh/taij, palai#= te kaiì kainv= diaqh/kv 
lalh=san.   Tau/thn eÃxe th\n sfragi¿da e)n tv= dianoi¿# sou pa/ntote, hÀtij nu=n me\n kat' a)nakefalai¿wsin a)kroqigw½j soi 
eiãrhtai. 
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[003] Catecheses ad 
illuminandos 1-18
15.15.21  fhsiì ga/r: e)qew¯roun, kaiì to\ ke/raj e)keiÍno e)poi¿ei po/lemon meta\ tw½n a(gi¿wn. kaiì pa/lin a)llaxou=: eÃstai kairo\j qli¿yewj, 
qli¿yij oiàa ou) ge/gonen a)f' hÂj ge/gonen eÃqnoj e)piì th=j gh=j eÀwj tou= kairou= e)kei¿nou. deino\n to\ qhri¿on, dra/kwn me/gaj, 
a)nqrw¯poij a)katagw¯nistoj, eÀtoimoj ei¹j to\ katapieiÍn. periì ouÂ plei¿ona eÃxontej laleiÍ e)k tw½n qei¿wn grafw½n tou/toij 
a)rkou/meqa te/wj summetri¿aj eÀneken.
17.35.12 t%½ prosw¯p% tou= fainome/nou, a)lla\ me/mnhso tou= pneu/matoj tou= a(gi¿ou tou/tou, periì ouÂ nu=n o( lo/goj. tou=to ga\r eÀtoimon 
pa/resti sfragi¿sai sou th\n yuxh/n, kaiì di¿dwsi sfragi¿da, hÁn tre/mousi dai¿monej, e)poura/nio/n tina kaiì qei¿an, kaqwÜj kaiì 
ge/graptai: e)n %Ò kaiì pisteu/santej e)sfragi¿sqhte t%½ pneu/mati 
Cyrillus Theol. 
[4090]
[108] Commentarii in Lucam 
(in catenis)
72.500.10 ga\r o( peritemno/menoj, ei¹j lao\n Qeou= dia\ th=j sfra-giÍdoj pa/lai e)xrhma/tizen: ouÀtwj o( baptizo/menoj sfragiÍda to\n Xristo\n 
e)n e(aut%½ tupwsa/menoj, ei¹j ui¸oqesi¿an Qeou= a)nagra/fetai.
[103] Commentarius in 
Isaiam prophetam
70.152.27 e)genh/qh nekrw½n, dia\ limo\n kaiì di¿yan uÀdatoj.  Kaiì e)pla/tunen o( #Àdhj th\n yuxh\n au)tou=, kaiì dih/noicen to\ sto/ma au)tou=, tou= 
mh\ dialipeiÍn.  Kaiì katabh/sontai oi¸ eÃndocoi, kaiì oi¸ mega/loi, kaiì oi¸ plou/sioi, kaiì oi¸ nomeiÍj au)th=j.
70.257.23 th=j e)nanqrwph/sewj to\n kairo\n a)podi¿dwsi, le/gwn: " ¸O zh=loj Kuri¿ou SabawÜq poih/sei tau=ta." PoiÍoj de\ zh=loj kaiì e)piì ti¿sin 
a)nagkaiÍon ei¹peiÍn.  ¸O me\n ga\r Dra/kwn o( a)posta/thj hÀrpase th\n u(p' ou)rano\n, kaiì toiÍj i¹di¿oij u(pe/qhke skh/ptroij to\n kat' 
ei¹ko/na Qeou= geno/menon 
[096] De adoratione et cultu 
in spiritu et veritate
68.433.16 {KUR.}  ãArista dianov=.  Ta\j de\ tw½n a(gi¿wn yuxa\j swma/twn a)phllagme/naj parer)r(i¿fqai nomiou=men, kaiì lo/gou me\n 
a)ciou=sqai mhdeno\j, hÀkein de\ hÃdh pro\j tou=to talaipwri¿aj, w¨j kaiì ponhroiÍj kaiì a)kaqa/rtoij u(pokeiÍsqai pneu/masi, kaiì 
a)neqelh/twj a)kolouqeiÍn peritre/pousin eu)ko/lwj oiâper aÄn eÀlointo tuxo/n.  Kai¿toi to\ th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj bibli¿on h(miÍn 
suntiqeiìj o( sofo\j  ¹Iwa/nnhj, oÁ kaiì taiÍj tw½n  Pate/rwn teti¿mhtai yh/foij, ta\j tw½n a(gi¿wn yuxa\j u(p' au)to\ to\ qeiÍon teqea=sqai 
qusiasth/rion, diebebaiou=to safw½j.
[032] Epistulae paschales 
sive Homiliae paschales 
(epist. 1-30)
77.980.33   ¹All' ou)k h)re/mei to\ bdeluro\n kaiì ba/skanon, kaiì a)no/sion qhri¿on, toute/stin, o(  Satana=j, o( pa=san u(po\ xeiÍra labwÜn th\n 
u(p' ou)rano\n e)c a)pa/thj kaiì pleoneci¿aj, kaiì toiÍj th=j a(marti¿aj
[109] Thesaurus de sancta 
consubstantiali trinitate
75.252.1 75.252 {1 ¹Apo/deicij e)c e)pithrh/sewn grafikw½n, oÀti w¨j  Qeo\j   ou)de\n tw½n ktisma/twn proskuneiÍtai: ouÃte mh\n   
proskunou/mena a)ne/xetai proskuneiÍsqai hÄ   docologeiÍsqai.}1   ¸O maka/rioj  Pe/troj proskunou=nta to\n  Kornh/lion, 
diakwlu/ei le/gwn: "Mh\ poi¿ei: kaiì ga\r e)gwÜ aÃnqrwpo/j ei¹mi."  ¹Ekw¯lusen aÃggeloj proskunou=nta to\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn e)n tv= au)tou=  
¹Apokalu/yei, le/gwn: " àOra mh\ su/ndoulo/j sou ei¹miì, kaiì tw½n a)delfw½n sou tw½n profhtw½n, kaiì tw½n fulasso/ntwn tou\j lo/gouj 
tou= bibli¿ou tou/tou."
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[109] Thesaurus de sancta 
consubstantiali trinitate
75.37.8t {1 àOti a)i¿+dioj o( tou=  Qeou=  Lo/goj, marturi¿ai.}1   " ¹En a)rxv= hÅn o(  Lo/goj, kaiì o(  Lo/goj hÅn pro\j to\n  Qeo\n, kaiì  Qeo\j hÅn o(  
Lo/goj."  ¹En tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei tv=  ¹Iwa/nnou ta/de le/gei, " ¸O wÔn, o( hÅn, o( e)rxo/menoj," oÀti o( e)rxo/menoj, o(  Lo/goj e)stiì, kaq' ouÂ to\  
¸O wÔn, kaiì  ¸O hÅn te/taktai. " ¹Idou\ ga\r, fhsiìn, e)gwÜ eÃrxomai, kaiì kataskhnw¯sw e)n me/s% sou, le/gei  Ku/rioj."  Safw½j de\ kaiì o(  
¹Iwa/nnhj e)piì tou=  Lo/gou ti¿qhsi to\  åHn: " åHn ga\r, fhsiìn, o(  Lo/goj pro\j to\n  Qeo/n."  ProseiÍnai de\ pa/ntwj deiÍ to\ a)i¿+dion t%½ 
kaq' ouÂ to\  äWn kaiì to\  åHn te/taktai.
Didache XII 
Apostolorum [1311]
[001] Didache 4.13.1 Ou) mh\ e)gkatali¿pvj e)ntola\j kuri¿ou, fula/ceij de\ aÁ pare/labej, mh/te prostiqeiìj mh/te a)fairw½n. 
9.4.2   ouÀtw sunaxqh/tw sou h( e)kklhsi¿a a)po\ tw½n pera/twn th=j gh=j ei¹j th\n sh\n basilei¿an
10.5.2  kaiì su/nacon au)th\n a)po\ tw½n tessa/rwn a)ne/mwn, th\n a(giasqeiÍsan, ei¹j th\n sh\n basilei¿an, hÁn h(toi¿masaj au)tv=:
10.6.2  Eiã tij aÀgio/j e)stin, e)rxe/sqw: eiã ti ou)k e)sti, metanoei¿tw:
16.4.2  kaiì to/te fanh/setai o( kosmoplanh\j w¨j ui¸o\j qeou= kaiì poih/sei shmeiÍa kaiì te/rata kaiì h( gh= paradoqh/setai ei¹j xeiÍraj 
au)tou=, kaiì poih/sei a)qemi¿ta, aÁ ou)de/pote ge/gonen e)c ai¹w½noj. 
Didymus Caecus 
Scr. Eccl. [2102]
[007] Commentarii in 
Ecclesiasten (11-12)
328.23   au)to\j ouÅn  ¹Ihsou=Ÿj le/gei eiånai "a)rxh\ kaiì te/loj": … "e)gw¯", fhsi¿n, "ei¹mi to\ aÃlfa kaiì to\ wÕ, h( a)rxh\ kaiì to\ te/loj", "o( prw½toj 
kaiì o( eÃsxatoj, … o( zw½n kaiì e)gena/mhn nekro\j [k]aiì i¹dou\ zw½n ei¹mi ei¹j tou\j ai¹w½naj". oÀra pw½j … a[u)t]a\ ta\? dokou=nta 
a)ntikei¿men?[a] k?aiì pro/tera kat?' uÀste329 ra au)to\j eiånai le/gei. … le/gei gou=n oÀti "e)gwÜ o( prw½toj kaiì e)gwÜ o( eÃsxatoj", hÄ 
prw½ton "e)gwÜ to\ aÃlfa kaiì e)gwÜ to\ wÕ". … eÃstin gra/mmata, aÁ xara/ttei to\ pneu=mŸa to\ aÀgion e)n tv= kardi¿# tw½n ouÀtw 
pareskeuasme/…nwn.
[014] Commentarii in Job (in 
catenis)
64.5 Ta\ dia/fora de\ o)no/mata tou= diabo/lou, e)nergei¿aj au)tou= diafo/rouj, ou)k ou)si¿aj, dhloiÍ.  Dia/boloj ga\r kaiì a)ntikei¿menoj, kaiì 
ponhro\j, kaiì le/wn, kaiì dra/kwn, kaiì oÃfij, kaiì qhri¿on, kaiì kh=toj, dia\ to\n tro/pon le/getai, diafo/rwj au)tou= th\n kaki¿an 
e)nergou=ntoj: oÀper a)natreptiko/n e)sti tou=  Manixai+kou= do/gmatoj.
[016] Commentarii in 
Psalmos 20-21
55.28  w¨j e)n  ¹Apokalu/yei le/getai: … "tv= ou)r#= e(autou= o( dra/kwn to\ tri¿ton tw½n a)ste/rwn <tou= ou)ranou=> eÃsuren": eiãrhtai ga/r: e)n 
didaskali¿# kaiì profh…tei¿# "dida/skwn aÃnoma, ouÂtoj h( ou)ra/".
[019] Commentarii in 
Psalmos 35-39
280.18 e)kkauqh/setai ta\ kaka\ e)piì tou\j katoikou=ntaj th\n gh=n". ou)k "e)piì tou\j paroikou=n…taj". kaiì e)n tv= a)pokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou 
triìj e(ch=j le/-getai: "ou)aiì ou)aiì ou)aiì e)piì tou\j katoikou=ntaj th\n gh=n". … ei¹ hÃmhn ouÅn ka/toikoj, ou)k aÄn eiåpon: "mh\ 
parasiwph/svj".   13 kaiì parepi¿dhmoj kaqwÜj pa/ntej oi¸ pate/rej … mou. 
[020] Commentarii in 
Psalmos 40-44.4
306.19  e)n t%½ ou)ran%½ qusiasth/rion, "kaiì ai¸ yuxaiì tw½n pepele…[kisme/nwn dia\ th\n marturi¿an  ¹IhsoŸu=" par' au)to/ ei¹]s?i?n. dhloiÍ de\ 
o( lo/goj, oÀti "oi¸ pepelekisme/noi dia\ th\n marturi¿an  ¹Ihsou="
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[020] Commentarii in 
Psalmos 40-44.4
324.20    dunato\n de\ kaiì tou=to: ei¹ kaiì pole…[mou=sin] h(ma=j tinej, a)ll' h(meiÍj ouÀtwj e(autou\j h(gou/meqa w¨j pro/bata i¸erourgou/mena, 
w¨j quo/me…[na t%½ qeŸ%½] ei¹j "eu)a/reston qusi¿an". a)me/l?ei gou=n kaiì e)n tv= a)pokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou "ai¸ yuxaiì tw½n 
pepelekij…[me/nw]n? dia\ th\n marturi¿an  ¹Ihsou=" "u(po\ to\ [q]usiasth/rion" tou= qeou= to\ ou)ra/nion e)fa/nhsan xoreu/ousai, w¨j … 
qu/mata dhlono/ti e)keiÍ proselqou=sai.
[010] Commentarii in 
Zacchariam
1.18.6 e)stiìn w¨j to\ t[e]tra/gwnon.     ãExei d' e)cai¿reton o( prokei¿menoj oÀti e(ka/sth pleura\ au)tou= kata\ te/leion a)riqmo/n, to\n eÀc, sune/-
sthken.  ¸Wsau/twj t%½ kd§, kaiì o( ib§ sunteqeiìj e)k tw½n merw½n e(autou= tetra/gwnon a)pogenn#=: hÀmisu eÀc, g§ d§, d§ g§, ²§ b§, ib§ 
1.153.7 Pantokra/twr aÃra e)k pantokra/toroj o(  Ui¸o/j, pambasileu\j e)k tou= pa/ntwn basileu/ontoj u(pa/rxwn.  ¹Anantirrh/twj e)n  
¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yei pantokra/twr o(  Swth\r o(mologeiÍtai, au)tou= periì e(autou= ouÀtw le/gontoj: "Ta/de le/gei o( ma/rtuj o( 
pisto/j, h( a)rxh\ th=j kti¿sewj tou=  Qeou=, o( wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj,  Ku/rioj o(  Qeo\j o( pantokra/twr."
1.191.1  1.191     Periì tou= ouÀtw legome/nou le/ontoj kaiì dra/kontoj, e)n tv=  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yei le/getai w¨j eiãh "o( a)rxaiÍoj  
Satana=j".  ¹Ek parallh/lou do/cei ei¹rh=sqai e)n tv= toiau/tv qewri¿# dia/boloj kaiì  Satana=j o( au)to/j, e(brai+kh\ d' ouÅsa h(  
Satana=j fwnh\ "a)ntikei¿menoj" shmai¿nei tv=  ¸Ellh/nwn fwnv=. 1.192   Tou/twn ouÀtw qewroume/nwn, maka/rio/n e)stin eÃxein e)xqro\n 
kaiì a)ntikei¿menon to\n dia/bolon kaiì mh\ fi¿lon: e)piblabh\j ga\r h( tou/tou e(tairi¿a kaiì ei¹j oÃleqron kataspw½sa.  Au)ti¿ka gou=n    
plhsia/saj t%½  ¹Iou/d#, "ui¸o\n a)pwlei¿aj" au)to\n e)poi¿hsen kaiì iãdion te/knon w¨j metasxeiÍn kaiì th=j proshgori¿aj au)tou=.
1.278.1 1.278     Eu(ri¿skomen ou) pollaxou= th=j gr[af]h=j w¨j ta\ nohta\ o)no/mati tou= xrusou= shmai¿netai: ta/xa ouÅn h( nohth\ luxni¿a o( 
pneumatiko\j oiåkoj kaiì nao\j tou=  Qeou= tugxa/nei, w¨j e)n  ¹Apokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou le/getai, oÀte fhsiìn o( deiknu\j th\n 
a)poka/luyin t%½ mustagwgoume/n%: "Ai¸ e(pta\ e)kklhsi¿ai aÁj o)fqalm%½ yuxh=j eiådej e(pta\ luxni¿ai ei¹si¿n."
1.383.2 m?eta\ gunaiko\j o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj eiåden e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei.  Ei¹ ga\r kaiì a)na/getai ta\ periì tw½n parqe/nwn tw½n sumplhrou/ntwn to\n 
eÀkaton tessara/konta te/ssara a)riqmo/n, a)ll' ouÅn a(gnh=j kaiì sw¯fronoj diagwgh=j eÀneka, ou) lupeiÍ e)kde/casqai to\ r(hto\n 
kata\ pro/xeiron.
2.274.4    ¹En gou=n tv=  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yei ai¸ e(kato\n tessara/konta te/ssarej xilia/dej tw½n parqe/nwn ou) t%½ sw¯mati hÅsan 
toiau=tai: e)phne/xqh ga/r: "OuÂtoi¿ ei¹sin oiá meta\ gunaiko\j ou)k e)molu/nqhsan: parqe/noi ga/r ei¹sin, kaiì ou)k eÃstin e)n t%½ 
sto/mati au)tw½n do/loj: aÃmwmoi ga/r ei¹sin."
3.66.5  ¹Ihsou= maqhtou=.  áO me\n ga\r  ¸Rwmai¿oij gra/fei to\n Qeo\n ei¹rh-ke/nai: "Kate/lipon e)maut%½ e(ptakisxili¿ouj aÃndraj oiàtinej ou)k 
eÃkamyan go/nu tv= ba/al", oÁ de\ "eÀpesqai t%½ a)rni¿%", dhladh\ t%½ Swth=ri, "parqe/nwn e(kato\n tessera/konta te/ssaraj 
xilia/daj, meta\ gunaikw½n mh\ memolusme/nwn". 
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[010] Commentarii in 
Zacchariam
3.73.2   th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou kaiì th=j pro\j  ¸Rwmai¿ouj  Pau/lou e)pistolh=j, aÀper o( a)nagnou\j oÃyetai ta\ periì tw½n 
a)riqmw½n qeiÍa qewrh/mata e)pesparme/na tv= grafv=, tv= te pro\ th=j e)pidhmi¿aj tou=  Swth=roj, auÀth d' e)stiìn h( kaloume/nh 
palaia\ diaqh/kh, kaiì tv= meta\ th\n deu=ro tou=  Xristou= aÃficin, prosagoreuome/nv kainv=.
5.69.2  e)pi¿docon parousi¿an to[u=]  Swth=roj, periì hÂj o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)n  ¹Apokalu/yei u(yhlw½j kaiì qeoprepw½[j] eiåpen ouÀtwj: " ¹Idou\ 
eÃrxetai meta\ tw½n nefelw½n, kaiì oÃyetai au)to\n pa=j o)fqalmo\j kaiì oiàtinej au)to\n e)ceke/nthsan."
[008] De trinitate (lib. 1) [Sp.] 15.4.2 15.4   "e)n a)rxv= hÅn o( lo/goj, kaiì o( lo/goj hÅn pro\j to\n qeo\n, kaiì qeo\j hÅn o( lo/goj.   ouÂtoj hÅn e)n a)rxv= pro\j to\n qeo/n. pa/nta di' 
au)tou= e)ge/neto, kaiì xwriìj au)tou=   e)ge/neto ou)de\ eÁn o( ge/gonen. e)n au)t%½ zwh\ hÅn kaiì h( zwh\ hÅn to\ fw½j tw½n   a)nqrw¯pwn. kaiì to\ 
fw½j e)n tv= skoti¿# fai¿nei kaiì h( skoti¿a au)to\ ou) kate/la  ben". 15.5 e)n de\ tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei:   "o( wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj 
ku/rioj o( qeo\j h(mw½n o( pantokra/twr". 15.6  To/ "o( wÓn" shmai¿nei to\ a)eiì oÄn th=j qei¿aj u(posta/sewj kaqa\ kaiì a)llaxou= eÃfamen. 
a)o/ristoj ga\r h( le/cij, oÀqen oÃnoma e(autou= o( qeo\j eiåpen to/ "o( wÓn".
[043] De trinitate (lib. 3) [Sp.] 39.840.18 Tri¿th au)tw½n pro/tasij, h( e)k prosw¯pou tou= pa/nta u(posth/santoj Kuri¿ou le/gousa profhtei¿a: " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi h( a)rxh\ kaiì to\ 
te/loj." Xronikh\n ga\r e)nteu=qen th\n aÃxronon kaiì u(pe\r nou=n uÀparcin au)tou= a)peiqa/-noij e)kdoxaiÍj a)napla/ttousin, kaiì 
bia/zontai th\n ka
[022] Fragmenta in Proverbia 39.1632.30 krhpiÍda tw½n ktisma/twn: kata\ to\, "Pa/nta e)n au)t%½ sun-e/sthke, kaiì au)to/j e)sti pro\ pa/ntwn." Kaiì au)to\j de/ fhsin o( Ku/rioj: 
" ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi h( a)rxh\ th=j kti¿sewj tou=  Qeou=."  ¸Wj ga\r qeme/lioj boulo/menoj eiånai th=j  ¹Ekklh-si¿aj, aÃnqrwpoj u(pe/meine 
gene/sqai
[021] Fragmenta in Psalmos 
(e commentario altero)
215.35  Pantokra/twr fwnh\ tou= swth=roj kathgorhqei¿h: ei¹ ga\r  Pa/nta di' au)tou= ge/gonen kaiì  Au)to/j e)stin pro\ pa/ntwn kaiì ta\ 
pa/nta e)n au)t%½ sune/sthken, krateiÍ de\ pronohtikw½j tw½n di' au)tou= pa/ntwn gegenhme/nwn kaiì pro\ pa/ntwn e)stiìn tw½n e)n au)t%½ 
susta/ntwn, a)kolou/qwj  Pantokra/twr le/getai. au)tou= gou=n e)sti pro/swpon le/gon e)n  Zaxari¿#  OuÀtw le/gei ku/rioj 
pantokra/twr  ¹Opi¿sw do/chj a)pe/steile/n me, kaiì  Gnw¯sv oÀti ku/rioj pantokra/twr a)pe/steile/n me pro/j se. pantokra/twr ga\r 
u(po\ pantokra/toroj a)postello/menoj o( ui¸o/j e)stin, u(po\ tou= patro\j pempo/menoj. a)ridhlo/tata de\ e)n tv=  ¹Iwa/nnou  
¹Apokalu/yei pantokra/twr o( swth\r le/getai:  Ta/de ga\r le/gei ku/rioj, o( martu\j o( pisto\j kaiì a)lhqino/j, o( hÅn kaiì o( wÔn kaiì o( 
e)rxo/menoj, ku/rioj o( qeo\j o( pantokra/twr. a)namfisbhth/twj ga\r tau=ta periì tou= ui¸ou= eiãrhtai.
551.1   Dikaiosu/nhn fhsiìn th\n dia\ pi¿stewj  ¹Ihsou=  Xristou= ei¹j pa/ntaj tou\j pisteu/ontaj sunistame/nhn. auÀth de\ h( dikaiosu/nh 
a)nafora\ kaiì o(lokautw¯mata pneumatika\ tugxa/nei kaiì to\  Qu/sate qusi¿an dikaiosu/nhj: a)lla\ kaiì e)piì to\ pneumatiko\n 
qusiasth/rion a)noi¿sousi mo/sxouj gewpo/nouj eÀlkontaj aÃrotra yuxa\j ou)k aÃllaj tugxanou/saj tw½n yuxw½n tw½n martu/rwn 
o)fqei¿saj para\ to\ e)poura/nion qusiasth/rion a)naferome/naj e)p' au)t%½ mo/sxwn di¿khn. e)n ga\r tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou ai¸ 
tw½n pepelekisme/nwn yuxaiì dia\ to\ oÃnoma  ¹Ihsou= kaiì th\n marturi¿an au)tou= u(po\ to\ qusiasth/rion to\ e)poura/nion 
teqew¯rhntai.
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Scr. Eccl. [2102]
[021] Fragmenta in Psalmos 
(e commentario altero)
907.1  Te/ssara eiãdh a)ntikeime/nwn duna/mewn shmai¿nei dia\ tw½n e)gkeime/nwn tessa/rwn o)noma/twn tugxano/ntwn i¹obo/lwn kaiì 
e)kteqhriwme/nwn z%¯wn. kaiì  Pau=loj de\ u(perba\j th\n pro\j aiâma kaiì sa/rka pa/lhn pro\j tessa/raj diafora\j a)ntipa/lwn 
a)ora/twn, pro\j a)rxa\j pro\j e)cousi¿aj pro\j kosmokra/toraj sko/touj pro\j pneumatika\ th=j ponhri¿aj eÃxei tou\j a)gw½naj.   Kaiì 
o( nu=n ouÅn e)piì a)ristei¿aj e)gkwmiazo/menoj e)p' a)spi¿da kaiì basili¿skon e)pibai¿nei, labwÜn e)cousi¿an u(po\  ¹Ihsou= pateiÍn e)pa/nw 
oÃfewn kaiì skorpi¿wn: katapatw½n de\ kaiì pa=san du/namin tou= e)xqrou= katapath/sei le/onta kaiì dra/konta. du/natai kaiì e)k 
parallh/lou le/wn kaiì dra/kwn eiånai o( a)nti¿dikoj h(mw½n dia/boloj:  ¸Wj ga\r le/wn peripateiÍ zhtw½n ti¿na katapi¿ei: au)to\j wÔn 
kaiì o( oÃfij kaiì o( dra/kwn, o( a)rxaiÍoj satana=j, kata\ th\n  ¹Apoka/luyin.
[030] In epistulas catholicas 
brevis enarratio (in catenis)
89.14 tinej au)tw½n fe/rontej eÃti hÁn eÃsxon e)n  Ai¹gu/pt% bla/bhn, a)pw¯lesen au)tou\j a)pisth/santaj e)n tv= e)rh/m% kai¿toi swqe/ntaj 
dia\ pi¿stewj e)c  Ai¹gu/ptou: mh/pote ouÅn ouÂtoi¿ ei¹sin oi¸ th=j qei¿aj didaskali¿aj u(pokritaiì oi¸ proista/menoi th=j ai¸re/sewj tw½n  
Nikolai+tw½n ou)de\n eiådoj a)kolasi¿aj parorw¯ntwn.
[041] In Genesim 36.2  ¹Alla\ kaiì e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj le/gwn ÖrÖmÖd xilia/daj a)ndrw½n eÀpesqai t%½ a)rni¿%, oÀ e)stin o(  Swth/r, kaiì tau=ta 
parqe/nwn meta\ gunaikw½n mh\ molunqe/ntwn, dei¿knusin oÀti lo/goj tij periì to\n a)riqmo\n tou=ton ti¿mio/j e)stin: ou)de\ ga\r ouÀtw 
tosou=to plh=qoj parqe/nwn eÃti tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou e)n bi¿% oÃntoj eiãpoi tij aÄn e)k tw½n pepisteuko/twn sunh=xqai, ta/xa mhde\ au)tw½n 
tos[ou/twn] oÃntwn.  
161.13  e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei de\ le/getai: " Ou)aiì e)piì tou\j katoikou=ntaj th\n gh=n", ou) tou\j paroikou=ntaj: skopo\j de\  Qeou= a)po\ tw½n 
ghi¿+nwn to\n aÃnqrwpon a)pospa=sai, kaÄn au)to\j tw½n ghi¿+nwn a)nte/xhtai.
Ephraem Syrus 
Theol. [4138]
[029] Beautitudines, capita 
quinquaginta quinque
19.1 iq§. Maka/rioj oÁj me/mnhtai dihnekw½j tou= fo/bou th=j gee/nnhj kaiì speu/-dei e)n da/krusi kaiì stenagmoiÍj ei¹likrinw½j metanoeiÍn 
e)n Kuri¿%: oÀti r(usqh/se-tai e)k th=j qli¿yewj th=j mega/lhj.   k§. Maka/rioj o( tapeinw½n e(auto\n dihnekw½j e(kousi¿wj: 
stefanwqh/setai ga\r u(po\ tou= tapeinw¯santoj e(auto\n e(kousi¿wj u(pe\r h(mw½n. 
[076] De paenitentia 72.13   Pw½j ouÅn eÃstai xi¿lia eÃth e)piì th=j gh=j sarkikw½j biou=ntej oi¸ di¿kaioi;  Le/gei de\ kaiì o( maka/rioj a)po/stoloj  Pe/troj oÀti 
pa/nta ta\ e)piì th=j gh=j kaiì tou= ou)ranou= a)po\ puro\j suntelesqh/sontai.    73   Pw½j ouÅn eÃstai th=j ghi¿+nhj a)polau/sewj h( 
xrh=sij;  Kainou\j h(miÍn ou)ranou\j e)phggei¿lato kaiì gh=n kainh/n.  ãAr' ouÅn ou)de\n ple/on eÀcousin oi¸  àAgioi a)nista/menoi.  ¸O  
Pau=loj eiåpen oÀti to\ palaiou/menon kaiì ghra/skon e)ggu\j a)fanismou=.  ãAr' ouÅn a)fanisqh/sontai tw½n dikai¿wn ai¸ e)paggeli¿ai, 
e)a\n pa/lin toiÍj proskai¿roij a)poxrh/swntai.  Ou)k eiåpen o(  Despo/thj du/o suntelei¿aj, iàna pa/lin meta\ ta\ xi¿lia eÃth 
genh/setai sunte/leia.  Ou)k eÃfh e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj th\n xrh=sin tw½n karpw½n tou=  Qeou= pro/skairon, iàna dei¿cv oÀti 
ai¹w¯nioj h( a)po/lausij.  Kaiì pw½j oiãontai¿ tinej oÀti meta\ xi¿lia eÃth pa/lin eÃstai sunte/leia th=j gew¯douj katasta/sewj;  Ou)x 
ouÀtwj: a)ll' w¨j sun#/dei o(  Dauiì+d t%½  ¹Iwa/nnv, kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhj t%½  Mwusv= le/gontej: de/ndra e)n fu/lloij u(gi¿eian basta/zonta, 
kaiì e)n toiÍj karpoiÍj au)tw½n th\n ai¹w¯nion zwh/n.
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[076] De paenitentia 74.1 74  Le/gei kaiì o(  Mwush=j ai¹nitto/menoj oÀti e)keiÍ o(  Qeo\j th=j ai¹wni¿ou zwh=j to\ cu/lon e)fu/teuse, kaiì o(  Dauiì+d eiåpe su\n t%½  
¹Iwa/nnv oÀti to\ fu/llon au)tou= ou)k a)porruh/setai.  Ou)kou=n ou)k e)n xili¿oij eÃtesi diarke/sei h( tw½n  ¸Agi¿wn a)po/lausij.  Ei¹ 
pa/nta e)n parabolv= kaiì e)n ai¹ni¿gmati o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)n  ¹Apokalu/yei e)la/lhse, kaiì ta\ xi¿lia eÃth sumbolikw½j eÃqeto.   ¹Alla\ su\ 
a)paiteiÍj me tw½n xili¿wn e)tw½n th\n i¸stori¿an;  Ka)gw¯ se a)paith/sw luxni¿an, kaiì yh=fon leukh/n, kaiì xliara\n po/sin, kaiì 
eÃmeton, aÀtina gra/fwn taiÍj e(pta\  ¹Ekklhsi¿aij ai¹nigmatwdw½j pare/qeto.  Ei¹ a)paiteiÍj me xili¿wn e)tw½n prw¯thn a)na/stasin, 
a)paith/sw se ka)gwÜ iàppon w©xriou=nta, kaiì  ãAggelon, kaiì z%½on noero\n lego/menon  ãAyinqon, kaiì fu/sin eÃxon pikra/n, w¨j to\ 
aÃyinqon.
75.1 75 e(pta\ fia/laj kaiì la/be ta\ xi¿lia eÃth.  ¹Apo/deicon gunaiÍka eiånai po/lin, ka)gw¯ soi periì tw½n xili¿wn e)tw½n pare/comai 
a)po/deicin.  Safh/niso/n moi oÀti gunh\ a)p' au)th=j u(youme/nh gi¿netai  ¸Ierousalh/m, kaiì ou)ke/ti gunh/ e)sti, ka)gw¯ soi safhni¿sw 
periì tw½n xili¿wn e)tw½n.  Mh\ po/lij genn#=;  Mh\ gennh/sasa gi¿netai  ¸Ierousalh/m;  Mh\ qhri¿on e)stiìn o( aÃnqrwpoj th=j a)nomi¿aj;  
Mh\ e)n qhri¿% de/ka kefalaiì kollw½ntai, iàna basileu/swsi;  Mh\ e)k tw½n e(pta\ oÃgdoo/j e)sti, kaiì ou)k e)stiìn oÃgdooj a)riqmo/j;  
¸Epta\ ga/r e)stin, oÀti ai¸ treiÍj kefalaiì h)fani¿sqhsan.  Mh\ tou= qhri¿ou to\ oÃnoma a)dih/ghto/n e)stin, kaiì w¨j  Qeou= 
a)katono/maston;  Mh\ ge/noito„  Mh\ ou)k vÃdei to\ oÃnoma tou= qhri¿ou o( le/gwn to\n a)riqmo\n tou= o)no/matoj;  Prw½ton e)pe/gnw ta\j 
sullaba/j, kaiì ouÀtwj ei¹j ta\ stoixeiÍa dieiÍle to\ oÃnoma.  Prw½ton w©no/mase to\ oÃnoma par' e(aut%½, kaiì eiåq' ouÀtwj e)k tw½n 
stoixei¿wn sumbalwÜn to\n a)riqmo\n eÃfh, oÀti e(cako/sia e(ch/konta eÁc eÃxei ta\ stoixeiÍa th\n sumplh/rwsin. 
76.2 76 kaiì e)piì tw½n xili¿wn e)tw½n to\ a)kata/lhpton th=j ai¹wni¿ou zwh=j v)ni¿cato.  Ei¹ ga\r h(me/ra mi¿a para\  Kuri¿ou w¨j xi¿lia eÃth, ti¿j 
dunh/setai a)riqmh=sai po/sai h(me/rai ei¹siì xili¿wn e)tw½n, kaiì tw½n tosou/twn h(merw½n ta\j xilia/daj tw½n xilia/dwn, kaiì tw½n 
muria/dwn ta\j muria/daj;  Dia\ to\ a)pe/ranton ouÅn tw½n e)tw½n, ta\ e)n taiÍj h(me/raij, kaiì tw½n h(merw½n, <ta\> e)n taiÍj tw½n e)tw½n 
xilia/si xi¿lia eÃth e)ne/tacen, e)piì tv= a)napau/sei th=j tw½n  ¸Agi¿wn a)nasta/sewj.   Oiåda oÀti eiåpe luqh/sesqai pa/lin to\n  
Dra/konta: a)ll' e)n ai¹ni¿gmati eiåpen.  ¸H gunh\ xrush= eÃstai po/lij, kaiì teiÍxoj eÀcei e)k poluti¿mwn li¿qwn.  Noou=men de\  
¹Ekklhsi¿an eiånai th\n gunaiÍka: kaiì po/lin o(moi¿wj th\n  ¹Ekklhsi¿an.  Noou=men xrush=n au)th\n eiånai dia\ to\ eÃndocon, kaiì e)k 
li¿qwn timi¿wn dia\ to\ aÃfqarton.  To\n au)to\n tro/pon kaiì  ãOfij e)dei¿xqh eiånai o(  Dia/boloj, kaiì h( aÀlusij au)tou= h( tou=  Qeou= 
e)pitimi¿a, kaiì o( desmo\j to\ mhke/ti eÃxein th\n e)cousi¿an kata\ th=j a)nqrwpo/thtoj.  Ou)kou=n lu/etai, oÀtan eÃlqv e)n t%½  
¹Antixri¿st%78.2  78   Prw¯thn de\ eiåpen a)na/stasin kaiì deute/ran, e)peidh\ du/o ei¹siì tw½n  ¸Agi¿wn ta/gmata, tw½n du/o  Diaqhkw½n, deiÍcai qe/lwn oÀti 
oi¸ th=j ne/aj  Diaqh/khj e)n prw¯t% a)ciw¯mati a)nasth/sontai, kaiì e)n deute/r% oi¸ th=j palaia=j  Diaqh/khj, mia=j ouÃshj th=j 
a)nasta/sewj kaiì u(po\ to\n au)to\n xro/non sunistame/nhj: kaqwÜj kaiì o(  Pau=loj eÃfh: salpi¿sei ga/r, kaiì pa/ntej oi¸ nekroiì 
a)nasth/sontai.  Kaiì oÀti du/o ta/gmata eiåpe, prw¯thn kaiì deute/ran a)na/stasin, le/gei o(  ¹Apo/stoloj: a)parxh\  Xristo/j, eÃpeita 
oi¸ tou=  Xristou=: eiåta to\ te/loj.  àOti de\ mi¿a pa/lin, kaiì e)n kair%½, h( pa/ntwn genh/setai a)na/stasij, pa/lin o(  Pau=loj le/gei: 
oÀti au)to\j o(  Xristo\j e)n keleu/smati, e)n fwnv=  ¹Arxagge/lou katabh/setai e)c ou)ranou=, kaiì e)n sa/lpiggi salpi¿sei, fhsi¿, kaiì 
oi¸ nekroiì a)nasth/sontai prw½ton, eÃpeita h(meiÍj oi¸ zw½ntej e)n nefe/laij a(rpaghso/meqa.  ¹Idou\ kaiì nu=n prwqu/steron a)na/stasij 
eiãrhtai: ou) kata\ th\n e)n  ¹Apokalu/yei eÃkqesin, a)ll' e)nh/llacen.  ¹EkeiÍ ga\r eÃfh prw¯thn a)na/stasin dikai¿wn
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[076] De paenitentia 79.5 ¹Alla\ kaiì to\  Eu)agge/lion kata/maqe, kaiì oÃyei tw½n du/o a)nasta/sewn th\n eÀnwsin kaiì th\n diai¿resin dia\ to\ su/gxronon.  Kaiì 
dia\ th\n praktikh\n a)po/lhyin to\ le/gein sth=sai e)k deciw½n ta\ pro/bata, e)c eu)wnu/mwn de\ ta\ e)ri¿fia.  ¹Idou\ ouÅn e)n t%½ au)t%½, 
eiåpe, sth/sei: ou) nu=n kaiì mete/peita.  ¹All' e)peidh\ prw½ton toiÍj dikai¿oij eiåpen o(  Xristo/j, oÀti au)toiì poreu/sontai ei¹j zwh\n 
ai¹w¯nion: dia\ tou=to kaiì o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj eiåpen, oÀti oi¸ di¿kaioi prw½ton a)nasth/sontai, kaiì ta\ xi¿lia eÃth e)ne/tacen a)ntiì tou= 
a)perigra/ptou kaiì a)nariqmh/tou xro/nou, w¨j proeiÍpon: kaiì ga\r o(  Xristo\j e(ch=j eiåpe toiÍj a(martwloiÍj, oÀti poreu/sontai ei¹j 
ko/lasin ai¹w¯nion.  Mh\ oi¸ di¿kaioi meta\ to\ basileu=sai su\n  Xrist%½ xi¿lia eÃth pa/lin ei¹j kri¿sin eÃrxontai;  Mh\ ge/noito„
  81.1 81 e)piì gh=j katerxo/menon.  Pa/lin ouÅn e(auto\n sune/tacen ei¹pw¯n, h(meiÍj oi¸ zw½ntej.  Pau=loj de\ e)piì  Ne/rwnoj qnv/skei, kaiì e)n 
toiÍj proasti¿oij  ¸Rw¯mhj te/qaptai.   Pw½j ouÅn do/ceien aÃn tij, eÃti oÃntoj plh/qouj a)nqrw¯pwn e)piì gh=j, to\n  Xristo\n poih=sai 
dia/krisin;  àOti de\ pa/lin ou)x w¨j hÃdh a)nasta/ntwn tinw½n dikai¿wn, kaiì basileusa/ntwn xi¿lia eÃth e)piì gh=j, meqe/peita de\ 
meqistame/nwn a)po\ th=j gh=j, eiåpen, h(meiÍj oi¸ zw½ntej, e)k tou= mh\ eiånai  Xristo\n met' au)tw½n e)n tv= gv= fanero/n: ei¹ ga\r mh\ hÅn su\n 
au)toiÍj, ou)de\ sunebasi¿leuon.  Ei¹ de\ ou) sunebasi¿leuon, ti¿ aÃra a)ne/sthsan;  Pw½j ouÅn o( th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj lo/goj 
teleiwqh/setai: ei¹po/ntoj tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou, oÀti  Xristo\j basileu/wn h(gh/setai tw½n dikai¿wn, oÀper ouÅn kaiì genh/setai;  Ei¹ de\ 
eiåpen, oÀti to/te kate/bh e)c ou)ranou=, keleu/saj  ¹Agge/l% salpi¿sai a)na/stasin®tou=to ga/r e)sti to\ katabh/setai e)n fwnv=  
¹Arxagge/lou, tou= prodro/mou kaiì kh/rukoj, kaiì e)n keleu/smati kaiì sa/lpiggi sune/sthken oÀti ou)k hÅn e)piì gh=j a)po\ xili¿wn 
e)tw½n, a)ll' oÀte parage/gone®pw½j ouÅn hÅsan proanasta/ntej tine\j    
[071] De paenitentia et 
patientia
317.4 T%½ me\n ga\r Diabo/l% kaiì toiÍj tou/tou a)gge/loij, ou)x h(miÍn de/, o( Qeo\j ta\j ba-sa/nouj prose/qhken, a)lla\ dia\ th\n h(mw½n 
pollh\n faulo/thta klhrono/moi tw½n deinw½n e)kei¿nwn basa/nwn gino/meqa: kaiì aÀper t%½ Dra/konti h)peilh/qh t%½ dein%½, tau=ta 
u(pome/nomen e(ko/ntej oi¸ aÃnqrwpoi.  ¹Ape/lqete ga/r, fhsi¿, ei¹j to\ pu=r to\ ai¹w¯nion to\ h(toimasme/non t%½ ponhr%½ Dra/konti kaiì 
toiÍj au)tou= a)gge/loij. 
[071] De panoplia, ad 
monachos
14.6    ¹Antiì de\ a)spi¿doj, peri¿fratte seauto\n t%½ timi¿% staur%½ katasfragizo/menoj pa/nta sou ta\ me/lh kaiì th\n kardi¿an.  Mh\ 
mo/non tv= xeiriì sfragizo/menoj, a)lla\ kaiì toiÍj logismoiÍj sfra/gize: kaiì ta\ e)pithdeu/mata/ sou, kaiì th\n eiãsodo/n sou, kaiì th\n 
eÃcodo/n sou e)n pantiì kair%½, th\n kaqe/dran sou, kaiì th\n eÃgersi¿n sou, th\n kli¿nhn sou, kaiì pa/nta oÀsa die/rxv.  Sfra/gize 
prw½ton e)n t%½ o)no/mati tou=  Patro\j kaiì tou=  Ui¸ou= kaiì tou=  Pneu/matoj  ¸Agi¿ou: sfo/dra ga\r i¹sxuro/n e)sti to\ oÀplon tou=to, 
kaiì ou)deiìj du/natai¿ se bla/yai pote/, tou/t% t%½ oÀpl% peripefragme/nou sou.  Ei¹ ga\r e)pigei¿ou basile/wj o( forw½n th\n 
sfragiÍda, ou)deiìj du/natai kakopoih=sai au)to/n, po/s% ma=llon h(meiÍj toiau/thn sfragiÍda forou=ntej, e)pourani¿ou basile/wj 
mega/lou, ou)deno\j a)ntipoiou/meqa;  
[055] In aduentum domini 
(sermo i)
180.t {1Ei¹j th\n parousi¿an tou= Kuri¿ou IŸ}1   Eiã tij eÃxei kata/nucin kaiì da/krua e)n proseuxaiÍj, dehqh/tw to\n Ku/rion, iàna e)kfu/gv 
e)k qli¿yewj th=j mega/lhj th=j mellou/shj e)pe/rxesqai e)piì th=j gh=j, iàna mh\ iãdv pantelw½j mhde\ au)to\ to\ qhri¿on, mh/te de\ pa/lin 
a)kou/sv ta\ fo/bhtra ta\ kata\ to/pon gino/mena: seismoi¿, limoiì kaiì qa/natoi dia/foroi e)piì th=j gh=j.
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[055] In aduentum domini 
(sermo i)
182.4 an kate/xousan th\n ma/xairan th\n di¿stomon; Dusiì ga\r qana/toij deinoiÍj a)nh/li-skon ai¸ gunaiÍkej tou\j pro\j au)ta\j 
ei¹sio/ntaj, tou= qu=sai¿ te kaiì porneu=sai. Tou=-ton de\ au)to\n to\n tro/pon e)skeu/asen o( tu/rannoj, iàna pa/ntej th\n tou= qhri¿ou 
sfra-giÍda basta/zousin, oÀtan eÃlqv a)path=sai ta\ su/mpanta e)n shmei¿oij e)n t%½ kair%½ t%½ i¹di¿%, ei¹j to\ plh/rwma tw½n kairw½n, 
kaiì eiåq' ouÀtwj a)gora/sai ta\ brw¯mata 
182.9 t%½ i¹di¿%, ei¹j to\ plh/rwma tw½n kairw½n, kaiì eiåq' ouÀtwj a)gora/sai ta\ brw¯mata kaiì pa=n eiådoj: kaiì dhma/rxouj de\ iàsthsin 
e)piteleiÍn to\ pro/stagma.   Prose/xete, a)delfoi¿, u(perbolh\n tou= qhri¿ou, texna/smata ponhri¿aj, oÀti a)po\ gastro\j aÃrxetai: iàna 
oÀtan tij stenwqv= brwma/twn sterou/menoj, a)nagkasqv= th\n sfragiÍda th\n e)kei¿nou labeiÍn au)to/j.  Kaiì di¿dwsi th\n e)kei¿nou 
sfragiÍda o( miaro/j, ou)x w¨j eÃtuxen, ei¹j pa=n me/loj tou= sw¯matoj, iàna mh\ dusxerai¿nwsin, a)lla\ di¿dwsin ei¹j xeiÍra decia\n tou= 
a)nqrw¯pou, o(moi¿wj kaiì e)piì me/twpon to\n dussebh= xarakth=ra, iàna e)cousi¿an mh\ eÃxv o( aÃnqrwpoj sfragi¿sasqai tv= deci#= to\    
183.1 183 shmeiÍon  Xristou= tou=  Swth=roj h(mw½n, mh/te pa/lin e)n metw¯p% shmeiw¯sasqai pantelw½j to\ fobero\n kaiì aÀgion tou=  
Kuri¿ou oÃnoma, mh/te to\n stauro\n tou=  Swth=roj to\n eÃndocon kaiì fobero/n.  Ginw¯skei ga\r o( aÃqlioj oÀti o( stauro\j tou=  Kuri¿ou, 
e)a\n sfragisqv=, paralu/ei au)tou= pa=san th\n du/namin: xa/rin ga\r tou/tou sfragi¿zei th\n decia\n tou= a)nqrw¯pou: auÀth ga/r e)stin 
h( sfragi¿zousa aÀpanta ta\ me/lh h(mw½n.  ¸Omoi¿wj de\ kaiì to\ me/twpon, wÐsper luxni¿a, basta/zei lu/xnon fwto/j, to\ shmeiÍon tou=  
Swth=roj, e)n t%½ uÀyei.   Loipo\n ouÅn, wÕ a)delfoi¿ mou, frikto\j a)gwÜn e)n aÀpasi toiÍj filoxri¿stoij a)nqrw¯poij, pistoiÍj ouÅsi kaiì 
dunatoiÍj, iàna aÀpac me/xrij wÐraj tou= qana/tou mh\ e)ndw½si, mh/te sth=nai xauno/thti, oÀtan xara/ssv o(  Dra/kwn th\n sfragiÍda 
th\n e(autou= a)ntiì staurou= tou=  Swth=roj.  Pantiì ga\r tro/p% texna/zei, iàna pantelw½j to\ oÃnoma tou=  Kuri¿ou kaiì  Swth=roj, 
mh/te oÀlwj o)nomasqv= e)n toiÍj kairoiÍj tou= 
183.13 Dra/kontoj to\ pana/gion kaiì aÃxranton oÃnoma. Fobou/menoj de\ kaiì tre/mwn e)c a(gi¿aj duna/mewj o)no/matoj tou= Swth=roj tou=to 
poieiÍ o( a)sqenh/j.  ¹Ea\n ga/r tij mh\ sfragi¿zhtai th\n sfragiÍda th\n e)kei¿nou, ou) gi¿netai ai¹xma/lwtoj tw½n e)kei¿nou 
fantasma/twn: ou)d' auÅ pa/lin o( Ku/rioj a)fi¿statai e)k tou= toiou/tou, a)lla\ fwti¿zei    kardi¿an kaiì e(lku/ei pro\j e(auto/n. 
In aduentum domini (sermo 
iii)
192.2 qliÍyin a)paramu/qhton th\n perie/xousan au)tou\j nu/ktwr te kaiì meq' h(me/ran kaiì ou)damou= eu(ri¿skontej e)mplhsqh=nai tw½n 
brwma/twn: dh/marxoi ga\r a)po/tomoi staqh/sontai kata\ to/pon: kaÃn tij fe/rei meq' e(autou= th\n sfragiÍda tou= tura/nnou, 
a)gora/zei braxu\ brw½ma e)kei¿nwn tw½n brwma/twn tw½n to/te eu(riskome/nwn.
194.9 a)nqrw¯pwn.  ¹Ebde/luktai kaiì memi¿shtai to\ ka/lloj tw½n gunaikw½n. Mema/rantai pa/shj sarko\j e)piqumi¿a tv= lei¿yei tw½n 
brwma/twn.  àApantej de\ oi¸ peisqe/ntej t%½ deinota/t% qhri¿% kaiì labo/ntej th\n sfragiÍda th\n e)kei¿nou tou= miarou= to\n dus-
sebh= xarakth=ra, prose/rxontai au)t%½ aÀma kaiì le/gousi met' o)du/nhj:
195.3 au)toiÍj a)mu/qhtoj, oÀti ouÀtwj eu)proqu/mwj t%½ qhri¿% e)pi¿steusan.  ¹EkeiÍnoj ga\r ei¹j oÁn au)toiì e)pi¿steusan ou)k i¹sxu/ei ou)de\ 
au(t%½ bohqh=sai: kaiì pw½j au)tou\j e)leh/sei e)n e)kei¿naij taiÍj h(me/raij e)k qli¿yewj th=j mega/lhj;
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iii)
195.6 Dra/kontoj e)k tou= fo/bou kaiì tou= seismou= kaiì tou= hÃxou th=j qala/sshj th=j mega/-lhj, kaiì tou= limou= kaiì th=j di¿yhj kaiì 
dhgma/twn tw½n qhri¿wn, oÀti pa/ntej oi¸ la-bo/ntej th\n sfragiÍda tou=  ¹Antixri¿stou kaiì proskunh/santej au)t%½, w¨j t%½ Qe%½ t%½ 
a(gi¿%, ou)k eÃxousi meri¿da e)n tv= Xristou= parousi¿#, a)lla\ met' au)tou= <tou=>  Dra/kontoj blhqh/sontai ei¹j ge/ennan. 
  199.6 ka/lloj e)mble/pousi tou= Numfi¿ou. Kaiì mu/riai muria/dej  ¹Agge/lwn, kaiì xilia/dej a)na-ri¿qmhtoi stratiaiì tw½n  ¹Arxagge/lwn 
xai¿rontai xara\n mega/lhn: aÀgioi¿ te kaiì di¿kaioi, kaiì pa/ntej oi¸ mh\ labo/ntej th\n sfragiÍda tou= tura/nnou kaiì ponhrou= kaiì 
a)sebou=j. Kaiì aÃgetai o( tu/rannoj dedeme/noj u(po\  ¹Agge/lwn su\n pa=si toiÍj dai¿mo-sin e)nw¯pion tou= bh/matoj. Kaiì aÃgontai aÀma 
au)t%½ oi¸ labo/ntej th\n sfragiÍda, kaiì aÀpantej a(martwloiì kaiì a)sebeiÍj dedeme/noi. Kaiì di¿dwsin o( Basileu\j th\n kat' au)tw½n 
a)po/fasin th=j ai¹wni¿ou kola/sewj e)n t%½ puriì t%½ a)sbe/st%. Pa/ntej de\ oi¸ mh\ labo/ntej th\n sfragiÍda tou=  ¹Antixri¿stou, kaiì 
pa/ntej oi¸ krube/ntej e)n sph-lai¿oij kaiì e)n o)paiÍj, a)ga/llontai su\n t%½ Numfi¿% e)n past%½ ou)rani¿% xara\n a)nek-la/lhton 
meta\ pa/ntwn tw½n  ¸Agi¿wn ei¹j pa/ntaj tou\j ai¹w½naj.  ¹Amh/n.
[051] Interrogationes et 
responsiones
78.12   To/te, filo/xristoi, e)reuna=tai e(niì e(ka/st% h( sfragiìj tou= Xristianismou=, hÁn eÃlaben eÀkastoj e)n tv= a(gi¿#  ¹Ekklhsi¿# dia\ 
tou= bapti¿smatoj, kaiì a)paiteiÍtai eÀkastoj th\n pi¿stin a)mi¿anton kaiì a)nepi¿mikton pa/shj ai¸re/sewj, kaiì th\n sfragiÍ-da 
aÃqrauston kaiì to\n xitw½na a)mo/lunton, kata\ to\ gegramme/non <e)n> t%½ e(bdo-   mhkost%½ pe/mpt% yalm%½, oÀti pa/ntej oi¸ 
ku/kl% au)tou= oiãsousi dw½ra t%½ fober%½ 
[004] Sermo compunctorius 106.8 nerw½sai ta\j boula\j tw½n kardiw½n. Kaiì ti¿ sunto/mwj ou) le/gw;  ãErxetai a)po-dou=nai e(ka/st% kata\ ta\ eÃrga au)tou=.  ãErxetai 
ou)ke/ti a)po\ gh=j, kaqwÜj to\ pro/te-ron, a)ll' e)c ou)ranw½n meta\ duna/mewj kaiì do/chj pollh=j. To/te ai¸ sa/lpiggej sal-pi¿sousin 
e)k tw½n ou)ranw½n, kaiì ai¸ duna/meij au)tw½n saleuqh/sontai, h( gh= pa=sa, w¨j to\ uÀdwr th=j qala/sshj, tre/mei a)po\ th=j do/chj 
au)tou=: potamo\j puro\j protre/xei 
[012] Sermo compunctorius 389.5  Periì tou= r(api¿smatoj mo/non tou= a)podou=nai, xi¿lia eÃth h(meiÍj aÄn zw½men e)piì th=j gh=j, ou) duna/meqa a)podou=nai t%½  Qe%½ 
a)moiba\j th=j xa/ritoj.  ¹EgwÜ tou=to fobou=mai, te/kna mou a)gaphta/, ginw¯skw ga\r a)kribw½j th\n e)mh\n a)me/leian, mh\ pa/ntej oi¸ 
qeataiì kaiì oi¸ makari¿zontej th\n yeudh= mou eu)la/beian, e)keiÍ moi e)mptu/swsin, oÀtan me qea/swntai e)n puriì kaio/menon.
[050] Sermo de communi 
resurrectione, de paenitentia 
et de caritate, et in secundum 
adventum domini nostri Iesu 
Christi
59.7 Protre/xousi stratiaiì  ¹Agge/lwn. Oi¸ tw½n  ¹Arxagge/lwn xoroiì e(toi-ma/zontai. Ta\ Xeroubeiìm kaiì ta\ Serafeiìm ta\ 
poluo/mmata e)n i¹sxu/i+ kaiì bo#= kra/zousin: aÀgioj, aÀgioj, aÀgioj Ku/rioj Sabaw¯q, o( wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( e)rxo/me-noj, o( 
pantokra/twr. To/te pa=n kti¿sma e)n ou)ran%½ kaiì e)piì gh=j e)n duna/mei kra/-zousin: eu)loghme/noj o( e)rxo/menoj e)n o)no/mati 
Kuri¿ou. 
  59.13 ou)ranoiì kaiì a)pokalufqh/setai o( tw½n basile/wn Basileu\j kaiì  ãArxwn tw½n a)r-xo/ntwn, w¨j a)straph\ fobera/, meta\ duna/mewj 
pollh=j kaiì do/chj a)neika/stou.  Kaiì oÃyetai au)to\n pa=j o)fqalmo/j, kaiì oiàtinej au)to\n e)ceke/nthsan, kaiì ko/yontai    e)p' au)t%½ 
pa=sai ai¸ fulaiì th=j gh=j. To/te o( ou)rano\j kaiì h( gh= ei¹j fugh\n traph/-sontai, kaqwÜj o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj proedh/lwse, le/gwn: eiådon 
qro/non leuko\n me/gan, 
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115.1 ni¿an, di' hÁn kaiì e)ce/pesen.  àOmwj tara/ssei th\n gh=n, e)kfobeiÍ ta\ su/mpanta e)n yeude/si shmei¿oij magikoiÍj.   Ou)k eÃstin e)n t%½ 
kair%½ e)kei¿n%, oÀtan eÃlqv o( Dra/kwn, aÃnesij e)piì th=j gh=j, a)lla\ qliÍyij mega/lh, taraxh\ kaiì su/gxusij, qa/natoi kaiì limoiì ei¹j 
pa/nta ta\ pe/-rata: au)to\j ga\r o( Ku/rioj h(mw½n qei¿% sto/mati eÃfh, oÀti toiau=ta ou) ge/gonen
116.2 Eiã tij eÃxei da/krua kaiì kata/nucin, dehqh/tw tou=  Kuri¿ou, iàna r(usqw½men e)k qli¿yewj th=j mellou/shj eÃrxesqai e)piì th=j gh=j: 
iàna mh/te iãdv pantelw½j mh/te au)to\ to\ qhri¿on, mhde\ pa/lin a)kou/sv ta\ fo/bhtra au)tou=.  ãEstai ga\r kata\ to/pouj limoi¿, 
seismoiì kaiì qa/natoi dia/foroi e)piì th=j gh=j.  Gennai¿aj eÃstai yuxh=j, duname/nhj sugkrath=sai th\n e(autou= zwh\n a)name/son 
tw½n skanda/lwn.  ¹Ea\n ga\r mikro\n o)ligwrw½n eu(reqv= aÃnqrwpoj, eu)xerw½j poliorkeiÍtai kaiì gi¿netai ai¹xma/lwtoj e)n shmei¿oij 
tou=  Dra/kontoj, kaiì ponhrou= kaiì doli¿ou.  Kaiì a)su/ggnwstoj o( toiou=toj eu(ri¿sketai e)n tv= kri¿sei: au)toyeiì ga\r eu(ri¿sketai, 
oÀti e)pi¿steuse t%½ tura/nn% e(kousi¿wj.   Pollw½n eu)xw½n kaiì dakru/wn xrv/zomen, wÕ a)gaphtoi¿, iàna tij h(mw½n eu(reqv= e(draiÍoj e)n 
toiÍj peirasmoiÍj.  Polla\ ga/r ei¹si ta\ fanta/smata tou= qhri¿ou ta\ gino/mena: qeoma/xoj ga\r u(pa/rxwn, pa/ntaj qe/lei 
a)pole/sqai.  Toiou=ton ga\r tro/pon skeua/zei o( tu/rannoj, iàna pa/ntej th\n sfragiÍda tou= qhri¿ou basta/zwsin
117.1 117 eÃlqv a)path=sai ta\ su/mpanta, e)n t%½ kair%½ t%½ i¹di¿%, e)n shmei¿oij, ei¹j to\ plh/rwma tw½n kairw½n: kaiì eiåq' ouÀtwj a)gora/sai 
ta\ brw¯mata kaiì pa=n eiådoj: kaiì dhma/rxouj i¸st#= e)piteleiÍn to\ pro/stagma.   Prose/xete, a)delfoi¿ mou, th\n u(perbolh\n tou= 
qhri¿ou: texna/smata ga\r ponhri¿aj.  Pw½j e)k gastro\j aÃrxetai, iàn' oÀtan tij stenwqv=, brwma/twn u(sterou/menoj, a)nagkasqv= 
labeiÍn e)kei¿nou th\n sfragiÍda, ou)x w¨j eÃtuxen, ei¹j pa=n me/loj tou= sw¯matoj, a)ll' e)piì xeiÍra decia/n, o(moi¿wj kaiì e)piì tou= 
metw¯pou, to\n dussebh= xarakth=ra, iàna e)cousi¿an mh\ eÃxv o( aÃnqrwpoj sfragi¿sasqai tv= deci#= xeiriì to\ shmeiÍon tou= staurou=, 
mh/te pa/lin e)n metw¯p% shmeiw¯sasqai pantelw½j to\ aÀgion oÃnoma tou=  Kuri¿ou, mh/te to\n eÃndocon kaiì ti¿mion stauro\n tou=  
Xristou= kaiì  Swth=roj h(mw½n.  Ginw¯skei ga\r o( aÃqlioj oÀti o( stauro\j tou=  Kuri¿ou, e)a\n sfragisqv=, lu/ei au)tou= pa=san th\n 
du/namin, kaiì dia\ tou=to sfragi¿zei th\n decia\n tou= a)nqrw¯pou: auÀth ga\r h( sfragi¿zousa pa/nta ta\ me/lh h(mw½n.  ¸Omoi¿wj de\ kaiì 
to\ me/twpon, wÐsper luxni¿a, basta/zei lu/xnon fwto/j, to\ shmeiÍon tou=  Swth=roj h(mw½n e)n t%½ uÀyei.   Loipo\n ouÅn, a)delfoi¿ mou, frikto\j a)gwÜn aÀpasi toiÍj filoxri¿stoij a)nqrw¯-   
  118.1 118 poij, iàna me/xrij wÐraj tou= qana/tou mh\ deilia/swsi, mhde\ stw½sin e)n xauno/thti, oÀtan xara/ssv o(  Dra/kwn th\n e(autou= 
sfragiÍda a)ntiì tou= staurou= tou=  Swth=roj.  Toiou=ton ga\r tro/pon poieiÍ, iàna pantelw½j to\ oÃnoma tou=  Kuri¿ou kaiì  Swth=roj 
mhde\ oÀlwj o)nomasqv= e)n t%½ kair%½ tou/t%.  Tou=to de\ poieiÍ fobou/menoj kaiì tre/mwn e)c a(gi¿aj duna/mewj tou=  Swth=roj h(mw½n o( 
a)sqenh/j.  ¹Ea\n mh\ ga/r tij sfragi¿zhtai th\n e)kei¿nou sfragiÍda, ou) gi¿netai ai¹xma/lwtoj e)k tw½n e)kei¿nou fantasma/twn: ouÃte 
pa/lin o(  Ku/rioj a)fi¿statai e)k tw½n toiou/twn, a)lla\ fwti¿zei kaiì eÀlkei pro\j e(auto/n.   NoeiÍn h(ma=j deiÍ, a)delfoi¿, meta\ pa/shj 
a)kribei¿aj, ta\ tou=  ¹Exqrou= fanta/smata aÃstorga u(pa/rxonta.  ¸O de\  Ku/rioj h(mw½n e)n galh/nv prose/rxetai pa=sin h(miÍn, 
a)pokrou/sasqai di' h(ma=j tou= qhro\j ta\ texna/smata.  Th\n a)klinh= pi¿stin tou=  Xristou= ei¹likrinw½j basta/zontej, eu)ri¿piston 
poih/somen th\n du/namin tou= tura/nnou. 
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121.10 yin a)paramu/qhton, th\n perie/xousan au)tou\j nukto\j kaiì h(me/raj, kaiì ou)damou= eu(ri¿skousin e)mplhsqh=nai tw½n brwma/twn. 
Dh/marxoi ga\r a)po/tomoi kata\ to/pon staqh/sontai: kaiì eiã tij fe/rei meq' e(autou= th\n sfragiÍda tou= tura/nnou e)n metw¯-p% hÄ 
deci#=, a)gora/zei braxu\ brw¯mata e)k tw½n eu(riskome/nwn.
123.13   àApantej de\ oi¸ peisqe/ntej t%½ dein%½ qhri¿% kaiì labo/ntej th\n e)kei¿nou sfragiÍda, to\n dussebh= xarakth=ra tou= miarou=, 
prostre/xontej au)t%½ aÀma kaiì le/gousi met' o)du/nhj: do\j h(miÍn fageiÍn kaiì pieiÍn, oÀti pa/ntej e)klei¿pomen e)k tou=    124 limou= 
sfiggo/menoi: kaiì a)pe/lason a)f' h(mw½n ta\ i¹obo/la qhri¿a.  Kaiì a)porw½n o( aÃqlioj a)pokri¿netai e)n pollv= a)potomi¿#, le/gwn: 
po/qen e)gwÜ dw¯sw u(miÍn fageiÍn kaiì pieiÍn, wÕ aÃnqrwpoi;  ¸O ou)rano\j ou) bou/letai dou=nai tv= gv= u(eto/n: h( gh= de\ pa/lin ou) de/dwken 
oÀlwj qe/roj hÄ gennh/mata.  ¹Akou/ontej de\ tau=ta oi¸ laoi¿, penqou=si kaiì klai¿ousi, mh\ eÃxontej pantelw½j paramuqi¿an 
qli¿yewj, a)lla\ qliÍyij e)piì tv= qli¿yei eÃstai au)toiÍj a)mu/qhtoj, oÀti ouÀtwj eu)proqe/twj t%½ tura/nn% e)pi¿steusan. 
124.7  ¹EkeiÍnoj ga\r o( aÃqlioj ou)k i¹sxu/ei ou)de\ e(aut%½ bohqh=sai: kaiì pw½j au)tou\j e)leh=sai;  ¹En e)kei¿naij taiÍj h(me/raij eÃstai 
a)na/gkh mega/lh e)k qli¿yewj pollh=j tou=  Dra/kontoj kaiì tou= fo/bou kaiì seismou= kaiì th=j qala/sshj tou= hÃxou kaiì tou= limou= 
kaiì th=j di¿yhj kaiì tw½n dhgma/twn tw½n qhri¿wn.  Pa/ntej de\ oi¸ labo/ntej th\n sfragiÍda tou=  ¹Antixri¿stou kaiì proskunh/santej 
au)t%½, w¨j  Qe%½ t%½ a)gaq%½, ou)k eÃxousi¿ tina meri¿da e)n tv= basilei¿# tou=  Xristou=, a)lla\ meta\ tou=  Dra/kontoj blhqh/sontai 
e)n tv= gee/nnv.
127.11   ¹Idou/, hÅlqen o(  Numfi¿oj.  ¹Anoi¿gontai de\ ta\ mnh/mata, kaiì w¨j e)n r(ipv= o)fqalmou= e)gei¿rontai pa=sai ai¸ fulai¿, kaiì ble/pousin 
ei¹j to\ ka/lloj to\ aÀgion tou=  Numfi¿ou.  Kaiì mu/riai muria/dej kaiì xi¿liai xilia/dej  ¹Agge/lwn kaiì  ¹Arxagge/lwn, a)nari¿qmhtoi 
stratiai¿, xai¿rousi xara\n mega/lhn.  àAgioi kaiì di¿kaioi kaiì pa/ntej oi¸ mh\ labo/ntej th\n sfragiÍda tou=  Dra/kon-   128 toj 
<tou= miarou=> kaiì a)sebou=j a)ga/llontai.  Kaiì aÃgetai o( tu/rannoj, dedeme/noj u(po\  ¹Agge/lwn, su\n pa=si toiÍj dai¿mosin, 
e)nw¯pion tou= bh/matoj, kaiì oi¸ labo/ntej th\n au(tou= sfragiÍda, kaiì pa/ntej oi¸ a)sebeiÍj kaiì a(martwloiì dedeme/noi.  Kaiì di¿dwsin 
o(  Basileu\j th\n kat' au)tw½n a)po/fasin th=j ai¹wni¿ou kri¿sewj e)n t%½ puriì t%½ a)sbe/st%.  Pa/ntej de\ oi¸ mh\ labo/ntej th\n 
sfragiÍda tou=  ¹Antixri¿stou, kaiì pa/ntej oi¸ e)n sphlai¿oij, a)ga/llontai su\n t%½  Numfi¿% e)n past%½ ai¹wni¿% kaiì ou)rani¿%, meta\ 
pa/ntwn tw½n  ¸Agi¿wn, ei¹j a)pera/ntouj ai¹w½naj tw½n ai¹w¯nwn.  ¹Amh/n.
[053] Sermo in pretiosam et 
vivificam crucem, et in 
secundum adventum, et de 
caritate et eleemosyna
139.1  139   ãW, pw½j u(pene/gkwmen, a)delfoi¿, oÀtan iãdwmen to\n pu/rinon potamo/n, wÐsper a)gri¿an qa/lassan, katesqi¿onta ta\ oÃrh kaiì 
ta\j na/paj, kaiì katakai¿onta pa=san th\n oi¹koume/nhn kaiì ta\ e)n au)tv= eÃrga„  To/te, a)gaphtoi¿, e)k tou= puro\j e)kei¿nou oi¸ 
potamoiì e)klei¿yousin, ai¸ phgaiì a)fanisqh/sontai, h( qa/lassa chranqh/setai, ta\ aÃstra e)kpesou=sin e)k tou= ou)ranou=, o( hÀlioj 
e)klei¿yei kaiì h( selh/nh metablhqh/setai ei¹j aiâma, o( ou)rano\j ei¸lisqh/setai w¨j bibli¿on.  àOtan iãdwmen, a)delfoi¿, tou\j  
¹Agge/louj a)pestalme/nouj kaiì peritre/xontaj meta\ spoudh=j kaiì e)pisuna/gontaj tou\j e)klektou\j dou/louj tou=  Qeou= a)p' 
aÃkrwn ou)ranou= eÀwj aÃkrwn au)tou=: oÀtan iãdwmen to\n ou)rano\n kaino\n kaiì th\n gh=n kainh/n, kata\ to\ e)pa/ggelma au)tou=„
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[053] Sermo in pretiosam et 
vivificam crucem, et in 
secundum adventum, et de 
caritate et eleemosyna
141.8 To/te protre/xousi stratiaiì tw½n  ¹Agge/lwn. Xoroiì  ¹Arxagge/-lwn suntre/xousi. Ta\ Xeroubeiìm kaiì ta\ Serafeiìm ta\ 
poluo/mmata e)n i¹sxu/i+ kra/-zousin: aÀgioj, aÀgioj, aÀgioj, o( wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj, pantokra/twr.  To/te pa=n kti¿sma e)n 
t%½ ou)ran%½ kaiì e)n tv= gv= kaiì u(poka/tw th=j gh=j e)n duna/mei bow½sin: eu)loghme/noj o( e)rxo/menoj Basileu\j e)n o)no/mati Kuri¿ou. 
141.12 sxisqh/sontai oi¸ ou)ranoiì kaiì a)pokalufqh/setai o( Basileu\j tw½n basileuo/ntwn, w¨j a)straph\ fobera/, meta\ duna/mewj 
pollh=j kaiì do/chj a)neika/stou. Kaiì oÃyetai pa=j o)fqalmo/j, kaiì oiàtinej au)to\n e)ceke/nthsan, kaiì ko/yontai e)p' au)to\n pa=sai 
ai¸    fulaiì th=j gh=j. To/te o( ou)rano\j kaiì h( gh= ei¹j fugh\n traph/sontai, kaqwÜj  ¹Iwa/n-nhj proedh/lwse, le/gwn: eiådon qro/non 
leuko\n me/gan
145.14 To/te, filo/xristoi, e)reuna=tai e(no\j e(ka/stou h( sfragiìj tou= Xristianismou=, hÁn eÃlaben e)n tv= a(gi¿# kaiì kaqolikv=  ¹Ekklhsi¿# 
dia\ tou= bapti¿smatoj, kaiì a)pai-teiÍtai eÀkastoj pw½j th\n pi¿stin e)fu/lacen a)mi¿anton kaiì th\n sfragiÍda aÃqrauston    kaiì to\n 
xitw½na a)mo/lunton, kaiì th\n kalh\n o(mologi¿an hÁn w¨molo/ghsen e)piì pol-lw½n martu/rwn, le/gontej: a)potasso/meqa t%½ Satan#= 
kaiì pa=si toiÍj eÃrgoij 
[049] Sermo in secundum 
adventum domini nostri Iesu 
Christi
11.3  Pw½j u(pene/gkwmen, a)delfoi¿, oÀtan iãdwmen to\n pu/rinon potamo\n e)cerxo/menon meta\ qumou=, wÐsper a)gri¿an qa/lassan, kaiì 
katesqi¿onta oÃrh kaiì na/paj, kaiì katakai¿onta pa=san th\n gh=n kaiì ta\ e)n au)tv= eÃrga;  To/te, a)gaphtoi¿, e)k tou= puro\j e)kei¿nou 
oi¸ potamoiì e)klei¿yousin, ai¸ phgaiì a)fani¿zontai, ta\ aÃstra pi¿ptousin, o( hÀlioj sbesqh/setai, h( selh/nh pare/rxetai, o( 
ou)rano\j ei¸li¿ssetai w¨j bibli¿on, kaqwÜj ge/graptai.  To/te oi¸  ãAggeloi a)postello/menoi peritre/xousin, e)pisuna/gontej tou\j 
e)klektou\j e)k tw½n tessa/rwn a)ne/mwn, w¨j eÃfh o(  Ku/rioj, a)p' aÃkrwn ou)ranw½n eÀwj aÃkrwn au)tw½n.  To/te qeaso/meqa ou)rano\n 
kaino\n kaiì gh=n kainh/n, kata\ to\ e)pa/ggelma au)tou=.
13.7 me/nwn tv= oi¹koume/nv. Ai¸ ga\r duna/meij tw½n ou)ranw½n saleuqh/sontai, kaqwÜj ge/-graptai. To/te protre/xousin  ãAggeloi: oi¸ tw½n  
¹Arxagge/lwn xoroiì suntre/xou-si: Xeroubeiìm kaiì Serafeiìm kaiì ta\ poluo/mmata e)n i¹sxu/i+ kaiì duna/mei kra/zou-sin: aÀgioj, 
aÀgioj, aÀgioj Ku/rioj Sabaw¯q, o( wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj, o( pantokra/twr. To/te pa=n kti¿sma e)n ou)ran%½ kaiì e)piì gh=j kaiì 
u(poka/tw gh=j e)n 
13.13 To/te sxisqh/sontai oi¸ ou)ranoiì kaiì a)pokalufqh/setai o(  Basileu\j tw½n basileuo/ntwn, o( aÃxrantoj kaiì eÃndocoj  Qeo\j h(mw½n, 
w¨j a)straph\ fobera/, meta\ duna/mewj pollh=j kaiì do/chj a)neika/stou, kaqwÜj kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhj o(  Qeolo/goj e)kh/ruce, le/-   14 gwn: 
i¹dou\ eÃrxetai e)piì tw½n nefelw½n tou= ou)ranou=, kaiì oÃyetai au)to\n pa=j o)fqalmo/j, kaiì oiàtinej au)to\n e)ceke/nthsan, kaiì ko/yontai 
e)p' au)t%½ pa=sai ai¸ fulaiì th=j gh=j.  Potaph\ aÃra yuxh\ qe/lei eu(reqh=nai to/te, iàna dunhqv= u(pomeiÍnai;  àOti o( ou)rano\j kaiì h( gh= 
fugv= xrh/sontai, wÐj fhsin o(  Qeolo/goj pa/lin: eiådon qro/non leuko\n me/gan, kaiì to\n kaqh/menon e)p' au)to/n: ouÂ a)po\ prosw¯pou 
au)tou= eÃfugen o( ou)rano\j kaiì h( gh=, kaiì to/poj ou)x eu(re/qh au)toiÍj. 
Epiphanius Scr. 
Eccl. [2021]
[003] Anacephalaeosis [Sp.] Anac 2.212.3  ãAlogoi, u(f' h(mw½n klhqe/ntej, oi¸ to\ eu)agge/lion  ¹Iwa/nnou kaiì to\n e)n au)t%½ aÃnwqen a)po\ patro\j a)eiì qeo\n  Lo/gon 
parekba/llontej, to\ eu)agge/lion au)to\ dh\ to\ kata\  ¹Iwa/nnhn mh\ dexo/menoi mh/te th\n au)tou=  ¹Apoka/luyin. 
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[001] Ancoratus Anc 13.5.1 Loukianistaiì  ¹Apellhi+anoiì  Seuhrianoiì  Tatianoiì  ¹EgkratiÍtai kata\  Fru/gaj, oi¸ kaiì  Montanistaiì kaiì  TaskodrougiÍtai,  
Pepouzianoi¿, oi¸ kaiì  Priskillianoiì kaiì  Kui+ntillianoi¿, oiâj suna/ptontai  ¹ArtoturiÍtai,  TessareskaidekatiÍtai, oi¸ to\ 
pa/sxa mi¿an h(me/ran tou= eÃtouj poiou=ntej,  ãAlogoi, oi¸ to\ eu)agge/lion kaiì th\n a)poka/luyin  ¹Iwa/nnou mh\ dexo/menoi,  
¹Adamianoiì  SamyaiÍoi, oi¸ kaiì  ¸ElkesaiÍoi,  Qeodotianoiì  Melxisedekianoiì  Bardhsianistaiì  Nohtianoiì  Ou)alh/sioi  
Kaqaroi¿, oi¸ kaiì  NauataiÍoi, oi¸ kaiì  Month/sioi, w¨j e)n  ¸Rw¯mv kalou=ntai,  ¹Aggelikoiì  ¹Apostolikoi¿,
[023] Index apostolorum [Sp.] 109.7 d§.  ¹Iwa/nnhj de\ o( a)delfo\j au)tou=, e)n me\n tv=  ¹Asi¿# e)kh/ruce to\ eu)agge/lion tou=  Xristou=, u(po\ de\  Traianou= tou= basile/wj 
tw½n  ¸Rwmai¿wn e)corisqeiìj u(p' au)tou= e)n  Pa/tm% tv= nh/s% dia\ tou= lo/gou tou= kuri¿ou, e)keiÍ wÔn sune/graye to\ eu)agge/lion to\ 
kata\  ¹Iwa/nnhn, kaiì e)ce/doto au)to\ dia\  Gai¿+ou    110 tou= cenodo/xou, meta\ de\ th\n  Traianou= teleuth\n e)pa/neisin a)po\ th=j 
nh/sou ei¹j th\n  ãEfeson kaiì e)keiÍ zw½nta e(auto\n eÃqayen, wÔn e)tw½n rk§ tv= tou= qeou= boulh/sei.
 [002] Panarion (= Adversus 
haereses)
Haer 1.158.14  Seuhrianoi¿, ei¹kosth\ eÀkth  Tatianoi¿: ei¹kosth\ e(bdo/mh  ¹EgkratiÍtai, ei¹kosth\ o)gdo/h kata\  Fru/gaj, tw½n kaiì  Montanistw½n 
kaiì  Taskodrougitw½n: ouÂtoi de\ pa/lin oi¸  TaskodrougiÍtai divre/qhsan ei¹j e(autou/j, ei¹kosth\ e)na/th  Pepouzianoiì oi¸ kaiì  
Priskillianoiì kaiì  Kui+ntillianoi¿, oiâj suna/ptontai  ¹ArtoturiÍtai, triakosth\  TessareskaidekatiÍtai oi¸ to\ pa/sxa mi¿an 
h(me/ran tou= eÃtouj poiou=ntej, triakosth\ prw¯th  ãAlogoi oi¸ to\ eu)agge/lion kaiì th\n a)poka/luyin  ¹Iwa/nnou mh\ dexo/menoi, 
Haer 1.160.16 Montanistaiì kaiì  TaskodrougiÍtai: oi¸ de\  TaskodrougiÍtai divre/qhsan a)po\ tw½n proeirhme/nwn,  Pepouzianoiì <oi¸ kaiì  
Priskillianoiì> kaiì  Kui+ntillianoi¿, oiâj suna/ptontai  ¹ArtoturiÍtai,  TessareskaidekatiÍtai oi¸ to\ pa/sxa mi¿an h(me/ran tou= 
eÃtouj poiou=ntej,  ãAlogoi oi¸ to\ eu)agge/lion  ¹Iwa/nnou kaiì th\n a)poka/luyin mh\ dexo/menoi,  ¹Adamianoiì  SamyaiÍoi, oi¸ kaiì  
¹ElkesaiÍoi,  Qeodotianoiì  Melxisedekianoiì  Bardhsianistaiì  Nohtianoiì  Ou)alh/sioi  Kaqaroiì  ¹Aggelikoiì  ¹Apostolikoi¿, 
oi¸ kaiì  ¹Apotaktikoi¿, oiâj 
  Haer 1.269.17 3. t%½ de\ boulome/n% i¹deiÍn th\n a)nti¿qeton e)k pneu/matoj a(gi¿ou periì th=j tou/tou ai¸re/sewj a)natroph\n i¹ste/on e)stiìn a)po\ th=j tou= 
a(gi¿ou  ¹Iwa/nnou a)pokalu/yewj, w¨j gra/fwn mi#= tw½n e)kklhsiw½n e)k prosw¯pou kuri¿ou toute/stin t%½ e)pisko/p% t%½ e)keiÍse 
katastaqe/nti su\n tv= duna/mei tou= a(gi¿ou a)gge/lou tou= e)piì tou= qusiasthri¿ou fhsi¿n "eÃxeij de/ ti kalo/n, oÀti miseiÍj ta\ eÃrga 
tw½n  Nikolai+tw½n aÁ ka)gwÜ misw½". 
Haer 1.279.1 1.279 gnw½sin sunezeugme/noi tv= tou=  Nikola/ou ai¸re/sei th=j a)lhqei¿aj e)kpeptw¯kasin, ou) mo/non to\n nou=n tw½n peisqe/ntwn 
au)toiÍj e)ktre/yantej, a)lla\ kaiì ta\ sw¯mata kaiì ta\j yuxa\j doulw¯santej pornei¿# kaiì polumici¿#: au)th\n dh=qen th\n su/nacin 
au)tw½n e)n ai¹sxro/thti polumici¿aj fu/rontej, eÃsqonte/j te kaiì parapto/menoi kaiì a)nqrwpi¿nwn sarkw½n kaiì a)kaqarsiw½n. 
Koddianou\j au)tou\j e)pifhmi¿zousi 
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[002] Panarion (= Adversus 
haereses)
Haer 1.279.12 de/dia de\ mh/ ph aÃra to\n me/gan tou=ton oÀlon i¹o\n a)pokalu/yaimi, wÐsper basili¿skou tino\j oÃfewj to\ pro/swpon, ei¹j lu/mhn 
ma=llon tw½n e)ntugxano/ntwn hÃper ei¹j dio/rqwsin. xrai¿nei me\n ga\r ta\ wÕta a)lhqw½j h( th=j mega/lhj to/lmhj bla/sfhmoj 
sunagwgh\ kaiì th=j ai¹sxro/thtoj au)th=j sullogh/ te kaiì dih/ghsij kaiì h( th=j a)gurtw¯douj ai¹sxrourgi¿aj borborw¯dhj 
kako/noia, w¨j kaiì para/ tisi fu/sei  Borborianoiì kalou=ntai
Haer 1.339.8 metasteila/menoj ga\r au)to\n dia\ tou= proeirhme/nou  ¹Iwsh/pou w¨j i¹atro\n oÃnta kaiì poih/saj pa/ntaj eÃcw gene/sqai 
pareka/lese to\n e)pi¿skopon le/gwn "dw¯rhsai¿ moi th\n e)n Xrist%½ sfragiÍda". o( de\ metakalesa/menoj tou\j e)cuphretoume/nouj 
prose/tacen uÀdwr e(toima-sqh=nai, w¨j th=j no/sou eÀneka boh/qhma/ ti prosfe/rein me/llwn
Haer 2.18.11 Xreisto\j gramma/twn dw¯deka, to\ de\ e)n Xrist%½ aÃrrhton gramma/twn tria/konta. kaiì dia\ tou=to/ fhsin au)to\n a kaiì w, iàna th\n 
peristera\n mhnu/sv, tou=ton eÃxontoj to\n a)riqmo\n tou/tou tou= o)rne/ou.   9.  ¸O de\  ¹Ihsou=j tau/thn eÃxei, fhsi¿, th\n aÃrrhton 
ge/nesin. a)po\ ga\r th=j Mhtro\j tw½n oÀlwn, th=j prw¯thj tetra/doj, e)n qugatro\j to/p% proh=lqen    
Haer 2.19.5 e)ge/nnhsen, wÐste eiånai to\n aÀpanta tw½n gramma/twn a)riqmo\n a)po\ o)gdoa/doj ei¹j deka/da proelqo/nta Öh kaiì Öp kaiì Øw, oÀ e)stin  
¹Ihsou=j. to\ ga\r  ¹Ihsou=j oÃnoma kata\ to\n e)n toiÍj gra/mmasin a)riqmo\n o)ktako/sia/ e)stin o)gdoh/konta o)ktw¯. eÃxeij safw½j kaiì 
th\n u(peroura/nion tou=  ¹Ihsou= kat' au)tou\j ge/nesin. dio\ kaiì to\n a)lfa/bhton tw½n  ¸Ellh/nwn eÃxein mona/daj o)ktwÜ kaiì deka/daj 
Haer 2.232.12 10.  Pa=j toi¿nun profhteu/wn parakolouqw½n eu(ri¿sketai, kaÃn te e)n tv= palai#= diaqh/kv kaÃn te e)n tv= kainv=, w¨j kaiì o( aÀgioj  
¹Iwa/nnhj e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei eÃlege "ta/de a)peka/luye ku/rioj toiÍj au)tou= dou/loij dia\ tou= dou/lou au)tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou" kai¿ "ta/de 
le/gei ku/rioj". o( tau=ta de\ le/gwn e)rrwme/nhn eiåxe th\n dia/noian kaiì parhkolou/qei, i¹dou\ toi¿nun ‚ "ta/de le/gei ku/rioj" kai¿ 
"oÀrasij hÁn eiåden".
Haer 2.248.19 {1Kata\ th=j ai¸re/sewj th=j mh\ dexome/nhj to\ kata\  ¹Iwa/nnhn eu)agge/lion   kaiì th\n au)tou=  ¹Apoka/luyin ÖlÖa, th=j de\ 
a)kolouqi¿aj ÖnÖa.}1 
  Haer 2.250.16   3.  Fa/skousi toi¿nun oi¸  ãAlogoi®tau/thn ga\r au)toiÍj e)piti¿qhmi th\n e)pwnumi¿an: a)po\ ga\r th=j deu=ro ouÀtwj klhqh/sontai kaiì 
ouÀtwj, a)gaphtoi¿, e)piqw½men au)toiÍj oÃnoma, toute/stin  ¹Alo/gwn. eiåxon me\n ga\r th\n aiàresin ‚ kaloume/nhn, a)poba/llousan  
¹Iwa/nnou ta\j bi¿blouj. e)peiì ouÅn to\n  Lo/gon ou) de/xontai to\n para\  ¹Iwa/nnou kekhrugme/non,  ãAlogoi klhqh/sontai. a)llo/trioi 
toi¿nun panta/pasin u(pa/rxontej tou= khru/gmatoj th=j a)lhqei¿aj a)rnou=ntai to\ kaqaro\n tou= khru/gmatoj kaiì ouÃte to\ tou=  
¹Iwa/nnou eu)agge/lion de/xontai ouÃte th\n au)tou=  ¹Apoka/luyin. kaiì ei¹ me\n e)de/xonto to\ eu)agge/lion, th\n de\  ¹Apoka/luyin 
a)peba/llonto, e)le/gomen aÃn, mh/ ph aÃra kata\ a)kribologi¿an tou=to poiou=ntai, a)po/krufon mh\ dexo/menoi dia\ ta\ e)n tv=  
¹Apokalu/yei ba-   2.251 qe/wj 
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[002] Panarion (= Adversus 
haereses)
Haer 2.251.1 kaiì skoteinw½j ei¹rhme/na. o(po/te de\ ou) de/xontai fu/sei ta\ bibli¿a ta\ a)po\ tou= a(gi¿ou  ¹Iwa/nnou kekhrugme/na, panti¿ t% dh=lon 
eiãh oÀti ouÂtoi¿ ei¹si kaiì oi¸ oÀmoioi tou/toij, periì wÒn eiåpen o( aÀgioj  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)n taiÍj kaqolikaiÍj e)pistolaiÍj oÀti "e)sxa/th wÐra 
e)stiì kaiì h)kou/sate oÀti  ¹Anti¿xristoj eÃrxetai: kaiì nu=n i¹dou\  ¹Anti¿xristoi polloi¿" kaiì ta\ e(ch=j. profasi¿zontai ga\r ouÂtoi, 
ai¹sxuno/menoi a)ntile/gein t%½ a(gi¿%  ¹Iwa/nnv dia\ to\ ei¹de/nai au)tou\j to\n au)to\n e)n a)riqm%½ tw½n a)posto/lwn oÃnta kaiì 
h)gaphme/non u(po\ tou= kuri¿ou, %Ò a)ci¿wj ta\ musth/ria a)peka/lupten kaiì e)piì to\ sth=qoj au)tou= a)ne/pese, kaiì e(te/rwj au)ta\ 
a)natre/pein peirw½ntai. le/gousi ga\r mh\ eiånai au)ta\  ¹Iwa/nnou a)lla\  Khri¿nqou kaiì ou)k aÃcia au)ta/ fasin eiånai e)n e)kklhsi¿#. 
Haer 2.305.15 Ou)k ai¹dou=ntai de\ pa/lin oi¸ toiou=toi kata\ tw½n u(po\ tou= a(gi¿ou  ¹Iwa/nnou ei¹rhme/nwn e)coplizo/menoi, nomi¿zontej mh/ ph aÃra 
du/nantai th\n a)lh/qeian a)natre/pein, ou)k ei¹do/tej oÀti kaq' e(autw½n ma=llon o(pli¿zontai hÃper kata\ th=j u(giou=j didaskali¿aj. 
fa/skousi de\ kata\ th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj ta/de xleua/zontej ouÀtwj: $`"ti¿ me, fhsi¿n, w©feleiÍ h(  ¹Apoka/luyij  ¹Iwa/nnou, le/gousa/ 
moi periì e(pta\ a)gge/lwn kaiì e(pta\ salpi¿ggwn;
Haer 2.305.21 ou)k ei¹do/tej pw½j a)nagkaiÍa kaiì w©fe/lima ta\ toiau=ta u(ph=rcen [e)n] tv= o)rqo/thti tou= khru/gmatoj. oÀsa ga\r hÅn e)n no/m% kaiì e)n 
profh/taij skoteina\ kaiì ai¹nigmatw¯dh, tau=ta o( ku/rioj %©kono/mhse dia\ tou= a(gi¿ou pneu/matoj ei¹j h(mw½n swthri¿an t%½ dou/l% 
au)tou=  ¹Iwa/nnv" a)pokalu/yai, ta\ e)keiÍse skoteina\ wÒde ei¹j pneumatika\ kaiì eÃkdhla khru/ttwn, ‚ pneumatikw½j de\ h(miÍn ta\ 
au)ta\ %©kono/mei. 
Haer 2.306.13 fwnh\ tou= kuri¿ou e)n t%½ eu)aggeli¿%. dia\ tou=to kaiì a)gge/loij e)do/qh a)pokalu/yai h(miÍn: "salpi¿sei, ga/r fhsi¿, kaiì oi¸ nekroiì 
a)nasth/sontai".   ei¹ de\ xleua/zontai par' u(miÍn, wÕ ouÂtoi, ai¸ tw½n a)gge/lwn sa/lpiggej dia\ to\ e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei gegra/fqai, 
xleua/zetai aÃra kaiì h( para\ t%½ a(gi¿% a)posto/l% sa/lpigc ei¹rhme/nh: "katabh/setai, ga/r fhsin, ku/rioj 
Haer 2.306.23 33. Eiåta/ tinej e)c au)tw½n pa/lin e)pilamba/nontai tou/tou tou= r(htou= e)n tv= au)tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei kaiì fa/skousin a)ntile/gontej oÀti 
"eiåpen pa/lin: gra/yon t%½ a)gge/l% th=j e)kklhsi¿aj th=j e)n Quatei¿roij, kaiì ou)k eÃni e)keiÍ e)kklhsi¿a Xristianw½n e)n Quatei¿roij. 
pw½j ouÅn eÃgrafe tv= mh\ ouÃsv;" kaiì eu(ri¿skontai oi¸ toiou=toi e(autou\j • a)nagka/zontej e)c au)tw½n wÒn 
  Haer 2.308.1 2.308 shj th=j e)keiÍse e)kklhsi¿aj plana=sqai kaiì xwneu/esqai e)n tv= kata\  Fru/gaj ai¸re/sei. ouÀtw ga\r eu)qu\j diele/gxei 
<au)tou\j> o( ku/rioj e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei le/gwn "gra/yon t%½ a)gge/l% th=j e)n  Quatei¿roij e)kklhsi¿aj: ta/de le/gei o( eÃxwn tou\j 
o)fqalmou\j au)tou= w¨j flo/ga puro\j kaiì oi¸ po/dej au)tou= oÀmoioi xalkoliba/n%: oiåda/ sou ta\ eÃrga kaiì th\n pi¿stin kaiì a)ga/phn 
kaiì th\n diakoni¿an, kaiì oÀti ta\ eÃsxata/ sou plei¿ona tw½n prw¯twn. eÃxw de\ kata\ sou=, oÀti a)feiÍj th\n gunaiÍka  ¹Ieza/bel a)pata=n 
tou\j dou/louj mou, le/gousan e(auth\n profh=tin, dida/skousan fageiÍn ei¹dwlo/quta kaiì porneu/ein. 
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Haer 2.308.23 34.  ¹Epai¿rontai de\ pa/lin tv= dianoi¿# oi¸ au)toiì leciqhrou=ntej a)pei¿rwj, iàna do/cwsi parekba/llein ta\ tou= a(gi¿ou a)posto/lou 
bibli¿a, fhmiì de\ tou= au)tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou to/ te eu)agge/lion kaiì th\n  ¹Apoka/luyin ta/xa de\ kaiì ta\j e)pistola/j: sun#/dousi ga\r 
kaiì auÂtai t%½ eu)aggeli¿% kaiì tv=  ¹Apokalu/yeiŸ, kai¿ fasin oÀti "eiådon, kaiì eiåpe t%½ a)gge/l%: lu=son    2.309 tou\j te/ssaraj 
a)gge/louj tou\j e)piì tou=  Eu)fra/tou. kaiì hÃkousa to\n a)riqmo\n tou= stratou=, mu/riai muria/dej kaiì xi¿liai xilia/dej kaiì hÅsan 
e)ndedume/noi qw¯rakaj puri¿nouj kaiì qeiw¯deij kaiì u(akinqi¿nouj". e)no/misan ga\r oi¸ toiou=toi mh/ ph aÃra geloiÍo/n <ti¿> e)stin h( 
a)lh/qeia. e)a\n ga\r le/gv tou\j te/ssaraj a)gge/louj tou\j e)n t%½  Eu)fra/tv kaqezome/nouj, iàna dei¿cv ta\j diafora\j tw½n e)keiÍse 
e)qnw½n kaqezome/nwn e)piì to\n  Eu)fra/thn, oiàtine/j ei¹sin  ¹Assu/rioi,  Babulw¯nioi kaiì  Mh=doi kaiì  Pe/rsai. auÂtai ga\r ai¸ 
te/ssarej basileiÍai kata\ diadoxh\n e)n t%½  Danih\l e)mfe/rontai, wÒn prw½toi  ¹Assu/rioi e)basi¿leusan kaiì  Babulw¯nioi e)n 
xro/noij au)tou=,  Mh=doi de\ diede/canto, met' au)tou\j de\  Pe/rsai, wÒn prw½toj ge/gone  Ku=roj basileu/j. ta\ ga\r eÃqnh u(po\ a)gge/louj tetagme/na ei¹si¿n, w¨j e)pimartureiÍ moi  Mwush=j o( aÀgioj tou= qeou= qera/pwn, to\n lo/gon kata\ a)kolouqi¿an e(rmhneu/wn kaiì le/gwn "e)perw¯thson to\n pate/ra sou kaiì a)naggeleiÍ soi, tou\j presbute/rouj sou kaiì e)rou=si¿ soi: oÀte dieme/rizen o( uÀyistoj eÃqnh, w¨j die/speiren ui¸ou\j  ¹Ada/m, eÃsthsen oÀria e)qnw½n kata\ a)riqmo\n a)gge/lwn qeou=: kaiì e)genh/qh meriìj kuri¿ou lao\j au)tou=  ¹Iakw¯b, sxoi¿nisma klhronomi¿aj au)tou=  ¹Israh/l". ei¹ ouÅn ta\ eÃqnh u(po\ a)gge/louj ei¹siì tetagme/na, dikai¿wj eiåpe: "lu=son tou\j te/ssaraj a)gge/-   
Haer 2.310.1 2.310 louj tou\j e)piì tou=  Eu)fra/tou", e)fistame/nouj dhlono/ti kaiì e)pexome/nouj e)pitre/pein toiÍj eÃqnesin ei¹j po/lemon, eÀwj 
kairou= makroqumi¿aj kuri¿ou, eÀwj prosta/cv di' au)tw½n e)kdiki¿an gene/sqai tw½n a(gi¿wn au)tou=. kratou=ntai ga\r oi¸ 
e)pitetagme/noi aÃggeloi u(po\ tou= pneu/matoj, mh\ eÃxontej kairo\n e)pidromh=j, dia\ to\ mhde/pw lu/ein au)tou\j th\n di¿khn tou= ta\ 
loipa\ eÃqnh lu/esqai eÀneken th=j ei¹j tou\j a(gi¿ouj uÀbrewj. lu/ontai de\ oi¸ toiou=toi kaiì e)pe/rxontai tv= gv=, w¨j  ¹Iwa/nnhj 
profhteu/ei kaiì oi¸ loipoiì profh=tai: kaiì ga\r kinou/menoi oi¸ aÃggeloi kinou=si ta\ eÃqnh ei¹j o(rmh\n e)kdiki¿aj. oÀti de\ qeiw¯deij kaiì 
puri¿nouj kaiì u(akinqi¿nouj qw¯rakaj e)sh/mainen, ou)deiìj a)mfiba/llv. 
Haer 2.310.14  35.  ¹Alla\ ouÂtoi mh\ deca/menoi pneu=ma aÀgion a)nakri¿nontai me\n pneumatikw½j, mh\ noou=ntej ta\ tou= pneu/matoj kaiì kata\ tw½n 
lo/gwn tou= pneu/matoj boulo/menoi le/gein kaiì ou)k ei¹do/tej ta\ e)n tv= a(gi¿# e)kklhsi¿# xari¿smata, aÀtina a)lhqw½j kaiì 
eu)staqw½j e)n parakolouqh/sei kaiì e)rrwme/n% n%½ to\ pneu=ma to\ aÀgion dihgh/sato, oià te aÀgioi profh=tai kaiì oi¸ aÀgioi 
a)po/stoloi: e)n oiâj kaiì o( aÀgioj  ¹Iwa/nnhj dia/ te tou= eu)aggeli¿ou kaiì tw½n e)pistolw½n kaiì th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj e)k tou= au)tou= 
xari¿smatoj tou= a(gi¿ou metade/dwke tv= a(gi¿# e)kklhsi¿#. fqa/nei de\ kaiì e)p' au)tou\j to\ ei¹rhme/non oÀti "t%½ blasfhmou=nti ei¹j to\ 
pneu=ma to\ aÀgion, ou)k a)feqh/setai au)t%½ ouÃte e)n tou/t% t%½ ai¹w½ni ouÃte e)n    2.311 t%½ me/llonti". kaiì ga\r kata\ tw½n r(hma/twn 
tw½n u(po\ tou= pneu/matoj ei¹rhme/nwn ouÂtoi e)strateu/santo.   Tw½n de\ toiou/twn kaiì tosou/twn ei¹rhme/nwn kata\ th=j toiau/thj 
ai¸re/sewj i¸kanw½j eÃxein nomi¿santej kaiì w¨j skolo/pendran hÄ iãoulon kalou/menon e(rpeto\n polu/poda, o)li¿gon me\n tv= duna/mei 
kaiì tv= periwduni¿# tou= i¹ou=, polu/poun de\ kaiì makroei¿kelon, tv= tou= qeou= duna/mei
  Haer 2.317.4  1.  ¹Ane/sth pa/lin  Qeo/doto/j tij, a)po/spasma u(pa/rxwn e)k th=j proeirhme/nhj a)lo/gou ai¸re/sewj, th=j a)rnoume/nhj to\ kata\  
¹Iwa/nnhn eu)agge/lion kaiì to\n e)n au)t%½ <khruxqe/nta> e)n a)rxv= oÃnta qeo\n  Lo/gon kaiì th\n au)tou=  ¹Apoka/luyin, a)lla\ kaiì taiÍj 
aÃllaij ai¸re/sesi taiÍj proeirhme/naij suggeno/meno/j te kaiì sunupa/rcaj kaiì kata\ to\n xro/non au)ta\j diadeca/menoj, e)c ouÂper 
oi¸  Qeodotianoiì kalou/menoi. kaiì ei¹ me\n u(pa/rxei eÃti h( aiàresij a)gnoou=men, ta\ de\ ei¹j h(ma=j a)po\ suggramma/twn e)lqo/nta 
e)rou=men.
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Haer 2.355.10   qaumastw½j <de\> dihgeiÍtai: ouÂtoj ga\r o( wÔn eÃstin e)piì pa/ntwn qeo/j: e)peidh\ ga\r au)to\j dida/skei h(ma=j le/gwn "pa/nta moi 
paredo/qh u(po\ tou= patro/j mou", dia\ tou=to e)piì pa/ntwn e)stiì qeo/j. ouÀtw ga\r kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhj martureiÍ le/gwn "oÁ hÅn a)p' a)rxh=j, oÁ 
h)kou/samen kaiì toiÍj o)fqalmoiÍj e(wra/kamen, kaiì ai¸ xeiÍrej h(mw½n e)yhla/fhsan", kaiì pa/lin fhsiìn e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei "o( wÔn 
a)p' a)rxh=j kaiì e)rxo/menoj pantokra/twr".
Haer 2.397.1 2.397 lhqei¿h o( nou=j poluqei¿+an e)cerga/sasqai, a)kou/sv oÀti "ku/rioj o( qeo/j sou ku/rioj eiâj e)stin": oÀtan de\  Xristo\n eÀteron 
para\ to\n e)lqo/nta oi¸ ui¸oiì  ¹Israh\l prosdokh/swsin, a)kou/swsin "e)gwÜ o( prw½toj kaiì o( meta\ tau=ta" kai¿ "e)gw¯ ei¹mi to\ aÃlfa kaiì 
to\ wÕ", to\ aÃlfa to\ ka/tw ble/pon kaiì to\ wÕ to\ aÃnw ble/pon, iàna plhrwqv= to\ ei¹rhme/non "o( kataba\j au)to/j e)stin kaiì o( a)naba\j 
u(pera/nw pa/shj a)rxh=j kaiì e)cousi¿aj kaiì kurio/thtoj kaiì panto\j o)no/matoj o)nomazome/nou".
Haer 2.415.9   6.  KekleiÍsqai kaiì e)sfragi¿sqai ta\j qei¿aj grafa\j oi¸ qeiÍoi¿ fasi lo/goi tv= "kleidiì tou=  Daui¿d", ta/xa de\ kaiì sfragiÍdi, periì 
hÂj eiãrhtai to/ "e)ktu/pwma sfragiÍdoj, a(gi¿asma kuri¿%", toute/sti tv= duna/mei tou= dedwko/toj au)ta\j qeou= tv= a)po\ th=j 
sfragiÍdoj dhloume/nv. periì me\n ouÅn tou= kekleiÍsqai kaiì e)sfragi¿sqai o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj a)nadida/skei e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei le/gwn 
"kaiì t%½ a)gge/l% th=j e)n  Filadelfi¿# e)kklhsi¿aj gra/yon: ta/de le/gei o( aÀgioj, o( a)lhqino/j, o( eÃxwn th\n kleiÍn tou=  Daui¿d, o( 
a)noi¿gwn kaiì ou)deiìj klei¿sei kaiì klei¿wn kaiì ou)deiìj a)noi¿cei: oiåda/ sou ta\ eÃrga: i¹dou/, de/dwka qu/ran e)nw¯pio/n sou 
a)ne%gme/nhn, hÁn ou)deiìj du/natai kleiÍsai au)th/n". 
Haer 2.415.17 kaiì met' o)li¿ga "kaiì eiådon e)piì th\n decia\n tou= kaqhme/nou e)piì to\n qro/non bibli¿on gegramme/non eÃswqen kaiì oÃpisqen, 
katesfragisme/non sfragiÍsin e(pta/. kaiì eiådon aÃllon aÃggelon i¹sxuro\n khru/ssonta e)n fwnv= mega/lv: ti¿j aÃcioj a)noiÍcai to\ 
bibli¿on kaiì lu=sai ta\j sfragiÍdaj au)tou=; kaiì ou)deiìj h)du/nato e)n t%½ ou)ran%½ ouÃte e)piì th=j gh=j ouÃte u(poka/tw th=j gh=j 
a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on ouÃte ble/pein au)to/. kaiì eÃklaion, oÀti ou)deiìj aÃcioj eu(re/qh a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on ouÃte ble/pein au)to/. kaiì eiâj 
e)k tw½n presbute/rwn le/gei moi: mh\ klaiÍe, i¹dou/, e)ni¿khsen o( le/wn o( e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, h( r(i¿za  Daui¿d, a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on 
kaiì ta\j e(pta\ sfra-   2.416 giÍdaj au)tou=".
Haer 2.416.1 periì de\ tou= e)sfragi¿sqai mo/non o(  ¹Hsai¿+aj ouÀtwj "kaiì eÃstai u(miÍn ta\ r(h/mata pa/nta tau=ta w¨j oi¸ lo/goi tou= bibli¿ou tou/tou 
tou= e)sfragisme/nou, oÁ e)a\n dw½sin au)to\ a)nqrw¯p% e)pistame/n% gra/mmata, le/gontej: a)na/gnwqi tau=ta, kaiì e)reiÍ: ou) du/namai 
a)nagnw½nai, e)sfra/gistai ga/r. kaiì doqh/setai to\ bibli¿on tou=to ei¹j xeiÍraj a)nqrw¯pou mh\ e)pistame/nou gra/mmata, kaiì e)reiÍ 
au)t%½: a)na/gnwqi tou=to. kaiì e)reiÍ: ou)k e)pi¿stamai gra/mmata". tau=ta ga\r ou) mo/non periì th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou kaiì tou=  
¹Hsai¿+ou nomiste/on le/gesqai, a)lla\ kaiì periì pa/shj qei¿aj grafh=j, o(mologoume/nwj kaÄn para\ toiÍj metri¿wj e)pai¿+ein lo/gwn 
qei¿wn duname/noij peplhrwme/nhj ai¹nigma/twn kaiì parabolw½n, skoteinw½n te lo/gwn kaiì aÃllwn poiki¿lwn ei¹dw½n a)safei¿aj, 
duslh/ptwn tv= a)nqrwpi¿nv fu/sei.
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Haer 3.369.16 ei¹ ga\r hÅj e)c a(gi¿ou pneu/matoj gegennhme/noj kaiì profh/taij kaiì a)posto/loij memaqhteume/noj, eÃdei se dielqo/nta a)p' a)rxh=j 
gene/sewj ko/smou aÃxri tw½n th=j  ¹Esqh\r xro/nwn, e)n eiãkosi kaiì e(pta\ bi¿bloij palaia=j diaqh/khj eiãkosi du/o a)riqmoume/naij, 
te/trasi de\ a(gi¿oij eu)aggeli¿oij kaiì e)n tessareskai¿deka e)pistolaiÍj tou= a(gi¿ou a)posto/lou  Pau/lou kaiì e)n taiÍj pro\ 
tou/twn [kaiì] su\n taiÍj e)n toiÍj au)tw½n xro/noij  Pra/cesi tw½n a)posto/lwn kaqolikaiÍj e)pistolaiÍj  ¹Iakw¯bou kaiì  Pe/trou kaiì  
¹Iwa/nnou kaiì  ¹Iou/da, kaiì e)n tv= tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yei, eÃn te taiÍj  Sofi¿aij,  Solomw½nto/j te/ fhmi kaiì ui¸ou=  Seira/x, kaiì 
pa/saij a(plw½j grafaiÍj qei¿aij <e)reuna=n> kaiì e(autou= katagnw½nai oÀti oÃnoma, oÀper ou)damou= e)nte/taktai, hÅlqej h(miÍn fe/rwn, 
ou)k a)prepe\j me\n qe%½, a)ll' eu)sebe\j ei¹j qeo/n, to\ tou= a)gennh/tou oÃnoma, mhdamou= de\ e)n qei¿# grafv= r(hqe/n: ou)deiìj ga\r <mh\> 
memhnw¯j pote gennhto\n e)neno/ei qeo/n. 
Haer 3.449.5 Kaiì oÀti me\n ge/graptai periì th=j xiliontaethri¿doj tau/thj [oÀti] e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou kaiì oÀti para\ plei¿stoij e)stiìn 
h( bi¿bloj pepisteume/nh kaiì para\ toiÍj qeosebe/si, dh=lon. th\n de\ bi¿blon a)naginw¯skontej oi¸ pleiÍstoi kaiì eu)labeiÍj, periì tw½n 
pneumatikw½n ei¹do/tej kaiì <ta\> e)n au)tv= pneumatikw½j eÃxonta <pneumatikw½j> lamba/nontej a)lhqh= me\n oÃnta, e)n baqu/thti de\ 
safhnizo/mena pepisteu/kasin. ou) mo/non ga\r tou=to e)keiÍ baqe/wj eiãrhtai, a)lla\ kaiì aÃlla polla/. 
Haer 3.462.12 periì au)th=j "kaiì sou= au)th=j th\n yuxh\n dieleu/setai r(omfai¿a, oÀpwj aÄn a)pokalufqw½sin e)k pollw½n kardiw½n dialogismoi¿", ph= 
de\ th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou faskou/shj oÀti "kaiì eÃspeuden o( dra/kwn e)piì th\n gunaiÍka th\n gennh/sasan to\n aÃrrena, kaiì 
e)do/qhsan au)tv= pte/rugej a)etou=, kaiì e)lh/fqh ei¹j th\n eÃrhmon, oÀpwj aÄn mh\ la/bv au)th\n o( dra/kwn". ta/xa de\ du/natai e)p' au)tv= 
plhrou=sqai: ou) pa/ntwj de\ o(ri¿zomai tou=to, kaiì ou) le/gw oÀti a)qa/natoj eÃmeinen: a)ll' ouÃte dia-bebaiou=mai ei¹ te/qnhken. 
u(pere/bale ga\r h( grafh\ to\n nou=n 
  Haer 3.463.16  ei¹ ga\r "sku/mnoj leo/ntoj  ¹Iou/da" ai¹ni¿ttetai  ¹IakwÜb le/gwn to\n  Xristo\n kai¿ pou e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou "i¹dou/, 
e)ni¿khsen o( le/wn" fhsi¿n "o( e)k fulh=j  ¹Iou/da kaiì e)k spe/rmatoj  Daui¿d" le/onti aÃra pareikasme/nou tou= kuri¿ou, ou)xiì kata\ 
fu/sin, a)lla\ dia\ to\ aiãnigma kaiì dia\ to\ basiliko\n eiånai to\ z%½on, <to\> pa/ntwn z%¯wn i¹tamw¯tato/n te kaiì i¹sxuro/taton kaiì 
taÃlla pa/nta xarie/statonŸ, aÅra/ ge kaiì th\n gennh/sasan le/ainan eiãpoim' aÃn. po/qen ga\r le/wn genna=tai pa/ntwj, ei¹ mh\ 
le/aina h( mh/thr klhqh/setai; leai¿nv de\ deute/ra ou) gi¿netai ku/hsij: aÃra ou)ke/ti ku/hsin oiåden h(  Mari¿a, ou)ke/ti suna/feian 
swma/twn h( a(gi¿a parqe/noj. 
Eusebius Scr. Eccl. 
Et Theol. [2018]
[034] Commentaria in 
Psalmos
23.1133.33 Ta\ gou=n semna\ th=j  ¸Ierousalh\m, e)n oiâj to\ pa=n eÃqnoj au)tw½n hÃkmase/ te kaiì hÃnqhsen e)n h(me/raij, wÐsper kaiì fwtiì ge/gone, 
tau=t' hÅn ta\ xi¿lia eÃth.  ¹Epiì mo/noij ga\r xili¿oij eÃtesi sune/sthke kaiì dih/rkese ta\ th=j e)n to/p% latrei¿aj: aÁ dh\ kaiì 
a)riqmeiÍtai tou=ton to\n tro/pon.  ¹Apo\ me\n th=j prw¯thj tou= i¸erou= kataskeuh=j kaiì tw½n  Solomw½noj xro/nwn me/xri th=j u(po\  
Babulwni¿wn poliorki¿aj eÃth suna/getai ulb§: 
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2.34.7 u(pomimnv/skei de\ au)tou\j th=j e(autou= qeologi¿aj <prw½ton> kaiì <eÃsxaton> eiånai e(auto\n le/gwn. dio\ kata\ tou\j loipou\j 
eiãrhtai: <e)gwÜ prw½toj kaiì e)gwÜ eÃsxatoj>. eiãrhtai de/ pou "periì tou= monogenou=j tou= qeou=", oÀti au)to/j e)stin "o( <prw½toj kaiì 
eÃsxatoj>", kai¿: "to\  ãAlfa kaiì to\  åW". pw½j de\ <prw½toj> kaiì pw½j <eÃsxatoj>, e(ch=j diasafeiÍ fa/skwn: "o( zw½n, kaiì e)geno/mhn 
nekro/j". a)rxh\ me\n ga\r zwh=j au)to/j, oÀti "au)to\j hÅn h( zwh/", kaiì <eÃsxatoj> de\ pa/lin au)to/j, e)peiì "e)ke/nwsen e(auto\n morfh\n 
dou/lou labwÜn kaiì geno/menoj u(ph/kooj t%½ patriì e)tapei¿nwsen e(auto\n me/xri qana/tou, qana/tou de\ staurou=".
2.43.119 eu)pageiÍj kaiì "e(draiÍoi" "<sapfei¿roij>" a)fwmoiwme/noi dia\ "to\ ou)ra/nion poli¿teuma" kaiì dia\ to\ "foreiÍn" "th\n ei¹ko/na tou= 
e)pourani¿ou". dio\ eiãrhtai: <kaiì qh/sw ta\ qeme/lia/ sou sa/pfeiron>. kaiì ai¸ <e)pa/lceij> de\ th=j ne/aj tau/thj kaiì kainh=j  
¹Ierousalh\m <iãaspij> hÅn li¿qoj, hÄ <karxhdo/nioj> kata\ to\n Su/mmaxon, e)cai¿reto/j tij hÅn kaiì diafanh/j. toiou=toi d' aÄn eiåen oi¸ 
e)n tv= e)kklhsi¿# tou= qeou= 
[005] Demonstratio 
evangelica
8.2.30.6 maqhtaiÍj to\n nou=n tw½n qei¿wn paradidou\j gramma/twn,    oÀqen "i¹dou/", fhsi¿n, "e)ni¿khsen o( le/wn o( e)k fulh=j  ¹Iou/da", kaiì au)to\j 
"hÃnoicen" ta\j sfragiÍdaj ta\j e)pikeime/naj t%½ bibli¿%, kata\ th\n  ¹Apoka/luyin  ¹Iwa/n-nou. poi¿aj de\ sfragiÍdaj hÄ tw½n 
profhtw½n ta\j a)safei¿aj; aÁj euÅ ma/la e)pista/menoj, a)kribw½j kaiì o(  ¸Hsai¿+aj eÃlegen: "kaiì eÃsontai oi¸ lo/goi ouÂtoi w¨j oi¸ lo/goi 
tou= bibli¿ou tou= e)sfragisme/nou".
[002] Historia ecclesiastica Eccl Hist 3.18.1.1    ¹En tou/t% kate/xei lo/goj to\n a)po/stolon aÀma kaiì eu)aggelisth\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn eÃti t%½ bi¿% e)ndiatri¿bonta, th=j ei¹j to\n qeiÍon 
lo/gon eÀneken marturi¿aj  Pa/tmon oi¹keiÍn katadikasqh=nai th\n nh=son. 3.18.2 gra/fwn ge/ toi o(  Ei¹rhnaiÍoj periì th=j yh/fou th=j 
kata\ to\n a)nti¿-   xriston proshgori¿aj ferome/nhj e)n tv=  ¹Iwa/nnou legome/nv  ¹Apokalu/yei, au)taiÍj sullabaiÍj e)n pe/mpt% tw½n 
pro\j ta\j ai¸re/seij tau=ta periì tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou fhsi¿n: 3.18.3   "ei¹ de\ eÃdei a)nafando\n e)n t%½ nu=n kair%½ khru/ttesqai touÃnoma 
au)tou=, di' e)kei¿nou aÄn e)rre/qh tou= kaiì th\n a)poka/luyin e(orako/toj. ou)de\ ga\r pro\ pollou= xro/nou e(wra/qh, a)lla\ sxedo\n e)piì 
th=j h(mete/raj genea=j, pro\j t%½ te/lei th=j  Dometianou= a)rxh=j".
Eccl Hist 3.23.1.1  ¹Epiì tou/toij kata\ th\n  ¹Asi¿an eÃti t%½ bi¿% perileipo/menoj au)to\j e)keiÍnoj oÁn h)ga/pa o(  ¹Ihsou=j, a)po/stoloj o(mou= kaiì 
eu)aggelisth\j  ¹Iwa/nnhj ta\j au)to/qi dieiÍpen e)kklhsi¿aj, a)po\ th=j kata\ th\n nh=son meta\ th\n  Dometianou= teleuth\n e)panelqwÜn 
fugh=j. 3.23.2$ oÀti de\ ei¹j tou/touj t%½ bi¿% perih=n, a)po/xrh dia\ du/o pistw¯sasqai to\n lo/gon martu/rwn, pistoiì d' aÄn eiåen ouÂtoi, 
th=j e)kklhsiastikh=j presbeu/santej o)rqodoci¿aj, ei¹ dh\ toiou=toi  Ei¹rhnaiÍoj kaiì  Klh/mhj 3.23.3$ o(  ¹Alecandreu/j: wÒn o( me\n 
pro/teroj e)n deute/r% tw½n pro\j ta\j ai¸re/seij wÒde/ pwj gra/fei kata\ le/cin:   "kaiì pa/ntej oi¸ presbu/teroi marturou=sin oi¸ kata\ 
th\n  ¹Asi¿an  ¹Iwa/nnv t%½ tou= kuri¿ou maqhtv= sumbeblhko/tej paradedwke/nai to\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn. pare/meinen ga\r au)toiÍj me/xri tw½n  
Trai+anou= xro/nwn". 
Eccl Hist 3.23.6.2 tou= a)posto/lou paradedome/non kaiì mnh/mv pefulagme/non. e)peidh\ ga\r tou= tura/nnou teleuth/santoj a)po\ th=j Pa/tmou th=j 
nh/sou meth=lqen e)piì th\n  ãEfeson, a)pv/ei parakalou/menoj kaiì e)piì ta\ plhsio/xwra tw½n e)qnw½n, oÀpou me\n e)pisko/pouj 
katasth/swn, oÀpou de\ oÀlaj e)kklhsi¿aj a(rmo/swn, oÀpou de\ klh=ron eÀna ge/ tina 
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[002] Historia ecclesiastica Eccl Hist 3.24.16.1 kaiì tau=ta me\n h(meiÍj periì tou/twn: oi¹keio/teron de\ kata\ kairo\n dia\ th=j tw½n a)rxai¿wn paraqe/sewj ta\ kaiì toiÍj aÃlloij periì 
au)tw½n ei¹rhme/na peiraso/meqa dhlw½sai.    3.24.17   tw½n de\  ¹Iwa/nnou gramma/twn pro\j t%½ eu)aggeli¿% kaiì h( prote/ra tw½n 
e)pistolw½n para/ te toiÍj nu=n kaiì toiÍj eÃt' a)rxai¿oij a)namfi¿3.24.18 lektoj w¨molo/ghtai, a)ntile/gontai de\ ai¸ loipaiì du/o, th=j d'  
¹Apokalu/yewj ei¹j e(ka/teron eÃti nu=n para\ toiÍj polloiÍj perie/lketai h( do/ca: o(moi¿wj ge mh\n e)k th=j tw½n a)rxai¿wn marturi¿aj 
e)n oi¹kei¿% kair%½ th\n e)pi¿krisin de/cetai kaiì au)th/.
Eccl Hist 3.25.1.1 3.25.1   EuÃlogon d' e)ntau=qa genome/nouj a)nakefalaiw¯sasqai ta\j dhlwqei¿saj th=j kainh=j diaqh/khj grafa/j. kaiì dh\ takte/on 
e)n prw¯toij th\n a(gi¿an tw½n eu)aggeli¿wn tetraktu/n, oiâj eÀpetai h( tw½n  Pra/3.25.2 cewn tw½n a)posto/lwn grafh/: meta\ de\ tau/thn 
ta\j  Pau/lou katalekte/on e)pistola/j, aiâj e(ch=j th\n ferome/nhn  ¹Iwa/nnou prote/ran kaiì o(moi¿wj th\n  Pe/trou kurwte/on 
e)pistolh/n: e)piì tou/toij takte/on, eiã ge fanei¿h, th\n  ¹Apoka/luyin  ¹Iwa/nnou, periì hÂj ta\ do/canta 
 Eccl Hist 3.25.3.1 3.25.3 kata\ kairo\n e)kqhso/meqa. kaiì tau=ta me\n e)n o(mologoume/noij: tw½n d' a)ntilegome/nwn, gnwri¿mwn d' ouÅn oÀmwj toiÍj 
polloiÍj, h( legome/nh  ¹Iakw¯bou fe/retai kaiì h(  ¹Iou/da hÀ te  Pe/trou deute/ra e)pistolh\ kaiì h( o)nomazome/nh deute/ra kaiì tri¿th  
¹Iwa/nnou, eiãte    tou= eu)aggelistou= tugxa/nousai eiãte kaiì e(te/rou o(mwnu/mou e)kei¿n%. 3.25.4 e)n toiÍj no/qoij katateta/xqw kaiì 
tw½n  Pau/lou  Pra/cewn h( grafh\ oÀ te lego/menoj  Poimh\n kaiì h(  ¹Apoka/luyij  Pe/trou kaiì pro\j tou/toij h( ferome/nh  
Barnaba= e)pistolh\ kaiì tw½n a)posto/lwn ai¸ lego/menai  Didaxaiì eÃti te, w¨j eÃfhn, h(  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apoka/luyij, ei¹ fanei¿h: hÀn 
tinej, w¨j eÃfhn, a)qetou=sin, eÀteroi de\ e)gkri¿nousin 3.25.5 toiÍj o(mologoume/noij. hÃdh d' e)n tou/toij tine\j kaiì to\ kaq'  ¸Ebrai¿ouj 
eu)agge/lion kate/lecan, %Ò ma/lista  ¸Ebrai¿wn oi¸ to\n  Xristo\n 3.25.6 paradeca/menoi xai¿rousin.
Eccl Hist 3.28.2.1  3.28.2   "a)lla\ kaiì  Kh/rinqoj o( di' a)pokalu/yewn w¨j u(po\ a)posto/lou mega/lou gegramme/nwn teratologi¿aj h(miÍn w¨j di' 
a)gge/lwn au)t%½ dedeigme/naj yeudo/menoj e)peisa/gei, le/gwn meta\ th\n a)na/stasin e)pi¿geion eiånai to\ basi¿leion tou=  Xristou= 
kaiì pa/lin e)piqumi¿aij    kaiì h(donaiÍj e)n  ¸Ierousalh\m th\n sa/rka politeuome/nhn douleu/ein. kaiì e)xqro\j u(pa/rxwn taiÍj 
grafaiÍj tou= qeou=, a)riqmo\n xiliontaeti¿aj e)n ga/m% e(orth=j, qe/lwn plana=n, le/gei gi¿nesqai". 
Eccl Hist 3.28.3.1 3.28.3   kaiì  Dionu/sioj de/, o( th=j kata\  ¹Aleca/ndreian paroiki¿aj kaq' h(ma=j th\n e)piskoph\n ei¹lhxw¯j, e)n deute/r% tw½n  
¹Epaggeliw½n periì th=j  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yewj ei¹pw¯n tina w¨j e)k th=j a)ne/kaqen parado/sewj, tou= au)tou= me/mnhtai a)ndro\j 
tou/toij toiÍj r(h/masin: 3.28.4   "Kh/rinqon de/, to\n kaiì th\n a)p' e)kei¿nou klhqeiÍsan  Khrinqianh\n aiàresin susthsa/menon, 
a)cio/piston e)pifhmi¿sai qelh/santa t%½ e(au
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[002] Historia ecclesiastica Eccl Hist 3.28.6.1 3.28.6   tau=ta  Dionu/sioj: o( de\  Ei¹rhnaiÍoj a)porrhtote/raj dh/ tinaj tou= au)tou= yeudodoci¿aj e)n prw¯t% suggra/mmati tw½n pro\j 
ta\j ai¸re/seij proqei¿j, e)n t%½ tri¿t% kaiì i¸stori¿an ou)k a)ci¿an lh/qhj tv= grafv= parade/dwken, w¨j e)k parado/sewj  Poluka/rpou 
fa/skwn  ¹Iwa/nnhn to\n a)po/stolon ei¹selqeiÍn pote e)n balanei¿%, wÐste lou/sasqai, gno/nta de\ eÃndon oÃnta to\n  Kh/rinqon, 
a)pophdh=sai¿ te tou= to/pou kaiì e)kfugeiÍn qu/raze, mhd' u(pomei¿nanta th\n au)th\n au)t%½ u(podu=nai ste/ghn, tau)to\ de\ tou=to kaiì 
toiÍj su\n au)t%½ paraine/sai, fh/santa: "fu/gwmen, mh\ kaiì to\ balaneiÍon sumpe/sv, eÃndon oÃntoj  Khri¿nqou tou= th=j a)lhqei¿aj 
e)xqrou=."
Eccl Hist 3.29.1.1 3.29.1   ¹Epiì tou/twn dh=ta kaiì h( legome/nh tw½n  Nikolai+tw½n aiàresij e)piì smikro/taton sune/sth xro/non, hÂj dh\ kaiì h( tou=  
¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apoka/luyij mnhmoneu/ei: ouÂtoi  Niko/laon eÀna tw½n a)mfiì to\n  Ste/fanon diako/nwn pro\j tw½n a)posto/lwn e)piì tv= tw½n 
e)ndew½n qerapei¿# prokexeirisme/nwn huÃxoun. 
Eccl Hist 3.39.6.1 au)tou= to\n  ¹Aristi¿wna, safw½j te au)to\n presbu/teron o)noma/zei: w¨j kaiì dia\ tou/twn a)podei¿knusqai th\n i¸stori¿an a)lhqh= tw½n 
du/o kata\ th\n  ¹Asi¿an o(mwnumi¿# kexrh=sqai ei¹rhko/twn du/o te e)n  ¹Efe/s% gene/sqai mnh/mata kaiì e(ka/teron  ¹Iwa/nnou eÃti nu=n 
le/gesqai: oiâj kaiì a)nagkaiÍon prose/xein to\n nou=n, ei¹ko\j ga\r to\n deu/teron, ei¹ mh/ tij e)qe/loi to\n prw½ton, th\n e)p' o)no/matoj 
ferome/nhn  ¹Iwa/nnou &`3.39.7$` a)poka/luyin e(orake/nai. 
Eccl Hist 3.39.11.1 kaiì aÃlla de\ o( au)to\j w¨j e)k parado/sewj a)gra/fou ei¹j au)to\n hÀkonta parate/qeitai ce/naj te/ tinaj parabola\j tou= swth=roj 
&`3.39.12$` kaiì didaskali¿aj au)tou= kai¿ tina aÃlla muqikw¯tera: e)n oiâj kaiì xilia/da tina/ fhsin e)tw½n eÃsesqai meta\ th\n e)k 
nekrw½n a)na/stasin, swmatikw½j th=j  Xristou= basilei¿aj e)piì tauthsiì th=j gh=j u(posthsome/nhj: aÁ kaiì h(gou=mai ta\j 
a)postolika\j parekdeca/menon dihgh/seij u(polabeiÍn, ta\ e)n u(podei¿gmasi pro\j au)tw½n mustikw½j ei¹rh&`3.39.13$` me/na mh\ 
suneorako/ta. 
Eccl Hist 4.18.8.1 4.18.8   gra/fei de\ kaiì w¨j oÀti me/xri kaiì au)tou= xari¿smata profhtika\ die/lampen e)piì th=j e)kklhsi¿aj, me/mnhtai¿ te th=j  
¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yewj, safw½j tou= a)posto/lou au)th\n eiånai le/gwn: kaiì r(htw½n de/ tinwn profhtikw½n mnhmoneu/ei, diele/gxwn 
to\n  Tru/fwna w¨j dh\ perikoya/ntwn au)ta\  ¹Ioudai¿wn a)po\ th=j grafh=j. pleiÍsta de\ kaiì eÀtera para\ polloiÍj fe/retai a)delfoiÍj 
tw½n au)tou=
Eccl Hist 4.24.1.3   Pro\j th\n aiàresin  ¸Ermoge/nouj th\n e)pigrafh\n eÃxon, e)n %Ò e)k th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou ke/xrhtai marturi¿aij. 
Eccl Hist 5.8.5.1 5.8.5   tau=ta me\n ouÅn e)n tri¿t% th=j ei¹rhme/nhj u(poqe/sewj t%½ prodhlwqe/nti eiãrhtai, e)n de\ t%½ pe/mpt% periì th=j  ¹Iwa/nnou  
¹Apokalu/yewj kaiì th=j yh/fou th=j tou= a)ntixri¿stou proshgori¿aj ouÀtwj dialamba/nei:      "tou/twn de\ ouÀtwj e)xo/ntwn kaiì e)n 
pa=si de\ toiÍj spoudai¿oij kaiì a)rxai¿oij a)ntigra/foij tou= a)riqmou= tou/tou keime/nou kaiì marturou/ntwn au)tw½n e)kei¿nwn tw½n 
kat' oÃyin to\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn e(orako/twn kaiì tou= lo/gou dida/skontoj h(ma=j oÀti o( a)riqmo\j tou= o)no/matoj tou= qhri¿ou kata\ th\n  
¸Ellh/nwn yh=fon dia\ tw½n e)n au)t%½ gramma/twn e)mfai¿netai". 
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[002] Historia ecclesiastica Eccl Hist 5.8.6.1 5.8.6   kaiì u(pokataba\j periì tou= au)tou= fa/skei:   "h(meiÍj ouÅn ou)k a)pokinduneu/omen periì tou= o)no/matoj tou= a)ntixri¿stou 
a)pofaino/menoi bebaiwtikw½j. ei¹ ga\r eÃdei a)nafando\n <e)n> t%½ nu=n kair%½ khru/ttesqai touÃnoma au)tou=, di' e)kei¿nou aÄn e)rre/qh 
tou= kaiì th\n a)poka/luyin e(orako/toj: ou)de\ ga\r pro\ pollou= xro/nou e(wra/qh, a)lla\ sxedo\n e)piì th=j h(mete/raj genea=j, pro\j t%½ 
te/lei th=j  Dometianou= a)rxh=j". 5.8.7   tau=ta kaiì periì th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj i¸sto/rhtai t%½ dedhlwme/n%: me/mnhtai de\ kaiì th=j  
¹Iwa/nnou prw¯thj e)pistolh=j, marturi¿aj e)c au)th=j plei¿staj ei¹sfe/rwn, o(moi¿wj de\ kaiì th=j  Pe/trou prote/raj. 
Eccl Hist 5.18.14.1 5.18.14 kaiì  Qrase/a de/ tinoj tw½n to/te martu/rwn mnhmoneu/ei. eÃti de\ w¨j e)k parado/sewj to\n swth=ra/ fhsin prostetaxe/nai 
toiÍj au)tou= a)posto/loij e)piì dw¯deka eÃtesin mh\ xwrisqh=nai th=j  ¸Ierousalh/m, ke/xrhtai de\ kaiì marturi¿aij a)po\ th=j  ¹Iwa/nnou  
¹Apokalu/yewj, kaiì nekro\n de\ duna/mei qei¿# pro\j au)tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou e)n tv=  ¹Efe/s% e)ghge/rqai i¸storeiÍ, kaiì aÃlla tina/ fhsin, di' 
wÒn i¸kanw½j th=j proeirhme/nhj ai¸re/sewj plhre/stata dihu/qunen th\n pla/nhn. tau=ta kaiì o(  ¹Apollw¯nioj.
Eccl Hist 6.25.9.1  6.25.9    ti¿ deiÍ periì tou= a)napeso/ntoj e)piì to\ sth=qoj le/gein tou=  ¹Ihsou=,  ¹Iwa/nnou, oÁj eu)agge/lion eÁn katale/loipen, o(mologw½n 
du/nasqai tosau=ta poih/sein aÁ ou)d' o( ko/smoj xwrh=sai e)du/nato, eÃgrayen de\ kaiì th\n  ¹Apoka/luyin, keleusqeiìj siwph=sai 
kaiì mh\ gra/yai ta\j tw½n e(pta\ brontw½n fwna/j;
  Eccl Hist 7.24.1.1  7.24.1   ¹Epiì tou/toij aÀpasin spouda/zetai au)t%½ kaiì ta\  Periì e)paggeliw½n du/o suggra/mmata, h( d' u(po/qesij au)t%½  Ne/pwj hÅn, 
e)pi¿skopoj tw½n kat'  Aiãgupton,  ¹Ioudai+kw¯teron ta\j e)phggelme/naj toiÍj a(gi¿oij e)n taiÍj qei¿aij grafaiÍj e)paggeli¿aj 
a)podoqh/sesqai dida/skwn kai¿ tina xilia/da e)tw½n trufh=j swmatikh=j e)piì th=j chra=j tau/thj eÃsesqai u(potiqe/menoj. 7.24.2 
do/caj gou=n ouÂtoj e)k th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou th\n i¹di¿an kratu/nein u(po/lhyin,  ãElegxon a)llhgoristw½n lo/gon tina\ periì 
tou/tou sunta/caj e)pe/grayen:
Eccl Hist 7.24.3.1 7.24.3    pro\j oÁn o(     Dionu/sioj e)n toiÍj  Periì e)paggeliw½n e)ni¿statai, dia\ me\n tou= prote/rou th\n au)tou= gnw¯mhn hÁn eiåxen periì 
tou= do/gmatoj, paratiqe/menoj, dia\ de\ tou= deute/rou periì th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou dialamba/nwn: eÃnqa tou=  Ne/pwtoj 
kata\ th\n a)rxh\n mnhmoneu/saj, tau=ta periì au)tou= gra/fei: 
Eccl Hist 7.25.1.1 7.25.1   Eiåq' e(ch=j u(poba/j, periì th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou tau=ta/ fhsin:   "tine\j me\n ouÅn tw½n pro\ h(mw½n h)qe/thsan kaiì 
a)neskeu/asan pa/ntv to\ bibli¿on, kaq' eÀkaston kefa/laion dieuqu/nontej aÃgnwsto/n te kaiì a)sullo/giston a)pofai¿nontej 
yeu/desqai¿ te th\n e)pigrafh/n. 
Eccl Hist 7.25.2.1 7.25.2     ¹Iwa/nnou ga\r ou)k eiånai le/gousin, a)ll' ou)d' a)poka/luyin eiånai th\n sfo/dra kaiì paxeiÍ kekalumme/nhn t%½ th=j 
a)gnoi¿aj parapeta/smati, kaiì ou)x oÀpwj tw½n a)posto/lwn    tina/, a)ll' ou)d' oÀlwj tw½n a(gi¿wn hÄ tw½n a)po\ th=j e)kklhsi¿aj tou/tou 
gegone/nai poihth\n tou= gra/mmatoj,  Kh/rinqon de\ to\n kaiì th\n a)p' e)kei¿nou klhqeiÍsan  Khrinqianh\n susthsa/menon aiàresin, 
a)cio/piston e)pifhmi¿sai qelh/santa t%½ e(autou= pla/smati oÃnoma.
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[002] Historia ecclesiastica Eccl Hist 7.25.6.1  7.25.6   e)piì tou/toij th\n oÀlhn th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj basani¿saj grafh\n a)du/nato/n te au)th\n kata\ th\n pro/xeiron a)podei¿caj 
noeiÍsqai dia/noian, e)pife/rei le/gwn:   "suntele/saj dh\ pa=san w¨j ei¹peiÍn th\n profhtei¿an, makari¿zei o( profh/thj tou/j te 
fula/ssontaj au)th\n kaiì dh\ kaiì e(auto/n. <maka/rioj> ga/r fhsin o( <thrw½n tou\j lo/gouj th=j profhtei¿aj tou= bibli¿ou tou/tou 
ka)gwÜ  ¹Iwa/nnhj o(    ble/pwn kaiì a)kou/wn tau=ta>. 7.25.7    kaleiÍsqai me\n ouÅn au)to\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn kaiì eiånai th\n grafh\n  ¹Iwa/nnou 
tau/thn ou)k a)nterw½, a(gi¿ou me\n ga\r eiånai¿ tinoj kaiì qeopneu/stou sunainw½: ou) mh\n r(#di¿wj aÄn sunqei¿mhn tou=ton eiånai to\n 
a)po/stolon, to\n ui¸o\n  Zebedai¿ou, to\n a)delfo\n  ¹Iakw¯bou, ouÂ to\ eu)agge/lion to\ kata\  ¹Iwa/nnhn e)pigegramme/non kaiì h( 
e)pistolh\ h( kaqolikh/. 7.25.8 tekmai¿romai ga\r eÃk te tou= hÃqouj e(kate/rwn kaiì tou= tw½n lo/gwn eiãdouj kaiì th=j tou= bibli¿ou 
diecagwgh=j legome/nhj, mh\ to\n au)to\n eiånai. o( me\n ga\r eu)aggelisth\j ou)damou= to\ oÃnoma au)tou= pareggra/fei ou)de\ khru/ssei 
e(auto\n ouÃte dia\ tou= eu)aggeli¿ou ouÃte dia\ th=j e)pistolh=j". 
Eccl Hist 7.25.9.1 7.25.9   eiåq' u(poba/j, pa/lin tau=ta le/gei:   " ¹Iwa/nnhj de\ ou)damou=, ou)de\ w¨j periì e(autou= ou)de\ w¨j periì e(te/rou: o( de\ th\n  
¹Apoka/luyin gra/yaj eu)qu/j te e)n a)rxv= e(auto\n prota/ssei: < ¹Apoka/luyij  ¹Ihsou=  Xristou=, hÁn eÃdwken au)t%½ deiÍcai toiÍj 
dou/loij au)tou= e)n ta/xei, kaiì e)sh/manen a)postei¿laj dia\ tou= a)gge/lou au)tou= t%½ dou/l% au)tou=  ¹Iwa/nnv, oÁj e)martu/rhsen to\n 
lo/gon tou= qeou= kaiì th\n marturi¿an au)tou=, oÀsa eiåden>: 7.25.10    eiåta kaiì e)pistolh\n gra/fei: < ¹Iwa/nnhj taiÍj e(pta\ 
e)kklhsi¿aij taiÍj e)n tv=  ¹Asi¿#, xa/rij u(miÍn kaiì ei¹rh/nh>. o( de/ ge eu)aggelisth\j ou)de\ th=j kaqolikh=j e)pistolh=j proe/grayen 
e(autou= to\ oÃnoma,
  Eccl Hist 7.25.9.9 eiåden>:    eiåta kaiì e)pistolh\n gra/fei: < ¹Iwa/nnhj taiÍj e(pta\ e)kklhsi¿aij taiÍj e)n tv=  ¹Asi¿#, xa/rij u(miÍn kaiì ei¹rh/nh>. o( de/ ge 
eu)aggelisth\j ou)de\ th=j kaqolikh=j e)pisto-lh=j proe/grayen e(autou= to\ oÃnoma, a)lla\ a)peri¿ttwj a)p' au)tou= 
Eccl Hist 7.25.11.1 7.25.11    a)ll' ou)de\ e)n tv= deute/r# ferome/nv  ¹Iwa/nnou kaiì tri¿tv, kai¿toi braxei¿aij ouÃsaij e)pistolaiÍj, o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj o)nomastiì 
pro/keitai, a)lla\ a)nwnu/mwj o( <presbu/teroj> ge/graptai. ouÂtoj de/ ge ou)de\ auÃtarkej    e)no/misen ei¹j aÀpac e(auto\n o)noma/saj 
dihgeiÍsqai ta\ e(ch=j, a)lla\ pa/lin a)nalamba/nei: <e)gwÜ  ¹Iwa/nnhj, o( a)delfo\j u(mw½n kaiì sugkoinwno\j e)n tv= qli¿yei kaiì 
basilei¿# kaiì e)n u(pomonv=  ¹Ihsou=, e)geno/mhn e)n tv= nh/s% tv= kaloume/nv  Pa/tm% dia\ to\n lo/gon tou= qeou= kaiì th\n marturi¿an  
¹Ihsou=>. kaiì dh\ kaiì pro\j t%½ te/lei tau=ta eiåpen: <maka/rioj o( thrw½n tou\j lo/gouj th=j profhtei¿aj tou= bibli¿ou tou/tou ka)gwÜ  
¹Iwa/nnhj o( ble/pwn kaiì a)kou/wn tau=ta>. 7.25.12   "oÀti me\n ouÅn  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)stiìn o( tau=ta gra/fwn, au)t%½ le/gonti pisteute/on: 
poiÍoj de\ ouÂtoj, aÃdhlon. ou) ga\r eiåpen e(auto\n eiånai, w¨j e)n t%½ eu)aggeli¿% pollaxou=, to\n h)gaphme/non u(po\ tou= kuri¿ou 
maqhth\n ou)de\ to\n a)napeso/nta e)piì to\ sth=qoj au)tou= ou)de\ to\n a)delfo\n  ¹Iakw¯bou ou)de\ to\n au)to/pthn kaiì au)th/koon tou= 
kuri¿ou geno/menon.
Eccl Hist 7.25.15.9 a)poxwrh/saj a)p' au)tw½n u(pe/streyen ei¹j  ¸Iero-so/luma>:    aÃllon de/ tina oiåmai tw½n e)n  ¹Asi¿# geno-me/nwn, e)peiì kaiì du/o 
fasiìn e)n  ¹Efe/s% gene/sqai mnh/mata kaiì e(ka/teron  ¹Iwa/nnou le/gesqai. 
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Eusebius Scr. Eccl. 
Et Theol. [2018]
[002] Historia ecclesiastica Eccl Hist 7.25.22.1 7.25.22   "a)lloiota/th de\ kaiì ce/nh para\ tau=ta h(  ¹Apoka/luyij, mh/te e)faptome/nh mh/te geitniw½sa tou/twn mhdeni¿, sxedo/n, w¨j 
ei¹peiÍn, mhde\ sullabh\n pro\j au)ta\ koinh\n eÃxousa: 7.25.23    a)ll' ou)de\ mnh/mhn tina\ ou)de\ eÃnnoian ouÃte h( e)pistolh\ th=j  
¹Apokalu/yewj eÃxei eÃa ga\r to\ eu)agge/lionŸ ouÃte th=j e)pistolh=j h(  ¹Apoka/luyij,  Pau/lou dia\ tw½n e)pistolw½n u(pofh/nanto/j 
ti kaiì periì tw½n a)pokalu/yewn au)tou=, aÁj ou)k e)ne/grayen kaq' au(ta/j. 7.25.24   "eÃti de\ kaiì dia\ th=j fra/sewj th\n diafora\n 
eÃstin tekmh/rasqai tou= eu)aggeli¿ou kaiì th=j e)pistolh=j pro\j th\n  ¹Apoka/luyin. 
Eccl Hist 7.25.26.1  tou/t% de\ a)pokalu/yeij me\n e(wrake/nai kaiì gnw½sin ei¹lhfe/nai kaiì profhtei¿an ou)k a)nterw½, dia/lekton me/ntoi kaiì glw½ssan 
ou)k a)kribw½j e(llhni¿zousan au)tou= ble/pw, a)ll' i¹diw¯masi¿n te barbarikoiÍj xrw¯menon kai¿ pou kaiì soloiki¿zonta: aÀper ou)k 
a)nagkaiÍon nu=n e)kle/gein: &`7.25.27$` ou)de\ ga\r e)piskw¯ptwn mh/ tij nomi¿svŸ tau=ta eiåpon, a)lla\ mo/non th\n a)nomoio/thta 
dieuqu/nwn tou/twn tw½n grafw½n". 
[020] Vita Constantini Pin 3.33.1  àOpwj h( profhteuqeiÍsa kainh\  ¹Ierousalh\m e)kklhsi¿a tou= swth=roj %©kodo/mhto. 
3.33.1.1 Tau=ta me\n eÃgrafe basileu/j: aÀma de\ lo/g% di' eÃrgwn e)xw¯rei ta\ prostetagme/na, kaiì dh\ kat' au)to\ to\ swth/rion martu/rion h( 
ne/a kateskeua/zeto  ¹Ierousalh/m, a)ntipro/swpoj tv= pa/lai bowme/nv, hÁ meta\ th\n kuriokto/non miaifoni¿an e)rhmi¿aj e)p' 
eÃsxata peritrapeiÍsa di¿khn eÃtise dussebw½n oi¹khto/rwn. 
3.33.2.2 th\n dia\ profhtikw½n qespisma/twn kekhrugme/nhn kainh\n kaiì ne/an  ¹Ierousalh/m
Evagrius Scr. Eccl. 
[4110]
[024] De oratione (sub 
nomine Nili Ancyrani)
79.1184.18 To\ le/gein e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei komi¿zesqai to\n aÃggelon qumi¿ama iàna d%½ ei¹j ta\j proseuxa\j tw½n a(gi¿wn, oiåmai th\n xa/rin 
eiånai tau/thn dia\ tou= a)gge/lou e)nergoume/nhn: gnw½sin ga\r e)mpoieiÍ th=j a)lhqou=j proseuxh=j, wÐste e(sta/nai loipo\n e)kto\j 
panto\j klo/nou, a)khdi¿aj te, kaiì o)ligwri¿aj to\n nou=n.
Evangelium 
Bartholomaei [1366]
[002] Fragmenta evangelii 
Bartholomaei
1.16-17.2  ¸Hlei¿aj e)stiìn hÄ  ¹EnwÜx hÄ e)k tw½n profhtw½n eiâj e)moiì ouÂtoj fai¿netai.     ¸Hlei¿aj e)stiìn hÄ  ¹EnwÜx hÄ e)k tw½n profhtw½n eiâj e)moiì 
ouÂtoj fai¿netai.      ¸O de\ #Àdhj a)po…k?r?i?qe?iì?j? t%½ qana/t% eiåpen: ouÃpote e(cakisxi¿lia eÃth peplh/rwntai.  Kaiì po/qen ouÂtoi¿ ei¹sin, 
…  B?e?l?ei?a/r; to\ ti¿tlon tou= a)riqmou= e)n taiÍj xersi¿n mou. 1.18   < ¸O de\  Beleia\r eiåpen t%½ #Àdv>: mh\ qrohqv=j, a)sfa/lisai t[a\j … 
q?u/?raj sou kaiì tou\j moxlou/j sou e)ni¿sxuson: no/ei moi, qeo\j e)piì gh=j ou) kate/rxetai.
Gaius Scr. Eccl. 
[0572]
[001] Fragmenta 128.1t 128 {1Ex eodem Opere.}1    ¹Alla\ kaiì  Kh/rinqoj [o(] di' a)pokalu/yewn w¨j u(po\ a)posto/lou mega/lou gegramme/nwn, teratologi¿aj 
h(miÍn w¨j di' a)gge/lwn au)t%½ dedeigme/naj yeudo/menoj e)peisa/gei, le/gwn, meta\ th\n a)na/stasin e)pi¿geion eiånai to\ basi¿leion 
tou=  Xristou=: kaiì pa/lin e)piqumi¿aij kaiì h(donaiÍj e)n  ¸Ierousalh\m th\n sa/rka politeuome/nhn douleu/ein. kaiì e)xqro\j u(pa/rxwn 





[009] De filio (orat. 29) 17.12 Tou=ton ga\r o( path\r e)sfra/gisen o( qeo/j. ku/rioj, basileu/j, o( wÓn, o( pantokra/twr:  ãEbrece ku/rioj pu=r para\ kuri¿ou: kai¿,  
¸Ra/bdoj eu)qu/thtoj h( r(a/bdoj th=j basilei¿aj sou: kai¿,  ¸O wÓn, kaiì o( hÅn, kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj, kaiì o( pantokra/twr. safw½j periì tou= 
ui¸ou= lego/mena, kaiì oÀsa th=j au)th=j tou/toij e)stiì duna/mewj, wÒn ou)de\n e)pi¿kthton, ou)de\ uÀsteron t%½ ui¸%½ prosgeno/menon, hÄ t%½ 
pneu/mati, wÐsper ou)de\ au)t%½ t%½ patri¿. ou) ga\r e)k prosqh/khj to\ te/leion.
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[052] In sanctum pascha 
(orat. 45)
36.624.11 fe/ggoj a)straph=j dierxome/nhj: kaiì e)ph=re th\n xeiÍra au)tou= kat' a)natola\j, kaiì e)bo/hse fwnv= mega/lv.  Fwnh\ au)tou=, w¨j 
fwnh\ sa/lpiggoj: kaiì ku/kl% au)tou=, w¨j plh=qoj ou)rani¿ou stratia=j, kaiì eiåpe: Sh/meron swthri¿a t%½ ko/sm%, oÀsoj te o(rato\j, 
[050] Supremum vale (orat. 
42)
36.469.7 Poreu/esqe dia\ tw½n pulw½n mou, kaiì platu/nesqe.  Mh\ diapanto\j deiÍ ka/mnein u(ma=j e)n skhnaiÍj katoikou=ntaj, kaiì tou\j 
qli¿bontaj u(ma=j u(pereufrai¿nesqai;  Pro\j de\ tou\j e)festw½taj a)gge/louj pei¿qomai ga\r aÃllouj aÃllhj prostateiÍn  
¹Ekklhdi¿aj, w¨j  ¹Iwa/nnhj dida/skei me dia\ th=j a)pokalu/yewjŸ: 
36.469.13  ¸Odopoih/sate t%½ la%½ mou, kaiì tou\j li¿qouj e)k th=j o(dou= diar)r(i¿yate, iàna mhde\n vÅ skw½lon, mhde\ kw¯luma t%½ la%½ th=j qei¿aj 
o(dou= kaiì ei¹so/dou: nu=n me\n e)piì ta\ xeiropoi¿hta, mikro\n de\ uÀsteron e)piì th\n aÃnw  ¸Ierousalh\m, kaiì ta\ e)keiÍse  àAgia tw½n 
a(gi¿wn, aÁ te/loj oiåda th=j e)ntau=qa kakopaqei¿aj kaiì suntoni¿aj toiÍj kalw½j o(deu/ousin.  ¹En oiâj e)ste kaiì u(meiÍj, klhtoiì aÀgioi, 
lao\j periou/sioj, basi¿leion i¸era/teuma, sxoi¿nisma  Kuri¿ou to\ kra/tiston, a)po\ stago/noj potamo\j oÀloj, a)po\ spinqh=roj 




[043] De virginitate 6.1.22 tou= qeou= dwrew½n katasta\j ta\j e)k tou= ou)ranou= xrei¿aj kat' e)cousi¿an kaiì a)poklei¿ein toiÍj a(marta/nousi kaiì a)nie/nai toiÍj 
metanoou=si ku/rioj hÅn: to\n de/ ge  ¹Iwa/nnhn toiou=ton me/n ti qaumatopoih=sai ou)de\n h( qei¿a fhsiìn i¸stori¿a,    perisso/teron de\ 
hÄ kata\ pa/nta profh/thn to\ e)n au)t%½ xa/risma para\ tou= ta\ krupta\ ble/pontoj memartu/rhtai:
[027] In inscriptiones 
Psalmorum
5.114.11  ¹Apokalu/yei tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou kei¿menon kriÍma kata\ tw½n metapoiou/ntwn ta\ qeiÍa e)k prosqh/khj hÄ u(faire/sewj, fula/ssontej 
th\n paradoqeiÍsan h(miÍn e)n t%½ me/rei tou/t% th=j grafh=j a)kolouqi¿an a)nazhth=sai peiraso/meqa th\n ai¹ti¿an tou= th=j %©dh=j 
diaya/lmatoj, hÀtij e)sti¿n. logizo/meqa toi¿nun oÀti a)po\ tou/tou kaiì me/xrij tou= e)fech=j diaya/lmatoj eÁn dia/yalma hÅn, tou= 
a(gi¿ou pneu/matoj e)ntiqe/ntoj t%½  Dabiìd ta\ th=j profhtei¿aj noh/mata.
[031] Refutatio confessionis 
Eunomii
158.3 martureiÍ didaskali¿a, mikra\ fronti¿saj o( dogmatisth\j tw½n sunetw½j a)krowme/nwn th\n kainh\n e)ph/gagen e(rmhnei¿an th=j tou= 
ui¸ou= proshgori¿aj, ei¹ko/na kaiì sfragiÍda th=j tou= panto-kra/toroj e)nergei¿aj au)to\n o(risa/menoj. <Ui¸o\j ga/r e)sti>, fhsi¿n, 
<ei¹kwÜn kaiì sfragiìj th=j 
Hermas Scr. Eccl. 
[1419]
[001] Pastor 1.3.4  pneu=ma/ me eÃlaben kaiì a)ph/negke/n me di' a)nodi¿aj 
  1.4.1  1.4 proseuxome/nou de/ mou h)noi¿gh o( ou)rano/j, kaiì ble/pw th\n gunaiÍka e)kei¿nhn hÁn e)pequ/mhsa a)spazome/nhn me e)k tou= 
ou)ranou=, le/gousan:  ¸Erma=, xaiÍre. 1.5 ble/yaj de\ ei¹j au)th\n le/gw au)tv=:  Kuri¿a, ti¿ su\ wÒde poieiÍj; h( de\ a)pekri¿qh moi:
5.4.3  tele/santoj ouÅn ta\ gra/mmata tou= biblidi¿ou e)cai¿fnhj h(rpa/gh mou e)k th=j xeiro\j to\ bibli¿dion: u(po\ ti¿noj de\ ou)k eiådon. 
6.7.3 maka/rioi u(meiÍj oÀsoi u(pome/nete th\n qliÍyin th\n e)rxome/nhn th\n mega/lhn 
12.3.7 le/ge au)toiÍj oÀti tau=ta pa/nta e)stiìn a)lhqh=,
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Hermas Scr. Eccl. 
[1419]
[001] Pastor 23.3.1 23.3 au)th\n a)nthspasa/mhn:  Kuri¿a, xaiÍre: a)pokriqeiÍsa/ moi le/gei:  Ou)de/n soi a)ph/nthsen; le/gw au)tv=:  Kuri¿a, thlikou=to 
qhri¿on, duna/menon laou\j diafqeiÍrai: a)lla\ tv= duna/mei tou= kuri¿ou kaiì tv= polusplagxni¿# au)tou= e)ce/fu23.4 gon au)to/.  
Kalw½j e)ce/fugej, fhsi¿n, oÀti th\n me/rimna/n sou e)piì to\n qeo\n e)pe/riyaj kaiì th\n kardi¿an sou hÃnoicaj pro\j to\n ku/rion, 
pisteu/saj oÀti di' ou)deno\j du/nv swqh=nai ei¹ mh\ dia\ tou= mega/lou kaiì e)ndo/cou o)no/matoj. dia\ tou=to o( ku/rioj a)pe/steilen to\n 
aÃggelon au)tou= to\n e)piì tw½n qhri¿wn oÃnta, ouÂ to\ oÃnoma/ e)stin  Qegri¿, kaiì e)ne/fracen to\ sto/ma au)tou=, iàna mh/ se luma/nv. 
mega/lhn qliÍyin e)kpe/feugaj dia\ th\n pi¿stin sou, kaiì oÀti thlikou=to qhri¿on    23.5 i¹dwÜn ou)k e)diyu/xhsaj: uÀpage ouÅn kaiì 
e)ch/ghsai toiÍj e)klektoiÍj tou= kuri¿ou ta\ megaleiÍa au)tou=, kaiì ei¹pe\ au)toiÍj oÀti to\ qhri¿on tou=to tu/poj e)stiìn qli¿yewj th=j 
mellou/shj th=j mega/lhj: e)a\n ouÅn proetoima/shsqe kaiì metanoh/shte 
23.5.2  qli¿yewj th=j mellou/shj th=j mega/lhj
24.6.2  qli¿yewj th=j e)rxome/nhj me-   ga/lhj.
68.2.1 a)pe/lusen au)tou\j ei¹j to\n pu/rgon. kaiì aÃllouj de\ a)pe/lusen ei¹j to\n pu/rgon, tou\j ta\j r(a/bdouj e)pidedwko/taj ta\j 
parafua/daj e)xou/saj, karpo\n de\ mh\ e)xou/saj, dou\j au)toiÍj sfragiÍda
68.4.1 leuko\n w¨seiì xio/na, oi¸ poreuo/menoi ei¹j to\n pu/rgon. kaiì tou\j ta\j r(a/bdouj e)pidedwko/taj xlwra\j w¨j eÃlabon a)pe/lusen, dou\j 
au)toiÍj i¸matismo\n leuko\n kaiì sfragiÍda. meta\ to\ tau=ta tele/sai to\n aÃggelon le/gei t%½ poime/ni:  ¹EgwÜ u(pa/gw: su\ de\ tou/touj 
a)po/luson ei¹j ta\ tei¿xh, kaqw¯j tij aÃcio/j e)stin katoikeiÍn. katano/hson de\ ta\j r(a/bdouj au)tw½n e)pimelw½j kaiì ouÀtwj 
93.5.3  àOti, fhsi¿n, ouÂtoi oi¸ a)po/stoloi kaiì oi¸ dida/skaloi oi¸ khru/cantej to\ oÃnoma tou= ui¸ou= tou= qeou=, koimhqe/ntej e)n duna/mei kaiì 
pi¿stei tou= ui¸ou= tou= qeou= e)kh/rucan kaiì toiÍj prokekoimhme/noij kaiì au)toiì eÃdwkan au)toiÍj th\n sfragiÍda tou= khru/gmatoj. 
kate/bhsan ouÅn met' au)tw½n ei¹j to\ uÀdwr kaiì pa/lin a)ne/bhsan: a)ll' ouÂtoi me\n zw½ntej kate/bhsan kaiì zw½ntej a)ne/bhsan:
Hippolytus Scr. 
Eccl. [2115]
[030] Commentarium in 
Danielem
3.9.10.3  e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei: "Kaiì hÃkousa" e(no\j le/gontoj: "lu=son tou\j te/ssaraj a)gge/louj tou\j kaqhme/nouj e)piì t%½ potam%½ t%½ 
mega/l%  Eu)fra/tv": oiàtinej hÅsan  Persw½n,  Mh/dwn,  ¹Assuri¿wn,  Babulwni¿wn.
4.7.1.1  ¹Epeiì ouÅn fqa/santej kaiì e)n e(te/r% lo/g% periì tou/twn a)podedw¯kamen to\n lo/gon, th/n te tou= a)ntixri¿stou parousi¿an kaiì to\ 
tou/tou ge/noj, kaiì po/qen kaiì pw½j pare/stai o( pla/noj, kaiì th\n pra=cin au)tou= ou)k e)siwph/samen, oÀmwj kaiì nu=n di' o)li¿gwn 
e)pimnhsqh/somai, iàna kata\ pa/nta e(drai¿wj e(stwÜj o( aÃnqrwpoj kaiì e)n mhdeniì bambai¿nwn t%½ noiì+ e)c oÀlhj kardi¿aj t%½ qe%½ 
pisteu=sai dunhqv=. 
4.12.2.3 gou=n euÃxesqai deiÍ mhde\ eu(reqh=nai h(ma=j e)n toiÍj toiou/toij kairoiÍj, e)n oiâj tau=ta sumbh/setai, mh/pote a)tonh/saj tij a)po\ th=j 
qli¿yewj th=j mega/lhj th=j e)perxome/nhj t%½ ko/sm% e)kpe/sv th=j ai¹wni¿ou zwh=j.     ¹Enora=n ga\r xrh\ ti¿ le/gei o( profh/thj: 
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Hippolytus Scr. 
Eccl. [2115]
[030] Commentarium in 
Danielem
4.22.3.1  4.22.3  ¹Ana/gnwqi to\ ei¹rhme/non u(po\  ¹Iwa/nnou e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei: "Kaiì eiådon ta\j yuxa\j tw½n pepelekisme/nwn dia\ to\ oÃnoma  
¹Ihsou= u(poka/tw tou= qusiasthri¿ou kaiì e)bo/hsan kaiì eiåpan pro\j to\n qeo/n: eÀwj po/te, ku/rie o( qeo\j h(mw½n, ou) kri¿neij kaiì 
e)kdikeiÍj to\ aiâma h(mw½n a)po\ tw½n katoikou/ntwn e)piì th=j gh=j; kaiì e)do/qhsan au)toiÍj stolaiì leukaiì kaiì e)rre/qh au)toiÍj,    iàna 
perimei¿nwsin xro/non eÃti mikro/n, oÀpwj oi¸ su/ndouloi au)tw½n plhrw¯swsin th\n marturi¿an au)tw½n oi¸ me/llontej a)poktei¿nesqai 
w¨j kaiì au)toi¿." 4.22.4     Ei¹ ouÅn toiÍj ma/rtusi proseta/gh makroqumeiÍn, oiàtinej to\ iãdion aiâma u(pe\r tou=  Xristou= e)ce/xean, dia\ 
ti¿ kaiì su\ ou) makroqumeiÍj, iàna kaiì eÀteroi swqw½sin kaiì o( a)riqmo\j tw½n klhtw½n a(gi¿wn plhrwqv=; 
  4.23.4.1  4.23.4     DeiÍ ouÅn e)c a)na/gkhj ta\ e(cakisxi¿lia eÃth plhrwqh=nai, iàna eÃlqv to\ sa/bbaton, h( kata/pausij, h( a(gi¿a h(me/ra, e)n vÂ 
"kate/pausen" o( qeo\j "a)po\ pa/ntwn tw½n eÃrgwn au)tou=, wÒn hÃrcato poieiÍn." 4.23.5     To\ sa/bbaton tu/poj e)stiìn kaiì ei¹kwÜn th=j 
mellou/shj basilei¿aj tw½n a(gi¿wn, h(ni¿ka sumbasileu/sousin t%½  Xrist%½, paraginome/nou au)tou= a)p' ou)ranw½n, w¨j  ¹Iwa/nnhj 
e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei au)tou= dihgeiÍtai.  ¸Hme/ra ga\r kuri¿ou "w¨j xi¿lia eÃth." 4.23.6     ¹Epeiì ouÅn e)n eÁc    h(me/raij e)poi¿hsen o( qeo\j 
ta\ pa/nta, deiÍ ta\ e(cakisxi¿lia eÃth plhrwqh=nai: ou)de/pw ga\r peplh/rwntai, w¨j  ¹Iwannh=j le/gei: "Oi¸ pe/nte eÃpeson, o( eiâj 
eÃstin", tou=t' eÃstin o( eÀktoj, "o( aÃlloj ouÃpw hÅlqen", to\n aÃllon de\ le/gwn to\n eÀbdomon dihgeiÍtai, e)n %Ò eÃstai h( kata/pausij. 
4.24.1   ¹Alla\ pa/ntwj e)reiÍ tij: pw½j moi a)podei¿ceij ei¹ pentakisxiliost%½ kaiì pentakosiost%½ eÃtei e)gennh/qh o( swth/r; 
  4.24.4.1 4.24.4     ¹Apo\ gene/sewj ouÅn  Xristou= deiÍ yhfi¿zein pentako/sia eÃth ta\ e)pi¿loipa ei¹j sumplh/rwsin tw½n e(cakisxili¿wn e)tw½n, 
kaiì ouÀtwj eÃstai to\ te/loj. 4.24.5     àOti de\ pe/mpt% kaiì h(mi¿sei kair%½ parh=n o( swth\r e)n t%½ ko/sm% fe/rwn th\n aÃshpton 
kibwto/n, to\ iãdion sw½ma, le/gei o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj "hÅn de\ wÐra eÀkth", iàna to\ hÀmisu th=j h(me/raj e)pidei¿cv, h(me/ra de\ kuri¿ou "xi¿lia eÃth": 
tou/twn ouÅn to\ hÀmisu    gi¿netai pentako/sia.
  4.33.2.1 4.33.2     ¹Epeidh\ ga\r plh/rwma no/mou kaiì profhtw½n au)to\j parh=n, "o( no/moj ga\r kaiì oi¸ profh=tai eÀwj  ¹Iwa/nnou", eÃdei ta\ u(p' 
e)kei¿nwn lalou/mena sfragi¿zesqai, iàna e)n tv= tou= kuri¿ou parousi¿# pa/nta luqe/nta fwtisqv= kaiì ta\ e)sfragisme/na kaiì 
gnwsqh=nai mh\ duna/mena eu)ko/lwj e)pignwsqv=, kaiì ta\ pa/lai dedeme/na nu=n u(p' au)tou= luqv=.
  4.34.2.1  ¸Wj kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhj le/gei: "Kaiì eiådon e)piì th\n decia\n tou= kaqhme/nou e)piì to\n qro/non bibli¿on gegramme/non eÃswqen, kaiì eÃcwqen, 
e)sfragisme/non sfragiÍsin e(pta/.  Kaiì eiådon aÃggelon khru/ssonta e)n fwnv= mega/lv: ti¿j aÃcioj a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on kaiì lu=sai 
ta=j sfragiÍdaj au)tou=; kaiì ou)deiìj h)du/nato e)n t%½ ou)ran%½ ouÃte e)piì th=j gh=j ouÃte u(poka/tw th=j gh=j a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on ou)de\ 
ble/pein au)to/: kaiì eÃklaion polloi¿, oÀti ou)deiìj aÃcioj eu(re/qh a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on ouÃte ble/pein au)to/.  Kaiì eiâj e)k tw½n 
presbute/rwn le/gei moi: mh\ klaiÍe: i¹dou\ e)ni¿khsen o( le/wn o( e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, h( r(i¿za kaiì to\ ge/noj  Daui¿+d, a)noiÍcai to\ 
bibli¿on kaiì lu=sai ta\j e(pta\ sfragiÍdaj au)tou=.  Kaiì eiådon e)n me/s% tou= qro/nou kaiì e)n me/s% tw½n presbute/rwn a)rni¿on 
e(sthko\j e)sfagme/non, eÃxon ke/rata e(pta\ kaiì o)fqalmou\j e(pta/, aÀ e)stin ta\ e(pta\ pneu/mata tou= qeou= ta\ a)pestalme/na ei¹j 
pa=san th\n gh=n.
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4.34.2.16   Kaiì hÅlqen kaiì eÃlaben to\ bibli¿on e)k th=j decia=j tou= kaqhme/nou e)piì tou= qro/nou: kaiì oÀte eÃlaben to\ bibli¿on, ta\ te/ssara 
z%½a kaiì oi¸ ei¹kosite/ssarej presbu/teroi eÃpeson e)nw¯pion tou= a)rni¿ou, eÃxontej eÀkastoj kiqa/ran kaiì fia/laj xrusa=j 
gemou/saj qumiama/twn, aÀ ei¹sin proseuxaiì tw½n a(gi¿wn, kaiì #Ãdousin %©dh\n kainh\n le/gontej: aÃcioj eiå labeiÍn to\ bibli¿on kaiì 
a)noiÍcai ta\j sfragiÍdaj au)tou=, oÀti e)sfa/ghj kaiì h)go/rasaj h(ma=j t%½ qe%½ e)n t%½ aiàmati¿ sou e)k pa/shj fulh=j kaiì glw¯sshj 
kaiì laou= kaiì eÃqnouj kaiì e)poi¿hsaj t%½ qe%½ h(mw½n basilei¿an kaiì i¸ereiÍj kaiì basileu/sousin e)piì th=j gh=j."
4.37.5.5 h(goume/nouj sou w¨j to\ pro/teron."    Kaiì h( fwnh\ au)tou= w¨j fwnh\ oÃxlou pollou=." Pa/ntej ga\r sh/meron oi¸ ei¹j au)to\n 
pisteu/ontej ta\ lo/gia Xristou= fqeggo/meqa w¨j dia\ sto/matoj au)tou= lalou=ntej ta\ u(p' au)tou= prostetagme/na.    
4.49.2.6  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei e)fane/rwsen. 4.49.3     Tou=ton "bde/lugma e)rhmw¯sewj" o( ku/rioj a)pefh/nato, kaiì o( a)po/stoloj 
ui¸o\n diabo/lou "kat' e)ne/rgeian tou= satana=" tou=ton pareso/menon e)di¿dacen.
4.50.1.2 Xristou= khru/ssontaj th\n eÃndocon au)tou= a)p' ou)ranw½n parousi¿an, w¨j le/gei dia\ tou= profh/tou: "Kaiì dw¯sw toiÍj dusiì 
ma/rtusi¿ mou kaiì profhteu/sousin h(me/raj xili¿aj diako-si¿aj e(ch/konta peribeblhme/noi sa/kkouj." 
4.50.3.1  4.50.3     To/te ga\r "eÃstai qliÍyij mega/lh, oiàa ou) ge/gonen toiau/th a)po\ katabolh=j ko/smou," aÃllwn a)llaxv= kata\ pa=san 
po/lin kaiì xw¯ran ei¹j to\ a)naireiÍn tou\j pistou\j pempome/nwn, kaiì tw½n me\n  ¹Ioudai¿wn e)piì tv= tou/twn a)pwlei¿# eu)frainome/nwn, 
kaiì tw½n e)qnw½n e)pixairome/nwn kaiì tw½n a)pi¿stwn au)toiÍj sunairome/nwn, tw½n de\ a(gi¿wn a)po\ du/sewj ei¹j a)natolh\n 
poreuome/nwn, kaiì e(te/rwn a)po\ a)natolw½n ei¹j meshmbri¿an diwkome/nwn, aÃllwn de\ e)n toiÍj oÃresin kaiì e)n toiÍj sphlai¿oij 
kruptome/nwn, pantaxou= au)tou\j tou= bdelu/gmatoj polemou=ntoj kaiì dia\ qala/sshj kaiì dia\ chra\j tou/touj dia\ tou= 
prosta/gmatoj a)nairou=ntoj kaiì kata\ pa/nta tro/pon e)k tou= ko/smou e)kqli¿bontoj, mh\ duname/nwn au)tw½n mh/te "pwlh=sai¿" ti 
tw½n i¹di¿wn mh/te "a)gora/sai" para\ tw½n a)llotri¿wn, xwriìj e)a\n mh/ tij "to\ oÃnoma tou= qhri¿ou" e)n xeiriì perife/rv, hÄ to\ tou/tou 
"xa/ragma" e)piì t%½ metw¯p% basta/zv.
4.52.4.2 ga\r o( dia/boloj pro\j o)li¿gon eÃlaben e)cousi¿an tara/cai th\n gh=n, w¨j ge/graptai, "eÃdwken au)t%½" o( qeo\j e)cousi¿an "peira/sai 
tou\j katoikou=ntaj e)piì th=j gh=j"
 4.60.2.6 oÀpwj kaiì  ¸RwmaiÍoi kaiì  àEllhnej kaiì  ¸EbraiÍoi didaxqw½sin, iàna prosdokw½ntej oi¸ aÃnqrwpoi ta\ me/llonta a)gaqa\ pisteu/-
swsin toiÍj e)keiÍ e)ggegramme/noij e)n tau/tv "tv= bi¿bl% th=j zwh=j" toiÍj kaiì khruxqeiÍsin e)n oÀl% t%½ ko/sm%, kaiì maqo/ntej ta\ t%½ 
ko/sm% e)perxo/mena kaka/, fobhqe/ntej th\n kri¿sin kaiì 
[002] Contra haeresin Noeti 6.2.1 6.2    ouÀtwj ga\r kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhj eiåpen,  ¸O wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj, o(  Qeo\j o( pantokra/twr. kalw½j eiåpen pantokra/tora  
Xristo/n. tou=to ga\r eiåpen oÀper kaiì au)t%½ marturh/sei o(  Xristo/j.
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[002] Contra haeresin Noeti 15.2.1  ouÀtwj ga\r deiknu/wn to\n  Lo/gon tou=  Qeou= tou=ton oÃnta a)p' a)rxh=j kaiì nu=n a)pestalme/non, u(poba\j e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei eÃfh,  
Kaiì eiådon to\n ou)rano\n h)ne%gme/non kaiì i¹dou\ iàppoj leuko\j kaiì o( kaqh/menoj e)p' au)tou= pisto\j kaiì a)lhqino\j kaiì e)n 
dikaiosu/nv kri¿nei kaiì polemeiÍ: oi¸ d' o)fqalmoiì    au)tou= flo\c puro/j, diadh/mata polla\ e)piì th\n kefalh\n au)tou=, eÃxwn oÃnoma 
gegramme/non oÁ ou)deiìj oiåden ei¹ mh\ au)to/j, kaiì peribeblhme/noj i¸ma/tion r(erantisme/non aiàmati, kaiì ke/klhtai to\ oÃnoma au)tou= 
o(  Lo/goj tou=  Qeou=. 15.3    o(ra=te, ouÅn, a)delfoi¿, pw½j e)n sumbo/l% to\ i¸ma/tion to\ r(erantisme/non aiàmati th\n sa/rka dihgh/sato, 
di' hÂj kaiì u(po\ pa/qoj hÅlqen o( a)paqh\j tou=  Qeou=  Lo/goj, kaqwÜj marturou=si¿ moi oi¸ profh=tai.
[003] De antichristo 5.1 ¹All' e)peidh\ kairo\j loipo\n a)paiteiÍ pro\j ta\ prokei¿mena, au)ta/rkwn oÃntwn tw½n e)n t%½ prooimi¿% ei¹j do/can qeou= ei¹rhme/nwn, 
di¿kaio/n e)stin h(ma=j e)fayame/nouj au)tw½n tw½n qei¿wn grafw½n e)pideiÍcai di' au)tw½n, ti¿j kaiì potaph\ h( tou= a)ntixri¿stou 
parousi¿a, poi¿% de\ kair%½ kaiì xro/n% o( aÃnomoj a)pokalufqh/setai, po/qen de\ kaiì e)k poi¿aj fulh=j, kaiì ti¿ to\ tou/tou oÃnoma to\ 
dia\ tou= a)riqmou= e)n tv= grafv= mhnuo/menon, pw½j de\ pla/nhn me\n t%½ la%½ e)ggennh/sei, e)pisuna/caj au)tou\j e)k tw½n pera/twn th=j 
gh=j, qli¿yin de\ kaiì diwgmo\n e)piì tou\j a(gi¿ouj e)pegereiÍ, kaiì pw½j e(auto\n doca/sei w¨j qeo/n, ti¿j de\ h( tou/tou sunte/leia, pw½j de\ 
h( e)pifa/neia tou= kuri¿ou a)pokalufqh/setai a)p' ou)ranou=, kaiì ti¿j h( tou= su/mpantoj ko/smou e)kpu/rwsij, ti¿j de\ h( tw½n a(gi¿wn 
eÃndocoj kaiì e)poura/nioj basilei¿a tw½n sumbasileuo/ntwn t%½  Xrist%½, kaiì ti¿j h( tw½n a)no/mwn ai¹w¯nioj dia\ puro\j ko/lasij. 
  6.5  le/wn me\n o(  Xristo\j, kaiì le/wn me\n o( a)nti¿xristoj. basileu\j o(  Xristo\j, kaiì basileu\j e)pi¿geioj o( a)nti¿xristoj. e)dei¿xqh o( 
swth\r w¨j a)rni¿on, kaiì au)to\j o(moi¿wj fanh/setai w¨j a)rni¿on, eÃndoqen lu/koj wÓn. e)mperi¿tomoj hÅlqen o( swth\r ei¹j to\n ko/smon, 
kaiì au)to\j o(moi¿wj e)leu/setai. 
  6.11 o(moi¿wj pe/myei yeudaposto/louj. sunh/gage ta\ dieskorpisme/na pro/-bata o( swth/r, kaiì au)to\j o(moi¿wj e)pisuna/cei to\n 
dieskorpisme/non lao\n tw½n  ¹Ioudai¿wn. eÃdwken o( ku/rioj sfragiÍda toiÍj ei¹j au)to\n pi-steu/ousin, kaiì au)to\j dw¯sei o(moi¿wj.
29.2 ei¹ ga\r oi¸ pro\ h(mw½n maka/rioi profh=tai gegenhme/noi ei¹do/tej au)ta\ ou)k h)qe/lhsan parrhsi¿# khru=cai, iàna mh\ ta/raxon 
e)ggennh/swsi taiÍj tw½n a)nqrw¯pwn yuxaiÍj, a)lla\ mustikw½j dihgh/santo dia\ parabolw½n kaiì ai¹nigma/twn, le/gontej "wÒde o( 
nou=j o( eÃxwn sofi¿an":
31.1 ti¿na ouÅn u(mw½n plei¿w a)gaph/sw hÄ se/; a)lla\ kaiì  ¸Ieremi¿aj liqa/zetai. hÄ  ¸Ieremi¿an ma=llon; a)lla\ kaiì  Danih\l martureiÍ.  
Danih/l, u(pe\r pa/ntaj e)painw½ se/; a)lla\ kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhj ou) yeu/detai. po/soij u(ma=j sto/masi kaiì glw¯ssaij doca/sw: ma=llon de\ 
to\n e)n u(miÍn lalh/santa lo/gon. 
  35.23 tau=ta me\n ouÅn profhteu/ei ¸Hsai¿+aj: iãdwmen de\ ei¹ ta\ oÀmoia au)t%½ e)fqe/gcato  ¹Iwa/nnhj. 36    ouÂtoj ga\r e)n  Pa/tm% tv= nh/s% wÔn 
o(r#= a)poka/luyin musthri¿wn friktw½n, aÀtina dihgou/menoj a)fqo/nwj kaiì e(te/rouj dida/skei. le/ge moi, wÕ maka/rie  ¹Iwa/nnh, 
a)po/stole kaiì maqhta\ tou= kuri¿ou, ti¿ eiådej kaiì ti¿ hÃkousaj periì  Babulw½noj. grhgo/rhson kaiì ei¹pe/: kaiì ga\r au)th/ se 
e)cw¯risen. "kaiì hÅlqen eiâj tw½n e(pta\ a)gge/lwn tw½n e)xo/ntwn ta\j e(pta\ fia/laj, kaiì e)la/lhse met' e)mou= le/gwn: deu=ro, dei¿cw soi 
to\ kri¿ma th=j po/rnhj th=j mega/lhj th=j kaqhme/nhj e)piì u(da/twn pollw½n, meq' hÂj e)po/rneusan oi¸ basileiÍj th=j gh=j, kaiì 
e)mequ/sqhsan oi¸ katoikou=ntej th\n gh=n e)k tou= oiãnou th=j pornei¿aj au)th=j. 
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[003] De antichristo 36.1 36    ouÂtoj ga\r e)n  Pa/tm% tv= nh/s% wÔn o(r#= a)poka/luyin musthri¿wn friktw½n, aÀtina dihgou/menoj a)fqo/nwj kaiì e(te/rouj 
dida/skei. le/ge moi, wÕ maka/rie  ¹Iwa/nnh, a)po/stole kaiì maqhta\ tou= kuri¿ou, ti¿ eiådej kaiì ti¿ hÃkousaj periì  Babulw½noj. 
grhgo/rhson kaiì ei¹pe/: kaiì ga\r au)th/ se e)cw¯risen. "kaiì hÅlqen eiâj tw½n e(pta\ a)gge/lwn tw½n e)xo/ntwn ta\j e(pta\ fia/laj, kaiì 
e)la/lhse met' e)mou= le/gwn: deu=ro, dei¿cw soi to\ kri¿ma th=j po/rnhj th=j mega/lhj th=j kaqhme/nhj e)piì u(da/twn pollw½n, meq' hÂj 
e)po/rneusan oi¸ basileiÍj th=j gh=j, kaiì e)mequ/sqhsan oi¸ katoikou=ntej th\n gh=n e)k tou= oiãnou th=j pornei¿aj au)th=j. kaiì 
a)ph/negke/ me ei¹j eÃrhmon e)n pneu/mati kaiì eiåda gunaiÍka kaqhme/nhn e)piì qhri¿on ko/kkinon, ge/mon ta\ o)no/mata, eÃxon kefala\j 
e(pta\ kaiì ke/rata de/ka. 
36.10 kaiì a)ph/negke/ me ei¹j eÃrhmon e)n pneu/mati kaiì eiåda gunaiÍka kaqhme/nhn e)piì qhri¿on ko/kkinon, ge/mon ta\ o)no/mata, eÃxon 
kefala\j e(pta\ kaiì ke/rata de/ka. kaiì h( gunh\ hÅn peribeblhme/nh porfurou=n kaiì ko/kkinon, kexruswme/nh xrus%½ kaiì li¿q% 
timi¿% kaiì margari¿taij, eÃxousa poth/rion xrusou=n e)n tv= xeiriì au)th=j ge/mwn bdelugma/twn kaiì ta\ a)ka/qarta th=j pornei¿aj 
th=j gh=j, kaiì e)piì to\ me/twpon au)th=j oÃnoma gegramme/non: musth/rion,  BabulwÜn h( mega/lh, h( mh/thr tw½n pornw½n kaiì tw½n 
bdelugma/twn th=j gh=j. 37    kaiì eiådon th\n gunaiÍka mequ/ousan tou= aiàmatoj tw½n a(gi¿wn kaiì e)k tou= aiàmatoj tw½n martu/rwn  
¹Ihsou=,    kaiì e)qau/masa i¹dwÜn au)th\n qau=ma me/ga. kaiì eiåpe/ moi o( aÃggeloj: diati¿ e)qau/masaj; e)gwÜ e)rw½ soi to\ musth/rion th=j 
gunaiko\j kaiì tou= qhri¿ou tou= basta/zontoj au)th/n, tou= eÃxontoj ta\j e(pta\ kefala\j kaiì ta\ de/ka ke/rata.
  37.6  to\ qhri¿on oÁ eiådej hÅn kaiì ou)k eÃsti kaiì me/llei a)nabai¿nein e)k th=j a)bu/ssou kaiì ei¹j a)pw¯leian u(pa/gei: kaiì qauma/zousin oi¸ 
katoikou=ntej e)piì th=j gh=j, wÒn ou) ge/graptai to\ oÃnoma e)piì to\ bibli¿on th=j zwh=j a)po\ katabolh=j ko/smou, ble/pontej to\ qhri¿on 
oÀti hÅn kaiì ou)k eÃsti kaiì pare/stai. 38    wÒde o( nou=j o( eÃxwn sofi¿an. ai¸ e(pta\ kefalaiì e(pta\ oÃrh ei¹si¿n, oÀpou h( gunh\ ka/qhtai 
e)p' au)tw½n, kaiì basileiÍj ai¸ e(pta/ ei¹sin: oi¸ pe/nte eÃpesan, o( eiâj eÃstin, o( aÃlloj ouÃpw hÅlqen, kaiì oÀtan eÃlqv o)li¿gon au)to\n deiÍ 
meiÍnai. kaiì to\ qhri¿on oÁ hÅn kaiì ou)k eÃstin, kaiì au)to\j oÃgdoo/j e)stin, kaiì e)k tw½n e(pta/ e)stin, kaiì ei¹j a)pw¯leian u(pa/gei. kaiì ta\ 
ke/rata ta\ de/ka, aÁ eiådej, de/ka basileiÍj ei¹sin, oiàtinej basilei¿an ouÃpw eÃlabon, a)lla\ e)cousi¿an w¨j basileiÍj mi¿an wÐran 
lamba/nousin meta\ tou= qhri¿ou mi¿an gnw¯mhn eÃxousin kaiì th\n du/namin kaiì th\n e)cousi¿an au)t%½ t%½ qhri¿% dido/asin. 
  38.9 ouÂtoi meta\ tou= a)rni¿ou polemh/sousin, kaiì to\ a)rni¿on nikh/sei au)tou/j, oÀti ku/rioj kuri¿wn e)stiì kaiì basileu\j basile/wn, kaiì 
oi¸ met' au)tou= klhtoiì kaiì e)klektoiì kaiì pistoi¿. 39    kaiì le/gei moi: ta\ uÀdata aÁ eiådej, ouÂ ka/qhtai h( po/rnh, laoiì kaiì oÃxloi 
ei¹siì kaiì eÃqnh kaiì glw½ssai. kaiì ta\ de/ka ke/rata aÁ eiådej kaiì to\ qhri¿on, ouÂtoi mish/sousi th\n po/rnhn kaiì h)rhmwme/nhn 
poih/sousin au)th\n kaiì gumnh/n, kaiì ta\j sa/rkaj au)th=j fa/gontai, kaiì au)th\n katakau/sousin e)n puri¿. o( ga\r qeo\j eÃdwken ei¹j 
th\n kardi¿an au)tw½n poih=sai th\n gnw¯mhn au)tou= kaiì poih=sai mi¿an gnw¯mhn kaiì dou=nai th\n    basilei¿an au)tw½n t%½ qhri¿%, 
aÃxri telesqh/sontai oi¸ lo/goi tou= qeou=. kaiì h( gunh\ hÁn eiådej eÃstin h( po/lij h( mega/lh h( eÃxousa basilei¿an e)piì tw½n basile/wn 
th=j gh=j.
  40.1 meta\ tau=ta eiådon aÃllon aÃggelon kata-bai¿nonta e)k tou= ou)ranou=, eÃxonta e)cousi¿an mega/lhn, kaiì h( gh= e)fw-ti¿sqh e)k th=j 
do/chj au)tou=. kaiì eÃkracen e)n i¹sxu/i fwnv= mega/lv le/gwn: eÃpesen, eÃpese BabulwÜn h( mega/lh kaiì e)ge/neto katoikhth/rion 
daimoni¿wn kaiì fulakh\ panto\j pneu/matoj a)kaqa/rtou kaiì memishme/nou kaiì fulakh
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[003] De antichristo 40.4 eÃpesen, eÃpese BabulwÜn h( mega/lh kaiì e)ge/neto katoikhth/rion daimoni¿wn kaiì fulakh\ panto\j pneu/matoj a)kaqa/rtou kaiì 
memishme/nou kaiì fulakh\ panto\j qhri¿ou a)kaqa/rtou kaiì memishme/nou, oÀti e)k tou= qumou= tou= oiãnou th=j pornei¿aj au)th=j 
peptw¯kasi pa/nta ta\ eÃqnh, kaiì oi¸ basi-leiÍj th=j gh=j met' au)th=j e)po/rneusan, kaiì oi¸ eÃmporoi th=j gh=j e)k th=j 
41.8 i¹sxuro\j ku/rioj o( qeo\j o( kri¿naj au)th/n. kaiì klau/sousi kaiì ko/yontai e)p' au)th\n oi¸ basileiÍj th=j gh=j oi¸ met' au)th=j 
porneu/santej kaiì strh-nia/santej, oÀtan ble/pwsi to\n kapno\n th=j purw¯sewj au)th=j, a)po\ ma-kro/qen e(sthko/tej dia\ to\n 
fo/bon tou= basanismou= au)th=j, le/gontej: ou)aiì ou)ai¿, h( po/lij h( mega/lh, BabulwÜn h( po/lij h( i¹sxura/, oÀti mi#= wÐr# hÅlqen h( 
kri¿sij sou: kaiì oi¸ eÃmporoi th=j gh=j klau/sousi kaiì    penqh/sousin e)p' au)th/n, oÀti to\n go/mon au)tw½n ou)deiìj a)gora/zei ou)ke/ti
  41.23 e/ti au)ta\ ou) mh\ eu(rh/sousin. oi¸ eÃmporoi¿ sou, oi¸ plouth/santej a)p' au)th=j, a)po\ makro/qen sth/sontai dia\ to\n fo/bon tou= 
basanismou= au)th=j klai¿ontej kaiì penqou=ntej kaiì le/gontej: ou)aiì ou)ai¿, h( po/lij h( mega/lh, h( peribeblhme/nh bu/ssinon kaiì 
porfurou=n kaiì ko/kkinon, kaiì kexrusw-me/nh e)n xrus%½ kaiì li¿q% timi¿% kaiì margari¿tv, oÀti mi#= wÐr# h)rhmw¯qh o( tosou=toj 
plou=toj. kaiì pa=j kubernh/thj kaiì pa=j e)piì tw½n ploi¿wn kaiì nau=tai kaiì oÀsoi th\n qa/lassan e)rga/zontai, a)po\ makro/qen 
eÃsthsan kaiì eÃkracan ble/pontej to\n kapno\n th=j purw¯sewj au)th=j le/gontej: ti¿j o(moi¿a tv= po/lei tv= mega/lv; kaiì eÃbalan 
xou=n e)piì ta\j kefala\j au)-tw½n, kaiì eÃkracan klai¿ontej kaiì penqou=ntej, le/gontej: ou)aiì ou)ai¿, h( po/lij h( mega/lh, e)n vÂ 
e)plou/thsan pa/ntej oi¸ eÃxontej ploiÍa e)n tv= qala/ssv e)k th=j timio/thtoj au)th=j, oÀti mi#= wÐr# h)rhmw¯qh. 
  42.5 le/gwn: ouÀtwj o(rmh/mati blhqh/setai BabulwÜn h( mega/lh po/lij, kaiì ou) mh\ eu(reqv= eÃti. kaiì fwnh\ kiqar%dw½n kaiì mousikw½n 
kaiì au)lhtw½n kaiì salpistw½n ou) mh\ a)kousqv= e)n soiì eÃti, kaiì pa=j texni¿thj pa/shj te/xnhj ou) mh\ eu(reqv= e)n soiì <eÃti, kaiì 
fwnh\ mu/lou ou) mh\ a)kousqv= e)n soiì eÃti,> kaiì fw½j lu/xnou ou) mh\ fanv= e)n soiì eÃti, kaiì fwnh\ numfi¿ou kaiì fwnh\ nu/mfhj ou) mh\ 
a)kousqv= e)n soiì eÃti, oÀti oi¸ eÃmporoi¿ sou hÅsan oi¸ megi-sta=nej th=j gh=j, oÀti e)n tv= farmakei¿# sou e)planh/qhsan pa/nta ta\ 
eÃqnh, kaiì e)n au)tv= aiâma profhtw½n kaiì a(gi¿wn eu(re/qh kaiì pa/ntwn tw½n e)sfagme/nwn e)piì th=j gh=j."    periì me\n ouÅn tw½n 
basa/nwn kaiì th=j e)perxome/nhj au)tv= e)p' e)sxa/twn u(po\ tw½n to/te e)some/nwn
  43.14 me/nhn e)p' e)sxa/twn e)sh/manen, hÂj e(bdoma/doj to\ me\n hÀmisu lh/myontai oi¸ du/o profh=tai  ¹EnwÜx kaiì  ¹Hli¿aj. ouÂtoi ga\r 
khru/cousin "h(me/raj xili¿aj    diakosi¿aj e(ch/konta, peribeblhme/noi sa/kkouj", meta/noian t%½ la%½ kaiì pa=si toiÍj eÃqnesi 
katagge/llontej.    
  47.1  47    le/gei ga\r  ¹Iwa/nnhj: "kaiì dw¯sw toiÍj dusiì ma/rtusi¿ mou, kaiì profhteu/sousin h(me/raj xili¿aj diakosi¿aj e(ch/konta, 
peribeblhme/noi sa/kkouj", toute/sti to\ hÀmisu th=j e(bdoma/doj, oÁ eiãrhke  Danih/l. "ouÂtoi¿ ei¹sin ai¸ du/o e)laiÍai kaiì ai¸ du/o 
luxni¿ai ai¸ e)nw¯pion tou= kuri¿ou th=j gh=j e(stw½sai: kaiì eiã tij au)tou\j qelh/sei a)dikh=sai, pu=r e)kporeu/etai e)k tou= sto/matoj 
au)tw½n kaiì katesqi¿ei tou\j e)xqrou\j au)tw½n: kaiì eiã tij qe/lei au)tou\j a)dikh=sai, ouÀtw deiÍ au)to\n a)poktanqh=nai. ouÂtoi eÃxousin 
e)cousi¿an kleiÍsai to\n ou)rano/n, iàna mh\ u(eto\j bre/cv ta\j h(me/raj th=j profhtei¿aj au)tw½n, kaiì e)cousi¿an eÃxousin e)piì tw½n 
u(da/twn stre/fein au)ta\ ei¹j aiâma kaiì pata/cai th\n gh=n e)n pa/sv plhgv= o(sa/kij aÄn qelh/swsin.
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[003] De antichristo 47.11  kaiì oÀtan telw½si to\n dro/mon au)tw½n kaiì th\n marturi¿an au)tw½n" ti¿ fhsin o( profh/thj; "to\ qhri¿on to\ a)nabaiÍnon e)k th=j 
a)bu/ssou poih/sei met' au)tw½n po/lemon kaiì nikh/sei au)tou\j kaiì a)pokteneiÍ au)tou\j" dia\ to\ mh\ qe/lein au)tou\j do/can dou=nai 
t%½ a)ntixri¿st%®toute/sti to\ a)nafue\n mikro\n ke/raj®oÁj e)parqeiìj loipo\n tv= kardi¿# aÃrxetai e(auto\n u(you=n kaiì doca/zein w¨j 
qeo/n, diw¯kwn tou\j a(gi¿ouj kaiì blasfhmw½n to\n  Xristo/n, kaqwÜj le/gei  Danih\l "proseno/oun t%½ ke/rati kaiì i¹dou\ o)fqalmoiì 
w¨seiì a)nqrw¯pou e)n t%½ ke/rati kaiì sto/ma lalou=n mega/la, kaiì hÃnoice to\ sto/ma au)tou= ei¹j blasfhmi¿an pro\j to\n qeo/n, kaiì to\ 
ke/raj e)keiÍno e)poi¿ei po/lemon meta\ tw½n a(gi¿wn kaiì iãsxue pro\j au)tou/j, eÀwj ouÂ a)nvre/qh to\ qhri¿on kaiì a)pw¯leto, kaiì to\ sw½ma 
au)tou= e)do/qh ei¹j kau=sin puro/j." 
  48.1 48 a)ll' e)peiì deiÍ leptomere/steron periì au)tou= dihgh/sasqai, pw½j to\ aÀgion pneu=ma di' a)riqmou= kaiì to\ oÃnoma au)tou= mustikw½j 
e)dh/lwsen, safe/steron ta\ periì au)tou= dihghso/meqa. le/gei ga\r o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj ouÀtwj:    "kaiì eiådon aÃllo qhri¿on a)nabaiÍnon e)k 
th=j gh=j, kaiì eiåxe ke/rata du/o oÀmoia a)rni¿% kaiì e)la/lei w¨j dra/kwn. kaiì th\n e)cousi¿an tou= prw¯tou qhri¿ou pa=san e)poi¿ei 
e)nw¯pion au)tou=. kaiì poieiÍ th\n gh=n kaiì tou\j e)n au)tv= katoikou=ntaj iàna proskunh/swsi to\ qhri¿on to\ prw½ton, ouÂ e)qerapeu/qh h( 
plhgh\ tou= qana/tou au)tou=. kaiì poieiÍ shmeiÍa mega/la, iàna kaiì pu=r katabv= e)k tou= ou)ranou= ei¹j th\n gh=n katenw¯pion tw½n 
a)nqrw¯pwn, kaiì plan#= tou\j katoikou=ntaj e)piì th=j gh=j dia\ ta\ shmeiÍa aÁ e)do/qh au)t%½ poih=sai e)nw¯pion tou= qhri¿ou le/gwn toiÍj 
katoikou=sin e)piì th=j gh=j poih=sai ei¹ko/na t%½ qhri¿%, oÁj eÃxei th\n plhgh\n th=j maxai¿raj kaiì eÃzhsen.
  48.13  kaiì e)do/qh au)t%½ dou=nai pneu=ma tv= ei¹ko/ni tou= qhri¿ou, iàna kaiì lalh/sv h( ei¹kwÜn tou= qhri¿ou, kaiì poih/sv oÀsoi e)a\n mh\ 
proskunh/swsi tv= ei¹ko/ni tou= qhri¿ou a)poktanqw½sin. kaiì poieiÍ pa/ntaj, tou\j mikrou\j kaiì tou\j mega/louj kaiì tou\j plousi¿ouj 
kaiì tou\j ptwxou\j kaiì tou\j e)leuqe/rouj kaiì tou\j dou/louj, iàna dw½sin au)toiÍj xa/ragma e)piì th=j xeiro\j au)tw½n th=j decia=j hÄ 
e)piì to\ me/twpon au)tw½n, kaiì iàna mh/ tij du/nhtai a)gora/sai hÄ pwlh=sai ei¹ mh\ o( eÃxwn to\ xa/ragma, to\ oÃnoma tou= qhri¿ou hÄ to\n 
a)riqmo\n tou= o)no/matoj au)tou=. wÒde h( sofi¿a e)sti¿n. o( eÃxwn nou=n yhfisa/tw to\n a)riqmo\n tou= qhri¿ou: a)riqmo\j ga\r a)nqrw¯pou 
e)sti¿n. kaiì o( a)riqmo\j au)tou= e)stin ÖxÖcÖ²." 
  49.1 49    to\ me\n ouÅn "qhri¿on to\ a)nabaiÍnon e)k th=j gh=j" th\n basilei¿an th\n tou= a)ntixri¿stou e)some/nhn le/gei, ta\ de\ du/o ke/rata 
au)to\n kaiì to\n met' au)tou= yeudoprofh/thn. to\ de\ ei¹peiÍn "ta\ du/o ke/rata au)tou= oÀmoia a)rni¿%", oÀti e)comoiou=sqai qe/lei t%½ ui¸%½ 
tou= qeou=, kaiì au)to\j e(auto\n basile/a e)pideiknu/wn. to\ de\ ei¹peiÍn "e)la/lei w¨j dra/kwn", oÀti pla/noj e)stiì kaiì ou)k a)lhqh/j. to\ de\ 
"kaiì th\n e)cousi¿an tou= prw¯tou qhri¿ou pa=san e)poi¿ei    kaiì poieiÍ th\n gh=n kaiì tou\j e)n au)tv= katoikou=ntaj, iàna 
proskunh/swsi to\ qhri¿on to\ prw½ton, ouÂ e)qerapeu/qh h( plhgh\ tou= qana/tou au)tou=" tou=to shmai¿nei, oÀti kata\ to\n  Au)gou/stou 
no/mon, a)f' ouÂ kaiì h( basilei¿a  ¸Rwmai¿wn sune/sth, ouÀtw kaiì au)to\j keleu/sei kaiì diata/cei, kurw½n aÀpanta, dia\ tou/tou do/can 
e(aut%½ plei¿ona peripoiou/menoj. 
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[003] De antichristo 49.13 tou=to ga/r e)sti to\ qhri¿on to\ te/tarton, ouÂ e)plh/gh h( kefalh\ kaiì pa/lin e)qerapeu/qh dia\ to\ kataluqh=nai au)th\n kaiì 
a)timasqh=nai kaiì ei¹j de/ka diadh/mata a)naluqh=nai, wÐste panou=rgoj wÔn w¨j periqerapeu/sein au)th\n kaiì a)nanew¯sein. tou=to 
ga/r e)sti to\ ei¹rhme/non u(po\ tou= profh/tou, oÀti "dw¯sei pneu=ma tv= ei¹ko/ni kaiì lalh/sei h( ei¹kwÜn tou= qhri¿ou": e)nergh/sei ga\r kaiì 
i¹sxu/sei pa/lin dia\ tw½n u(p' au)tou= o(rizome/nwn no/mwn, kaiì poih/sei oÀsoi aÄn mh\ proskunh/swsi tv= ei¹ko/ni tou= qhri¿ou 
a)poktanqw½sin. "wÒde h( pi¿stij kaiì h( u(pomonh\ tw½n a(gi¿wn" fanh/setai. fhsiì ga\r "kaiì poieiÍ pa/ntaj, tou\j mikrou\j kaiì tou\j 
mega/louj kaiì tou\j plousi¿ouj kaiì tou\j ptwxou\j kaiì tou\j e)leuqe/rouj kaiì tou\j dou/louj, iàna dw½sin au)toiÍj xa/ragma e)piì 
th=j xeiro\j au)tw½n th=j decia=j hÄ e)piì to\ me/twpon, iàna mh/ tij du/natai a)gora/sai mh/te pwlh=sai ei¹ mh\ o( eÃxwn to\ xa/ragma hÄ 
to\n a)riqmo\n tou= o)no/matoj au)tou=.
  49.26  do/lioj ga\r wÔn kaiì e)pairo/menoj kata\ tw½n dou/lwn tou= qeou=, boulo/menoj e)kqli¿bein kaiì e)kdiw¯kein au)tou\j e)k tou= ko/smou 
dia\ to\ mh\ dido/nai au)tou\j au)t%½ do/can, keleu/ei pa/ntaj pantaxou= qumiath/ria tiqe/nai, iàna mh/ tij du/nhtai tw½n a(gi¿wn mh/te 
a)gora/sai mh/te pwlh=sai, e)a\n mh\ prw½ton e)piqu/sv. tou=to ga/r e)sti to\ xa/ragma to\ e)piì th=j xeiro\j th=j decia=j" dido/menon. to\ 
de\ "e)piì to\ me/twpon" ei¹peiÍn, iàna    pa/ntej wÕsin e)stefanwme/noi, pu/rinon kaiì ou) zwh=j a)lla\ qana/tou ste/fanon meq' e(autw½n 
perife/rontej. ouÀtw ga\r e)texna/sato kata\ tw½n  ¹Ioudai¿wn kaiì  ¹Anti¿oxoj o(  ¹Epifanh\j o( th=j  Suri¿aj geno/menoj basileu/j, wÔn 
e)k ge/nouj  ¹Aleca/ndrou tou=  Makedo/noj. 
  50.2 menon e)rou=men. tau=ta ga\r ouÀtw kaiì au)to\j texna/zetai, kata\ pa/nta qli¿bein tou\j a(gi¿ouj qe/lwn. le/gei ga\r o( profh/thj kaiì 
a)po/stoloj: "wÒde o( nou=j. o( eÃxwn sofi¿an yhfisa/tw to\n a)riqmo\n tou= qhri¿ou: a)riqmo\j ga/r e)stin a)nqrw¯pou, kaiì a)riqmo\j au)tou= 
e)stin ÖxÖcÖ²." periì me\n ouÅn tou= o)no/matoj au)tou= ou)k eÃstin h(miÍn tosou=ton to\ a)kribe\j 
  50.11 w¨j fe/re ei¹peiÍn to\ Teita/n e)stin, a)rxaiÍon kaiì eÃndocon oÃnoma, hÄ to\ Eu)a/n-qaj: kaiì ga\r au)to\ tv= au)tv= yh/f% e)mperie/xetai, kaiì 
eÀtera plei¿ona eu(reqh=nai duna/mena. a)ll' e)peidh\ proe/fqhmen le/gontej, oÀti e)qera-peu/qh h( plhgh\ tou= qhri¿ou tou= prw¯tou kaiì 
poih/sei laleiÍn th\n ei¹ko/na, toute/stin iãsxuse, fanero\n de\ pa=si¿n e)stin oÀti oi¸ kratou=ntej eÃti nu=n ei¹si LateiÍnoi, ei¹j e(no\j ouÅn 
a)nqrw¯pou oÃnoma metago/menon gi¿netai 
60.1 60    periì me\n ouÅn tou= diwgmou= kaiì th=j qli¿yewj th=j ginome/nhj e)piì th\n e)kklhsi¿an u(po\ tou= a)ntikeime/nou kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhj 
fhsi¿n: "kaiì eiådon shmeiÍon me/ga kaiì qaumasto/n, gunaiÍka peribeblhme/nhn to\n hÀlion, kaiì h( selh/nh u(poka/tw tw½n podw½n 
au)th=j, kaiì e)piì th=j kefalh=j au)th=j ste/fanoj a)ste/rwn dw¯deka, kaiì e)n gastriì eÃxousa kra/zei w©di¿nousa kaiì basanizome/nh 
tou= tekeiÍn. kaiì o( dra/kwn eÀsthken e)nw¯pion th=j gunaiko\j th=j mellou/shj tekeiÍn, iàna oÀtan te/kv, to\ te/knon au)th=j katafa/gv. 
kaiì eÃteken ui¸o\n aÃrsena, oÁj me/llei poimai¿nein pa/nta ta\ eÃqnh. kaiì h(rpa/sqh to\ te/knon au)th=j pro\j to\n qeo\n kaiì pro\j to\n 
qro/non au)tou=. kaiì h( gunh\ eÃfugen ei¹j th\n eÃrhmon, oÀpou e)keiÍ eÃxei to/pon h(toimasme/non a)po\ tou= qeou=, iàna e)keiÍ    e)ktre/fwsin 
au)th\n h(me/raj xili¿aj diakosi¿aj e(ch/konta". "kaiì oÀte eiåden o( dra/kwn, e)di¿wce th\n gunaiÍka hÀtij eÃteke to\n aÃrsena. 
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[003] De antichristo 60.13 kaiì e)do/qhsan tv= gunaikiì du/o pte/rugej tou= a)etou= tou= mega/lou, iàna pe/thtai ei¹j th\n eÃrhmon, oÀpou tre/fetai e)keiÍ kairo\n kaiì 
kairou\j kaiì hÀmisu kairou= a)po\ prosw¯pou tou= oÃfewj. kaiì eÃbalen o( oÃfij e)k tou= sto/matoj au)tou= o)pi¿sw th=j gunaiko\j uÀdwr 
w¨j potamo\n, iàna au)th\n potamofo/rhton poih/sv. kaiì e)boh/qhsen h( gh= tv= gunaiki¿, kaiì hÃnoicen h( gh= to\ sto/ma au)th=j kaiì 
kate/pie to\n potamo/n, oÁn eÃbalen o( dra/kwn e)k tou= sto/matoj au)tou=. kaiì w©rgi¿sqh o( dra/kwn e)piì tv= gunaiki¿, kaiì a)ph=lqe 
poih=sai po/lemon meta\ tw½n loipw½n tou= spe/rmatoj au)th=j tw½n throu/ntwn ta\j e)ntola\j tou= qeou= kaiì e)xo/ntwn th\n marturi¿an  
¹Ihsou=."
  61.1 th\n me\n ouÅn "gunaiÍka th\n peribeblhme/nhn to\n hÀlion" safe/stata th\n e)kklhsi¿an e)dh/lwsen, e)ndedume/nhn to\n lo/gon to\n 
patr%½on u(pe\r hÀlion la/mponta: "selh/nhn" de\ le/gwn "u(poka/tw tw½n podw½n au)th=j" do/cv e)pourani¿% w¨j selh/nhn 
kekosmhme/nhn: to\ de\ le/gein "e)pa/nw th=j ke-falh=j au)th=j ste/fanoj a)ste/rwn dw¯deka" dhloiÍ tou\j dw¯deka a)po-sto/louj, di' 
wÒn kaqi¿drutai h( e)kklhsi¿a. "kaiì e)n gastriì eÃxousa kra/zei, w©di¿nousa kaiì basanizome/nh tekeiÍn", oÀti a)eiì ou) pau/etai h( 
e)kklhsi¿a gennw½sa e)k kardi¿aj to\n lo/gon kai¿toi e)n ko/sm% u(po\ a)pi¿stwn diwko-me/nh. "kaiì eÃteken", fhsi¿n, "ui¸o\n aÃrsena, oÁj 
me/llei poimai¿nein pa/nta
  61.11 aÃnqrwpon, oÁn kath/ggeilan oi¸ profh=tai, oÁn a)eiì ti¿ktousa h( e)kklhsi¿a    dida/skei pa/nta ta\ eÃqnh. to\ de\ le/gein "h(rpa/sqh to\ 
te/knon au)th=j pro\j to\n qeo\n kaiì pro\j to\n qro/non au)tou=", oÀti e)poura/nio/j e)sti basileu\j kaiì ou)k e)pi¿geioj o( di' au)th=j a)eiì 
gennw¯menoj, kaqwÜj kaiì Dabiìd pro-anefw¯nei le/gwn: "eiåpen o( ku/rioj t%½ kuri¿% mou: ka/qou e)k deciw½n  mou, eÀwj aÄn qw½ tou\j 
e)xqrou/j sou u(popo/dion tw½n podw½n sou." "kaiì eiåden", fhsi¿n, "o( dra/kwn kaiì e)di¿wce th\n gunaiÍka hÀtij eÃteke to\n aÃrsena. kaiì 
e)do/qhsan tv= gunaikiì ai¸ du/o pte/rugej tou= a)etou= tou= mega/lou, iàna pe/thtai ei¹j th\n eÃrhmon, oÀpou tre/fetai e)keiÍ kairo\n kaiì 
kairou\j kaiì hÀmisu kairou= a)po\ prosw¯pou tou= oÃfewj." auÂtai¿ ei¹sin ai¸ "xi¿liai diako/siai e(ch/konta h(me/rai", "to\ hÀmisu th=j 
e(bdoma/doj", aÁj krath/sei o( tu/rannoj diw¯kwn th\n e)kklhsi¿an feu/gousan "a)po\ po/lewj 
65.6 o( de\ ku/rioj le/gei: "polloiì e)n e)kei¿nv tv= h(me/r# a)kou/sontai th=j fwnh=j tou= ui¸ou= tou= qeou= kaiì oi¸ a)kou/santej zh/sontai." o( de\ 
profh/thj le/gei: "eÃgeire o( kaqeu/dwn kaiì e)cege/rqhti e)k tw½n nekrw½n, kaiì e)pifau/sei soi o(  Xristo/j."  ¹Iwa/nnhj de\ le/gei: 
"maka/rioj kaiì aÀgioj o( eÃxwn me/roj e)n tv= a)nasta/sei tv= prw¯tv: e)piì tou/twn o( deu/teroj qa/natoj ou)k eÃxei e)cousi¿an." "o( ga\r 
deu/teroj qa/nato/j e)stin h( li¿mnh tou= puro\j tou= kaiome/nou." kaiì pa/lin o( ku/rioj le/gei: "to/te oi¸ di¿kaioi e)kla/myousin w¨j o( 
hÀlioj", fai¿nei e)n tv= do/cv au)tou=.
  65.18 ¹Iwa/nnhj de\ le/gei: "eÃcw oi¸ ku/nej kaiì oi¸ farmakoiì kaiì oi¸ po/rnoi kaiì oi¸ foneiÍj kaiì oi¸ ei¹dwlola/trai kaiì pa=j filw½n kaiì 
poiw½n yeu=doj"
 [029] De consummatione 
mundi [Sp.]
21.16 kairoiÍj genh/setai. kaiì to\ hÀmisu th=j e(bdoma/doj lh/yontai oi¸ du/o profh=tai meta\  ¹Iwa/nnou tou= khru=cai ei¹j to\n su/mpanta 
ko/smon periì tou= a)ntixri¿stou th\n parousi¿an, toute/stin "h(me/raj xili¿aj diakosi¿aj e(ch/konta peribeblhme/noi sa/kkouj". oiá 
kaiì poih/sousi shmeiÍa kaiì te/-rata ei¹j to\ kaÄn ouÀtw duswph=sai kaiì e)pistre/yai tou\j a)nqrw¯pouj pro\j meta/noian dia\ th\n 
u(perba/llousan au)tw½n a)nomi¿an kaiì a)se/beian. 
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[029] De consummatione 
mundi [Sp.]
21.21  "kaiì eiã tij qe/lei au)tou\j a)dikh=sai, pu=r e)kporeu/setai e)k tou= sto/matoj au)tw½n kaiì katesqi¿ei tou\j e)xqrou\j au)tw½n. ouÂtoi 
eÃxousin e)cousi¿an kleiÍsai to\n ou)rano/n, iàna mh\ u(eto\n bre/cv ta\j h(me/raj th=j parousi¿aj tou= a)ntixri¿stou kaiì ta\ uÀdata 
stre/yai ei¹j aiâma kaiì pata/cai th\n gh=n e)n pa/sv plhgv=, o(sa/kij e)a\n qelh/swsin". kaiì oÀtan khru/cwsi tau=ta pa/nta, para\ 
tou= diabo/lou e)n r(omfai¿# pesou=ntai. kaiì plhrw¯sousi th\n marturi¿an au)tw½n, kaqw¯j fhsi kaiì tou=to  Danih/l, proewrakwÜj 
oÀti to\ qhri¿on to\ a)nabaiÍnon e)k th=j a)bu/ssou poih/sei met' au)tw½n po/lemon, hÃgoun meta\  ¹Enw¯x,  ¹Hli¿a kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnou, kaiì 
nikh/sei au)tou\j kaiì a)pokteneiÍ au)tou\j dia\ to\ mh\ qe/lein au)tou\j do/can dou=nai t%½ diabo/l% toute/sti to\ a)nafane\n mikro\n 
ke/raj, oÁj e)parqeiìj tv= kardi¿# loipo\n aÃrxetai e(auto\n u(you=n kaiì doca/zein w¨j qeo/n, diw¯kwn tou\j a(gi¿ouj kaiì blasfhmw½n to\n  
Xristo/n.
  28.13 douleu/sei kaiì meta/noia e)n au)t%½ ou)k eÃstin. a)lla\ o( toiou=toj a)pw¯leto kaiì a)po\ qeou= kaiì a)po\ a)nqrw¯pwn kaiì dw¯sei au)toiÍj 
o( pla/noj braxe/a brw¯mata dia\ th\n sfragiÍda au)tou= th\n miara/n. h( de\ sfragiìj au)tou= e)piì tou= metw¯pou kaiì e)piì th=j decia=j 
xeiro/j e)sti yh=foj xc². kaiì w¨j oiåmai ou)de\ a)kribw½j e)pi¿stamai tou=to, e)n tv= grafv= ga\r polla\ e)n t%½ yh/f% tou/t% o)no/mata 
euÀrhntai, a)lla\ le/gomen iãswj gra/fein
  30.6 basile/wj h(mw½n  ¹Ihsou= Xristou=.    a)ll' e)piì to\ prokei¿menon e)pane/lqwmen.    oÀtan ga\r la/bwsi to/te oi¸ aÃnqrwpoi th\n 
sfragiÍda kaiì ou)x euÀrwsi trofa\j ouÃte uÀdwr, prose/rxontai au)t%½ meta\ o)dunhra=j fwnh=j le/gon-tej Do\j h(miÍn fageiÍn kaiì 
pieiÍn oÀti pa/ntej e)k tou= limou= 
  33.3 e)n tv= po/lei kaiì xw¯r# oiâoj xalepo\j kairo\j kaiì h(me/rai genh/sontai. [to/te a)po\ a)natolw½n ei¹j dusma\j a)xqh/sontai] kaiì a)po\ 
dusmw½n eÀwj a)nato-lw½n paragenh/sontai kaiì klau/sousi mega/lwj kaiì ko/yontai i¹sxurw½j kaiì th=j h(me/raj diafauskou/shj 
e)kde/contai th\n nu/kta, iàna a)napau/-swntai e)k tw½n eÃrgwn au)tw½n.
  37.9 khro/n. ta\ aÃstra tou= ou)ranou= pesou=ntai, "o( hÀlioj metastrafh/setai ei¹j sko/toj kaiì h( selh/nh ei¹j aiâma". o( ou)rano\j w¨j 
bibli¿on ei¸li¿ssetai, h( gh= pa=sa katakauqh/setai dia\ ta\ e)n au)tv= eÃrga, aÀper die/fqeiran oi¸ aÃnqrwpoi e)n pornei¿aij, e)n 
moixei¿aij kaiì e)n yeu/desi kaiì a)kaqarsi¿aij kaiì e)n ei¹dwlolatri¿aij kaiì e)n fo/noij kaiì e)n ma/xaij.
48.11 th=j gh=j e)genh/qhmen. kaiì le/geij "ou)k oiåda u(ma=j, a)pe/lqete a)p' e)mou="; to/te a)pokriqh/setai kaiì au)toiÍj le/gwn  ¸Wmologh/sate/ 
me despo/thn, a)lla\ toiÍj lo/goij mou ou)k e)peiqarxh/sate. th\n sfragiÍda tou= staurou= mou e)shmeiw¯qhte, a)lla\ tau/thn 
a)splagxni¿# h)fani¿sate. to\ ba/ptisma/ mou e)la/bete, a)lla\ ta\j e)ntola/j mou ou)k e)fula/cate. 
[052] Fragmenta in Psalmos 19.2 prw½toj ge/nesin au)tou=, o( de\ deu/teroj pa/qoj. Kaiì ou)k hÅn a)nagkaiÍon e)pigra/fein au)tou/j, o(po/te dia\ pa/ntwn tw½n profhtw½n o( 
lo/goj e)khru/xqh a)rxh\ au)to/j: ouÀtwj ga\r bo#= kaiì le/gei: <" ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi h( a)rxh\ kaiì to\ te/loj, kaiì to\ A kaiì to\ W">.  ¸Opo/te 
toi¿nun o( maka/rioj  Dauiìd pneu/mati dihgh/sato, ou)k a)na/gkhn eÃsxen e)pigrafh\n poih/sasqai. 
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[060] Refutatio omnium 
haeresium (=Philophumena)
6.49.4.1 6.49.4 tw½n stoixei¿wn a)ne/deican. kaiì to\ tou=  Swth=roj <de\> r(hto\n oÃnoma < ¹Ihsou=j> gramma/twn u(pa/rxein eÀc, to\ de\ <aÃr>rhton 
au)tou=®<to\> e)p' a)riqm%½ tw½n kata\ eÁn <stoixeiÍon> gramma/twn®[toute/sti to\n  ¹Ihsou=n] stoixei¿wn e)stiìn ei¹kositessa/rwn:  
Ui¸o\j de\  Xr<e>isto\j <gramma/twn> dw¯deka, to\ de\ e)n t%½  Xrist%½ aÃrrŸhton grammŸa/twn tria/konta® kaiì au)to\ <e)piì> toiÍj 
e)n au)t%½ gra/mmasi kata\ eÁn stoixeiÍon a)riqmoume/noij: 6.49.5 to\ ga\r  Xr<e>isto/j e)sti stoixei¿wn o)ktw¯: to\ me\n ga\r xeiÍ triw½n, 
to\ de\ r(<w½> du/o, kaiì to\ Öe×i du/o, kaiì <to\> i¹<w½ta> tessa/rwn, to\ <de\> s<iÍgma> pe/nte, kaiì to\ t<au=> triw½n, to\ de\ ÖoÖu du/o, kaiì 
to\ <sa\>n triw½n <•>    ouÀtwj to\ e)n t%½  Xrist%½ aÃrrhton <oÃnoma> fa/skousi stoixei¿wn <eiånai> tria/konta. ®kaiì dia\ tou=to de/ 
fasin au)to\n le/gein: "e)gwÜ to\ aÃlfa kaiì to\ Öw", e)pideiknu/nta th\n peristera/n, tou=ton eÃxousan to\n a)riqmo/n, oÀ e)stin 
o)ktako/sia eÀn.
 6.50.2.1 e)pisunelqou=sa tv= o)gdoa/di kaiì dekaplasi¿ona au)th\n poih/sasa, to\n tw½n o)gdoh/-konta <proebi¿basen a)riqmo/n: kaiì ta\ 
o)gdoh/konta> pa/lin dekaplasia/-sasa to\n tw½n o)ktakosi¿wn a)riqmo\n e)ge/nnhsen: wÐste eiånai to\n aÀpanta tw½n gramma/twn 
a)riqmo/n, a)po\ o)gdoa/doj ei¹j deka/<da> proelqo/nta, [eiånai] Öh kaiì Öp kaiì Øw, oÀ e)stin  ¹Ihsou=j. to\ ga\r  ¹Ihsou=j oÃnoma kata\ to\n e)n 
toiÍj gra/mmasin a)riqmo/n e)stin o)ktako/sia o)gdohkontaoktw¯. <dio\> kaiì to\<n> a)lfa/bhton de\ to\<n>  ¸Ellhniko\n eÃxei<n> 
mona/daj o)ktwÜ <kaiì deka/daj o)ktwÜ> kaiì e(katonta/daj o)ktw¯, th\n tw½n o)ktakosi¿wn    
  7.36.2.1 7.36.2  Gnwstikw½n <me\n> dh\ dia/foroi <ai¸> gnw½maiŸ, wÒn ou)k aÃcion katariqmeiÍn <pa/saj> ta\j flua/rouj do/caj e)kri¿namen, 
ouÃsaj polla\j <kaiì> a)logi¿aj te kaiì blasfhmi¿aj gemou/saj: wÒn polu\ semno/teron periì to\ qeiÍon 7.36.3 oi¸ filosofh/santej 
a)f'  ¸Ellh/nwn h)ne/xqhsan. pollh=j de\ au)toiÍj susta/sewj kakw½n aiãtioj gege/nhtai  Niko/laoj, eiâj tw½n e(pta\ ei¹j diakoni¿an 
u(po\ tw½n a)posto/lwn katastaqei¿j. oÁj a)posta\j th=j kat' eu)qeiÍan didaskali¿aj e)di¿dasken a)diafori¿an bi¿ou te kaiì brw¯sewj: 
ouÂ tou\j    maqhta\j e)nubri¿zon<taj> to\ aÀgion pneu=ma dia\ th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnhj hÃlegce<n w¨j> "porneu/ontaj kaiì 
ei¹dwlo/quta e)sqi¿ontaj".
Ignatius Scr. Eccl. 
[1443]
[001] Epistula vii genuinae 
(recensio media)
5.6.1.1 ¹Ea\n de/ tij  ¹Ioudai+smo\n e(rmhneu/v u(miÍn, mh\ a)kou/ete au)tou=.  ãAmeinon ga/r e)stin para\ a)ndro\j peritomh\n eÃxontoj  
Xristianismo\n a)kou/ein, hÄ para\ a)krobu/stou  ¹Ioudai+smo/n.  ¹Ea\n de\ a)mfo/teroi periì  ¹Ihsou=  Xristou= mh\ lalw½sin, ouÂtoi e)moiì 
sth=lai¿ ei¹sin kaiì ta/foi nekrw½n, e)f' oiâj ge/graptai mo/non o)no/mata a)nqrw¯pwn. 
15.2.3 Ou)de\n lanqa/nei to\n ku/rion, a)lla\ kaiì ta\ krupta\ h(mw½n e)ggu\j au)t%½ e)stin. ` Pa/nta ouÅn poiw½men w¨j au)tou= e)n h(miÍn 
katoikou=ntoj, iàna wÕmen au)tou= naoiì kaiì au)to\j e)n h(miÍn qeo\j h(mw½n, oÀper kaiì eÃstin kaiì fanh/setai pro\ prosw¯pou h(mw½n, e)c 
wÒn dikai¿wj a)gapw½men au)to/n. 
[002] Epistulae interpolatae 
et epistulae suppositiciae 
[Sp.]
3.5.2.1  3.5.2    du/o ga\r le/gw xarakth=raj e)n a)nqrw¯poij eu(ri¿skesqai, kaiì to\n me\n nomi¿smatoj, to\n de\ paraxara/gmatoj. o( 
qeosebh\j aÃnqrwpoj no/misma/ e)stin u(po\ qeou= xaraxqe/n: o( a)sebh\j yeudw¯numon no/misma, ki¿bdhlon, no/qon, paraxa/ragma, 
ou)x u(po\ qeou=, a)ll' u(po\ diabo/lou e)nerghqe/n. 3.5.3    ou) du/o fu/seij a)nqrw¯pwn le/gw, a)lla\ to\n eÀna aÃnqrwpon pote\ me\n qeou=, 
pote\ de\ diabo/lou gi¿nesqai. e)a\n eu)sebv= tij, aÃnqrwpoj qeou= e)stin: e)a\n de\ a)sebv= tij, aÃnqrw-poj tou= diabo/lou, ou)k a)po\ th=j 
fu/sewj, a)ll' a)po\ th=j e(autou= gnw¯mhj gino/menoj. 3.5.4    oi¸ aÃpistoi ei¹ko/na eÃxousi tou= aÃrxontoj th=j ponhri¿aj, oi¸ pistoiì 
ei¹ko/na eÃxousi tou= aÃrxontoj qeou= patro\j kaiì  ¹Ihsou=  Xristou=: di' ouÂ e)a\n mh\ au)qaire/twj eÃxwmen to\ u(pe\r a)lhqei¿aj 
a)poqaneiÍn ei¹j to\ au)tou= pa/qoj, to\ zh=n au)tou= ou)k eÃstin e)n h(miÍn.
  4.3.3.1 4.3.3    e)peiì ti¿j xrei¿a desmw½n,  Xristou= mh\ a)poqano/ntoj; ti¿j xrei¿a u(pomonh=j; ti¿j xrei¿a masti¿gwn; ti¿ dh/pote  Pe/troj me\n 
e)staurou=to,  Pau=loj de\ kaiì  ¹Ia/kwboj maxai¿r# e)te/mnonto,  ¹Iwa/nnhj de\ e)fugadeu/eto e)n  Pa/tm%,  Ste/fanoj de\ e)n li¿qoij 
a)nvreiÍto para\ tw½n kuriokto/nwn  ¹Ioudai¿wn; a)ll' ou)de\n tou/twn ei¹kh=: a)lhqei¿# ga\r e)staurw¯qh o( ku/rioj u(po\ tw½n dussebw½n. 
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[1443]
[002] Epistulae interpolatae 
et epistulae suppositiciae 
[Sp.]
5.11.2.4 dia\ kenodoci¿aj h)tima/sqhj, dia\ filoxrhmati¿aj kaiì filarxi¿aj ei¹j a)se/-beian e)fe/lkv.    su\ o( Beli¿ar, o( dra/kwn, o( 
a)posta/thj, o( sko-lio\j oÃfij, o( tou= qeou= a)posta/j, o( tou= Xristou= xwrisqei¿j, o( tou= a(gi¿ou pneu/matoj a)llotriwqei¿j, o( tou= 
xorou= tw½n a)gge/lwn e)cwsqei¿j, 
  6.6.6.1 6.6.6    e)a/n tij tau=ta me\n o(mologv=, kaiì oÀti qeo\j lo/goj e)n a)nqrwpi¿n% sw¯mati kat%¯kei, wÔn e)n e(aut%½ o( lo/goj, w¨j yuxh\ e)n 
sw¯mati, dia\ to\ eÃnoikon eiånai qeo/n, a)ll' ou)xiì a)nqrwpei¿an yuxh/n, le/gv de\ ta\j parano/mouj mi¿ceij a)gaqo/n ti eiånai kaiì te/loj 
eu)dai-   moni¿aj h(donh\n ti¿qhtai, oiâoj o( yeudw¯numoj  Nikolai¿+thj, ouÂtoj ouÃte filo/qeoj ouÃte filo/xristoj eiånai du/natai, 
a)lla\ fqoreu\j th=j oi¹kei¿aj sarko\j kaiì dia\ tou=to tou= a(gi¿ou pneu/matoj keno\j kaiì tou=  Xristou= a)llo/trioj. 
Irenaeus Theol. 
[1447]
[001] Adversus haereses 
(libri 1-2)
1.8.11.18 tw½n ei¹kositessa/rwn a)riqmo\n a)neplh/rwsen.  ¸Wsau/twj de\ kaiì h( deute/ra tetra\j, Lo/goj kaiì Zwh\,  ãAnqrwpoj kaiì  ¹Ekklh-
si¿a, to\n au)to\n a)riqmo\n tw½n stoixei¿wn a)ne/deican. Kaiì to\ tou= Swth=roj de\ r(hto\n oÃnoma, o)ktwÜ kaiì de/ka, gramma/twn    
u(pa/rxein [H. u(pa/rxei] eÁc, to\ d' aÃr)r(hton au)tou= gramma/twn 
 1.8.11.24 e)n [H. t%½] Xrist%½ aÃr)r(hton, gramma/twn tria/konta. Kaiì dia\ tou=to/ fhsin au)to\n a kaiì w, iàna th\n peristera\n mhnu/sv, tou=ton 
eÃxontoj to\n a)riqmo\n tou/tou tou= o)rne/ou.   ¸O de\  ¹Ihsou=j tau/thn eÃxei, fhsiì, th\n aÃr)r(hton ge/ne-sin.  ¹Apo\ ga\r th=j Mhtro\j tw½n 
oÀlwn, th=j prw¯thj tetra/doj, 
  1.8.12.10 h kaiì p kaiì w, oÀ e)sti dekaoktw¯ ih§Ÿ [H.  ¹Ihsou=j]. To\ ga\r  ¹Ihsou= [H.  ¹Ihsou=j] oÃnoma kata\ to\n e)n toiÍj gra/mmasin a)riqmo\n, 
w eÃstin o)gdohkontaoktw¯.  ãExei [ ãExeij] safw½j kaiì th\n u(peroura/nion tou= h kaiì tou= ¼ [l. tou=  ¹Ihsou=] kat' au)tou\j ge/nesin. 
Dio\ kaiì to\n a)lfa/bhton tw½n  ¸Ellh/nwn eÃxein
[008] Adversus haereses 
(liber 5)
22.13 ouÂ th\n parousi¿an  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)ntau=qa ouÀtwj e)mh/nusen.    23   Periì tou= u(paspistou=, oÁn kaiì yeudoprofh/thn kaleiÍ, "e)la/lei", 
fhsi¿n, "w¨j dra/kwn".    22  àIna ouÅn mh/ tij au)to\n qei+kv= duna/mei do/cei poieiÍn ta\ shmeiÍa, a)lla\ magikv= e)nergei¿#, eÃfh: "Kaiì 
plan#= tou\j katoikou=ntaj e)piì th=j gh=j."  Kaiì ou)de/n ge kaiì qaumasto/n, ei¹ tw½n daimoni¿wn kaiì a)postatikw½n pneuma/twn 
u(pourgou/ntwn au)t%½ di' au)tw½n poieiÍ shmeiÍa, e)n oiâj planh/sei tou\j katoikou=ntaj e)piì th=j gh=j.  Kaiì "to\n a)riqmo\n de\ tou= 
o)no/matoj au)tou=" fhsin kaiì aÃlla tina\ "kaiì eiånai to\n a)riqmo\n xc²§", oÀ e)stin e(katonta/dej eÁc kaiì deka/dej eÁc kaiì mona/dej 
eÁc ei¹j a)nakefalai¿wsin pa/shj th=j e)n toiÍj e(cakisxili¿oij eÃtesin gegonui¿aj a)postasi¿aj.   
  24.1 24   Kaiì dia\ tou=to, e)n t%½ te/lei a)qro/wj e)nteu=qen th=j e)kklhsi¿aj a)nalambanome/nhj, "eÃstai", fhsi¿n, "qliÍyij, oiàa ou)k 
e)ge/neto a)p' a)rxh=j ou)d' ou) mh\ ge/nhtai".  ãEsxatoj ga\r a)gwÜn ouÂtoj tw½n dikai¿wn, oÁn nikh/santej stefanou=ntai th\n 
a)fqarsi¿an.     Kaiì dia\ tou=to ei¹j to\ qhri¿on to\ e)rxo/menon a)nakefalai¿wsij gi¿netai pa/shj a)diki¿aj kaiì panto\j do/lou, iàna e)n 
au)t%½ surreu/sasa kaiì sugkludwnisqeiÍsa pa=sa du/namij a)postatikh\ ei¹j th\n ka/minon blhqv= tou= puro/j.  Katallh/lwj ouÅn 
kaiì to\ oÃnoma au)tou= eÀcei to\n a)riqmo\n xc²§, a)nakefalaiou/menon e)n e(aut%½ th\n pro\ tou= kataklusmou= pa=san th=j kaki¿aj 
e)pi¿deicin e)c a)ggelikh=j a)postasi¿aj gegenhme/nhj®  Nw½e ga\r hÅn e)tw½n e(cakosi¿wn kaiì o( kataklusmo\j e)ph=lqe tv= gv=, 
e)calei¿fwn to\ a)na/sthma th=j gh=j dia\ th\n e)piì tou=  ¹Ada\m ki¿bdhlon genea/n®, a)nakefalaiou/menoj    de\ kaiì th\n a)po\ tou= 
kataklusmou= pa=san ei¹dwlolatrei¿an, me/xrij ouÂ h( tou=  Nabouxodono/sor a)nastaqeiÍsa ei¹kw¯n, hÀtij uÀyoj me\n eiåxe phxw½n 
e(ch/konta, euÅroj de\ phxw½n eÀc: oÀlh ga\r h( ei¹kwÜn e)kei¿nh protu/pwsij hÅn th=j tou= a)ntixri¿stou parousi¿aj.
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Irenaeus Theol. 
[1447]
[008] Adversus haereses 
(liber 5)
24.23 dia\ th\n a)postasi¿an kaiì o( phxismo\j th=j ei¹ko/noj    to\n a)riqmo/n, w¨j eiãrhtai, shmai¿nousi tou= o)no/matoj, ei¹j oÁn 
sugkefalaiou=tai tw½n e(cakisxili¿wn e)tw½n pa=sa a)postasi¿a kaiì a)diki¿a kaiì ponhri¿a. Tou/twn de\ ouÀtwj e)xo/ntwn, kaiì e)n 
pa=si toiÍj spoudai¿oij kaiì a)rxai¿oij a)ntigra/foij tou= a)riqmou= tou/tou keime/nou, kaiì marturou/ntwn au)tw½n e)kei¿nwn tw½n kat' 
oÃyin to\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn e(wrako/twn, kaiì tou= lo/gou dida/skontoj h(ma=j oÀti o( a)riqmo\j tou= o)no/matoj tou= qhri¿ou
  24.32 tw½n  ¸Ellh/nwn yh=fon dia\ tw½n e)n au)t%½ gramma/twn,    ou)k oiåda pw½j e)sfa/lhsa/n tinej e)pakolou-qh/santej i¹diwtism%½ kaiì 
to\n me/son h)qe/thsan a)riqmo\n tou= o)no/matoj, n§ yh/fouj u(felo/ntej kaiì a)ntiì tw½n eÁc deka/dwn mi¿an deka/da boulo/menoi eiånai.
  26.1   ¸HmeiÍj g' ouÅn ou)k a)pokinduneu/omen periì tou= o)no/matoj tou= a)ntixri¿stou a)pofaino/menoi bebaiwtikw½j: ei¹ ga\r eÃdei 
a)nafando\n e)n t%½ nu=n kair%½ khru/ttesqai touÃnoma au)tou=, di' e)kei¿nou aÄn e)rre/qh tou= kaiì th\n a)poka/luyin e(wrako/toj.  Ou)de\ 
ga\r pro\ pollou= xro/nou e(wra/qh, a)lla\ sxedo\n e)piì th=j h(mete/raj genea=j, pro\j t%½ te/lei th=j  Dometianou= a)rxh=j.    
 [005] Fragmenta 
deperditorum operum
36.3 Dio/ti a)po\ a)natolw½n h(li¿ou kaiì eÀwj dusmw½n to\ oÃnoma/ mou dedo/castai e)n toiÍj eÃqnesi, kaiì e)n pantiì to/p% qumi¿ama 
prosa/getai t%½    o)no/mati¿ mou kaiì qusi¿a kaqara/: wÐsper kaiì o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei le/gei:  Ta\ qumia/mata/ ei¹sin 
ai¸ proseuxaiì tw½n a(gi¿wn: kaiì o(  Pau=loj parakaleiÍ h(ma=j parasth=sai ta\ sw¯mata h(mw½n qusi¿an zw½san, a(gi¿an, eu)a/reston 
t%½  Qe%½, th\n logikh\n latrei¿an h(mw½n.  Kaiì pa/lin: a)nafe/rwmen qusi¿an ai¹e/sewj toute/sti karpo\n xeile/wn.  AuÂtai me\n ai¸ 
prosforaiì ou) kata\ to\n no/mon ei¹siìn, ouÂ to\ xeiro/grafon e)calei¿yaj o(     Ku/rioj e)k tou= me/sou vÅren, a)lla\ kata\ pneu=ma, e)n 




[003] Adversus oppugnatores 
vitae monasticae (lib. 1-3)
47.325.41 e)kei¿nwn deinoiÍj pariswqh=nai sumfora/n. Prw½toi ga\r ouÂtoi kaiì mo/noi tw½n u(f' h(li¿% pa/ntwn a)nqrw¯pwn toiau=ta eÃpaqon, oiâa 
ou)deiìj eÀteroj. Kaiì tou/twn ma/rtuj a)cio/-pistoj o( Xristo\j, ouÀtw le/gwn:  ãEstai qliÍyij mega/lh, oiãa ou) ge/gonen a)p' a)rxh=j 
ko/smou eÀwj tou= nu=n
 [382] Catecheses ad 
illuminandos 1-8 (series 
tertia)
2.23.4 katecanistame/nouj au)tou= kaiì au)t%½ me\n a)potacame/nouj, metatacame/nouj de\ kaiì th\n pro\j to\n Xristo\n suntagh\n e)pi-
deicame/nouj, dia\ tou=to a)lei¿fei e)piì tou= metw¯pou kaiì th\n sfragiÍda e)piti¿qhsin iàna a)postre/yv ta\j oÃyeij e)keiÍnoj. Ou)de\ ga\r 
a)ntible/yai tolm#= o(rw½n th\n e)keiÍqen a)straph\n e)kphdw½san kaiì a)potuflou=san au)tou= ta\j oÃyeij.     
[247] In Joannem theologum 
[Sp.]
59.610.18 59.610  ¹AnagkaiÍo/n te kaiì tou\j a)gw½naj au)tou= ei¹j me/son a)gageiÍn, oÀson h(miÍn dunato\n, e)k tw½n pollw½n o)li¿ga: pa/nta ga\r 
au)tou= ta\ katorqw¯mata ou)k e)carke/sai pa=j o( kairo\j pro\j dih/ghsin.  Ta\ me\n ga\r pleiÍsta h)kou/samen e)k th=j bi¿blou tw½n  
Pra/cewn, oÀsa sunwÜn toiÍj a)posto/loij kalw½j h)gwni¿sato.  àUsteron e)co/ristoj u(po\  Dometianou= tou= tw½n  ¸Rwmai¿wn 
basile/wj ei¹j th\n nh=son th\n kaloume/nhn  Pa/tmon gi¿netai dia\ to\n lo/gon tou=  Qeou= kaiì to\ kh/rugma th=j eu)sebei¿aj, kaiì  
¹Ekklhsi¿an suggra/fei, hÁn eÃdeicen au)t%½ o(  Qeo\j, kaiì  ¹Apoka/luyin musthri¿wn a)r)r(h/twn kaiì foberw½n, eÃpeita kaiì ta\j a(gi¿aj 
au)tou= treiÍj  ¹Epistola/j.  Sko/pei de\ th\n aÃfaton tou=  Qeou= a)gaqo/thta, pantaxou= sugceniteu/ontoj toiÍj a)gapw½sin au)to/n: 
kaÄn e)n fulakv= kate/xwntai, kaÄn e)n e)cori¿aij tugxa/nwsin, eiãte e)n buq%½ qala/sshj, eiãte e)n la/kk% katakleisqw½sin, kaÄn 
oÀpou d' aÄn parar)r(ifw½sin, ou) xwri¿zetai tou/twn, summaxw½n kaiì e)nisxu/wn, kaiì tw½n po/nwn e)pikoufi¿zwn. 
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Justinus Martyr 
Apol. [0645]
[001] Apologia 28.1.1 28.1   Par' h(miÍn me\n ga\r o( a)rxhge/thj tw½n kakw½n daimo/nwn oÃfij kaleiÍtai kaiì satana=j kaiì dia/boloj, w¨j kaiì e)k tw½n 
h(mete/rwn suggramma/twn e)reunh/santej maqeiÍn du/nasqe: oÁn ei¹j to\ pu=r pemfqh/sesqai meta\ th=j au)tou= stratia=j kaiì tw½n 
e(pome/nwn a)nqrw¯pwn kolasqhsome/nouj to\n a)pe/ranton ai¹w½na, proemh/nusen o(  Xristo/j.
 [003] Dialogus cum Tryphone 80.5.1 80.5    e)gwÜ de/, kaiì eiã tine/j ei¹sin o)rqognw¯monej kata\ pa/nta  Xristianoi¿, kaiì sarko\j a)na/stasin genh/sesqai e)pista/meqa 
kaiì xi¿lia eÃth e)n  ¹Ierousalh\m oi¹kodomhqei¿sv kaiì kosmhqei¿sv kaiì platunqei¿sv, w¨j oi¸ profh=tai  ¹Iezekih\l kaiì  ¹Hsai¿aj kaiì 
oi¸ aÃlloi o(mologou=sin.
  81.3.1  81.3    to\ ouÅn ei¹rhme/non e)n toiÍj lo/goij tou/toij, eÃfhn:  Kata\ ga\r ta\j h(me/raj tou= cu/lou ai¸ h(me/rai tou= laou= mou eÃsontai, ta\ 
eÃrga tw½n po/nwn au)tw½n <palaiw¯sousi>, nenoh/kamen oÀti xi¿lia eÃth e)n musthri¿% mhnu/ei. w¨j ga\r t%½  ¹Ada\m eiãrhto, oÀti vÂ d' 
aÄn h(me/r# fa/gv a)po\ tou= cu/lou, e)n e)kei¿nv a)poqaneiÍtai, eÃgnwmen au)to\n mh\ a)naplhrw¯santa xi¿lia eÃth. sunh/kamen kaiì to\ 
ei¹rhme/non, oÀti  ¸Hme/ra kuri¿ou w¨j xi¿lia eÃth, ei¹j tou=to suna/gein.
81.4.1  81.4    kaiì eÃpeita kaiì par' h(miÍn a)nh/r tij, %Ò oÃnoma  ¹Iwa/nnhj, eiâj tw½n a)posto/lwn tou=  Xristou=, e)n a)pokalu/yei    genome/nv 
au)t%½ xi¿lia eÃth poih/sein e)n  ¹Ierousalh\m tou\j t%½ h(mete/r%  Xrist%½ pisteu/santaj proefh/teuse, kaiì meta\ tau=ta th\n 
kaqolikh\n kai¿, sunelo/nti fa/nai, ai¹wni¿an o(moqumado\n aÀma pa/ntwn a)na/stasin genh/sesqai kaiì kri¿sin. oÀper kaiì o( ku/rioj 
h(mw½n eiåpen, oÀti  OuÃte gamh/sousin ouÃte gamhqh/sontai, a)lla\ i¹sa/ggeloi eÃsontai, te/kna tou= qeou= th=j a)nasta/sewj oÃntej.
116.2.1 116.2    kaiì wÐsper a)po\ puro\j e)cespasme/noi e)sme/n, a)po\ me\n tw½n a(martiw½n tw½n prote/rwn kaqa-   risqe/ntej, a)po\ de\ th=j 
qli¿yewj kaiì th=j purw¯sewj, hÁn purou=sin h(ma=j oÀ te dia/boloj kaiì oi¸ au)tou= u(phre/tai pa/ntej, e)c wÒn kaiì pa/lin a)posp#= h(ma=j  
¹Ihsou=j o( ui¸o\j tou= qeou=: e)ndu=sai h(ma=j ta\ h(toimasme/na e)ndu/mata, e)a\n pra/cwmen au)tou= ta\j e)ntola/j, u(pe/sxeto, kaiì 
ai¹w¯nion basilei¿an pronoh=sai e)ph/ggeltai.
Melito Apol. [1495] [003] Fragmenta 5.t.1  5.t {1Meli¿twnoj Periì tou=  Diabo/lou kaiì th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnouŸ}1 5.1   "Meli¿twn gou=n o( e)n tv=  ¹Asi¿# fhsiìn au)to\n 
eiånai tu/pon tou= diabo/lou e)panasta/ntoj tv=  Xristou= basilei¿#", kaiì tou/tou mo/nou mnhsqeiìj ou)k e)peceirga/sato to\n to/pon.
Origenes Theol. 
[2042]
[005] Commentarii in 
evangelium Joannis (lib. 1, 2, 
4, 5, 6, 10, 13)
1.1.1.1 1.1.1   áOn tro/pon oiåmai o( pa/lai "lao\j" e)piklhqeiìj "qeou=" ei¹j fula\j div/rhto duokai¿deka kaiì th\n u(pe\r ta\j loipa\j fula\j 
ta/cin leui+tikh/n, kaiì au)th\n kata\ plei¿ona ta/gmata i¸eratika\ kaiì leui+tika\ to\ qeiÍon qerapeu/ousan, ouÀtwj nomi¿zw kata\ "to\n 
krupto\n th=j kardi¿aj aÃnqrwpon" pa/nta to\n  Xristou= lao/n, xrhmati¿zonta e)n krupt%½  ¹IoudaiÍon kaiì e)n pneu/mati 
peritetmhme/non, eÃxein ta\j i¹dio/thtaj mustikw¯teron tw½n fulw½n: w¨j eÃsti gumno/teron a)po\  ¹Iwa/nnou e)k th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj 
maqeiÍn, ou)de\ tw½n loipw½n profhtw½n toiÍj a)kou/ein e)pistame/noij ta\ toiau=ta a)posiwphsa/ntwn. 
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Origenes Theol. 
[2042]
[005] Commentarii in 
evangelium Joannis (lib. 1, 2, 
4, 5, 6, 10, 13)
1.1.2.1 1.1.2     Fhsiì de\ ouÀtwj o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj: "Kaiì eiådon aÃllon aÃggelon a)nabai¿nonta a)po\ a)natolh=j h(li¿ou, eÃxonta sfragiÍda qeou= 
zw½ntoj, kaiì e)ke/krace fwnv= mega/lv toiÍj te/ssarsin a)gge/loij, oiâj e)do/qh au)toiÍj a)dikh=sai th\n gh=n kaiì th\n qa/lassan, 
le/gwn:  Mh\ a)dikh/shte mh/te th\n gh=n mh/te th\n qa/lassan mh/te ta\ de/ndra, aÃxri    sfragi¿swmen tou\j dou/louj tou= qeou= h(mw½n 
e)piì tw½n metw¯pwn au)tw½n.  Kaiì hÃkousa to\n a)riqmo\n tw½n e)sfragisme/nwn, e(kato\n tessara/konta te/ssarej xilia/dej 
e)sfragisme/noi e)k pa/shj fulh=j ui¸w½n  ¹Israh/l: e)k fulh=j  ¹Iou/da dw¯deka xilia/dej e)sfragisme/noi, e)k fulh=j  ¸Roubh\n dw¯deka 
xilia/dej."
  1.1.3.5 te/ssarej xilia/dej eÃxousai to\ oÃnoma au)tou= kaiì to\ oÃnoma tou= patro\j au)tou= gegramme/non e)piì tw½n metw¯pwn au)tw½n. Kaiì 
hÃkousa fwnh\n e)k tou= ou)ranou= w¨j fwnh\n u(da/twn pollw½n, kaiì w¨j fwnh\n bronth=j mega/lhj, kaiì h( fwnh\ hÁn hÃkousa w¨j kiqa-
r%dw½n kiqarizo/ntwn e)n taiÍj kiqa/raij au)tw½n. Kaiì #Ãdousin %©dh\n kainh\n e)nw¯pion tou= qro/nou kaiì e)nw¯pion tw½n tessa/rwn 
z%¯wn kaiì tw½n presbute/rwn: kaiì ou)deiìj e)du/nato maqeiÍn th\n %©dh\n ei¹ mh\ ai¸ e(kato\n tessara/konta te/ssarej xilia/dej, oi¸ 
h)gorasme/noi a)po\ th=j gh=j: ouÂtoi¿ ei¹sin oiá meta\ gunaikw½n ou)k e)molu/nqhsan: parqe/noi ga/r ei¹sin: ouÂtoi oi¸ a)kolouqou=ntej  t%½ 
a)rni¿% oÀpou e)a\n u(pa/gv: ouÂtoi h)gora/sqhsan a)po\ tw½n a)nqrw¯pwn a)parxh\ t%½ qe%½ kaiì t%½ a)rni¿%: kaiì e)n t%½ sto/mati au)tw½n 
ou)x eu(re/qh yeu=doj: aÃmwmoi ga/r ei¹sin."
  1.1.4.4 spe/rma tw½n patriarxw½n, eÃstin ouÀtwj e)pilogi¿sasqai: "Mh\ a)dikh/shte, fhsi¿, th\n gh=n mh/te th\n qa/lassan mh/te ta\ de/ndra, 
aÃxri sfragi¿swmen tou\j dou/louj tou= qeou= h(mw½n e)piì tw½n metw¯pwn au)tw½n. Kaiì hÃkousa to\n a)riqmo\n tw½n e)sfragisme/nwn, 
e(kato\n tessara/konta te/ssarej xilia/dej e)sfragisme/nwn e)k pa/shj fulh=j ui¸w½n  ¹Israh/l." 
  1.1.5.1 pa/shj fulh=j ui¸w½n  ¹Israh/l."    Ou)kou=n oiá e)k pa/shj fulh=j ui¸w½n  ¹Israh\l sfragi¿zontai e)piì tw½n metw¯pwn au)tw½n, e(kato\n 
tessara/konta te/ssare/j ei¹si xilia/dej to\n a)riqmo/n:    aiàtinej e(kato\n tessara/konta te/ssarej xilia/dej e)n toiÍj e(ch=j para\ 
t%½  ¹Iwa/nnv le/gontai eÃxein to\ oÃnoma tou= a)rni¿ou kaiì tou= patro\j au)tou= gegramme/non e)piì tw½n metw¯pwn au)tw½n ouÅsai 
parqe/noi kaiì meta\ gunaikw½n ou) molunqe/ntej. Ti¿j <aÄn> ouÅn aÃllh eiãh h( sfragiìj h( e)piì tw½n metw¯pwn hÄ to\ oÃnoma tou= a)rni¿ou 
kaiì tou= patro\j au)tou=, e)n a)mfote/roij toiÍj to/poij tw½n metw¯pwn legome/nwn eÃxein ph\ me\n th\n sfragiÍda ph\ de\ ta\ gra/mmata 
perie/xonta to\ oÃnoma tou= a)rni¿ou kaiì to\ oÃnoma tou= patro\j au)tou=; 
  1.1.7.4 mh\ sumplhrou=sqai a)po\ tw½n e)k tou= kata\ sa/rka  ¹Israh\l pisteuo/ntwn mhde\ to\n tw½n e(kato\n tessara/konta tessa/rwn 
xilia/dwn a)riqmo/n, dh=lon oÀti e)k tw½n a)po\ tw½n e)qnw½n t%½ qei¿% proserxome/nwn lo/g% suni¿stantai ai¸ e(kato\n tessara/konta 
te/ssarej xilia/dej meta\ gunaikw½n ou) molunome/nwn: wÐste mh aÄn a)popeseiÍn th=j a)lhqei¿aj to\n fa/skonta a)parxh\n e(ka/sthj 
  1.1.8.1 Kaiì ga\r e)pife/retai: "OuÂtoi h)gora/sqhsan a)po\ tw½n a)nqrw¯pwn a)parxh\ t%½ qe%½ kaiì t%½ a)rni¿%, kaiì e)n t%½ sto/mati au)tw½n ou)x 
eu(re/qh yeu=doj: aÃmwmoi ga/r ei¹sin."   Ou)k a)gnohte/on de/, oÀti o( periì tw½n e(kato\n tessara/konta 
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Origenes Theol. 
[2042]
[005] Commentarii in 
evangelium Joannis (lib. 1, 2, 
4, 5, 6, 10, 13)
1.4.22.9 ou)deiìj ga\r e)kei¿nwn a)kra/twj e)fane/rwsen au)tou= th\n qeo/thta w¨j  ¹Iwa/nnhj, parasth/saj au)to\n le/gonta: " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi to\ fw½j 
tou= ko/smou": " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi h( o(do\j kaiì h( a)lh/qeia kaiì h( zwh/": " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi h( a)na/stasij": " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi h( qu/ra": " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi o( 
poimh\n o( kalo/j": kaiì e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi to\  A kaiì to\  W, h( a)rxh\ kaiì to\ te/loj, o( prw½toj kaiì o( eÃsxatoj".
  1.14.84.1 1.14.84     Fhsiì gou=n e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei o( tou=  Zebedai¿ou  ¹Iwa/nnhj: "Kaiì eiådon aÃggelon peto/menon e)n mesouranh/mati, 
eÃxonta eu)agge/lion ai¹w¯nion eu)aggeli¿sasqai e)piì tou\j kaqhme/nouj e)piì th=j gh=j kaiì e)piì pa=n eÃqnoj kaiì fulh\n kaiì glw¯ssan 
kaiì lao/n, le/gwn e)n fwnv= mega/lv:  Fobh/qhte to\n qeo\n kaiì do/te au)t%½ do/can, oÀti hÅlqen h( wÐra th=j kri¿sewj au)tou=, kaiì 
proskunh/sate to\n poih/santa to\n ou)rano\n kaiì th\n gh=n kaiì th\n qa/lassan kaiì phga\j u(da/twn."
  1.19.116.1 1.19.116   Ou) xalepo\n me\n ouÅn paxu/teron ei¹peiÍn a)rxh\n tw½n oÃntwn eiånai to\n ui¸o\n tou= qeou=, le/gonta: " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi h( a)rxh\ kaiì 
to\ te/loj, to\  A kaiì to\  W, o( prw½toj kaiì o( eÃsxatoj".  ¹AnagkaiÍon de\ ei¹de/nai oÀti ou) kata\ pa=n oÁ o)noma/zetai a)rxh/ e)stin 
au)to/j.
  1.22.132.1 1.22.132   ¹Alla\ kaiì e)n tv=  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yei le/gei: " ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi o( prw½toj kaiì o( eÃsxatoj kaiì o( zw½n, kaiì e)geno/mhn nekro/j, 
kaiì i¹dou\ zw½n ei¹mi ei¹j tou\j ai¹w½naj tw½n ai¹w¯nwn".  Kaiì pa/lin: "Ge/gona e)gwÜ to\  A kaiì to\  W, kaiì o( prw½toj kaiì o( eÃsxatoj, h( 
a)rxh\ kaiì to\ te/loj".
  1.31.209.1 1.31.209   Pro\j tou/toij de\ <e)pistate/on> t%½ pw½j "prw½toj kaiì eÃsxatoj" <eiånai> e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei a)nage/graptai, eÀteroj 
kata\ to\ prw½toj eiånai tugxa/nwn tou=  A kaiì th=j a)rxh=j, kaiì kata\ to\ eÃsxatoj ou)x o( au)to\j t%½  W kaiì t%½ te/lei.
  1.38.278.6  ¹En de\ tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei e)piì leukou= iàppou kaqe/zesqai le/getai lo/goj pisto\j kaiì a)lhqino/j, w¨j oiåmai, parista\j to\ safe\j 
th=j fwnh=j, oÁ h)xeiÍtai o( h(miÍn e)pidhmw½n a)lhqei¿aj lo/goj.  Ou) tou= paro/ntoj de\ kairou= deiÍcai, oÀti e)piì th=j fwnh=j 
  2.5.42.1  2.5.42   ¸O au)to\j de\  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei kaiì meta\ th=j prosqh/khj au)to\n o)noma/zei th=j "qeou=" le/gwn: "Kaiì eiådon 
ou)rano\n <to\n> a)ne%gme/non: kaiì i¹dou\ iàppoj leuko\j kaiì o( kaqh/menoj e)p' au)to\n kalou/menoj pisto\j kaiì a)lhqino/j, kaiì e)n 
dikaiosu/nv kri¿nei kaiì polemeiÍ: oi¸ de\ o)fqalmoiì au)tou= w¨j flo\c puro/j, kaiì e)piì th\n kefalh\n au)tou= diadh/mata polla/: eÃxwn 
oÃnoma gegramme/non, oÁ ou)deiìj oiåden ei¹ mh\ au)to/j, kaiì peribeblhme/noj i¸ma/tion r(erantisme/non aiàmati, kaiì e)ke/klhto to\ oÃnoma 
au)tou= "lo/goj tou= qeou=".
2.5.42.14 pateiÍ th\n lhno\n tou= oiãnou th=j o)rgh=j tou= qumou= tou= qeou= tou= pantokra/toroj. Kaiì eÃxei e)piì to\ i¸ma/tion kaiì e)piì to\n mhro\n 
au)tou= oÃnoma gegramme/non:  ¸O basileu\j basile/wn kaiì ku/rioj kuri¿wn".   ¹Anagkai¿wj de\ kaiì a)polu/twj eiãrhtai kaiì "lo/goj" 
kaiì 
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[005] Commentarii in 
evangelium Joannis (lib. 1, 2, 
4, 5, 6, 10, 13)
2.5.45.1 2.5.45   Kalw½j me/ntoi ge diagra/fwn ta\ periì tou= lo/gou tou= qeou= e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei o( a)po/stoloj kaiì o( eu)aggelisth/j,    
hÃdh de\ kaiì dia\ th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj kaiì profh/thj, fhsiì to\n tou= qeou= lo/gon e(wrake/nai e)n a)ne%go/ti t%½ ou)ran%½ e)f' iàpp% 
leuk%½ o)xou/menon.
2.6.49.1 KaleiÍtai de\ "pisto\j" o( e)piì tou= leukou= iàppou ou) dia\    to\ pisteu/ein oÀson dia\ to\ pisteuto\j eiånai, toute/sti, tou= 
pisteu/esqai aÃcioj: ku/rioj ga\r kata\ to\n Mwse/a pisto\j kaiì a)lhqino/j: kaiì a)lhqino\j ga\r pro\j a)ntidiastolh\n skia=j kaiì 
tu/pou kaiì ei¹ko/noj, e)peiì toiou=toj o( e)n t%½ a)ne%go/ti ou)ran%½ 
2.8.58.4 eiånai au)tou= polla\ diadh/mata. Ei¹ me\n ga\r eÁn hÅn kaiì monoeide\j to\ yeu=doj, kaq' ouÂ to\n ste/fanon h(ttwme/nou e)la/mbanen o( 
nikh/-saj "pisto\j kaiì a)lhqino\j" lo/goj, kaiì eÁn dia/dhma perikeiÍ-sqai eu)lo/gwj <aÄn> a)nage/grapto o( e)pikrath/saj tw½n 
e)nanti¿wn qeou= lo/goj. 
2.8.63.6   Tau=ta dh\ e)piì pleiÍon e)k th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj didaskou/shj periì lo/gou qeou= eiãrhtai, iàna a)kribe/steron ta\ periì au)tou= 
noh/swmen. 
5.3.1.8   Ti¿ deiÍ periì tou= a)napeso/ntoj e)piì to\ sth=qoj le/gein tou=  ¹Ihsou=,  ¹Iwa/nnou, oÁj eu)agge/lion eÁn katale/loipen, o(mologw½n 
du/nasqai tosau=ta poih/sein, aÁ ou)de\ o( ko/smoj xwrh=sai e)du/nato, eÃgraye de\ kaiì th\n  ¹Apoka/luyin, keleusqeiìj siwph=sai 
kaiì mh\ gra/yai ta\j tw½n e(pta\ brontw½n fwna/j; katale/loipe kaiì e)pistolh\n pa/nu o)li¿gwn sti¿xwn, eÃstw de\ kaiì deute/ran kaiì 
tri¿thn, e)peiì ou) pa/ntej fasiì gnhsi¿ouj eiånai tau/taj: plh\n ou)k ei¹siì sti¿xwn a)mfo/terai e(kato/n.
5.6.1.23 Ti¿ de\ kaiì to\ bibli¿on e(wra=sqai u(po\ tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou gegram-me/non eÃmprosqen kaiì oÃpisqen, kaiì katesfragisme/non, oÀper 
ou)deiìj h)du/nato a)nagnw½nai kaiì lu=sai ta\j sfragiÍdaj au)tou=, ei¹ mh\ o( le/wn o( e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, h( r(i¿za Dabiìd o( eÃxwn th\n 
kleiÍn tou= Dabi¿d, kaiì a)noi¿gwn kaiì ou)deiìj klei¿sei
  6.53.273.9 a)go/menon tou= qu/esqai".    Dio/per kaiì e)n tv=  ¹Apoka-   lu/yei a)rni¿on o(ra=tai "e(sthko\j w¨j e)sfagme/non". OuÂtoj dh\ o( a)mno\j 
sfageiìj kaqa/rsion gege/nhtai kata/ tinaj a)porrh/touj lo/gouj tou= oÀlou ko/smou, u(pe\r ouÂ kata\ th\n tou= patro\j 
10.42.295.8  dh=lon oÀti periì to\n nao\n tugxa/nonte/j pote oi¸ ai¹xmalwteuqe/ntej kaiì pa/lin e)keiÍse e)paneleu/sontai a)noikodomhqhso/menoi, 
timiw¯tatoi gegenhme/noi li¿qwn: nikw½n ga/r tij kaiì para\ t%½  ¹Iwa/nnv e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei e)paggeli¿an eÃxei stu/loj eÃsesqai e)n 
t%½ na%½ tou= qeou=, mh\ e)celeuso/menoj eÃcw. Tau=ta de/ moi pa/nta eiãrhtai u(pe\r tou= kaÄn e)n braxei¿# perinoi¿# gene/sqai h(ma=j 
tw½n kata\ to\n nao\n kaiì to\n oiåkon tou= 
13.32.199.1  Dia\ tou=to e(sthke/nai fhsiìn e)piì th\n qu/ran kaiì krou/ein, iàn' e)a/n tij a)noi¿cv th\n qu/ran ei¹se/lqv pro\j au)to\n kaiì deipnh/sv met' 
e)kei¿nou, wÐste uÀsteron dunhqe/nta to\n deipni¿santa a)ntideipnisqh=nai a)po\ tou= deipnh/santoj lo/gon para\ t%½ a)nqrw¯p%.  
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[079] Commentarii in 
evangelium Joannis (lib. 19, 
20, 28, 32)
32.2.17.5 niyamenoi de/. e)gwÜ <d'> e)fi¿sthmi dia\ to\ " ¹Idou\ e)gwÜ eÀsthka e)piì th\n qu/ran "kaiì krou/w: e)a/n tij a)noi¿cv moi th\n qu/ran, 
ei¹seleu/somai pro\j au)to\n "kaiì deipnh/sw met' au)tou=, kaiì au)to\j met' e)mou=", mh/pote o(  ¹Ihsou=j ouÃte a)rist#= meta/ tinoj ou) 
ga\r deiÍtai ei¹sagwgh=j kaiì prw¯twn maqh-ma/twnŸ, ouÃte a)rist#= tij met' au)tou=, a)ll' o( met' au)tou= e)sqi¿wn    
[030] Commentarium in 
evangelium Matthaei (lib. 12-
17)
16.6.125  poth/rion kaiì to\ ba/ptisma e)bapti¿sqhsan oi¸ tou=  Zebedai¿ou ui¸oi¿, e)pei¿per  ¸Hrw¯dhj me\n a)pe/kteinen " ¹Ia/kwbon to\n 
<a)delfo\n>  ¹Iwa/nnou maxai¿r#", o( de\  ¸Rwmai¿wn basileu\j w¨j h( para/dosij dida/skeiŸ katedi¿kase to\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn marturou=nta 
dia\ to\n th=j a)lhqei¿aj lo/gon ei¹j  Pa/tmon th\n nh=son. dida/skei de\ ta\ periì tou= marturi¿ou e(autou=  ¹Iwa/nnhj, mh\ le/gwn ti¿j 
au)to\n katedi¿kase, fa/skwn e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei tau=ta: "e)gwÜ  ¹Iwa/nnhj, o( a)delfo\j u(mw½n kaiì sugkoinwno\j e)n tv= qli¿yei kaiì 
basilei¿# kaiì u(pomonv= e)n  ¹Ihsou=, e)geno/mhn e)n tv= nh/s% tv= kaloume/nv  Pa/tm% dia\ to\n lo/gon tou= qeou=" kaiì ta\ e(ch=j. kaiì 
eÃoike th\n a)poka/luyin e)n tv= nh/s% teqewrhke/nai.
[001] Contra Celsum 6.23.1  6.23   Ei¹ de/ tij bou/loito mh\ a)f' hÂj pare/qeto ai¸re/sewj a)shmota/thj a)lla\ a)po\ bibli¿wn pv= me\n i¹oudai+kw½n kaiì e)n taiÍj 
sunagwgaiÍj au)tw½n a)naginwskome/nwn, aÀper  Xristianoiì prosi¿entai, pv= de\  Xristianw½n mo/nwn labeiÍn a)forma\j th=j 
mustikwte/raj periì ei¹so/dou yuxw½n ei¹j ta\ qeiÍa qewri¿aj, a)nagnw¯tw ta\ e)piì te/lei th=j tou=  ¹Iezekih\l profhtei¿aj e(wrame/na 
t%½ profh/tv, e)n oiâj dia/foroi pu/lai katagegramme/nai ei¹si¿n, ai¹nisso/menai¿ tina periì th=j diafo/rou ei¹so/dou tw½n qeiote/rwn 
yuxw½n e)piì ta\ krei¿ttona: a)nagnw¯tw de\ kaiì e)k th=j  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yewj ta\ periì th=j po/lewj tou= qeou=  ¸Ierousalh\m 
e)pourani¿ou kaiì tw½n qemeli¿wn kaiì tw½n pulw½n au)th=j.
8.17.7  Dio\ le/getai para\ t%½  ¹Iwa/nnv e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei: "Ta\ de\ qumia/mata/ ei¹sin ai¸ proseuxaiì tw½n a(gi¿wn" kaiì para\ t%½ 
u(mn%d%½: "Genhqh/tw h( proseuxh/ mou w¨j qumi¿ama e)nw¯pio/n sou."
[008] De oratione 11.3.8  ma=llon tw½n a)posto/lwn sunergeiÍn tv= au)ch/sei kaiì t%½ plhqusm%½ th=j e)kklhsi¿aj, w¨j kaiì proestw½ta/j tinaj tw½n e)kklhsiw½n 
a)gge/louj le/gesqai para\ t%½  ¹Iwa/nnv e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei; ou) ga\r ma/thn oi¸ aÃggeloi "tou= qeou=" a)nabai¿nousi kaiì 
katabai¿nousi "e)piì to\n ui¸o\n tou= a)nqrw¯pou," o(rw¯menoi toiÍj t%½ fwtiì th=j "gnw¯sewj" pefwtisme/noij o)fqalmoiÍj.
[074] Excerpta in Psalmos 
[Dub.]
17.116.16   ¸Wj aÃrxonta de\ stratope/dwn, duna/mewn e)ka/lesan  Ku/rion, oÀper e)n t%½  ¸Ebrai+k%½  SabawÜq eiãrhtai.  Tou=to de\ kaiì  Ku/rion 
stratiwtw½n oi¸  ¸Ebdomh/konta kaiì  Pantokra/twr e)n taiÍj  GrafaiÍj e(rmhneu/ousi.  Kaiì to\ nu=n aÃra lexqe\n, pantokra/tora to\n  
Swth=ra dhloiÍ.  OuÀtwj le/gei  Ku/rioj pantokra/twr:  ¹Opi¿sw do/chj a)pe/steile/ me pro\j se/.  Pantokra/twr ga\r wÔn o(  Path\r, 
to\n  Ui¸o\n a)pe/steile pantokra/tora.  Kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhj de\ e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei,  Ta/de le/gei, fhsiìn, o( ma/rtuj o( pisto\j kaiì 
a)lhqino\j, o( hÅn kaiì o( wÔn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj: periì tou=  Swth=roj o(mologoume/nwj ei¹pw¯n.
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[007] Exhortatio ad martyrium 30.11 w¨j ga\r oi¸ t%½ kata\ to\n  Mwu+se/wj no/mon qusiasthri¿% prosedreu/ontej diakoneiÍn e)do/koun di' aiàmatoj "tra/gwn kaiì tau/rwn" 
aÃfesin a(marthma/twn e)kei¿noij, ouÀtwj ai¸ yuxaiì "tw½n pepelekisme/nwn" eÀneken th=j marturi¿aj  ¹Ihsou=, mh\ ma/thn t%½ e)n 
ou)ranoiÍj qusiasthri¿% paredreu/ousai, diakonou=si toiÍj eu)xome/noij aÃfesin a(marthma/twn.
[084] Fragmenta in Jeremiam 
(in catenis)
68.15 kaqa\ ga\r  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)n  ¹Apokalu/yei fhsi¿: "qumia/mata/ ei¹sin ai¸ proseuxaiì tw½n a(gi¿wn". a)ll' ei¹ me\n logismoiÍj tau/thn 
molu/nomen ponhroiÍj, sumbai¿nei to\ "h( proseuxh\ au)tw½n gene/sqw ei¹j a(marti¿an", hÄ ei¹j to\ e)nanti¿on, e)a\n a)po\ dikaiosu/nhj 
eu)cw¯meqa: e)peiì tw½n di' a(marti¿aj lego/ntwn: "prosw¯zesan kaiì e)sa/phsan oi¸ mw¯lwpe/j mou a)po\ prosw¯pou th=j a)frosu/nhj 
mou", gi¿netai to\ qumi¿ama dusw½dej. dio/per  ¸Hsai¿+aj eiåpen: "e)a\n fe/rhte semi¿dalin, ma/taion: qumi¿ama, bde/lugma/ moi¿ e)stin". 
[017] Fragmenta in Lucam (in 
catenis)
209.18 to\ de/: "ou)k eÃxousin a)ntapodou=nai¿ soi" iãson e)stiìn t%½: ou)k iãsasi pro\j e)rw¯thsin hÄ a)po/krisin dieca/gein lo/gon kaiì 
dialektikw½j. "aÃriston" me\n ga\r oi¸ ei¹sagwgikoiì lo/goi hÄ h)qikoiì hÄ ta\ palaia\ lo/gia, "deiÍpnon" de\ oi¸ e)n prokopv= lo/goi 
mustikoiì hÄ oi¸ th=j ne/aj diaqh/khj. "a)na/stasin" de\ "dikai¿wn" e)ntau=qa le/gei, hÁn  ¹Iwa/nnhj prw¯thn e)n <tv=>  ¹Apokalu/yei 
fhsi¿n.
[044] Fragmenta in Psalmos 
1-150 [Dub.]
23.10.10  Pantokra/twr le/getai: au)tou= gou=n e)stin pro/swpon le/gon e)n  Zaxari¿#:  OuÀtwj le/gei  Ku/rioj  Pantokra/twr:  ¹Opi¿sw 
do/chj a)pe/steile/ me, kaiì gnw¯sv oÀti  Ku/rioj  Pantokra/twr a)pe/stalke/ me pro\j se/.  Pantokra/twr ga\r u(po\  Pantokra/toroj 
a)postello/menoj o(  Ui¸o/j e)stin, u(po\  Patro\j pempo/menoj.  ¹Aridhlo/tata de\ e)n tv=  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yei,  Pantokra/twr o(  
Swth\r le/getai.  Ta/de ga\r le/gei  Ku/rioj, o( ma/rtuj o( pisto\j kaiì a)lhqino\j, o( hÅn kaiì o( wÔn kaiì o( e)rxo/menoj  Ku/rioj, o(  Qeo\j 
o(  Pantokra/twr.  ¹Anamfisbhth/twj tau=ta periì tou=  Ui¸ou= eiãrhtai.
61.13.1 61.13   àOti su\ a)podw¯seij e(ka/st% kata\ ta\ eÃrga au)tou=.
[027] Homiliae in Ezechielem 452.29 To\ au)to\ tou=to "bibli¿on" leukote/rwj eu(rh/seij kaiì e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou kaiì ta\ periì au)tou= gegramme/na kaiì pw½j 
"hÃnoicen o( e)k fulh=j  ¹Iou/da" tou=to kaiì mo/noj.  Me/xrij ouÂ ga\r hÅlqen o(  Ku/rioj h(mw½n  ¹Ihsou=j o(  Xristo/j, "e)ke/kleisto" o( 
no/moj, o( lo/goj o( profhtiko/j.
 [016] Homiliae in Lucam 13.80.20  Ge/gr>aptai gou=n e)n <tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei>  ¹Iwa/nnou: "<a)ll>a\ eÃxete o)no/mata o)li¿ga, aÀtina <ou)k> e)mo/lunan". <kaiì pa/lin:> 
"eÃxeij e)keiÍ ta/de a(marth/mata poiou=ntaj", kaiì me/mfetai toiÍj a)gge/loij.   
 [009] In Jeremiam (homiliae 
1-11)
9.2.27  Kaiì h(ma=j e(ch/gagen o( qeo\j "e)k gh=j  Ai¹gu/ptou, e)k th=j kami¿nou th=j sidhra=j", ma/lista kata\ to\n noh/santa to\ gegramme/non 
e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou, oÀti o( to/poj "oÀpou o( ku/rioj au)tw½n e)staurw¯qh kaleiÍtai pneumatikw½j  So/doma kaiì  Aiãguptoj".   
Ei¹ ga\r "pneumatikw½j kaleiÍtai Aiãguptoj", ou)k eÃstin de\ auÀth h( Aiãguptoj h( pneumatikw½j kaloume/nh Aiãguptoj
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[019] Philocalia sive Ecloga 
de operibus Origenis a 
Basilio et Gregorio 
Nazianzeno facta (cap. 1-27)
2.1.1 2.1   KekleiÍsqai kaiì e)sfragi¿sqai ta\j qei¿aj grafa\j oi¸ qeiÍoi¿ fasi lo/goi, tv= kleidiì tou=  Daueiìd, ta/xa de\ kaiì sfragiÍdi, periì 
hÂj eiãrhtai to/:  ¹Ektu/pwma sfragiÍdoj, a(gi¿asma kuri¿%: toute/sti tv= duna/mei tou= dedwko/toj au)ta\j    qeou=, tv= u(po\ th=j 
sfragiÍdoj dhloume/nv. periì me\n ouÅn tou= kekleiÍsqai kaiì e)sfragi¿sqai o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj a)nadida/skei e)n tv= a)pokalu/yei le/gwn:  
Kaiì t%½ a)gge/l% th=j e)n  Filadelfi¿# e)kklhsi¿aj gra/yon: ta/de le/gei o( aÀgioj, o( a)lhqino\j, o( eÃxwn th\n kleiÍn tou=  Daueiìd, o( 
a)noi¿gwn kaiì ou)deiìj klei¿sei, kaiì klei¿wn kaiì ou)deiìj a)noi¿cei: oiåda/ sou ta\ eÃrga: i¹dou\ de/dwka e)nw¯pio/n sou qu/ran 
h)ne%gme/nhn, hÁn ou)deiìj du/natai kleiÍsai au)th/n. kaiì met' o)li¿ga:  
  2.1.12 Kaiì eiådon e)piì th\n decia\n tou= kaqhme/nou e)piì to\n qro/non bibli¿on gegramme/non eÃswqen kaiì eÃcwqen, katesfragisme/non 
sfragiÍsin e(pta/. kaiì eiådon aÃllon aÃggelon i¹sxuro\n khru/ssonta e)n fwnv= mega/lv: ti¿j aÃcioj a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on kaiì lu=sai 
ta\j sfragiÍdaj au)tou=; kaiì ou)deiìj h)du/nato e)n t%½ ou)ran%½ ouÃte e)piì th=j gh=j ouÃte u(poka/tw th=j gh=j a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on ouÃte 
ble/pein au)to/. kaiì eÃklaion oÀti ou)deiìj aÃcioj eu(re/qh a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on ouÃte ble/pein au)to/. kaiì eiâj tw½n presbute/rwn le/gei 
moi: mh\ klaiÍe: i¹dou\ e)ni¿khsen o( le/wn e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, h( r(i¿za  Daueiìd, a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on kaiì ta\j e(pta\ sfragiÍdaj 
au)tou=.
  2.2.1 2.2   Periì de\ tou= e)sfragi¿sqai mo/non o(  ¹Hsai¿+aj ouÀtwj:  Kaiì eÃstai u(miÍn ta\ r(h/mata pa/nta tau=ta w¨j oi¸ lo/goi tou= bibli¿ou 
tou/tou tou= e)sfragisme/nou, oÁ e)a\n dw½sin au)to\ a)nqrw¯p% e)pistame/n% gra/mmata le/gontej: a)na/gnwqi tau=ta, kaiì e)reiÍ: ou) 
du/namai a)nagnw½nai, e)sfra/gistai ga/r: kaiì doqh/setai to\ bibli¿on tou=to ei¹j xeiÍraj a)nqrw¯pou mh\ e)pistame/nou gra/mmata, 
kaiì e)reiÍ au)t%½: a)na/gnwqi tou=to, kaiì e)reiÍ: ou)k e)pi¿stamai gra/mmata. tau=ta ga\r ou) mo/non periì th=j a)pokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou 
kaiì tou=  ¹Hsai¿+ou nomiste/on le/gesqai, a)lla\ kaiì periì pa/shj qei¿aj grafh=j, o(mologoume/nwj    para\ toiÍj kaÄn metri¿wj 
e)pai¿+ein lo/gwn qei¿wn duname/noij peplhrwme/nhj ai¹nigma/twn kaiì parabolw½n skoteinw½n te lo/gwn kaiì aÃllwn poiki¿lwn 
ei¹dw½n a)safei¿aj, duslh/ptwn tv= a)nqrwpi¿nv fu/sei.
  5.5.24 u(po\ tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou gegramme/non eÃmprosqen kaiì oÃpisqen, kaiì katesfragisme/non, oÀper ou)deiìj h)du/nato a)nagnw½nai kaiì lu=sai 
ta\j sfragiÍdaj au)tou=, ei¹ mh\ o( le/wn o( e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, h( r(i¿za Daueiìd, o( eÃxwn th\n kleiÍn tou= Daueiìd, kaiì a)noi¿gwn kaiì 
ou)deiìj klei¿sei, kaiì klei¿wn kaiì ou)deiìj a)noi¿cei; 
[042] Scholia in Apocalypsem 
(scholia 1, 3-39)
3.6 w¨j profh/thj  ¹Iwa/nnhj pro\j t%½ eiånai a)po/stoloj kaiì eu)aggelisth/j: su/zugoj ga\r h( profhtei¿a profh/tv.   Tou\j treiÍj xro/nouj 
periei¿lhfen o( lo/goj. tou=to e)pista/menoj o( qeolo/goj  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)ntau=qa/ fhsin oÀti o( swth/r e)stin o( wÔn kaiì o( hÅn kaiì o( 
e)rxo/menoj. To\ wÔn e)piì to\n e)nestw½ta a)nafe/rei, to\ hÅn e)piì to\n parelhluqo/ta, to\ e)rxo/menoj e)piì to\n me/llonta. 
  12.1 12   ¸H e)kporeuome/nh e)k tou= sto/matoj tou= swth=roj r(omfai¿a di¿stomoj h( qei¿a didaskali¿a au)tou= tugxa/nei, periì hÂj kaiì e)n 
eu)aggeli¿oij fhsi¿n: <ou)k hÅlqen baleiÍn ei¹rh/nhn, a)lla\ ma/xairan.> eiãrhtai de\ <di¿stomoj> e(kate/rwqen ouÅsa tmhtikh/: te/mnei 
ga\r ou) ta\ th=j kaki¿aj mo/nhj blasth/mata, a)lla\ kaiì ta\j tw½n fronhma/twn yeudodoci¿aj. ei¹ko/twj de\ tau/tv ke/xrhtai pro\j  
Pergamhnou\j eÃxontaj e)n e(autoiÍj tou= ma/ntewj  Balaa\m kaiì tw½n  Nikolai+tw½n th\n didaskali¿an: lo/g% ga\r deiÍ e)kte/mnein 
kaiì a)naireiÍn ta\j tw½n e(terodo/cwn sofistika\j a)pa/taj.
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15.11 kti¿smasi sugkatabai¿nein: eiåxon poieiÍn e)piporeuo/menon diegertiko\n tw½n koimwme/nwn kata\ ta\j pronohtika\j kinh/seij.   
¹Epi¿sthson, mh\ e)farmo/zv to\ oÃnoma th=j  ¹Ieza/bel tv= gnw¯mv kaiì ai¸re/sei tw½n Nikolai+tw½n dia\ to\ ta\ eÃrga th=j gnw¯mhj e)kei¿nhj 
prosh=fqai tv=  ¹Ieza/bel ei¹j pornei¿an kataspasa/sv kaiì xrh=sin ei¹dwloqu/twn peirwme/nv: oÀqen kaiì gunaiÍka au)th\n dia\ to\ 
e)mpaqe\j kaiì e)kteqhlume/non eiåpen.
  19.1  ¹Epeidh\ h( nu=n e)paggellome/nh didaskali¿a pro\j e)kklhsi¿aj e(pta/, ta\j dhloume/naj, gi¿netai, e)pi¿sthson, mh\ ta\ z§ pneu/mata 
ai¸ metousi¿ai tou= pneu/matoj wÕsin, e(ka/sthj e)kklhsi¿aj metoxh\n e)xou/shj    a)suntro/xaston pro\j ta\j tw½n loipw½n. 
sumfw¯nwj toiÍj e(pta\ pneu/masin e)klh/yei kaiì tou\j e(pta\ a)ste/raj, e(ka/stou a)ste/roj shmai¿nontoj to/n tinoj e)kklhsi¿aj 
fwtismo/n. dunato\n a)nafe/rein tou\j e(pta\ a)ste/raj ei¹j tou\j e(pta\ a)gge/louj tw½n e(pta\ e)kklhsiw½n.
  21.16 para\ qeou= e)k tou= ou)ranou=. auÀth e)stiìn h( e)kklhsi¿a tou= qeou= tou= zw½ntoj.>   < ¸O pisto\j kaiì a)lhqino\j> o( swth\r u(pa/rxei ou) 
dia\ to\ pi¿stewj kaiì a)lhqei¿aj mete/xein, a)lla\ dia\ to\ be/baion kat' ou)si¿an eiånai: a)lh-qino\j ga\r o( au)to\j e)p' au)tou= dia\ to\ 
<a)lh/qeian> kaiì <a)lhqino\n 
  28.1 Meta\ to\ e)gnwke/nai me/ fhsin, oÀti h( r(i¿za Daui¿+d, o( nikh/saj le/wn e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, eiãlhfen to\ bibli¿on e)piì to\ lu=sai ta\j 
sfragiÍdaj au)tou=, eiådon e)n me/s% tou= ou)ranou= kaiì tw½n tessa/rwn z%¯wn kaiì tw½n presbute/rwn a)rni¿on e(sthko\j e)sfagme/non. 
meta\    th\n a)na/stasin kaiì a)na/lhyin o)fqe\n to\ a)rni¿on ou)ke/ti e)sfagme/non wÓfqh kaiì e)piesto/j, toute/stin ou)ke/ti 
a)lloiou/menon. ei¹ ouÅn kata\ kainh\n sta/sin eÃxei loipo\n e(pta\ ke/rata, a(gi¿an basilei¿an
38.14  tou= qeou= de\ kata\ th\n i¹di¿an pro/gnwsin proeido/toj ta\ pa/nta kaiì a(rmo/zonti kair%½ to\n toiou=ton me/llonta eÃsesqai e)pa/gon-   
toj <ei¹j to\ pisteu=sai au)tou\j t%½ yeu/dei,> ouÂ th\n parousi¿an  ¹Iwa/nnhj e)ntau=qa ouÀtwj e)mh/nusen. iàna ouÅn mh/ tij au)to\n 
qei+kv= duna/mei do/cv poieiÍn ta\ shmeiÍa, a)lla\ magikv= e)nergei¿#, eÃfh: <kaiì plan#= tou\j katoikou=ntaj e)piì th=j gh=j.> kaiì ou)de/n 
ge kaiì qaumasto\n ei¹ tw½n daimoni¿wn kaiì a)postatikw½n pneuma/twn u(pourgou/ntwn au)t%½ di' au)tw½n poiv= shmeiÍa, e)n oiâj 
planh/sv tou\j katoikou=ntaj e)piì th=j gh=j. kaiì to\n a)riqmo\n de\ tou= o)no/matoj au)tou= fhsin kaiì aÃlla tina\ kaiì eiånai to\n 
a)riqmo\n xc²§, oÀ e)stin e(katonta/dej eÁc kaiì deka/dej eÁc kaiì mona/dej eÁc ei¹j a)nakefalai¿wsin pa/shj th=j e)n toiÍj 
e(cakisxili¿oij eÃtesin gegonui¿+aj a)postasi¿aj. oÀsaij ga\r h(me/raij e)ge/neto oÀde o( ko/smoj, tosau/taij xiliontaethri¿sin [cod. 
xiliontae/tesi] sunteleiÍtai: kaiì dia\ tou=to/ fhsin h( grafh/: <kaiì sunete/lese/n> fhsin <o( qeo\j e)n tv= h(me/r# tv= eÀktv ta\ eÃrga 
au)tou=, oÀsa e)poi¿hsen.> 
  38.49 kaiì dia\ tou=to e)n t%½ te/lei a)qro/wj e)nteu=qen th=j e)kklhsi¿aj lambanome/nhj <eÃstai>, fhsi¿n, <qliÍyij, oiàa ou)k e)ge/neto a)p' 
a)rxh=j ou)de\ mh\ ge/nhtai.> eÃsxatoj ga\r a)gwÜn ouÂtoj tw½n dikai¿wn, oÁn nikh/santej stefanou=ntai tv= a)fqarsi¿#: kaiì dia\ tou=to 
ei¹j to\ qhri¿on to\ e)rxo/menon a)nakefalai¿wsij gi¿netai pa/shj    th=j a)diki¿aj kaiì panto\j do/lou, iàna e)n au)t%½ sunreu/sasa 
pa=sa du/namij a)postatikh\ ei¹j th\n ka/minon blhqv= tou= puro/j. katallh/lwj ouÅn kaiì to\ oÃnoma au)tou= eÀcei to\n a)riqmo\n xc²§, 
a)nakefalaiou/menon e)n e(aut%½ th\n pro\ tou= kataklusmou= pa=san th=j kaki¿aj e)pimici¿an e)c a)ggelikh=j a)postasi¿aj 
gegenhme/nhj:  
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38.58 Nw½e ga\r hÅn e)tw½n x§ kaiì o( kataklusmo\j e)ph=lqen tv= gv=, e)calei¿fwn to\ a)na/sthma th=j gh=j dia\ th\n e)piì tou=  ¹Ada\m ki¿bdhlon 
genea/n. a)nakefalaiou/menoj de\ kaiì ........ 39   ¹Ariqmo\j ga\r a)nqrw¯pou e)stiìn xc²§. a)sfale/steron kaiì a)kinduno/teron to\ 
perime/nein th\n eÃkbasin th=j profhtei¿aj hÄ to\ katastoxa/zesqai kaiì a)pomanteu/esqai o)no/mata tuxo/nta, pollw½n o)noma/twn 
eu(reqh=nai duname/nwn e)xo/ntwn to\n proeirhme/non a)riqmo/n. kaiì ou)k ai¹nittome/nh auÀth h( zh/thsij: ei¹ ga\r polla/ e)sti ta\ 
eu(risko/mena o)no/mata eÃxonta to\n a)riqmo/n, poiÍon e)c au)tw½n fore/sei o( e)rxo/menoj zhth/setai. oÀti de\ ou) di' a)pori¿an o)noma/twn 
.......
[043] Scholia in Apocalypsem 
(scholia 28-38)
30b.19  ou) makra\n de\ tou/twn e)stiìn noh=sai kaiì periì maqhtw½n kaiì didaska/lwn.      Skuqrwpw½n mello/ntwn e)pife/resqai, u(phretw½n 
tij aÃggeloj qeou= fwn<eiÍ> pro\j tou\j e)gxeirisqe/ntaj ta\ e)pi¿pona, te/wj mh\ e)pa/gein au)ta\ eÀwj sfragiÍ-daj e)piì tw½n 
met<w¯>pwn la/b<w>sin oi¸ tou= qeou= dou=loi. e)nte/lletai tou=to au)to\ le/cesin e(te/raij e)n  ¹Iezekih\l t%½ profh/tv Ko/ptete kaiì 
mh\ f<e>i¿deºqe/ ti
 [062] Selecta in Ezechielem 13.772.41   Ou)ke/ti de\ kefaliìj bibli¿ou le/getai to\ e)piì th\n decia\n tou= kaqhme/nou e)piì to\n qro/non, a)lla\ bibli¿on gegramme/non eÃswqen 
kaiì oÃpisqen.  Plh/n:  Ou)deiìj h)du/nato, fhsiìn o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj, ouÃte e)n t%½ ou)ran%½, ouÃte e)piì th=j gh=j, ouÃte u(poka/tw th=j gh=j, 
a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on e)keiÍno, ouÃte ble/pein au)to\, ei¹ mh\ mo/non o( nikh/saj le/wn e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, h( r(i¿za  Daui¿d.  Kaiì aÃllhn 
de\ kefali¿da bibli¿ou gegramme/nhn eu(rh/seij e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei to\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn katesqi¿onta: pleiÍon ga\r kefali¿doj ou) xwreiÍ 
fageiÍn h( a)nqrw¯peia fu/sij. 
13.781.32 kaiì e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei  ¹Iwa/nnou tou= o)no/matoj tou= qhri¿ou to\n xc²§ eÃxontoj a)riqmo/n.  Ou)k a)gnoou=men de/ tina tw½n 
a)ntigra/fwn eÃxein r§ kaiì n§ h(me/raj: kaiì aÃlla ±§ kaiì r§ h(me/raj: kaiì ta\ plei¿ona de\ ±§ kaiì r§ h(me/raj.  ¹All' e)piskeya/menoi 
ta\j loipa\j e)kdo/seij, euÀromen t§ eiånai kaiì ±§ h(me/raj.  Tau=ta de\ pa/nta gi¿netai ta\ proeirhme/na, iàna e)ntakv= eÀkastoj e)n 
taiÍj a)diki¿aij au)tou= tw½n h)dikhko/twn, kaiì t%½ aÃdikoj eiånai a)poqanh=tai.
13.797.31 th=j qu/raj e)n tv=  ¹Iwa/nnou  ¹Apokalu/yei w¨j e)n e(ka/-st% tugxanou/shj kaiì o( Swth/r:  ¹Idou\ eÀsthka e)piì th\n qu/ran, kaiì krou/w: 
e)a/n tij a)noi¿gv moi, ei¹se-leu/somai pro\j au)to\n, kaiì deipnh/sw met' au)tou=.   Dio/ti eiåpon:  ¹Egkatale/loipen o( Ku/rioj. Ou)k hÅn 
peri¿ tina eÀna pote\ e)napotetagme/non to/pon
 [058] Selecta in Psalmos 
[Dub.]
12.1077.2  Periì me\n ouÅn tou= kekleiÍsqai kaiì e)sfragi¿sqai o(  ¹Iwa/nnhj a)nadida/skei e)n tv=  ¹Apokalu/yei le/gwn: "Kaiì t%½ a)gge/l% th=j e)n  
Filadelfei¿#  ¹Ekklhsi¿aj gra/yon:  Ta/de le/gei o( aÀgioj, o( a)lhqino\j, o( eÃxwn th\n kleiÍda tou=  Daui¿+d: o( a)noi¿gwn, kaiì ou)deiìj 
klei¿sei, kaiì klei¿wn, kaiì ou)deiìj a)noi¿cei:  Oiåda/ sou ta\ eÃrga: i¹dou\ de/dwka qu/ran e)nw¯pio/n sou a)ne%gme/nhn, hÁn ou)deiìj 
du/natai kleiÍsai au)th/n."
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12.1077.9   Kaiì met' o)li¿ga: "Kaiì eiådon e)piì th\n decia\n tou= kaqhme/nou e)piì to\n qro/non bibli¿on gegramme/non eÃswqen kaiì oÃpisqen, 
katesfragisme/non sfragiÍsin e(pta/.  Kaiì eiådon aÃggelon i¹sxuro\n khru/ssonta fwnv= mega/lv:  Ti¿j aÃcioj a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on, 
kaiì lu=sai sfragiÍdaj au)tou=;  Kaiì ou)deiìj h)du/nato e)n t%½ ou)ran%½, ouÃte e)piì th=j gh=j, ouÃte u(poka/tw th=j gh=j a)noiÍcai to\ 
bibli¿on, ouÃte ble/pein au)to/.  Kaiì eÃklaion, oÀti ou)deiìj aÃcioj eu(re/qh a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on, ouÃte ble/pein au)to/.  Kaiì eiâj e)k tw½n 
presbute/rwn le/gei moi:  Mh\ klaiÍe, i¹dou\ e)ni¿khsen o( le/wn o( e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, h( r(i¿za  Dauiì+d, a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on, kaiì ta\j 
e(pta\ sfragiÍdaj au)tou=."  
  12.1077.10 qronon bibli¿on gegramme/non eÃswqen kaiì oÃpisqen, katesfragisme/non sfragiÍsin e(pta/. Kaiì eiådon aÃggelon i¹sxuro\n 
khru/ssonta fwnv= mega/lv: Ti¿j aÃcioj a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on, kaiì lu=sai sfragiÍdaj au)tou=; Kaiì ou)deiìj h)du/nato e)n t%½ ou)ran%½, 
ouÃte e)piì th=j gh=j, ouÃte u(poka/tw th=j gh=j a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on, ouÃte ble/pein au)to/. Kaiì eÃklaion, oÀti ou)deiìj aÃcioj eu(re/qh 
a)noiÍcai to\ bibli¿on, ouÃte ble/pein au)to/.
  12.1077.18 Kaiì eiâj e)k tw½n presbute/rwn le/gei moi: Mh\ klaiÍe, i¹dou\ e)ni¿khsen o( le/wn o( e)k th=j fulh=j  ¹Iou/da, h( r(i¿za Dauiì+d, a)noiÍcai to\ 
bibli¿on, kaiì ta\j e(pta\ sfragiÍdaj au)tou=."
  12.1077.21  Periì de\ tou= e)sfragi¿sqai mo/non o(  ¸Hsai¿+aj ouÀtwj: "Kaiì eÃstai u(miÍn ta\ r(h/mata tau=ta pa/nta, w¨j oi¸ lo/goi tou= bibli¿ou 
tou/tou tou= e)sfragisme/nou, oÁ e)a\n dw½sin au)to\ a)nqrw¯p% e)pistame/n% gra/mmata, le/gontej:  ¹Ana/gnwqi tau=ta, kaiì e)reiÍ:  Ou) 
du/namai a)nagnw½nai: e)sfra/gistai ga/r.  Kaiì doqh/setai to\ bibli¿on tou=to ei¹j xeiÍraj a)nqrw¯pou mh\ e)pistame/nou gra/mmata: 
kaiì e)reiÍ,  Ou)k e)pi¿stamai gra/mmata."  Tau=ta ga\r ou) mo/non periì th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou, kaiì tou=  ¸Hsai¿+ou nomiste/on 
le/gesqai, a)lla\ kaiì periì pa/shj qei¿aj  Grafh=j o(mologoume/nwj kaiì para\ toiÍj metri¿wj e)pai¿+ein lo/gwn qei¿wn duname/noij, 
peplhrwme/nhj ai¹nigma/twn, kaiì parabolw½n, skoteinw½n te lo/gwn, kaiì aÃllwn poiki¿lwn ei¹dw½n a)safei¿aj, duslh/ptwn tv= 
a)nqrwpi¿nv fu/sei: oÀper dida/cai boulo/menoj kaiì o(  Swth/r fhsin, w¨j th=j kleido\j ouÃshj para\ toiÍj grammateu=si, kaiì  
Farisai¿oij ou)k a)gwnizome/noij th\n o(do\n eu(reiÍn tou= a)noiÍcai, to/: "Ou)aiì u(miÍn toiÍj nomikoiÍj: oÀti hÃrate th\n kleiÍda th=j 
gnw¯sewj, au)toiì ou)k ei¹sh/lqete, kaiì tou\j ei¹serxome/nouj ou)k a)fi¿ete ei¹selqeiÍn."
Papias Scr. Eccl. 
[1558]
[001] Fragmenta 2.5.1  2.5   ãEnqa kaiì e)pisth=sai aÃcion diìj katariqmou=nti au)t%½ to\  ¹Iwa/nnou oÃnoma, wÒn to\n me\n pro/teron  Pe/tr% kaiì  ¹Iakw¯b% kaiì  
Matqai¿% kaiì toiÍj loipoiÍj a)posto/loij sugkatale/gei, safw½j dhlw½n to\n eu)aggelisth/n, to\n d' eÀteron  ¹Iwa/nnhn diastei¿laj 
to\n lo/gon e(te/roij para\ to\n tw½n a)posto/lwn a)riqmo\n katata/ssei, prota/caj au)tou= to\n  ¹Aristi¿wna, safw½j te au)to\n 
presbu/teron o)noma/zei: 2.6    w¨j kaiì dia\ tou/twn a)podei¿knusqai th\n i¸stori¿an a)lhqh= tw½n du/o kata\ th\n  ¹Asi¿an o(mwnumi¿# 
kexrh=sqai ei¹rhko/twn, du/o te e)n  ¹Efe/s% gene/sqai mnh/mata kaiì e(ka/teron  ¹Iwa/nnou eÃti nu=n le/gesqai. oiâj kaiì a)nagkaiÍon 
prose/xein to\n nou=n: ei¹ko\j ga\r to\n deu/teron, ei¹ mh/ tij e)qe/loi to\n prw½ton, th\n e)p' o)no/matoj ferome/nhn  ¹Iwa/nnou  
¹Apoka/luyin e(wrake/nai.
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[001] Fragmenta 4.1.1 4.1   Papi¿aj de\ ouÀtwj e)piì le/cewj:  ¹Eni¿oij de\ au)tw½n, dhladh\ tw½n pa/lai qei¿wn a)gge/lwn, kaiì th=j periì th\n gh=n 
diakosmh/sewj eÃdwken aÃrxein, kaiì kalw½j aÃrxein parhggu/hse. kaiì e(ch=j fhsi¿n:  Ei¹j ou)de\n de\ sune/bh teleuth=sai th\n ta/cin 
au)tw½n.   Periì me/ntoi tou= qeopneu/stou th=j bi¿blou th=j  ¹Apokalu/yewj  ¹Iwa/nnou scil.Ÿ peritto\n mhku/nein to\n lo/gon 
h(gou/meqa, tw½n makari¿wn  Grhgori¿ou fhmiì tou= qeolo/gou kaiì  Kuri¿llou, prose/ti de\ kaiì tw½n a)rxaiote/rwn  Papi¿ou,  
Ei¹rhnai¿ou,  Meqodi¿ou kaiì  ¸Ippolu/tou tau/tv prosmarturou/ntwn to\ a)cio/piston.
  11.1.1   Papi¿aj  ¸Ierapo/lewj e)pi¿skopoj, a)kousth\j tou= qeolo/gou  ¹Iwa/nnou geno/menoj,  Poluka/rpou de\ e(taiÍroj, pe/nte lo/gouj 
kuriakw½n logi¿wn eÃgrayen. e)n oiâj a)pari¿qmhsin a)posto/lwn poiou/menoj meta\  Pe/tron kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhn,  Fi¿lippon kaiì  Qwma=n 
kaiì  MatqaiÍon ei¹j maqhta\j tou= kuri¿ou a)ne/grayen  ¹Aristi¿wna kaiì  ¹Iwa/nnhn eÀteron, oÁn kaiì presbu/teron e)ka/lesen. wÐj 
tinaj oiãesqai, oÀti <tou/tou> tou=  ¹Iwa/nnou ei¹siìn ai¸ du/o e)pistolaiì ai¸ mikraiì kaiì kaqolikai¿, ai¸ e)c o)no/matoj  ¹Iwa/nnou 
fero/menai, dia\ to\ tou\j a)rxai¿ouj th\n prw¯thn mo/nhn e)gkri¿nein. tine\j de\ kaiì th\n  ¹Apoka/luyin tou/tou planhqe/ntej e)no/misan. 
kaiì  Papi¿aj de\ periì th\n xiliontaethri¿da sfa/lletai, e)c ouÂ kaiì o(  Ei¹rhnaiÍoj.
Polycarpus Scr 
Eccl. [1622]
[001] Epistula ad 
Philippenses
2.1.6 ouÂ to\ aiâma e)kzhth/sei o( qeo\j a)po\ tw½n a)peiqou/ntwn au)t%½. 
Pseudo-Macarius 
Scr. Eccl. [2109]
[003] Sermones 1-22, 24-27 16.4.24 t%½ mh\ ni¿yanti kaiì a)lei¿yanti "tou\j po/daj" au)tou= kaiì mh\ a)napau/santi au)to/n, kaiì pa/lin a)llaxou= le/gei o( ku/rioj: "i¹dou\ 
eÀsthka e)piì th\n qu/ran kaiì krou/w: e)a/n tij" "a)noi¿cv" moi "ei¹seleu/somai pro\j au)to\n kaiì deip-nh/sw met' au)tou= kaiì au)to\j 
met' e)mou=". toigarou=n h(meiÍj makru/nomen e(autou\j a)p' au)tou= mh\ kata\ a)lh/qeian zhtou=ntej au)to/n: 
[001] Sermones 64 (collectio 
B)
7.16.7.3 to\n aÃnqrwpon to/nde aÃtrepton ei¹j to\ a)gaqo/n, kaiì ou) le/geij luth=j au)to\n kaiì trepth=j fu/sewj: trepto\n me\n ei¹j to\ kako\n kaiì 
ei¹j to\ a)gaqo/n. t%½ ga\r duname/n% traph=nai ei¹j a)mfo/tera me/rh no/moj di¿dotai, hÃgoun t%½ eÃxonti e)cousi¿an poih=sai po/lemon 
pro\j th\n e)nanti¿an du/namin. detv= ga\r fu/sei no/moj ou)k eÃstai.
35.1.2.1  35.1.2 au)tou=." e)n pa=sin ouÅn e)sti kaiì pantaxou= e)sti, kaiì dia\ poi¿an ai¹ti¿an ou) qewrou=sin au)to\n ai¸ yuxaiì pa/ntwn 
a)nqrw¯pwn, a)lla\ a)fanh\j tugxa/nei e)ntau=qa wÓn; ti¿ to\ e)n me/s% oÄn kaiì ti¿ to\ e)mpodi¿zon; a)lla\ tou=to dh=lon. kaiì ga\r to\ 
pneu=ma dia\ tw½n grafw½n a)nh/ggeilen h(miÍn, oÀti a)po\ th=j paraba/sewj  ¹Ada/m, tou= prw¯tou a)nqrw¯pou tou= paraba/ntoj th\n 
e)ntolh\n tou= qeou=, ei¹selqou=sa "h( a(marti¿a ei¹j to\n ko/smon", to\ pneu=ma th=j ponhri¿aj, "o( oÃfij o( a)rxaiÍoj, o( kalou/menoj 
dia/boloj", o( a)path/saj to\n  ¹Ada\m kaiì kataspa/saj au)to\n a)po\ th=j au)tou= do/chj u(po\ th\n e(autou= e)cousi¿an kaiì dou=lon kaiì 
u(poxei¿rion au)to\n labwÜn kaiì pa/nta ta\ 
Theodoretus Scr. 
Eccl. et Theol. 
[4089]
[002] Eranistes 102.16   ¸O lo/goj sa\rc e)ge/neto, ou)k ei¹j sa/rka a)naluqei¿j, a)lla\ sa/rka fore/saj: w¨j d' aÄn eiãpoi tij, o( deiÍna ge/gone ge/rwn, ou)k e)c 
a)rxh=j gennhqei¿j: hÄ o( stratiw¯thj betra/noj e)ge/neto, ou) pro/teron toiou=toj wÔn oiâoj ge/gonen.  ¹Iwa/nnhj, ")Egeno/mhn, fhsi¿n, e)n 
tv= nh/s%  Pa/tm% e)n tv= h(me/r# tv= kuriakv=:" ou)x oÀti e)keiÍ ge/gonen hÄ gege/nnhtai, a)ll' eiåpen, ")Egeno/mhn e)n  Pa/tm%," a)ntiì tou=, 
paregeno/mhn.  OuÀtwj o( lo/goj ei¹j sa/rka parage/gonen, w¨j le/lektai, "(O lo/goj sa\rc e)ge/neto."
 [031] Haereticarum 
fabularum compendium
83.405.7   ¸H de\ tw½n Tessareskaidekatitw½n aiàresij tau/thn u(po/qesin eÃxei. Fasiì to\n eu)aggelisth\n  ¹Iwa/nnhn, e)n tv=  ¹Asi¿# 
khru/canta, dida/cai au)tou\j e)n tv= tessares-kaideka/tv th=j selh/nhj e)pitele/sai tou= Pa/sxa th\n e(orth/n: kakw½j de\ th\n 
a)postolikh\n nenohko/tej
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